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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR

E ARE presenting herewith a book of unique
interest for our times. It is an accurate and most readable account

of Spain, from its earliest beginnings to the final great event of the

Spanish Civil War within our own recent memory. The outcome of

this broke the strength of red radicalism and saved a Christian nation

from ruin.

The writer himself, through long familiarity with Spain, its people,

and with every section of the land, is perhaps the one man best fitted

for this task. Consultant on International Affairs of the N.C.W.C. of

the United States of America, he is equally prominent in Spain itself

and in Spanish countries throughout the world.

Perfect in the use of the Spanish tongue, he is no less thoroughly

familiar with the purely subversive literature spawned by the radicals

in Spain socialists, communists, and anarchists than with the

Christian contributions issued in defense of a peace-loving people,

desirous to be left unmolested, and yet not unwilling to protect their

churches and their firesides against the aggressive promoters of a

universal godlessness.

A writer in Spanish no less than in the English language, Richard

Pattee has spent extensive periods not only in Spain, where he is

familiar with every inch of ground, we might say, but in the Spanish

American countries as well- His intimate acquaintance with South

America dates back to 1929 and 1930, when he was still in his

twenties; with Central America and the West Indies, to 1938. In 1944

he held the rank of visiting professor at the University of Mexico.

In more recent times no fewer than fifty lectures were delivered

by him throughout Spain itself during the year 1947, while in the

following two years we find him lecturing at the Santander Inter

national Summer School in Spain, and later appearing as delegate
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to the Apologetics Congress at Vich in 1949. Surely no man could

be more intimately acquainted with Spain and with Spanish-speaking

countries.

In his literary capacity Pattee has been regular contributor to a

full half-dozen Spanish periodicals, including at least two dailies : El

Grafico in Venezuela and El Pueblo in Buenos Aires, the remaining

papers appearing in Madrid. In addition he has provided regular

articles to the Spanish news agency, &quot;Logos.&quot; Evidently no one can

fail to perceive his intimate connection with Spanish events and the

Spanish people 1

Particularly worthy of note, however, is the fact that among the

books written by him no fewer than five are in the Spanish language,

the first of these appearing in 1939 and the most recent in 1949.

Significantly the title of this latter book is Informe sobre Espafia,

or as you might render it into English: &quot;What You Should Know
About Spain.&quot;

Obviously, then, if there is one person qualified reliably to inform

the world about Spain today, it is this scrupulously exact and careful

author, who in the writing of his present work has spared no pains and

labor to give us an authentic and at the same time most interesting

account for which the entire English-speaking world, still so badly
misinformed upon this question, can never be too grateful.

As manifesting in a specific way the author s long-continued and

universal interest in the History of Spain, to which this book is

dedicated as a most significant contribution, we need but further

mention his present membership in the Academies of History
established respectively in Ecuador, Panama, Colombia, Nicaragua,
and Venezuela, while he also holds today affiliation with the Geographi
cal Society of Lisbon.

All this external evidence is backed by the absolute reliability of

this book and the ease with which the author uncovers the factual

errors and often, no doubt, the positive falsehoods that abound in the

present-day literature in Spain. As for the thoroughly paganized prod
ucts of the extreme socialist, communist, and anarchist combination

that has striven to submerge Spain under their own godless and destruc

tive rule, there can be nothing but utter contempt. They are not

writing history but are merely laboring to promote their own red

dogmatism. Yet Spain has been cluttered with such abominations, too

often taken seriously by the world at large.

Every letter in the work issued by the present writer is backed
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by facts and evidence to the ultimate degree. But what still further

characterizes this book is the author s conscientious accuracy, giving

to all men and to every group of men, independently of their religious

or social affiliations, the perfect measure of justice, whether there be

question of praise or blame. There is nothing iconoclastic in these

pages. On the other hand, the reading done by the author is amazing,

and the judgment passed by him on the innumerable citations given

is always to the point, if a judgment is at all called for.

Now indeed, if ever, Spain needs the fellowship and confidence of

the anticommunist world, while this, in turn, badly needs Spain. Let

us be helpful one to the other, or else perhaps in these tremendous

times we might willfully expose ourselves to go down to ruin together.

Spain, it is true, may still be far from ultimate perfection, but so

too are wel

JOSEPH HUSSLEIN, S.J., PH.D.

General Editor, Science and Culture Series

St. Louis University

February 14, 1950
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Chapter 1. THE HISPANIC TEMPERAMENT

&quot;We have invented nothing, but we have had faitk and courage. We
have discovered and conquered lands; we have fought everywhere

in the world. For spiritual satisfaction during peace, we have

achieved mysticism. To occupy our leisure we have conceived a

magnificent art and to arouse our emotions we have developed bull

fighting&quot; (Angel Ganivet).

L THESE words the Spanish mind is summa
rized by one of the most penetrating observers of the past century. It

stresses the three elements that constitute the synthesis of the Spanish

people : the resolute refusal to succumb to the modern mania for gadgets

and the mechanized society ;
a profound sentiment of religion ;

and a

very high degree of emotional capacity. It is a simple statement of the

fact that Spain has been out of step with the rest of the world, a

discrepancy which springs from clinging to values which the rest of the

world and I refer naturally to the western European and American

has too often discarded as painfully outmoded.

After all, what is Spain? Some writers have preferred the term &quot;The

Spains&quot; as a more accurate description of the diversity within unity that

is a basic feature of the peninsula.
1
Physically, Spain is a microscopic

world in itself. Diversity is so startling as to disturb the casual traveler

who finds himself in a maze of transformation and contradictions as

he moves from province to province.

There is the undefinable majesty of the Basque provinces. No city

in Spain conjures up quite the same sentiments as Pamplona. It is, in

many ways, a very ordinary town. But there hangs over it an aura

of militancy and intransigent adherence to conviction that is unequaled

in the peninsula. The Navarrese belong to a sturdy branch of humanity,

tough, resilient, and profoundly attached to their soil. The contem-

i Carles Cardo, Histoire spirituelle des Espagnes, Paris, 1946.

1
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porary visitor to Spain is all too often provoked by what he calls, for

the sake of a better name, the &quot;reaction&quot; of Navarre. It is infallibly

annoying to the modern mind to discover that there are people in this

world who are not eager for
&quot;progress&quot;

and who are quite ready to

resist the inroads of modernism. Navarre fought for decades the losing

battle for the Carlist successor. The patriarchal family farm system

produced an almost unanimous adherence to the crusade against the

Republic when it broke in 1936. The bright red berets of the Tradition

alists, their simple political and social creed, their unswerving loyalty

made them one of the unconquerable ramparts of Hispanism.
There are other Basque provinces too, from Guip&zcoa with the

effete San Sebastian, to the rugged mountain country behind Bilbao.

The Basques have long constituted a nucleus of unexplained origin
in the main body of Spanish territory. Their industriousness is pro

verbial; their family organization splendid; their fierce local loyalty
a source of strength. Basque nationalism is a factor of no small impor
tance in the history of contemporary Spain.
To the west lies Asturias, a kindly region, endowed by nature with

resources and a diligent people. It was here that the tiny nuclei of

Christian resistance formed to thrust back the Moslem after the

first great wave of Islamic conquest swept over the land. Vast numbers
of Asturians have migrated to settle the western hemisphere and

bring riches back to their province.

Beyond Asturias is Galicia, as different from harsh, dry Castile as

though it belonged to another world. Its lush climate, exuberant

vegetation, heavy rainfall, and soft landscape, have made the Galician

akin to the Portuguese in temperament. His language is very nearly
that of neighboring Portugal. The melancholy and sweet sadness that

makes Portugal so different from Spain forms a part of the spiritual

heritage of Galicia. The rias of Galicia are minor fiords along the

Atlantic seaboard. This and the Cantabrian coast have long been Spain s

window out on the world, and especially on America. Its fisherfolk

supply a large part of the seafood that constitutes so vital a part of

the Iberian diet. It looks out across the ocean in a way contrasting
with the deep introspection of Castile.

Catalonia conjures up Barcelona and the magnificent Mediterranean
coast. It is a compact area with a language and a culture of its own,
the Mediterranean being its outlet. Contact with France has influenced
its culture. Its people have long enjoyed fame for their extraordinary
industriousness and capacity for competition in the modern world of
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business and trade. They are, perhaps, the one Spanish element which
has achieved real incorporation with the economic trends of the times.

Catalonia means a great deal to Spain, for much of its industry is

concentrated here. Its spiritual inheritance is no less significant, for it

is the link between the predominant Castilian form of expression and

the French and Italian.

Running parallel to Portugal is Extremadura, which merges with

Leon in the north. The brown dryness of Extremadura has long been

the synonym of poverty, and grinding, heartless landlessness. Its

peasantry has struggled for centuries in this inhospitable land to eke

out a bare living from its barren soil. Its population is sparse, its

territory reeking with history. It is not by mere chance that so many
of the conquerors of America came from Extremadura, with Pizarro

and Cortes typical products of its soil. Rough and unlettered, these

Extremaduran peasants performed miracles of intrepidity and gave

Spain a large segment of its empire.
To the south lies Andalucla. Here every major city is colorful and

meaningful. The traces of the Moslem occupation are visible in the

architecture, the customs, and the people. Seville is not merely a city

concerning which the tourist agencies conjure up alluring adjectives,

but a synthesis of Spanish history in the imperial period. Along the

Andalucian coast Mdlaga, Almeria, Algeciras, Cddiz there is

poverty, for meager resources have made it one of the socially most

depressed areas of the entire peninsula. The contrast is overwhelming

between the solid prosperity of Barcelona and the Catalan hinterland,

or between the frugal well-being of the north and this sunny, under

privileged Mediterranean coast. There is an Andalucian temperament,

terribly overromanticized by foreign visitors
;
visions of guitars, tight

trousers, haunting music, and moonlight that befog its harsh realities.

Strong in its vitality for no people of Spain have more sheer animal

spirits it has never pulled its weight in the struggle for social and

economic betterment. There are whole regions of indescribable depres

sion, despite the natural charm of the people and scenery. Lesser areas

should not be forgotten. There is the Mancha, of Don Quixote fame,

some of its windmills still whirling in the breeze and dust, its villages

reminiscent of the scenes of the dreams and heroism of the cavalier

of the Mancha and his sturdy attendant, Sancho.

Castile is the hard core of things Spanish, culturally and historically.

It has been described a thousand times in the prose of a dozen lan

guages with its bleak tablelands, broken here and there by chains of
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mountains, and the austere vastness of its plains. Miguel de Unamuno
in his exquisite En torno al casticismo depicts it as a &quot;petrified sea

full of sky.&quot; The Castilian landscape does not provoke sentiments of

softness or of voluptuosity. It is hard, real, earthy, and filled with the

spirit of constant struggle against the adverse elements of nature. A
poor soil, a magnificent, endless sky, rugged bare mountains; this is

the physical backdrop of Castile. Life in Castile is not easy. Nature

provides a hard and exhausting living for the tenacious Castilians who
till its barrenness generation after generation. This is no land of light-

hearted, flighty folk, devoted to the good things of life. It is the land

of a meditative, introspective, transcendental people, whose awareness

of God is accentuated by the sobering influence of a harsh milieu.

Cold in winter, blazing hot in summer, Castile squeezes its inhabitants.

Its peasantry has acquired the complexion of the land it works. Heroes
and saints are more likely to come from this unpromising atmosphere
than men of indifference or the easy life. Castile has given the tone to

all Spain. It is the everlasting miracle of a land that has nothing in

its favor except the will of its people, but which .has given form and

spirit to the entire peninsula. Expanded beyond the seas, it has created

a unique and steadfast culture. Castile is tradition and introspection
at the same time. Let one but visit Salamanca, whose whiteness stands

out against the uniform gray as one approaches from the other side

of the Tormes. Let him visit austere Valladolid which gives the im
pression of the quintessence of the Castilian. Let him stop midway
between Madrid and Valladolid, in the empty waste of the plain, and
feel the silence and the restraint that have molded the Castilian

character. It is the heart and soul of Spain and is the reason for its

greatness and its weakness. There is toughness, hardihood, obstinate

refusal to succumb, and ability to bear adversity in the fiber of the

Castilian people. Let anyone who thinks of the Spanish as soft Mediter

raneans, engrossed in the business of pleasure and self-indulgence, visit

Castile. Its peasants and its merchants, its townsmen and its shepherds
have produced almost every element of greatness the nation has ever

known.

There is a striking similarity between Spain and Palestine; not

merely in the external aspects of aridity, vegetation, and often

physical appearance, but in the more profound spiritual char
acteristics. In Palestine and Spain there is continuity of tradition

not traditionalism as a political idea, but the fundamentally
uninterrupted way of life and sense of values that partake of
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the whole of man s presence in a particular territory. Spain,

says Maurice Legendre, &quot;is a Biblical land.&quot;
2 It is a land of

prophets and of saints. It is a land of fervor and repentance. Spain,

like Palestine, is a singular anachronism in the twentieth century,

not because it is queer or obtuse, but because it has retained perhaps

more than any other European people a standard of values which are

no longer those of the so-called &quot;advanced nations.&quot; There are, to be

sure, innumerable Spaniards who belong to the cosmopolitan world

about them. There is a legion of intellectuals during the past and

present centuries who are Spanish only in the language they employ

for expression and who have broken with the tradition that still prevails

for the immense majority of their fellow countrymen.

Spain has always been a
fc

land of peasants. The inroads of industrial

ism have changed the face of some of its large cities and a bit of its

countryside, but it still remains what it has been from the dawn of

history: a nation of humble folk, tucked away in their villages and

farms, rooted solidly to the ground, unafraid of the challenge of the

times, and not particularly moved by the proposal that they adapt

themselves to the modern way of life. Even the proletariat in the

large cities, in direct contact with the new economic order, has

looked at it and found it wanting. One of the secrets of the Spanish

labor movement, and especially of its extreme expression, anarchism,

was precisely that the anarchist reacted not against capitalism

itself, but against the introduction of capitalism. This is perhaps

the basic reason why the Spanish, when they threw off traditionalism

in the spiritual sense, swung over to the opposite extreme, and embraced

the most devastating doctrine of all anarchism.

If there is a single reason for prefacing this story of modern Spain

with this little disquisition on the Hispanic temperament, it^is
to

establish one important premise, without which the understanding of

the Spanish experience is out of focus, and that is the need for

comprehending the scale of values to which the Spanish adhere. It is

not a question whether these values are good or bad; whether we

like them or not
;
whether they ought to be changed or not.

One of the platitudes about Spain is the intense individualism of

its people. The Spaniard has been judged more than once to be

ungovernable because of his refusal to sacrifice any part of his own

individuality to the common good. Miguel de Unamuno has established

2 Maurice Legendre, Semblanza de Espana, Madrid, 1944, p, 41.
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a subtle distinction between what lie calls the &quot;individualism&quot; and the

&quot;personalism&quot; of the Spaniard. Martin Hume, the historian, speaks of

the &quot;introspective individuality of the Spaniards.&quot; At another point
he uses the expression &quot;overwhelming individuality.&quot;

3

This individuality proceeds from a number of sources. In the first

place, it is a reflection of the Christian conception of the value of the

individual with the conviction that the business of saving one s

soul is personal and not collective. Secondly, it reflects the Spanish
insistence on making things concrete. The Spaniard is no friend of

vague abstractions. It is for this reason that principles have often been

sacrificed in Spain to flesh-and-blood human beings. Humanity means

nothing; the individual human being who makes up that humanity
means a very great deal indeed. It would be inconceivable, for instance,

that Auguste Comte should ever exert the slightest influence on the

Spanish mind. The cult of humanity, which is often what our so-called

humanism today becomes, has never penetrated Spain to any appre
ciable degree. This insistence on personalizing reality reveals itself in

the precise and direct form with which God, the Blessed Virgin, and

the saints are depicted. God could never be designated merely as &quot;The

Supreme Being,&quot; or even simply as the
&quot;Deity.&quot; Our Lady is pre

sented in innumerable invocations in terms that satisfy the Spanish

yearning for the concrete.

Charity evidences itself in the same way. The Spaniard conceives

of charity in the abstract with great difficulty. Whereas in America

or in Britain, organized charities function normally and people can

be moved to give money for the relief of Tibetan victims of a disaster,

even though they may never have laid eyes on a Tibetan in their

lives, the Spaniard tends to make his charity a direct personal relation.

The beggar on the street or in the square, who is a flesh-and-blood

human being, in need of the charity of his fellow men, arouses the

charitable instincts of the passer-by. This impulse toward charity

is construed in terms of a visible, known, and tangible object.

Much of the attitude and spirit of the Spanish is related directly to

the problem of religion. No proper understanding of the history or

institutions of Spain is possible without an appraisal of the precise

place of religion in the life of both the individuals and the community.
This is unquestionably the major hurdle for the modern student of

8 Martin Hume, The Spanish People, Their Origin, Growth and Influence, London,
1901, pp. 375 and 12. A most stimulating essay on the &quot;problem of Spain&quot; is that of

Pedro Lain Entralgo, Espana como problema, Madrid, 1948.
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things Spanish. The idea that religion really forms a fundamental

part of life and that people take it seriously has gone out of our
existence in all too many cases. The result is that modern-minded ob
servers search frantically for any explanation except the obvious one.

To the modern mind, human beings can be explained on almost any
ground except their concern about God and their anxiety about the

hereafter. Yet Spanish history and conduct is meaningless if God is

removed from the equation.
&quot;The moment Christianity was introduced into Spain it rooted itself

so firmly there that it was soon the essential element of the national

character.&quot;
4 The celebrated American Hispanist, Ticknor, has said

that &quot;No sooner did Spain become Christian than it became mystic.&quot;

The flowering of mysticism has been a significant phase of the whole

spiritual odyssey of the Spanish nation. Much has been written on the

subject, but this is obviously not the place to do more than call atten

tion to the fact that mysticism plays an exceedingly important role in

the story of the spiritual development of the country. Spanish mysti
cism must be fitted into that equally complex picture of the peculiar

Hispanic insistence on a combination of the divine and the human.
&quot;Nowhere is the divine and the human so intimately linked as in the

Hispanic world.&quot;
5

This happy blending of the world and the other world, the flesh and
the spirit, the body and the soul, permeates every aspect of Spanish
life and is particularly evident in literature. A large body of the early

Hispanic literary tradition is popular in nature; it springs from the

wit and wisdom of the ordinary people : peasants, tradesmen, and petty

bourgeoisie. The Romancero is an endless mine of this popular tradi

tion. The Quixote, itself a compendium of the Hispanic mind, reveals

not a cavalier detached from the realities of his milieu, but a very
human and often pathetic man, beset by difficulties and disturbed by
obstacles. Don Quixote has sometimes been looked upon as the most

unreal creature ever to parade through the pages of literature. On the

contrary, he is one of the most earthy of our literary heroes. His eye

is constantly on the goal he has set for himself, which is sublime. His

feet are invariably placed very squarely on the solid earth from which

he sprang. It is a supreme achievement that he manages to rise above

the ordinary shackles that bind him to a mundane and prosaic existence

4 David Rubio, O.SA., The Mystic Soul of Spain, New York, 1946, p. 27.

5 Pfandl, Historia de la literatura national espanola en la edad de oro, Barcelona,

1933, p. 5.
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to strive for that which is sometimes elusive and intangible. Honor,
gallantry, courage, and an unflinching devotion to what he conceives

to be his duty is a reflection of the thirst of the Spanish race for

transcendent values; for a touch of the divine. Sancho Panza, who
follows him in triumph and adversity, has been depicted as the vulgar,

gross attendant, concerned more with filling his belly than with the

ideals of his master. But the devotion and endurance of a Sancho and
his willingness to be convinced even if his eyes do not see, is again
a part of the collective portrait of the Spanish people. Sancho is an

everlasting testimony to the ability of coarse matter to catch a glimpse
at least of the eternal.

It would take pages to describe how this conception prevails through
out Hispanic culture. Take, as an example, the magnificent picture,
the Death of the Conde de Orgaz of El Greco. Here we have the death
of a nobleman depicted with no softening, no lessening of the sharp

reality, and no glossing over of the harsh fact of death. Above and

beyond the scene of death is the vision of eternity, an image that

is a sort of preview of the destiny of all men. It is earth and heaven
;

man and God
;
the transient character of this life and the glory of the

next. No single example more eloquently illustrates the double nature
of the Spanish mind in all of its activities and anxieties.

The reader need not think of the Spanish mysticism to which I

have referred as a cold, emaciated thing. It was no perpetual state of

ecstasy of bloodless men and women who languished in monastic cells

out of contact with the world. Mysticism was, to be sure, more than
mere piety and even more than saintliness. It was a communication
with God

;
a prevision, so to speak, of beatitude. It has been given to

few men to achieve this intimate communion with God. But the

Spaniards who achieved it were often men and women who also at

tained a most competent communion with the society of their time.

St. Teresa was by all odds one of the most remarkable of this army
of mystics. Read her own writings, written at the command of her

superiors and despite her own protestations of literary inability. Her
language is frequently incorrect, but her thought is of pristine clarity,

going straight to the heart of both the mystical visions with which she
was rewarded and the affairs of the world in which she was engaged
as one of the most remarkable administrators of her time* St. John of

the Cross devoted his early days to care of the sick. St. Thomas of

Villanova, Archbishop of Valencia, was literally a wholesaler in alms

giving and the succor of the poor and afflicted. St. John of God founded
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an order. Luis of Granada recommends with insistence the vi^it to the

sick, aid to the needy, and constant care of those in misery. Ticknor
has spoken of this band of mystics as having in superlative quantities
one of the great virtues which so many lacked in a harsh age: com
passion and mercy.
The Spanish mystics emphasized introspection, attaining a delicacy

and profundity of psychoanalysis rarely equaled and perhaps never

surpassed in the annals of human experience. These strong men and

women, so devoted to the works of God and to communion with Him,
were superb defenders of the Faith, and with it of the integrity of

Europe and the Church. The mystics made Spain s Christianity a

living, real thing. Hence the special character of the Hispanic Renais

sance, so profoundly different from that of the rest of the Continent.

In the chapter on the history of Spain we shall have occasion to refer

to certain of the major features of this enlightenment and the way in

which Spain wedded orthodoxy to survival.

The Spanish preoccupation with death, combined with the absolute

naturalness with which he accepts its reality, is another characteristic

that puzzles and sometimes shocks the foreign observer, and very par

ticularly the Anglo-American mind. To an age in which the fact of

death must be covered up with endless euphemisms, it is not surprising

that the Spanish forthrightness in face of it should prove profoundly

disconcerting. Death is ever present in the Spanish mind. It is the

supreme fact of life
;
the normal dividing line and the threshold beyond

which lies the realization of the boundless promises of Christ. Death is

ever present and its presence is taken with that remarkable matter-of-

factness that astonishes the foreign observer. We all remember perhaps
the story of an officer in the late civil war who, driving with a foreign

correspondent over a road close to the firing line, stopped the car for

the purpose of examining some imperfection. Bullets were whizzing all

over the place and the foreigner suggested, with some trepidation, that

perhaps it might be well to seek shelter before they became a target

for the shooting. The Spanish officer was startled. &quot;But you are in

a state of grace, are you not? If you are, what difference does it make
whether a bullet hits us or not?&quot;

The disdain for death accompanied by a yearning for immortality,
that is, the projection of life beyond death itself, is not the consequence
of cynicism, brutishness, or fatalism. It is the product of faith, of

unbreakable, unbounded, limitless faith that is called by those to whom
faith is a strange and archaic thing, fanaticism. The Spaniard is
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naturally a believer, and if Ms faith in revealed religion is destroyed

he is likely to become an equally ardent atheist, or a violent partisan

of some form of extremism. Let it be mentioned in passing that with

the enthusiasm and ardor that the Spanish put into everything, the

individual who loses his Catholic faith is almost certain to become

strongly anticlerical, vigorously hostile to the Church, and quite

possibly its persecutor. Unamuno has called attention to the fact that

the fallen-away Catholic is not likely to continue as a passive, in

different human being. He will put his faith in something. He may be

a great saint or a very great burner of convents or flayer of the clergy,

but he is not going to do either job half-heartedly. The idea of com

promise and the happy medium is something quite out of keeping with

the Spanish temperament.
The major difficulty in the way of parliamentary government springs

from this incapacity to compromise. The Spanish character tends to

draw the ultimate consequences from any principle that it embraces.

If a republic is established, it must be absolutely republican and all

traces of monarchism must be effaced. If anarchism becomes the

principle for which the Spaniard is ready to live and die, it must be

absolute. There is no room for sharing and mutual concession. Spanish
Catholicism partakes of this quality and for this reason is so sadly

misunderstood abroad. One of the most discouraging things is the

hostility, veiled or open, that so many non-Spanish Catholics have

shown regarding Spain and its Church. In later chapters I shall have

occasion to call attention to some of these criticisms. Many of them

are caustic, not a few of them are bitingly ironical, and almost

none of them reveals the slightest conception of the Spanish

background, the tribulations and trials of its Spanish peoples, or the

inherent character of their race. There is altogether too much of

a tendency to conceive of Catholicism in Spain as bad and ineffective

because it does not operate precisely as it does in Chicago or Phila

delphia. The Spanish Catholic does not cease to be a Spaniard simply
because he is a Catholic. He brings to bear on his religious conduct

long centuries of experience, outlook, and conditioning. The least the

foreigner can do is to appraise this background as the indispensable

prelude to the present scene. This understanding will help us to grasp,

for example, the Spanish insistence on religious unity, the reluctance

to make concessions to heretical religious groups, the so-called

intolerance of Spain, and the particular thesis of the Spanish on the

relations of Church and State. Several of the recent Conversaciones
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Catdlicas, held annually at San Sebastian, have treated of this problem,
where the discrepancy between the Spanish on one side, and, let us say,
the Belgians and French on the other, is noteworthy. It is the product
of those who have lived under religious unity, who prize it above every
thing else, and who believe the defense of orthodoxy a primary need
of our time against those who live in mixed communities or who are

more concerned with meeting the challenge of an age that seems to

demand flexibility.

Again and again in these pages it will be emphasized that religion is

the main link in the unity of Spain. That this unity is basic, real, and

enduring admits of no doubt. Havelock Ellis has called attention to the

general unity despite the innumerable elements of disunity. Religion,
and specifically the Roman Catholic and Apostolic religion, serves the

purpose of providing an external force above and beyond the myriad
of disrupting elements in Spanish society. Precisely because Spaniards
are divided in politics, social conceptions, and a hundred other things,

combined with the hardy, obdurate individuality that makes of each

Spaniard a little island fortress of its own, religion provides the basis

of union outside of these preoccupations. It is superior to the ordinary

loyalties precisely because it is revealed by God and not concocted

by man. Even the monarchy, despite its tremendous prestige and antiq

uity, could never provide quite the same buttress for Spanish society

as does revealed religion. It has held Spanish society in place, while

within the social order the countless elements of discord and anarchy
held sway.
The predominance of the Catholic faith and monarchical institutions

have never made the Spaniard anything but a democrat at heart.

Hispanic democracy is basically aristocratic for the simple reason that

the individual Spaniard s sense of his own intrinsic value is very high.

In a society where every man is conscious of his worth and sometimes

capable of overvaluating it, there is no place for an undemocratic order.

Even at historical moments, when the royal power was at its height,

the attitude of the ordinary Spaniard was that of rigid distinction

between those things that belonged to Caesar and those things that

belonged to God. Even before the King, no Spaniard quaked in help

less fear. Personal dignity and the sense of individual worth made it

impossible. The King was never confused with the State. His function

was always carefully delimited. His authority was never to be taken

as that of the institutions themselves over which he presided.
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Al Rey la hacienda y la vida se ha de dor; pero el honor es patrvmonio del

dma y solo se debe a Dios*

A strong sense of equality pervades all Spanish society. The

dignity of the peasant has become proverbial. There is a famous

anecdote of how a humble peasant spoke his mind to Charles V, un

hesitatingly and without recourse to the slightest subtlety. This passion
for equality, combined with a love of a hierarchized society and the

ideas are not contradictory is revealed in a hundred ways. Ramiro
de Maeztu tells of the case of the distinguished Spanish medical man,
Ramon y Cajal, who, as a medical student, was annoyed that no

Spanish names figured among the authorities cited in his textbooks.

So indignant was he that he set out to prove that what British, French,

Germans, and Americans could do, Spaniards also were capable of

achieving. He did not abandon his microscope until his name became
one of the greatest in the history of contemporary medicine.7 This

personal dignity and the strong traditionalism that has endured in

Spain so unbrokenly has produced a remarkably high level of

general culture.

Indeed, this last phrase requires a word of explanation. Someone is

bound to rise up and announce that statistically it can be demonstrated

that there has always been a high degree of illiteracy in Spain; that

compared to other European countries, Spain can hardly be considered

as advanced. This is quite true for the person who still thinks that

literacy and culture are the same thing, or that the number of school-

houses necessarily produces a society of cultivated folk. It takes no

account of the brutal fact of our own age in which the number of

illiterates who know how to read and write is inordinately large.

G. K. Chesterton once remarked that he was touched and moved on
a visit to Spain by the deep culture of many of its unlettered peasantry.
The explanation is that these peasants retain a very rich heritage of

tradition and oral culture, all so often forgotten in our mania to

believe that culture can only be contained in a printed page. Spanish
culture itself has always been extremely close to the mass of its

people, and its literature is full of evidence of how the more refined

forms of expressions have found their source in the immense quarry
of popular tradition, folkways, and the wisdom of the anonymous

6
&quot;To the King must be given goods and life, but honor is the patrimony of the

soul and belongs only to God,&quot; Calder6n, Alcalde de Zalamea.
7 Maeztu, Defensa de la Eispawdad, Madrid, 1946, 5 ed., p. 6.
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masses of the peoples. Let it be remarked, too, that if we should avoid

the confusion of culture with either literacy or education, we must
not presume either that it is the equivalent of civilization.8

It is true that in the strictly material order Spain is woefully out

of step with the world. Comfort as such has never been a matter of

primary concern to the Spanish mind. There is a current throughout
its history of positive disdain for the material and in every expression

of the Hispanic ideal there is attached a singularly small value to pos

sessions as such. Leadership, eminence, and authority have never had

anything to do with what a man was, but what he believes. Nothing is

more revelatory of this state of mind than the fact that even at the

height of its power in the world, Spain was consistently in financial

straits. Don Quixote has perhaps expressed it most succinctly : &quot;Where-

ever I am, that is the head.&quot; It is the individual and his worth that

represent the supreme determinant of the place he holds in the

social order.

There is unquestionably something that for the sake of a better term

we may call the &quot;Spanish way of Life.&quot; Manuel Garcia Morente has

devoted numerous pages to the subject and has concluded that &quot;neither

race, blood, territory, or language really suffice to explain the essence

of a nationality.&quot; There is something more fundamental than any of

these accidents to explain that subtle and elusive thing called a
&quot;style,&quot;

a &quot;way of life,&quot;
a &quot;temperament.&quot; &quot;Spain displays a unity of style.

There is a Spanish way of life. It cannot be violated and the nation

cannot be called upon to engage in an enterprise that runs counter to

that style or way.&quot;
9 Garcia Morente has undertaken to discover what

the Spanish ideal really is and how it can be examined in the concrete.

He finds that the Christian knight using the term in a very broad

sense represents the synthesis of this Hispanic ideal. This knight is

distinguished by a lively and realistic faith, for the Spaniard is nor

mally incapable of vague sentimentality or pure rationalism. He sees

in both tendencies a perversion of real faith. And he is entirely dis

posed to follow his faith to the ultimate conclusion regardless of

circumstances and without reference to any of the ordinary contin

gencies that curb and modify most human conduct. He is, to use the

brilliant expression of this same writer, a man of &quot;mds pdlpito que

8 A remarkably illuminating little essay on the Spanish character is that of E. D.

Gannon, &quot;Portrait of a Spaniard,&quot; published as No. 21, Vol. VIII (London, December,

1947) of The British Survey series.

* Garcia Morente, Idea de la Hispanidad, Madrid, 1947, 3 ed., p. 27.
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cdlculo,&quot; that is to say, he depends for the source of his action far

more on the ideal than on the practical ;
he rejects studied calculation

of advantage and benefit as undignified and unbefitting a gentleman
and a Christian. This willingness to sacrifice for the ideal without

reference to material advantages might be meditated by unthinking
statesmen who believe that Spain can be made to change her govern
ment or institutions simply because some international group does not

like them. The most superficial acquaintance with the character and

past of the Spanish race would teach them that coercion of this sort or

the threat of economic sanctions would produce the opposite effect. The
Spaniard probably feels a certain exhilaration and zest in finding him
self alone against the world. This has been, incidentally, his normal

position down through the ages, and he is not disconcerted to discover

himself in mortal combat with the world once more. Aside from politi

cal considerations, pressure of this kind is a psychological blunder of

the first order.

The Spaniard displays at the same time a joyous disrespect for es

tablished authority in the form of administration, bureaucracy, and
the like. Spanish letters are full of rogues who have devised clever ways
for outwitting officialdom. No literature contains more vigorous satire

against the authorities or the administrators of the laws. Don Quixote,

releasing the prisoners on their way to the galleys, performs a typically

Spanish action. Sancho Panza s eternal fear of the Santa Hermandad
is an equally characteristic reaction. Reverence for authority and a

willingness to defy it in numerous petty ways go hand in hand. It is

the same as the devout respect with which the Spanish treat religion

and, simultaneously, the familiar manner they have with so many
religious things and institutions. In language and conduct, in proper
names and devotions, a sense of personal rapport with religion is

constantly evident.

Much of this attitude derives from the highly developed Spanish
sense of the absurd. Administrators, and especially people connected
with tax collecting, are likely to be extremely tiresome. Their profession
lends itself to endless fun, while solemnity either in high or low classes

of society is mercilessly satirized. This overwhelming sense of the

ridiculous is one of the major saving graces of Spain. Without it, hope
lessness might very well have overtaken the nation long ago. Certainly

by the standards of objective history and human criteria Spain has

not been a particularly fortunate country, but the redeeming grace of

humor and an appreciation of the comic have saved it from that
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enormous self-pity that becomes so often an obsession of the Germanic
mind.

This self-criticism often reaches extreme heights and becomes biting

aspersion on everything national. Joaquin Maria Bartrina has expressed
it in one of his epigrams :

Listening to a person makes it easy
To learn from where he comes,
If he praises England he is English,
If he speaks ill of Prussia, he is French
If he speaks ill of Spain, he is Spanish.

Against this Spanish background everything must be measured in

a different way than in other countries. Some writers are prone to

apply the same terminology to Spanish affairs as elsewhere in Europe,
thus leading to complete confusion. Liberalism, totalitarianism, repub
licanism all are terms that in their universal application fail to fit

the special circumstances of Spain. &quot;Spanish liberalism has little in

common with those convictions which are labelled with the name in

Europe. In Spain it is simply synonymous with anticlericalism.&quot;
10 This

is one of the numerous terms that must be defined with careful preci
sion when Spain is concerned.

This brief survey of some of the salient characteristics of the Spanish

spirit has of necessity left a great many things unsaid. It would have

been wise, perhaps, to apply the general principles laid down in these

opening pages to some of the problems of our day. The reader, however,
will quickly grasp the relation between this analysis of temperament
and some of the problems that face contemporary Spain. He should

see among other things that the individuality, balance, deep spiritual

force, and equanimity of the Spanish makes anything like real totali

tarianism an impossibility in the Iberian peninsula.
11

10 Franz Borkenau, The Spanish Cockpit (London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1937),

pp. 7-8.
11 A few judicious selections may be made from voluminous literature on the

Spanish mind and temperament. One of the most admirable is the long introduction

from the pen of Ramon Menndez Pidal in his Historia de Espana. Espana prehistdrica,

Vol. I, Madrid, 1947. The English translation of these observations is to be found in

The Spaniards in Their History of Walter Starkie, London, 1950. An excellent short

analysis is &quot;Spain: the Country, Its Peoples and Languages,&quot; by William C. Atkinson:

Spain, a Companion to Spanish Studies, ed. by E. Allison Peers, 4th ed., London, 1948.

A suggestive essay is Rafael Calvo Serer, Espana, sin problems, Madrid, 1949.



Chapter 2. A SYNTHESIS OF SPANISH HISTORY:
MAIN TRENDS TO THE FORMATION
OF THE FIRST REPUBLIC

M,JGUEL DE UNAMUNO raises the ques
tion: &quot;Are we Spaniards fundamentally incapable of Europeanization
and modernization? Is there no other life than the European and
modern? Is there no other form of culture whatever it may be called?&quot;

1

The essential character of Spain has been one of the constants in the

preoccupation of Hispanic thinkers. Time and again, sometimes with

anguish, sometimes with fierce pride, the peculiar historical personality
of Spain has been emphasized by its own intellectuals as impossible of

classification among the normal current of European development.

Spain is something apart, set aside as a vast promontory reaching out

toward Africa to the south and toward the western hemisphere across

the ocean.

Of all the modern nations of Europe, Spain reveals perhaps the

highest degree of historical continuity. Tradition became in the penin
sula a deep-rooted and enduring thing. Factors of geography, ethnic

fusion, and early political unity, gave Spain &quot;a sometimes subtle, often

striking originality.&quot;
2 The result was an undefinable combination of

qualities and virtues which resists facile generalization. &quot;Spain, the

world s great aristocracy,&quot; was the expression used by Barrfes to de

scribe what is at the same time certainly one of the most democratic

peoples on earth.

HThe main currents of Spanish history may be suggested as follows :

(1) The long process of assimilation of numerous racial and cultural

streams, giving Spain as rich a variety of elements as any modern

European nation. (2) The Christianization of Spain brought with it

an attachment to Catholicism which has been one of the most intense

of all Spanish loyalties and allowed the nation to play an exceptionally

iSobre la europeizaddn, Ensayos, Vol. I, Madrid, 1945, p. 890.
2 Pierre War, Histoire de VEspagne, Paris, 1947, p. 5.

16
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important role in the evolution of Christian belief and life in the

world. (3) Spain is the one European nation that received and as

similated to a very high degree the cultural heritage of the Arab
world. (4) The expansion of Spain beyond the seas in the era of

discovery and exploration made possible a new type of empire and a

veritable society of nations under the aegis of the Spanish crown.

(5) Spain was among the first of the European states to become a
modern nation in the contemporary sense of the word, with the crea

tion of a modern army and administrative structure. (6) The Spanish
Golden Age represented a period of unparalleled brilliance not only
for Spanish culture but for Europe at large. (7) The so-called deca

dence of Spain, reaching from the eighteenth through the nineteenth

centuries is due to causes and factors alien to the Spanish genius itself,

and largely the result of external influences.

These central ideas in Spanish history have been phrased in another

way by an exceptionally qualified historian of things Hispanic :

The Iberian tradition, emerging strong from pre-history and capable of

enrichment through the Roman conquest and the evangelization of the penin
sula, became national as a consequence of the numerous invasions from north

and south. In the Golden Age this tradition achieved an imperial and uni

versal value which protected it against the inroads of Revolution and gave it

the strength to react to Revolution. This reaction was demonstrated first in

a religious way in the sixteenth century; in a political in the nineteenth and
in a social in the present century.

3

A more recent historian of Spain, Albert Mousset, has expressed his

astonishment that even with the improved means of communication
and subsequent opportunity for a knowledge of Spain and its char

acteristics, there is no indication that this has come about. The same
thick curtain of misunderstanding and parti pris prevails today as

in the past. The present-day adverse opinion regarding the regime
of General Francisco Franco is no different in essence than the views

held contemporaneously regarding Philip II, Charles V, or other Span
ish rulers. The same persistent refusal to understand Spain by Spanish

standards; to penetrate beneath the superficialities to the basic ele

ments that explain the course of events this continues today in as

virulent a form as in past centuries.

&quot;The truth is that the history of Spain, like that of Russia, de

velops with a rhythm quite different from that of the other western

peoples. But to consider it because of this difference as fundamentally

8 Maurice Legendre, Nouvelle histoire (FEspagne, Paris, 1938, p. 7.
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incoherent, is simply intellectual blindness.&quot;
4 The difficulty is that the

Spanish tradition as revealed in its history retains certain values which

the modern world rejects as outmoded and archaic. These values

form an integral part of the backbone of the Hispanic way of life and
are particularly in evidence in the history of Spain during periods of

great strain and stress. No European nation was ever so profoundly

impregnated with religion as Spain, nor is there a country in which

nationality and religion are so intimately bound together. Few great

literatures contain so many illustrious names of clerics who have gone
down in history as creators of imperishable literary works.5 Almost

every characteristic of Spain in the modern age is to be found in the

remote past, and particularly in the combination of religious convic

tion, missionary zeal, and unyielding devotion to independence.

Spain contrasts powerfully with neighboring France. In the latter

country, the river systems form the unifying element of the people.

There is no natural center in Spain, as Paris and London are the

nuclei of French and British life. Spain s isolation springs in part
from the Pyrenean barrier and the abundance of climatic and natural

zones within the peninsula.
This is not an attempt to reduce to a few pages a systematic history

of the Spanish people. This cursory survey of the main elements that

go to make up the historical background may be suggested under

three main heads :

1. The formation of the Spanish tradition;
2. The propagation of this tradition in the world influenced by Spain ;

3. The defense of this tradition.

Around these three basic points the whole history of the country

may be conceived to revolve. The formation of the Spanish tradition

is the story of the elements that have gone into the making of the

spiritual and social structure that we call the Spanish people. The
expansion of that tradition is the story of Spain s influence in the

world, both European and American, and the role she achieved at

various moments in history elevating her to the plane of a universal

4 Mousset, Histoire d Espagne, Paris, 1947, p. 10. The so-called Black Legend,
Leyenda negra, concerns not only the work of Spain in America, but the history
and institutions of Spain itself. See Julian Juderias, La leyenda negra. Estudios
acerca del concepto de Espana en el extranjero, Madrid, 1914 and 1917; R6mulo
Carbia, Historia de la leyenda negra hispanoamericana, Madrid, 1944.

5 The list of names in Spanish letters who were priests or religious would be
interminable. Lope de Vega was a priest and member of the Inquisition. Tirso de
Molina, G6ngora, the historian Mariana, Gracian, and Calder6n were all priests.
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force. The defense of the tradition is simply the refusal to capitulate

to the forces that make for revolution and transformation. Spain has

been throughout history fundamentally antirevolutionary. The reaction

against revolution, be it religious, political, or social, has been con

sistent and vigorous. The total hostility to heresy in the sixteenth

century constituted a chapter in the process of rejection of liberalism

and later of socialism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Spain is one of the most perfect cases of a people that would not

consent to transformation by external agencies.

From the earliest period until well into the eighth century of the

present era Spain was the crossroads of cohquest and migration. It

has been spoken of as the El Dorado; the &quot;Far West&quot; of primitive

Europe, to which the most heterogeneous peoples and cultures flocked

in search of wealth or an abode. Celts and Iberians mingled in the

far-off twilight of Spain s prehistory. A millennium before the birth of

our Lord, the Phoenicians founded Cadiz and for five centuries

they reigned supreme until the arrival of the first Greeks. The

older Spanish historians, with an almost Hebraic fervor, describe the

ancient origins of their people, pushing the beginning back to Tubal,

son of Japhet, and connecting the evolution of the peninsula with

Egypt. With the foundation of Marseilles the Greek navigators and

merchants penetrated the West, and Spain was not exempt from their

influence. Titus Livius tells us that &quot;The Spanish, ignorant of the sea,

were fond of trading with the Greeks.&quot; The primitive Iberians received

the impact of the Near East to their advantage. The discovery in

1897 of the famous sculptured head called the Lady of Elche, demon

strated the close relations between the two extremes of the Mediter

ranean. Carthage contributed its share to the formation of the Spanish

people, although even the more significant Carthaginian settlements,

such as Cartagena and Cadiz, were never heavily populated.

Gaul required seven years for its conquest by the Romans. The sub

jugation of Spain began with the Second Punic War, in 218 B.C., and

was terminated under Augustus almost at the beginning of the Chris

tian era. The conquest was slow and erratic. Long before the final

incorporation of the Iberian peninsula as a Roman province, the

domination was virtually complete. The final pacification came in the

closing years before the Christian period. The name of Augustus has

been retained in numerous Spanish cities: Emerita Augusta (Merida),

Caesaraugusta (Zaragoza), and others. Roman rule proved to be a

golden period during which great material changes were instituted.
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Spain contributed a brilliant company to the splendor of Rome:
Martial, Quintillian, Seneca, Trajan, Hadrian, and Lucan. Roman rule

declined after the third century, and by the fifth the Barbarian infiltra

tions brought in that steady stream of Gothic and Germanic influence

that was to add one more ingredient to the already complex racial

strain of the emerging Spanish people. The structure of Roman society
was so strong that even the impact of the semi-Romanized Arian Chris

tians who came under the name of Barbarians did not produce its

collapse. The Visigothic center at Toledo became the focal point for an

Iberian unity which was both administratively real and spiritually sig

nificant. The grandeur of this obscure period during which figures of

the dimensions of Isadore of Seville flourished was rapidly transformed

as Spanish society became decadent and the victim of innumerable

internal conflicts.

The foundations of Christian Spain were laid firmly from the very

beginning of the Evangelization. If the visit of St. James is shrouded

in legend and supposition, we have the words of St. Paul regarding
his voyage to Spain.

6 The powerful influence of the Latinized milieu

made the spread of Christianity relatively rapid. By the third century

Spanish soil was watered with the blood of martyrs at Huesca and

Tarragona. The veneratio*of St. Eulalia still holds a very high place
at Merida and the memory of St. Engracia and the other martyrs is

revered in Zaragoza.

Spain passed very rapidly from a mission country to a missionary
one. Scarcely had Christianity shot its roots down deep into Iberian

soil than Spain became one of the major forces in the Church militant.

In the days of Arianism it was Osius of C6rdoba who combated the

heresy at the Council of Nicaea and was in large part responsible for

the definitive statement of the creed that concluded the deliberations.

Spain appeared even in that remote day in the form of champion of

orthodoxy. This role is the central thread in the spiritual history of

the nation. From Osius to Ignatius ; from the martyrs of Tarragona to

the Council of Trent; and down to our own time, the Spanish have

demonstrated a rare discernment for the basic issues. Cutting through
the rhetoric and verbiage within which so many questions are envel

oped, an almost instinctive perception of the essential elements in

controversy emerges. St. Damasus I, Pope, and Theodosius, Emperor
of the West, were Spaniards- During the Visigothic period the bare out-

Rom. 15:23,28.
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lines of the institutional life of the nation began to emerge. The devel

opment of Spanish legal principles from this primitive period is of

supreme importance in understanding the Spain of today.
7

Lord Acton has called the Councils of Toledo one of the most

democratic of institutions and a sort of forerunner of modern parlia

mentary practice. This period gave the world the Lex Visigothorum

and other legal codifications which were to constitute an important

contribution to the juridical thought of Europe and the decided pen

chant of Spain for the moral and juridical sciences was clear from the

earliest period.

The Spanish peninsula was overrun by the Arabs in the seven years

from 711 to 718. The story of the Islamic occupation must be told very

briefly although its influence on the Spanish mentality and customs

was unquestionably considerable. The so-called Moslem &quot;empire&quot;
was

a short-lived affair, centering at C6rdoba, but very soon broken up into

innumerable minor kingdoms and taifas which in turn succumbed to

the Christian Reconquest. Soon after the year 1000 this fragmentation

of Arab Spain was almost complete, while after 1212 the Reconquest

made great strides until the final expulsion of the Arabs from Granada.

The influence of Islam lasted from three to eight centuries, varying in

profundity in different areas.

The study of Islamic influence on Spain has experienced considerable

modifications in recent years. The serious approach to the problem

has done away with the facile generalizations about the Barbarians of

the north against the refined and cultivated Arabs in the south. If

Islamic culture attained a high level and exerted an undoubted in

fluence on the rest of Spain and Europe itself, it was equally true that

there were destructive elements in the presence of the Moslems

in the peninsula. The term Arab is in many ways a misnomer. The

actual Moslem population consisted largely of Berber from North

Africa, more akin to the inhabitants of the peninsula than the Moslem

conquerors out of the Middle East.

It is equally absurd to suppose that for seven long centuries Chris

tian and Moslem fought an unending battle for supremacy. In fact

T
&quot;In Spanish political thought from the earliest times, justice was not only the

end of human society, it was the norm and method of regulatmg avd society, and

in fact the civil state has no other justification save that through it J**~
secured. The state as an entity, either abstract or concrete, to which people owed

allegiance and which had rights over the people composing it never entered into

oTconcept of Spanish legal thinking.&quot; Marie R. Madden, PeUual Theory and Law

in Medieval Spain (New York: Fordham University Press, 1930), p. 33.
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the Reconquest, although extending over many centuries, was char

acterized by spurts and stops. In some areas the conflict raged more

persistently than in others, while elsewhere Moslem and Christian

lived side by side in relative peace. There were Christians who
turned Moslem; there were others who acquired the Arabic tongue,
but retained their Christian faith, for every combination was possible

during these long centuries of common occupation of the peninsula.

The Moslems themselves were profoundly influenced by the contact

with Christianity. Much of the splendid architecture and painting in

the Spain of the Mussulman was the work of Spaniards. Despite the

prohibition in the Koran to the depicting of human figures in religious

art, Islamic artistic expression in Spain was distinguished by a strong
Christian influence in this direction. The emergence of a form of

ascetic life, even monastic, among the Moslems may be traced to

contact with Christianity. This interplay of influences formed the basis

of the complex and fascinating culture that grew up in the Spain divided

between Moslems and Christians with a very strong Judaic influence

added.8 These mutual influences manifested themselves in language,
in customs, and in thought, and Father Asin Palacios has shown in

his La Escatologia musulmana en la Dimna Comedia (Madrid, 1919)

how Dante borrowed heavily from Islam for certain of his descriptions

of Paradise.

The Christian Reconquest had its beginnings in the tiny mountain

kingdoms of the north. In the shadow of the Pyrenees, the minute

Christian reducts became the nuclei of the forward movement that

was to regain control of the peninsula and this ebb and flow of in

fluences and conquest is another of the constants in Spanish history.

The Moslems never established themselves properly beyond a line

which crossed the peninsula from Coimbra in Portugal to Toledo,

Guadalajara, and the Mediterranean coast. In Asturias, Galicia, and

the Basque country, Christian resistance never wavered, although at

times it was pushed very close to extinction, while the area of Burgos
and Leon, although unincorporated in the Moslem realms, was a kind

of no man s land, subject to razzias and largely depopulated.

8 See Louis Bertrand, Histoire d Espagne, Paris, 1932. The bibliography in Spanish
on the Moslem period is extremely rich. The works of Asin Palacios are par
ticularly significant. There is at Granada a center of Arab studies which is one of

the most important sources for the interpretation of the cultural and historical

places of the Moslems in Spain. Particularly interesting also is his Huellas del Islam,

Madrid, 1941.
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From 785 to 811 the Christians were on the defensive. This period
of waiting was not unproductive, for it allowed the Franks to penetrate

the east and convert the area of Barcelona into a Prankish march. Af

ter 840 the kingdom of Asturias expanded, fixing its capital at Leon.

Toward the year 932 Burgos became the nucleus of a little kingdom
which was to develop in time into Castile. Navarre also came into

being and northern Spain was dotted with little kingdoms. In 1080

the Christians crossed the mountains and took Toledo and toward the

end of that century the Cid Campeador carved out a little domain in

the region of Valencia. The twelfth century belonged to Aragon. This

kingdom was centered at Zaragoza, and with the marriage union with

Barcelona began the new jurisdiction that was to become the Ara-

gonese-Catalan kingdom. The thirteenth century was that of the great

drive toward the south. The Battle of Navas de Tolosa in 1212

assured the Christians of sufficient unity to make the advance effective
;

James of Aragon took the Balearic Islands and Cordoba and Seville fell.

By 1270 the Moslems retained scarcely more than Granada and an

area about Huelva and the Reconquest appeared to have been stopped

short, Portugal turned its eyes toward the ocean and toward Africa.

Aragon became involved in Mediterranean projects. and Castile was

torn from time to time by dynastic strife.

Legislation flourished in Castile as in the days of the Visigothic

monarchs. Ferdinand III codified the laws of the realm; his son

Alfonso X, surnamed the &quot;Wise,&quot; continued the work under the title

of the Siete Partidas. Alfonso XI in the middle of the fourteenth

century concluded this vast labor, a tribute to the scholarship and

juridical spirit of medieval Castile.

The long duration of the Reconquest contributed certain traits to

the Spanish character. For one thing it made warfare, and especially

internal warfare, a more or less natural thing. In the second place it

imposed an austerity which became a common feature of Spanish life.

The spirit of medieval Spain was founded on the double conviction of

a religious mission and the need for expansion. The Reconquest

represented a permanent policy of colonization, since the areas taken

over by the Christians were frequently depopulated and was, in a

sense, a minor rehearsal of the great performance of the conquest of

America. It produced a breed of men engaged in war and the expulsion

of the enemy as their business, Th$re was in this long period of Strug-
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gle a very strong element of religion and the belief that the Christian

enterprise was that of a holy war.9

The Reconquest saw the emergence of the social pattern that was

to prevail in Spain for centuries and the salient features of the Spanish
social order have their origin in this period. The role, for example,
of the lesser nobility, the landowning class with a minimum of

resources, was most important in the fighting forces that reconquered

Spain. These were the hidalgos, the Hijos de algo that is, the sons of

something who in a later period served in the armies of Flanders

and Italy, went overseas and engaged in what was called the &quot;profes

sions of arms.&quot; They were to be found in the person of Don Quixote
and in many of the picaresque tales. In our time the small landowner

and the small-town lawyer reflect the sentiments and heritage of this

class. The clergy too was molded by the influence of the Reconquest.
Its militancy was the natural product of the mood and demands of the

time
;

its authority and influence were enhanced by the nature of the

struggle in which as a class it was of necessity in the vanguard.
But if the nobility and clergy enjoyed a special position in this

social order, it must not be overlooked that the Reconquest was also

a movement that contributed very powerfully to the maintenance of

a profoundly democratic tradition. Nothing is more inaccurate than the

notion that Spain was a land of retrograde absolutism where the

&quot;masses&quot; possessed neither rights nor a voice. Few societies have

combined more extraordinarily egalitarian and class distinctions at

the same time. The Reconquest increased the royal authority and

retarded feudalism while the peasant and urban communities were

rapidly developing as strong and semi-autonomous groups. The resettle

ment of the lands taken from the Moslems made it necessary to create

new communities, and these communities were granted privileges and

the fueros extended to them formed the basis of a high degree

of self-government. In fact the medieval tradition became so

profound a part of the Spanish way of life that a sort of

agrarian collectivism arose that has endured down to the present

century. The existence of the Cortes in medieval Spanish practice

provided a very early example of parliamentary institutions. It

probably originated in Leon, and during the Middle Ages it

flourished in all the Hispanic kingdoms: Castile, Valencia, Aragon,

9 Joseph Calmette remarks: &quot;The reconquest became for generation after genera
tion the unfailing program of Spanish Christianity,&quot; La formation de Vuniti espa^nole^

ris, 1946, p. 7,
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Catalonia, and Navarre. It received the king s oath to support the

fueros, provided subsidies out of taxation, and presented the

complaints of the citizenry to the monarch. &quot;It is true that few

peoples have participated more directly in their government in the

course of their history than did the Spanish people in the Middle

Ages.&quot;

10

The twelfth century was a brilliant one for Christian Spain. St.

Ferdinand ruled in Castile. A crusader for the expansion of the Faith,

he was nevertheless a man of wide tolerance and spoke of himself as

&quot;king
over the three religions

7

(Christian, Judaic, and Moslem). In

Aragon James the Conqueror, poet and warrior, ruled, surrounded by
men of great stature: Ramon de Penafort, Ramon Llull, and others.

Cathedrals were rising and Islam was pushed back into the recesses

of Andalucia. Spain was not a united whole by any means, for each

monarch of the separate Christian kingdoms tended to claim for

himself the legitimate Visigothic heritage.

Leaving aside smaller divisions, the broad outline of the peninsula

in the late Middle Ages was Portugal on the west, Castile in the

center, and the combined Aragon-Catalonia-Valencia on the east.

Around these three nuclei the history of Spain henceforth was to

revolve. The force of attraction tended to pull each of the three

kingdoms in a different direction. Portugal, under the Aviz dynasty

and after the defeat of the Castilians at Aljubarrota, turned its eyes

toward the ocean and along the coast of Africa. Portugal s frontier

was fixed, and it remains so to our day as the most permanent un

changing international line of demarcation in Europe. Aragon and

Catalonia became a Mediterranean power and, with the strength of the

kingdom concentrated on the coast, it was in this direction that Ara-

gonese-Catalan expansion veered. Its monarchs occupied Tunis in 1280,

intervened in Sicily, obtained privileges in Sardinia and Corsica,

fought with Venice against Pisa and Genoa, and secured a commercial

foothold in the Near East and Greece. Spanish interests in Italy date

10 Pierre Vilar, Histoire de I Espagne, Paris, 1947, pp. 21-22.

&quot;The government of these kingdoms, up to- that time aristocratic and theocratic

was modified and developed a democratic tendency through general participation

of the mass of people, represented by the delegates of towns, cities, and villages.

. Popular liberties and the royal power were to be the two great political forces

which opposed the feudal nobility and served as a solid foundation to our rep

resentative institutions.&quot; Manuel de Bofarull y Romana, Las antiguas Cortes, et

moderno parlamento, el regimen representative orgdnico, Alcald de Henares, 1945,

p. 35.
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from the first intervention of the Aragonese kings in Italian affairs.

Castile, as a largely inland kingdom, was the only Hispanic state

to pursue the war against Islam. The consolidation of its internal

position became the primary preoccupation. The story of the fourteenth

century holds the explanation of the rivalries of Portugal and Spain
the conflict of Catalan and Castilian and the reasons that led the

Aragon-Catalan combination to resist the primacy of Castile. In 1410

the crisis came. The Catalan dynasty was extinguished and the

Aragonese crown fell to a prince of Castilian origin. After ten years
of confusion in Catalonia, James II came to the throne (1472). One of

the major elements in his policy was the Castilian marriage of his

son Ferdinand. By this process, Catalonia was inevitably doomed to

the position of a province, a role to which the energetic and ambitious

Catalans adapted themselves with the greatest reluctance.

Castile, on the other hand, was forging the instruments of power
during the course of the fifteenth century. John II and Henry IV were

not strong monarchs, but the natural consequences of Castilian ex

pansions was beginning to bear fruit. The outlets to the sea through
Andalucia and the Cantabric coast produced an economic upsurge,
and wool production, the great industry of the Castilian highlands,

brought wealth to Burgos and Bilbao. The middle class became in

creasingly important while the clergy and lesser nobility reacted against
the turbulent condition of the higher nobility and the laxity of the

court. There was a strong religious undercurrent favorable to unity.

The influence of Jews and Moors in the Castilian court produced a re

action in favor of the older Christian tradition. Much of the conflict

that distinguished the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries derived pre

cisely from the fact that Spain was not a docile, easily managed nation,

in which the will of a strong monarch was sufficient to produce order

and stability. Contrary to the usual interpretation, the Spain of the late

Middle Ages possessed a strong middle class, a firm mercantile

foundation of its economy, and a very keen and highly developed

political sense at the municipal level. The popular will was so strong
that it insisted on the right to pass judgment on the monarch himself.

&quot;The nobles, and even the cities and clergy, proclaimed the right to

depose the monarch.&quot;
11 In the midst of what appeared to be travail

of the severest kind, the Spain of the late Middle Ages was dominated

by the ideal of chivalry, of sanctity, and of crusade. It was the era

11 Legendre, op. cit.} p. 148.
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of Ramon Llull, of whom mention has been made, St. Vincent Ferrer,
and a host of others who are the glory of medieval thought and

spirituality.

Isabel, sister of Henry IV, was destined to carry on the tradition of

the great monarchs and realize the miracle of peninsular unity. She

had been married to the heir of the Aragonese throne for five years
when Henry IV died in 1474. It was a decisive moment for the history
of the Iberian peninsula and for the world. Juana, the daughter of

Henry IV and possible successor, was asked in marriage by the King
of Portugal. The succession and marriage settlements could deter

mine whether Castile was to ally itself with Aragon and achieve its

own destiny, or with Portugal. The decision in favor of Aragon meant

that henceforth Spain and Portugal would go their separate ways, each

carving out its own place in the sun. The genius of Isabel meant

quite simply that Spain was to be placed henceforth under the guid
ance of pastoral and warrior Castile, in the spirit that had animated the

Reconquest. The mercantile motif of the Mediterranean ports was

subordinated; the economic motivation of expansion was secondary.

A territorial and religious sentiment dominated the work of their

Catholic Majesties. Isabel found Spain a moral ruin at the time of

her accession, for the court of Henry IV was anything but edifying

and the degree of desolation throughout the land was incredible. Her

reign literally transformed Spain within a few years:

It is a transformation such as is rarely registered in history. It is unneces

sary to go into details regarding the moral and political misery that prevailed

in Castile under Henry. . . . Isabel, who knew better than anyone the state

of affairs . . . turned her attention to the remedy, applying the most rigid

and inflexible standards of justice.
12

Spain was on the threshold of the greatest period in her history. The

magnificent vitality that was latent in the Spanish people ;
the extraor

dinary historical juncture that led to triumph at home and conquest

abroad, all converged to make the great and glorious Golden Age.

Spain was dedicated not merely to the problem of construction in

politics ;
she was embarked on the greatest enterprise to which human

hand had up to that time been turned, the conquest of a new world.

And in the peninsula there flourished the splendid fruits of erudition,

intellect, the spirit, and the arts.

No single act of their Catholic Majesties has aroused the same

12 Fdiciano Cereceda, S.J., Semblanza espiritual de Isabel la Catolica, Madrid,

1946, p. 114.
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passionate criticism as the decree expelling the Jews from Spain,

signed March 31, 1492. The modern mind has chosen to see in this

a kind of remote forerunner of the Niirnberg legislation. Nothing is

further from the truth. Spain was not then and has never been in the

slightest degree the promotor of racism. Certainly no European nation
has been more free from this stigma than Spain, unless it be Portugal.
The reasons for the expulsions were deep rooted and formed part of

the outburst of religious and national fervor that came with the con

quest of Granada. There was friction and misunderstanding between
the Christians and Jews, for religion, let it be repeated once more, was
taken as an essential element of nationality one would almost say
nationalism. This point is fundamental to the proper understanding of

the Spanish mind and its history. The expulsion of the Jews and even
the forced conversions, although the Jews were given the choice be
tween conversion or exile, forms a part, too, of the spirit of the epoch.
There is no more reason for indicting Ferdinand and Isabel for heart

less cruelty than it is to pass over in silence similar actions in England,
Germany, Switzerland, and every other country of Europe. Ludwig
Pfandl, the eminent German Hispanist, has written : &quot;Those who wax
indignant regarding the ethics of the expulsion in Spain are recom
mended to study carefully the Reformation in England and Switzer

land. There they will find forced conversions, by the side of which the

solution of Ferdinand and Isabel is child s play.&quot;
18 The much maligned

Inquisition was in large part an instrument of national policy and a

guarantee that national unity should be maintained. This is not the

place, obviously, to enter upon a detailed discussion of the Inquisition.
If Spain became great and retained the bases of its unity for a hundred

spectacular years it was due in no small part to the inflexible will

of the Catholic kings and their immediate successors to maintain the

religious unity of the nation without which Spain would have been

incapable of her achievements.

The bridge between the Middle Ages and the modern period is the

century and a quarter from 1479 to 1598. Three reigns take up this

epoch and the Spanish people reached the pinnacle of their greatness
before the seventeenth century sapped the foundations of this glory.
The union of Castile and Aragon was followed by the conquest of

Granada, the discovery of the New World, the incorporation of

Navarre, and the new conception of empire. If Charles V fell just

13 Juana la Loca, su vida, su tiempo su culpa, Madrid, 1938, 2 ed., p. 44.
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short of the union of the entire peninsula, Philip II achieved this end
with the fusion of the Portuguese and Spanish empires during his

reign.

It must not be supposed that peninsular unity effaced all traces

of the traditional local autonomy that had grown up in Spain ever

since the formation of the primitive Christian states. The strong

regional sentiment, which was destined to play so large a part in

modern Spanish history, was not stiffled, but simply subordinated.

Aragon had retained its administrative machinery even after the union,
for it was really a confederation together with the Balearic Islands,

Catalonia, and Valencia. This area retained its own coinage, its

customs service, and chiefly the local Cortes. Even under Charles V,
as a single sovereign, viceroys were maintained in the regional capitals,

as the former kingdoms were never completely won over to the idea of

officials and other functionaries from Castile, which was still regarded
an alien land. The only possibility of unity in this case was a flexible

administration on the part of the central government and a very high

degree of prestige on the part of the monarch. This was amply achieved

under Charles and Philip. Soon after the accession to the throne of

Spain of Philip II, one of his first acts was a curtailment of the rights

of Aragon, whereupon the local Aragonese authority called him to order

without hesitation, insisting that its fueros be rigidly respected. Even
in the seventeenth century when the first flush of enthusiasm and fer

vor had passed, the attempts of Count Olivares to promote centraliza

tion met with the flat refusal of Catalonia, which threatened to secede

and join France.

The major work of the Catholic kings was to produce unity on the

only basis on which it could possibly be achieved in Spain, the mainte

nance of religious orthodoxy. At the same time a sweeping religious

reform was introduced to oblige the clergy to refrain from nonecclesi-

astical activities. The military orders ceased to be semi-autonomous

states, the royal power was respected and obeyed and the mission of

Spain is defined for the first time with precision and foresight. Spain

was destined henceforth to play its role in the world either as the bul

wark of traditional Christianity or not at all. The uncompromising

Spanish mind, peculiarly unadapted to half measures, saw survival and

security in unity around orthodoxy, and it was this principle which

guided Spain at each moment of her greatness.
1*

14 The interpretation is developed in detail in Julian M. Rubio, Los ideales y los

hombres en la Espana imperial, Madrid, 1942, p. 34 sq.
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There were very definite signs that religious heterodoxy was

capable of finding its way through chinks in the solid armor of

Hispanic orthodoxy. Illuminism, Erasmism, and the extremism of

certain Spanish reformers such as Valdes and Serveto showed that

Spain was not immune to such penetration. The growth of Erasmism
was stopped by 1535, and under Philip II steps were taken against

incipient Protestantism. Religious plurality as an idea gained no

foothold and by the end of the sixteenth century was totally alien

to the Spanish mind.

Historically the fact remains that Spain found greatness in religious

uniformity. Two schools of thought have developed around this prob
lem. There are many, and their number is legion today in Spain, who
see in this unity the source of Spain s strength and the violation of

this conception as the cause of the ills and infirmities that have

beset the nation. The second school believed firmly that Spain was

religiously isolated and narrowly sectarian, that this rigidity bred

obscurantism and, what the extreme Left called, &quot;fanaticism.&quot;

This was the view that dominated much of the thinking in the

nineteenth century, that presided over the republic s birth, and that

led to the introduction of new philosophical and cultural currents into

Spain.

The error in the second judgment rests on the confusion of time

and conditions. In the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there

was a rare convergence of popular sentiment, the will of the State,

and the wish of the Church in favor of a policy of religious unity. The
work of the Catholic kings translated that almost unanimous will

into action. There was no violation of either opinion or sentiment by
the State. Fanaticism was not the dominating characteristic of either

Isabel or that remarkable man, Cardinal Cisneros, in so many ways
the architect of the Spain of their Catholic Majesties. Cisneros was

tireless in his efforts to root out heresy, but he was at the same time

one of the precursors of the Catholic reform itself; a reformer

of the monastic orders, founder of the University of Alcala, and the

patron of the Polyglot Bible. Spain had reached a remarkable point of

strength and power when she was able to assimilate Charles V, the

Fleming, and make of him a champion of things Hispanic, The ability

of Spain to conquer half the world, evangelize it, and take the lead in

the Counter Reformation, speaks eloquently of the internal vitality

of the people, and no little credit for these achievements is due to

the unification in mind and in spirit that preceded them.
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The period of Charles V and Philip II is rich in material and

spiritual conquests. Charles arrived in Spain in 1517. The guiding prin

ciple of his reign was the increase of his wealth and power. Philip II,

on the contrary, was devoted to the conservation of what had already
been gained. Both rulers were consecrated to tasks which we may
call, for the sake of a better word, &quot;extra-Spanish,&quot; that is the ex

pansion of the faith beyond the seas and the defense of that Faith in the

Europe torn asunder by the religious strife of the sixteenth century.

Charles, in a sense, belonged to Europe rather than to Spain alone.

It is extraordinary how completely he became Hispanized and how
zealous he became even in the defense of the Spanish, or Castilian

language as the preferable instrument for diplomatic intercourse. But
his concerns were Germany, Italy, and the Low Countries at the

same time. Philip II was intensely and introspectively peninsular,

whose reign began in 1556. In September, 1559, he landed in Spain

from abroad and was never again to abandon its territory. Charles was

a perpetual imperial wanderer
; Philip was in the environment that best

suited him in the austere and massive
v

Escorial.

^Charles maintained the classic spirit of combat for the faith that

had animated and exhilarated the Spanish for so long against Islam.

The challenge in Europe, evidenced in the wars of religion, was an

extraordinary opportunity for the exercise of this conviction. The

conquest of America with its hazards and its promise was equally an

outlet for the abundant energies of which the Hispanic race has always

jriyen ample evidence.

(Charles V dreamed of that elusive unity to which Europeans have

given thought from time immemorial. The vast stretches of his em

pire, the unity of its institutions and religion were factors that led

to the hope that as the Holy Roman Empire and Spain had come

under a single crown, so too could the western world be united. The

illusion that perhaps universal empire might be achieved was awakened

at this crucial point in the ascending destiny of Spain.
15

Charles fell exhausted in the face of the multiplicity of enterprises

to which he devoted himself. The young and vigorous victor at Pavia

was a far different man from the weary recluse at Yuste toward the

end of his life. The grandiose idea of empire contrasted with the

15 Regarding the idea of empire and the Hispanic conception, see Eleuterio

Elorduy, S.J., La idea del imperio en el pensamiento espanol y de otros pueblos,

Madrid, 1944. An excellent brief account is that of the distinguished Spanish

philologist, Ram6n Menendez Pidal, El ideal imperial de Carlos V, Madrid, 1940.
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penury of resources, for Spain never ceased to be a poor country and
even the wealth of the Indies was insufficient to modify this normal

condition. The Castilian Cortes never ceased to call the attention of

the monarch to the gigantic expenses that expansion and imperial con

quest represented; none of this was in conformity with the modest

budget and expenditures which represented the modo de Castillo, (the

Castilian Way).
Charles borrowed money from the great bankers of his day; the

Fuggers and the Welsers granting him funds on the guarantee of the

wealth of the American continent. Philip II opened his reign by

complaining bitterly that he was quite unable to pay the wages of

the soldiery. His primary task was to preserve what had been won and

beat back the incursions of heresy and foreign rivalry wherever they

might manifest themselves. Lepanto was won against the Turks and

Europe saved from their scourge ;
the Low Countries were in rebellion

and must be pacified; British ambitions were crystallizing and must
be curbed. There was danger that the Flanders-Castile combination, so

essential to the material welfare of the empire, would be ruined. The
Armada sought to destroy the English menace and, with its failure,

Spain was definitely faced with the rising prestige of northern Europe.
Within Spain, everything contrasted with the outside world of doubt

and clash. It was the Golden Age and one of the culminating points in

the whole history of the human mind and the scene was dominated by
the towering personality of Philip II. It was he who was responsible

above all else for the restoration of the prestige of the monarchical idea

which had been seriously threatened under Charles at the time of the

Comunero revolt. The revival of the prestige of the kingship was

carried out with vigor. During the formative centuries, the Hispanic

monarchy had been little more than a tumultuous republic under the

leadership of a king. The Cid Campeador had obliged Alfonso VI to

swear three times on holy scripture that he had not been implicated
in the murder of his brother

;
Alfonso X had been summarily deposed

and Henry IV humiliated at Avila. Even under Charles V the monarchy
was still reminiscent of the turbulence and rebellious nature of the

primitive Christian kingdoms. Philip was responsible for a new con

ception in which the monarchy became the central institution, inti

mately connected with the defense of the national interests, the

protection of religion, and the stability of institutions.

The largest achievement of this brilliant period brilliant in suc

cesses as well as in magnificent failures was the maintenance of
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the intimate link between the institution of the monarchy and the

mass of the people. Probably at no time in the history of Spain was the

monarch so completely attuned to the feelings, sentiments, and hopes
of the Spanish people. It was no tyranny. When a chaplain ventured
to preach in Philip s presence that the King in his will could do as he

pleased with his subjects and their property, the Inquisition inter

vened at once and Philip demanded that the friar retract from
the same pulpit this absolutist thesis. There was very real democracy
both in the service of the State and Church. The aged Duke of Alba
was imprisoned for failing to keep a promise ;

the humblest peasant, if

talented, could aspire to the highest posts in the administration. Philip

encouraged the spirit of social equality, inherited from the Reconquest,

making of the Philippine monarchy a rare union of the supremacy
of God in heaven and the King on earth.

Philip more than anyone else was the leader of the Counter

Reformation. Under his impulse the Spanish threw themselves joyously
into the crusade against error.16 The work of Philip in the Council

of Trent and the contribution of the Spanish theologians in general
can hardly be underestimated. Within Spain, Philip had in St. Teresa

of Avila a formidable and devoted collaborator, whose work may be

compared in many ways to that of St. Ignatius in the broader arena

of struggle with heresy.

The Spanish renaissance flowered with particular brilliance in the

peninsular universities. The country was dotted with university centers

that had had their beginning in Palencia, Valladolid, and Salamanca.

At Valencia, Barcelona, and Zaragoza universities were erected with

papal approval and at the end of the period the university college of

Sacro Monte was established at Granada, in 1605. This latter period

witnessed the founding of the institution of the Escuelas Pias by
St. Jose de Calasanz. The Jesuits played a very large role in the work

of education and particularly in the development of a system of

secondary schools. Spanish humanism was enriched by the contri

butions of a galaxy of outstanding figures: Luis Vives, Luis de Leon,

and Arias Montano, among others. Luis de Granada represented among
other things one of the most significant moralists in the Spain of his

time. No more important contribution was made to human progress

than that of the Spanish jurists and theologians of this epoch. The

16 Lope de Vega, a volunteer in the Armada, wrote: Para la catdlica Jornada, no

se excusdba generoso mozo &quot;From this Catholic undertaking, no generous youth
could be excused.&quot;
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great Jesuit, Father Suarez, was called the doctor eximius et plus.

Bossuet was prone to say that he who knew Suarez knew the entire

Church, so great was the sweep of his mind and the multiplicity of

the fields in which he wrote. His De legibus ac Deo Legislatore exerted

a very great influence on the political thought of his day. Francisco de

Vitoria has been hailed as the founder of international law and no

serious student today disputes his primacy in developing a conception
of the international community.

17 At the side of Suirez, although per

haps less influential than he, was the extraordinary Melchior Cano.

Philosophy and theology were represented by others of the first order :

Bartolome de Medina, Juan de Santo Tomas, and Domingo Banez.18

Biblical exegesis was inseparable in this period from, the develop
ment of scholasticism and the Counter Reformation. Although the

Bible in the vernacular was prohibited by the Index Valdes in IS 59

in view of the multiplicity of versions and editions, some of which

were far from accurate, the Vulgate was always available and it

would be improper to assume that Spain was deprived of the Bible

as some writers have undertaken to prove. The field of mysticism and

asceticism was highly developed and Spanish literature was rich in

writing, reflecting the urge of man to establish contact with God.

Spanish literature was the handmaiden of this remarkable renaissance

of culture. The end of the fifteenth century saw the publica

tion of La Celestina, and before the end of the following

century Cervantes had published his Galatea. Juan de Ortega and

Pedro Juan Nunez gave luster to the mathematical sciences. Magellan
and Elcano contributed to the state of knowledge of navigation.

Linguistics, and especially the Spanish language, were fixed with

grammar and rules by the great philologist Antonio de Nebrija. Biology
received a great impulse under Miguel Servet, and medicine under

Daza de Valdes.

Spanish culture was not limited to the peninsula. Its influence,

spread to all Europe. Ernest Renan has declared that Vitoria, Soto,

Banez, and Juan de Santo Tomas were as influential and as revolu

tionary in their time as Descartes and Diderot in a later day. The
thesis can no longer be held that the Spanish men of letters and

17 Fray Francisco de Vitoria, Fundador del Derecho International Moderno,
collection of lectures, Madrid, 1946.

18 Ludwig Pfandl, Historia de la literatura national espanola en la edad de oro,

Barcelona, 1933, p. 22 sq.
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science were routine repeaters of the scholastic tradition with no
element of novelty or originality.

Spain was literally the determinant of all current European history.
Its far-flung empire, far-reaching intervention, and the aid given the
crown by the Society of Jesus and the theologians, made of Spain
a bulwark and an important factor in the destinies of western
Europe.
Art and architecture was by no means forgotten in this resplendent

bursting of culture. The Escorial itself is the supreme monument to
the sentiment and the culture of the Spain of the sixteenth century.
El Greco in art represented that magnificent blending of the other

worldly and the mundane which is so significant a trait of the Hispanic
character. Outstanding were Ribera with his paintings of the Immacu
late Conception, Murillo at the end of the sixteenth century, Zurbaran
who was born almost at the moment of the death of Philip II, Valdez
Leal, Velaquez, and others.

The Golden Age of greatness Jed straight into what has been called
the Spanish decadence. &quot;The gold of this Golden Age ... is of im
perishable purity in the work of the great Catholics of letters and
arts, and in the institutional work of Loyola, Francis Xavier, Francis

Borgia, Teresa de Avila, St. John of the Cross and the host of others

who contributed to the enrichment of the world.&quot;
19 The decline set

in after Philip II although some Spaniards have denied the existence

of any such decay. Asorin asserted : &quot;No hay tal decadencia&quot; (There
was no such decadence).

If the period of Charles and Philip was distinguished by the triumph
of Spain over the religious revolution^ the country was next faced

by a political revolution of an entirely different character. The same
inflexible genius and the same resolute will that had opposed a literal

dike to the penetration of heresy was not there to combat the rising

political currents which were to invade the Iberian peninsula and pro
duce the same confusion that beset the rest of western Europe. The
religious breakdown had led to anarchy and to dictatorship. England
had known the iron rule of Cromwell

;
the Netherlands, the severe rule

of William of Orange. The political revolution that succeeded the

religious was in many ways an intellectualist undertaking, promoted
by men of letters, writers, and lawyers. Spain, as has been pointed out,

19 Maurice Legendre, op. cit., p. 192.
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weathered the storm of religious anarchy, although weakened and im

poverished. The political revolution, stemming from Great Britain

and France, was far more subtle and penetrating. It found a Spain
with its guard down, whose rulers were far less astute in their

perceptions than Charles and Philip.
20

The Spain that existed between the death of Philip to the extinc

tion of the Habsburgs in 1700 was a declining influence, piloted by
mediocre and inept monarchs. Under Philip III, Philip IV, and
Charles II, Spain was as opaque and colorless on the stage of world

affairs as France was brilliant under Louis XIII, Richelieu, and

Louis XIV. The Spanish royal advisers, with the possible exception of

Olivares, were mediocre intriguers. Portugal broke away and became

independent once more in 1640. Catalonia rebelled and, despite tem

porary failure, attained autonomy between 1700 and 1714. The treaties

of 1648 confirmed the independence of the Low Countries and Sar

dinia and Roussillon were lost while parts of Flanders were ceded to

Louis XIV. By 1713 the descending index of Spain had reached its

lowest point with Gibraltar and Minorca gone to a rising England.
There was the usual complex combination of causes contributing to

this; the idea of monarchy was weakened by the ineptitude of the

crown and economic factors played a large role with the loss of

maritime supremacy and foreign markets. The decrease of population
in Castile played its role, and the exhausting experience of the con

quest of the New World and part of the Far East was another

element in the general breakdown of Spanish hegemony and grandeur.
The existence of inflation and disorder in the economic and monetary
life of the country was also part of the explanation although cer

tainly not all of it.

Another -interpretation is that western Europe was gradually devel

oping the primitive elements of modern capitalism. Castile was by all

odds the least mercantile-minded area of Spain. The Catalans, Jews,

Flemings, and Genoese had traditionally played the largest role

economically in Spanish affairs while the Castilians showed a singular

inadaptation to the demands of a commercial society, and, in fact, the

failure of Spain to respond to the exigencies of capitalism may indeed

have their beginnings in this period of the eighteenth century. The de

cadence may be explained further in terms of the shift in equilibrium
between the provinces. The central provinces had played the dominant

20 See Appendix 1, &quot;Chronology of Spanish History at Its Zenith.&quot;
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role in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, in part because they pos
sessed a larger population and a sounder economy in terms of the needs

of the times. It was an unusual coincidence of economic power, popula
tion, and political impulse. For two centuries the maritime provinces
of the east suffered a decline. Once they had lost the position of

economic solvency which had been theirs for so long, combined with

the unfavorable factors already described in the case of Castile, a

reversal of the roles became inevitable.

There were signs in the eighteenth century of a reaction against the

apathy and passivity of Spanish life. Commercially there was a period
of considerable promise. The great mercantile companies were formed
such as the Real Compania Guipuzcoana de Caracas, the Philippine

company, and others, and Cddiz, Barcelona, and other parts knew a

prosperity long denied them. A great minister, Count Aranda, envisaged
a form of commercial policy that would increase trade and remove
restrictions and perhaps, if it had been put into effect, forestall the

later secession of the American colonies. The idea of a purely political

empire was giving way even in Spain to that of an economic one. The

eighteenth century was, despite the appearance of absolute decline,

a great colonial period for Spain. Capital was organized, raw
materials flowed in, and population again began to grow. In Catalonia

cotton began to replace wool and industrial techniques were introduced

very soon after they were set up in England.
No more pathetic a political failure could be imagined than the

weak Charles II who, in his agony, was forced to admit the succession

of the very house which had been the most consistent enemy of Spain,

the Bourbons. The end of the Habsburgs and the beginning of Bourbon

rule meant more than a mere change of dynasty, for it was the end of

an era and the commencement of another. The new dynasty was alien to

Spain, far less integrated with its traditions and customs than the

Habsburgs had been. It was to take generations before the new dynasty
could sink its roots into Spanish soil in the profound way that had

characterized the House of Austria.

During the eighteenth century the winds of political revolt were

blowing across Europe. The expulsion of the Jesuits, in Spain and

Portugal, is perhaps the best reminder of the sectarian and secularist

trend already violently manifest. The Spanish people have a remark

able power of resistance to influences from abroad as they demon

strated in rejecting outright everything savoring of religious reform in

the heretical sense and they revealed the same instinct regarding poli-
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tics. If the eighteenth century was a period of infiltration, the early

nineteenth gave the masses the opportunity to overcome the very

influences which their rulers had allowed to penetrate. Spain is a land

where foreign influence has a very slight chance of success and where

alien ideas and formulas, systems, and ideas contrary to the nature

of the Hispanic spirit, have repeatedly been stopped at the frontier or

expelled. It happened to the Lutherans and, in a different way, it was

the remote cause for the rejection of liberalism and, above all, social

ism in the twentieth century. History has revealed that Spain cannot

be made to the image and likeness of anyone or of any external system

that does not coincide with its own genius.

Spain was fundamentally impervious to the influences of French

encyclopedism. The Esprit des Lois of Montesquieu was not known

in Spanish translation until five years after the Bourbon restoration

in France (1820). The resistance to politically revolutionary ideas was

not merely negative; it was also positive. There were writers and

thinkers who carried on the great Spanish tradition of the Golden Age.

Father Jeronimo Feijoo, who died in 1764, while not one of the great

Spanish writers, was nevertheless a very considerable influence in the

Spain of his day. Gregorio Maranon has called him the &quot;creator of the

Spanish scientific language.&quot; Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos, who lived

until 1811, was another encyclopedic mind of comparable proportions

to Father Feijoo, and his major interest in the moral and economic

sciences coupled with his vast erudition made him one of the most

enlightened intellects of his century.

There was a host of popular writers and preachers who represented

the traditionalist idea in Spain. The country was open to many
French influences, although it cannot be assumed that French thought

marched in unobstructed to take over what had been heretofore the

invincible product of a national culture, fiercely proud of its integrity

and autonomy. The endurance of traditionalism and popular influences,

even in the highest spheres, is no better depicted than in the paintings

of Goya, who has left for us an unforgettable visual image of the

turbulent and at the same time placid Spanish life of the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries.

Charles IV has often been looked upon as a weak, vacillating mon
arch without character and will although he showed a remarkable

shrewdness in his appraisal of the events in France during the Revolu

tion. He was of the opinion that Louis XVI had been forced to accept

the constitution, and that this acceptance was scarcely valid in the
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light of the constraints placed on the French monarch. Spain was
still strong in its popular will to resist whatever might come from across

the Pyrenees, but its weakness derived from the turpitude of the

dynasty, the intrigues of the court, the character of the Queen, and
the anticlerical sentiments of Floridablanca Aranda; all tending to

weaken resistance against the threatened encroachments of the French.

It was Godoy, later to be known as the Prince of Peace, who succeeded

finally and guided Spain through the tumultuous years that were to

follow. On March 7, 1793, after the execution of Louis XVI, the French

Convention declared war on Spain, pushing the latter into an alliance

with Great Britain. The Spanish people responded with alacrity to the

call to arms against the revolution. From 1793 to 18 IS Spain was in

volved in conflict with France
;
a conflict of such serious repercussions

that the whole nineteenth century was to feel the result. The instability

of the British alliance threw Spain into the arms of France itself, at the

time of the Directory, and produced the alliance that was to play such

a role at the naval disaster of Trafalgar. The relations with France were

costly, for Spain lost Santo Domingo, Louisiana, and Trinidad among
other possessions. Trafalgar was the decisive moment, for the victory

of British sea power determined the fate of the Spanish overseas

empire. Henceforth the colonies, left to themselves, evolved straight

toward separatism. The British naval victory had done the trick and

produced the situation in which the reality of empire could no longer

conform to its theory, leading Godoy to obtain benefits from Napoleon
and create for himself a brilliant position. The continental blockade

so hampered Spain that the tension grew until the inevitable invasion

by the French forces became necessary to maintain Spain within the

continental bloc formed to bring England to her knees.

The war of independence in 1808 was a spontaneous, popular,

unanimous uprising of an indignant and outraged people to defend

their homes and their land. The movement was a literal storm of

passion let loose. During May, 1808, Galicia, Asturias, and Aragon
refused obedience to the French authorities, while the news of the

designation of Joseph Bonaparte as king produced an outburst of

hostility from the masses. The exiled Ferdinand became a legend and

around his name gathered the forces of opposition, with motives, as

usual, hopelessly mixed. In 1808 as in 1936 there was evident a wide

variety of hopes and convictions. Some of the opposition to the French

in 1808 was simply antiforeign; another sector believed that Spain

might well imitate France in its institutions and thought, the better to
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combat it, while others were in favor of a patriarchal absolutism, in

clined toward the maintenance of the ancient fueros and the close co

ordination of the religious and the political. In a word, in the early

years of the nineteenth century, what was later to become &quot;liberal

Spain,&quot; &quot;Carlist Spain,&quot; and anticlerical, leftist Spain was taking shape.
The dim outline was clearly visible, and the tendencies that found it

possible to merge temporarily against the common French foe were to

develop along lines that would shake the structure of Spanish society
for the ensuing hundred years.

The war against the French usurper was conducted very largely on

a religious basis and once again the strength and force of Spain sprang

directly from the fusion of the religious motive with the political. The
French were denounced &quot;atheists&quot;

;
the guerrilla fighters in the moun

tains and towns wore scapulars and carried holy pictures and the

celebrated Virgin of the Pillar in her shrine in Zaragoza was invoked

against the invader, since she &quot;did not want to become French.&quot; The
war for independence brought to the surface such bizarre and

heterogeneous elements that Joseph Bonaparte compared the Spanish
militia fighting against him with the Parisians who achieved control in

the second year of the Revolution. The outburst of popular sentiment

in the name of religion and tradition was sometimes so fragile that

perspicacious observers foresaw that this aggressive action of the

masses might in time be turned against the very religion they so

zealously defended.

The leadership of these masses was limited, for Spain did not possess
a contingent of statesmen and leaders capable of channeling this

upsurge of emotion and patriotism. The aged Floridablanca and

Jovellanos were members of the central committee for the Resistance.

The Cortes that met at Cadiz, as the authentic expression of the Span
ish will, reflected the most diverse tendencies, although there were no

elections and no consultation of public opinion. Intellectuals, lawyers,

merchants, and many Spanish from the overseas possessions sat in

this essentially &quot;liberal&quot; parliament in such a motley array that Karl

Marx remarked, and in this he was singularly correct, that the guerrilla

fighters were men of action without ideas; the Cortes was filled to

overflowing with ideas but with no evidence of action. There was a

complete and radical divorce between the popular resistance and the

political leadership and this characteristic was to dominate the rest

of the nineteenth century.

The past century gives the peculiar impression of two levels of activ-
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ity within the same framework, each quite independent of the other
;

the political and administrative life of Spain functioning more or less

separately from the more sluggish movement of the mass of the people.
Ideas were launched in the name of the Spanish people that in reality

were the ideas of a very small and often unrepresentative minority in

power. Spain returned in the days of the war against France to extreme

localism with mayors here and there declaring war against Napoleon
with no regard whatever for the action of the central juntas, while in

one case the Asturian junta actually undertook direct negotiations

with Great Britain.

The chaotic and insensate fury with which the war was conducted

astonished the French. Napoleon himself in his conversations at St.

Helena recalled the blind alley that Spain had represented for his hopes,

and confessed that the combination of popular resistance and awakened

nationalism had been the cause of his defeat.21 A modern historian

describes the situation in these terms :

Their cavalier, desperate, and unyielding reaction, the first the Emperor
had encountered, was not that of a modern people but of a medieval society,

ready to perish all together in defense of their faith. It was in vain that

Napoleon sought effective collaborators. The most that he could obtain from

the functionaries who remained in office was a reticent passiveness.
22

The Spanish liberalism in evidence at Cadiz did not pretend to run

counter to the religious tradition of the nation. It did, however, in the

constitution adopted by the Cortes for the future Spain, include provi

sion for restrictions in what were called at the time the material

wealth of the Church and suppressed the Inquisition. The return

of Ferdinand in 1813 was followed by the repudiation of the work

of the Cadiz Cortes, for the restoration simply lumped liberals and

collaborators with the French in the same category and swept them

off the scene. The failure to achieve a balance in the years following

the withdrawal of the French was one of the primordial causes of the

crises of the nineteenth century.

The history of Spain from 1813 to the end of the century is a

consistent story of intrigue, improvisation, and experimentation. The

American provinces separated from the mother country to go their

independent way. In 1820 an army officer, Riego, whose name remains

in history largely because the hymn of the second Spanish republic

was the &quot;Himno de Riego,&quot;
undertook a &quot;liberal&quot; rebellion. French

21 Las Cases, Le Memorial de Sainte-Hel&ne.

22 Alberic Varenne, Quand la France occupait I Europe, Paris, 1948, p. 269.
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intervention in 1823 restored the balance but without affording a

permanent solution to the alternative of the weak, capricious Ferdinand

and the liberalistic pulsations that were stirring within the country.

Ferdinand was politically handicapped by the absence of an heir, for

in his four marriages he had managed to obtain only a daughter. The

logical heir in this event would have been Don Carlos, his brother, and

the latter refused point-blank to entertain the notion of a woman in the

succession. This in a few words was the immediate backdrop of the

dynastic struggle on which Spain was about to embark and which

was to form so conspicuous a part of her nineteenth-century history.

Maria Cristina, in 1833, sought to rally the liberal forces both at home
and abroad, while Don Carlos was supported by the stanch tradi

tionalists of the Basque provinces. His claim was not a purely &quot;re

actionary&quot; one but was rooted in a program of local autonomy, the

legitimacy of the succession and hostility to the centralizing tendencies

of the Bourbons.

Maria Cristina was regent in the name of her daughter Isabel II.

The partisans of Don Carlos proclaimed him king, and for seven years

the first Carlist war shook Spain. The pretender Don Carlos was not

endowed with great perspicacity or audacity and his conduct nullified

the military achievements of his commander, Zumalacaregui, one of the

most extraordinary and colorful personalities Spain has produced.
The period became one of pronunciamientos, and uninterrupted minis

terial crises. In 1836 the Regent was forced to accept the constitution

of Cddiz and a year later she substituted for it a more moderate

document. The fact that the Regent had been forced to call on the army

generals for support against the Carlists led to the direct intervention

of the generals in political life. General Espartero had forced the

Carlists to lift the siege of Bilbao and the Regent authorized him to

sign the peace terms* at Vergara in 1839 so that in a sense the regency
was now subject to the will of the victorious military. Espartero be

came dictator of Spain for a short period which terminated with the

retirement of the Queen Mother into exile and he was designated regent

in 1841 until such a time as Isabel II became of age. Riots and rebellion

characterized this period ;
in Barcelona a republic was proclaimed and

the city was bombarded for its pains ;
in Pamplona the more moderate

generals raised the standard of rebellion and were quickly put down.

The Cortes was dissolved five times in five months until finally

Espartero, in the face of almost universal hostility, was forced

into exile.
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In 1843 Isabel was declared of age. The &quot;moderates,&quot; as they were

called, imposed their will on Isabel, and General Narvaez was named
to head the ministry. Under him the constitution of 184S was pro

claimed, strengthening the royal authority and the Council of State.

The severe policy of Narvaez prevented any considerable reaction in

Spain to the Revolution of 1848 in France with no subsequent wave of

insurrection that washed across Europe. In 1854 a coup d ltat took

place under the leadership of General Leopoldo O Donnell and

Espartero, who had returned from exile. These so-called &quot;progressives,&quot;

as they were known, held power for two years. O Donnell formed

a political group known as the &quot;Union National&quot; of liberal tendency.

There was a generous rash of new political parties during this period.

The Republicans appeared under Castelar and Salmeron
;
and federal

ism under the Catalan leader. Pi y Margall.
The various foreign interventions of Spain: Morocco, Mexico, and

Chile brought to the forefront new generals ready and willing to

venture into politics : Prim and Serrano. General Prim rose in rebellion

seven times in four years and promoted seven pronunciamientos in the

classical tradition. Narvaez and O Donnell died in 1868. When the

Queen left for the French frontier to treat with Napoleon III, two

generals, Prim and Serrano, with Admiral Topete formed a trium

virate. The fleet mutinied at Cadiz to cries of &quot;Down with the

Bourbons&quot; and a full-dress rebellion followed. The troops of Isabel were

defeated at Alcolea, and after the Queen had crossed into France

a provisional government was set up. This was the country s first ex

perience with a revolution, modern style. Prim was extremely popular

and took over the war ministry in the new government. One of the

members of this provisional arrangement was a political leader who was

to play a large role in the future, Sagasta. A Cortes elected on the basis

of universal suffrage met and drafted a liberal constitution, although

retaining the monarchy. The difficulty was to find a king. On December

30, 1870, when Amadeo, son of the Italian king, arrived to take the

throne, Prim was assassinated. The new King, a stranger in the atmos

phere of Spanish politics, was soon weary of his functions and the con

stant intrigue in which he was called upon to live. There were rivalries

between politicians and a renewal of the Carlist wars. The political

scene was a confusion of Carlists, republicans, unionists, progressives,

radicals, and liberals ;
there were Alfonists who favored the return of

the traditional Bourbons, under Alfonso XII and Carlists devoted to

the pretentions of Charles VII. On February 11, 1873, Amadeo abdi-
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cated and stated it as his studied opinion that Spain was ungovernable.

There was a strong undercurrent of extremism in the Spain of that day,
and an anarchist sentiment was one of the forces that made the repub
lic unworkable. On the night of February 11, 1873, the Republic was

jbcoclaimed.
It was conceived as the reply to the confused situation

off personal rivalries and irreconcilable feuding between the pretenders,

but the Republic, the first in Spanish history, was destined to endure

less than a year.



Chapter 3. FROM REPUBLIC TO REPUBLIC

TJLni.HE panorama of nineteenth-century Spain was
that of a nation in constant flux and reflux; in an expenditure of

its own energies and resources to no other end than its own destruc

tion. The idea that Spain in the past century was exhausted spiritually

and materially does not stand up under close examination. There was
no exhaustion; on the contrary, there was a reservoir of energy and

vitality, but it was directed to sterile ends. If that same energy had

gone into constructive activity, Spain might well have regained, its

prominent place on the European stage. There was an abundance of

first-rate personalities and men of action: leaders of talent, whose

efforts ended invariably in frustration and failure. In some ways Spain
was endowed during the past ceMury with as many outstanding figures

as in the sixteenth century ;
the difference lay in the way their abilities

were harnessed. In the sixteenth century Spain poured forth her

energies in productive achievements both abroad and at home, while in

the past century these same efforts were wasted in hopeless strife within

the peninsula. One Spanish historian has called the nineteenth century

that of &quot;fratricidal introspection.&quot;
1

The last years of the monarchy were distinguished by the increase

of party strife and a widening gap between class and mass. The Cortes

of the years 1868 to 1873 were distinguished by the presence of a legion

of outstanding theorists of politics, brilliant orators, competent constitu

tionalists and clever parliamentarians, with Emilio Castelar the vedette

of these performances. His oratory, very much in the mid-century style,

charmed and captivated in its eloquence. But the tragedy was that

it was poured into a vacuum. The country was in a state of uproar with

the republicans becoming more and more active, while the Carlists

were on the point of another civil war. The formal abdication of Isabel

1 Eduardo Aunos Prez, Itinerario histdrico de la Espana contempordnea 1808-1936,

Barcelona, 1940, p. 160.
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in 1870, leaving the throne to her son, Don Alfonso, only added fuel

to the flames. The meteoric reign of King Amadeo had contributed

nothing to the stabilization of Spain. The King himself, on his return

to Italy, was still under the impression of the stupor that his adventure
in Spain had produced. &quot;I feel as if I had made a trip to the

moon,&quot;

was his pithy comment. ^By 258 votes against 32 the Republic was

proclaimed. This Republic came in somewhat surreptitiously and lasted

precisely ten months and twenty days. Few regimes in history have
ever had so painful and inert an existence. Every branch of Spanish
republicanism joined in an initial burst of good will in forming the

government.^Pi y Margall was there. So were the Salmeron brothers,
and also Echegaray, the dramatist, who was to attain fame under the

Restoration, and Castelar. The Republican government was one of

academicians and has been called rightly a government of professors.
In this sense there is a close analogy with the Second Republic, in

which the intellectuals also played a very large part. Few cases in

modern European history illustrate more effectively the truth that

between political theory and the facts of political life there is often

an abysmal gap.
One of the first causes of strife was the decision as to how this

freshly created Republic was to be managed. The republicans in high
position felt that the Republic ought to be for them, as its architects.

Another large sector of opinion, made up of persons who had voted
for the Republic but were not active in support of the idea, claimed,
with perhaps some justice, that the Republic belonged to all Spaniards.
It was a monarchical parliament that had voted the Republic in and it

was this same Republic that expelled countless monarchists from ad
ministrative posts because they belonged to that familiar class called

collaborationists with the old regime. The republicans themselves were
soon divided between Unitarians and federalists, the latter advo

cating a high degree of local autonomy and recognition of the regional
differences of Spain while the former were in favor of the continuation

of the centralistic tradition under republican auspices. This conflict,

incidentally, is reflected perfectly in the Second Republic and remains
as one of the thorniest of Spanish problems, for the nation has never
been able to find the solution of centralism versus regionalism. The
tendency has been to oscillate back and forth between one and the

other, according to the mood and demands of the times. Pi y Margall
advocated a complex arrangement whereby there was to be a national

structure based on federalism and at the same time an internal or
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domestic federalism based on regionalism.
2 The close alliance of

regionalism in the constitutional sense and republicanism is clear in

the fact that much of the republican sentiment in 1873 sprang from

Catalonia.
3

When Pi y Margall entered upon his duties as president, it was

the signal for the almost total submersion of Spain in hopeless anarchy.

The fact that an advocate of federalism occupied the executive posi

tion persuaded a great many regionalists that immediate action was

imperative, leading to the establishment of a kind of independent can

ton in Malaga, Cadiz, Granada, Seville, Valencia, and Cartagena. Each

of these areas considered itself completely independent of the central

authority, established its own finance machinery, and proceeded to act

as though the national government no longer existed. Since the major

part of the Spanish navy was in Cartagena harbor, the local government

simply ordered the vessels to place themselves in its service and cruise

up and down the coast pillaging and looting. It was not long before

there were diplomatic repercussions and the action of the local Car

tagena regime came close to provoking an international incident. Pi y

Margall was reluctant to take drastic action, but the parliament, faced

by the creeping anarchy, deposed him and placed Salmeron in the

executive chair. The new president set about putting down the centers

of insurrection and holding the line at least with the Carlists. His

extreme scruples, especially regarding capital punishment for the in

surrectionists, led to his resignation. Three chief executives had already

preceded him when Emilio Castelar became the fourth president of

the Republic.
Castelar admittedly did a better job than his predecessors, for he put

down the Cartagena uprising, fought the Carlists effectively, and

even went so far, despite an absence of devotion to its authority, as

to negotiate with the Holy See for the filling of several vacant

bishoprics. The president found it necessary to govern with the Cortes

in recess, for the turbulent, intractable nature of the legislative body

made the work of government almost impossible. At a given moment,

General Pavia, the military governor of Madrid, offered to place the

armed forces at the disposal of the president to make possible his

action. if the Cortes proved too rebellious. The meeting of the Cortes

on January 3, 1874, represented, as anticipated, the defeat of Castelar.

2 A Rovira i Virgili, Catalunya i la republica, Barcelona, 1931, p. 14.

*ldem, Resum d Histori* del oatatanisme, Barcelona, 1936, p. 41: &quot;Catalonia was

the cradle of the Republican movement in the last century.&quot;
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General Pavia, who had nothing of the political theorist in .his

make-up, proceeded to clear the parliament by the simple expedi
ent of a fusillade at the ceiling. Pavia was a very different type
from the military who had been responsible during much of the

century for the eternal pronunciamientos. He was not conspiring with
one group to oust another, nor was he particularly interested in any
regime as such. His intention, as near as one can judge, was to put
a stop to the frightful anarchy that was sapping the vitality of Spain
and rendering the nation incapable of an orderly evolution. General
Pavia proceeded at once to convoke the members of the parliament
and proposed that they do something about setting up a new govern
ment. The one member who was willing to take a clear-cut position,
in accord with the demands of the times, was Canovas de Castillo, who
suggested that the only solution was the restoration of the monarchy
under Don Alfonso. A provisional government was in fact set up
presided over by Serrano, the Cortes dissolved, and the constitutional

guarantees suspended. The result was a hybrid sort of regime, half

republic and half dictatorship, which lasted for some months.

The monarchists, needless to say, were extremely active. Isabel II

was launching projects from her exile, and among them was a regency
under the aged Espartero for her son Alfonso. No more absurd solution

could be found, for it was the substitution of one shadowy, lifeless form
of government for another. Isabel was done for and Canovas de Castillo

with rare perception realized that a restoration did not mean going
back to what had existed before the advent of the Republic. The former

Queen abdicated formally on June 25, 1870, and Canovas became the

director and strategist of the Restoration, and for over fifteen years
he was to be the dominant figure in Spain.
Canovas recognized perfectly the liberal trend of his times. He was

aware that Spain could not resist the impact of the ideas that were

becoming dominant everywhere at the end of the century. Nor was
he so inflexible as to pretend that the Pyrenees could become a

permanent barrier permitting Spain to work out a regime completely

peninsular and isolated in character. Instead of employing the time-

honored method of the military coup, Canovas used a different

procedure. Prince Alfonso issued a manifesto in December, 1874,
addressed to those in Spain who had wished him well on his birthday,
the document being drafted by Canovas himself. It was a sober,

realistic, and singularly felicitous pronouncement, and in emphasizing
the necessity for the restoration of harmony and good will, it insisted
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that the monarchy when restored must be constitutional in character.

The restoration itself came about through General Martinez Campos
in Sagunto, who called for the return of Don Alfonso.

The Restoration occupies the period that extends from 1875 to 1917

when World War I produced a crisis of a different kind, and is the

opening of the strictly contemporary period. The constitution of 1876

was a clever document, with the prestige of the monarch assured by
the fact that he convoked the elections for the constituent Cortes that

was to prepare the new charter. The King was proclaimed invio

lable and his authority confirmed by the &quot;Grace of God,&quot; a return

to the classical formula of the Spanish monarchy. There was wide

latitude in the constitution and a considerable recognition of regional

and local rights while Canovas laid the foundation for a more orderly

interplay of political and party forces. The new era found Spain with

a parliamentary regime and a liberal-conservative counterbalance. Out

side the two major tendencies, the Carlists and the republicans repre

sented a mere theoretical opposition. Canovas had attained, if nothing

else, a restoration of the national equilibrium which in itself was no

small achievement after the chaos with which he had been faced.

There was, to be sure, a certain artificiality about this whole parlia

mentary structure. Canovas recognized as did most of his contempo

raries, that the Spanish climate was not particularly propitious for

the instant fruition of a full-blown, effective parliamentary system,

modeled on that of Great Britain. He managed, however, to provide

a strong authority through the externals of parliamentarianism with

its play of party interests, while retaining for himself the indispensable

power to assure order and tranquillity. Spain was mortally tired at this

moment in its history of the confusion and internecine warfare that

had plagued it. The soft hand of Cdnovas and the firm direction he

gave public affairs were a welcome respite.

The major defect was that the system was not a product of the

Spanish tradition and experience, nor did it reflect the mature judg

ment of the people for whom it was intended. Hence, the premature

death of Alfonso XII at the age of twenty-eight plunged Spain into

the deepest crisis. The young King had been highly esteemed and

remarkably prudent. Spain was once again at a critical crossroads in

her history. Canovas and Sagasta, the liberal leader, immediately met

to issue a statement which for all practical purposes established an

exclusive two-party system with the guarantee that each of the parties

have access to power, Cdnovas gave way at once to Sagasta,
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and the new leader proposed a series of &quot;advanced&quot; measures aimed

largely at disarming the Left and very particularly the republicans.

Maria Cristina became Regent of Spain. The birth of Don Alfonso in

1886, six months after the death of his father, assured the succession

and gave considerable relief to those who feared that an indefinite

regency might endanger the bases of the monarchy.
The last part of the century was characterized by the increasing

demand of the liberals for reforms and measures distinguished by
their audacity. They were accused of betraying the pact of 1885 and

sought the alliance of groups and parties outside the government. The
Memorias of that remarkable political figure, Count Romanones, show

clearly how this tendency became more and more evident as the

years passed. The monarchy increasingly became the institution of

the conservatives, while the liberals did not hesitate to seek the

support of socialists and republicans. The result was a growing chasm
between the parties, not on the temporary issues of everyday political

conflict, but with reference to the fundamental institutions of Spain
itself. Canovas began to suffer the first consequences of unpopularity.
New political trends now began to manifest themselves. In 1892

a new group of Catalan politicians appeared under the name of Unid
Catalanista and with a program called the Manresa principles. In

1893 the Spanish forces in Melilla in Morocco suffered a defeat that

showed the whole country the tragic situation of Spanish authority in

North Africa. The situation in Cuba was an open sore which no

government had been able to heal. The overseas
7

difficulties dated

from the days of Prim. Under the liberal regime in 1893 the young
Minister of Overseas Affairs, Antonio Maura, proposed a series of

reforms to satisfy the demands of the Cuban insurgents. They were

not accepted and the last chance was lost to maintain Spanish

sovereignty in the West Indies. Anarchy was again raising its head

in Spain. Between 1893 and 1896, three terrorist attempts had been

made in Barcelona. The bomb that exploded in 1896 during the Corpus
Christi procession revealed perhaps more eloquently than anything
else the state of affairs within Spain. The regime had become too rigid

and too formalistic. There were strange and new undercurrents, the

effects of which burst through to the surface now and again, as a

warning of the fundamentally unstable position of the political regime.
In 1897 Cinovas was assassinated and Spain once more was faced

by the perplexity of a way out.

The work of Canovas de Castillo was unquestionably fundamenta.1
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for the salvation of Spain. Whereas other statesmen had proceeded
with recklessness in the attempt to &quot;modernize&quot; Spain, Canovas was
more sensitive to the peculiarly unmodern mentality of his people.
He draped the external garments of parliamentarianism on the figure
of Spain without seeking to transform the body itself. The disappear
ance of Canovas from the scene and the establishment of the Sagasta
cabinet was followed by a worsening of the situation in Cuba. The
insurrection in the West Indies was complicated by the equally in

soluble rebellion in the Philippines where Jose Rizal had been shot and

catapulted promptly into martyrdom. And now, too, the Maine

incident, that touched off the Spanish-American War, came as an

added shock to Spanish public opinion, for it was like a thunderclap in

the sky, since the people had been uninformed of the course of events

in America.

The war found Spain ill equipped and without friends abroad. The

complete concern with domestic affairs and the absence of a sense

of international politics was not the fault of Canovas alone, but the

characteristic failure of many Spanish regimes. The tendency to think

in terms of the peninsula exclusively; the inability to grasp the

combinations and alignments of the major powers have often left

Spain in an insecure and isolated position precisely when she was most

in need of support. An incredible aspect of this tragedy was the utter

ignorance of the Spanish people of what was really happening to them.

So ill informed were they that scarcely anyone perceived the in

evitable outcome of the struggle nor appraised with a sense of reality

the strength of the United States. The defeat at Cavite disconcerted

opinion and the sense of national honor demanded action with the

result that Sagasta ordered Admiral Cervera to put to sea from his

refuge in Santiago de Cuba, an order that doomed him to certain defeat.

The naval and military calamities of the war led straight to the

Treaty of Paris, to the loss of the last colonial possessions in America

and the Far East, and to the whole spiritual crisis that goes by the

name of the &quot;Generation of 98.&quot; The Spanish people themselves reacted

with remarkable indifference to the disaster. The Sunday when the

news of the destruction of the fleet reached Madrid was characterized

by the customary bullfight, with crowds of people in the streets.

It was not indifference to the results of a tragic war; it was rather

the utter weariness of the Spanish with the colonial problem which

had faced them for an entire century. No matter what was done, the

colonies seemed to fall away from the national sovereignty and the con-
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viction became overwhelming that there was in fact nothing to do
about it and that the sooner the colonies vanished the better.

The real problem is to be found in the deeper spiritual crisis that

these events provoked. Or, perhaps, the gigantic failures in politics
and war were rather the consequence of the spiritual state in which

Spain found itself. The Spanish intellectual leadership, however, was

plunged into pessimism and brooding melancholy. &quot;The Spaniard once
more displayed his misery with a fierce pride. His criticism of the

national values was negative and painful. The pessimistic character in

literature was reflected in the painting of Zuloaga; somber hues,

melancholy little villages without life, tired and parchment-like faces

this was the plastic setting for the literature of
J

98.&quot;
4

In 1896 Angel Ganivet wrote his Idearium EspanoL This profound
and penetrating analysis of the essence of things Hispanic was no

superficial eulogy of the past and of the virtues of the Iberian race.

It was a critical, cold dissection of Hispanism, a work distinguished

by an objectivity and honesty rarely found in nations that seek to

disentangle the intricacies of their own collective past. &quot;The undisci

plined individualism,&quot; he explained, &quot;that weakens us today and
makes it impossible for us to raise our heads, may one day become an

interior, creative individualism leading us to the accomplishment of

our ideal.&quot;

So, too, no foreigner could have seized on the weaknesses of Spain
with more telling directness than Miguel de Unamuno in his essays.
Thus in his short &quot;Sobre el marasmo actual de Espana&quot; the epigram
matic rector of Salamanca analyzed the defects of the Spain of his

day. There is no youth and no youthful enthusiasm, he claims. &quot;We

live in a poor country and our economic poverty explains our mental
anemia.&quot;

5

The problem of 1898 concerned the future of Spain. Was the nation

to decline into the morass of sterility, conscientious self-pity, or was
it to make a superhuman effort to adapt itself to the demands of

4 Angel Valbuena Prat, Historia de la Literature Espanola, Barcelona, 1937, Vol. II,

p. 836.
5 In &quot;En torno ad casticismo,&quot; Ensayos, Madrid, 1945, Vol. I, p. 132.

Salvador de Madariaga has remarked that the four dominant figures of the
&quot;Generation of J

98&quot; were Joaquin Costa, Angel Ganivet, Miguel de Unamuno, and
Jos Ortega y Gasset. Costa was a remarkable figure about whom one is tempted
to devote many pages, &quot;one of those many-sided minds which are typical of a country
so rebellious to specialization as Spain&quot; (Spain [London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New
York: Creative Age Press, Inc., 1943], second impression, p. 81).
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modern industrial society and compete with more powerful rivals on
their own terms ? The question is at the basis of the whole evolution of

Spain and Miguel de Unamuno is the synthesis of this contradiction.

His active intellectual life runs from the disaster of 1898 to the civil

war in 1936. He lived through the very years in which Spain wrestled
with its own soul and sought with agonizing perplexity a solution to

the ills to which it had fallen heir. Unamuno was tormented and torn
with doubt. His magnificent paradoxes and sometimes cruel thrusts

reveal a spirit that cannot find certainty; that is lost in savage
criticism of the existing order with all its defects and the inability
to point the way to a more balanced society. His El Sentimiento trdgico
de la mda is the eloquent and moving confession of this impotency.

Spain was ripe for novelty and ready for almost any innovation.

Krausism came in from Germany and enjoyed a remarkable vogue
when it had lost all hold on the mind of the rest of Europe. Against
this collective pessimism there was one Spaniard who reacted with

vigor and devoted his life to the re-evaluation of those elements of the

Hispanic past which showed promise of permanency. This man was
Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, an extraordinary scholar, who died

prematurely at the age of fifty-six, but whose writings fill a small

library in the history of Spanish thought. Almost alone and unaided
he set about a reconstruction of the Spanish past and achieved a

monumental testimony to the fecundity and richness of the Hispanic

genius. In volume after volume he sought to reassess Spain s past;

point out the elements that had made her great in centuries gone by
and evaluate in the light of scholarship the positive achievements

of the Spanish mind. In his Ciencia espanola, Menendez y Pelayo
took up the cudgels against those who claimed Spain had no flair for

the sciences and proceeded to demonstrate that Spanish science had

attained an honorable place in a world which attaches so great an

importance to the scientific. The sentiment was always present that

Spain s mission in the world was not to be of this world, but to consist

in sustaining, even alone and without help, the struggle against the

world that was losing sight of those eternal values to which the

Spanish people had unsparingly devoted their energies and their talents.

In Chapters 7 and 8 attention will be called to the extremist move
ments especially anarchism and socialism, as they have contributed

to the social metamorphosis of Spain, While the intelligentsia con

cerned itself with the profounder issues of culture and transformation,

the masses, especially in Catalonia and Andalucia, fell under the spell
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of doctrines which constituted an important part of the background to

the events of the twentieth century. It would be a very grave mistake to

assume that because attention has been paid to the political and intel

lectual trends of modern Spain that the social forces were less vital as a
facet in the explanation of what led to the breakdown of the estab

lished order in 1936. The social aspect is so significant, indeed, that

it seems preferable to detach it from the other currents and explain
in considerable detail the origins of anarchism, communism, and social

ism, in the light of their tremendous influence on contemporary

Spanish thinking.
The intellectual struggle was posed between what Spanish writers

have chosen to call &quot;Spain and anti-Spain.&quot; The pessimism of the

&quot;Generation of 98&quot; was by no means limited to literature. It was in the

field of pedagogy that some of the most important results of this

spiritual depression are to be found. Francisco Giner de los Rios,

professor of philosophy of law at the University of Madrid, em
barked on a veritable crusade to reform the teaching methods and

content of the Spanish schools. It was his conviction, shared by a

considerable number of his contemporaries, that the youth of Spain
was being drugged with a routine, uninspired, and uninspiring instruc

tion that led to nothing and was not conducive to the titanic effort re

quired to reject the errors of the past and rekindle the extinguished

spark of the national genius. The idea of Giner de los Rios was simple.

He was eager to send the flower of Spanish youth abroad
;
inculcate the

contemporary European attitudes; &quot;modernize&quot; the outlook of these

students, and upon their return to Spain they would constitute the

nucleus of a new generation which might in the course of time rise

to power and begin the fundamental transformation of society which

he believed necessary. The Institution Libre de Ensenanza and the

Junta para Ampliacidn de Estudios e Investigations Cientificas be

came two of the most powerful institutions in modern Spain.

Giner de los Rios, however, was dominated by the secularist idea

and made no attempt to take advantage of the deep-rooted Catholic

tradition of the country. His work gives the impression of either

complete unawareness of this spiritual past or the deliberate effort

to break with it and cast it into oblivion. With the idea of foreign

contact and influence came the strong impact of the German thinker,

Kraus. Menendez y Pelayo, whose opinion must be taken with full

consideration for his unrepentant traditionalism, described the work
of Giner as leading to a kind of &quot;lodge or mutual aid society, a tribe
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and a fraternity.&quot; The influence of the proteges of Giner de los Rios
can hardly be underestimated. They filled the school system and
entered the universities; they gave the tone and note to the new
reviews that appeared and set the pace for much of the intellectual

production of Spain. The far-reaching consequences of this program
can be seen during the Second Republic when so many of them came
into positions of direction in public affairs.

The Catalan regionalist movement, too, formed a part of the rapidly

developing new Spain that was the result of the Restoration and the

events that led to the tragedy of 1898. While Catalanism was becoming
more and more one of the major influences in Spain, in the heart of

the peninsula, a political leader emerged who set about the difficult

task of carrying out a reform of the static Canovas regime. This man
was Antonio Maura. He had first come into prominence in a liberal

cabinet and had failed in his effort to work out a solution of the

vexing Cuban question. He now inherited the leadership of the con
servative party at a moment when it was regarded as a completely
and insolubly fossilized institution, creaking and groaning with the

demands of the modern age. In 1902 Maura delivered a speech in

Valencia which was a shock to his audience. He cried out that disaster

was very close and that the conservative party was far too apathetic
under its present constitution to carry on as in the past. In synthesis
his proposal was for a &quot;revolution from above.&quot; Maura, a rare phenom
enon in Spanish political life, was devoted to the monarchy and

believed that no reform should be so sweeping as to endanger its

stability. He made, at the same time, almost a fetish of &quot;the popular
will.&quot; He was convinced that the ills afflicting Spain came less from

the ignorance, ill will, and perversity of the masses than from the

egoism and immovable passivity of the leaders. The dilemma was
clear

;
either the governing classes go about their own reform with the

greatest possible diligence or they could expect ultimately the furious

reaction of the masses, misled and misguided for so long.

Maura entered the government in 1902 as Minister of the Interior.

The new Minister was fully conscious of the disastrous failure of

his West Indian policy and he had no intention of exposing himself to

the same result a second time. Catalonia was in the grip of agitation,

an effervescence that bore certain similarities to the Cuban situation.

Maura, therefore, in line with his conviction that reform must start at

the top, undertook a policy of decentralization. His project as presented

to parliament embodied the most advanced ideas regarding local auton-
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omy. Maura was equally devoted to the idea that Spain was pri

marily a maritime nation and as such required a powerful fleet. He
proposed to re-create this fleet after its defeat at the hands of the

United States. In 1903 Maura became head of the government. He
was definitely not lacking in courage. He accompanied King Alfonso

XIII to Barcelona in a visit which was looked upon as practically
suicidal by his colleagues. The strong Catalanist sentiment sweeping
the city, together with the widespread republican sentiment, would
seem to render inauspicious the visit of the monarch. The visit of the

King, however, had one excellent effect in Catalonia. It brought about, ,

thanks to the speech of Francisco Cambo, a split between the Catalan-

ists and the Nationalists, the former remaining loyal to the regime
while proposing reforms and the latter (a republican branch) expecting

nothing from the monarchy.
Anarchism and Catalanism combined were fast becoming the plague

of early twentieth-century Spain. Alfonso barely escaped assassination

in Paris in 1905 at the hands of an anarchist. Maura was forced out

and the government passed into the hands of the liberals under

Canalejas. In eighteen months six changes of cabinet occurred and

Spain was rapidly returning to the chronic chaos out of which Canovas

had once pulled it. The Catalan situation went from bad to worse. The
virulence and animosity with which the extremist press in that area

attacked everything from the monarch, the flag, the national in

stitution, down to the most insignificant ministry was unbelievable.

There was no restraint, no moderation, no sense of the proprieties.

This does not imply that Catalanism as such was responsible for

these excesses. It signifies merely that within the general Catalanist

movement there were elements allied with anarchism responsible for

some of the more grotesque attacks on the central government and

its representatives. Centralism had become an inflexible dogma of the

traditional political parties. Anything that suggested a change or

even a modification of this concentration of all powers in the national

government was regarded as the rankest of heresy. Catalanism in

general proposed a system of regional rights and autonomy. Only a tiny

minority of the Catalanists believed in throwing bombs to achieve

their ends. As a matter of fact both the Catalanists and the Basque
traditionalists, who were at the opposite pole from the anarchists, held

to essentially the same regional solution of the Spanish problem. We
find the most eloquent expression of this point of view in one who can

scarcely be suspected of sympathy for violence or for the extreme
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Left, Vdzquez de Mella, one of the outstanding spokesmen of tradi

tionalism. In his speeches, particularly in 1906 and in the Cortes, he

emphasized the difference between nation and state and urged that

even if the regions of Spain became completely autonomous, the

fact of the Spanish nation would still endure for historical, senti

mental, and practical reasons. Vazquez de Mella was openly opposed
to excessive centralism, and in this he coincided with innumerable
moderate Catalans.6

Maura was in power from 1907 to 1909. One of his major achieve

ments was the winning of the political collaboration of Francisco

Cambo, the Catalan leader, a no mean accomplishment and one which

among its many good results alienated the two extremes of the

Catalan regional movement.

Despite the vision displayed by Maura, Spain was in the grip of a

new era of confusion and irresponsibility. The pendulum which has

so often swung from one extreme to the other was now in precipitate

movement toward social and political anarchy. The revolution from

above, of which Maura had been the chief advocate, was a failure;

the revolution from below, which he had strained to prevent, was fast

taking shape. The inspiration came from various sources : the Catalan

extreme left with the anarchists, the bourgeois regionalists, the re

publican sentiment that cut across purely sectional lines, and was be

coming a far more potent force than generally suspected. Spain was

subject to the impact of influences from outside, and especially

extremist experience elsewhere. One of the peculiarities of Spanish

political life was that it was highly subject to alien influences with

a marked tendency to adjust new political proposals to standards

imported from abroad. It was paradoxical that the Spanish people
who so bitterly resented foreign models were the victims of minority

groups who reflected with rare faithfulness movements and trends

that had arisen elsewhere. Socialism in imperial Germany, the trade

union movement in Great Britain,, extremism in France all played

a role in setting the pace for Spanish political development.

A word about republicanism. After the colossal failure of the

First Republic, the movement had been broken and the remnants were

ossified ideologists with little or no influence. It was some years before

republicanism became coherent and articulate once more. In 1891

Vicente Blasco Ibdnez, better known to the English-speaking world

6 Vzquez de Mella, Obras completas, Madrid, Vol. X, pp. 219-221; Osvaldo Lira,

Nostalgia de Vazquez de Mella, Santiago, Chile, 1942, p. 119.
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as the author of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, founded a

republican paper in Valencia, El Pueblo. This coastal city was the
focus of a considerable republican sentiment. Barcelona and Madrid,
despite their importance as dominant urban centers, were less addicted
to this particular sentiment. It was not the inherent vitality of re

publicanism that managed a comeback in politics, but the ineptitude
and the indirect collaboration of monarchism that produced this

miracle. It would be no exaggeration to say that in many ways the

monarchists were themselves responsible for the decreasing prestige
of monarchical institutions. As early as 1904 the republicans demon
strated considerable strength, having obtained a majority in certain

of the municipal elections, notably in Bilbao, Barcelona, Valencia,

Seville, and Zaragoza.
The growth of socialism was not due fundamentally to the absence

of social legislation or the improvement of the lot of the masses. In
fact the conservatives were responsible for more effective legislation
in this sense than the liberals, the latter having repeatedly invoked the

suspension of the normal constitutional guarantees to bolster their

position. If the monarchists were able to alleviate the situation of the

urban workers, their policy was far less successful in the rural areas.

Rural reform was paralyzed by the reluctance of the large landowners
to make any concessions, and it was precisely this class that was
entrenched around the throne. The inability of the conservative admin
istrations to solve this problem, or even to begin the solution of it,

contributed directly to the growth of extremist sentiment among
the rural masses of Andalucia. The extraordinary combination under
the banner of anarchism of the Barcelona proletariat and the Andalu-
cian tenant farmers, which has puzzled so many observers of the

Spanish scene, finds its explanation in the growth of a virulent

Catalanism in the northeast and the unrest among the rural masses in

the south.

Extremism had come to Spain in organized form in 1868 with the

establishment of the Iberian branch of international Marxism. The
split between Bakunin and Marx in 1872 produced a schism between
the radical tendencies in the peninsula and henceforth there were to

be two divisions: one libertarian under anarchist influence, and the

other authoritarian under socialism. This conflict between two forms
of extremism endured in Spain from that day clear down to the

Second Republic. It was one of the major forces in the civil war
and perhaps the fundamental cause for the ineffectiveness of so
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much of the republican effort between 1931 and 1939. Anarchism
versus communism and socialism represented a permanent and appar

ently irreconcilable trilogy in the social and political annals of

contemporary Spain. Lafargue, son-in-law of Marx, came to Spain
after the collapse of the Commune in Paris. In close collaboration with

the rising leader of Spanish socialism, Pablo Iglesias, the Spanish
socialist party was founded in 1879. The intellectual influences on

incipient Spanish socialism were many. In addition to simon-pure

Marxism, filtered in through Lafargue, Iglesias drew a great deal

from the French socialist, Jules Guesde. Further details of the develop
ment of socialism, communism, and anarchism will be found in

Chapter 6.

It is highly important to remember that this period of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is distinguished by the

rising opposition to the established monarchy in the form, not of

conventional republicanism, but extremism in its most violent form.

The &quot;tragic week&quot; of Barcelona took place in 1909. This riot with

its sequence of bloodshed and bitterness f
was caused by the decision

of the war office to mobilize the recruits for service in Morocco against

the Riffian rebellion. This decision was taken by the restless masses

as a provocation. Pablo Iglesias, in a speech in Madrid, urged the

troops to shoot into the air in protest against their forced service

in Africa. On July 26, 1909, a general strike swept Barcelona. The

outbreak of this social revolt was the signal for the burning of

convents and outrages against the religious orders. Once again, with

a monotonous regularity which was to become a pattern of Spanish

life, the social upheavals were invariably accompanied by attacks on

religion and especially on the clergy and the religious orders. In some

parts of Catalonia a republic was proclaimed; the Civil Guard was

attacked by the populace, or at least by that portion of the populace

that was made bold by the constant incitement of the extremist

leaders. It was necessary to send forces from Valencia and Madrid to

put down the riots. In order to avoid an extension of the disorders

to the entire country, the government made public the statement that

it was forced to take action against a Catalan separatist attempt.

This version was not true, but it served to circumscribe the rebellion

to Catalonia. Francisco Ferrer y Guardia, anarchist leader, was arrested,

tried, and executed. The case became a cause cStebre. In a strictly

twentieth-century manner, left-wing organizations and sympathizers

the world over deluged the press with protests and Ferrer was built up
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as a martyr to free thought and liberty. He was in a literal sense a

forerunner of Sacco and Vanzetti as the rallying point of radicals

everywhere. In another sense, the world-wide action taken on his

behalf was a foretaste of the gigantic propaganda campaign against

Spain after World War II.7

Political life became more and more confused. For a time the

regime hoped for support against the rising tide of anarchism from

the radicals now under the leadership of Alejandro Lerroux, destined

to become a stormy petrel in Spanish life and one of its perennial

political figures until the time of the civil war. The liberals were

quite willing to ally themselves temporarily with the extreme Left,

and in the Cortes they threw themselves into frenzies of denun

ciation of the government and all its works. The fall of Maura was

the end of all hope for a constitution in Spain based on an intelligent,

evolutionary conservatism. Social disorder was not curbed under

Canalejas. The socialist strike of 1911, as well as the general railway

strike a year later, revealed that the tactics of social revolution were

rapidly making headway. The murder of Canalejas coincided with

the definite liquidation of Maura as a political figure so that Spain was

deprived of two talented leaders, both possessed of imagination and

drive. The animosity against Maura was so profound and so over

whelming that Pablo Iglesias stated in the Cortes that anything was

legitimate to prevent his return to office, &quot;including physical aggres

sion against his person.&quot; The liberals were beaten, morally and politi

cally, in 1913 and Romanones, who headed the government, was ousted.

At this juncture the normal thing would have been the recall of

Maura to take over the reins of administration. Faced by a desperate

situation of irresponsibility, the King made efforts to create a kind of

combination, a bicephalic thing, part monarchist and part republican.

There was a tendency to turn to the intellectuals for guidance in this

crisis. Among those interviewed by the King were Azcdrate, a leading

republican personality, Cossio, high priest of what has been called the

secularist church of the Institucidn Libre de Ensenaanza, and Mel-

quiades Alvarez, a reform leader who was to die in 1936, murdered

in the Madrid prison by the extremists. Romanones, Dato, Garcia

these are the names of alternating heads of the government,

7 &quot;There was an outcry all over Europe, and the mass movement had found a

martyr. The habit of burning churches, followed occasionally in former risings, be

came a regular feature of every popular rising in Catalonia after the execution of

Ferrer&quot; (Borkenau, Spanish Cockpit [London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1937], p. 29).
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none of whom gave it the stability or the continuity desired with such

anxiety by the mass of people.
World War I plunged Spain into a new kind of crisis. The head

of the Spanish government at that time was Eduardo Dato, an anach
ronistic sort of politician who believed with remarkable fervor that

the methods of 1875 were perfectly applicable to the situation of

1914. Dato proclaimed Spain s neutrality. A greater man might con

ceivably have been led into dangerous adventures. Dato was so medio
cre that activity was repugnant to him. He entrenched himself behind

the rigid neutrality to which he had committed Spain, and refused to

budge. This weakness was a source of strength. Spain remained neutral

quite literally because the government was too inept to do anything
about it. Sentiment was divided between the Central Powers and the

Allies. Count Romanones and Alejandro Lerroux, the latter in the

tradition of the Jacobins and the French Declaration of the Rights
of Man, sought to pull Spain into the conflict on the allied side.

Equally strong influences were at work to force Spain into a position

favorable to the Central Powers. In some ways the two forces can

celed each other, and Dato remained impassive in his insistence on

neutrality. The Catalan problem became more and more acute.

Gradually, thanks in large measure to the indifference of the central

government, Catalonia was creating the instruments for a separate

political, social, and cultural life.

One of the gravest problems of this epoch was the army. The story

of the Spanish army is an important segment in the understanding
of the evolution of the national institutions. There is a tendency at

times to oversimplify the role and place of the army in the course

of recent Spanish history. The outbreak of civil war in 1936 was often

interpreted abroad, as the overweening ambition of army officers eager

to replace civilians in the direction of public affairs. The real version

is not quite so simple. Obviously the Spanish army was no longer the

institution it had been in the glorious days of empire. During the

nineteenth century it had vegetated up and through the Spanish-

American War and, aside from the tiresome expeditions in Morocco

and the ephemeral Mexican adventure, the army was never called

upon to defend the nation against foreign attack or invasion. It was

strongly influenced by the liberal and revolutionary ideas of the time.

The notion that the army was a bulwark of conservatism and reaction

against the inroads of new ideas does not give the accurate picture of

the role of the institution. The absence of a specific function led to in-
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tervention in politics while Canovas had eliminated politically minded

generals and put the armed forces back in the barracks where he be

lieved they belonged. But he failed to give them anything to do once

they were in the barracks and this was a capital error. So bad did things
become that the army officer and the schoolteacher were the natural

objects of the mockery and popular humor of the masses. One of the

monstrosities of the Spanish army after the defeat in 1898 was the utter

lack of balance between the number of the men in the ranks and the

officers. There were actually 499 generals, 578 colonels, and over

23,000 other officers for an armed force that was frequently less than

80,000.
8 This corps of officers was not immune to the trend of the

times. If the Catalans, the trade unions, the industrial workers, and

every other sector of the population could clamor for privileges and

employ direct action to gain their ends, why should the army continue

to tolerate official neglect? There developed unions within the ranks of

the army, aimed at influencing affairs in their favor. A number of re

calcitrant army officers were imprisoned; the public reaction was

extraordinary and so discredited was the government that opinion

was on the side of the military in their struggle with the civil authority.

A newly formed revolutionary committee composed of Lerroux, Mel-

quiades Alvarez, Largo Caballero, and Julian Besteiro declaimed

against the government on behalf of the incarcerated military. Cambo,
Catalan conservative leader, was bent on disrupting totally the present

party order in order to re-create in its stead a new and more effective

distribution of the parties.

The elections of 1918 were confusion worst confounded. The new

parliament was cpmpletely unmanageable. About a hundred seats went

to the government party and Maura s partisans had another twenty-

five. There were twenty-three representatives of the Catalan Lliga ; the

Basque nationalists were there with seven members
;
there were social

ists, Catalan republicans, and a variety of lesser breeds. The inchoate,

insensate mass was an impossible legislative body lacking in every

element of cohesion. The King intervened to urge the formation of a

national government along the bipartisan lines then in vogue in war

time England and Maura consented to return from retirement to

preside over the destinies of the cabinet. Internal strife made it

impossible for this cabinet to achieve real harmony while regional

ism flared up once more with terrific violence. The collapse of

8 Aunos Perez, Itinerario klstdrico de la Espana contempordnea 1808-1936, p. 333.
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the Central Powers and the major reshuffling of the map of

Europe motivated hopes in Spain that it was time to bring about

the often proposed and never realized decentralization. The numer
ous Catalan parties joined in the demand for autonomy. Even

Galicia, on the other side of Spain, was moved by the same sentiment.

The Basque provinces played with the idea and formulated here and

there, notably at Tolosa, a petition for autonomy. Of this more will

be said in the chapter on regionalism, especially with reference to the

Catalan situation where Cambo s Lliga Regionalista was split into

two branches which became the Esquerra catalana and Accid catalana.

Barcelona once more was the scene of strikes, social unrest, and

extreme violence with disorder reaching such a point that in 1920 some

394 citizens were killed in the streets. There was a dangerous tendency
toward the creation of a state within a state

;
a system of disorder in

which direct action was the rule. In that year there were 1316 strikes all

over Spain. The local citizenry tried to meet the challenge by impro
vised organizations of one kind and another. Count Romanones was

presiding over the central government at the moment and his method,

in the good liberal tradition, was to send an emissary to Barcelona to

treat with the extremists. The general strike was the reply to these

gestures. Romanones fell and one weak, vacillating government suc

ceeded another. The trade unions, in the grip of extremism, were met by
the Employers Federation (Federacidn PatronaT) seeking to counteract

the spirit of unbridled violence. Between January 21 and 22, 1921,

twenty-one residents of Barcelona were murdered. There was a disaster

at Melilla in Morocco and, as usual in cases of grave crisis, Maura was

invited to assume power once more. He returned on August 21, 1921,

for the last time. Dato was assassinated and the parties combined to

make Maura s life insufferable, in which task they succeeded admirably.

The Russian Revolution of 1917 had awakened faint echoes in

Spain. For a time the anarchists welcomed the news of events in far-off

Russia as a prelude to their type of emancipation. The formation of

local Soviets seemed to strike a responsive chord in their minds. It

was not long before Spanish anarchists were quite aware that the

iron rule of Bolshevism was not the ideal toward which they were

striving. The break became irreconcilable and it endured down to the

civil war when a temporary coalition allowed the extreme forces to

carry on together only to break again in the midst of war with

calamitous results for the Republic s conduct of hostilities.

Demoralization was the order of the day. Civilians were sent out
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to Morocco to run affairs and an agreement was signed with Abd-el-

Krim whereby he was bribed to cease hostilities. The funds thus

acquired were used to purchase more war materials to kill more

Spaniards. Terrorism was flourishing unabated all over Spain. A former

governor of Vizcaya was murdered and the Archbishop of Zaragoza,
Cardinal Soldevila, fell a victim to this nauseating wave of sheer,

unmitigated terror.

In the midst of this chaos, a strong man appeared, the Captain
General of Catalonia, Miguel Primo de Rivera. He was of the nobility,

his family deeply rooted in the far south of Andalucia at Jerez de la

Frontera. As the Marquis of Estella he had served in the Spanish forces

for many years. On September 12, 1923, he signed the manifesto that

constituted for all practical purposes a coup d etat.
mEverything had

failed up to this time. The Morocco situation was an open, festering

sore. The revolution in 1917 had been no solution. Constitutional

government was moribund. The political parties were discredited. The

army and police were suspected of intrigue and even connivance with

the forces of disorder.

Primo de Rivera started Ms job as a dictator under the most favorable

auspices that ever inaugurated a dictatorship. His programme was contained

in two sentences: destroy the old political parties, and reorganize the state

by modernizing the country. In the six years of his dictatorship he did as

much to achieve the second task as could possibly be expected. What elements

of modern European life there are in Spain today mostly date from the

time of Primo; the Republicans are loath to acknowledge it.
9

Primo de Rivera was a remarkable man in many ways. His disdain

of the shadowy government then in power was absolute, but, on the

other hand, he was not a man of careful and thoughtful preparation. On
the eve of the coup, he had made few plans, and almost no communica

tions to other military commanders had been issued. He was impetuous,

direct, completely sure of himself, and not at all given to theorizing

about the duties and tasks of government. Within a few hours Primo

de Rivera controlled Catalonia and Aragon while the liberal govern
ment made a vague gesture toward defense. The King, at San

Sebastian, was urged to return to Madrid in the hope that his

presence might turn aside this lightening that seemed certain to descend

on the heads of the inept cabinet. Primo set out for Madrid on the

fourteenth amid the acclamations of a citizenry that hoped for tran

quillity if not peace and on the fifteenth he was invested with the

9 Borkenau, op. dt., p. 40.
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supreme authority. The various shades of political opinion received
the event with unexpected demonstrations of contentment, and Aniceto
Alcala Zamora, later first president of the Second Republic, expressed
himself as willing to place no obstacles in the way of Primo. Count
Romanones congratulated the country on the new regime which would
liberate it from the &quot;ineptitude of the civil governments.&quot;

10 Even the

Catalinists saw Primo off from Barcelona station with every evidence

of good will and support.
The inevitable question has been raised whether Primo de Rivera s

dictatorship was fascist. Unfortunately we live in an era in which any
regime we do not particularly like must by its nature be fascist, since

the term is a general one of opprobrium. The loose fashion in which the

word &quot;fascist&quot; has been bandied about to label innumerable govern
ments and radically contradictory regimes, ought by this time to serve

as a lesson in more careful semantics. But this, unhappily, is not the

case. We are therefore faced by the contention that Primo de Rivera

and General Franco are fascists and to be placed in the same debit

column with Mussolini. Franz Borkenau states the difficulty very

pungently :

Primo s regime fascist? Has it, or could it gather the totalitarian powers
characteristic of fascism? By no means! Primo had no fascist movement, nor
a large and enthusiastic party of all classes behind him. From the first to the

last moment he was in power, he was passively tolerated by a population

which, after all, appreciated good government, but saw no reason to help it.
11

We can rid ourselves at once of the notion that Primo de Rivera

was a precursor of the contemporaneous totalitarians. The fact that

he coincided more or less with the march on Rome and the rise to

power of Italian fascism was pure coincidence. His dictatorship was

the typically Hispanic combination of vigor and softness, authority

and weakness, competence and inertia. He ruled as a military man,
with the limitations and the virtues of that state in life, totally

unannoyed by the complexities of ideology * and not concerned in

the least about the customary fanfare and pageantry of some of the

modern dictatorships. Spain wanted to be ruled; Spain had to be

ruled if it were to subsist, and Primo proposed to rule it as long as

necessary and as long as the Spanish people would tolerate it. Primo de

Rivera himself was dominated by vaguely liberal ideas. His attack on

the basic problems of Spain became then, not an extirpation of the evils

10 Aun6s P4rez, op. dt., p. 363.
11 Op. dt., p. 41.
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by their roots, but a careful pruning of the branches of the tree

that produced those evils. He did not go to the essence of the thing
or examine the validity of the whole structure of Spanish institutions,

but preferred to think of the problem as one of men and not of

ideas
;
as a matter of good administration and not the virtue or fault

of the institution being administered.

That Primo de Rivera obtained action is beyond all question. Every
visitor to Spain today remarks at the excellence of the paved highways
running all over the peninsula. They were the work of the Primo de

Rivera s dictatorship. Prisons, hospitals, schools, and public works came
into being during the years he directed the destinies of Spain. The
Moroccan question was solved in collaboration with the French. The
social problem was met in part by the introduction of collective bar

gaining. The army was a problem, and Primo was forced to make
concessions to it. He turned to the bourgeoisie for support and en

couraged business interests, being supported in this enterprise by an

extraordinary finance minister, Jose Calvo Sotelo. The Catalan question
was met head on by decrees and restrictions with the result that

Catalan sentiment was offended time and again by limitations on its

expression.

Early in 1929 Primo de Rivera announced that this year would see

the agrarian reform. The measure bearing the date of January 7,

1929, extended facilities to the farmer in peonage to acquire land by
means of State loans, and the law was translated into practical
terms by the extension of several million pesetas of credit, the re

habilitation of some 5000 farmers, and the breaking up into smaller

farms of holdings representing many thousand acres. Provision was
made for the proper organization of the farmers once the reform

had been put into effect. Needless to say, there was strong opposition
on the part of the landowners and the extreme Right.
The main political problem of the dictatorship was the party system.

In rejecting the old party order, Primo de Rivera had simply gone
ahead and governed without them although it was clear that something
had to be substituted for their normal operation. The question was
whether he could create a party or a political organization capable
of bearing this responsibility. The so-called Unidn Patridtica was
created out of nothing and represented no real current of public

opinion. The Consultative Assembly that was to take the place of

the Cortes was not much better; an improvised affair that was very
far from reflecting the opinion of the nation.
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Opposition grew. The decline in the peseta shook confidence in
the regime and in intellectual circles the hostility was violent. Primo
de Rivera did not enjoy the support of the Church although there are
writers who refer to it as though there were a secret conspiracy between
the two authorities. The Concordat of 1851 was still in force and
completely out of date. In the Basque country and Catalonia Catholic

hostility became more and more pronounced and signs of rebellion had
already appeared. In 1923 several generals, among them Weyler of the
Cuban campaign, were condemned to the payment of heavy fines. On
the fringes, other groups began to raise their heads including the
various republican sectors. His regime did one very specific thing,

however, it ruined the bourgeoisie through economic errors and unfor
tunate fiscal complications. The world economic crisis of 1929 was a

very prominent factor in the liquidation of the dictatorship. In a
statement prepared by Primo de Rivera on December 31, 1929, in which
he examined the whole situation of the country and its regime, he

complained bitterly that, &quot;the aristocracy hates me for they find their

privileges reduced, the conservatives refuse to join me ... those closest

to the Church do not believe the ^ords and acts of the dictatorship
conform to their best ideals; the industrial enterprises are opposed
because in spite of greater profits, their taxes are collected; the civil

servants object because in spite of better pay, they are obliged to

work punctually. . . ,&quot;

12

The intellectual ferment was unceasing. Miguel de Unamuno, from
his refuge just across the border in France, shot dart after dart at

the dictator and the Madrid Ateneo became a center of effervescence

out of which the Second Republic was to come. In the universities and
other teaching centers, restrictions had been insufficient to stifle the

protest that was fast becoming articulate. In January, 1930, Primo de
Rivera abandoned power; on March 16, 1930, he died in Paris while

Alfonso XIII requested another general, Berenguer, to take office. In

August, 1930, the Pact of San Sebastian was signed at a meeting of

socialists, republicans, and left-wing Catalan groups with a manifesto

12 Aunos Prez, op. cit., p. 392.

Under the makeshift arrangement of General Berenguer after the fall of Primo de

Rivera, the makings of the future social revolution were already visible: &quot;In the

post-dictatorial period of Berenguer . . . there were symptoms. The most restless

part of the student groups, which up to this time had been strongly in favor of

Alfonso, began to demand the Republic and expressed complete disdain for the

person of the monarch.&quot; Duque de Maura y Melchor Fernandez Almagro, Porqui
cayd Alfonso XIII, Madrid, 1948, 2 ed., p. 378.
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in which the proposed republic was depicted as little short of the

Promised Land. The signatures are among the best known of the leaders

of the new Republic : Alejandro Lerroux, Alcala Zamora, Fernando de

los Rios, Alvaro de Albornoz, Largo Caballero, Martinez Barrio,

and Nicolau d Olwer. On December 12, 1930, in a manner strongly
reminiscent of the pronunciamientos of the mid-nineteenth century,

Captain Galan and a comrade, Garcia Hernandez, led an uprising in

Jaca, in the extreme north of Spain, for which the two officers were

summarily shot. A day later a violent incident also contributed to

creating rtiartyrs for the Republic. At Cuatro Vientos, near Madrid,
an incipient revolt was quashed and several of the seditious elements

lost their lives. On April 8, 1931, the decree calling for elections was

issued.

The intellectual antecedents of the Republic had already been

achieved. At the Ateneo, opened and closed successively during the

dictatorship, a new figure, Manuel Azana had been elected president ;

an avowed republican and a writer of modest accomplishment.
Dr. Gregorio Maranon, one of Spain s most distinguished physicians

and a writer of distinction
; Ramoij Perez de Ayala ;

and Jose Ortega

y Gasset, all formed a part of the academic backdrop to the promised

Republic. The republicans were unanimous in their refusal to have

anything to do with elections or the constitution of a government as

long as the King remained or the monarchy subsisted. Count Roman-
ones managed a makeshift government under the leadership of an

admiral, Juan B. Aznar. One of the important decisions of the govern
ment was to fix the elections for April 12. No general elections

were involved and much less a referendum on monarchy versus

republic, but simply the selection of the municipal authorities. The

Revolutionary Committee that had issued the republican manifesto
was jailed and condemned, only to have the sentence remitted. The

republicans themselves hoped that the municipal consultations would

show a trend to republicanism so that when the general parliamentary
elections came in June the new regime would score a definite victory.

Professor E. Allison Peers has given us a graphic account of the

elections and the atmosphere that prevailed on that decisive Sunday
in April, 1931, when the course of Spanish history was radically and

abruptly changed.

At two o clock in the afternoon, the figures received down to that hour,
and published by the Home Secretary, showed that 22,150 seats had gone to

the monarchists and only 5,875 to Republicans. The country districts had,
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with few exceptions, supported the Monarchy; in Madrid, the numbers of

seats gained by each group were exactly equal, and only in the principal

provincial capitals and in the northern and eastern districts of Vizcaya,

Logrono, Huesca, L6rida, Barcelona and Tarragona were there Republican

majorities.
13

The republicans were triumphant in the great cities and notably

in Madrid and Barcelona. It is important to remember in connection

with this historical election that even the republicans had never pre

tended that they were instituting a popular referendum on the question

of retaining the monarchy or inaugurating the republic. The issue

was not posed in specific terms, and the results showed that in the

country at large the republicans did not obtain a majority of the

municipal seats. Nevertheless, on April 13, the King was faced by a

choice. The monarchists were unorganized and their strength lay

primarily in the rural areas. Republican sentiment was growing by leaps

and bounds. The abdication was demanded and it was demanded that

the monarch leave Spain before nightfall of the same day. Refusing

to resist, on the basis that no drop of Spanish blood must be shed,

the King set out that night for Cartagena while Madrid went wild with

excitement. Republican banners appeared everywhere and the Revolu

tionary Committee acting as the provisional government stood ready to

take over authority, while in Barcelona the Catalan Republic was pro

claimed. Here and there over Spain smaller communities had antic

ipated Madrid and Catalonia in announcing the end of the monarchy.

Spain was now embarked on the arduous and dramatic venture of

the Second Republic.

13 The Spanish Tragedy (London: Methuen & Co., 1936), p. 26.



Chapter 4. RELIGION AND THE CHURCH

TJLH].HE problem of the Church in Spain was sum
marized by the brilliant Donoso Cortes in an address delivered on

December 30, 1850:

Spain has been a nation forged by the Church. The Church has served the

poor. All the charitable foundations in Spain were for the poor. The revolu

tion has changed all this. With the spoliation of the Church, the rents on

land rose, and with the suppression of the tithes, a new and even more alarm

ing rise took place.
1

The question of the Catholic Church in Spain beyond doubt has

caused more impassioned discussion than any other single issue, nor

is it an easy topic to analyze. From the historical point of view, there

is no adequate survey of the Church in Spain from the earliest times

to the present. There is no good ecclesiastical history of the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries with effective and complete information on

such matters as Church properties and the consequences of the con

fiscation early in the past century. The absence of readily available

information on this important matter leads inevitably to the vast

amount of nonsense that is perpetrated in the name of &quot;the Spanish

question.&quot; This question arises in every debate regarding the Church,
its doctrines, or its position in the world. The most inveterate enemies

of the Faith insist on dragging Spain in, usually as the horrible example
of clericalism, corruption, sloth, and spiritual decay. There is an almost

irresistible tendency on the part of the detractors of the Church to do

two things: first, to insist that all Catholics everywhere must, as a

matter of faith and morals, defend everything in every so-called

Catholic country. Hence, if the sewage-disposal system does not operate

properly in Cordoba, Spain, a clinching argument against the Catholic

Faith has been made. And second, there is an insistence on denouncing
the Church for excessive meddling in such matters as charity, education,

1 Donoso Cortes, Obras escogidas, Buenos Aires, 1943, p. 306.
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and politics, and then simultaneously denouncing that same Church
for not contributing more effectively to charity, education, and an
improved political and social order/
The present analysis is not a h&tory of the Church in Spain, but

rather a series of comments on its place and its vicissitudes over
the past century and a half. This brief summary may contribute some
thing to understanding just how poor and important the Church often
was in Spain, despite the lonj-repeated argument about its absolute
control in &quot;Catholic

Spain.&quot;yEnglish-speaking readers, and especially
those who are unacquainted with the nomenclature and trends on the
continent of Europe, are confused by the notion that Spain is over

whelmingly Catholic and, therefore, its government, its institutions,
its way of life, and its laws must of necessity be inspired by the
strictest Catholic orthodoxy. This is frequently the very opposite of

the truth. Spain has suffered from periodical outbreaks of anticleri-

calism, from government hostility to the Church, and from unfavor
able legislation that has hampered and impeded much of its work.
Under the dynasty of the Bourbons, Spain was infiltrated with many
of the ideas then prevalent in France and elsewhere in EuropeyReforms
of the type initiated by Pombal in Portugal were appliednin Spain,
and the religious orders were often the victims of savage repression
and outright robbery of their properties. A facile liberalism found solace

in its general sterility in aggression against the Church, the one in

stitution least able to defend itself against violence. This sport was
not limited to the two republics Spain knew, but to the monarchy as

well.JThe partial and complete confiscation of the property of the

Spaiush Church was not the work of a single reign or a single person,
but extended over most of the

nineteenth century: 1812, 1820, 1837,

1868, and in the present century, 1931./
The problem of an impoverished (yfiurch supported by the govern

ment is fundamental in recent Spanish history. A Church possessing
the necessary property for its work, both spiritual and material, in

dependent of the State is perhaps a desideratum. This does not refer

to the question of the relations . between Church and State or even

to the moot question of the union of Church and State. Cordial and
harmonious relations between the temporal and the spiritual juris

dictions can hardly be conceived except as a very great blessing. The

problem in Spain is not so much the rapports between the two, but

rather the state of dependence to which the Church was reduced

in the nineteenth century, as part of a policy of strengthening and en-
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riching the State. This dependent station was responsible in a very
direct way for the tension between the two authorities. The reader

may be sure that this is no problem that has arisen under General

Franco nor does it belong exclusively to the contemporary period. As

long ago as 1840, Jaime Balmes, the gifted young Catalan priest, the

centenary of whose death was celebrated in 1949, published his study,
entitled Observaciones societies, politicas y econdmicas sobre los bienes

del clero. In this fundamental essay on the problem of the economic in

dependence of the clergy, Father Balmes treated the whole question of

spoliation by the State. He posed the one question that is at the basis

of all discussions of the Church in Spain :

What value can the guarantee by the public treasury have for so numerous
a class [the clergy] ? What is the value of such a promise in the light of the

possibility of war, upheavals and other public calamities, and where the

amount must depend on the will of a necessarily changing congress which may
become very easily, not the expression of a generous and understanding people,
but that of a narrow-minded party, or a turbulent, perverse and anti-religious

faction? 2

Here we have the essence of the problem. The State had taken Church

property by force and now proposed, not a proper indemnity or com

pensation, to which the Church had every right, but simply a form of

bribe to be made by annual grants of the crown or parliament.
This lesser evil may have appealed to many Spaniards as the

best solution of an extremely difficult situation. On the other hand,
Father Balmes put his finger directly on the difficulty in pointing out

that what might appear to be a gesture of good will and support could

easily become the instrument of further spoliation and persecution. And
this is exactly what happened in Spain up to the time of the civil

The broad outline of the ecclesiastical history of the past century
a half may be suggested as follows :

1. The Catholic Church lost, in the course of the nineteenth century,

most of its property and was reduced to a literal state of poverty.

2. Endemic anticlericalism dominated both the Spanish government
and authorities long before the establishment of the Second

Republic.
3. The Spanish Church, rather than determining the course of recent

history, may be more accurately conceived as the victim of most

of it.

2 Jaime Balmes, Obras completas, Madrid, 1949, Vol. V, p. 720.
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4. Despite these adversities and persecutions, the Spanish Church
has managed to achieve notable success in the spiritual, intel

lectual, and moral order.

Before an examination of these general ideas^a ^wgird may be said
about Spanish

^
CaffioIicisnT as lucE In the chapter on the Hispanic

temperament some~lffiaeiii;e lias been made 10 the &quot;spiritual attitude
of the Spanish

peopl^ana^llie
tact that all SpamafasTTggErdless of

class or cow3Sfi^axe&amp;gt;j^^ problem of Godlmd of eternity.
The most pious or the most profane are likely to be linked together
by a coirmDir^ns^^ human destiny ahd the &quot;hereafter,

E. Allison Peers, that excellent mentor in things Jdispamcj &quot;&quot;States

quite simply that &quot;the first in order of the conclusions which one
draws about the CalhplicLQfflreh ir&amp;gt; sPa-i

in~Jei that it. in t.ho Phnrrh
of t.frc fiflf**1

] rpTV8 Jt is perhaps this popular character of the

Catholic Faith that disconcerts so many foreigners. Half measures in

religion are as alien to the Spanish mind as in anything else. Unamuno
has written of the profound impression made on the foreigner by the

abundance of lacerated, bleeding, tragic figures of our Lord to be found
in the churches and cathedrals all over Spain. &quot;The Spanish Christ

was born in Tangier,&quot; the Portuguese poet Guerra Junqueira was wont
to say ; meaning that the Christ who appears to us in wood and stone

in Spain partakes of the force, the tragedy, and the agony derived

from more primitive Africa, and which has been lost to refined and

sophisticated Europe. Religion in Spain, like bullfighting, provides the

Spaniard with strong emotions, demands that he give himself completely
and draws him fully and entirely out of himself.4

As I have indicated before, the Spaniard .fr or hf ifi-imt. Thnr is

no middle ground, no easy compromise^ no detached indifference regard-

ing the great problems of life, death, immortality, and eternity. j?gllen~

away Catholics in Spain become anticlericals, complete agnostics, or

atheists. They rarely becomfe membeib uf mid uf Hie evamielfcal sects

or give tiieir aiiegiancejta^some other form of orgaflfepri^MKp nTi. 8 This

3 E. Allison Peers, Spain, the Church and the Orders (London: Burns, Gates and

Washbourne, 1939), p. 3.

4 Miguel de Unamuno, Ensayos, Madrid, 1945, Vol. II, pp. 386-387. Essay entitled

&quot;El Cristo espanol.&quot;

5 Salvador de Madariaga writes, &quot;it is useless to offer the Spaniard that rationalism

which, in the form of intelligent doubt, is such a soft cushion for the well-made head*

of the Frenchman. The pendulum of the Spanish soul oscillates between the two

extremes, self and the universe . . . either the religion of authority or that of the
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Spanish Catholicism that merits the loyalty of so large a segment of

the people and asserts its spiritual primacy over the almost entire

population is not easy to reduce to simple terms. I would say that first

of all, Spanish Catholicism is inflexible, not in the dogmatic or moral

sense in which it conforms entirely to JJfre body of Catholic -belief, but

in the senior 1TS a-^ flpMJ9T1 tfl fojl^g^ T^g Spanish often say that

French Catholicism is dominated by chanty^ in contrast to Spanish
where the sense of justice is stronger. The French have a broader

understanding of human frailty and weakness
; they are more willing

to make allowances. They seek to reach the indifferent and the

negligent by presenting the Faith in the best possible form. The
attractiveness of this presentation becomes the entering wedge. In the

case of the Spanish adaptability is the least visible quality of its

Catholicism, for there is an almost puritanical intrasigence that ex

tends not merely to matters of faith and morals but penetrates the

habits and attitudes of the people. The Spaniard in religion is a zealot

not at bigot. He is overwhelmingly devoted to the Holy See and ex-

tremdv &quot;VaticanisP &quot;in his loyalty to the Church
ancToTtgrfiyls per-

plexing and dubious the religious position of his neighbors Beyond the

Pyrenees. He ib disCuibed and cuuugmBff by the evidences ot compro
mise that have penetrated llie thinking bfXatnolics~Jn other parts of

EtflWJpfe, &quot;1 fecail ViVidly a vi^it ^ome years ago to tiie t&en Cardinal-

.Srclibisliop of Tarragona. The first question posed to his American

visitor was : &quot;How do you explain this btisiness of dances under parish

auspices in the United States ?&quot; The problem of mixed marriage and the

need for proper social activity under Catholic auspices had never oc

curred to His Eminence as the explanation of this phenomenon, for in

Spain an arrangement of this nature would be inconceivable as well

as unnecessary. In part religious unity explains the absence of some of

the more pressing problems that beset the American Church and

especially the American laity.

Spanish Catholicism is distinguished by a profound sobriety and

an intgr^jty.ffiffi 3pmetimes surpasses the imagination. A problem that

puzzles the Spanish Catholic mind today is thaiTspi^ in so

many otibei
1 tuuiiliieb is interpreted tar too much in terms of human-

itarianism^aiid buel^r SgltltlgJ The absence ot evidence of emphasis on

personal sanctification, of a more profound interior life, seem to the

solitary individual, the religion of absolute certainty or that of isolated search&quot; (Spain

[London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New York: Creative Age Press, Inc., 1943], p. 128).
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Spanish Catholic as a sign of superficiality and of inconsequence. To

what end does the diffusion of social doctrine, of sound political prin

ciples, and the temporal policies of the Church lead, if there is not in

the case of each individual soul a growing association with God ;
a more

profound and enduring life in the sacraments? Side by side with this

preoccupation is the subsidiary and closely related one: the disunion

in the Catholic world that has come about through the clash of

temporal interests. The contemporary Spanish Catholic is profoundly

perturbed by the shocking evidence about him of division and discord.

There is, pgrhap^ an int%fltp roriYKtlf Ag
t jhe Spanish Catholic

.

Catholic groups. But in Spanish Catholic circles everywhere there is

the constancy repeated anguish, best stated by Giovanni Papini in the

alleged words of his fictitious Pope Celestine VI: &quot;And now I say

to you, with all the love that springs from your sorrow, that the only

secret of salvation is the unity of all men reborn in Christ. Separation

is the real sin against humanity.&quot;
8

Addjo this the strong feejjjig that

the world is a constant battleground and that the forces of evil must

be routed, nofonce but repeatedly. Jivery relaxation, every refusal to

look artfcg enemy d&^ly Tfiid unflinchingly, cvcryrret^^
how small, becuui^

liiai

&quot;i^nfeSStlJii
l

&quot;(5f

l

iuipoleirc^TO^f Weakness. To the

Spanish CatholiclTis plainly Christ against anti-Christ. Although he

tends to cpfltuse sometimes Spam and anti-Spain wiTglLis conception

of the forces in conflict lie does see cifej-irl^ th&t die uiOdfem wond is

irretrievably engaged in the conflict between tue natural ancJtiie super-

natufAl; between Liie light th&t ftmailUUS fruill GWl ffltTffie darkness

that floWnffim~ confidence in the excinsiv? forces nf ^aiikm^ The

Spanish Catholic is pained that elsewhere he should be judged outmoded

and archaic, and that his very fervor, so necessary today, is decried as

a medieval survival which should give way to a more tractable attitude

and he is prone to retreat before this accusation into the armor of

even greater truculence.

That Spanish Catholicism has taken on a very strong national color-

ing
^mits nf po dnubtJThe missionary activity ot nundiMb of Spanish

religious the world over are invariably combined with an expansion of

the cultural empire of Spain itself. Let it be noted, as it has been

again and again in these pages, that this missionary sense, in which the

e Giovanni Papini, Lettere agli uomini del Papa Celestino Sesto, Florence, 1946,

p. 259.
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winning of souls is associated with the diffusion of the values of

Hispanic culture, has never in the past and does not contain at the

present time the slightest element of racism or that introvert quality
of ethnic purity that distorted German thought for so long. Spanish
nationalism tends to become synonymous with Catholicism.

&quot;^&quot;^

Spaniyh Catholicism nas oeen judged as external, ornate~ showy, and
mundane in its pageantry and splendor. Of course there is much
in Spanish Catholicism that is spectacular. The great Corpus
Christi procession at Toledo, for instance, has a great deal that is

showy and mundane about it highly decorated army officers, chatting

officialdom, and very unpious groups of every kind. Side by side with

that is the great silence of the average Spanish church, the invitation

to meditation of the cathedrals, and the almost continuous presence of

the ordinary citizenry at their prayers. There is a vivid and keen

sense of the holy, a reverence for those things that deserve reverence.

Let the Blessed Sacrament be carried along a street on the way to

a sickroom, and well-dressed gentlemen along with waiters will drop
to their knees in the presence of God. The fervor that permeated
National Spain during the civil war has been admirably described by
more than one writer.7 Life in the towns and villages revolves around

the Church and its liturgical calendar and retreats and pilgrimages have

long played a very large part in the religious life of the Spanish.
8

In synthesis, we may say that Spanish Catholicism, despitej&ary-

ing fnrtiijif^ flnrl
pfirirfti^ ft| Ij^fttli^i fo$r5 pn^Qrvfid. consistently

the_ essential elements of faith. True, there were moments of hiatus;

^pochs during which the Catholic^ tradition has become lax and

obscure. Practice does not always accompany faith. But this Hispanic
Catholicism is never a cold, intellectualized thing. Despite the brilliant

theological tradition of Spain, which repeatedly won for it first place

among the defenders of the faith, the remarkable fact of Spanish
Catholicism is its tenacity among the ordinary mass ot peoplerThis
is particularly true among tne countryfolk. The peasantry has rarely

been disturbed in its complacent faith. Political change, socialjipheaval,

turmoil and levululloii, bveti Whn anticlerlcaiigpi ha.fi frftftn atTts worst,

have had little effect jp. the country masses. In the cities, the story is

^entirely different. Homeless and uprooted workers have beensubjected
enormous pressure toward secularism and extremism. Alien ideas

7 Francis McCullagh, In Franco s Spain, London, 1937, p. 129.

f
8 See the excellent description of Mass at the cathedral of Santiago de Compostela,

Sin S. F. A. Coles, Spain Everlasting, London, 1946, pp. 197-199.
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may, in individuals, have been allowed to take root and pervert the

essence of faith as it has continued to be transmitted from generation
to generation. But the real Spain the peasants of Navarre, the

Basque provinces, Castile, Extremadura, Catalonia, the Levant, and
Andalucia has retained its heritage with little change.
The reader will wonder, of course, how in this kind of country the

exotic plant of anticlericalism has managed to flourish so persistently.

The important _fact to remember is that anticlericalism, and with it

anti-Catholicism, grows and .deszElops prep^^Jy foecAffij^ffigre is a

very great ^l4 1^ trnrltttnn i It is n -vinlp^t TftflfflilOfl
tn tlia gen

eral spiritual situation.^
The essential question is not puzzlement

over the existence of anticlericalism, but a clear idea of how it has

been produced and made effective. Obviously it is not sufficient to claim

that the Church was wealthy and all powerful, which it was not, or that

the people hated the clergy, which in general they did not. The ordinary

Spanish clergy has always been extremely close to the people. To be

sure, there has been what the Spanish call the &quot;clero de misa y olla&quot;

that is, the priest who limited his sacerdotal function to saying Mass

and living well. This type has existed historically and exists today,

but there are the thousands of ordinary parish priests, and especially

the members of the religious orders, whose poverty has always been

very real and who are indistinguishable from the mass whom they

serve. The traditional picture of the unkempt, unshaven, and some

times not very hygienic priest in the third-class coaches of the Spanish

railways and in the little villages is not entirely inaccurate. It is

necessary, nevertheless, to penetrate further and find if the absence

of a clean-shaven face implies a like degree of spiritual slovenliness.

A later chapter on the course of events during the Second Republic

and the civil war itself will reveal to what extent the outbreaks

against clergy and hierarchy were not the spontaneous protests of an

outraged people, but the carefully nurtured and organized determina

tion to wipe out a force that stood in the way of the sovietization of

Spain. The methodical, ruthless destruction of churches and wealth,

the manner in which priests and religious were hounded to their death

is not the picture of a people betrayed by their spiritual leaders, but of

a minority so ruthless in its procedure that its reign of terror paralyzed

reaction for a time. It is difficult to estimate how much of this horror

was provoked by the encouragement, or at least the complacency, of

a government that was quite willing for the uncontrolled mass to

satiate its passions on nuns, religious, and works of art. The fact
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remains that anticlericalism as a natural process, unprompted by any
thing but a desire for vengeance, would be difficult to defend as a thesis.

Arnold Lunn has perhaps summarized the problem as well as any
one in saying that &quot;The Church in Spain is hated not for its defects

but for its virtues.&quot;
9

The question of anticlericalism cannot be dismissed with a couple of

irrelevancies or a spate of flippancies, to be sure. It is a serious matter

and the complete exposition of its bases and antecedents would fill

another volume. Wealth, luxury, and indolence, allegedly the attributes

of the clergy and hierarchy, were not the causes. Aside from the fact

that these qualities did not exist, if they were sufficient reason for out

breaks of violence, anticlericalism would be far more rife in more

economically privileged nations where the financial status of the

Church is infinitely better than it has ever been in Spain. The funda

mental cause, insofar as there is a single, essential one, is the in

evitable conflict between men who are bent on imposing the secular

doctrine of our day on those who are willing to withstand any pressure

to prevent this imposition. Secularism as a counterbalance to traditional

religion has come perilously close to becoming a religion itself. The
creed of laicism has consistently practiced an intolerance that far ex

ceeds anything religion itself has carried out. Miguel de Unamuno has

defined the threat of this force in saying: &quot;There is something still

more terrible . . . intolerant, fanatical, aggressive skepticism; a dog
matic skepticism in its very anti-dogmatism.&quot;

10

This is precisely the root of the whole matter. The conflict with

secularism in its varying forms presents difficulties of a very special .

nature in countries where a multiplicity of religions or no religion at

all prevail. The resistance of the Catholic Church becomes in this case a

minority bulwark, and sometimes an isolated one, in the path of the

new doctrine. In countries like Spain, where the Catholic tradition is

centuries old and forms part of the marrow of Spanish living, secular

ism under the guise of &quot;enlightenment&quot; runs up against an enormous

barrier of unyielding resistance. This secularism is not simply a loose

form of liberalism, as some have judged it, or a vague liberalization

of certain customs, laws, and manners. It is an interpretation of the

purpose of life and the destiny of man, as defined and precise as

a religious creed. Those who have risen to power in the machinations

9 From Spanish Rehearsal by Arnold Lunn, copyright Sheed & Ward, Inc. (London:
Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., 1937), p. 237.

1 Unamuno, op. tit., Vol. II, p. 509. Essay entitled, &quot;Esceptidsmo fandtico.&quot;
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of elections and political maneuvering in certain of the traditionally
Catholic countries have not been satisfied to limit their so-called

&quot;reforms&quot; to the pure externals. If in Spain the liberals had restricted

themselves severely to economics or even to the mechanism of

government, the subsequent story might be very different. But

they proposed agrarian reform which was good in many ways
simultaneously with the expulsion of the Jesuits, the tearing down of

crucifixes in the schools, and the absolute secularization of all instruc

tion. These measures were proposed, voted upon, and carried out in

an atmosphere of convent burning and priest killing which made the

whole program repugnant and indefensible. English-speaking readers

might meditate on the fact that the oversimplification so rampant in

our own press, about the curbing of the power of the Church and the

exclusion of the clergy from politics is not an answer to the demand
for a real explanation of the phenomenon of anticlericalism. The puerile
notion that everything has been said when one asserts that the State

should govern and the Church should mind its own spiritual affairs

does not clarify the intricate issues as they appear in Spain. Spanish

leftism, liberalism, and reformism were almost invariably engaged in a

fight not against the influence of the Church in those fields judged as

outside its proper jurisdiction, but against the Church itself.

Much has been written, and, I daresay, much more will continue to

be written, on the vexing problem of Church and State in Spain. There

are those who speak of the dangers of a &quot;political Catholicism&quot; and
the threat that flowed from the Royal Patronage and the subservience

of the Church to the State in financial matters. This conception has

been asserted in very plain language by Alfred Mendizdbal : &quot;The old

system was not ideal for Catholicism. The concessions obtained from

it were prejudicial to independence, sometimes even to that dignity

so necessary to the Church.&quot;
11

This problem of the relations of the Spanish Church and State in the

period preceding the Second Republic dates, of course, from a very
remote age. It was the result of a process of slow and gradual growth,

in large measure the outgrowth of historical circumstances that were

almost imperceptible in their development. The Patronato Real, or

Royal Patronage, for example, has its origins in the period of the

Christian reconquest of Spain, a time when the ordinary rules of

11 The Martyrdom of Spain (London: Geoffrey Bles, Ltd., 1938; New York:

Charles Scribner s Sons, 1938), p. 155.
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ecclesiastical procedure were hardly in force and the State and Church

were so closely allied as to give the impression of fusion. The State was,
in fact, the &quot;temporal arm&quot; of the Church and collaborated step by

step in the reoccupation and pacification of territory wrested from

Islam. With the rise of the Spanish monarchy, certain privileges were

granted by the Holy See. Patronage is defined as the authority to

nominate or present a candidate for a vacant ecclesiastical benefice.

Canonical institution obviously belongs only to the pope or in some

cases to the bishop. It has often been contended that the privilege of

patronage in the case of temporal rulers was a natural and logical

consequence of their own intervention in the cases of churches or other

benefices established by them. We discover that these
&quot;rights&quot; go back

far into history, as it is claimed that Pope Nicholas II in the sixth

century was the first to make mention pontifically of the privilege.
12

The early centuries of the Church in Spain witnessed frequent cases

of the election of a bishop by the faithful and clergy. The conflict that

arose often led the temporal rulers to intervene to prevent disorder,

and in due time their own influence became a determinant in the

designation.
13

During the subsequent period, and especially during

the epoch of the Arian Church, there is considerable variation in the

customs in this regard. After the reconquest had gotten under way
the Patronage became better defined. The Castilian monarchs followed

the Visigothic practice of designating and deposing bishops. Under

Gregory VII and the Cluniac reform, efforts were made to restore

relations between Rome and Spain to a more normal basis. Although
universal patronage was abolished, particular patronage continued to

be the rule. Whether the reconquest was the basic reason for the

granting of the privilege of presentation is an historical point quite

beyond the scope of this synthesis. The important fact is that the

whole tradition is concomitant with almost the entire history of the

Church in Spain. Alfonso X of Castile claimed in 1328 and 1348 that

it was the custom for the monarchs to give consent to the elections

of bishops. The royal power was extended during the succeeding cen

turies, especially during the fifteenth. In Aragon, Castile, Leon, Gui-

puzcoa, Vizcaya, and other parts of Spain the essential privileges of

the Patronage in greater or lesser form were confirmed by specific

papal grant. Under the Catholic kings the privilege was well established,

12 Matias Gomez Zamora, Regio Patronato espanol e tndiano, Madrid, 1897, p. 10.

13 Rafael Altamira y Crevea, Historia de Espana y de la civilimddn espanolaf

Barcelona, 1913-1914, Vol. I, p. 123.
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not as a universal, automatic rule, but as applying in particular

although numerous cases. The centralization of power under Philip V
complicated these relations. The Concordat of 1753 made possible an

agreement between the Spanish crown and the Holy See, and it was
this document basically that was incorporated in the Concordat of

1851, which still governs the relations of Spain with the Holy See.

In a later chapter mention will be made of some of the contemporary
complications that have arisen in view of the fact that the basic under

standing regulating the relations under the Patronage is still the

Concordat of nearly a century ago.
To the modern mind this confusing relation of Church and State

makes little sense. In an atmosphere in which the function of the

Church is totally removed from anything smacking of the civil, it is

hard, perhaps, to understand how nebulous was the frontier between
the two jurisdictions in traditionally Catholic Spain. The truth is that

in many ways it was almost impossible to distinguish where one

authority ended and the other began. The Catholic Majesties, for

instance, asked Pope Alexander VI in 1494 for a Bull to the end that

they might proceed to the reform of the religious orders in the country,
and it was under the formidable Franciscan, Francisco Ximenez de Cis-

neros, that this reform was carried out at the royal command.
14

The important thing in this dreary little disquisition on the juridical

relations of Church and State is that the two authorities for centuries

in Spain have collaborated intimately and that the unraveling of their

respective functions and powers is no simple matter. Suffice it to insist

that there is no place for an insistence on complete separation as the

reply to all difficulties; for that solution, from the economic, social,

legal, and every other point of view, is far easier said than accomplished.
But we may turn now to the problem of sketching summarily the

story of the Church down through the past century, as a preamble to

the present situation. There can be no reasonable doubt that at one time

the Church was an extremely wealthy and undertaxed institution and

the reasons for this wealth are entirely understandable. In the first

place the orders and the hierarchy were the beneficiaries of innumerable

gifts and inheritances which increased the lands and other forms of

wealth forming their patrimony. The process of such accumulation was

not fundamentally different from that of modern universities which

gradually gather together stocks, bonds, and investments of various

14 Marcelino Men6ndez y Pelayo, Historic, de los heterodoxos espanoles, Vol. II,

p. 31 sq.
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kinds as the basis of endowment. The functions of the Church too

were infinitely complex, going far beyond dispensing the sacraments or

maintaining parishes. The Church was literally responsible for educa
tion all of it, from the lowest to the highest and for every form
of charity and what would be called today social service. None of these

tasks belonged to the State and when assumed by the Church

faute de mieux the financial burden became very heavy indeed.15

In the sixteenth century it was estimated that half of the entire

income of Spain belonged to the Church. There are ample descriptions
of how the Church used its wealth for almsgiving, poor relief, orphan

ages, and the innumerable other social needs of the time. In the days
of the generalized welfare State, we need not be particularly alarmed

that an institution should dispose of sufficient riches to undertake these

multiple tasks. If the State embarks on this sort of thing and far

beyond it, we find it quite natural. The eighteenth-century Spaniard
was not shocked by a Church that assumed the tasks just outlined

as part of its natural and proper function. Moreover, the wealth of

the Church has been acquired quite honestly, and there was no basic

objection to its possession except of course the covetousness of the

State, that fast-rising and defiant institution that was to lay such

broad claims in its own name.

The myth of the landowning Church dies hard. Even those who
admit that the story about owning one third of the peninsula is naive

nonsense, still cling to the equally popular version that the Church is

the proud owner of everything from the Madrid underground to cinema

houses in Barcelona.16 It is perhaps appropriate that the Society of

Jesus should bear the stigma in this case as in so many others. The
truth is that if competent observers are in agreement that the Church

owns very little land in Spain ever since the confiscation of a century

ago, the idea is still prevalent that other forms of wealth are held by
the orders and the hierarchy. I would call attention to the effort made

by E. Allison Peers to arrive at some conclusions regarding the

15 1 am indebted to the excellent volume of E. Allison Peers, op. cit., for much of

the source information on these points.
16 Franz Borkenau says: &quot;Never since [the spoliation of 1837] has the Spanish

Church recovered its wealth in land. The story of the Church as the largest landed

proprietor in Spain is a myth. Only a small part of its landed property has been

regained. As a compensation, the Church and various orders accumulated an enor

mous amount of mobile property. The Church today is not the largest landowner,
but the largest capitalist in Spain, particularly the Spanish Jesuits&quot; (Spanish Cockpit
[London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1937], pp. 8-9).
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wealth of the Catholic Church in modern Spain.
17 With supreme

patience the distinguished Hispanist has collected a large number of

the claims that are advanced regarding Church wealth, and shows that

not one iota of real evidence or proof has been produced to back up
the estimates. Professor Peers cites, in one of his seven cases quoted
to demonstrate the absence of proof, one author who wrote that &quot;it

was pointed out in the Cortes in 1931 that the Jesuits owned one third

of the total wealth of Spain.&quot; The Professor proceeded to pin the

gentleman down as to who had pointed this figure out, when and

under what circumstances. The reply was that it &quot;had been heard in

Bilbao.&quot; I might suggest that when it comes to claiming things have

been said in parliament, that the source is easily available in the

form of the Diario de Sesiones. I personally have gone through the

Diario page by page for the entire year 1931 and have discovered

nothing of the sort ever said, even at the height of the debate on the

dissolution of the Society of Jesus.

No one need confuse the richness of the churches or even the wealth

of certain cathedrals in art and other treasures with the real, effective

wealth of the clergy or hierarchy. The possession of unique art objects

by the Cathedral of Zaragoza, Toledo, or elsewhere does not mean that

the average priest in that diocese is rolling in abundance. Obviously,

too, if the total value, real or estimated of all churches and every

village has one schools, seminaries, convents, and episcopal resi

dences is taken, the Church has a reasonable amount of property. But

the claim that it owns capital wealth, for investment purposes and

derives from this source a vast income, is simply untrue and can

be very easily demonstrated.

A word about how the spoliation came to take place. Excesses

against the orders and the Church were no novelty in 1931. In 1835,

there was a serious outbreak with the murder of a considerable number

of religious. One historian has estimated that attacks on the Church

follow a kind of cycle, the revolution of which requires about thirty

to thirty-five years: 183S, 1869, 1909, and 1936.18

The Spain of the 1830 s was a confused jungle of political passions

and intrigue. The Carlist wars were in full swing and the reign of

Maria Cristina was anything but brilliant. There were tragic incidents,

revelatory of the low state of public affairs, such as the overthrow of

the government of Martinez de la Rosa by a riot of soldiers in the

17
Peers, op. dt., Appendix, p. 199 sq.

18 Aun6s Prez, Itinerano histdrico de la Espana contempordnea 1808-1936, p. 91.
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Puerta del Sol and the massacre of some eighty religious after public

opinion had been inflamed by the absurd rumor that they had poisoned
the public water supply and provoked a cholera epidemic. The new
government included Juan Alvarez Mendizabal, a banker, who had
lived long in London and passed for decidedly &quot;progressive.&quot; A
French writer has described him as &quot;a Mason, very close to the

British political circles and particularly the British ambassador in

Madrid, George Villiers, in correspondence with the Duchess de

Berry a man with more contacts than culture; with more ideas

than political experience.&quot;
19

The Society of Jesus was suppressed on July 4, 1835. On July 25 of

that year every convent in the country with less than a dozen members
was dissolved. The month of July, 1835, may be compared to May,
1931, in the vast outbreak of violence all over Spain. In Zaragoza,

Barcelona, Reus, Murcia, and elsewhere mobs burned convents and

massacred religious. Mendizdbal was supreme and the country looked

to him to pacify the provinces and end the religious strife. His idea

was an extremely simple one : settle the religious problem by eliminating
the religious ; pay for the war by confiscating their property ; pay the

public debt from funds raised from the property seizures. The fact was
that a large number of the monasteries had already been despoiled in

1808 and 1820. By the decree of October 11, 1835, all convents were

suppressed with the exception of about a dozen, notably among them

Montserrat, Escorial, and Guadalupe. Even those unsuppressed, despite
their brilliant role in the culture of Spain, were not allowed to admit

anyone to their novitiates. On January 25, 1836, commissions supervised
the transformation of the convents into military barracks and offices.

The protest of the Holy See was met by a fatuous speech from

Mendizdbal in which he blandly announced that the &quot;religious com
munities were no longer in harmony with the principles of civilization

and ought to be suppressed.&quot;
20

The effort to save Spain economically by the confiscation of Church

property was a complete failure, for the whole business produced a

hopeless confusion and fundamental disequilibrium in Spanish life.

The treasury was left as bereft of funds as it was normally, despite the

fanciful claims of Mendizabal and the wild estimates of great wealth

that were aimed at assuring the country that its salvation depended
on the extinction of the friars.

i* Albert Mousset, Histoire d Espagne, Paris, 1947, p. 447.
20

Ibid., p. 449.
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The whole sorry business was conceived not merely to produce
wealth, gratifying as that was, but to stabilize a hopeless political

and social situation. The Carlist war had been exhausting and the

clerical support of the pretender had been irritating to the groups in

power. This was a form of exemplary chastisement in the mind of the

liberal ministry. Much of the Church property was sold to the nobility,

thus creating a new category of vested interests whose support could

be counted upon for the dynasty:

Among the conservative classes the sale of ecclesiastical property, which
took place under conditions more favorable for the purchaser than for the

State, created a network of interests, which necessarily thenceforth told in

favor of the preservation of Isabel s throne, since Don Carlos could not be

expected to respect these purchases. Thus the minister enlisted material in

terests as indirect support for the legitimate dynasty.
21

The reason why Mendizdbal s policy did not pay dividends is that

the Church and the orders were already impoverished. If, indeed,

during the century following the famous or infamous desamortiza-

ci6n*2 the Church has acquired some property, it was still far less

than that which had been taken from it. The Church was largely a

trustee of wealth and not a possessor of wealth itself and the

funds acquired after its spoliation were spent for charitable and

educational purposes. These funds came from endowments, gifts, and

the dowries of women entering the religious life. &quot;To describe the

Church as rich, however, is misleading. A trustee is not regarded as

rich merely because he administers the estate of a millionaire. The

Spanish ecclesiastics were the underpaid trustees of national charity.&quot;
23

A Spanish critic of the Church, writing for Popular Front consumption,

opines that &quot;wealth has never been an obstacle which hinders the

clergy from influencing the masses.&quot;
24

The income of the Spanish hierarchy is another point about which

it is easy to obtain precise figures. In recent times the Cardinal Primate

of Toledo received an income roughly estimated at about $6,500

annually plus another thousand perhaps because of his rank as cardinal.

The archbishops of Valencia and Seville received about $6,000 each,

assuming the peseta to be at par. The ordinary Spanish bishop

21 Cambridge Modern History (Cambridge University Press, 1907), Vol. X, p. 237.

28 Desamortizacion, that is, the removal of property held in mortmain or the

&quot;dead hands.&quot;

&quot;Lunn, op. dt., p. 234.
24 Enrique Moreno, Catholics and the Spanish State, London, 1937, p. 13.
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received a salary that was approximately $4,500 to $5,000 by no
means a princely sum nor one that allowed for what might be called

riotous living.
25 Prof. Peers has compared these figures with comparable

incomes in the Church of England, in which the Archbishop of Canter

bury receives 15,000 annually and the other bishops of the established

Church amounts fluctuating between 5,000 and 10,000 per year. &quot;One

begins to see why the luxury of Lambeth is not to be found in

Toledo.&quot;
26 The President of the Second Spanish Republic received

a salary of a million pesetas a year, to be estimated according to the

exchange of the day at about $160,000. Add to this another $200,000 for

expenses, and it will be apparent that the &quot;luxurious Church&quot; was far

less well provided for than the head of the allegedly democratic,

people s Republic. The rest of the clergy received absurdly low stipends.
A canon was lucky to have a salary of $600 a year, and some of the

holders of lower benefices did not receive above $350 per annum. The
parish clergy, needless to say, was still less well provided for. Some fifty

priests in Spain received, before the civil war, over $500 a year while

many received approximately $150 to $200. These stipends were paid

by the State as compensation for the confiscation and property losses
;

in a word, the Church was robbed of its patrimony and in return was

granted a niggardly income, quite insufficient for the ordinary expenses
of living and administration. The splendor of the liturgy and the

richness of the Church treasures contrasted mightily with the absolute

poverty in which the great mass of hierarchy and clergy lived.

Along this line it may not be amiss to note than even today, when
the Church is supposedly the recipient of the largess of a sympathetic

government, even the hierarchy lives on an extremely modest scale.

The great palaces are often cold and inhospitable, since there is no

heating and no means provided for it. The table of the average Spanish

bishop is
&quot;

much less generous than that of his colleagues in other

countries.

The defects of Spanish Catholicism, in the sense of the human defects

of churchmen, asserts Prof. Peers, &quot;are not so much those of the

Catholic Church as of Spaniards.&quot;
27 That is to say, the Church in

Spain as elsewhere partakes of the national character and suffers or

profits, as the case may be, from the national defects and virtues. The

25 Peers, op. dt., p. 28, and Jos Guenechea, S.J., Pobresa del cuLto y clero en

Espana, Bilbao, 1916, p. 67 sq.
*6
,Peers, op. cto., p. 29.

2?
Ibid,, p. 39.
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Irish and French, the American and the Mexican Church are influenced

and colored by the nature of their human content. The Spanish Church
has known periods of greatness and of decline; of brilliant achieve

ment and great spiritual success, as well as frustration and temporary

defeat, just as the Spaniards who make it up have suffered from the

temperament with which God has endowed them. The Church as an

abstraction or in a vacuum does not make sense
;
the Church as a living

institution, whose revealed truths are applied and executed by men,

helps us to understand the peculiarities and the vicissitudes of one

of the most remarkable branches of the Church universal the one

which exists in Spain.
28

28 See Appendix 2, &quot;Chronological Table of Via Crucis of the Spanish Church in

the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.&quot;



Chapter 5. THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND

N|O REAL understanding of modern Spain is

possible without some hint of the complex social and economic back

ground on which the present structure of the nation rests. The Spain

of 1939-1949 is not an arbitrary thing, conjured up in the mind of

General Francisco Franco. It is not the creation of the civil war, for

the simple reason that a large number of the more pressing difficulties

of today are problems that Spain has grappled with for centuries and

constitute a direct heritage from the past. Critics of the regime are

prone to denounce the Franco government for deficiencies in the social

order, some of which date from Visigothic times. One traveler was non

plused and irritated that Franco had not done something about the

Gypsies who live in caves in and around Granada. This was to him

quite obviously a sad failure of the regime which had not provided

proper housing for this segment of the population. Needless to say the

Gypsies have been there for generations and, oddly enough, show a

marked preference for caves as places of residence.

Spain, let it be repeated again, is fundamentally an agrarian country ;

agriculture is the basis of its life and economic existence, with industry

at best a secondary activity. Salvador de Madariaga has summed up
the matter : &quot;The existence of a vast agricultural population which the

governing classes had proved unable to save from misery was perhaps

the most serious evil in Spanish life.&quot;
1

The agricultural situation has been and continues to be bad, for the

forces of nature have nqt endowed the greater part of Spain with

advantages of soil and fertility. This is demonstrated by the fact that

two thirds of the population live on one third of the land, and this

population is concentrated with considerable density around the coast.

The interior offers the major challenge for cultivation and the proper

utilization of the land. There are numerous hostile factors: aridity,

long periods of drought, deficient transportation, and primitive methods

1 Spain (London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New York: Creative Age Press, Inc., 1943) ,

p. 115,

ft?
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of cultivation as well as an inadequate rural organization among
farmers for the most effective development of the resources at hand:

In short, 60 percent of our soil is not in cultivation! 40 percent of the

land that is tilled is not utilized efficiently, and 70 percent of land that might
be used is lacking in trees.2

Obviously, the rural and industrial economy of Spain is directly

related to every other phase of the national life. As already observed,

every Spanish government for centuries gives the impression that

problems have been posed, but nothing actually advanced toward

their solution. Nothing is perhaps more dangerous than to undertake

to reduce the reality of Spain to figures and numbers, for statistics

are neglected and the traditional mds o menos, &quot;more or less/ covers

most questions. There are, to be sure, notable exceptions. Thus in

specialized economic circles today there is an increasing recognition
of the importance of knowing with absolute precision the nature of

any problem before attempting an effective and permanent solution.

Parenthetically be it remarked that the growing attention to economics

is one of the interesting intellectual developments in Spain since the

civil war.

The Spanish peasant is a hard-working, long-suffering, obdurate

individual who persists in preferring his own way of life to almost

any other that either government or laws offer him. I have referred

from time to time to the great capacity for work of the Spanish

peasant and workingman. Laziness is not a trait among this stratum

of society. The fact that life itself is hard makes devotion to the task

at hand imperative. The bon mot to the effect that the secret aspira

tion of every Spaniard is to be able to get up at eleven o clock in the

morning applies, I am confident, to large sectors of the population
of the cities and especially to the middle class, but definitely does not

apply to the Extremaduran or Navarrese peasant.

The Spanish people the mass of them in the countryside and

villages, give the impression of passivity and silent endurance in the

face of hardship. Nevertheless it was this mass of people that time

and again historically has determined the course of events in Spain.

The expulsion of the Jews in the fifteenth century, the hostility against

the Moors, the rising against the French in the early nineteenth

century, all these were &quot;mass&quot; movements, and hence truly an ex

pression of the popular feeling of the ordinary people.

2 Pascual Carri6n, La reforma agraria, problemas fundamentals, Madrid, 1931, p. 14.
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This peasant mass, however, is by no means uniform. Regionalism,
discussed in the following chapter, and the wide diversity of economic
conditions breed a variety of land systems as well as differences in

community life and rural outlook. These variations are reflected in the

political attitudes, ideological influences, and relative degree of social

stability of the different parts of Spain. Between the landless peasant
of large sections of Andalucia and the conservative, deeply rooted

small farmer of Navarre, there is an almost unbridgeable distance.

This distance is reflected in the strong inclination toward anarchism

of the one and the irreducible Carlism of the second.

The agrarian problem has been the preoccupation of every Spanish

regime that has made any attempt at all to reorient the country along
more stable economic lines. The Second Republic, in its avidity to

make the nation over, included an advanced agrarian reform measure

aimed at creating a type of peasant economy which existed in very
few parts of the peninsula.

The present systems of land tenure may be summarized by a glance
at the main areas of Spain. In Galicia, in the extreme northwest, the

prevalent arrangement is that of the small holding, the predominant
form of which is known as the joro, characterized by a lease extending
for several generations of the holder, with a fixed payment and

assurance of tenure. The system has its roots in the Middle Ages and

springs directly from the encouragement given to peasants by the

monastic orders to settle lands otherwise untilled. Much of the land

was leased directly from the Church, the largest single owner of such

domains. When Church properties were confiscated, the tenants became

in many instances the owners, while in other cases the actual owners did

not cultivate their lands but leased them out to sub-forados. Galicia

is a classic land of much subsistence farming where tiny holdings are

just sufficient for the maintenance of a single family, with nothing
left over for export. It is not strange that one of the greatest centers

of mass emigration abroad has been Galicia, for the gallego has always
revealed himself as an enterprising type, capable of making a living

under the most varying circumstances. Hispanic America is full of

gattegos who have come out to work in industry, farm the land, or

engage in commerce and so large has been their number that the term

gallego has become the designation for all such Spanish immigrants

regardless of their place of origin. Galicia has been a region of intense

strife over land and of the endless legal complications arising out of

the collection of the foros by absentee owners from peasants who,
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since they cannot be ejected, look upon the rent collector with the

proverbially jaundiced eye. The system lends itself to political manipu
lation with the rise of local bosses who control blocs of peasants in
the elections. The forista, or owner, kas been the central figure in

much of the social and political controversy in modern Galicia.

Small farms distinguish the rural economy of Asturias, the four

Basque provinces, and part of Aragon where, generally, tenancy prevails
on a family basis. One arrangement is that known as the liar or family
communal farm, sometimes owned outright and disposed of by the
head of the family, sometimes leased on what is virtually a permanent
basis through successive generations. The prevalence of the family
farm, accompanied by a very strong community spirit on the part of

the farmers toward each other, has contributed to the high degree of

stability in Navarre and to the extremely conservative character of its

people. From the point of view of rural economy, it is one of the

healthiest and traditionally deepest rooted areas in all Europe. In
addition to the peasant, who owns his land outright, is the tenant who
leases his land from the owner, tills it, and shares the crops with the

proprietor. In all the Basque provinces this system is very common.3

Physical conditions are peculiarly favorable in this northland for

such a type of farming. The abundant rainfall and the close-knit

social order allow for a high degree of integration plus individuality.
In Aragon there are two well-defined areas: one dry and parched,
mountainous in character, south of Teruel where the peasantry live

as agricultural workers under conditions of excessive poverty; the

second, the Ebro Valley where farmers derive a reasonably good
living from the land. In Catalonia, where general prosperity is the

rule, agrarian conditions are appreciably more advanced. A double

system prevails, strongly reminiscent of the north country, of small

owners who lease the land to the peasants as well as peasant proprietors
themselves. A form of the foro, or censo, as it is called in Castile, and
a share-cropping arrangement as in the Basque country exist here.

The cultivation of the vineyards, too, is an important agricultural

activity in this area, and a special class, the rabassaires who have

played an important role in Catalan politics and separatism, lease the

land. The system provides for leases that are dependent on the life of

the vine itself. In general, the entire north of Spain, from Galicia to

Catalonia and with parts of Castile and Le6n, is characterized by the

3 Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth (New York: The Macmfllan CoM 1943), gives a
careful and well-presented survey of the agrarian and labor situation in modern Spain.
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small farmer under varying conditions, with a relatively good pro
ductivity and a strong tradition. It is to be noted that the most power
ful Catholic tradition of Spain is to be found closely associated with

the form of land tenure and especially with the type of land owner

ship and exploitation.

Down the coast from Catalonia is Valencia, Murcia, and the

region of the vegas, which comprise one of the most productive
lands of Spain devoted in large part to orange production. The

irrigated lands are excellent, and the peasantry reasonably pros

perous in contrast with those occupying the dry, sterile portions
where poverty of an extreme sort is the rule. Around Granada
and Murcia the peasants have been less favored with land of their

own than elsewhere, despite the irrigation and the subsequent pro

ductivity of the soil. In general it will be noted that rural life in

the north, although physically favorable, is austere, modest, and

traditional, while in the Levant and on the Mediterranean coast the

climate and favorable land conditions contrast completely with the

adverse situation of Castile and the interior of Spain.
The agrarian problem in Andalucia presents special difficulties.

It has become the classic example of latijundismo, that is, the con

centration of land in the hands of the few. The situation is held up
as a horrible case of impoverishment in the midst of potential wealth,
of a peasantry ground down by misery under landowning conditions

that have mistakenly been called feudal. In the province of C6rdoba,
as an illustration, the farms of more than SO hectdreas4 represent
more than 27 per cent of the entire land surface. Farms of over 100

hectdreas constitute some 58 per cent of the total. In the province
of Seville, farms over 100 hectdreas occupy some 71 per cent of the

land area. It must be noted that this size farm is exceedingly large
and far in excess of the small subsistence farms that prevail in

other parts of Spain.
5 The dry, poor land of so much of Andalucia

does not allow for intensive agriculture. The system of al tercio is

common, whereby land is allowed to lie fallow or be plowed under

and seeded only every third year. &quot;This is the fundamental prob
lem of Andalucia how to support a large population on a dry
soil.&quot;

8 The proportion of large estates rises in the province of

4 One hectdrca is equal to about two and a half acres.
* Canton, op. dt., pp. 14-17.

*Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth, p. 116, copyright, 1943, by The Macmfllan

Company and used with their permission.
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C&diz to 58 per cent. In the single province of Seville, some 2340

landowners, or 5 per cent of the total number, control 72 per cent of

the total agricultural wealth.7 What type of agricultural worker
does one find in this area? The totally landless kind, seasonal and
subject to the infinite vagaries of rotating harvests. The situation

in many parts of Andalucia is strikingly similar to that in the

West Indies where sugar cane is the major crop; the same seasonal

fluctuations, the same half year of unemployment, the same terrify

ing precariousness of living for men and their families. The utiliza

tion of land is frequently uneconomical. Cattle production, grazing,
and pasture are often the form of exploitation on lands which could

normally be turned to the production of food crops. Pascual Carrion
states: &quot;From the perspective of the city, it is impossible to see

how the majority of our agricultural workers live with the loss of

energy and the manpower that is wasted.&quot;
8

The notion has long prevailed that if the peasant could only come
into possession of the land his tribulation would be at an end. This,
of course, would have to be done with justice to the owner. How
ever, as the famous ejido in Mexico has amply demonstrated, the

mere signing over of the land to the peasant does not solve the

problem. The complex question of adequate machinery, seed, fer

tilizer, transportation, and marketing still remains. It is curious to

note in this regard how the agrarian reform under the Second

Republic conceived the spoliation of the landowning class and

especially the Grandeza as the major objective of the campaign.
The pages of the text of the reform are illustrative of the class

consciousness that pervades every line. &quot;Manuel Azana, in the ses

sion of the Cortes of September 8, referred to the provision for

expropriation without compensation of the rural lands belonging
to the nobility.&quot;

9

The more extreme left was by no means in accord with the

solution of private ownership. We discover numerous writers prior

to the Reform of 1932 who insisted that this was not the solution.

&quot;The private ownership of the land is contrary to nature and con-

7 In Jesus R. Coloma, El problem* social de la tierra, Madrid, xud., pp. 24-25,

we have a description of similar cases. The 16,000 hectdrea properties of the Duke
of Medinaceli in Cadiz included only 1000 devoted to food crops. In Seville there

were farms of over 25,000 hectdreas for the raising of bulls.

8 Op. dt., p. 22.
9 Francisco Arcaya, La reforma agrarfa del 15 dt septiembre de 1932, Madrid,

1933, p. 7.
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demned by natural law. In Spain the doctrine of agrarian collec

tivism has deep roots and has been explained and defended by such

outstanding men as Fray Alonso de Castrillo, Juan Luis Vives, and
Father Mariana,&quot;

10 Another commentator asserts that the results of

subdivision or distribution of land would simply produce worse

consequences than the present large concentration. &quot;The excessive

division of the land is the cause of more harm to the wealth of

Spain than the large land ownings.&quot;
11

The essential problems of agricultural organization, co-operatives,

agricultural credit, and the like, have been woefully neglected. The
scientific improvement of production to combat naturally adverse

conditions is another element that has received only passing attention.

Despite the much-vaunted republican program of land distribution and

the demagogic tirades against the aristocracy, relatively little was

actually carried out in this direction. In fact the very term &quot;Agrarian

Reform&quot; became discredited to such an extent that under the present

regime the expression colonization has been substituted. In a later

chapter we shall treat on the constructive work of the present regime
in the way of creating a more equitable agricultural order.

In Castile, especially in the south along the Tagus valley, the

censo or foro system has prevailed, but with far less of the stability

that exists in Galicia. Absentee landlordism has been rampant and

with it innumerable deplorable conditions for the landless peasantry.

In Extremadura and La Mancha, landlessness prevails as the soil

is dry and sterile and the short-lease system rather than the long, as

in the north, produces an endemic instability. Extremadura has been

traditionally one of the poorest areas of Spain. Its estates have

been large and its farmers ground down in poverty. Strife has

been frequent and it is not strange that from this region came

some of the chief extremists among republican representatives.

T*he study of the Spanish labor movement is no less important as

a backdrop to recent events than that of the land systems. If

there is variety and contradiction in the latter, there is no less of

a problem in analyzing the nature and program of the numerous

movements of an ideological character that have demanded the ad

hesion of the Spanish workingman. The converging of these various

forces in 1936 is explained by the common sense of resistance to the

National Movement.

10 Emflio Palomo, Uso y abuse de la tierra, Valencia, 1930, p. 39.

Arag6n, La revancha del campo, Madrid, 1929, p. 135.
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The story of Spanish radicalism up to that time is one of profound
divergence and open rivalry. It was not merely a question of jockey

ing for position, it was a matter of profound and vital differences

in doctrine, theory, and approach to the solution of the social and
economic difficulties of the country. It is important to grasp the

difference because there is a widespread and dangerous tendency,

especially outside of Spain, to lump all left-wing movements in Spain
under the general title of &quot;communists.&quot; Within Spain today the

republican enemy during the civil war is indiscriminately referred

to as the Rojos, or Reds, which might imply that all who were not

with the Republic or its proposed social program were communists.

Nothing could be further from the truth. There is a high degree of

accuracy in the epithet during the civil war period for the reason

that the moderates, almost without exception, abdicated their posi
tion and it was communism that ran the show for the major period
of the hostilities. In the strictly limited sense, as used during the

war to designate the enemy, it was justified. As a term to be

applied to the numerous Left or center movements in pre-civil-

war Spain, it is necessary to clarify the divergences and even the

conflict between one movement and the other. For the purposes of

this rapid survey, we shall consider the socialists, communists, anar

chists, and the so-called anarcho-syndicalists. All of them play a

significant role in Spanish affairs and all of them figure prominently
in the period after 1931.

The general background of labor agitation extends much further

back into the nineteenth century than the formation of the move
ments allegedly aiming at the betterment of the welfare of the

worker. We need recall that the industrial centers of Spain are not

numerous. Aside from Barcelona, Valencia, and Madrid the three

major cities the foci of industry are to be found in Vizcaya,

around Bilbao, and in scattered centers elsewhere in the peninsula.

One of the major tasks of all radicalism was to co-ordinate in a

single purpose the almost diametrically opposite interests of the

steelworker in the Asturian mill (Altos Hornos de Vizcaya), with

those of the transitory agricultural worker in Andalucia (bracero).

The Spanish labor movement in this sense impresses one as singularly

disjointed and lacking in universality. Another element which must

be borne in mind is that, from the beginning, the labor movement

was with very limited exceptions scarcely conceived of as any

thing but a branch of political action. The formation of trade unions
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and of political parties as the expression of the desire for better

ment or change was almost simultaneous.

It is far too easy for non-Spaniards to judge the Spanish labor

situation on the basis of a similar terminology when the reality is

strikingly different. Just as in the case of liberalism, the expression

loses meaning once it crosses the Pyrenees, so too when we speak of

trade unions in Spain, they were very often something quite dif

ferent from the A.F.L. or the C.I.O. or the trade unions of Great

Britain. Spanish trade unions were basically ideological, that is, they

stood for a doctrine and not merely for a course of action
;
their pro

grams consisted not only of the improvement of labor standards, in

creased wages, and better living conditions ; they included a conception

of social reform and the transformation of the State and society.

The transfer of the trade union s ideas into the arena of politics

through parties in the Cortes was a phenomenon of first-rate im

portance and explains the vicissitudes of trade unionism in the

peninsula after the civil war. The doctrinaire quality of the Spanish

labor movement varies, of course, according to the pinkish or reddish

hue of the organizations. There were, to be sure, moderate socialists

who were very far from being proponents of the violent transformation

of the social order. Men of the type of Julidn Besteiro and Fernando de

los Rios were too academic in their socialism to satisfy the urge of

those who came to the top in 1935, and it was precisely because of

their moderation that spokesmen of this kind were submerged beneath

the demands of the extremists.

Barcelona and Madrid were the two poles of the Spanish labor

movement; the former distinguished for its individualism, separatism,

and recalcitrance to discipline and, therefore, the natural center of

anarchism
;
the latter, on the other hand, the focal point of socialism,

more authoritarian and institutional, more in conformity in its atti

tude with the traditional Hispanic mentality.
12 The remote origins of

Spanish socialism date back to Joaquin Abreu of Madrid, who intro

duced the ideas of Fourier into the peninsula. Fernando Garrido of

the same city founded the first paper, La Atraccidn, in 1845. This was

very shortly after Munts had formed the first association of weavers

in Barcelona, the forerunner of the anarchist movement. It was entirely

in line with the contrasting inspiration of the two movements that

Barcelona should have taken by instinct to action while Madrid by
the same logic produced a newspaper.

12 Madariaga, op. dt., p. 118.
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It is curious to note how Spanish socialism and anarchism were in

spired and promoted from movements abroad. In 1879 a small group
formed the first socialist party in Spain under the name of the

Partido Democrdtico Socialista Obrero, the leading figure being
Pablo Iglesias, a typographer, destined to become the outstanding

personality in Spanish socialism. Iglesias was influenced by such

European socialists as Jules Guesde and Paul Lafargue, and by the

developing French Marxist press. Jules Guesde was converted to

Marxism in 1876 after a short period of anarchist conviction and after

1877 his paper, L Egaliti^ became a leading organ on behalf of

Marxist socialism. At the Marseilles congress in 1879 he expressed
himself in favor of the formation of a working-class party, and in

1880 his program became the basis of the socialist workers parties

in France. It is not strange, then, that this activity should have

repercussions across the Pyrenees, especially after freedom of asso

ciation in 1881 permitted the Spanish socialists to regroup and re

organize their party. It was not until 1886, however, that they issued

their paper, El Socialista. This was a period of formation and defini

tion, Iglesias was singularly inflexible in his statement of the program,
and in this sense followed the lead of Guesde. On the other hand, the

party was weak in that it did not have trade-union strength. It

proceeded, therefore, to devote attention to the task of picking up
affiliations. Here we have the vitally important beginning of the

socialist-anarchist rivalry which was to distinguish almost all Spanish

labor history and, in general, it was anarchism that made the greatest

headway in the campaign for working-class support.
13

In 1888 the Unidn General de Trabajadores was formed; a

moderate and not at all revolutionary movement. Its membership
was pathetically small and quite unable to compete with the

anarchists and the combined party, the trade-union movement having

almost all its adherents in Madrid and Bilbao. In the latter city,

after the beginning of industrialization, the socialists began to make

some headway to become a citadel of socialism, until the present

century when Indalecio Prieto made the Vizcayan city and his

own socialist leadership almost synonymous. In 1905 Iglesias and

Largo Caballero (the latter rising to fame in the era of the Second

Republic) were elected to the Madrid municipal council.

The socialists, up to the time of the Barcelona disorders of 1909,

isElie Hal6vy, Histoire du sodatisme europten, Paris, 1948, p. 195: &quot;In Spain

Marxism never managed to push anarchism back.&quot;
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refrained from violence and looked with certain disdain even on the

use of the general strike. They concentrated on the development of

the Casa del Pueblo, the chain of club houses with library and other

equipment that was destined to become one of the characteristic

Spanish left-wing institutions. In 1909, however, they joined the anar

chists and radicals in a strike. They fought the Maura government,
and Iglesias managed to obtain a seat in the Cortes. In contrast

with the anarcliists, who were all for direct action and pulled no

punches, the socialists clung tenaciously to the idea of parliamentary

procedure and the ordinary electoral processes. By the time of

World War I they had penetrated the mining and industrial north

and were beginning to agitate among the workers in the Rio Tinto

area in the south. The electoral system and the long tradition of

political control made it hazardous for them to expect to win power
on the basis of ballots alone, so that socialism remained very much
an opposition force until the Second Republic. Many socialist leaders

among them Besteiro, Largo Caballero, Iglesias, and others

suffered imprisonment and won the halo of martyrdom with the con

sequent increase in the socialist following throughout Spain. The aged

Iglesias lingered on as leader until his death in 1925. The party then

passed under the leadership of Francisco Largo Caballero and Julidn

Besteiro, two very different leaders of the same movement, for Largo
Caballero had been a plasterer in the earlier days and Besteiro was a

Madrid University professor.

Indalecio Prieto was coming to the fore at the same time. He had

risen from humble origin in Bilbao to become a member of the

Cortes. His name was to be reckoned with from this time on, and

particularly during the hectic days of the Republic. The corpulent

Prieto possessed a penetrating and caustic wit, a telling gift for

repartee, and a very great parliamentary instinct. Among the re

publican leaders after 1931, he was undoubtedly one of the most

talented and realistic. Even in exile, he has demonstrated a greater

intelligence than the general run of his fellow expatriates. Prieto

was less doctrinaire, more liberal in the best sense of the word,
and more addicted to feasible compromise than Largo Caballero.

The overshadowing of the former and the rise to eminence of the

latter is the most eloquent testimony to the transformation of Spain
between 1931 and 1936.

Spanish socialism, like socialism everywhere, was split over the

problem of communism. Just as in France, where the extreme Left
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had managed to divide socialist opinion and bring about the crea
tion of the French communist party in 1920, so too in Spain there

was a division of viewpoint over the matter. The Russian Revolu
tion and the Third Internationale had posed an entirely new prob
lem. Soviet insistence on taking the lead of all Marxist movements
throughout the world forced each socialist party to examine its

conscience to determine if it was willing to accept the terms laid

down by the Third Internationale. In Spain the party split, and
under Largo Caballero joined the revived Second Internationale. The
Spanish communist party, founded by dissident socialists such as

Francisco Mora, was joined by elements from anarcho-syndicalism
such as Joaquin Maurfn and Andres Nin. In due time, a Left com
munist party appeared in Barcelona, representative of the Trotskyite
current in Spain. The extremist movements of the Second Republican
days were beginning to take shape by the opening of the decade of

the twenties. In addition to the Unidn General de Trabajadores,
which had borne the brunt of early trade-union organization in the

country, the more recent Confederation General de Trabajo, the

C.G.T., was now increasing its strength. Largo Caballero, as U.G.T.

leader, was deeply concerned with the advances of the rival trade

union. He adhered tenaciously to the idea of the indispensable unity of

the working class. Within the socialist ranks the old regional prob
lem reared its customary head, for Catalonia was unimpressed by the

austere socialism that was coming out of Madrid. The traditional

resentment at &quot;centralization&quot; evidenced itself just as much in the

socialist camp as among the middle class. Catalonia therefore produced
its own Unidn socialista catalana, which in general voted along the

same lines as the Esquerra catalana, described briefly in the follow

ing chapter.
Socialism unquestionably appealed to great masses of the Spanish

people. Despite its international connections, there was a tendency to

operate within the national frontiers with preferential attention to

national problems and in so far as it aimed at economic betterment,
land distribution, decent wages, and conditions of work it was a

novelty on the Spanish political scene where the traditional parties

were largely unconcerned with social matters.

It has been argued that a weak and paternal socialist regime might

prove the political panacea for Spain. I disagree with this because

moderate socialism tends more and more to verge toward the im

moderate, by the pressure of events. Whatever may be the intellectual
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virtues of a sane, balanced socialism, devoid of inflexible Marxist

dogma, it would seem that this form is quite incapable of resisting
the fierce onslaught of orthodox communism. Europe in the twentieth

century has learned that communism is not to be met by adopting
a whole series of semi-communistic measures. The insistence on going
the whole way without compromise that distinguishes communism
is precisely what made the capitulation of socialism in Spain in

evitable. Although the Spanish temperament is in reality extremely

egalitarian and quite disdainful of property and the profit motive,
the kind of socialistic liberalism for which Prieto stood seems

strangely out of place after the events of 1936-1939. I could well

imagine Spain going communist if there were no co-ordinated counter-

force to obstruct it, not because the Spanish are communistically

inclined, but because if by chance they were to reject tradition

and the spiritual heritage of centuries, they would in all probability
seek the answer to their perplexities in the opposite extreme.

It is very clear that if the tendencies of 1936 had not been stopped
short by the National Movement, the new republican phase toward

which the Popular Front government was moving with breath-taking

rapidity would not have been moderately socialist; it would have

been increasingly and violently communist. In Appendix 3 this trend

is traced in detail. In any analysis of Spanish history we always come
back to the same point, that the Spanish mind is unadapted to

elegant skepticism, cool objectivity, or dispassionate moderation. It is

a pendulum that swings from the individual to the universal; from

extremism to extremism. This type of mind makes the future of

a diluted, watered-down socialism highly improbable.

Spain enjoys the dubious honor of having been the only European
country in which anarchism really took root on a large scale. The
doctrines of Michael Bakunin were relatively simple and completely
out of keeping with the monolithic solidity of orthodox Marxism.

During the critical years before 1872 Bakunin challenged Marx for

control of the Internationale. The two protagonists were hopelessly

divided. When Marxism protested against injustice and proposed to

rectify things through the
&quot;capture&quot;

of the State, Bakunin rejected it.

It was no injustice or inequality or anything of that sort that

he protested against; it was against authority as such, which

he interpreted as tyranny. Capitalism, the State, economy, and all that

makes up the body politic would have to be swept aside before real

liberty could prevail. He was anti-authoritarian, anti-State, and, above
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all, anti-God. This form of anarchism was the most completely opti
mistic thing that was ever perpetrated. Man is wicked not because

of any fall or because of any inadequacy of his own nature, but simply
because he is forced to live unnaturally in a tyrannical society that

deprives him of the attributes which make for happiness. Bakunin was
not in the least inclined to believe that the industrial workers of the

more advanced capitalist countries were to constitute the vanguard
of the revolution. His faith was pinned on the peasants and small-town

workers of lands where mechanical progress was very limited.

Anarchism entered Spain in the person of Giuseppe Farinelli in the

year 1868. Up to this time, as has been summarily indicated above,
there was little in the way of organized activity in Spain. Up to 1862

small nuclei of workers existed here and there, and in that year some

15,000 presented a petition to the Cortes requesting recognition of the

right of organization. Labor activity as such, while not always pro
hibited by law, was a vague thing, moving in a shadowy semi-illegal

atmosphere. In 1840, Hunts had founded the Asociacion de Tejedores,

and a confederation had been set up in 1854. In 1855 the first strike

had occurred in Catalonia with 40,000 workers involved. That same

year had witnessed outbreaks in Palencia, Valladolid, and Zamora. In

1859 there were cases of agitation and disorder in Badajoz and Oli-

venza. This was an indication that the ground was not entirely sterile

when the first anarchist agents arrived in the country. There were

peasant movements of more or less importance in the province of

Granada, and Seville had been the scene of serious disturbances in 1857.

The trials and tribulations of anarchism in the initial period need

not concern us here. Needless to say they were picturesque in the

extreme. A little band of converts, without much knowledge of what it

was all about, proposed to spread the libertarian doctrine among the

workers and masses. The fact that the hazy ideas they preached and

the hopelessly inadequate organization, or lack of it, on which they

depended actually did produce results is testimony perhaps to the

character of anarchism that makes it appeal to certain very definite

elements of the population. The congress of 1870 led to the formation

of a loose federation of more or less autonomous bodies. The Marx-

Bakunin controversy, that reached a head in 1871, had repercussions

in Spain. In 1872 another congress at GSrdoba brought together an

astonishing number of delegates from local groups and trade unions.

The organization that emerged was strictly anarchist, uncomplicated

by the ideological subtleties that had hampered previous activity
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and with tactics totally different from those of the Marxists, The
whole idea of instructions from above, or action prepared by central

committees, was repugnant to these absolute libertarians.

Obviously the anarchists believed in violence; it was, in fact, the

very essence of their creed. Although they did not in fact come any
where near gaining sufficient power to impose their system, the

presence of a very large and fanatically devoted mass was one of the

principal factors in the turbulence that came after 1931. The weakness,
vacillation, and general inability of the Republic to maintain author

ity made it possible for the anarchists to prosper in an atmosphere
that was highly congenial to them. It was confirmation of the well-

known fact that Spanish society tends to break down under either

a very weak regime or one that is lacking in sufficient historical con

tinuity to impose its will through sheer tradition. That the monarchy
has undoubtedly been Spain s best guarantee of relative stability is due
to the fact that every Spaniard recognizes that the king is something
quite apart from the rest of the population and, although every

Spaniard may hopefully aspire to the presidency, none conceives of the

kingship as anything but the prerogative of the royal family. The

argument for monarchy gains force precisely because of this need to

supply a unifying force that is above the mass and separated from it

by heritage and family.
The revolutionary events of 1874, with the movement for federalism

and the actual appearance of local authorities all over Spain acting
without regard for the central government, seemed to give the

anarchists a chance for the direct action they so constantly preached.
The upshot was, however, that they did not succeed, and for a time

appeared to have been wiped out. With the relaxation of restrictions in

1881, the anarchists, like the socialists, reformed their ranks and

proceeded to re-create a party organization. There were splits and

divergences in anarchist ranks, some of them the reflection of the

changing ideas in anarchism abroad. In Catalonia there was a tendency
to prefer trade-union action, while in Andalucia it was violence and
direct action that prevailed. It was a period of rising conflict between
the landless, miserable rural workers of the south and every agency
of law and order. A long chapter might be written on the hostility
between the famous Guardia Civil and the individualistic partisans of

violence in the Andalucian countryside. Anarchist theory regarding
collectivism and communism, and especially as concerns tactics, con
tributed to dividing the adherents of this tendency, and for a period
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of twenty years Spanish anarchism was split and divided. The general

associations or federation no longer existed. Local groups maintained

their doctrine without much regard for the activities of their partisans

elsewhere. The period of the 18907

s was filled with incidents of violence,

and the action of the government to repress the anarchists extended to

other bodies blamed for connivance in their activities.

The anarchists founded schools and sought to train children in the

most completely libertarian ideas plus a fanatical hatred of the

Church. The detailed study of this period, especially from 1890 on,

demonstrates beyond any doubt how the atmosphere of
tSpain was

poisoned systematically by the infiltration of extremism. The study

of the events is convincing proof that the establishment of the Republic

in 1931 was doomed to fail as a &quot;liberal&quot; institution, using the word

in its British or American sense. The atmosphere of Spain had been

vitiated by decades of undermining. Extremism was the order of the

day and the Republic was like a dike through which a hole had been

perforated, allowing the inundation of the nation by the most exotic

and spectacular forms of radicalism. The Spanish monarchy up to 1931

was weak enough in its resistance to this contamination
;
the Spanish

Republic operated under the naiVe illusion that somehow these forces

could be organized within the framework of a liberal, parliamentary

regime.

Spanish anarchism was an austere, fanatical, almost puritanical

movement, displaying a high degree of selflessness. It enjoyed popular

ity for a time and attracted the sympathy and interest of a number

of the bourgeois. However, the advent of anarcho-syndicalism, whose

role was to be of first-rate importance in the events that led to 1931,

changed this panorama. The experience of the French syndicalists, the

writing of George Sorel, the failure of the general strike in Spain in

1902, and the execution of Francisco Ferrer led to the formation of

a new group, anarchist in thought and doctrine, syndicalist in organ

ization. In 1910, the Conjederacidn National del Trabajo was formed

at Seville so that syndicalism, the organization, became the instrument

for the attainment of anarchism.

The doctrine of the new movement has been explained in numerous

anarcho-syndicalist writings. We may take one of them as an example

of this doctrinal content. Angel Pestana in his El sindicalismo, qu&

quiere y adonde va?* explains the purposes of this &quot;libertarian

14 Barcelona, 1933.
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communism.&quot; It is absolutely opposed to anything like the State
communism of the Soviet variety. It rejects the whole idea of solving
the problem of private property by having the State absorb it.

The substitution of capitalism by the transfer of the means of produc
tion to a huge State organization is repugnant to the anarcho-syndi
calists: &quot;We are against the government whatever its political label

may be. It is understood that we refer to a government that makes
laws, and applies them, to a government that imposes rules and
procedures.&quot;

15 The movement has no use for any of the procedures that
are called

, parliamentary: &quot;Anarchism and Syndicalism and all those
who adhere to them are anti-electoral and anti-parliamentary, enemies
on principle of all intervention or collaboration with the agencies of
the State.&quot;

16 The definition of liberty of this Spanish anarcho-syndi
calist summarizes as completely as any the doctrine of the movement:
&quot;The conclusion is logical. As long as there is authority or coercion
which makes obligatory doing a thing, there is no liberty. The existence
of any obstacle that nullifies, either partially or completely this liberty,
implies a negation or a limitation of the principle.&quot;

17

Pestana describes in this book the program and methods of anarcho-

syndicalism, with full details of how the new social order is to be

brought about. Admittedly, when the writer comes to a description
of just how some kind of order is going to be maintained after the

liberation, the text becomes delightfully vague and general. Apparently
it is anticipated that the intrinsic good nature of man will rise to the

challenge once the evils of authority and tyranny are eliminated. For
some years the new C.N.T. labored to increase its strength and engaged
in many of the labor disputes that tore Catalonia and other areas. In

1913, the Federacidn National de Agricultores Espanoles was formed
to reach the peasant masses in the name of libertarianism and was
particularly successful in the area of Valencia and Murcia. Later the

peasants confederation was merged with the C.N.T,
The Bolshevik Revolution caused much soul searching among the

anarcho-syndicalists. Some of them, like Andre Nin and Joaquin
Maurfn, wished to collaborate with the Bolsheviks while others, like

Pestana, refused to go along with the proposed affiliation of the C.N.T.
to the Third Internationale. The Zaragoza Congress of 1922, under the
Catalan anarchist, Joan Peyro, confirmed the decision to repudiate

/&*., p. 23.

i*Ibid., p. 27.

&quot;7M&, p. 71.
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communism and maintain the CN.T. as the anarchist stronghold. Un
der the Primo de Rivera dictatorship, the CN.T. dissolved itself

temporarily. The problem of the anarchists had long been whether to

admit all workers to the C.N.T., although not convinced anarchists,
or limit the membership to the partisans of the doctrine. The situation

was solved in 1927 by the formation of the Federacidn Anarquista
Ibfrica, a secret organization made up exclusively of proved anarchists,
all of them members of the C.N.T.18 After the fall of the dictatorship,
the anarchists reconstituted the C.N.T. and began definite plans for

the social revolution. Every writer on the subject insists on the signif
icance of the peculiar alliance of the Catalan city workers and the

dispossessed Andalucian peasants, a combination of the greatest im
portance in the whole study of the social evolution of twentieth-century

Spain. The anarchists had some strength in certain unions in Madrid,
Zaragoza, among the fishermen and the steelworkers in Asturias.

Anarchism created the revolutionary atmosphere and maintained the

agitation. In terms of actual benefit to the workers, even from a

limited point of view, anarcho-syndicalism has a poor record. Gerald

Brenan insists that anarchism played its part in two respects: as an

ascetic, revolutionary movement seeking to bring about a specific social

order and as an atavistic movement, that in reality was a gigantic

protest against everything prevalent in the modern world.

This Spanish anarchism was more than mere politics ;
it was a reli

gion in the personal and collective sense of the word. It was not

reform, or even the improvement that the trade unions sought, but

a moral rehabilitation after the complete and total destruction of the

existing social order. Anarchism in contrast to socialism was absolute

it admitted of no middle ground, and no compromise with what
existed. The anarchists contrasted with the communists who were

favorable to expediency and eager to take advantage of passing

contingencies. They played very strongly on the innate sense of hostility

of the Spanish masses to any government. The success of anarchism

in channeling this sentiment during a given period is illustrative of

a fact that must always be taken into account in any analysis of

18 See Brenan, op. dt., for the complete description of the movement. It is estimated

the F.AJ. numbered 10,000 between 1934-1936 and their espionage system was very
effective. Brenan cites the words of General Mola, head of the police forces be

tween the dictatorship and Republic, who points out that the FAJ. members in

the postal and telegraph service made it possible for the anarchists to have full

information on every measure taken for national and public security.
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contemporary Spanish affairs
; namely that there is a deep, ingrained

instinct in the average Spaniard toward antagonism to the established

authority. It may be Alfonso XIII, Primo de Rivera, Largo Caballero,

or Franco, but the feeling that the only proper and decent position is

against, sways thousands of the Spanish to criticism and enmity.
Whether they are all prepared to act on that sentiment at a given

moment is another thing. But this consideration of the rise of socialism,

communism, anarchism, and anarcho-syndicalism serves one purpose ;

it reveals how the Spanish scene in 1936 was already heavily under

mined by the elements of dissolution. The
&quot;plot&quot; against Spain, of

which the Nationalists have written so much, springs not only from

specific preparations for the institution of the new order, but from the

generally agitated peasants and workers milieu which made the radical

leadership of a few so possible and which in the long run doomed

the Republic, first to impotency and then to disaster.



Chapter 6. REGIONALISM

ATALONTA as a national entity embraces

far more than its exclusively Spanish territory. &quot;National Catalonia,

the homeland of the Catalans, consists of three large geographical

regions : Northern Catalonia, comprising the old Principality of Cata

lonia and the ancient counties of Rossell6 and Sardinia, the little

principality of Andorra and the Catalan-speaking zone of Arag6n;

southern Catalonia, the former kingdom of Valencia, and the third,

insular Catalonia, the Balearic Islands.&quot;
1 Catalonia represents, like

Portugal, one of the major divisions of the Iberian peninsula. It is a

historical error to conceive of Catalonia as simply a Spanish province

with a more or less autonomous history. Its national character derives

from an important and influential place in history and from the

possession of a separate language that is no mere dialect of Castilian,

but as independent as Portuguese or Italian.

The point of departure for the proper understanding of Catalonia

and of its place in the history of Spain is that it did not lose its

peculiarly national character by union with the rest of the peninsula;

that even today Catalan-speaking people inhabit Andorra, the south

of France, a tiny area in Sardinia, and the whole coast line almost up

to Alicante. Catalonia not only possesses a significant historical past,

but a literature that at one time loomed very large in general

European culture. The Catalan language, around which so much

of the controversy over separatism and autonomy has raged, held

a very high place in the Middle Ages as the instrument of refine

ment and of scholarship. Despite the decline of language and literature

until the revival in the nineteenth century, pride in the past and

attachment to the remnants of Catalan individuality persisted until

rejuvenated tinder the impact of the Catalan renaissance of the nine

teenth century.

i A. Rovira i Virgili, Resum fftostMa del catalawsiw, Barcelona, 1936, p. 9.
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Delving into history we find that most of Catalonia was overrun by
the Moslems. A tiny corner up against the Pyrenees remained un-

conquered and became, just as Asturias in the west, the nucleus of the
reassertion of Catalan nationalism. Barcelona was recaptured under the
Franks and for two centuries after that Catalonia consisted of a series

of comtats, or countries, under Prankish rule. By the end of the ninth

century, independent Catalonia may be said to begin. Despite Moslem
attacks, Norman marauders, and internal strife, Catalonia became

increasingly a center of political and cultural importance; a cross

road of influences from all sides. Certain of its centers, such as Vich
and Ripoll, were culture foci of importance. &quot;Barcelona had maintained
its importance through all historical vicissitudes, the Visigoths, the

Saracens, the Franks ... it had made the country of Barcelona the
most powerful of all the Catalan counties. . . .

&quot;2

The Counts of Barcelona gradually assumed ascendancy over the
rest of Catalonia. United with Arag6n, Catalonia forged ahead as one
of the most promising centers of the Mediterranean basin. Between the

middle of the twelfth century until the beginning of the fourteenth

century Catalonia grew in power and territory and the incorporation of

the Balearic Islands, Valencia, and other areas gave the Catalan-Ara-

gonese kingdom a place among the first powers of southern Europe. The
period of maturity, as E. Allison Peers has called it, came between
1302 and 1479.3 Catalan culture attained one of its highest points
with the appearance of Ram6n Llull, whose productive period extends
from 1272 to 1315. This remarkable man whose works cover a wide

range of subjects, including theology and mysticism, wrote in Latin
and Catalan. His Catalan style has been praised as particularly color

ful and pure, a demonstration that the language had already reached
a high degree of perfection.

4

Catalonia was blessed with capable and enlightened rulers
; among

whom Ramon Berenguer IV stands out most prominently. James the

Conqueror extended Catalan influence and proved himself a wise and
able administrator. The incorporation of Mallorca made Catalonia

something besides a mere province of the Spanish mainland, becoming
by virtue of this acquisition a Mediterranean state. James extended
trade relations with North Africa, fortified the position of the country

*Ferran Soldcvfla, Historic de Catalunya, Barcelona, 1934, Vol. I, p. 68.
3 Catalonia Infelix (London: Methucn & Co., Ltd*, 1937).
4 M. Garda Sflvestre, Histdrta svmaria de la Uteratura catalana, Barcelona, 1932,

p. 52 sq.
. . .
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by marriage, and in general contributed to its prestige. Under James II

(1291-1327) Catalan expansion in the Mediterranean reached its height*

In 1303 began a century of heroic activity in the Near East and the

Catalan contribution to the Crusades fills a great many decades of

noble and colorful warfare against the infidel.
5 The marriage of Ferdi

nand with the Castilian princess Isabel in 1469 brought about the

union of the two kingdoms, an event of the greatest significance for

the future of Spain. The union was real in every way although

Catalonia managed to retain much of its historical character, despite

the contribution toward unification of the Catholic kings. However,
&quot;in the period of the Castilian dynasty, Catalonia was in political

decline.&quot;
6

The Catalonia that became a part of the Spanish kingdom had

reached its full maturity. In literature, art, and architecture it occupied

a worthy place among the peoples of the Middle Ages. Its troubadours

and bards, its theologians and mystics made it a center of outstanding

cultural achievement. The commencement of the political decline after

the union was followed very soon by a similar spiritual decay. The

union of Ferdinand and Isabel had been envisaged as one in which

the rights and privileges of Catalonia and Aragon would be preserved

and elaborate terms were drawn up to this end.7

Despite the theoretical guarantees, the process of Castilianization

began in earnest. Castilian viceroys were appointed to Sicily and

Sardinia; Castilian religious invaded the great monasteries of Mont-

serrat and Poblet, and the Castilian language became the normal one

in documents and official papers.
8 Catalonia was literally excluded from

participation in the conquest and settlement of America, and the area

was relegated to a secondary position at precisely the moment when

the maritime greatness of Spain might have indicated a pre-eminent

place for this outstandingly seafaring people. Under Charles V Barce

lona enjoyed a certain prestige, since the monarch bore the title of

Count of Barcelona. But Catalan influence was very meager. At the

5 L1. Nicolau d Olwer, L Expansid de Catalunya a la Mediterranea Oriental,

Barcelona, 1925. This study describes in detail the relations of Catalonia, commercial

and military, with the entire Mediterranean basin. It is an extraordinary story of

their presence in Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, the siege of Constantinople, and the entire

Levant. R. Gay de Montella, Catalunya, nacid mediterrawa, Barcelona, 1933, em

phasizes the close contact with the Mediterranean of historical Catalonia.

a Rovira i Virgili, op. cit., p. 20.

T Soldevila, op. dt., p. 126 sq. The Catalans were extremely zealous in preserving

their own autonomy and especially their own administration.

Peers, op.dt.,p. 71.
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Council of Trent only one Catalan bishop was present among the

numerous Spanish representatives. By the end of the sixteenth century
Catalan had declined to such an extent that Castilian was used for

almost every purpose except ordinary, everyday intercourse- Under
the Bourbons, the language sank to the level of a rustic dialect, without

literature nor encouragement from any official source.

Under the three Philips, the centralizing tendency became very
marked. Portugal became a part of the common empire, and in Cata

lonia the language was further reduced. Now and again signs of opposi
tion arose, notably against the Inquisition. Catalans were prominent
in a great many fields of military and commercial activity, fighting

valiantly at Lepanto and in Flanders in the wars against the

Dutch insurrectionists. Under Philip III the light went out almost com

pletely in Catalonia. There was tension under Philip IV, involving in

this case the problem of taxation. The Catalans showed themselves

to be loyal subjects in the French invasion of 1635 when this

penetrated the Catalan territory of Roussillon, but the foreign

invasion and the disregard of Madrid for the complaints of the Catalans

led to rebellion. The popular movement of the year 1640 was com

monly known as the War of the Segadors and with it gave birth

to what became the national anthem of Catalonia, Els Segadors (The

Reapers). The conflict lasted until 1652 when Barcelona was overcome,

through sheer exhaustion, and the territory was reincorporated with

Spain, retaining nevertheless its traditional liberties. Roussillon and

Sardinia were lost to France. The common opposition to the French

produced a temporary rapprochement between Catalans and Castilians,

which was lost however in the separatist war that followed. Sixty years

later Catalonia rebelled at the time of the weak and useless Charles II,

and Catalonia was treated as a territory suitable for barter and was

once ceded to France, to be returned to Spain at Ryswick. The struggle

for the Spanish succession ended with the defeat of Catalonia once

more and the loss of her remaining autonomy. The Catalans fought on

the side of Charles of Austria against Philip of Anjou, grandson of

Louis XIV. &quot;It is possible that the Catalans of that time committed

grave errors, and today many patriots consider it a mistake to have

sided with the Austrian house against the Bourbons and to have shown
a regional rather than a national spirit.&quot;

9

The victory of Philip V ended the period of Catalan liberties. In

1716 the decree of Nueva Planta ended all idea of separatism and

Rovira i Virgffi, op. cit., pp. 24-25.
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introduced the unitary State with many of the features of the accord

of 1640 eliminated. The Catalans appealed to Great Britain for aid

and the case of Catalonia may be said to have been a matter of inter

national disquietude during those turbulent years.

During the eighteenth century Catalonia became a region a

province in modern terminology within the framework of uniformity
so beloved of the Bourbons. This unity was in fact more political

and ideal than administrative, for many of the local usages and

customs in public administration subsisted.10 The decline of Catalonia

was in part due, not merely to the political pressure exerted by
Castile, but to the decreasing significance of the Mediterranean as the

center of the civilized world. The discovery of America and the open

ing of the routes to the Far East via Africa all conspired to reduce

the economic significance of the region.

By the fifteenth century the Catalan language reached the peak of its

expansion and henceforth it was rigidly limited to the small territory

from which it had sprung. The prodigious capacity of Castilian to

expand and absorb the most diverse peoples, as demonstrated in Amer

ica, was a predominant factor in overrunning Catalonia and the flower

ing of Castilian literature on a universal plane tended to reduce the

potentialities of Catalan. &quot;Catalonia, poor, without trade, without

industry; Catalonia without political autonomy, was destined to

become subject to the culture of the Court, dependent on Castilian

culture.&quot;
11 Catalans themselves began to use Castilian as their vehicle

of expression to obtain a larger audience than the national tongue

made possible. By the eighteenth century almost the only Catalan

literature in existence were religious and devotional books, although

a faint echo of the former grandeur of the Catalan language may
be surmised in the government-supported publication in the eighteenth

century of the Gramdtica y apologia de la lengua catalana of Jose

Pablo Ballot. At the end of the century, with the first influences

of the Encyclopedists, there were signs of a mediocre revival of

Catalan although this is not to be confused with the development of

nationalism in the modern sense. The latter phenomenon coincided with

the collapse of the absolute monarchy and is closely associated

with growing industrialization and the prosperity of the Catalan

masses. It would be a grievous error to suppose that the national

a Majdmiano Garcia Venero, Historfo dd nacionaUsmo Catalan (1793-1936),

Madrid, 1944, p, 12.

Enrich Prat de la Riba, La nacumalitat catalana, Barcelona, 1910, p. 13.
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sentiment in Catalonia was linked solely to the restoration of the

language; it was intimately bound up with the superior economic

position of the region over the rest of Spain and the inevitable resent

ment that this discrepancy produced. The French Revolution had
considerable impact on Catalonia. During the war between Spain
and revolutionary France, the French gave thought to a series of

projects for the restoration of Catalan liberties and the establishment

of a Catalan republic. Napoleon was no less zealous in the same direc

tion. Marshal Augereau announced the intention of the French Em
peror, in an address at Gerona, to restore the traditional liberties of

Catalonia that Spain had wrested from them. Under the French occu

pation, the Catalan language together with French was used in the

official publication, the Diari de Barcelona. The official character of

Catalan lasted only a few months. When the question of language was

put to a vote, only one of the six members of the Catalan junta
favored the continuance of the language ;

the rest preferred Castilian.12

Catalonia fought as willingly and as ardently as any Spanish province

against the French invader. There can be no question, as the reader

may surmise from this cursory Catalan history, that the inhabitants

of this region undertook at every opportunity to rebel against the

Madrid government.
From the period of 1793-1795 to the war for independence that broke

out in 1808, Catalonia ruled itself, thanks to the virtual disappearance
of the central government. During the war against the French the

Catalan juntas joined with those of the rest of Spain to form the

network of local governments that took the place of the normal

authority. The Catalan delegates to the Cidiz Cortes, the one symbol
of Spanish sovereignty in a peninsula overrun by the French, were

instructed to demand the re-establishment of the autonomy of Cata

lonia as it had existed before 1714. Cddiz was dominated, however, by

unitary tendencies.

In 1822, Spain was divided into provinces, in imitation of the

French departmental system, an arrangement abolished temporarily
to be restored in 1833, shortly after the death of Ferdinand VII, when
Catalonia was broken up into several administrative units.

At every point in the discussion of Catalan regionalism, the language
assumes a place of the first importance. It was the literary language
that gave Catalonia a tradition and outlet in the Middle Ages; it

was the language that provoked much of the friction and hostility

&quot;Soldevtta, op. at., Vol. HI, p. 890,
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between Catalans and Castilians in the intervening period; and it

was the restoration of the language that initiated the Catalan renais

sance in the nineteenth century. By the early part of the past century,
Catalan had fallen so badly into disuse that it had become the tongue
of peasants and proletarians. &quot;There was produced a corruption of
Catalan and it was filled with Castilianisms, since it offered no
resistance to infiltration as do other languages.&quot;

13

The theater was one of the few instruments that served to keep
the language alive with some claim to literary prestige, although the

only survivals in the Catalan theater were a few miracle plays and
a number of devotional pieces. A citizen by the name of Jos Robreno

y Tort was enamored of the theater and took steps to assure the

revival of the Catalan drama. The first productions were timid
little pieces without literary value and couched in the popular
speech. Some of them were bilingual, retaining both Catalan and

Castilian, nor was Robreno s theater free of political motivation. His
satires struck directly at many of the political conditions of the day
and liberalism was reflected with rare fidelity in the plays produced
both in Barcelona and all over Catalonia.

Catalonia was directly involved in the Carlist wars. The support of

the Carlist cause by a number of Catalan bishops and many Catalan

individuals led, among other things, to the reorganization of the system
of justice, and the destruction of many of the local prerogatives to

which the Catalans were most attached. The foundation of the Uni

versity of Barcelona, in 1834, stimulated the revival of intellectual life

and offset somewhat the new political restrictions.

A quickening interest in Catalan history became evident with the

publication of numerous records from the Archives of Catalonia and

Arag6n. The faint stirrings of nationalism encouraged a new interest

in the language, the history, and the culture of the region. The

process whereby this apparently academic concern translated itself

into political action is the story of Catalan nationalism.

It is apparent that the Catalan people of the past century belonged

totally to the common stream of Spanish culture and history. Salvador

de Madariaga has called the Catalan language &quot;one of the Spanish

tongues&quot; and described the Catalans themselves as Spaniards who
inhabit the Mediterranean coast. The genius of Catalonia formed

an integral part of the larger mosaic of Hispania.

After 1850 the idea was launched of reviving the Floral Games, the

of. dt^ P- 40.
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Joes florals, as a means of encouraging poetical composition and in

terest in the regional language. There was a tendency to make the

Floral Games the outward expression of a strong patriotic movement
and Antoni de Bofarull and Victor Balaguer, two of the promoters
of the literary contests, emphasized the regional Catalanist character

of the undertaking*
The Carlists and the republicans, the two extremist groups then

existent in Catalonia, were the logical defenders of the new regional

ism; the former because of their traditional defense of local autonomy,
the regional laws and usages, and their general suspicion of the

centralizing force of the monarchy in Madrid
;
the latter because they

were against the monarchy as such and considered some form of

federalism as the more adequate solution of the complex problem of

Hispanic unity. It was, after all, a prominent republican and Catalan,
Pi y Margall, who was president of the Republic in 1873. In fact there

is a constant oscillation during these years of the mid-century
between those who professed what may be called a

&quot;literary&quot;

Catalanism and those who sought to translate this revival into political

terms. The figure of Manuel Mila y Fontanals, one of the greatest

of Spain s literary critics and historians, fills a good portion of this

period. Although invariably writing in Castilian, Mila worked over

the raw materials of Catalan culture : its language, poetry, and literary

potentialities. Victor Balaguer operated in a different way. His thesis

was the application of politics to literature; of converting the new
Catalan expression into channels that would transform Catalan life.

Francisco Romani published his El federalismo en Espana in 1869,

which was one of the first clear expositions of the problem of federal

regionalism within the framework of national unity while Valenti

Almirall contributed to the definition of the problem in his Lo cata-

lanisme, published in Barcelona in 1886.

It is curious to note how Catalanist thinking moves gradually from

a vague sentimental attachment to language and customs, to a sense

of provincial difference, and ultimately to a well-defined, thought-out
doctrine of federalism. &quot;In 1879 Almirall was still using the word

provincialism. In Los fueros de Cataluna, the word regid is applied
to Catalonia.&quot;

1*

In 1869 the Pact of Tortosa was agreed upon by the Spanish republi

cans and this accord provided that Catalonia, Valencia, Arag&amp;lt;$n,
and

14 Enrich Prat de la Riba, in prologue to Lluis Duran y Ventosa, Regionalisme

y federalism*, Barcelona, 1905, p. adv.
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the Balearic Islands should constitute a section or region of Spain, and
that in terms of political action, these areas were to be considered

as allied in the common causeN Tortosa was followed by similar agree
ments among other Spanish regions, notably Extremadura, Andalucia,
and Murcia; the Basque provinces and Navarre and Asturias and
Galicia. We have here, perhaps, a sort of forerunner of the regional
statutes which were to play so large a part in the deliberations of the

Second Republic and contribute so directly to the division of opinion
in the period immediately preceding the civil war.

The First Republic seemed to be a heaven-sent chance for the Cata-

lanists, for their intervention in its establishment had been decisive.

Their presence in the cabinet made their influence a positive one

with reference to the constitutional forms that the internal relations

of the component elements of the peninsula were to take, and so

strong was this influence that the Madrid press frequently charged
the Catalans with taking over the Republic in anticipation of making
Barcelona the capital of the new regime. In March, 1873, the Catalan

deputies came extremely close to proclaiming the Catalan state, a

step prevented by Pi y Margall, who felt it was premature and

might gravely compromise the possibility of a federal constitution

which would grant Catalonia everything it wished. It is not without

significance that in July, 1873, the draft of the proposed federal

constitution stated in Title I that the Spanish nation was composed
of a number of states, among them Catalonia. Title VII provided that

&quot;The states are completely autonomous for economic and administrative

purposes and shall enjoy the fullest political self-government in

consonance with the existence of the nation.&quot;
15

The collapse of the Republic and the restoration put an end

temporarily to the Catalanist movement and stopped the trend toward

a wider autonomy. &quot;The great majority of the Catalans continued to

function fully within Spanish politics. There was no Catalan politics ;

there was only Spanish politics in Catalonia.&quot;
16 The period was one

of uncertainty and perplexity. Catalanism asserted itself in a plethora

of journals and reviews, and in the improvement of the quality of

the literary production. The absence of an effective Catalan theater

had preoccupied many of those responsible for the renaissance, although

the beginnings of a regional theater were perceptible toward the end

of the nineteenth century. Many of the plays were full of political

15 Garcia Venero, op. cit., pp. 139-150,
* A. Rovira i Virgili, op. dt., p. 47.
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innuendo, directed against the central authority and aimed at exalting
local pride and loyalty. The number of associations, organizations,

clubs, and the like, that came into being was phenomenal.
In 1880, Valenti Almirall brought the Diari Catald into existence,

the first all-Catalan language daily paper. This was also the year of

the first Catalanist congress whose purpose was to fix more precisely
a program and at the same time create the instruments for the

maintenance of close relations between the various Catalan-speaking
sections of Spain. The 2200 delegates represented every conceivable

tendency within Catalanism with the result that the congress was not

free from controversy and violent dispute. Almirall expected the meet

ing to conclude with the formation of a political party consecrated to

the task of realizing the Catalan ideals, but the practical results were
far less spectacular. The decision was reached to establish a Catalan

academy and exert vigilance for the preservation of Catalan civil law

relatively modest fruits after the first flush of high expectation.

Catalan regionalism was already beginning to show a threefold

division; one sector on the left tending toward socialism and closer

contacts with internationalism, a second that was profoundly regional
and nationalistic in sentiment, and a third that was federalist within

the Hispanic scheme of things. The conflict between the various points

of view is no better illustrated than in the political literature of the

time. Pi y Margall held firmly to the federalist idea
; Almirall was more

the separatist with a program that looked to the resurrection of Cata

lonia as a nation. The publication by the Bishop of Vich, Dr. Torras

y Bages, of his La tradicid catalana brought the spiritual and reli

gious forces of Catalonia onto the scene. The spirit that animated this

book may be judged from the vigorous defense of regionalism, the

Christian tradition in Catalonia, and the perfect compatibility between

universal Christianity and localism :

Since the spirit of our region is essentially Christian as has been proved, we
must now consider if the universal Christian religion of all humanity, destined

to prevail among peoples of all races, can assume a regional character, be

come identified with a single area without losing any of its broader character.

. , . The Church is regional because it is eternal. . . ,
17

A new organization, the Centre Catald, which had been scrupulous
in its determination to avoid politics, now became an expression

17 Joseph Torras y Bages, La tradicid catalana. Estudi del valor ttich y rational

del regionaUsme catala, Barcelona, 1892, p. 29.
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of the political aspirations of the Catalans. In 1885 a memorial
was addressed to the monarch, presumedly regarding purely economic

matters, but which contained to some extent a statement of Catalan

hopes. The Catalan commission which was dispatched to Madrid to

present the memorial contained some of the most outstanding of the

political and cultural leaders of Catalonia, among them, Valenti

Almirall, Jacinto Verdaguer, Angel Guimerd, and others. The declara

tion contained a very definite reference to Catalan regional aspirations :

We do not intend, Sire, to weaken and much less attack the glorious unity
of the Spanish nation, but we do believe, that to achieve it, it is not good

policy to destroy regional life, substituting that of the national capital. . . ,
18

The Centre Catald split around the person of Almirall, and with

the schism came the establishment of the new Lliga de Catalunya. It

was not a party and made little effort to win mass support ;
it was a

romantic, intellectual center for the cultivation of the Catalan tradi

tion. The Centre formulated its political program in 1890, accusing

the Lliga of separatism. The main points in the Centre plan were :

1. Catalonia shall form an autonomous entity within Spain.

2. Catalonia shall contribute to the general expenses of the nation

without the central government s intervention in the collecting

of taxes.

3. The region shall have legislative, executive, and judicial power.

4. The region shall contribute to the army in time of war on the

basis of recruitment as determined by itself after fixing its

contingent.

5. The Catalan language shall be official.

By this time a new voice had been raised in the chorus of Catalan-

ists; that of Enrich Prat de la Riba. Recognizing that up to

this time the whole Catalan question had been largely the product

of Barcelona and that the provinces were scarcely touched by the

propaganda, he proposed a new co-ordinated organization to bring

together the numerous forces that were laboring for Catalanism. With

the exception of the Centre Catald, Prat de la Riba managed to pull

the others into a new force called Uni6 Catalanista.

Prat de la Riba asserted that &quot;the Catalan homeland, large or

small, is our only country,&quot; and that it was the duty of Catalans to

protest against the tyranny that maintained the &quot;natural&quot; nationalities

18 A. Rovka i Virgili, op. cit., p. 58.
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in subjugation.
19 In the statement of principles adopted at Manresa

in 1892, the new association rejected totally the idea of separatism,

insisting that its first preoccupation was the determination of the bases

of relations between the central power and the autonomous regions.

With Prat de la Riba the first exposition of the idea of Catalonia as a

nation begins. In his Compendi de la doctrina catalanista, published
in 1894, he sets forth what for him is the doctrinal aspect of his stand.

Catalanism entered a period of open and avowed nationalism with

Prat de la Riba. After 1896 militant regionalism penetrated organiza
tions and circles which up to that time had been either mildly benevo

lent or indifferent toward the movement. Economic corporations of

considerable prestige became a part of the fast-growing bloc and

Catalanism was aided by the rise of a brilliant galaxy of writers, some
of whom constitute the most eminent personalities in Catalan writing :

Joan Maragall, Miguel Costa y Llobera, Santiago Rusinol, Joaquin

Ruyra, and a host of others.

The Catalans were generally opposed to the war against the United

States and expressed this hostility in a manifesto in which the under

taking was denounced. Among other factors was the detrimental effect

of the war on the business interests of Catalonia. The end of the

century was distinguished by government hostility to some of the

more active Catalanist propaganda and feeling ran high in Barcelona

where every occasion was seized to manifest opposition to the Madrid

government. It is hardly necessary to bore the reader with a detailed

account of the numerous divisions, subdivisions, and schisms that

appeared at the turn of the century in the various Catalanist groups.

The Centre National Catald emerged, fused with the Uni6 regionalista,

and ultimately ended in the Lliga regionalista. There were now strong

currents against Catalanism on the part not only of the monarchists and

partisans of the central authority but also on the part of the republicans,

many of whom considered Catalanism as a romantic survival of

medieval obscurantism with no real importance and only the slightest

appreciation of the facts of contemporary Spanish politics.

The fusion in the Lliga had been made possible in large part after

the striking electoral victory in 1901 and the organ of the new combina

tion, La Veu de Catalunya, became one of the most famous newspapers
in the cause of Catalan regionalism. A few months later the Lliga in

creased its prestige by winning the municipal elections in Barcelona,

19 Prat de la Riba, La nacionalitat catdlana, 1910, pp. 58-59.
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ushering into politics two figures long destined to play a dominating
role: Puig i Cadalfach and Francisco Camb6. The arrival in Barce

lona of young Alejandro Lerroux, at the beginning of the century, and

his rapid rise to political fame cannot be underestimated as another

factor in the fast-changing Catalan political scene. Lerroux was an

Andaluz, transplanted to Catalonia where his republicanism was to

become a persuasive force during the entire twentieth century that

culminated in the civil war.

The Lliga was split in 1904 at the time of the visit of Alfonso

XIII to Barcelona. Some wished to abstain totally from all demonstra

tion of good will; others felt that it was the occasion to present the

legitimate claims of Catalonia. The fact that Camb6 delivered an

address to the monarch offended a considerable number of the members

of the Lliga. On November 25, 1905, Catalonia was shaken by the

first clashes between Catalanists and anti-Catalanists. The republicans

were irritated and the military were outraged by what they considered

to be an insulting caricature published in a humorous review. The

result was an outbreak of violence with the destruction of property

and particularly the Veu de Catalunya. Despite the airing of the inci

dent in parliament on February 5 and 6, 1907, the outbreaks had

served to bring the Catalanists together, for at Gerona, just one year

before, the new Solidaritat catalana had been born.

The evolution of Catalan politics was such that it was no longer

the so-called Right which had the monopoly on nationalism. The for

mation of the Centre Nacionalista Republicd, in 1906, revealed that

republicanism was equally ready to combine with nationalism and

regionalism to form a movement. The electoral victories of the

Solidaritat were enormously encouraging to them, for in April, 1907,

the group won 41 seats out of the 44 for the Cortes.

The Solidaritat, however, was quite incapable of hanging together.

Divergences of opinion and the suspicion toward it of the Left tended

to weaken its position, and by 1908 it was decisively defeated in the

elections. In the municipal elections of 1909, the republican
^
groups

that had joined the Solidaritat broke away to establish a coalition of

Catalan left-wing parties. The fact that the Left obtained more votes

than the old Lliga regionalista and the Carlists together was a

surprise and marks a new stage in the evolution of Catalanist senti

ment. In 1909 the Left joined a new party under the name of Unid

Federal Nacionalista Republicana.

Important as politics unquestionably are in the study of regional-
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ism, it must not be forgotten that the cultural process was perhaps
even more significant. The entrance of numerous parties under the

banner of Catalanism tended to create the impression that regional
ism was on the march toward certain victory. To the ardent Catalan

nationalists this was quite insufficient. Catalonia must be re-Catalan-

ized
; this was the first and foremost problem and politics could never

serve to revive the national spirit to whose resurrection they were

devoted. It was on April 17, 1900, that the Catalan language was
used for the first time in the Academy of Jurisprudence and Legis
lation in Barcelona. In 1

N
901 members of the city council of Barce

lona, elected as Catalanists, invoked their right to speak Catalan

in the sessions. In 1902, in Tarragona, the mayor declared that Catalan

could be used in the deliberations of the council, while a campaign was
launched to introduce Catalan as the language in the courts of law

justice. The crux of the whole problem was obviously the schools.

As long as ordinary teaching was entirely in Castilian, it was hope
less to expect that a Catalan-speaking generation could be raised up
capable of employing the language for cultivated and professional

purposes. The program of the regionalists was fundamentally the com

plete Catalanization of everything, with Castilian a special subject

only, necessary for communication with the rest of Spain. The Associa-

cid protectora de I Ensenyanga catalana was formed to defend the place

of Catalan in the schools. In 1903 the first Catalan university con

gress was held to deal with the problem of Catalan in higher education.

In 1906 facilities were created for the maintenance of chairs of

Catalan language, letters, and history, at the University of Barcelona.

The first congress of the Catalan language was held in October, 1906,

at which an effort was made to assure the purity and the precision

of the tongue. The Institut d Estudis Catalans, founded in 1907,

became the great research and scientific center of Catalan culture.

Prat de la Riba, as president of the Barcelona council, devoted

great energy to creating public libraries and advancing the cause of

Catalan culture in general.

The disintegration of the Solidaritat and the culmination of violence

in the Tragic Week of 1909 somewhat dampened the ardor of the

Catalanists, for the twentieth century was showing a markedly different

character from the nineteenth. Catalan nationalism up to this time

had been primarily conservative, nurtured within the walls of

normal, political conventionality. The new phenomenon that was ap

pearing was extremism accompanied by direct action. Barcelona was
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to be torn very shortly by this novel force that seized nationalism inso

far as it was a useful instrument of policy, and distorted it to social

and political ends of an entirely different nature. The struggle for

autonomy, toward which everything that has been said about Catalan-

ism up to this point was headed, was now faced with the rise of

revolutionary extremism. This extremism meant specifically two things :

syndicalism and anarchism, both equally destructive of the established

social order and equally consecrated to the methods of direct action

and terrorism. By the end of the past century anarchism had already

secured a tight grip on vast sectors of the Barcelona proletariat. The

May Day disorders of 1890, the attempted assassination of Martinez

Campos two years later, the Montjuich incident of 1896, the strikes of

1902, and the culminating tragedy in what was literally bloody civil

war during a week in 1909 are all part of this growing picture of

infiltration and destruction. The idea that Catalan nationalism or

even separatism was from the beginning linked up with the extreme

Left is a dangerous and confusing idea.20

By 1911 another idea regarding autonomy was developing. Instead

of a series of isolated arrangements for the various Catalan provinces,

it was proposed to fuse all of them into a single Mancomunitat. In

addition to the Barcelona representatives, the deputies of Lerida,

Tarragona, and Gerona, the other Catalan provinces were in agree

ment, and on December 8, 1911, a delegation presided over by Prat de

la Riba waited on Minister Canalejas with the project. The proposal

was well received and Canalejas promised to present it to the Cortes

where it was introduced, approved in large part, and then suffered the

vicissitudes of the rapidly changing governments of that period.

Canalejas was assassinated, Count Romanones forced out of office, and

Dato was reluctant to take effective action. Finally, late in 1913, by

royal decree, the measure was put into effect and the various areas of

Spain were authorized to join together for local administration. On

April 6, 1914, the Mancomunitat de Catahmya was proclaimed under

the presidency of Prat de la Riba.

The shifts and transformations in Catalan political parties became

even more complicated after this decision. For a brief period between

1914 and 1916, the Unid Federal Nacionalista Republicana and the

radical group of Alejandro Lerroux formed an alliance. The coalition

was soundly trounced, since a great many of the members of the Unid

20 See E. Allison Peers, op. cit., p. 158 sq.
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were unwilling to see any sort of electoral combination with the Ler-

roux republicans, with the result that an effort was made to convert the

Unid Catalanista into an authentic left-wing force with a nationalist

tinge, advocating international socialism and the disestablishment

of the Church, among other things. The Lliga continued to maintain
its strength, with its conservative program and attitude. The year 1916

was one of electoral triumph for this movement. In 1917 the Partit

Republicd catald was formed with many elements that had belonged
to the old U.F.N.R.

The problem of real autonomy was still very much in the forefront

for the partial autonomy under the Mcmcomunitat did not satisfy

the aspirations of the Catalans. On November 29, 1918, a petition was

prepared by the Mcmcomunitat and the Catalan members of the

Cortes to be presented to the Prime Minister, formulating the demands
of the Catalans for regional autonomy. All parties were represented and

the demand stated in the preamble that it was the expression of the

fervent and unanimous will of the Catalan people :

In theory the unity of the Spanish nation does not suppose the more or

less absolute supremacy of the regions of Castilian origin over the others. In

theory this unity is supposedly the result of the common action of all the

regions. In practice, however, the unity represents an absorption in favor

of the Castilians of all political life.
21

The reception in Madrid was cold. Cambo, as a spokesman for

Catalonia, raised the question in the Chamber, but was opposed by
numerous other representatives who felt that all the concessions possible

had been made to Catalonia. The atmosphere of 1918 outside Spain
was one of jubilation over the end of the war and the feeling that

new times were ahead. The Catalans were not exempt from the senti

ment that in the reshuffling of the map of Europe they might be able

to lay claim to full nationhood. It was becoming increasingly apparent,

however, that under the monarchy, the transformation of Catalonia

was impossible, for the present regime in Madrid had gone as far as it

possibly could in granting local demands. Only a severe threat to the

whole structure of the Spanish state could bring about a wider or more

complete autonomy. The frustrating events of 1918 help to explain in

large part the enthusiasm with which the Republic was welcomed in

Catalonia and the joy with which the new dispensation was received,

for only through a process of fundamental change could further prog
ress in the way of autonomy be envisaged.

21 Lluis Duran y Ventosa, RegionaLisme y iederatisme, p. S.
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Social agitation increased; tension in Barcelona tended to rise

after 1919, and for the next few years the Catalan question remained
very much in the foreground of thought and speculation. No steps of
a tangible sort were taken to bring about a settlement. The emergence
of Francisco Macia as the spokesman for the new state of mind be
came apparent. In 1919 the Federacid Democr&tica Nacionalista en
visioned a very ample autonomy that would allow for the free entering
into a pact for Iberian unity. In 1922, Macia made public his project of
the Estat catald or Catalan state. Separatism was now the order of the

day and both the romantic stage as well as the purely nationalist was
completely surpassed. A national congress held in July, 1922, fixed the
basis of a concerted drive in this direction. New leaders were coming
forward : Antoni Rovira i Virgili ;

Lluis Nicolau d Olwer, later to join
the First Republic cabinet in 1931

;
and Josep Ma. Pi i Sunyer. Out of

this conference came a new organization, called the Accio catalana.

With a new paper, La Publicitat, the movement set about diffusing its

ideas and preparing the ground for action. Further, the new Uni6
sociattsta de Catalunya emerged as an attempt to wed the principles
of international socialism with the nationalist aspirations of the Catalan

people.
Then came the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. The strong national

ism of Catalonia was already reaching out to join hands with the

Basque provinces and Galicia :

That night, in a theater located on the Paralelo, a nationalist meeting was
to be held with the presence of delegates from the Basque provinces and
Galicia. That meeting was the last that could be held by the nationalists, in a

public way, before the dictatorship. With the advent of Primo de Rivera,
a policy of violent repression against Catalonia was inaugurated. . . . All

Catalan centers were closed, the display of the flag forbidden and the lan

guage harassed.22

In 1925 the Mmcomimitat was suppressed and during the dictator

ship the political parties were not allowed to operate. The only one was

the Unidn Patridtica, a fictitious organization that supported the

regime. Many Catalans were reduced to purely cultural and literary

pursuits during the period of Primo de Rivera, while others managed
to get abroad and continue agitation for the Catalan cause. Macia
carried on in Paris where the idea of his Estat catald took root, and

22 Aymami i Baudina, Macia. Trenta anys de politica catalanista. Apunts per una

biografia, Barcelona, 1933, pp. 115-116.
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there were rumors that he planned to use armed force if necessary to

win Catalonia s freedom.

In October, 1926, preparations were made to invade Catalonia. They
were foiled and the expedition came to an ignominious end. Macia was

regarded a hero and retired to Belgium until such a time as Primo de

Rivera s rule might end. The dictatorship proceeded to employ every
method to extirpate Catalanism. The language was constantly hounded,

shops were forbidden to advertise in Catalan; lectures or talks were
forbidden and every effort undertaken to remove even the Catalan

street signs in Barcelona. Primo de Rivera seemed convinced that the

Catalan question was liquidated and would never arise again :

Is it possible that in four years, a problem would be eliminated that had
been agitated for a quarter of a century and which, before 1898, was already
the product of a half century of gestation? ... Of all those who proclaimed
the death of Catalanism, and the definite liquidation of the Catalan problem,
I believe no one was more sincerely convinced than General Primo de Rivera.28

Catalan politics followed their usual complex course after the fall

of Primo de Rivera. In 1930, Accid Republicana de Catalunya was

founded, separating from Accid catalana in the belief that the latter

was insufficiently oriented to the Left. In March, 1931, the two organ
izations combined again under the title of Partit catalanista republica,

while the Lliga regionalista continued to hope for a transformation of

Catalan institutions under the monarchy. Francisco Cambo preached

harmony and -good will up to the eve of the elections in 1931. He
was in disagreement with the San Sebastian Pact which had assured

autonomy to the different regions in the event the republic were tri

umphant. The political shifting became increasingly ideological. The
Catalan republicans, the Estat catald, and certain other elements

came together to form the Esquerra, or Left, which came out on top in

the critical elections of the spring of 1931 over the Lliga.

The advent of the Republic brought instant consequences in Barce

lona, for the city was literally turned over to Luis Campanys, and

on the balcony with him to fete the new regime was Macia, now the

acknowledged leader of all Catalonia. The outburst of nationalist

sentiment led to the display of Catalan flags and the immediate

proclamation of the new Catalan state. However, it must be emphasized
that this new &quot;state&quot; was not a full-fledged republic, even though the

term was used. A little later the expression Generalitat de Catalunya

23 Francisco Cambo, Per la concdrdia, Barcelona, 1930, pp. 19-20.
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was to come in as the proper title for the new political entity. Macia

was the new president and the hero of the day while Cambo was

execrated and forced into exile in France. There was no chance of

collaboration between Camb6 and Macia and the former s followers

became a minority opposition in the Catalan government.
An extremely important point to remember is that the movement

for proletarian revolution and that of nationalism had been running

along side by side for years in Catalonia without meeting except

casually. The middle class was largely responsible for the nationalism.

It was this class that was to feel the full brunt of the violence that

was to sweep Barcelona and all Catalonia in 1936.

Everything had seemed hopeful for Catalonia in that spring of

1931. The Republic had come in without bloodshed. Macia had won

an overwhelming victory for the Esquerra in the first elections in

June. His triumph was so complete that everything seemed headed

toward the happy consummation of the autonomous statute. Presi

dent Alcala Zamora was jubilantly received in Barcelona and no

danger seemed to threaten from the other parties or from the monarch

ists. It was eighteen months later when the Statute for Catalan

autonomy was finally passed in the Cortes, on September 9, 1932.

There were rumblings, nevertheless, of the terrible storm that was

brewing. Three times the peace of Catalonia was menaced by those

who sought to provoke a &quot;people s revolution.&quot; There were many in

Catalonia who thought in terms of a revolution, and not merely of a

statute : &quot;Only the working class mentality can understand and solve

the problem fully. . . . The revolution to come must be profound and

reach the great mass of the workers.&quot;
24

After an endless amount of debate and discussion, the Statute was

finally passed, to the elation of Catalonia, although its provisions were

not entirely satisfactory to certain sectors which hoped for an even

more sweeping autonomy. The definition of the new status of Catalonia

may be of interest as an example of the juridical regionalism now

introduced into the republican institutions. Article I of the Statute

reads :

Catalonia is constituted as an autonomous region within the Spanish state,

in conformity with the Constitution of the Republic and the present Statute.

Its representative organism is the Generalitat and its territory that com

prised in the provinces of Barcelona, Gerona, LSrida and Tarragona.
25

2*Jaume Aiguader i Mir6, Catdunya i la revoludd, Barcelona, n.d., pp. 149-150.

as C. Mass6 i Escofet and R. Gay de Montdla, L Estatut de Catdunya. Text
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Education was left largely to the new Generalitat, with the specifi

cation that Castilian should serve for all relations with the central

government and as an obligatory subject for instruction in the schools.

Catalonia would have wide control over its educational, juridical, and

economic system, with the restoration of its own system of laws.

Macia accepted the Statute although it was a compromise on many
points and admitted publicly that he would have preferred another

document.

The first three years of the Republic were relatively uneventful.

Catalonia faced certain problems, however, of a serious nature. In the

first place, there was the increasingly important realization that Barce

lona and the rest of Catalonia are by no means the same thing. The

migration, of hundreds of thousands of workers from other parts of

Spain, and very particularly from Murcia and the areas southward

which are less favored economically, has changed the purely Catalan

character of the major city. One of the problems of Catalanization is

the very numerous minority of normally Castilian-speaking people

in Barcelona. The man power of many of the extremist organizations

came from the immigrants, and especially the Andalucians who
were already strongly influenced by anarcho-syndicalism. Here too

we find an explanation of the indifference of the extreme Left to the

whole Catalan linguistic and cultural question and the fact that the

brunt of the original campaign for the restoration of Catalan nation

ality was carried out by the middle class.

Despite a feeling that all was not attained, Catalans were still

content that they were on the way toward the kind of autonomy they

had always wanted:

Catalonia wants to be the mistress of its own domestic life and if the roads

toward that end are various, the end itself can only be one: liberty for

Catalans in a fully autonomous Catalonia which in turn may form part of a

voluntary federation.26

The Statute did not work automatically. As late as the elections of

the autumn of 1933 many of the services promised to the Generalitat

were still in Madrid. The swing to the Right observable all over Spain
was evident in Catalonia in the comeback of the Lliga which gained
a very considerable number of seats. With the death of Macia, Luis

ofidal comentat, amb rejerendes legals i notes de la discussid parlamentaria, Barcelona,

1933, p. 11.
26 A. Rovira i Virgili, Catalunya i la rep&blica, Barcelona, 1931, p. 99.
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Campanys, a relatively obscure lawyer but excellent organizer, governed

supreme in the Generalitat.

As 1934 came in and the evidence that a crisis lay ahead was plain,

the Catalans were torn between emotions. They wanted to keep the

Statute, and if a dictatorship should be established it was obvious that

the Statute would not survive, especially if the reign of Primo de

Rivera had been any indication of the Spanish dictatorial mind. A tri

umphant republican Right might mean a diminution of their autonomy.

On the other hand, the extreme Left was just as unpalatable, since in

Catalonia itself this political and social element was totally uninter

ested in autonomy or statutes and completely wrapped up in revolution.

The general drift, then, was toward the slightly left of center to the

form of republicanism represented by Manuel Azafia.

In addition, there was conflict between Barcelona and Madrid, as

inevitable when two jurisdictions existed side by side and one of them

still not entirely and carefully defined. The issue at hand was a

law passed in Catalonia regarding lands. The landowners protested

and the matter was taken before the Tribunal of Constitutional

Guarantees, a sort of second chamber created under the Republic

to pass, among other things, on laws alleged to be uncon

stitutional. The Tribunal rejected the law as one the Catalan parlia

ment could not pass. There the matter stood and the Madrid govern

ment would make no concessions. The Catalan government was faced

by capitulation or resistance. The latter could only take the form of

armed rebellion and it is doubtful that anyone was willing to go to

that extreme. Into this tense situation was tossed the far greater issue

of the Asturias revolt in October, 1934. In the initial confusion that

enveloped the rightist government in power and the serious up

rising in the north, Campanys seized the occasion to proclaim the

Catalan Republic. There was a brief flare of revolt, but Catalonia did

not respond to the proclamation; for the Catalan people had

striven loyally to abide by the Statute and work within the

Spanish state. The audacity of their leaders or rather some of their

leaders led them for a moment into a blind alley from which they

were rescued only by the steadfastness of the military and the refusal

of the masses to back up the ephemeral republic. It is assumed that

Campanys was pulled into the plot by disillusioned extremists and

ardent nationalists to whom the Statute was a straight jacket. The

Statute was suspended and a governor general named from Madrid,

although sober judgment prevailed in the Cortes and no precipitate ac-
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tion was taken to chastise all Catalonia for the folly of a few. By 1935

most of the practical provisions of the Statute had been restored and

everything but the maintenance of public order was in local hands.

The critical elections of February, 1936, produced a great victory
for the Esquerra in Catalonia. Luis Campanys and many of those who
headed the electoral lists were in prison, but two weeks after the elec

tions, President Campanys was back again with the blessing of the

Popular Front Government and the forgiveness at least tacitly of the

State against which he had rebelled. There was a considerable diver

gence between events in Catalonia and the rest of Spain during the five

months between the elections and the outbreak of the National

Movement.
There are certain conclusions to which this brief sally into Spanish

regional history allows us to make. In the first place, the regional

problem is not an artificial one. Catalonia is a nation, a people, and a

culture, and is very definitely no mere subdivision of Castilian with

no claim to autonomy. In the second place, the sense of history is

lively among the Catalans and has provided them for generations with

a keen perception of their own collective personality. Their role, on

the other hand, is that of a Spanish people. Their greatness has been

a part of the general Hispanic epic. Their fortunes at almost every

critical moment have been bound to those of the rest of the peninsula.

Economically, Catalonia cut off from the peninsula is inconceivable, for

the hinterland has allowed Catalonia to become strong economically
and develop industry. It is precisely this economic difference that also

plays a very large part in the friction between Catalonia and the rest

of Spain. Catalonia is richer, more industrious, sea-minded, and cos

mopolitan as against Castile which is molded and guided entirely by its

inland position. The centralization of the Spanish regime in Madrid and

the insistence down through the monarchy on the greatest control from

the capital has proved a source of irritation and annoyance to the

Catalans who are eager to embark on economic projects on their own
without the dead weight of bureaucracy and officialdom weighing them

down.

THE BASQUE QUESTION
The problem of the Basque minority is often linked to that of

Catalonia. There are, to be sure, certain points of analogy and at the

same time certain very wide differences. In so far as the two are an

expression of nationalism, the resemblance is considerable. Just as the
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Catalan-speaking areas spill over into France and to a far less degree
into Sardinia, so too is the Basque population concentrated not only
in four of the provinces of Spain but in parts of Pyrenean France.
A nationalism based on the inclusion in a definite territory of all those

belonging to the same racial or linguistic group would, in both cases,
involve separatism from France as well as Spain.

Catalan nationalism has never had the religious content that has

distinguished the Basque. In the latter case, Catholicism has been
taken almost as the common denominator for all that is authentically

Basque. In Catalonia the language question loomed far larger than in

the Basque provinces. It is notable that a great many of the major
Basque centers, such as Bilbao, are not Basque speaking at all. In

many cases the leaders of Basque nationalism express themselves in

Spanish and are often only imperfectly acquainted with their so-called

mother tongue. The last point of distinction between the two movements
is that, in the case of the Basques, there is a very evident emphasis
on racism while in Catalonia it is cultural tradition and provincial

loyalty. The Basques have been the classic exponents of racism in the

Iberian peninsula and the careful reading of their own nationalist

literature proves eloquently that they conceive of themselves as a

racial type quite apart from the rest of Europeans.
The Basque population of Spain inhabits four provinces: Navarre,

Alava, Vizcaya, and Guipuzcoa. These provinces, despite their common

Basque origin and the prevalence among them, especially in the

countryside, of Basque speech, have never in their history formed a

single state, and much less have they been tied in with the Basque

departments of France. The incorporation of the Basque provinces into

united Spain did not mean a simple annexation, but a form of associa

tion by which the provinces retained many of their traditional privi

leges and rights. The survival in the Basque country of systems of

land and property ownership, taxation and economic organization, is

one of the principal features of the region. This was accepted in the

beginning, and Castile did not undertake to erase these elements* of

local autonomy that were historically deep rooted, and the fueros of

the Basques were maintained consistently even in the face of consider

able pressure. They managed to retain them even after 1714 when the

Bourbon dynasty eliminated the local rights of Valencia, Catalonia,

and Mallorca. This is not the place to record in detail the vicissitudes

of the Basque local rights or trace the ups and downs of their fortunes.

The vital thing to bear in mind is that we are dealing with a people,
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who are distinguished more by a social order and a traditional com
munity organization than by the revival of a language or a literature

as in the case of Catalonia.

The Basque provinces have been directly involved in the political

turmoil of the past century in Spain. When the first Carlist war
broke out in 1833 they declared for Don Carlos, defending this

tradition against Isabel. Espartero, in ending the war* promised
the Basques their traditional liberties. The Pact of Vergara,
in 1837, included provision for this protection, and on October 25,

1839, the fueros were confirmed. One item was emphasized, however,
which was of importance, and that was that the fueros were confirmed

insofar as they did not contradict or conflict with the constitutional

precepts of Spain as a whole. In 1841 the central government confirmed

the establishment of a special economic regime for Navarre and the

other three Basque areas.

Down to this time the Basques had enjoyed certain extraordinary

privileges ; they had their own parliament, law courts, and mint
; they

provided their own armed forces and administered their own affairs

with remarkable competence and honesty. The land system and organ
ization of the Basque provinces helps us to understand the funda

mental conservatism of the people and the tenacity with which they
have defended their traditions against very considerable odds. The

prevailing agrarian system in Vizcaya, Guipuzcoa, and Alava is called

the aparceria. This is a form of leasing land in which the owner leases

a piece of land to a farmer, usually on the basis of an oral contract.

These leases frequently pass from father to son and become a part
of the tradition of the community. The relations of owner and leasee

are usually excellent, and a great deal of social stability comes from
the close relation of owner and tenant without the inconvenient fea

tures of the large landowning systems and complete separation of the

two participants in the arrangement. The provinces have long

functioned, then, on either small land holdings, or on leases that are

handed down for so many generations as to become almost hereditary.

The Basque provinces are four in number, differing considerably one

from the other. Guipuzcoa has as its chief city San Sebastidn, one of the

most sophisticated and cosmopolitan of the beach resorts of Europe.

Vizcaya is distinguished by the importance of Bilbao, the great in

dustrial and shipping center of modern Spain and a major channel

for trade and business with the rest of Europe and the world. In con

trast with Vizcaya and its bustling trade, Navarre and Alava are
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inland provinces; the former no longer Basque speaking except in

certain of the remote valleys. It is an agrarian community, deeply
attached to the soil and to its religion and is made up of an admirable

population of hardy farmers and small merchants
;
a people that re

peatedly have sacrificed everything for the traditionalist cause to which

they are so addicted. Catholicism in the provinces differs considerably.

In Vizcaya, the Church is excellently organized with a clergy that is

enlightened and devoted to its duty. In Navarre, with a more agrarian

atmosphere, the parish priest is a man of great influence and prestige,

and the province has often been called the Ireland of Spain.
The story of the relations of Madrid with the provinces since the

Carlist wars has been one of increasing restriction. By the law of

July 21, 1876, conscription and taxation were imposed on the Basques,
from which they had heretofore been exempt except as through
local action they might choose to collaborate. On February 28, 1878,

it was provided that they should pay certain taxes, although

retaining a number of their privileges. After the budget accord of 1887

other changes and modifications were introduced, and in 1925 a law

was passed providing for a global tax on the Basque provinces, fixed at

forty million pesetas in 1927, and to increase gradually according to

agreement. This was the state of affairs the Republic found when it

came into existence in 1931. The ancient jueros had died in 1839 for

all practical purposes, that is, as vital instruments for the maintenance

of a high degree of independence. For the past hundred years the

tendency has been to whittle down little by little the privileges granted

the provinces in the name of a peninsular uniformity. Obviously to

the rest of Spain the existence of special fiscal agreements with the

Basque provinces seemed like favoritism of the worst kind.

The provinces represent a very small proportion of the entire

nation; Navarre is sparsely populated, although the density rises to

a very high figure in the concentrated population of Vizcaya and

Guipiizcoa. The economic significance of the area cannot be under

estimated. The Basque provinces revealed before the war the highest

savings rate in Spain after Catalonia. The industrial strength of

Vizcaya comes primarily from accessibility to the sea and the presence

of mineral resources.

The origins of contemporary Basque nationalism are easy to

trace. The major problem for the modern reader interested in the

intricate subject of Spain is how did it come about that this virile,

tenacious race, so devoted to the Church and so practical in compliance
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with its law, managed to find itself in 1936 on the side of the Republic?

How does it happen that ten years after the victory of the nationalists,

the Basque government in exile carries on in the name of the Republic

with as ardent protestations of devotion to religion as ever?

In the first place one clarification is of supreme importance. Navarre

and Alava did not, at any time, stand with the Republic, but were

among the first to respond to the call to arms of the National Move

ment, sending some 30,000 men to the armed forces to fight against

the Republic. In the second place, a great many Basques in Vizcaya

and Guipuzcoa did not support the Republic, as is attested to by the

large number of them executed or put to death either by republican

tribunals or by mobs that blackened the name of the republican

government during 1936 and 1937.

Basque nationalism was intimately bound up with the defense of

the fueros and the traditions, and Carlism was the force that maintained

this spirit during the nineteenth century. Up to the end of the past

century, Carlism satisfied the desire for traditionalism, the defense of

the local autonomy, and the repugnance for the innovations that had

been introduced into the national administration, but the new national

ism which played its role in 1936 is a much later product. The Basque

provinces were torn asunder by the conflict between the Carlist senti

ment of traditionalism and the newer, more aggressive nationalism that

was fomented by Sabino Arana de Goiri. This Basque had studied at

Barcelona in the heyday of the Catalan renaissance and returned to

his native province imbued with the idea of a national revival.
27 Under

the motto, Jaungoicoa eta Lagi-Zarra (God and the old laws) he cam

paigned for the idea of Basque nationalism with a doctrine that was

extremist, racist, and burningly anti-Spanish.

This new nationalism developed at the expense of Carlism. In the

past century there was definite conflict between the Carlists and the

liberals in the Basque provinces ;
in the present century it has been

between the traditionalists and the nationalists. The two movements

coincide in their profession of Catholicism and their defense of the

fueros. The Carlists however have long operated under the slogan of

&quot;God, Spain, and the monarchy, with emphasis on the monarchy and

the unity of Spain. The nationalists on the other hand have accentuated

2* Arana de Goiri died in 1903. His book containing the exposition of the nationalist

idea is entitled, Biscaya por su independencia, published, to be sure, in Spanish,

not Basque.
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the creation of a Basque country, based on the existence and reality

of a Basque race.

In the republican Cortes there was a tendency on the part of the

two groups to join together in resisting legislation hostile to the

Church or the religious interests of the people. The granting of

the Catalan Statute provoked a similar demand on the part of the

Basques. In this connection, Jose Antonio Aguirre, leader of the

nationalists, and Count Rodezno, Carlist spokesman, were in substantial

agreement while the republican Left and the socialists were opposed
to conceding an autonomy Statute.

The absence of any serious intention of satisfying the Basque
nationalists by the Republic is best evidenced in the fact that the

autonomy charter was passed on October 6, 1936, almost three months

after the civil war had started. It was approved by a rump Cortes

of some hundred deputies without the slightest debate.28 No considera

tion was given Article 12 of the republican constitution that provided

that the Statute should not come into effect until two thirds of the

municipalities had approved it. The arrangement was made between

the then republican leader Largo Caballero and the self-styled govern
ment of the Basque country, since only part of Vizcaya was in reality

in the hands of the Basques of republican sympathies.

There is a very strong suspicion in the examination of the course

of events that the Popular Front used the enticement of an autonomy
charter as bait for the nationalists in the hope of dividing the Basque

provinces, for it must be noted that in the crucial elections of February,

1936, the Popular Front did not come out at all well in this region.

If this were the intention of the government and its dilatoriness is

no better shown than by the date of the granting of the Statute it

succeeded beyond expectations for the reason that not only within

Spain but outside the peninsula the adherence of the Basque national

ists to the Republic has been the cause of endless speculation and

confusion. The Popular Front in reality provoked a civil-war between

the Basques themselves pitting Navarre and Alava against the other

provinces and dividing Basque sentiment within the two provinces of

Guipuzcoa and Vizcaya. It would seem that the Basques who preferred

to stand with the Republic put autonomy and nationalism ahead of

everything, even the integrity of Spain and the most succinct con-

28 Gaceta de la Republica, Oct. 7, 1936.
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elusion is that the Basque leaders &quot;sacrificed the essential to the

contingent.&quot;
29

It is notable that extremely few Basque leaders, especially in the

intellectual field, have been associated in the least with Basque nation

alism. This contrasts with the Catalan movements in which the in

tellectual leadership has been much in evidence. The great Basque
names of modern Spain: Miguel de Unamuno, Pio Baroja, Ramiro
de Maeztu, Zuloaga, and a host of others, have invariably thought
in peninsular terms. Narrow Basque nationalism did not attract

them nor the many who have been prominent in almost every phase
of Spanish life, especially in shipping, banking, and the technical

professions.

Basque nationalism, whatever may be the degree of its sincerity and

selflessness, is vitiated to a large degree by its anachronistic character.

It is typical of the absolutism in politics which arose with the idea of

self-determination and absolute independence in the past century.

Euzkadi, as the Basque state was called, has never existed as a reality

in the modern political sense of the term. Catalonia was wedded to the

idea of autonomy; the Basque state to total independence. Racism

played a very large part, as has been indicated, in the background of

the latter movement. The most telling argument against this extrem

ism is that a very large proportion of the Basque people themselves

did not follow the government of Euzkadi nor evidence any sympathy
for the separatist campaign.
There can be no question of the devotion of the Basques, of both

tendencies, to the Church. There is, however, a slight note of religious

superiority in the Basque position; a feeling that in some way their

form of religious practice and conformism is better than that of the

rest of Spain.

The most plausible explanation is simply that a small number of

Basques, carried away by the mysticism of nationality and self-deter

mination, preferred any arrangement and collaboration with anyone
before sacrificing what was promised in the way of an autonomy
charter. They were willing to pay the price of co-operation with the

Popular Front to obtain the independence of Euzkadi. To their honor

it must be admitted that during the civil war they allowed the

churches to remain open and Mass was freely said in Bilbao even

in the days when the nationalist advance threatened it with partial

destruction.

2S Anon., La question basque et la guerre civile en Espagne, Brussels, 1937, p. 21.



Chapter 7, DESCENT INTO ANARCHY

THE STORY OP THE SECOND REPUBLIC

T.^^^^^ *&quot;* *^ j centuries-old monarchy was scrapped in
Spain as a result of the municipal elections of April 12, 1931, in
which the republicans won only a minority vote. Technically the
election of that spring was not a popular referendum on the form
of government at all, for in normal circumstances the choice of munic
ipal councilors did not constitute a major political event. It was plain,
however, that this particular election was construed as an expression
of opinion for the Republic or the Monarchy. The validity of the
republican government has been contested on the grounds that this
issue was never presented directly to the voters. This, of course, is true.
On the other hand, both republicans and monarchists were perfectly
aware that the municipal elections were enormously significant
precisely because this interpretation had been given them. It was
the showdown between the supporters of the traditional regime and
the energetic and hopeful republicans. Thus it was that the great
Catholic newspaper El Debate expressed its conviction that &quot;Today is

to be a great day for the expression of Monarchical sentiment&quot; (April
12, 1931). On the other side, a manifesto to the Madrid electorate,
signed by Gregorio Maranon, Jose Ortega y Gasset, and Perez de
Ayala, among others, stated that &quot;the municipal elections of next

Sunday are a first contact with the domestic enemies of the future
of our

country.&quot;
1 The monarchists looked forward to the elections as

a vindication of their thesis that Spain was fundamentally monarchical

despite the disillusionment of the dictatorship and the unfortunate

experience of the past year under the ephemeral governments that had
succeeded Primo de Rivera. The republicans, on the other hand, were

hopeful that their strength would so increase as to make a bid for

power possible in the near future. Even the most ardent of republicans

* El Socialista, Madrid, April 10, 1931,
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did not expect that the result of the elections would mean the

^immediate installation of the new regime in office. The prudent Niceto
Alcala Zamora was convinced that the most to be hoped for was
a step in the direction of a Republic.
In some sectors there was an effort to disparage the vote as signify

ing any fundamental change in the structure of the State. &quot;The revolu

tionary Left persists in giving the municipal elections political character

and they boast that the sum total of the votes will reveal the number
of citizens who are in favor of the Revolution,&quot; wrote the Monarchical

A.B.C. (April 11, 1931).

Elections are held in Spain on Sunday. No newspapers appear on

Monday and only the Hoja del Lunes, a sort of composite of the entire

press, is issued. Hence for a couple of days Spain was somewhat
bewildered as to the results of the municipal elections. The figures re

leased by the Home Office on April 14 showed that 22,150 municipal
seats had been won by the monarchists and 587 S by the republicans.

2

The popular vote was, to be sure, far larger than the number of

seats won would indicate. It became clear within a very short time

that the republicans had been unusually successful in the larger cities

while the rural areas had remained monarchical.3 It may be argued
with a good deal of theoretical merit that the elections were never

designed to test opinion regarding the regime ;
that they gave an over

all majority to the monarchists and consequently could not be taken

as proof of republican inclination. Moreover, by no logic could the

triumph of the republicans in the larger cities be interpreted as the will

of the entire Spanish nation. If this were the case, then the urban vote,

by some strange superiority, would have an intrinsic superiority over

the rural a dubious basis for a judgment on elections. The fact was

that the republicans were exuberant and the monarchists morally de

feated. The latter had no will to resist
;
no conviction in the excellence

of their cause. The republicans precipitated a revolution without

awaiting the final returns or even assessing their real strength, since the

., Madrid, April 14-, 1931.
8 An interesting side light is shown on the Republic by the fact that the full

electoral figures were never published. E. Allison Peers recounts how the London
Times correspondent applied months after the change to the Home Office for the

records and was refused (Peers, Spanish Tragedy, Methuen & Co., London, p. 233 n.) .

Julio Alvarez del Vayo reports the same thing: &quot;the counting of votes in the municipal
elections of 1931 was never completed and no complete official and authentically de

tailed lists of results ever published. . .&quot; (The Last Optimist [New York: The Viking

Press, 1950], p. 216 n.).
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enthusiastic demonstrations of their partisans everywhere created the

necessary atmosphere that made action possible and inevitable.

Count Romanones, the outstanding figure in the last monarchical

government, was opposed to resistance by force. By Monday night,

Madrid was seething with excitement and the next day the Republic

was actually proclaimed here and there, notably at Eibar in the

province of Guipiizcoa. On Tuesday, at the meeting at Dr. Marafion s

house between Alcali Zamora and Count Romanones, the fateful deci

sion was taken that the King must abdicate and leave Spain by night

fall of that same day.
4 In Barcelona the Republic had already been

proclaimed and in Madrid the real government of Spain was the

Revolutionary Committee, now the provisional government of the

incipient Spanish Republic. Alcala Zamora, designated president by
his fellow committee members, an ex-monarchist and Catholic,

proceeded to harangue the nation by radio as soon as he was installed.

His address lauded the order with which the change had come about

and praised the intentions of the new regime. He urged the citizenry

to exercise the greatest vigilance over the government in its acts and

ended with the promise of social justice. It must be remembered that

the Republic in the opening days was not a government but a com

mittee without a constitution or any of the normal instruments for

carrying out all the tasks at hand.

The revolutionary fervor that had ushered in the Republic was

interpreted by the republicans themselves as the wholesome enthu

siasm of a people long deprived of their just participation in the

affairs of State. The Republic was to remedy all that with full and

modern parliamentary procedures, but even in days immediately

following the proclamation of the Republic and before the initial zeal

had had time to subside there were ominous signs that things were

not to be as moderate and balanced as the optimistic Alcala Zamora

had anticipated. El Debate announced that &quot;The number of Monarchi

cal councilors is four times that of the Republicans. In Madrid and

almost all of the large cities, the Republican Socialist combination has

maso Berenguer, in his book, De la dictadura a la reptiblica, Madrid, 1946,

recounts this dramatic moment. Referring to the decision of Count Romanones to

turn over the government to the republicans, Berenguer states: I was astonished

that this step had been taken for we had not been informed about it nor was it in

the King s mind that morning when we were together. When I asked why this was

done and who had authorized this interview with the revolutionists, Count Romanones

answered that it had been agreed upon and that at six in the evening we would

have to turn over the authority,&quot; p. 382.
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won&quot; (April 14, 1931). Four days later the same paper opined frankly
that &quot;We should be under no illusions. The Republic that has been
proclaimed in Spain is definitely leftist and anti-clerical.&quot; On the
same date El Liberal, Madrid daily, showed its convictions in the

following comment : &quot;We must be extremely careful. Every bit of tact
is necessary in dealing with the religious problem for the enemy is

supremely astute. ... We do not want a Republic with celibates who
dominate the minds of our women folk.&quot;

In reality there were two forces moving toward inevitable collision.

The intellectuals who had fomented the Republic were convinced that
its advent was their work and they visualized a sort of academic

republicanism in which the problems of culture and the spirit would
form the center of preoccupation. Side by side with that intellectual

trend was the popular one, incubated by long decades of anarch
ism and extremism. The work of undermining the masses, both
rural and urban, was to bear its fruit. The advocates of the total

revolution were soon to face the partisans of the drawing-room revolu

tion, typified by the members of the Ateneo de Madrid. Gregorio
Maranon tells us of his own convictions in a little brochure issued

by a communist publishing house in one of its series :

The Spanish people felt themselves to be the masters of their destiny and
this was a lot. This phenomenon was due to the long range intellectual

propaganda, to books and their diffusion during the last years of the

Monarchy. . . . The enthusiasm of the Ateneo was a symptom of the in

evitable Revolution on the march.5

Reading and political thinking may have had something to do with
the advent of the Republic, but it was far more probable that the fact

that Spain had suffered thirty-two changes of government in the twenty
years preceding 1923, and that from 1917 to 1923 no fewer than 3380&quot;

revolutionary strikes had taken place, plus 728 outbreaks that may
be called social, contributed to the preparation of the ground for

Sie new &quot;revolutionary&quot; rather than &quot;intellectual&quot; Republic that

came in in April, 1931. Although socialism and anarcho-syndicalist
extremism were rooted in Spain, there was little mass following
for middle class, moderate republicanism. Where, then, were the

republicans? There were so few that efforts had to be made to create

them. The fundamental tragedy of the Republic was that it came in

without real support from a convinced following, capable of giving it

5 Cuatro comentarios a la revolution espanola, Madrid, 1931, p. 20.
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the moderate orientation it promised. Pravda in Moscow was not

entirely mistaken when it saluted the Spanish Republic on the

day of its foundation with the remark that: &quot;We salute the new

regime, a necessary step for the liberation of the Spanish people.&quot;

Salvador de Madariaga summed it up with the remark that &quot;The

Republican triumph of the 14th of April was no Republican victory
at all.&quot;

The decree of the provisional government was a remarkable docu

ment, for it stated simply that it was acting because of the over

whelming popular support of the nation which had placed it in power.
The composition of this government was a curious cross section of

opinion: two radical republicans, two conservative republicans, two

radical socialists, one nebulous republican in the person of Manuel

Azaiia, one Galician autonomist, one Accid catalana, and three social

ists. The socialists had in reality been responsible for the large

republican vote, and to them went several of the more desirable posts.

It would be difficult to discover what particular sector of public opinion

Manuel Azafia represented. An obscure public official and writer, Azaiia

had made his career on the fringes of the literary world and in the

Ateneoy and Miguel de Unamuno once remarked that &quot;one must be

careful of Azafia. He is capable of setting the world on fire in order to

secure readers.&quot; Azafia did in fact manage to set Spain on fire and came

preciously close to committing an even wider act of political arson.

Alejandro Lerroux was incorporated into the cabinet as a veteran

republican and leader of the radicals, whose evolution was such that

he was now regarded as fairly moderate. Diego Martinez Barrio, up
to this time quite unknown outside Seville, was placed in charge of

a new ministry, that of communications, while Marcelino Domingo and

Alvaro de Albornoz, more leftist than some of the others, were

placed in Education and Public Works respectively. An insignificant

lawyer from Coruna, Santiago Casares Quiroga, whose name appears

frequently in the last tragic chapter of the Republic, represented an

equally obscure little party, the Organization Republicana Gallega

Autdnoma and was given charge of the Navy, Manuel Azafia, oddly

enough, became war minister, a position for which it would have been

difficult to conceive anyone with less aptitude. Lluis Nicolau d Olwer

represented the Catalans in the Economics Ministry. The socialists,

Fernando de los Rios, Indalecio Prieto, and Francisco Largo Caballero,

were assigned Justice, Finance, Labor respectively.

All of these men figured among the dramatis personae when the
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play of the Second Republic opened ;
most of them were still involved

to a varying degree when the tragedy ended. The last of the ministerial

group was Miguel Maura for Home Affairs. Together with Alcala

Zamora he represented that vague antidynastic liberalism that animated
so completely the first President. Both Alcala Zamora and Maura were
motivated by a very high idea of what the Republic should be and
fiow it ought to operate and symbolized the allegedly conservative

character the Republic was to take. The composition of the cabinet

showed how little respect was paid to the actual electoral strength of

the various representatives, for although Lerroux was probably the

leader of the largest and most compact genuinely republican party his

position in the cabinet was an isolated one.

The government was constituted on April 14, 1931. On June 4 the

Decree calling for elections for parliament was issued. These elections

were set for June 28 and the Cortes was scheduled to meet on July 14.

The provisional government was unencumbered by a program or

commitments, for neither in the San Sebastian Pact nor in the electoral

speeches nor in the Manifesto of the Revolutionary Committee to

the country can one find much real content or a coherent, thoughtful

program of action. The Republic came in under the rosy hue of

screaming crowds and exultant oratory. The reading of the contem

porary press gives the impression of absolute, awful vacuity, in which

no one said anything although everyone talked constantly. It was not

strange, then, that the first acts of the provisional government shoulch

have been negative, for there was a veritable mania to undo everything
connected with the dictatorship. Miguel Maura, as Home Secretary,

fired the employees of 7500 municipalities. By June 23, Jose Ortega y
Gasset was already expressing his concern over the unfortunate turn the

Republic had taken. The first decree of the provisional government had

been amnesty for political prisoners. On April IS, declared a holiday

by the new government, the common criminals in the Valencia prison

rebelled at the notion that only those guilty of political offenses should

go free. The Governor confessed that &quot;when the authorities made an

effort to pacify them, they were overcome. After some negotiations,

and consultation with Madrid, they were liberated.&quot;
6

The Republic was strong on holidays; April IS was declared a free

day and May Day was another occasion when a gigantic demonstration

to the memory of Pablo Iglesias brought out the throngs and made the

6 Quoted by Femindez Almagro, in Historia de la rep&blica espanola, p. 17, from
official communication of the Governor of Valencia, dated April 15, 1931.
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Republic essentially &quot;popular.&quot; The provisional president, with a
naivet6 that is shocking in the light of the events of May 11, wrote
that there was no need to guard anything: &quot;bank, church or convent,
for they are threatened neither by greed nor sectarian passion.&quot;

7 This
sort of thing was repeated elsewhere. In Bilbao, where there were
no political prisoners at all, in Barcelona, and in Seville, street

mobs joined in exerting pressure to empty the prisons. Madrid
was a model of good conduct compared with some of the other
cities. In the Spanish capital the jubilant throngs paid homage to
the Republic by lopping off the heads of statues, pulling down
street signs reminiscent of the Monarchy, and destroying plaques
of merchants who advertised the royal family among their clientele.

Two specific events showed that the socialist party considered
itself the spinal cord of the Republic. The celebration in honor
of Iglesias had not been merely a party affair but had assumed
the proportions of a national and official commemoration. The cabinet

had been present at the main festivities and the provisional president
was handed the resolutions of the meeting which contained, among a

large number of banalities, certain explosive features : reduction of the

voting age to 21 years; a new agrarian law, and trade-union control of

industry. The Casa del Campo was turned over to the socialists for

their amusement and recreation. Provisional president Alcala Zamora
found no better solution to the whole difficulty than to shout from
a balcony: &quot;Long live social justice!&quot; The first of May revealed even
more eloquently the fact that the left-wing elements considered the

Republic as their particular property. In Barcelona the communists
made a bid for preferential consideration and would have assaulted the

palace of the Generalitat if the assault guards had not interfered

opportunely. In the Arenas Square the anarchists had already held

a meeting frankly hostile to the Republic, and at Grenollers, in Cata

lonia, the municipal government found it helpful to express its ad

herence to the Republic of Alcala Zamora by displaying the Catalan

flag and the Red flag of Revolution.

The new electoral law paved the way for what the optimists called

the &quot;participation of the people&quot; and what in reality was a form of

mob rule. The old districts were suppressed and the electoral representa
tion based on the province. Cities of over 100,000 inhabitants formed

a special constituency and each 50,000 citizens were to have the right

Sol, May 3, 1931.
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to a deputy. The age limit of electors was reduced to twenty-three

years of age. To be elected the representative must obtain 30 per
cent of the votes deposited. The Supreme Court was no longer author

ized to pass on election cases. The remarkable thing is that the

provisional government passed a law of such a fundamental character

as this before the elections and without public sanction as the per

manent and authentic administration of the Republic.

The provisional government, committed in theory to merely prepar

ing the way for elections and a Cortes, undertook to initiate every

conceivable form of change and transformation during its transition

tenure. On April 28, it announced that the traditional flag of Spain was

to be abandoned for a new tricolored insignia. This matter may seem

trivial compared with the real problems that Spain faced, but the

decision to scrap the emblem that Spain had employed for centuries

was made by a makeshift government without the slightest oppor

tunity for discussion in open parliament.

Alejandro Lerroux expressed himself in the days after the outbreak

of the civil war as totally deceived by the new Republic:

A Republic was organized with a fixed standard in mind which was the

French Revolution. To give it an original aspect and make it a little more

radical, the leaders fell into the error of not taking into account our geography
or our character, our economy or the more recent experiences abroad. In

this way the result was a Spanish republic which was as little Spanish as

possible.
8

In this un-Spanish Republic the fault did not lie with the conserv

ative classes who presumedly had refused their support to it. A com
mon opinion, especially diffused in the later republican propaganda, is

that the Republic of 1931 was systematically sabotaged from the be

ginning by the Right and that the Catholics were particularly unwilling

to give it their support. The very opposite is the case. The Catholics

and conservatives were inclined to lean over backward to give the

Republic every opportunity for success, and Alfonso XIII, in

a letter to the monarchists, urged them to work within the Republic

and support it by not placing obstacles in its way.
9

El Debate, under the direction of the able and courageous Angel

Herrera, today Bishop of Malaga, pronounced its verdict on April 14 :

&quot;The Spanish Republic exists since yesterday. The Republic is the

8 Alejandro Lerroux, La pequena historia. Apuntes para la historia grande vividos

y redactados por el autor, Buenos Aires, 1945, pp. 29-30.

A3.C., May 5, 1931.
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de facto form of government in our country. It is our duty, therefore,

to accept it.&quot; It must be remembered that it was this newspaper
and those associated with it who were primarily responsible for

the formation of the new political group Partido Accidn National,

later to be called Accidn Popular, which persuaded great masses of

Catholics to support the Republic. Under the later leadership of Gil

Robles, this group made every effort, even to the sacrifice of its inter

ests, to co-operate loyally with the institutions of the Republic, The

Cardinal Primate of Toledo, Cardinal Segura, issued a statement to the

effect that &quot;it is the duty of Catholics to accept the duly constituted

government. The obligation of Catholics under the Republic is to

send representatives to the chambers who would defend the interests

of the Church.&quot; Even the most convinced monarchists did not propose

rebellion, but merely legal opposition within the framework of the new

regime. The Republic chose to disdain these offers of collaboration,

the acceptance of which might have saved Spain from the tragedy

of civil war.

Twenty-six days after the Republic was installed the first clear-cut

evidence was available of the unbelievable weakness and apathy which

was to characterize it for five long years. On May 10 a group

of monarchists decided to establish a center, protected, they supposed,

by the laws and guarantees of the Republic, for the purpose of political

propaganda. This was the Circulo Mondrquico Independiente, the

opening of which conformed entirely to the legal regulations. A
mob gathered in front of the center and became so threatening that

the officials called the Home Office for protection. No protection was

given them and several were the victims of assault. The mob decided

to move from the Calle de Alcala to the office of A3.C. A stand

selling El Debate was burned and other acts of a similar nature carried

out. The upshot was the closing of several newspapers, including

El Debate and A.B.C., the arrest of the latter
3

s director, Luca de Tena,

the closing of the monarchist center, and the taking over by the State

of the A.B.C. premises.

These acts were the beginning of that deterioration in civil rights

that was so characteristic of the Republic. If opposition newspapers

could not function without threats and violence from mobs, none of

whom were ever chastised by the government itself, there was little

point in talking about democratic liberties. It may be well to remark

here, for the point is of capital importance, that the number of news

papers and reviews forbidden by the Republic or arbitrarily closed
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reached into the hundreds. The honest examination of the Spanish

Republic not the rosy-hued appraisal that comes from the pages

of The Nation or The New Republic or the oceans of propaganda issued

by the Republic during the civil war is more than convincing that

whatever else it might be, this institution was definitely not democra

tic in any sense in which that term is understood abroad.

On May 11, one day after the above-mentioned events, convents and

churches were burned everywhere in Spain. No one denies the fact of

this widespread arson. It is astonishing so astonishing in fact as to

defy an explanation that the convents and churches burned simul

taneously as though a single will had condemned them to the flames.

It is highly improbable that in Madrid and Malaga, in Barcelona and

Seville, mobs should spring to life at the same moment, animated by
the same desire, and carry out the same purpose, unless there was

something of a co-ordinated plan behind it. Alejandro Lerroux ex

pressed himself with bitterness over this wholesale destruction :

The mobs did not allow the Republic to live without disgrace for more

than twenty-six days. On May 10 the demagogues were in the street to carry

out their Revolution. While God was being shot in the churches, the President

attended Mass. . . . This time the murderers were rewarded with advancement

in the government.
10

The whole business was blamed on the modest little monarchical

center whose meeting had been held on ^Lay 10. El Liberal opined

that, &quot;It is to be noted that during the forty-eight hours that the people

Madrid were in control at the time the Republic was proclaimed,

nothing was done against religion. And this time, when a Monarchist

plot is discovered in collaboration, with the extreme Left, the convents

have burned without resistance on the part of the persons occupying

them&quot; (May 12, 1931).
11

El Socialista explained to its gullible readers that the whole thing

was a &quot;senseless provocation on the part of the Monarchists&quot; (May

12, 1931). The sentiments of this paper, the official organ of the

socialist party, may be judged by the opinion expressed a few days

later when it demanded that religion be eliminated from the schools

so that &quot;the teachers may work without these ghosts of the past hanging

over them. This is an excellent Revolution to carry out&quot; (May 23,

10 Op. tit., p. 33.
11 This paper went beyond most of the press in suggesting that the monks and

religious were themselves responsible for burning their convents in order to create

animosity to the Republic.
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1931). El Sol begged the public to be calm: &quot;Order at all cost This is

our motto and outcry&quot; (May 12, 1931). Oddly enough, the Captain
General of Madrid, General Queipo de Llano, who in 1936 was to

defend Seville for the National Movement, expressed himself publicly

in a speech in the Puerta del Sol after the incidents : &quot;The cause of all

this is the infamous provocation of the Monarchists.&quot;
12

A list of churches, chapels, convents, and works of art destroyed

would fill pages of this book. In Madrid the Jesuit church, the Cath

olic Institute of Arts and Trades, the Carmelite convent, the Sacred

Heart in Chamartin were all razed. In Alicante the Jesuits, Salesians,

Augustinians, Capuchins, and Marists lost their convents. In Elda,

Valencia, Cadiz, Seville, Cordoba, Murcia, and Granada, rightist

centers were destroyed and convents given over to the flames. Of

course, every rightist center that was entered and destroyed was

labeled &quot;reactionary&quot; and a threat to the Republic. It was considered

a criminal act to even protest against the excesses of the democratic

government that stood calmly by on May 11 and did not interfere to

stop the burning.
In his unpublished Memorias Manuel Azana who, let it be said

candidly, ought to have known what was going on, confirms a pre-

knowledge of the outrages of May 11 as well as the later attacks on

Church property and institutions. Under date of December 2, 1932,

in the diary entry Azana states:

Casares arrived. The people in the Security office have just learned, by a

confidential agent, that tomorrow there will be a disturbance at the University

and, stimulated by this, the mob will try to destroy some convents. The

agent is the same one who last year advised Maura of the proposed burnings.

&quot;Didn t you know,&quot; asked Casares, &quot;that Maura was advised forty-eight

hours before the event and did nothing about it?&quot; I did not know it.

The facts were that the government did absolutely nothing to prevent

the destruction. Every eyewitness concurs in &amp;gt;the statement that the

police and security forces did not lift a finger to prevent the mob

from carrying out their intention. In the government at the time were

such men as Alcala Zamora, provisional president, a Catholic
; Miguel

Maura, Home Secretary and the Undersecretary of the same ministry ;

the Catholic, Ossorio y Florit, the Director of Security, the Catholic

conservative, Carlos Blanco. If none of them were able to do anything

to either prevent or curtail the wave of disorder, aimed exclusively at

12J2Z Sol, Madrid, May 12, 1931.
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convents, churches, artistic treasures, and similar institutions, the

inevitable conclusion is that they were powerless and the government
was in the hands of the more extreme elements in the cabinet. The
files of the Home Ministry reveal that the police were perfectly aware

of what was planned as early as May 10, and that Carlos Blanco

reiterated his instructions that no steps were to be taken to break up
suspicious crowds, even when they assembled in front of churches for

reasons that were not difficult to surmise. In the archives of the

Security office are to be found the record of the telephone com
munications from outlying posts regarding the development of the

situation. In one case the police captain phoned in to say that two

thousand persons, presumedly railroad workers, were gathered and that

the firemen were completely passive in the face of the mob s obvious

purpose. He asked for instructions which were never given. The

fire-fighting forces made no effort to intervene until neighboring build

ings were threatened by the flames. The existence of a perfectly co

ordinated program was visible in the efficiency with which gasoline

was distributed, orders carried out by the incendiaries, and organized

resistance to any attempt to interfere by onlookers cared for. There

was, to be sure, some effort to cover the appearances and Carlos Blanco

blamed the police commissars, later resigning himself, to be designated

thereafter to other posts in the republican administration.

The provisional government acted at once against the monarchists,

&quot;Allegedly responsible for the excesses. Garrido Juaristi, Bernabeu,

Cobian, and the Duke of Hornachuelos were arrested and several others

were imprisoned. This initial period was distinguished by the expulsion

of Cardinal Segura of Toledo, after a pastoral letter issued by him was

construed by the government as hostile and seditious. The Bishop of

Vitoria was similarly expelled for alleged political activity.
13

The elections to the Constituent Assembly, which was to endow the

turbulent Republic with a fundamental charter and regularly consti

tuted institutions, were preceded by rising temperatures and orgies

of extremist propaganda. El Socialista summed up the spirit of the

times with the expression, &quot;The real people must prevent by any means

the return of the class of lepers whose sores we buried from sight on

April 14&quot; (June 2, 1931). El Debate and other conservative newspapers

13 The Holy See demanded an explanation and protection for the faithful. Peers

sums the situation up neatly by saying: &quot;At that time it [the government] was in

capable of safeguarding the lives or property of any group of citizens whatsoever&quot;

(Peers, Spanish Tragedy, Methuen & Co., London, p. 59).
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were again suspended, and dozens of arrests were made of outstanding

conservative leaders. The new electoral system was so arbitrary that

some candidates needed nearly 100,000 electors to win their seat, while

others could manage with as low as 19,000. A republican, Ciges Aparicio,

admitted that the reform of the electoral law &quot;was not the work of

democracy, but of dictatorship.&quot;
1*

The election results gave the socialists about 120 seats, and the

radical socialists and followers of Azafia another SO. The radicals,

incidentally, headed by Lerroux, constituted some 90 members and in

general were favored by the more conservative elements. It must be

remembered that in Spanish politics as in France, the term radical

often designates a political group more conservative than the straight

socialists. Some SO members of the Esquerra Catalana increased the

government majority. The opposition was heterogeneous with small

bodies of traditionalists and a few independents, whereas the older

parties that had functioned under the monarchy were dazed, bewil

dered, and almost incapable of reacting to the socialist sweep. It was

perfectly clear from the beginning that the socialists were the arbiters

of the nation s destiny.

Julidn Besteiro, Luis Jimenez de Asua, and others were the moving

spirits in what theoretically was a commission, composed of propor

tionate representation of all the parties, to draft the new constitution,

marking the socialists the real architects of the new charter, as one of

their more devoted partisans has affirmed.15 The Assembly seemed

to be interested in harassing the opposition or potential opposition

in drafting the constitution, for one of its initial acts was to deprive

Jos6 Calvo Sotelo of his seat as deputy for Orense. Although the bril

liant ex-Minister of Finance of the Primo de Rivera period was living

in Paris, his protest against the conduct of the Assembly was immedi

ate and eloquent. He managed to enter Parliament in due time and

for five years was to be a thorn in the side of the socialist and extremist

majority, for no voice was comparable to his in his verbal flagellation

of the weaknesses and conduct of the republican, government. The

Commission on Responsibilities, set up to look into the acts of

coUaborators with the dictatorship, had a field day with the arrest

and incarceration of generals, civilians, and, above all, General

Berenguer himself.

14 El Sol, May 7, 1931.
15 Luis Araquistain, in El Sol, Dec. S, 1931.
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The Constitution as finally presented is a remarkable document.16

As a tour de force it probably merits some sort of record, for it was

drafted and put in final shape in exactly twenty days, from July 23,

to August 12, 1931. After this the Assembly proceeded to debate the

text, and on December 1 it was approved. The opening phrases of

the constitution are strictly orthodox socialist: &quot;Spain is a demo
cratic republic of workers of all classes, organized in a regime
of liberty and justice.&quot; The preamble contains such items as a perma
nent renunciation of war as an instrument of policy, the expression

of respect for international law, and the avowal that Spain has no

official religion. The section on personal rights is almost lyrical : &quot;No

special privileges on account of sex, wealth, social class, political

opinions, or religious beliefs&quot;; freedom in the choice of a profession,

and above all freedom &quot;to express in any form their ideas and

opinions, without previously being subjected to censorship.&quot; The
franchise is extended to both sexes and the age of twenty-three set

as that at which the citizen enters upon his duties as an elector.

The religious question played a very large role in the new constitu

tion. The Republic was a strictly secularist institution under the laicism

that did not mean simply separation from a particular religious body,
but a very definite position against that body.

All payment of the clergy was to end two years after the promulgation
of the Constitution and no religious institution was to be favored with

financial support. Freedom of conscience was guaranteed and any

religion could be practiced provided it was not contrary to public

morals. Any public demonstration of religion had to have the sanction

of the government. The religious orders were treated with extreme

rigor. Any orders that required a vow &quot;besides the three canonical

vows&quot; of obedience to an authority other than the legitimate

authority of the State, were dissolved. Their property was to be

nationalized and used for educational or charitable purposes. Any
other orders could be dissolved under a special law, if, in the opinion

of the public authority, they constituted a
&quot;peril to the safety of the

State.&quot; No order could engage in education and one only guarantee
was the promise that confiscation would be accompanied by an &quot;ade

quate compensation.&quot; Needless to say, the term &quot;adequate&quot; was

left vague and depended entirely on the will of the State itself.

16 Allan Chase has made an original comment regarding &quot;The Republican consti

tution patterned so closely on that of the United States&quot; in his Falange, The Axis

Secret Enemy in the Americas, New York, 1943, p. 7.
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Divorce was introduced on the basis of mutual disagreement and

just cause. Education became obligatory, and had to be secular and

&quot;inspired by ideals of human solidarity&quot; (Article 48). Much attention

was devoted to the mechanism of administration. The President of the

Republic was to be chosen in a complicated way in which an electoral

college, consisting of all the members of the Cortes and an equal
number of outside electors chosen like deputies, selected the chief

executive for a period of six years. The President could suspend the

Cortes for a brief period and dissolve it entirely on no more than two

occasions during his term of office, provided that on each dissolution

he ordered new elections within sixty days. On the second dissolution

the Cortes could censure his action. An absolute majority of the Cortes

would automatically bring about the deposition of the President. This

may sound very complex, but historically it is extremely important,
since Alcala Zamora was forced out of office in precisely this manner.

A number of points may be noted regarding the Constituent

Assembly. First of all, its general level was not remarkably high. The
intellectuals who had placed so much hope in this gathering of the

representatives of the people were either silent or their words went

unheeded. Such interventions as that of Miguel de Unamuno against

the more rabid excesses of regionalism were literally voices crying in

the wilderness. Many of them were profoundly disgusted at the antics

of the Cortes. Jose Ortega y Gasset, writing in the paper Luz under

the significant title, &quot;These Republicans are not the Republic,&quot;

described the constitution as &quot;lamentable, without head nor feet nor

the rest of the organic matter that is customarily found between the

feet and the head&quot; (June 16, 1932). The debate over the anticlerical

articles is one of the most glaring examples of chicanery, parliamentary

double talk, and unparalleled sophistry. Manuel Azana calmly pro

nounced his conviction that Spain had ceased to be Catholic at all.
17

Fernando de los Rios argued that the Church would be spiritually

purified if it lost everything, and the State, quite incidentally, enriched.

Azana was particularly cynical in his treatment of the problem. When
it was a question of freedom of conscience or the protection of the

State meaning specifically the Second Republic the protection of

the State must always come first. And indeed it did as later legis

lation showed.18 It is astonishing how frequently the idea recurs

de Sesiones, Madrid, Oct. 13, 1931.

Sol, Madrid, Oct. 14, 1931.
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throughout the history of the Second Republic that it must be protected,

defended, and secured against those who would overturn it. The
insistence on this defensive attitude gives one at times the impression

that the Republic never really believed that there were enough

republicans in Spain to justify its existence.

The upshot of the debate on religion was that the Society of Jesus

was expelled and every Order ceased its teaching activities, since

according to the &quot;liberal&quot; Manuel Azafia, everything they professed

was contrary to the modern State. Admittedly illiberal though the

proposal was, it was considered necessary to avoid anything that

smacked of proselytizing in Spain. That is, the only proselytizing that

was to be allowed was that engineered day in and day out by the

Republic itself. In a word, the new Spanish democracy was going to

make Spain republican and secularist by law, decree, and force, if need

be, and all this quite obviously in the best democratic tradition. Never

was the idea that the most incredibly intolerant are precisely those who

propose to push their brand of tolerance down everyone s throat better

illustrated than in the debates of the Spanish republican Cortes. The

Prime Minister Alcala Zamora, and Maura, the Home Secretary, both

resigned to their everlasting credit. Manuel Azafia was promptly
ushered in as the new head of the government and demagoguery had

taken one further step forward with the retirement of Alcald Zamora

temporarily from the scene.

How did the country receive this new constitutional dispensation?

The masses were busily engaged making their own revolution. Strikes,

disorders, and the like characterized every day in Spain. Grotesque^
incidents occurred constantly : at Uncastillo the lands were distributed

without so much as the leave of parliament; at Corral de Almaguer
the mob simply put the local mayor in jail and proceeded to social

reform according to its own primitive conception ;
at Ciillar de Baza

bloodshed took place as a result of violent encounters between clash

ing extremist factions. The strikes were one unbroken series of dis

orders, carried out by the naval construction workers in Gij6n, the

tramway employees in Seville, the peasants in Cordoba, and the gas

and electric workers in Barcelona. Bombs and other weapons played

a leading role in many of these disturbances, more political in

character than economic. El Socialista, of Madrid, hardly an organ
of moderate opinion, expressed its disquietude by saying: &quot;Industry

is in crisis. There is no work. In these difficult times for the national

economy, the communists and syndicalists can find nothing better than
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to force workers into strikes ... it is necessary that the working
class be not misled by this empty agitation that leads only to unfor
tunate results&quot; (Jan. 17, 1932). The extreme Left had already showed
its claws with Solidaridad Obrera demanding the expulsion of Alcali
Zamora and Maura, the two more conservative elements in the first

provisional cabinet: &quot;The hour has come to kick the Alcala-Maura
combination out. They are pure Bourbons in blood. Down with the
enemies of the Revolution and with the assassins. A Republic run by
hangmen and murders interests no one&quot; (July 2, 1931). The Home
Secretary suggested at one point action against the syndicalists and
communists which the socialists supported willingly, since anything
that handicapped their rivals was desirable. But the Catalan govern
ment refused to accept the proposal, for Macia depended too much
on the syndicalists to do anything against them. The civil governor o(

Catalonia, Jose Oriol Anguera de Sojo, supposedly the representative
of the central government, was favorable to action curtailing the
extremists. Macia demanded his resignation. Azana successor to

Alcala Zamora acceded and Anguera de Sojo resigned.
The year 1932 opened with a constitution, a republic, a permanent

government, and rising social and economic disorder over the entire

country. The catalogue of disturbances would take a dozen pages
merely to list. The communists launched movements against the

civil guard and the police. In Castilblanco four civil guards were

assassinated; in Jeresa, Valencia province, and in Calzada de

Calatrava, Ciudad Real province, similar crimes took place. The
classic comment of a leading socialist was that if in Castilblanco there

had been no police, nothing would have happened. It was the period
of jockeying between the socialists, who urged a gradual evolution

toward socialism, and the anarcho-syndicalists who, now that the

lid was off, were pushing the masses toward direct action. The tragedy
in the government was that theoretical socialists had no idea of

how to deal with the threat or no wish to deal with it, while the

middle-class republican element, tied to the government by commit

ments, was helpless in the face of increasing anarchy.
One of the extraordinary acts of the Cortes was the passage of the

&quot;Law for the Defense of the Republic,&quot; approved a week after Azana
became Prime Minister. This law provided in essence that the Home
Secretary, called in Spanish the Ministro de Gobernacidn, could sus

pend meetings, suppress associations, close centers, clubs, and. other

meeting places, an&amp;lt;J curtail newspapers. It presumed to empower
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Home Office with the authority to deal with strikes. As a matter of

plain fact it was the instrument that allowed the Republic to violate

with impunity every one of the personal guarantees contained in the

Constitution. In a word, we have a written Constitution, in theory
liberal and respectful of individual rights, followed within a matter

of weeks by an all-embracing decree that gave the government power
to violate legally every one of the constitutional precepts, and this is

precisely what happened. The Republic became very quickly the

principal persecutor of the Spanish people ;
the jails were filled with

political prisoners, while the press that is, the right-wing press

was hampered time and again in its legitimate task of criticizing the

government. The Spanish Constitution, as an excellent expression

of modern liberal thought, was inoperative from the start, for the

Cortes deliberately provided itself with the full measure of authority

to silence the opposition.

Meanwhile the disastrous religious policy was in full swing. The
democratic Spanish Republic had declared everything that the Church

or its ministers possessed to be the property of the State. Somewhat
later the government decreed that the State might, in certain in

stances, consider these properties for ecclesiastical use, provided

nothing given back to the Church was of artistic or historical value.

The expulsion of the Jesuits and the elimination of the religious

from teaching produced a body blow to the whole educational structure

of the country.
19

19 Manuel Grana, iQue debe Espana a los religiosos?, Madrid, 1932, points out in

full detail exactly what the various orders and communities were doing when the

Republic closed down on their activities. A few examples will suffice to show how
much Spain owed the communities and of what it was deprived by the sectarian

mania of the Republic. Augustinians: Center of Higher Studies at the Escorial, vast

mission labor hi the Far East, and Center of Historical Studies at San Millan de
la Cogolla. Jesuits: social action, Catholic women s circles, credit unions, activity in

reducing illiteracy, Colegio Miximo de Ona, reviews and publications, Colegio
Mdximo Sarria with its brilliant work in science, and the Commercial University
of Deusto in Bilbao-. Salesians: administration of first printing school in Spain and
care of over 17,000 poor children. Benedictines: the great monastery of Montserrat
Brothers of Saint John of God: administration of insane asylums, institutions for

the blind, and care of 5000 feeble-minded. Franciscans: 42 schools in Spanish
Morocco and 676 schools with 78,000 children in the peninsula. Capuchins: work in

juvenile delinquency. Dominicans: missions in the Philippines and intellectual work
in Spain.
The listing of the vast work of the women religious fills, as in the case of the

book pf Grana, an entire volume. All of this was to be eliminated because the

Republic felt it could not survive with religioug caring for ft sick, the poor,
the needy.
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From December, 1931, to November, 1933, the Republic lived

under a government of the Left. The new cabinet was much the same as

the provisional cabinet with a few shifts. Manuel Azana, head of the

government, left among his other possessions a personal diary, the

text of which is a startling confirmation of the worst suspicions regard
ing the general incompetence of the ministers. Under date of December
9, 1932, Azana speaks of himself as &quot;surrounded by imbeciles.&quot; Marce-
lino Domingo, new Minister of Agriculture, was described by his

superior as &quot;totally ignorant of everything relating to rural life.&quot; The
socialists continued as the dominant element, thanks to the fact that

they had a large trade-union organization behind them, while the

radicals and ordinary run of republicans, not represented in the new
cabinet, were less fortunate, for their electoral force was nebulous and
in some cases scarcely existent. The socialist party was prospering in

power; from some 30,000 members in 1930, it now claimed 200,000 in

1932. A curious contradiction existed in the fact that socialist provincial
and municipal officials saw no reason for checking social agitation

merely because their party was in power. The civil governor of Cordoba

reported the following : &quot;I ordered a careful check of the dangerous ele

ments in this province. My attention was called to the fact that the

most dangerous were the mayor and municipal judge. There are many
dangerous mayors. The majority of the city halls are in socialist

hands and the socialist mayors are calamitous. Between mayors,

judges and the commissions in charge of the rural police, you can

easily imagine the state of affairs in this province.&quot;
20

On January 18, 1932, an anarcho-syndicalist outbreak took place

in the Llobregat basin, and at Cardoner, in Catalonia. The Madrid

government acted in this case, largely because the uprising was not

socialist inspired, although Macia in Barcelona opined that if the

workers had received a just treatment this would never have occurred.

A further word regarding the essential liberties which the Republic
was supposed to defend as the reason for its existence. This aspect

is important because it forms the basis of the whole apologia for

the Republic by its own partisans and sympathizers abroad. If the

Spanish Republic was really democratic, respectful of individual rights,

and scrupulous in its regard for the guarantees of the Constitution,

that is one thing; if, on the other hand, it can be shown that the

Republic, acting under the &quot;Law for the Defense of the Republic,&quot;

2 Informadones, Madrid, January 23, 1932.
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paid not the slightest attention to the fundamental charter or to the
most elementary rights of its citizens, then one of the essential bases
of the whole structure collapses. We may divide this brief summary
under the following items: (1) the right to work; (2) freedom of

expression; (3) religious liberty; (4) public opinion and constitu

tional guarantees.
The Spanish Constitution, as already indicated, proclaimed the

nation a Republic of workers. But it is necessary to point out that

there were several special categories of workers. During the struggle
to overturn the monarchy there had been some temporary evidence of

solidarity among the various labor organizations, but under the Repub
lic, the bitter rivalry of the U.G.T. (socialist) and C.G.T. (anarcho-

syndicalist) became open and irreconcilable. The socialist federation

was the apple of the government s eye, while the anarchists were treated

with very great severity. Casas Viejas, Figueras, Salient, and Figols
are all names that figure in the repression of the anarchists. Strikes and

layoffs became so common that Spain was literally in the grip of

constant, implacable social warfare. Non-Marxist workers were often

forced into unemployment, and to behold workers begging was a

common sight on the streets of Spanish cities.

The socialists insisted on passing a law, known as the &quot;Ley de
T&minos municipales&quot; a restrictive measure aimed at controlling

migrant labor, especially in the rural areas. According to the law no
laborer could be engaged who was not registered in the local munici

pality as a resident. In some areas the man power available was

sufficient, in others it was necessary at harvest-time to contract addi

tional workers from other districts. This was now prohibited by law
with disastrous results to the agricultural communities. The measure
was promulgated on April 28, 1932, and later abrogated. One of the

main causes of the discontent and violence all over the countryside was
this legislative measure so contrary to the nature and demands of

Spanish agriculture and such a manifest restriction on the freedom of

choice of residence and of movement. The freedom of work was seri

ously hampered by the constant use of the strike as a political weapon.
In three years of the Republic, 15,000 strikes took place with a loss

in wages estimated at over 230 million pesetas.
Article 34 of the Constitution could not be improved upon as a

guarantee of the freedom of expression. The question is, was this

article really applied, and especially did it ever apply to the legal,

recognized opposition to the government? The &quot;Law for the Defense
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of the Republic&quot; had provided that any source of information might
be curtailed that, in the opinion of the government itself, &quot;might

perturb public order and peace.&quot; This was an extraordinary weapon in

deed in the hands of the socialist majority and the suspension of

newspapers became a routine affair. El Debate was suspended so many
times that it is difficult to keep count of them. Between May 11, 1931,
and August, 1932, the opposition newspapers which were rigidly

censored, fined, or suppressed reached such an enormous figure
that to enumerate them would fill several pages.

21 One of the

results, however, of the persecution of the large dailies such as

AJS.C. and El Debate was the fantastic increase in their circulation

as soon as the suspension was removed. The extremists then used

other methods to undermine the opposition press. A strike was called

in A.B.C. in 1934 because a single workman was not identified with

the Casa del Pueblo. The upshot was a general strike in every print

ing establishment on March 12, 1934, with no papers appearing at all

in Madrid except &quot;El Socialist^ organ of the socialist party, which had
the field clear for itself. Although the strike failed, it became a power
ful weapon to make impossible the maintenance of a normal opposition

press. El Socialista had this commentary to make on the situation:

&quot;The Revolution will come at the proper time. When it does come, it

will not be for the purpose of new merit points for the government
in power but to the end that the working class may seize power&quot;

(March 14, 1934).

In addition to the &quot;Law for the Defense of the Republic,&quot; the govern
ment utilized the &quot;Ley de Orden Pdblico&quot; a handy arrangement to

cover up whatever limitations were placed on free speech and assembly.

The government was equally active in supervising the theater. It may
21 Although the list is not complete, the extent of the measures may be judged

from the following suspensions: Madrid: AJB.C.f El Debate, Informadones, Diario

Universal, El Siglo Futuro, and La Naddn. Alava: Heraldo Alaves. Albacete: El

Diario de Albacete. Alicante: El Dia, La Gaceta de Levante, Patria, El Pueblo

Obrero, and La Voz del Pueblo. Almeria: La Independence, Diario de Almeria, and
Heraldo de Almeria, Avila: El Diario de AvUa. Balearic Islands: El Luchador.

Barcelona: El Correo Catalan. Burgos: El Castettano, and AJB.C. Cdceres: Extre-

madura, and El Faro de Extremadura. C&diz: Nuestro Tiempo, Diario de Jerezf

Claridad, La Informaddn, and Regeneraddn. Ciudad Real: El Pueblo Manchego.
C6rdoba: El Defensor de Cdrdoba. Granada: El Ideal. La Coruna: El Ideal Gattego,

La Verdad, El Compostelano. Le6n: El Diario de Le6n, La Luz de Astorga, El

Pensamiento Astorgano. Murcia: La Verdad, El Eco de Cartagena, Cartagena Nueva.

Oviedo: La Region.
The list could be extended indefinitely, with Segovia, Seville, Valencia, Valladolid,

Zamora, Zaragoza all represented by newspapers and reviews that were suppressed*
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seem extraordinary that in the atmosphere of the Spanish Republic,
where virtually anything seemed to be tolerated, there should be a

severe censorship of the theater. But the secret is that the grounds
were not moral; they were exclusively political. If the street ven

dors and corner kiosks were free to sell anything in the way of

pornography, the field of politics was far more delicate. A play such

as La cartera de Marina, at the Teatro Cervantes, with a number of

ironical allusions to the government was broken up by the police.

The review Chungonia was treated in like manner even though the

impresarios had submitted the production to the Home Office and it

had been cleared. A comedy by Jose Juan Cardenas was forbidden

because it criticized some aspect of the socialist labor legislation.

Jacinto Benavente suffered the humiliation of a positive scandal be

cause in his play, La melodia del jazz, there was a slight reference to

the Minister of Finance.22 It is hardly necessary to add that the

constitutional guarantee of the inviolability of correspondence was

constantly mocked. The history of the Republic is one constant protest

against the system of opening correspondence and exercising a literal

censorship over every thought uttered even in private.

The religious persecution assumed gigantic proportions because the

socialist government created a problem that had no basis in reality.

The religious instruction imparted in the schools and the system of

Catholic education from the primary to the university formed a part of

the national cultural tradition and the efforts to destroy it represented

from any point of view an outrage against education and a completely

antidemocratic technique. It might be well for the defenders of the

Republic and their number is legion to explain how a minority,

such as the socialists, could possibly justify on a democratic basis

a policy that ran directly counter to the sentiments of the over

whelming majority of the Spanish people. The republic put into effect

the most dogmatic, tyrannical, and intolerant of all policies ;
the rigid

secularism that brooked no opposition and no deviation. It imposed on

a profoundly religious people an improvised, ill-digested, and ill-con

ceived laicism that in the minds of the socialist leaders passed for

&quot;democracy&quot; and was simply a form of fatuous illiteracy. The elimina-

22 As an item, amusing and absurd at the same time, the criminal phrase introduced

by Benavente that merited the protest against the play was the following: &quot;You act

like a Finance Minister,&quot; one actor shouted. The second actor replied, &quot;God made him

that way I&quot; The scandal was so great and the mob so violent in its threat to burn

down the theater that Benavente was forced to appear and promise to exclude the

phrase in future presentations. This .was the &quot;democratic&quot; Republic.
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tion of Catholic education did not mean that the State schools were

going to improve overnight. The destruction of the former simply meant
that thousands of children had no place to go at all and a new burden

was added to the already heavy economic responsibility of the State.

The Minister of Public Instruction, De los Rios, announced blandly that

the school population of 350,000 left without instruction by the law

against the religious orders would promptly be absorbed by the

opening of 7000 new schools. These figures, quite beyond the capacity

of the government to carry out, merely confirm the thesis that the

Spanish socialists lived in a dream world peculiarly their own, and

with only the slightest relation to the real world of affairs.

The utter disregard for the will of those masses about whom the

government talked so much may be seen in the reaction of the

cabinet, and especially of Azana, to the partial elections of 1933.

Despite the fact that the vote had gone definitely against the govern

ment, which managed to obtain some 5000 seats out of 16,000. The

problem to the Prime Minister was quite simple: &quot;The only thing

about the Sunday elections of any importance is that they were held

in 2400 towns that would be called Rotten Boroughs in other coun

tries.&quot;
23 The Prime Minister added that, &quot;to say that the Spanish

people have spoken in these elections is an exaggeration.&quot; With that

flippancy the good democratic tradition was respected and the govern

ment remained in office.

In this short analysis of the absence of respect for personal liberty

and the dignity of the individual, a word must be added regarding

another very common practice in the Republic : the confiscation of per

sonal property and the exiling of undesirable individuals to such dubi

ous places as Bata and Villa Cisneros in Spanish Africa. Article 42 of

the Constitution stated that: &quot;In no case can the government exile or

deport Spanish citizens a distance exceeding 250 kilometers from their

place of residence.&quot; On February 11, 1932, the steamship Buenos Aires

left Barcelona for Bata in Spanish Guinea with 104 deportees aboard.

After the uprising of August 10, 1932, the deportations became almost

a steady stream. It became common even in the Cortes for the govern

ment deputies, when an opposition speaker rose to challenge a socialist

contention, to scream &quot;To Bata, To Bata&quot; at him. A long chapter

could be written on the murderous policy of shipping political enemies

off to vegetate in Africa in many cases after months in prison without

trial and with no formal charges lodged against them.

23 Diarto de Sesiones, April 25, 1933.
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The cases of the breaking up of meetings and the like are so

frequent as to defy summary. To illustrate the technique of the

socialist revolution: on January 17, 1932, 10,000 Catholics in Bilbao

met in the FroHt6n Euskalduna. The socialists found no better way
to break up the meeting than to shoot on them, with the result that

three persons were killed. As a protest against this meeting and

evidence of the pure democracy of which the socialists were advo

cates, the mob proceeded to burn the office of the newspaper Gaceta

del Norte, destroy a convent, and the office of Catholic Action. The

government met this situation by imposing a fine of 1,000 pesetas

on the Sacred Heart College, on the basis that the nuns had fired from

its roof.

The Diario de Sesiones for November 23, 1932, offers a remarkable bit

of reading matter. Azaiia was accused among other things of imposing
the &quot;Law for the Defense of the Republic&quot; which some of the deputies

claimed violated the Constitution. The Prime Minister responded

airily: &quot;What difference does it make what the Constitution says! I

have no intention of departing an inch from this policy. When I drew

up the Law for the Defense of the Republic, I stated that it was six

months too late. The government merely regrets its generosity during
the early stages.&quot; Here we have in splendid synthesis the spirit, the

attitude, and the policy of the Second Spanish Republic. What differ

ence if the Constitution did protect the individual, if this were incon

venient for the socialists? What if deportations are forbidden when

exile to Africa is so handy to silence the irritating opposition?

Moreover, the recognition and respect of these rights was merely

&quot;generosity.&quot;

It might have been tolerable if Spain were being well run, but

even the blessing of efficiency was denied the unfortunate citizenry*

during those turbulent two years. The dollar was quoted at 9.09 pesetas

on April 11, 1931
;
on January 16, 1932, it was at 11.86; and in May

had reached 13.27. The increase of bureaucracy and the Catalan statute

that left Catalonia to handle its own fiscal affairs had reduced the

State s income with disastrous effects on the public administration.



Chapter 8. INFERNO LET LOOSE

TJLH] disestablishment of the Church was not
effected by a single law or an isolated act. It had its origin in the

Constitution itself and was completed by the Law on Congregations,
drafted in October, 1932, and promulgated some months later. The most
drastic feature was that all teaching by religious must end by October

1, 1933, for the secondary schools and other institutions, and December
1 for the primary. There was some concrete progress made by the first

Republican government in the educational field. Marcelino Domingo
had set out to create the escuela timca, that is a symmetrical organiza
tion of instruction from the primary to the university. In 1932 some
2500 new schools were opened and the salaries of teachers raised.

Pedagogical missions were sent about in the country to bring culture to

the unenlightened. Fernando de los Rios, who succeeded Domingo in

the post of Education Minister, could point to a certain number of

activities as indicative of the effort of the Republic to produce results

in this field. It is doubtful if the newly created schools, the teachers

improvised in intensive short courses, and the various cultural enter

prises on a university scale ever offset the ravages caused by the ousting

of the religious and the consequent increase of the number of school

children without instruction. Before the provisions of the law came into

effect, the government fell and a new era of two years duration began.

It may be useful to draw attention to the two fundamental docu

ments on the religious situation of Spain during these critical two

years. The basic one is, of course, the Encyclical Letter of His

Holiness, Pius XI, Dilectissima Nobis, dated June 3, 1933. The text of

this Encyclical is the most far-reaching condemnation of the policy

of the Republic regarding religion that can be found, and the

fact that His Holiness felt obliged to address the Spanish hierarchy

and people in the most emphatic and unambiguous terms reveals the

profound effect that the religious persecution had caused in the mind

of the Church. &quot;We have been astonished to learn that some, to

159
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justify the iniquitous procedures against the Church, have given as a

reason the necessity of defending the Republic.&quot; The Holy Father

refers to the &quot;deplorable law on religious sects and congregations,&quot;

and other expressions used in the Encyclical are equally strong. They
refer to &quot;the usurpation of the State&quot; and assert that &quot;while the

Church is denied the right to dispose freely of what belongs
to it, after it has been legitimately acquired or given to it by the

faithful, the State assumes the power of disposing of this property
for other ends entirely.&quot;

The Pope protested against the inhuman treatment of religious

and the deliberate republican policy of submitting them to the

maximum of vexations and annoyances. The insult to the Holy Father

was patent in the law providing for the specific suppression of the

Jesuits. In the Encyclical the Pontiff expressed his anxiety at this

measure and in its concluding paragraphs urged Spanish Catholics

to await the future with serenity, and above all to gather about their

bishops and clergy in Catholic Action as the best means of defending
their legitimate interests.1

The Encyclical had been preceded by the collective statement of the

Spanish bishops, dated May 25, 1933, in which the list of complaints

against the Republic is detailed, running from the seizure of cemeteries

to the imposition of secularism in every school in the country. Catholic

parents were urged to make very special efforts to preserve their

children from the unfortunate influence of the aggressively secularist

school that now prevailed. The reading of this solemn document is

convincing evidence of the justice of the Church s position in the

face of unwarranted attack and the careful examination of the Collec

tive Letter is recommended to admirers of the &quot;democratic&quot; Republic
as a prudent and thoughtful statement of the anguish of Spanish
Catholics under constant pressure from the socialist minority.

The reader may well wonder why no reaction against the government
was evident during these strenuous two years. There was a reaction,

although it manifested itself in an unfortunate way. On August 10,

1932, a military uprising occurred in Seville. General Sanjurjo ad

dressed a manifesto to the people of that city in which he said :

In a year and a half of tyrannical sectarianism, the national economy has

suffered losses running into millions. The sentiments of thousands of Spaniards
have been outraged, the agencies of defense weakened and the armed forces

1 Spanish text of Encyclical, Zaragoza, 1933; included in Coleccidn de Encidicas

y Cartas fontificias, Madrid, 1942, p. 343 sq.
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wantonly insulted. Criminality has increased and strikes are rampant. . . . We
do not come to impose a regime contrary to the Republic but to liberate

Spain from the oligarchy that in a year has caused the country such grave
moral and material damage,.

2

The government was aware of the preparations for an uprising, and
the failure to count on an element of surprise was undoubtedly the

factor that doomed the movement to defeat. In Madrid the whole
affair was liquidated in a couple of hours. I was in Madrid that

morning of August 10, when, in the small hours, an attack was made
on the Central Post Office and War Ministry and shooting took

place in the Plaza de Cibeles. By dawn the evidence had been removed
and the first news available to the Madrid public was that the uprising
had been promptly repressed. In Seville the momentary success of

the rebels was far greater and it seemed for a few hours that they would
maintain control of the city with the support of a considerable sector

of the civilian population.

The failure in Madrid had serious repercussions and was the cause

of lack of support of other garrisons and cities. Manuel Azaria spoke
to the Cortes on August 11 regarding the events of the previous day

and, although his version may have to be rectified in its details, it is

striking that the Prime Minister placed the greatest emphasis on the

revolutionary conduct of the masses in resisting General Sanjurjo and

who, in their excitement, proceeded to the classical destruction of

property and churches. Azana confided to the expectant chamber his

impressions :

Masses of citizenry, of whose party affiliation I am ignorant, burned the

following buildings: Circulo de Labradores, the newspaper La Uiu6nt the

residence of the Marquise de Esquivel, where General Sanjurjo had his

headquarters, the residence of Luca de Tena, the Circulo Mercantil, the

Blanco printing shop, the San Ildefonso Church, the offices of A.B.C., a

garage, and the home of Jos6 Maria Ibarra.3

The Republic took full advantage of the incident to bring some

80 accused before the bar of justice for conspiracy and plotting to

restore the monarchy. There were 138 citizens, military and civilians,

shipped off to Villa Cisneros without a trial of any kind. Sanjurjo him

self was condemned and, as so often occurs in Spain in similar circum

stances, later pardoned.
The story of bloodshed and violence during these two years of the

2 Quoted in Fernandez Almagro, Historia de la republica espanola, p. 55.

*Diario de Sesiones, August 11, 1932.
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Left domination did not end with August 10, for on January 12, 1933,
one of the most famous incidents in republican history took place at

Casas Viejas. The syndicalists and anarchists had planned a general
attack on the garrisons and barracks all over Spain. In L&ida the

attempt caused considerable confusion and loss of life ;
in Andalucia

it was put down with greater difficulty ;
and at Casas Viejas fourteen

individuals, forced to surrender and submit to arrest, were killed by
their guards. Captain Rojas, the commander of the assault guards,
was held responsible for the murders. The matter was wildly discussed

in the Cortes and the government was accused of the most brutal

methods in its attempt to suppress, not the spirit of revolution, to

which it was wedded as strongly as the anarcho-syndicalists, but the

successful revolutionary activity of these groups. The incident

produced a clear-cut division in the Cortes; the Right criticizing

unmercifully the methods of the Azafia government. The more
moderate republicans, liberals, radicals, and, of course, the small

monarchist and traditionalist sector in the chamber now formed a

group irretrievably lost to the blandishments and machinations of the

socialists in power. The Republic and the socialist party became

virtually synonymous after Casas Viejas, and was forced very soon
thereafter to face new elections.

The second anniversary of the Republic was celebrated on April 14,

1933. The extreme Left proclaimed the total failure of the revolution

from above and even the republicans were disheartened by the course

of events. The jurist, Sanchez Roman, writing in El Impartial, stated

that the agrarian reform and the legislation that had followed it

had contributed &quot;to a still greater depression in agriculture and the

same phenomenon is taking place in other branches of the public ad
ministration&quot; (April 14, 1933). The tragic thing was, according to

Sdnchez Roman, that &quot;there is a tendency on the part of the govern
ment when circumstances get out of control which is frequent to

by-pass the law and solve the immediate situation by arbitrary meth

ods, abandoning each time this occurs a further part of its authority.&quot;

During 1933 a new word entered the Spanish language, republicanizar.
The republican press popularized it, proclaiming that everything
had to be &quot;republicanized.&quot; The impression was that almost nothing
in Spain was republican, even after two years of the regime. A new
wave of petty persecution began. The careful reading of the Gaceta

de Madrid for this period reveals an astonishing number of

dismissals from public service. The Minister of Justice, Alvaro de
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Albornoz, fired judges, magistrates, and public prosecutors for the

most banal reasons. Among the more serious charges that could be

leveled against a citizen occupying public office was that he belonged
to a religious society, received religious in his home, or did not

express his enthusiastic support of the Republic with sufficient

vehemence. Miguel de Unamuno, never one to be blinded by partisan

fury, irritatedly cried out that &quot;Even the Inquisition was limited by
the guarantee of rights. There is something worse than even that;

the police Inquisition based on a general feeling of panic, and the

invention of dangers for the purpose of getting authorization to proceed
outside the law.&quot;

4 This
&quot;feeling of panic&quot; was gradually creeping over

Spain. Vanguardia, the Barcelona daily, expressed it in saying :

It is useless to write or to protest. The Barcelona press is the recipient oi

thousands of complaints. The citizens are expressing their growing indignation
in every tone. But all in vain. In Barcelona there are murder, attacks, the

explosion of bombs, shooting frays in the streets, and every day innumerable

crimes are committed. What do the authorities do about it? At times they

meet solemnly and mysteriously and make long statements to the press.

... In Catalonia anarchy is in control (July 6, 1933).

The government faced a crisis, but there was hesitation about dis

solving the Cortes, for the partial elections of the spring of 1933, as

already mentioned, showed a decided trend against the government
and further evidence piled up that the government had lost the con

fidence of its electors. Elections were finally proclaimed for November

19, 1933.

In view of the fact that this was the beginning of the two-year

interim of Right republican rule, it may be interesting at this point

to indicate the composition and doctrine of those who were to assume

the reins of government during this stormy middle period. Jose Maria

Gil Robles had become the outstanding representative of the parlia

mentary opposition. On April 15, the day after the proclamation of

the Republic, Angel Herrera, Director of El Debate, suggested to a

group of young Catholic laymen in Chamartin de la Rosa the idea

of forming a rightist group that would reflect traditionalist thought

within the framework of tjie new Republic, and by the end of the month

Accidn National was formed and duly registered with the Home Office.

In its proclamation to the nation, the new group emphasized that it

was not strictly a political party but a social movement for the defense

of institutions not definitely identified with a particular political regime.

4 Address delivered in the Ateneo of Madrid, November 28, 1932,.
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Little by little Accidn National became the firm redoubt of opposi

tion to the socialist-dominated Republic. On May 18 the first central

committee was formed with Angel Herrera as chairman. The movement

very soon became a political party, and Gil Robles appeared at once

as the most able and eloquent exponent of its doctrine. The party was

forced to abandon the expression national in its title by virtue of

a decree prohibiting its use for specific political parties and henceforth

it was to be known as Action Popular. By October 22 the first general

congress was held with over 500 delegates representing a body of

electors estimated at more than 600,000. The immediate result of this

activity was an alliance with other rightist elements, under the general

name of the Confederation espanola de Derechas autdnomas, called

in the alphabetical jargon of the day, the C.E.DA. The main problem
of this period was to reconcile the various rightist groups, some of

whom were willing to seek a stable regime within the Republic, while

others were frankly monarchist and did not go along with the Republic
at all. Gil Robles established his own position quite clearly in his

speech at Valencia in November, 1932, where he insisted that Accidn

Popular operate within the Republic. The problem then became one of

determining if there was any possibility of a conservative transforma

tion under the existing republican institutions. Could any rightist

party really bring about changes that would stop the wild

demagoguery that had distinguished the first two years? There was

the possibility, too, of intelligence with the radical party, the one

republican element that was passably conservative and willing to

salvage as much as was possible from the wreck of the national

institution under the 1931 Constitution. The final crisis of the Republic
before the fateful elections of November, 1933, was a series of

ephemeral ministries, responsibility for the last of which fell on

Martinez Barrio, who formed a government on October 9, the very date

on which President Alcala Zamora dissolved the Cortes and called

for new elections.

The elections of November 19, 1933, were of enormous significance

for the future of Spain. Largo Caballero was particularly vocifer

ous in the course of the campaign in emphasizing the nature of

the issue at stake. In speeches against the conservative republicans,

he harped constantly on the need for a complete revolution to achieve

the ends for which the Republic had been established. The elections,

nonetheless, were a landslide for the conservatives. The Home Secre

tary did not announce the final results until three weeks after the
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voting, and when the returns were tabulated it was plain that the social

ists had suffered a severe beating. The Right won 207 seats, the Center

167, and the Left 99. A large number of the Right were avowed

traditionalists and monarchists, and the majority of the Center were

radicals of the Lerroux persuasion who now held the balance of power.
If these members voted with the Right, it would be a decisive

majority; if they chose to stand with the Left, the Right would be

incapable of effective action. The largest single party was that of

Alejandro Lerroux, a parliamentarian of vast experience and a seasoned

republican, whereas most of the rightist leaders were complete novices

and in politics for the first time.

The two ensuing years were destined to be ones of extreme frustra

tion and disappointment. Professor Peers sums it up nicely in saying

that &quot;The two years of Left rule were years of high hope and crush

ing disappointments, but the two years of Center rule were years of

monotonous depression.&quot;
5 There was no doubt, however, that the

Spanish electorate had exploded in indignation in November, 1933.

The rightist candidates in the various Madrid constituencies had

polled some 30,000 votes in 1931; in 1933 they received 130,000. One

candidate, a bitter enemy of the Republic and everything it stood

for, Count Guadalhorce, a former Minister under Primo de Rivera,

received twice as many votes as his leftist opponent in Zaragoza in

a constituency that was notorious for its radicalism. The startling fact

was not that the Right should win in Castile or Navarre, where it was

expected, but in Granada, Cordoba, and Asturias, where socialism

was firmly entrenched. One consoling feature of the elections was that

Azana s own party, Accidn Republicana, won only five seats. The

monarchists of the two branches were represented by some 43.

But Spain was not due to enjoy a normal shift in government.

Largo Caballero had screamed rebellion all over the land during

the tumultuous campaign and had talked loosely of elections on the

eighteenth and riots in the streets when the returns were formally

and officially announced. And it was precisely on the day the results

were formally proclaimed that the C.N.T. and the FAX, the two

anarcho-syndicalist organizations, provoked one of the most serious

episodes of unrest in republican history. Initiated with bombs and

grenades in Barcelona, the movement spread with incredible rapidity to

the entire peninsula and for days, in countless towns, the red and black

flag of anarchism was displayed from public edifices. Town criers made

5 peers, Spanish Tragedy, Methuen & Co., London, p. 144.
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their way through the streets demanding that citizens give up their

arms with the proclamation of libertarian communism all over Spain.
Lands were seized, shops and warehouses destroyed, money declared

abolished, and chaos spread everywhere. Some of the incidents were

extraordinarily bloody. Trains were blown up at Puzol in Valencia

province; at Villanueva de la Serena armed regulars fought for an
entire night with the anarchist and communist bands who sought
to usher in the social revolution. The reports from the rest of the

country revealed that Zaragoza was one of the worst nuclei of rebellion.

But there were many others, among them Huesca, Peraltasar, and
Teruel. In Madrid the general strike did not materialize and there

was little disturbance since the U.G.T. had ordered its members to

continue work. In the Cortes a new government was formed under

Alejandro Lerroux. It was in this atmosphere that on December 16,

1933, Spain began the experiment of a Center-Right regime.
Gil Robles preferred to remain aloof from the actual responsibilities

of government until a more opportune moment. His whole policy has

been designated in Spain as that of &quot;el mal menor&quot; (the lesser evil),

that is, an acceptance of realities however unpleasant and a consistent

effort to make the best of adversity even under an ungovernable

Republic.
The problems facing the Lerroux ministry were almost insoluble

and the Prime Minister himself fell into contradiction in presenting
his program, for he suggested that the new policy would conciliate

all Spaniards in peace and order and at the same time retain the

achievements of the republican legislature to date. The impossibility
of restoring peace and good will in Spain as long as the legislation

of the former Cortes remained on the statute books was clearly evident

this was precisely the terrible dilemma. How could the esteem

and the support of Catholics be obtained without an abandonment
of the violently sectarian, anticlerical legislation that weighed so

heavily on the country? From the beginning Lerroux was the victim

of vacillation to which the municipal elections in Catalonia, the first

under the Statute in 1934 and favorable to the Left, contributed a

feeling of instability.

Dark clouds hung over the future. The socialists were temporarily
silenced but by no means inactive. Largo Caballero delivered a speech
on January 14, 1934, in which he stated that:

,

If the working class wants political power the first thing to do is to arm.
It is indispensable to establish firmly in the conscience of the working class
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that to win they must fight the bourgeoisie in the streets, and without this

there is no way to win power. With this preparation, the thing to do is to

wait for the psychological moment to start the struggle, when it is agreeable
to us and not to the enemy. Definitely there will have to be street fighting.

6

The idea of the social revolution was on the march. Prieto in parlia
ment and Largo Caballero in the streets were the guarantees that this

would come to pass. The strikes continued
; every day saw a repetition

of the same disorders, violence, and unrest. Obviously there was a

reaction, although not from the government. Martinez Barrio, Home
Secretary, simply ignored the disturbances and blandly announced

that people were too much concerned with problems of public
order. The reaction came outside the government and to a large
extent outside the Cortes. The Falange Espanola had been born in the

autumn of 1933, and by the spring of the following year it began
to show signs of vigorous life. The Falange was quite aware that the

threats of street action by the Left was no empty rhetoric. By February

they were particularly aware that their own existence was a challenge
to the will to power on the part of the Marxists.7

The Falange was not the only group that sought to form a

front against the rising tide of anarchy; in monarchist circles the

opposition took the shape of two organizations: Comunidn Tradi-

cionalista and Renovation Espanola, the latter group particularly

alive to the intellectual challenge that monarchism must meet. The
first represented the Carlists and their deep traditionalism, while the

second presented monarchist doctrine in contemporary garb and with

practical solutions of modern difficulties. Men of the caliber of Jose

Calvo Sotelo, Ramiro de Maeztu, and others, gave it a new vigor

and impetus. In 1931 the review Action Espanola had appeared; in

1933 the fundamental volume of Ramiro de Maeztu, Defensa de la

Hispanidad, saw the light of day ;
and by late 1934, after the terrible

uprising in Asturias, Calvo Sotelo contributed to the formation of what

is known as the Bloque National, a sort of rally of all the rightist

elements in a common antirevolutionary front. The components ran

from the traditionalists under Rodezno and Pradera, to nationalists,

Catalans unfavorable to separatism, Basques, and monarchist sym

pathizers in general.

Claridad, Jan. 15, 1934.
7 The Falangist, Francisco de Paula Sampol, was murdered on January 11, 1934,

and on February 9 the Falangist student, Matias Montero, was shot down on a

Madrid street.
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All was not well in the Lerroux cabinet. Martinez Barrio, then

Home Secretary and years later one of the moving figures of the so-

called Republic in exile, stated in an interview that he would have

no truck with the Right and that the purity of the Republic must be

defended at all costs. The only thing that this declaration cost him

was his job.
8

A political crisis occurred over the proposed amnesty for political

prisoners, first and foremost among whom was General Sanjurjo.

President Alcala Zamora was disinclined to go along with the amnesty

proposal or give in to the Right on this issue, while Lerroux was con

stantly forced, on this matter as in others, to weave a tortuous course

between the Left and the Right, without displeasing either or both.

Lerroux himself was forced out of office and, despite the obvious pres

tige of Gil Robles, the President charged an obscure member of the

government, Ricardo Samper, with the formation of a new government.

Much of the vacillation this time was due to the character of President

Alcala Zamora, one of the really pathetic figures in this whole political

maelstrom. A former monarchist, converted to republicanism, a Cath

olic who believed in the efficacy of the Left, a moderate who in

variably turned to extremists for support, Alcala Zamora was no strong

swimmer in the tumultuous eddies that ebbed and flowed in Spain.

Alejandro Lerroux has said of him that &quot;he suffered from a legalistic

mentality.&quot;
9 Lerroux himself was no personality to bring the Spanish

ship back on an even keel; a radical turned moderate, he possessed

a vast political experience and no doctrine, and as an old-time agitator

in Barcelona he was quite empty of anything but good intentions

when the moment of crisis came. Under Samper, ineptitude reached

dizzy heights and the round of murders, bombs, and bloodshed went

merrily on.

A common characteristic of Madrid life in that spring of 1934 was

the Sunday excursions of the socialist youth organizations to the

near-by Sierra de Guadarrama. Not all the time was devoted to

breathing pure mountain air, for the socialists found it expedient for

military exercises and not infrequently used this newly acquired

knowledge, on returning to the capital, in breaking up what they

chose to call a &quot;fascist&quot; newsstand or a rightist center. During

the same spring there was an attempt at a general strike of all

* Blanco y Negro, Feb. 5, 1934.

9 Lerroux, La peqwna historia. Apuntes para la historia grande vividos y redactados

por el autor, p. 109.
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Spanish peasants an unusually difficult form of social agitation.

It was sponsored by the Marxist Federation de Trabajadores de la

Tierra and was dominated by exclusively political aims.

The strike failed by the middle of June, but not before vast destruc

tion of property and countless lives had been lost. Catalonia was in

a state of effervescence, thanks to the passage by the Generalitat of

a new law called the Ley de cultivos, aimed at settling a dispute

between landowners and the rabassaires or cultivators of the land.

The details are not necessary, and suffice it to say that the law was

submitted to the Tribunal of Constitutional Guarantees, the court of

appeal under the Constitution. This tribunal rejected the law on the

grounds that Catalonia was not competent to legislate in the matter.

The members of the Esquerra catalana in the Cortes retired in protest

and Luis Campanys made lurid speeches about taking up arms to de

fend Catalonia, while the Barcelona left-wing press went wild in

denunciation of this outrageous imposition of the central government.

The controversy lasted for four months, until the Cortes voted

confidence in the government and the government requested Catalonia

not to apply the law. After that came the holidays and nothing

happened. In August the situation became grave in the Basque

provinces, due to the problem of the elections of the municipal

councils. Luis Campanys proclaimed Catalonia s solidarity with

persecuted Euzkadi, and the whole affair was drowned in a rising

chorus of protest and denunciation. There seemed to many Spaniards

a definite intelligence between socialists, left-wing republicans, and

the various breeds of separatists in Catalonia, the Basque country,

and to a lesser degree in Galicia. The government delayed still further

the long overdue municipal elections.

The atmosphere of tension was fast rising. Gil Robles had announced

in April that his assumption of power would not be long retarded.

In September he denounced the rebellious attitude of the Basque

country and Catalonia, and again promised that a stop would be put

to this descent into anarchy.
10 This speech was delivered at Covadonga,

in Asturias, the cradle of the Spanish nation. The Asturian proletariat

responded to what it considered a threat by a general strike. Return

ing to Madrid, Gil Robles withdrew the support of the C.E.D.A. from

the government in power, toppling the radicals neatly into the street.

The government fell, but instead of Gil Robles as Prime Minister,

Alejandro Lerroux popped back into power. Three members of the

10 El Sol, Madrid, Sept. 11, 1934.
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C.EJD.A. were included in this revamped cabinet. This incensed the

delicate democratic sentiments of the Left, who denounced President

Alcald Zamora for his perfidy. The President was the victim of

hostility from both sides and, in the estimation of many, amply
merited it.

October 5 witnessed a general strike throughout the country, with

particularly disturbing aspects in Asturias, for it was the prelude to

the great uprising of 1934, the first chapter in the bloody tragedy of

Red Spain. The incredible, the monstrous thing is not that the Marxists

should have attempted to seize control through terror and violence,
for that after all is their program and their avowed purpose, but
that the so-called moderate republicans were incapable of lifting
a finger to stop this rush toward destruction. In the Spain of 1934 no

one able to read could claim ignorance of the intentions of the Marxists,
for their press screamed their purpose day in and day out and their

speakers made no effort to conceal their revolutionary aims :

Is it necessary for us to say now . . . that any retreat or any attempt to

go back to political forms that have become obsolete will inevitably meet
with the resistance of the socialists? And this is not because we feel any
strong Republican sentiments for we are cured of that. . . . The Republic
can count on us as its enemies not the Republic itself obviously, but the

kind of Republic we are asked to respect and which in turn has never re

spected us. ... Our relations with the Republic can only be of one sort

to surpass it and control it.
11

The outbreak of October was separatist and anarchist in Catalonia

and revolutionary in Asturias. This was the real beginning of a

concerted drive to bring about the complete social revolution toward
with the communist miners trade union. With the slogan of &quot;catty-

the Republic. It was the counterrevolution setting itself up against
the legal or constitutional revolution of 1931:

One must not forget how the Spanish Republic came in. The originality
with which it was born was bound to produce other originalities. The pacific
and festive change of regime was succeeded by a counter-Revolution which,
defeated in the streets, very soon established itself in power.

12

Luis Campanys was defeated in Barcelona by General Batet, as

mentioned briefly in the chapter on regionalism. The conflict in

Asturias was of a different nature and extremely complex. The
center of hostilities was the mining country, inhabited by* about 30,000

n Editorial in El Sodalista, Sept. 50, 1934.
12 Antonio Ramos Oliveira, La revolution espanola de octubre, Madrid, 1935, p. 11.

-
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miners, many of them affiliated with the U.G.T., and about a third

with the communist miners trade union. With the slogan of &quot;carry

ing out revolutionary justice,&quot; the miners proceeded to apply their

principles. They operated along the lines suggested by the El Socialista

on the eve of the events:

The next month may be our October. Hard days await us. The respon
sibility of tlie Spanish proletariat and its leaders is enormous. We have an

army awaiting mobilization and our plans for socialization (Sept. 27, 1934).

The full story of the Asturias uprising is yet to be written. In his

book, La revolucidn de octubre, Marcelino Domingo claims that De
los Rios and Indalecio Prieto were informed fully of the details of the

plot. The traffic in arms must have been very considerable to supply
the rebels with such quantities of explosives and firearms. The Lerroux

government took office under the shadow of a rapidly forming social

revolution. El Socialista pronounced its verdict, reflecting the feeling
of the party and masses in saying : &quot;The workers await the inescapable

crisis, the consequence of the forces ranged against each other : mamsts
and anti-marxists. If our advice were asked, we would say quite simply
to the anti-marxists: surrender!&quot; (Oct. 3, 1934.)

The atmosphere in Madrid was heavily charged and it was rumored

everywhere that October 5 would bring the Revolution. By the follow

ing day it was clear that everywhere, except in Asturias, it had been put
down. Oddly enough the October Revolution the month itself was
almost symbolic as a recollection of the Bolshevik venture in Russia

was limited in its actual scope for Catalonia and Asturias were, in fact,

the only two focal points of revolt. Andalucia, normally effervescent

with activity, was quiet. Extremadura, where outbreaks of this kind

were almost monotonously common, was equally tranquil. And, above

all, Madrid did not move on a large scale despite every evidence

of the contrary, while the War Minister, Diego Hidalgo, accepted
the advice of General Francisco Franco in everything relating

to the operations against the rebellious Asturians. &quot;I kept General

Franco close by, sure of his loyalty, talent, youth and extraordinary

qualities as a brave and intelligent Spaniard.&quot;
18

The course of the Asturian revolt was somewhat as follows: The

general strike was called on October 5, under socialist direction. By
the next day, however, the socialists were overcome by the more

extreme elements. The miners, well supplied with arms, munitions, and

w Diario de Stsiones, Nov. 7, 1934.
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dynamite, marched on Oviedo, Gij6n, and Aviles, the principal Astu-
rian cities. The various left-wing organizations were united in Asturias,
with the majority in the C.N.T. The technique of revolution itself was
invariably the same. The miners attacked the civil guard and assault
forces with ferocity, and after reducing them, took over the community.
Shops were sacked and money abolished, giving way to a system of

vales, as they were called, for purchases. The clergy was invariably
murdered as well as persons in the community belonging to rightist

groups. Oviedo was in the power of the extremists for nine days, and

during that brief period suffered three revolutionary committees as

its government: one socialist, the second socialist and communist
combined, and the third communist entirely. The latter were

numerically the smallest of the three participating elements, but very
much the best organized and by far the most aggressive in their

determination to stamp out every trace of opposition.
The mining region, from the geographical point of view, admirably

lends itself to guerrilla fighting. Despite long months of agitation and
excesses preceding the month of October, the republican government
had taken no steps to defend it or even to provide the proper security
forces for Asturias. For two days Oviedo was quite isolated from the

rest of the country, and nothing was known of events within the

Asturian capital until government planes flew over it. The excesses

committed within the city constitute a veritable catalogue of crime and

savagery; convents and churches burned, the cathedral badly damaged,
the university blown up, the banks looted, and the main business street,

Calle de Urfa, devastated. The martyrdom of Oviedo began in

October, 1934, and was destined to be repeated during the autumn of

1936 when General Aranda established its defense. The city was saved

in 1935 from complete destruction, thanks to the arrival of General

L&amp;lt;5pez
Ochoa with troops. General Franco had urged the transfer of

adequate forces from Africa, since the local soldiery was incapable of

restraining the infuriated miners. The experience of the Asturias

rebellion was a preview of still more serious things to come
; a prema

ture exposure of motives and tactics on the part of the extreme Left.

The situation, however, in the winter of 1934-1935 was excellent for

the establishment of a strong central government with authority to

suppress the innumerable threats to national stability, for the Left was

temporarily discredited and defeated, the army had shown itself loyal
to law and order, and the Cortes was so constituted that a majority
favorable to a vigorous policy was attainable. Azafia, Campanys, and
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other socialist leaders were in prison ;
Prieto had fled and the socialist

Casas del Pueblo were closed. The fiasco of the movement in Catalonia

and the Basque provinces had left the separatists without prestige and

the entire country rejoiced that order had returned. Lerroux was

actually hailed as the &quot;savior of Spain.&quot;

When the Cortes reconvened in November, the government was

given the fullest vote of confidence. There were several roads open
for it: it could be authoritarian and implacably severe; it could

be generous and forgiving and turn the culprits loose once more,
or it could also combine the two courses with sagacity and perhaps
attain the kind of normalcy most Spaniards wanted. The tragedy
was that the government did not follow any intelligent, logical

course, but simply drifted along from day to day with no orientation

or sense of continuity. One reflects, in retrospect, that Spain might have

been saved the great bloodletting of 1936 if the Lerroux ministry

had proceeded differently in a word, if the government had really

governed. Some indication of its policy was the fact that of the

twenty*three sentences of death that reached the Council of Ministers

in November, only two were upheld, and no action against Azafia and

Largo Caballero was taken, since technically their names were not

linked with the Asturian uprising. So, then, as the months wore on

the rebellion began to take on the air of a glorious crusade
;
the Left

hailing it as a significant step in the right direction. Fernando de los

Rios and Juan Negrin among other socialists visited Asturias in

January of 1935, and the former expressed himself in Le Populaire of

Paris as deeply impressed by the resemblance between the Asturian

movement and the Paris commune of 1871. Lerroux did not seem

particularly alarmed by this evidence of a trend of the extreme

Left toward unity.

The spring of 193S witnessed a series of ministerial changes. Gil

Robles withdrew the CJE.D.A. representatives from the cabinet and

for a time the only parties represented were the radical and a small

one called the progressive, identified with President Alcald Zamora.

The systematic exclusion of the C.E.D.A. from power, despite its

evident greater strength in the Cortes, was one of the extraordinary

facts of the time. El Debate editorialized to this effect :

People everywhere have demanded that the cabinet reflect the division of

the Cortes. But the most numerous single group, with forty more members

than any other, is not offered the direction of the government, nor even an

equitable share in the cabinet posts. . . . The party never asked for anything,
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did not overthrow governments, nor obstruct legislation, but always sup

ported loyally the government in power. No one can explain the treatment

that the party of Gil Robles has received (April 3, 1935).

The historical problem posed for the Right in parliament was simple :

could it function as a representative majority within the Republic as

then constituted? The conclusion seems to be that the fault lay in two

directions : first, the inability of Gil Robles and his group to take the

positive action needed at the psychological moment and, second, the

weakness and impotence of the republican institutions to do more

than temporize. There was a proposal for the reform of the con

stitution, backed, among others, by Alcala Zamora himself, and

a revision was called for of relations with the Church, the regional

statutes, and a number of other basic points. The Left was unanimous

in its opposition to such modification ;
the extreme Right, symbolized

by Calvo Sotelo, wished to go much further : &quot;If the proposed constitu

tional reform is to be immediate, partial, and parliamentary, I do not

believe in it. The problem is one of total revision not substitution.&quot;
14

Meanwhile, the government tried to carry on Gil Robles undertaking

to reorganize and strengthen the army. There was discussion of the

Catalan question which had become urgent after the suspension of

the Autonomy Charter as a result of the events of October and the

agrarian question demanded immediate attention. From January to

October, 193S, 254 armed assaults had taken place over the country,

including one against the city hall in Madrid. In September another

crisis occurred, forcing a reshuffling of the cabinet. Lerroux s fall from

power was provoked by a scandal known as the straperlo. A Dutchman,
Daniel Strauss, had undertaken to establish several gambling houses in

Spain and had obtained, by means of discreet bribes, it was said, official

authorization to this end despite the legal prohibition. He was to

establish these centers in San Sebastian and Formentor, Mallorca.

The enterprises failed and Strauss denounced the situation to the

President. A number of the top figures in the radical party were

involved, and Alcala Zamora lost no time in eliminating Lerroux from

the direction of the cabinet. In October a parliamentary committee

looked into the matter and suggested the proper steps to be taken.

There were other minor scandals, and the most distressing feature

for the C.E.D.A., which had no responsibility in the deals, was that

it was linked in the government with the radicals. Under the guidance

14 Speech delivered at Renavaddn espanola, Madrid, March 8, 1935.
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of Chapaprieta, Finance Minister as well as chairman of the Council
of Ministers, an attempt was made to revise the chaotic financial

structure of the State. Alcala Zamora was quite evidently unwilling
to have recourse to Gil Robles, the logical candidate as Prime Minister.

There were the usual endless consultations with the President as one

politician after another paraded through the presidential office:

Martinez de Velasco, Chapaprieta once more, Miguel Maura, and
Portela Valladares until on December 14, the latter formed a

government. The new Prime Minister had neither a party nor even
a segment of public opinion behind him; he was not even a deputy
and had served once as Home Secretary in one of the numerous Lerroux
cabinets. The new government was about as sorry a spectacle as Spain
had ever witnessed, a makeshift affair, totally without support and

recognized by everyone as a rickety improvisation in the midst of

crisis. The fact was that the Cortes as then constituted was quite

incapable of offering an adequate solution, and may be compared with

the strikingly similar situation in the France of the 1930 s or in the

France of the period after 1945. The whole technique of parliamentary
rule became a long and tiresome juggling of politicians and positions,

and the so-called &quot;renovation&quot; was nothing more than the replacing
of one minister by another who heretofore had occupied another post.

Calvo Sotelo, with his usually rapierlike thrusts, pointed out the

source of the whole difficulty: &quot;At the end of 1935 the danger of

revolution in Spain was never greater. No good can come from com

promising with the lesser evils.&quot;
15 In the fifty-seven months of the

Republic, there had been twenty-eight governments, that is, an average
of about two months5

tenure for each. On the first of the year, 1936,

Alcali Zamora suspended the sessions of the Cortes, and a few days
later fixed the elections for February 16, This was to be the most

fateful date in all modern Spanish history, comparable only to July 18

in historical significance. Manuel Azana had remained aloof from

party politics during these months, but he continued to grow in

prestige among the Left and his speeches reflect the unceasing influence

he exerted on politics. For the purposes of the approaching elections

the Left, consisting of republican Left, republican union, socialists,

syndicalists, anarchists, communists, and Marxists of every tinge

and persuasion combined to form the Popular Front, the alliance

that was to win the elections and preside over Spain s destinies for the

five months before civil war swept the country.

1935,
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The Popular Front waged a most active campaign, promising

amnesty for the thousands of political prisoners still in jail; the

reinstatement of employees who had been dismissed, no tampering
with the sacrosanct Constitution, while the reforms envisaged since

1933 were expected to go forward under the impetus of the revolu

tionary ideologies. The Bienio Negro, or black two years of the Right,

as the Left was wont to call it, was due to come to an end.

The whole business was a terrible confession of impotency and

incapacity, for the truth was that the parliamentary system had broken

down ; Spain was ungoverned, misgoverned, and in the minds of some,

literally ungovernable. It seemed the confirmation of the verdict of

one historian:

If this [a parliamentary regime] is as difficult in every country, as history

and reason demonstrate, how can it be anything but difficult in ours which

lacks a high degree of political education and the conditions of temperament
and character, since, as Ramon y Cajal has remarked, one -of the peculiarities

of our people, as observed earlier by Humboldt and Sales y Ferre*, is the

absence of political sense and the weakness of a truly national patriotism.
16

The ensuing campaign was one of the most lurid and unbridled in

Spanish annals in which every conceivable device was used on both

sides to attract the voters, for it was commonly recognized that the

issue at stake was the future character of the Republic itself. Violence

was a commonplace. Take any single day of the pre-electoral period,

let us say, January 11, 1936. On that day the press records the follow

ing incidents :

A masked band stole a truck in Barcelona and fired on those who gave chase.

In the Puig station, an assault on the strong box with the death of a civil

guard and a postman.
In Mdlaga an attack on the box of the Compafifa General de Carbones.

In Lugo, destruction of the chapel of the Virgen del Camino.

The tone of the Popular Front was unequivocal. On January 12,

1936, Francisco Largo Caballero stated at the meeting in the Cinema

Europa, that &quot;Before the Republic was established our duty was to

bring about the Republic; but once that regime has been established,

our duty is to bring about socialism. When we say socialism we
mean Marxist, revolutionary socialism. One must be a Marxist with

all that it implies. We will never give up the idea of transforming

16 Manuel de Bofarull y Romana, Las antiguas Cortes, el moderno parlamento, el

rfyimen representative orgdnico, AlcalA de Henares, 1945, p. 118.
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the bourgeois Republic into socialist and in allying ourselves with the

republicans, we have not given up our Marxist ideology nor our liberty
of action for the future. . . . After victory the working class will

seize the right moment to impose the total victory of Marxism.&quot;
17

After this frank statement of purpose and in view of the decisive

role of Largo Caballero in the Popular Front government, how is it

possible to assert that the victory of the Left in Spain was merely that

of a moderate, reformist tendency, respectful of the Constitution and
desirous of defending the best interests of a liberal Republic? Largo
Caballero was not merely denunciatory of the Right; he threatened

them with extermination, whether or not the results of the elections

were favorable to the Left. Here is the absolute essence of the anti

democratic, antirepublican spirit that distinguished almost every act

of the Popular Front from the time of its inception until its inglorious
finish. On January 22 Largo Caballero said in Madrid:

When things change, the Right need not ask for our benevolence. We
not respect the lives of our enemies as we did on April 14, 1931, when the

Republic came in. If the Right is not defeated at the polls, we will find other

means to beat them: means to obtain the total triumph of the Red flag, be

cause, and I emphasize this, if the Right wins, we shall be forced to turn to

civil war.18

Largo Caballero had finally captured the socialist party, split up to

this time between two tendencies: one governmental and more

moderate, the other frankly revolutionary. Under his leadership
the party was openly committed to revolution and to communism, for

the leader himself said, &quot;I am a Marxian socialist. Communism is

the natural evolution of socialism, its last and definitive stage.&quot;
19 The

outlook for revolution was excellent in the winter of 1935-1936, and
it may be remarked that it was not the army that threatened rebellion

at that time but the leaders of the party combination engaged in cam

paigning for election. The evidence is overwhelming that the Popular
Front was determined to seize power by any means, regardless of the

outcome of the elections. In the magazine Blanco y Negro, Blanco Caro

and Mauricio Karl published an article entitled &quot;The Outlook for Revo

lution.&quot; On the basis of their investigations they were convinced that

&quot;the organizations we have visited do not possess real defenses against

El Sodalista, Jan. 13, 1936.

**El Sodalista, Jan. 23, 1936. Often quoted in other papers a$ tfce most typical

expression of Largo Caballero.

, 193,
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revolution. Projects, ideas on paper, files are all they have&quot; (Jan. 26,

1936).
20 The victory of the Popular Front, which in rightist circles

was not anticipated at all, is attributed by that crafty old politician,

Alejandro Lerroux, to the combination of excessive confidence, arro

gance on the part of non-Marxists, and a lack of real unity among
the rightist forces.21

There was some confusion about the actual number of deputies
elected by the different groups on February 16. The independents were

sufficiently numerous to make difficult the assessment of the relative

strength of the two sides. The official figures of the Home Office were :

Left, 240; Center, 46
;
and Right, 176. There was a good deal of second

balloting, that is, second polling in the case of constituencies where
no majority had been attained. On the evening of the sixteenth the

returns had begun to come in from the larger cities, showing, as in 1931,
considerable leftist advances. At the same time, the reports not in

frequently showed that the Right was ahead in many provinces.
22 A

distressing feature about the February elections was the manner in

which the Popular Front seized control of the government even before

the final returns were in, for the victors, or supposed victors wanted

power without delay.

It can hardly be doubted that the elections of February, 1936, were^
accompanied by fraud and forgery. There is evidence to back

up&quot;

the contention that in a great many constituencies the results were

destroyed or cleverly forged to convey the impression that the Popular
Front had won.28 In Cdceres and La Cortina the Popular Front obtained

twelve seats that did not rightfully belong to it. There is the evidence

of photostatic copies of the election returns showing, for instance,
written certificates from towns many miles away from each other,

written by the same hand and so attested by handwriting experts. In

some districts in Mdlaga the returns were unanimous for the Popular
Front, a most unlikely case, since many known rightists were in

residence there. The explanation is the terrorism that was used to

prevent electors from voting. The record exists of the provincial com
mittee in Pontevedra, Galicia, in which it is stated as a perfectly

20 Quoted by Alejandro Lerroux, op. dt.j p. 520.

**Ibid.,p. 504.
22 Salamanca, Toledo, Granada, Lon, Palencia, Soria, Cuenca, Burgos, Navarre,

Ciudad Real, Balearic Islands, La Coruna, Albacete, Zamora, Ciceres, Logrono,
Segovia, Guadalajara, Alava, Santander, Avila, and Valladolid.

2* Report of the Commission appointed to study the question of the illegitimacy of
the government in power in Spain on the 18th July, 1936, Madrid, 1946 (in English) ,
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natural thing that the counting of votes had to be interrupted time

and time again so that the police might quiet the mob in the streets

seeking to impose their will.

The situation in Cuenca was particularly confused. It was decided

to call special elections for May 3, and the second ballot, if that were

necessary, for the seventeenth of that month.24 It became known later

that Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the Falange, was a

candidate for the Right. The chairman of the Cuenca provincial

committee took the illegal and extraordinary step of declaring the

election of May 3 the second balloting, thus making it impossible for

Primo de Rivera to appear as a candidate at all. In the dossier on the

case it appears that the Minister of Justice exerted pressure on the

local authorities in Cuenca to prevent the candidacy of Primo de

Rivera. There was a serious attempt to expel the opposition leader,

Calvo Sotelo, from the Cortes by the delightful expedient of declaring

false the elections in his constituency of Orense. The debates in the

Cortes during the weeks after February 19, 1936, are taken up in large

measure with disputes over electoral certificates. The Azafia govern

ment was formed so quickly, before the returns were either entirely in

or had been certified as correct, that in many of the second elections

the moral atmosphere was such as to make it difficult for the rightist

candidates to have a chance. It was difficult, as one can imagine, for

many electors to deliberately vote against the new, firmly entrenched

government with every instrument of coercion in its hands. It would

seem that the number of seats dubiously acquired was enough to assure

the government of a precarious majority. The careful reading of the

Diario de Sesiones for the months between February 19 and July 18

shows clearly that the government depended on a very slim majority to

remain in office, and that the number of deputies present after elections

of an allegedly fraudulent character was precisely enough to carry

through government-sponsored measures.

There was no doubt that the elections of February 16 were under

stood by everyone as decisive. Even the rightists, who had felt strongly

that victory would be theirs, were convinced that there was no proba

bility now for anything except the descent straight toward communism.

The electoral method itself was called into question by Alcald Zamora.

Writing at a later date, after his ignominious expulsion from the

presidency, it is to be expected that the ex-President should harbor

a certain resentment in his breast:

2* Gaceta de Madrid, April 9, 1936.
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The Papular Front seized power on February 16, thanks to an absurd
electoral method which gave the relative majority enormous advantages. In
this way there were districts in which the Popular Front with 30,000 less

votes than the opposition, managed, nevertheless, to get ten seats out of

thirteen.25

The former President argued that the Popular Front had reached

power by two steps: (1) on the night of February 16 to 17,

without awaiting the final results of the polling, the Popular Front

immediately began action in the streets; (2) the falsification of the

electoral returns, whereby opposition candidates were declared de

feated when in reality they had won.

The electoral law to which reference was made above favored de

cidedly the large coalitions against the splinter parties which so

characterize Spanish politics normally. The law had been a socialist-

republican invention in the 1933 days when they had lost precisely

because of disunity. Indalecio Prieto did not hide the character of the

law when he wrote: &quot;We Republicans and socialists have made this

law favorable to the large combinations and to the majority, and we
have passed it primarily to favor the Left.&quot;

26 The result was that it

was possible for the Right to get 4,633,905 votes in 1936 and have

213 seats, while the Left with 3,912,068 secured 265 seats.

The night of February 16 was an unforgettable experience for the

Spanish people. As though the consequence of a concerted plan, mobs
attacked dozens of political clubs and centers belonging to the op

position, entered and destroyed printing plants and newspaper offices,

and committed countless acts of vandalism. Prisons were opened and

even common criminals let loose. Convents and churches burned all

over the peninsula. There is no space to list the churches and religious

treasures wantonly sacrificed to the fury of the mob. The number ran

well over a hundred. The initial excesses were dubbed &quot;jubilation for

the victory&quot; by the cynics in power. After the first enthusiasm had

passed, a more serious and concerted attack on the &quot;reaction&quot; was

encouraged. In Cadiz, the Marianist College was seized and turned

into a Casa del Pueblo ; Granada fell victim to a general strike and for

four days was completely in the hands of the mob. Julio Alvarez del

Vayo, now a colporteur of Spanish republicanism in the United States

and in United Nations circles, expressed his conviction that the

burning of La Nacidn and the San Ignacio and San Luis churches

25 Alcala Zamora in Journal de Gen&ve
&amp;gt; Geneva, Switzerland, Jan. 17, 1937.

2fl El Liberal, Bilbao, April 14, 193$,
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meant that the people of Madrid protested against the slowness with

which the Popular Front was in carrying out its program.
Crime became a normal thing and political murder a daily occur

rence. Despite the rigorous censorship a typical republican institution

it was widely known that prominent political figures as well as

obscure citizens were being slain day after day. In Oviedo a former

republican minister, Alfredo Martinez, was killed; in Bilbao, the

businessman Jos6 Maria Maura; in Madrid, four workmen affili

ated with the Falange were shot down while at work in the Plaza

de Toros, and on March 13 the socialist Jimenez de Asua was attacked.

How did the government react to murder and arson carried on as

a normal political system? Not merely by an embarrassed silence, but

by the most extraordinary indifference and even defense on occasions.

Day after day in the Cortes the voice of Calvo Sotelo was raised to

condemn the depredations. Since the censorship would not allow a

word of these happenings to reach the general public, Calvo Sotelo

used the pages of the Diario de Sesiones to get the information out and

his speeches were impassioned denunciations of the criminality that

was going unpunished.
The Cortes during March and April was the scene of a violent, ill-

tempered exchange of insults. The most abusive language was the rule

and personal threats were so commonplace that scarcely a page of the

printed text (undoubtedly softened in final printed form) fails to

reveal some incident of this character. Dolores Ibarruri, communist

deputy for Oviedo and commonly known as the &quot;Pasionaria,&quot; expressed

her &quot;democratic&quot; sentiments in the following genteel way:

When I ask for the imprisonment of Gil Robles and friends, I am doing

them an honor for they are going to contaminate with their presence the

prison cells formerly occupied by the Asturian, Basque, and Catalan

revolutionaries.27

When a deputy, Diaz Ramos, made the rhetorical remark in the

course of a speech : &quot;I have no idea how Gil Robles will die,&quot;
the voice

of another deputy was heard to cry out, &quot;By hanging.&quot; This comment

was duly recorded in the Diario de Sesiones.,

28 Insolence reached its

height when Calvo Sotelo asked Azafia point-blank if he could explain

who had burned the Church of San Luis within two hundred feet of the

Home Office itself. From among the other deputies came the explana-

27 Diario de Sesiones, April 2, 1936.

., April IS, 1936.
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tion, &quot;The Bishop of Alcala.&quot;
29 Azana delivered in the sessiqn of the

Cortes of April 3 a classic retort to the nationwide destruction that

was going on; a reply that goes down in history as one of the

really great expressions of fatuousness:

The Republican government and the President do not undertake to justify

anything or explain anything away. We must examine this situation like men
and understand things in their broad human sense. I am scandalized that

anyone should state how horrible that three churches have been burned.

I also say, if not how horrible, what nonsense and what a pity.
30

Rodolfo Llopis, then an obscure member of the Cortes and later

to be an equally obscure member of the republican clique in exile,

found it easy to explain everything away; the communist, socialist,

anarcho-syndicalist violence and terror was all due to the sinister

machinations of the monarchists. Churches were burned presumedly

by their inmates in order to calumniate the Left; murders were en

gineered by the nobility and the &quot;reactionaries&quot; in order to cast dis

credit on the purity of republican motives. &quot;On February 16 the Left

won and nothing happened. Every single incident, everyone, has

been provoked deliberately by the Right.&quot;
31

The Azana government was very far from satisfactory to the

proponents of complete revolution. Comrade Maurin, communist

minority member, pointed this out in the same memorable session

from which the above extracts of speeches have been taken :

In 1936, in a profoundly revolutionary moment, that terrifies the Right,
the Azana government is much less revolutionary. . . . Today the majority
of the country is socialist and communist [sic\ and nevertheless, the gov
ernment is Republican in character.32

In a word, the communists were convinced that the Azana govern
ment was but a step toward the new socialist order to which they

aspired. The statement of Maurin is a clear definition of the funda

mental dissatisfaction of the extreme Left with republican institutions

and their determination to transform them to the ends of the social

revolution. Calvo Sotelo and Gil Robles were outraged at this cynicism.

The latter made it clear that the Spanish people could not endure

indefinitely the state of anarchy to which they were being subjected.

Calvo Sotelo denounced the apathy of the government day in and day

80 Manuel Azana in Cortes, Diario de Sesiones, April 3, 1936, p. 222 sq.
si

Ibid., April 15, 1936, p. 307.
32 Speech of Joaquin Maurin, ibid., April 15, 1936, pp. 316-317.
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out and his voice, silent in the greater part of the country because of

press restrictions, nevertheless constituted the most vigorous indictment

of the regime and the criminal negligence of the Azana ministry. When
the Prime Minister soothingly pronounced himself as not desiring
civil war, Calvo Sotelo answered in ringing tones:

If that were said on March 1, or 10, it might have passed without a retort,
but to speak of tranquillity as the characteristic of the government six or

eight weeks later when security of life in the street is nonexistent and social

disintegration plainly evident, is too much. Or when the cry of Long Live

Spain is met by the howl of Long Live Russia, you ask me seriously to be
lieve that there is calm?33

Calvo Sotelo became famous for his frequent resumes of the destruc

tion. In this same speech he indicated a detailed list of the churches,

chapels, property, and lives that had been lost. It was an imposing
monument to the &quot;calmness and good will&quot; of the Republic: SO

political centers razed; 36 churches partially destroyed, the burning
of 106 more churches of which 50 were totally gutted and all this

in two months. Seventy-four murders and 345 wounded was the balance

sheet of personal violence that had taken place within the few weeks

preceding April 16, 1936, and when Calvo Sotelo reached his list of

murders, Deputy Ibarruri called out, &quot;How much did you pay the

assassins ?&quot;

Manuel Azana was ever ready with a quip or a ban mot to cover

even the most terrifying situations : &quot;I am persuaded that flames are

endemic to Spain. In the past heretics were burned and today saints,

even if in the form of statues or images. I see little point in this sort

of thing.&quot;
34

This elegant pose in the face of rising disorder may have satisfied

the intellectual instincts of Azana. Calvo Sotelo replied furiously a

month later when the government bench made a statement praising the

order in the Republic: &quot;Authority! With three hundred churches

burned since February 16 1&quot;

35

In the meantime the position of President Alcala Zamora was be

coming untenable. His docility in the face of the Popular Front was

beginning to waver and he was the victim of scruples in finding the

state of anarchy the very contrary of what he had envisioned for the

Republic. He vetoed a measure placing the rural lands of the country

in the hands of arbitral boards with trade-union intervention, one of

33 ibid., April IS, 1936, p. 290. 35 Ibid., May 19, 1936, p. 705.

s* Ibid., April 16, 1936, p. 343.
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the last straws to break the patience of the Popular Front. The

arrangement to oust Alcala Zamora from the Presidency was evolved

by Indalecio Prieto. The technical grounds were simple: it could be

done according to Article 81 of the Constitution, providing that the

President dissolve the parliament twice during his six-year term.

After the second dissolution, the new Cortes could examine its

necessity and an unfavorable vote of the absolute majority of the

Cortes shall bring about the deposition of the President. The socialists

went back into republican history and found to their satisfaction that

Alcala Zamora had not dissolved the Cortes for the elections with the

sincere and pure motive of allowing the Spanish people to express
their convictions, but from the unconfessable motive of wishing to

bring parliament into harmony with his own views. The shallow

sophistry of the whole proceeding was shocking. The socialists rail

roaded the measure through, and the C.E.D.A., having no love for

Alcald Zamora, abstained. On April 7 the President was deposed and

by the time the new presidential elections rolled around, on May
10, Manuel Azana was the only serious candidate. On May 13 the

new President charged Casares Quiroga with the task of forming the

new government.

Upon installation of Azana in power unrest became incredibly
violent. In the town of Tecla, landowners had been beheaded in the

public square and religious services were impossible, since every one

of the city s fifteen churches and chapels had been completely destroyed.
In Yeste, in one bloody incident, 25 were killed and 118 wounded. On
May 4, in Madrid, a mob of the worst elements of society lynched three

nuns and two laywomen. Miguel de Unamuno describes the spectacle

of mob action in Salamanca :

A few days ago Salamanca was submitted to the shameful spectacle of

mob action against one of the local courts. This mob of mad men and women,
with a mass of children, all screaming and raising the clenched fist, wanted
to lynch the judges, lawyers, and court officials. A large portion of this mob
was made up of foul, evil faced, and dirty wenches with a placard on which
was written, &quot;Long live free love.&quot; This whole grotesque farce was protected

by the public authority with orders not to interfere.86

The revolutionary fervor of the Marxists was rising constantly.

Alvarez del Vayo talked in Toledo of &quot;Spain converted into a socialist

Republic in union with the Soviet Union.&quot; Largo Caballero claimed

in Zaragoza that &quot;the organized proletariat will carry everything be-

86 Miguel de Unamuno in Ahora, Madrid, June 7, 1936,
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fore it and destroy everything until we reach our
goal.&quot; Claridad, the

socialist paper, complained that &quot;unfortunately in Spain there has

been little civil war, little revolution and little disorder and chaos. We
must see to it that this takes place in proportion to the reactionary
resistance.&quot; The socialist and communist militia estimated at some

150,000 at least were training constantly. There is evidence that

arms had been made available from the Soviet Union and even the

socialist press made this clear in a veiled manner.37 So desperate

was the situation that a distinguished Catholic, who stood with

the Republic and was in its diplomatic service, Angel Ossorio y
Gallardo, cried out:

We must speak clearly. Neither tlie government, nor parliament, nor the

Popular Front mean anything in Spain. They are no longer in command. Those
who do run the country are the organizers of unbelievable strikes, the hired

assassins and those who pay them, the youngsters who pillage automobiles

on the highways and those who use the pistol for persuasion,
38

Indalecio Prieto himself was appalled at the vision of Spain in the

late spring of 1936:

We Spaniards have never seen so tragic a panorama or so great a collapse

as Spain at this moment. Abroad, Spain is a country classified as insolvent.

This is not the road to socialism or communism, but to desperate anarchism

without even the advantage of libertarianism. The country is on the verge

of economic liquidation.
89

The only thing the Casares Quiroga government could find to say

in the face of chaos and the rising strength of the Falange on the

other side was that &quot;In its relations with Fascism the government is

a belligerent.&quot;
40 The prisons were filled with Falangists and persons

suspected of fascism. Murders were mounting daily. On July 4,

seven socialists were killed as a crowd left the Casa del Pueblo.

On July 12, Jose Castillo, a lieutenant in the assault troops,

was killed as he left his home. On July 13, Jose Calvo Sotelo was

murdered by guards taking him to the Security Office for questioning.
41

The full story of the official murder of Sotelo is worth repeating,

for no single incident is so illustrative of the terrible state into which

37 El Socialista, May 31, 1936.

38 Vanguardia, Barcelona, June 2, 1936.

39 Speech delivered in Cuenca, May 1, 1936, El Socialista, May 2.

40 Diario de Sesiones, May 19, 1936.

41 Regarding Calvo Sotelo, his ideas and influence on Spanish thought, see Aurelio

Joaniquet, Calvo Sotelo, Madrid, 1939, and Carlos Cardell, Antologia de Jose Calvo

Sotelo, Madrid, 1942.
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the republican institutions had fallen. World publicists who made much
of nationalist violence, with reference to the death of Garcia Lorca,
are all too prone to forget that life under the Republic, and especially

under the Popular Front, was most precarious, reaching extreme

when a deputy to the Cortes was taken from his home and

killed with impunity by official assassins. This is precisely what

happened in the case of the opposition leader, Calvo Sotelo.

It was evident in the Cortes that Calvo Sotelo was looked upon
as the most dangerous enemy of the extreme Left. He was not a

fascist, nor did he advocate the totalitarian State. He was a monarchist,
a member of Renovacidn Espanola, and a man of the very highest

ideals and conduct. His conviction was profound and unwavering that

the policy of the Popular Front was leading Spain directly to chaos

and ruin and on this point he never hedged.
The full details of his murder are available in unimpeachable docu

ments with the photographs of the autopsy and the testimony of a

large number of the persons who participated.
42 On the morning of

July 13, a station wagon, bearing the number 17 and used by the assault

troops, left Pontejo barracks with a number of men under the com
mand of Captain Fernando Condes. Another car followed, and the

two sped toward No. 89, Calle Velazquez, the residence of Jose Calvo

Sotelo. Condes, with Jose del Rey, Victoriano Cuenca, and several

other members of the corps, demanded entrance. The house was

searched and the telephone wires cut to prevent communication with

the outside. Condes told Calvo Sotelo that the Security Office de

manded his detention and presumedly his questioning. Calvo Sotelo

entered the car with Condes and the others. At the corner of Ayala
and Velazquez, Cuenca shot Calvo Sotelo twice in the back of the neck.

The documents preserved in the School of Forensic Medicine leave

absolutely no doubt that Calvo Sotelo was shot while unaware of the in

tention of his assassins and without self-defense. The murder car went

on to the East cemetery where his body was left in the open. It may
be added that the reception of unidentified corpses was so com
mon an occurrence in the summer of 1936 that the cemetery employees
were not in the least surprised to find an unknown body on their hands.

Calvo Sotelo s family immediately notified friends and the search

began, but his body was not found until the next day. The testimony

42 Causa, General. La domination roja en Espana, Madrid, 1943, with full details

of every aspect of the Calvo Sotelo murder and extensive photographs showing his

body at the time it was discovered and the autopsy performed afterward.
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of employees at the Security Office shows that the bureau made no at

tempt to learn of the fate of Calvo Sotelo even after his disappear
ance had been learned. In a word, the political figure who was being
taken to the Security police for interrogation disappeared in the night,

and for hours no one in that office made any effort to find out what
had transpired. Under oath, another employee testified that news

of the successful execution of Calvo Sotelo was transmitted to the

Security Director, Alonso Mallol, but that the latter. took no steps to

verify the report, much less find out where Calvo Sotelo actually

was. At noon the next day the cemetery reported to the city hall that

the body of one presumed to be Calvo Sotelo had been discovered.

The participants in this murder were protected by the government
from testifying, and one of them, Lieutenant Maximo Moreno, was

lodged in the Security Office to prevent his being interrogated.

On July 25, after the civil war had started, the Calvo Sotelo files were

seized in the Ministry of Justice by a group of armed men and have

never been recovered.

On July IS Count Vallellano, in the name of the members of the

Cortes belonging to the traditionalist and monarchist factions, an

nounced that his group was retiring from the Cortes: &quot;We can no

longer spend a moment in the company of those responsible for this

criminal act. . . . Ever since February 16 we have been living in

anarchy.&quot;
43

The rightist deputies in the Cortes had lived for months under

the threat of assassination and Casares Quiroga, in an exasperated

speech, had denounced the Right as responsible for anything that

might happen to Spain in the future, while the socialist deputy,

Galarza, assured his fellow members of the Cortes that it would be

no crime at all to commit violence against the leaders of the rightist

groups.
44

The death of Calvo Sotelo is proof that life under the Republic

was no longer tolerable nor possible for men of good will. It was

plain that no opposition could carry on its legitimate task in par

liament in the face of threats of violent action. Even Indalecio

Prieto found it necessary to say that &quot;the death of Calvo Sotelo was

regrettable.&quot;

What, then, was left? Nothing but opposition outside the Cortes, and

this meant rebellion. The Spanish masses were frightened, tired, and

**Diario de Sesiones, July 15, 1936.

&quot;Ibid., June 16, 1936.
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deceived by the farce they were living. It is small wonder that on

July 18 the outburst occurred and that army and people rose to over

throw the travesty on government they had endured with singular

patience for so long.

Alejandro Lerroux has listed six steps during the Popular Front

government that led straight to the civil war:

1. The formation of the Popular Front;
2. The elections;

3. The crisis in the Portela Valladares cabinet;

4. The solution of the crisis by turning over authority to Manuel

Azana;
5. The legal destitution of the President of the Republic;
6. The murder of Jose Calvo Sotelo.45

45
Lerroux, op. dt., p. 524.



Chapter 9. THE EIGHTEENTH OF JULY

I HAVE tried to convey to the reader in the detailed

chapter on the Republic something of the sense of frustration and im

potence felt by the ordinary Spaniard in the spring and summer of 1936.

This sense of whirling toward an abyss was felt not only by the so-

called privileged classes but by the ordinary man in the street who
realized that every guarantee of life and property was in abeyance

as a result of the absence of any real authority of the State. I have

attempted to describe in the previous chapter and in Appendix 3 the

methods used to bring about this demoralization. In view of the decisive

role played in 1936 by the army, a word may be in order with reference

to the policy of disintegration employed against the armed forces of

the nation.

The republican policy of systematic weakening of almost every organ

of social stability extended to the army and the fact that General

Franco was removed as head of the Military College at Zaragoza and

later virtually exiled to the Canary Islands is evidence of the methods

used to bring about the demoralization of the armed forces. If one asks

what force still remained in 1936 that could possibly stop the descent

into complete anarchy, the only possible answer is the army. It may be

theoretically true that the army should be used only for purposes of

national defense and should refrain from all intervention in domestic

politics, but it is also necessary to consider the peculiar state of a na

tion doomed to chaos by the mismanagement and rashness of its gov

ernment. The Spanish army, already badly weakened and with morale

seriously jeopardized, was the only agency in 1936 capable of taking a

determined stand on behalf of law and order. The so-called reforms of

President Azana as applied were invariably political, for they were

part of a policy of &quot;democratizing&quot; or &quot;republicanizing&quot; the armed

forces, so that everyone not addicted to the singular form of democ

racy professed by the Popular Front was either removed or sentenced

to the particular form of elegant exile implied by service in such

169
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places as the Canaries, Ifni, or Spanish Guinea. Eight thousand offi

cers were retired. General Mola complained bitterly that Azafia was
tolerant of the most serious deficiencies, and the most grievous reflec

tions of the discipline of the armed forces.1 It is historically untrue

that the army had displayed an attitude of systematic hostility toward
the Republic. After April 14, 1931, the Spanish army had accepted
the new state of affairs without protest; even the unsuccessful

uprising of August 10, 1932, was not a military venture, since the

majority of the participants were retired army officers or civilians.

That the Spanish army was in grave danger of succumbing to the

disintegrating influences of Marxism, may be judged from the expose
on this subject made in the Cortes in 193S.2

The letter addressed by General Francisco Franco to the then Prime

Minister, Casares Quiroga, dated June 23, 1936, is evidence that the

problem was the profound concern of the military leaders everywhere
and that they had hoped that by opportune counsel the possibilities

of further anarchy might be avoided. General Franco stated quite

clearly to the Prime Minister that just as in 1917 the negligence and

indifference of the public authority had undermined the morale and

effectiveness of the armed forces, leading to the formation of groups

among them for the defense of their interests, so in 1936 the situation

was so grave as to threaten a repetition of the same thing. &quot;I cannot

fail to convey to you the danger that this sentiment on the part of

everyone entails, not only from the strictly professional point of view

but from that of all Spaniards in the face of the grave problems that

threaten our country.&quot;
3

It is quite clear that the Movement initiated by the army was a

desperate step, taken at a moment when no other recourse seemed

possible, nor can it be contended that patience had not been shown
with the excesses of the Popular Front. The full story of the Republic s

systematic attempt to weaken the armed forces through the shifting

of commands and the infiltration of proved leftist elements has yet
to be told in detail, although the virus of leftism had not, in 1936, af

fected more than a small part of the armed forces. Besides retiring

officers of known anti-Left sentiments, there is other evidence to show

how the trend of the times was permeating the army and other branches

1 Emilio Mola, El pasado, Azana y el porvenir, quoted in Fernandez Almagro,
Historic, de la Reptiblica Espanola, pp. 219-220.

2 Diario de Sesiones, Feb. 15, 1935.
3 Fernindez Almagro, op. tit., p. 167.
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of the military. Leftist agitation sought persistently to reach the

army and air force, with notable effectiveness in the latter case.

A single incident will indicate the rising spirit of antagonism be

tween the army and the extreme Left. On March 14, 1936, a

mob attacked and set fire to the building occupied by the Diario

de la Rioja at Logrono. Assault troops were prevented from re

storing order and the colonel in command, when he sought to

get in touch with headquarters, was attacked by the mob and
was obliged to take refuge in the city hall. The various officers who
were with the commander then proceeded from the city hall to the

barracks, protected by the mayor and a number of civilian employees.
The irony of the whole situation was that the military had to be

protected in their effort to prevent a disaster. At the barracks, the

military still refused to react to the mob violence that by this time

was becoming extremely acute. Officer Aguilar was hit, and the military

responded with shots in the air. The riot that had been provoked was

not instigated by the excesses of the military but by the organized dep
redations of the mob, which had akeady set several convents on fire.

The civil authorities published an account of the incident in the paper

Izquierda Republican^ lauding the fearlessness of the mob and lament

ing the death of several distinguished citizens, without a word of

mention of the role of the officers. This episode in the city of Logrono
was typical of dozens of others all over Spain. It was clear that action

was taken to provoke the military to countermeasures and thus justify

punitive action against them.

In the late spring of 1936 it has been estimated that 90 per cent

of the army officers were anti-Left; the air corps being the one arm

that had suffered the penetration of extremism. At the Los Alcazares

airfield, Commander Ortiz and a large number of his officers and men
were of the left-wing persuasion. At Getafe, near Madrid, a goodly

portion of officers and men were similarly contaminated. Commander

Sandino of the Barcelona airfield was not only an active leftist but had

been implicated in the events of October, 1934, and the rank and file

in general reacted to the instructions and example of their officers. The

investigations after the Asturias uprising in 1934 revealed the extraor

dinary fact that a large number of the soldiery participating against

the rebellious miners were themselves former militants in leftist or

ganizations and not infrequently Asturians from the same area as the

rebels. The explanation of their conduct lay in the collective discipline

that army life had developed among them.
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Even before the Popular Front victory on February 16, 1936, during
the period of the Portela government, the army barracks and centers

had been subjected to a considerable amount of extremist propaganda,
which established a concerted drive to discredit, humiliate, and in

filtrate the armed forces by every possible means to the end that it

might suffer demoralization in the face of the drive of the extreme
Left for power.
The movement of July 18, 1936, was both improvised and pre

meditated. Obviously thought had been given to the possibility of in

surrection to solve the apparently insoluble problems that faced Spain,

although uprising was literally simultaneous in almost every part
of the peninsula and Africa. On the morning of July 18 reports
from as widely separated places as Seville, Zaragoza, Pamplona, and
Barcelona showed that the commanders were undertaking to assure con
trol of their particular jurisdictions. The charge is often made that

the army was responsible for the whole rebellion and that the people
were not behind it. Obviously there was an initial period during which
the conflict was almost exclusively limited to the armed forces. Within
a very short period, however, it became clear that the war was to be
of considerable duration, the popular character of the nationalist

support shown by the following facts, some of which are developed
in greater details elsewhere in this book :

1. The nationalists were never faced by rebellion or even serious

unrest in the territory behind their lines.

2. No large military force was ever necessary during the entire three

years of the war to guard the lines of communication or protect the

rear guard.
3. The loss of certain key points was the result of a false

strategy rather than the absence of sympathizers. This was definitely
the case of Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, and other centers of

importance.
4. Assuming that the nationalists could count only on those who

had voted against the Popular Front in 1936, that is to say the tradi

tionalists, monarchists, and rightists of various brands, this was suffi

cient to give the nationalist movement a majority.
5. The nationalists were never at a loss for recruits for the ranks

during the entire period of struggle. The flow from the republican zone
into nationalist territory to serve the colors was constant and numerous.

6. If there had been real popular indignation at the nationalists, a

region such as Andalucia would have been impossible to control after
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the first flush of occupation, when the bulk of the army was engaged
in the Extremadura campaign and on the Cordoba front. Despite the

socialist and communist militia and the long extremist tradition in

the south, Andalucia did not constitute a problem of security for the

nationalist government.
The character of the war was recognized from the start as a

campaign for the restoration of the traditional values that had made

Spain great. It was the explosive reaction to the horrible nightmare of

Popular Frontism for so many months. Was it a crusade for Christian

civilization? This has long been a moot point. There have been many
highly reputable observers who have refused to accept the notion

that Christian interests were involved in the nationalist move
ment of 1936. The most generous of these have considered that at best

it was a movement for national liberation from the insensate

regime that had tyrannized the country. I have no intention of examin

ing here the subtle question, once so violently debated, of the Spanish

civil war as a &quot;holy war.&quot; The foremost critic of the holy war theory

was Jacques Maritain. In his article in the Nouvelle Revue Frangaise

of July 1, 1937, he takes up this question in considerable detail.
4 We

find, too, an extended treatment of the subject in the introduction by
the same writer, published in French originally and later in English

translation, to the book of Alfred Mendizabal, The Martyrdom of

Spam.
Since the problem of what the Spanish civil war really was and how

it can be interpreted is fundamental to every consideration of the

results, it may be useful to summarize in a few lines the essential

points advanced by M. Maritain. The prestige of the French philosopher

makes it necessary that his observations be taken most seriously. M.

Maritain considers such points as he feels contributed directly to the

tragedy of Spain and gave meaning to. any evaluation of the outbreak

of July 18. He was pained that Moors collaborated with the move

ment and that destructive hooligans on the republican side should

claim to be the protectors of culture and democracy. He was pro

foundly concerned about what he calls &quot;religion confused with clerical

power&quot;
with primary support for the clergy among the privileged

classes. Obviously the question of the moral justification of July 18

poses a delicate problem for the foreigner. M. Maritain has hesitated

to pass on the conformity of the insurrection to the principles pre-

* A French reply to the Maritain position is contained in Vice-Admiral H. Joubert,

La guerre d Espagne et le catholidsme, Paris, 1937.
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scribed by moral theology, and on the question whether the insurrec
tion did not cause more damage and ruin than the situation that had
provoked it, he raises grave doubts.

Now it is clear that if the purely speculative aspects of the problem
are left aside and a judgment formed exclusively on the basis of

history and recorded experience, the Spanish problem becomes one of

evaluating properly the long and confused epoch that I have under
taken to describe in Chapter 7. Was there any other solution in July,
1936, except armed rebellion? The facts seem to be reasonably clear.

Spain was well advanced on the road to socialist totalitarianism with
communism a growing factor in the life of the Spanish people. Ruth-
lessness prevailed in the imposition of the new standards and criteria

regardless of the sentiments of a very large mass of the Spanish peo
ple. It may be a moot question whether a majority or a very large
minority of the Spanish were opposed to the Popular Front. But what
ever may be said it is unquestionable that even if the opposition were

only 40 to SO per cent and certainly it was more then the Popular
Front could not democratically proceed in the fashion it did to stamp
out every trace of opposition and destroy the traditions and social

order to which so large a segment of the population gave its loyalty.
Maritain is much moved, and properly so, by the perplexing problem of

the Basque nationalists. Their situation was a very special one and
continues to represent one of the delicate points in the story of the
civil war. In Chapter 6 I have tried to explain some of the salient

features of this complication.

In the opinion of some people there is a question of this being a holy war.
This notion of the holy war is worth examining. That the civil war social

war, political war, class war, a war of international interests and international
intervention has taken on yet another characteristic in Spain, that of a
war of religion, is a fact which is explained by historical circumstance, both
past and present, that can never be too much deplored. This characteristic

- naturally embitters the war, but it is not sufficient to transform it into a

holy war, that is to say for we must speak here with the most exact

terminology into a war itself raised to the order of sacred things and con
secrated by God.5

It would seem that the main preoccupation of M. Maritain was
that the name of God was invoked in a campaign in which the enemy
was detested so bitterly that no sentiments of humanity or love were

5 Introduction to Mendizabal, The Martyrdom of Spain (London: Geoffrey Bles,
1938; New York: Charles Scribner s Sons, 1938), p. 27.
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held out to him. &quot;We do not condemn the use of force itself,&quot;
he

claims, and then proceeds to argue that the crimes and evils of

the Left were matched deed by deed with the outrages of the Right.

It is unfortunate that many of the incidents claimed in 1937 as true

have been revealed to be unfounded or grossly exaggerated, as is the

case of Guernica and Badajoz. &quot;Possibly in Spain all wars tend to be

come holy wars
;
in that sense the words holy war no longer describe

a certain thing of a determined objective nature; they refer to a dis

position of the historic temperament of the Spanish people.&quot; It is clear

that M. Maritain, like so many of his fellow countrymen, was unwill

ing to declare the national cause in Spain a holy war or a crusade,

or even to extend to it their cordial support. In rejecting the col

lective letter of the Spanish bishops, he is obviously displeased that

they took the nationalist side, and admonishes Catholics to remember

that this sort of document is not binding in conscience.

I would be the last to underestimate the importance for Catholics

abroad of the debate regarding the character and objectives of the civil

war, for the conflict did pose a problem for the conscience of Catholics

everywhere. It divided opinion so deeply that even to this day the

wounds have not entirely healed and the present division in the

temporal order between Catholics those that consider themselves as

&quot;democratic&quot; and those who incline more to what their critics call

the &quot;authoritarian point of view&quot; springs in large part from the

Republic versus Franco controversy. The resume of the central ideas

expressed by Jacques Maritain represents more or less the stand

taken by a very large body of Catholics in France, in the United

States, and to a lesser degree elsewhere; they wanted to be neutral,

to cry a plague on both your houses and refused to see the fortunes

of the Church involved in the victory of either side. This, clearly,

is a debatable matter and one which ought to be examined with

far less heat and emotion that are commonly engendered the moment

the name of General Francisco Franco enters the discussion. Winston

Churchill gives us one of the sanest conclusions in this matter when he

said that neither side could claim with justice the title deed of legality,

and that Spaniards of all classes had to consider the life of Spain. &quot;In

this quarrel,&quot;
he continued, &quot;I was neutral. Naturally, I was not in favor

of the communists. How could I be when if I had been a Spaniard,

they would have murdered me, my family and my friends?&quot;
6

e cf . Winston Churchill, The Gathering Storm, Vol. I (Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Co., 1948; London, Cassell & Co., Ltd.), pp. 213-214.
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The Republican propaganda during the civil war emphasized
the &quot;legitimacy&quot;

of the government and the illicit character of the

rebellion. Perhaps no single point was stressed more consistently than

this, despite the fact that the Republic itself had come into power

by overthrowing the monarchy which in 1931 might easily have claimed

and did claim historically to be the &quot;legitimate&quot; government of

the Spanish people. A great deal of ink and no end of rhetoric were

consumed in pleading this idea of legitimacy. Oddly enough, the left-

wing partisans who defended the Republic invariably insisted on this

aspect, a seeming contradiction to the idea of social revolution and the

remaking of society. This notion of legitimacy played a very large role

in delaying the proper international recognition of the Franco govern

ment. Regardless of the merits of one side or the other, the fact re

mained that after a certain period of time, the nationalists did hold

the largest portion of the peninsula and their authority was pre

dominant over the great majority of the citizens of Spain.
7 It would

seem from every point of view, and especially from the Catho

lic conception of government and the State, that the argu

ment about the legitimacy of the Republic is invalid and does

not have any bearing on the case for or against the nation

alists in the civil war. I do not believe that either the holy war

debate, nor the question of legitimacy of the preceding government have

an overwhelming bearing on the merits of the case, for the nationalists

rose against a government that had ceased to perform the one function

that behooves a government to perform, namely to govern. It was not a

rebellion against a social order that merited the support of the people ;

it was clearly and plainly a rebellion to restore order and authority,

abandoned totally by the Popular Front.

This point has been clarified by the address of the Cardinal Primate

7 See the reasoning of John A. Ryan and Francis J. Boland: &quot;Nor does it follow

that one government can be deposed and another instantly substituted at the whim
of the multitude. A will which does not follow the order of reason neither has

nor can have validity. . . . Let us remember that changes of government, whether

licit or illicit, are humanly unavoidable, and that this instability can never be

eradicated by any force or any theory. . . . Hence at any time that the public good

requires a new form of government and a new designation of rulers no pre-existing

right of any person or
4

any family can validly prohibit this change. The right to

create the new legitimate government inheres in the community habitually or po
tentially . . . the necessity of constituting a new government exists whenever the

preceding government has been destroyed, and there has been introduced a new
government which cannot be abolished without detriment to peace&quot; (Catholic Prin

ciples of Politics, p. 69 sq., copyright, 1940, by the National Catholic Welfare Con
ference and used with the permission of The Macmillan Co.).
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of Spain at the cathedral of Santiago de Compostela in July, 1948. His
Eminence reviewed for his listeners what communism had meant to

Spain and the problem for the conscience of every Catholic regarding
constituted authority. The republican government had declared its pur
pose of eradicating religion and had boasted quite publicly that this

had been achieved. &quot;Should we not also have been defenders of the

city not by taking up arms, but by exercising our doctrinal guidance
and by striving, through our moral authority, to save religion and the

country. This is what we did through our joint letter of 1937, which
received a favorable response from Bishops all over the world.&quot;

8

Even in the midst of the civil war and despite the grave anxiety
he felt for the persecuted and the martyrs, the Holy Father took

occasion, in his address to a group of Spanish pilgrims on September 14,

1936, to point out the havoc that communism had produced and

the horrors it had left in its trail in Spain. With these words of

warning, the Pontiff urged that compassion, patience, conciliation, and

charity animate all Spaniards especially toward those responsible for

the savagery and destruction that had sullied the name of the country.

Not only did a very large portion of the Spanish people support the

nationalist movement, but it was striking the number of intellectuals

and men of outstanding position in tfie world of letters, the arts, and

sciences, who preferred the nationalist cause to the republican. This

phenomenon is not limited to traditionalists or persons of known reli

gious convictions. Even more remarkable is the fact that the younger

generation was won over in large measure to the nationalist cause, to

the extent that some of the sons of outstanding republicans were

actively enrolled in the Franco forces.9

The sentiments of Dr. Gregorio Maranon serve to make this

point clear. This brilliant physician and man of letters wrote in 1937:

If one were to ask one hundred persons today regardless of whether

they are Spaniards or not why they were for or against one or the other

8 Part of text and comment in The Tablet, London, Aug. 14, 1948, p. 110.

9 To mention but a few: Gregorio Maranon Moya, one of Dr. Gregorio Maranon s

sons, was attached to the propaganda section of the nationalist forces during the war

and later to the protocol division of the Falange. The sons of Perez de Ayala,

republican ambassador in London at one time, Jo6 Ortega y Gasset, and others,

were all active in the war and have supported the regime since its inception. There

were others who represent a complete break with the republican past of their

fathers: Jos6 Maria Arreilza, Spanish ambassador in Argentina under Franco and

son of a prominent Bilbao republican, and Joaquin Ruiz Gimenez Cortes, presently

Spanish ambassador to the Holy See, son of an outstanding liberal.
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of the two parties which are fighting against each other in Spain, some would

speak of their democratic principles, of their traditionalism, others of their

militarism or anti-militarism, of their Catholicism or religion or of their neo-

Catholicism, a curious species of the current ideological fauna, or perhaps
even of their horror of the executions and air raids, or lastly of their per
sonal approval or disapproval of the leaders of the respective parties. There

are very few who base their stand on the true reason for the struggle which

is this: &quot;I defend the Reds because I am pro-communist,&quot; or &quot;I sympathize
with the Nationalists because I am anti-communist. That is the crux of the

question.&quot;
10

For the Catholic, the position was made irrevocably clear in the

si atement of the hierarchy, over the signature of the bishops, headed

I y His Eminence, the Cardinal Primate of Toledo, when they stated :

&quot;This most cruel war is, basically, a war of principles, of doctrine,

b one conception of life and society against another, of one civil-

izption against another.&quot;
11

A final word regarding the atmosphere on July 18. In Madrid and

the other cities, the government took the position that nothing of

any importance had happened. The first reports, even in the rightist

papers, were fragmentary and inconclusive. A.B.C. informed its

readers on July 19 that &quot;The government of the Republic had issued

an official bulletin regarding the military movements.&quot; It then

proceeded to devote most of its space to expressions of bereavement

for Calvo Sotelo as they poured in from all over the country. The only

news disseminated by the government was that &quot;a group of rebels in

possession of the Seville Radio are giving the public fantastic news

items.&quot; As regards other points, it was stated that &quot;In Malaga the

assault troops have successfully resisted the attacks of the seditious

groups.&quot; It was not until July 25 that the change came. On that date,

A.B.C. appeared with the flaming letters across the front, &quot;VIVA LA
REPUBLICA I

&quot;

for during the previous day its monarchist directors had

been expelled and the paper taken over by the republicans. It

now spoke in the new edition of the rebellion as &quot;the Fascist move

ment.&quot; During the first week the government refused to accept it as

10 Gregorio Maranon in Revue de Paris, Paris, Dec. 15, 1937.
11 Cardinal Goma, Por Dios y for Espana, Barcelona, 1940, p. 23: &quot;Spain was at

the bottom of the abyss and its only salvation was by the sword&quot; (p. 24). &quot;The

country and religion arae et foci were in the gravest danger, the responsibility

for which belongs to those who carried out a policy totally repugnant to the

national sentiment and our history&quot; (p. 25). All the pertinent episcopal texts are to

be found in the collection, La Iglesia y la guerra civil espanola (docwnentos

eclesidsticos) , Buenos Aires, 1947.
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a rebellion, considering it merely a series of more or less spectacular
uprisings, which would be put down as easily as that of Sanjurjo in
1932. The fact that the Cuartel de la Montana in Madrid and General
Coded in Barcelona were suppressed with alacrity contributed to this

optimism. However it was Indalecio Prieto who, on July 25, stated
his conviction that: &quot;We are faced with the greatest uprising in the

history of Spain.&quot; He was, needless to say, very right.
The national movement of July 18 was linked from the moment of

its inception with the name of General Francisco Franco Bahamonde.
Although during those first days, especially in the Castilian and
Navarrese press, it was General Emilio Mola who loomed the

largest. In Andalucia, General Queipo de Llano captured the

popular imagination. General Franco, as has been indicated, was
in the Canary Islands at the time the first movements broke
out. It was after his arrival in Morocco, followed by the success

ful crossing of the straits, that his name became the most

prominent. In addition to this, his potential rivals, General San

jurjo and General Mola, were both killed in the early stages
of the war. It has sometimes been said that General Franco
has been extraordinarily successful in the manner in which potential

challengers to his position were eliminated. Among the civilians, Calvo
Sotelo would unquestionably have commanded the very greatest

prestige and respect.

General Franco was born in El Ferrol in Galicia, the son of

a commandant of the naval port and dockyard. The General was
one of three sons. The eldest, Nicolas, played an important role during
the war and has been ambassador to Portugal for many years while

Ram6n Franco achieved fame as an aviator, crossing the Atlantic in

1926. Both Ramon Franco and General Queipo de Llano were looked

upon as left-wing officers, attested by the latter s devotion to the

Republic in the days of its foundation. They joined unhesitatingly the

revolt in 1936 against the kind of Republic neither of them had ever

envisaged. Francisco Franco entered the Alcazar at Toledo in 1907,

obtained a commission a few years later, and was dispatched to

Morocco in 1912. At the age of twenty he was already a captain, after

distinguished service in Africa. The Morocco experience was a powerful
influence on his entire career and thinking, for here he became deeply
attached to Africa and its Moslem inhabitants. At twenty-three he was

a comandante, that is, major, and in 1920 was back in Morocco col

laborating with the picturesque General Milldn Astray in the organ-
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ization of the Foreign Legion. The Legion, made up of Spaniards as

well as foreigners, won fame for its conduct in the Rif&an wars

and later during the civil war, in which it was one of the funda

mental units in the nationalist offensive up through the peninsula.

In 1923 Franco was a lieutenant colonel in the Legion and rose to

the rank of colonel under General Primo de Rivera. When thirty-

three, he was a brigadier general as a result of his outstanding

service in the Morocco campaigns that ended in 1926. It was

Primo de Rivera who designated General Franco as head of the new

military academy at Zaragoza where he remained until 1931,

with one interval during which he pursued higher studies in military

science in France.

General Franco had not taken part in politics and when the

Republic came he refused to participate actively in the political

movements that were taking shape. It may be of interest to note

that General Franco took the position that it was the nation

that counted and not the form of government. The first mani

festos in 1936 after the nationalist movement had started

were all signed in the name of the Republic, proof that there

was originally no idea of a fundamental change, but merely

the restoration of order. He was removed from the Zaragoza

Academy and given a less prominent position at La Coruna until

1933 when he became military governor of the Balearic Islands.

General Franco was called to Madrid at the time of the Asturian

revolt in 1934 and directed the operations leading to the successful

repression, later becoming commander in chief in Morocco for a

brief period and chief of staff under Gil Robles, then Minister

of War. Under the Popular Front he was exiled to the Canary Islands

from which unpromising spot it was anticipated that he could do no

damage. On July 19, 1936, General Franco reappeared in Morocco to

begin the slow climb toward victory and power.
12

12 There are numerous biographies of General Franco in Spanish, some good and

some mediocre. One of the standard works is Joaquin Arraras, Francisco Franco, first

published at Seville in 1937, and in English translation, Francisco Franco: The Times

and the Man, Milwaukee, 1938. There are others: Emilio Diez, General Franco,

Seville, 1940; Fernando de Valdesoto, Francisco Franco, Madrid, 1943; and Franco s

own book, Marruecos, dtario de una bandera, Madrid, 1922.



Chapter 10. THE CIVIL WAR

1. THE MILITARY OPERATIONS

TJLni.HE military aspects of the civil war began

immediately, since the lines were closely drawn between those who
would no longer tolerate the prevailing anarchy and those who were

bent on defending the Republic even at the cost of chaos. Two phases

distinguished the nationalist uprising : the first was what a competent
writer has called the &quot;technique of the coup d etat,&quot;

that is, the seizure

of control and authority in numerous cities and places by the army;

second, the formal decision of the armed forces of the nation to enter

the arena against the government then installed in Madrid.1 On the

republican side two measures were envisaged to forestall the pos

sible reaction long contemplated: first, the weakening of the army

through the shuffling of commands and the virtual exile of its leaders
;

and second, the wholesale arming of the masses, particularly the

representatives of the trade unions and syndicates. The clash of these

diverse tactics produced a short period of confusion until the sporadic

conflict became a full-fledged civil war.

It is clear that neither side anticipated that July 18, 1936, was to

be the commencement of a long, bloody, and formal war. Those who

took the awful responsibility of restoring Spain to law and order

as well as those who were driving implacably toward the extremism of

the Left, conceived the events of that July as a temporary crisis;

a passing moment of high tension, to be solved quickly and neatly at

the risk of little more than a wave of rioting. It was construed very

much as a repetition on a wider scale of the abortive effort of General

Sanjurjo in August, 1932. Consequently, there was an almost total

absence of formal preparation for war. Much that was done on both

1 Luis Maria de Lojendio, Operaciones mttitares de la guerra de Espana, 193&-39,

Barcelona, 1940.
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sides was the result of improvisation. It was not until well into the
autumn that the two sides settled down to the serious work of waging
what promised to be a protracted struggle.
The first successes on the nationalist side, and which in large measure

determined the preliminary course of the struggle, were due to the

audacity and vigor of the leadership. It must be remembered that
if the republicans put into effect immediately the policy of arming
the masses, the nationalists had had no opportunity to prepare the
rank and file of the people for participation in a war. There were, on
both sides, certain elements of the population ready and willing to

take their place instantly in the defense of their respective causes. The
republicans could count on the various extremist groups: anarchists,

communists, socialists, and the politically inclined trade unions. This

proletariat responded with alacrity to the call to arms. On the

nationalist side there was evidence of a strong popular support of the

cause over which General Francisco Franco was shortly to assume

supreme leadership.

The notion that the nationalists were dependent entirely on merce

naries, Moors, and professional soldiers has long since been blasted.

Thousands upon thousands of men, young and old, flocked to the colors,

scarcely had the proclamation of war been issued. The public square
of Pamplona was filled as soon as the news of the events in Africa

reached that capital, with thousands of Navarrese eager to join once

more in the defense of the traditional values without which they could

conceive of no Spanish greatness. These Basques from Navarre, with
their red berets and in many cases antiquated firearms, formed the

nucleus of the famous Requetes. In connection with this problem of

the degree of popular support of the two causes in conflict, a British

observer has remarked that it was a notable fact that in the entire

territory under nationalist control, there was no need for coercion of

any kind or even for a police force of any serious size.
2

There is considerable discrepancy regarding the relative strength
of the two sides. One view is that the nationalists had &quot;at

2 Arthur F. Loveday, Spain, 1923-1948 (London: Boswell Publishing Co., Ltd.,

1949), p. 56. An extraordinary statement is made by Dr. de Azpilikoeta in his Le
probUme basque, Paris, 1938, p. 17, when he says that &quot;the insurgent military
attacked them (the Basque provinces), invaded the territory of Guipuzcoa, coming
from Navarre which they had overcome by surprise during the first moment
of the outbreak.&quot; The notion that Navarre was &quot;surprised&quot; and &quot;overcome&quot; by the
nationalists when the Navarrese were the first to rise in support of the movement,
is too amazing for comment.
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their disposal the greater part of the armed forces of the

country the Civil Guard, the Foreign Legion, a division of

Moorish troops from Spanish Morocco, four fifths of the infantry and

artillery officers and a certain number of regiments recruited in the

north and therefore reliable. They also had the Carlist levees or

Requetes which for some time had been drilling secretly and the

promise of Italian and German tanks and aeroplanes if necessary.&quot;

Against this formidable array, the same author tells us, the

Republic had only &quot;the Republican Assault Guards and a small

and badly armed air force. But the plans of the rebels were defeated

by the tremendous courage and enthusiasm with which the people rose

to defend themselves, and by the loyalty of the naval ratings who at

a critical moment deprived them of the command of the sea.&quot;
3

Another writer, who does not see the republicans in the light of

defenders of law and order, affirms that &quot;the situation between the

two opposing forces of Right and Left at that moment was one which

told heavily in favour of the Left. They not only had control of the

unions but had succeeded in dominating, if not terrorizing, the

administration.&quot;
4

It is true that the nationalists had a well-trained, tough nucleus

of troops in the Foreign Legion, the Moorish units, and the regular

army that was with them. They were strong in officers, but

weak, on the other hand, in certain important respects which were

of very considerable significance to success in the war. The republicans

had most of the navy and a small air force and the well-knit, audacious

trade unions which they armed immediately.

It is not accurate that the nationalists began with everything in

their favor. The great urban centers of Madrid, Barcelona, and Valen

cia were in republican hands and the mere existence of an organized

government gave the Republic certain definite advantages. It had the

machinery of administration at its disposal and possessed an enor

mous asset the gold reserves of the Banco de Espafia. The embassies,

legations, and consulates of foreign powers were accredited to it and

it therefore had available ready means for contact with other coun

tries. The possession of the heavy industry centered about Bilbao

cannot be underestimated. The Republic enjoyed still another asset

that cannot be overlooked; it had land communication with France

sBrenan, The Spanish Labyrinth, p. 316, copyright, 1943, by The Macmillan Co.

and used with their permission.
4 Cf. R. Sencourt, Spain s Ordeal, Longmans, Green and Co., p. 97.
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and easy access to the sea via the Mediterranean and the northern

coast and the principal airfields were in republican hands. Finally,
the nationalists had a far more difficult task of defending their zone

than the republicans, for General Mola in Navarre and General Franco
in Africa were hundreds of miles apart with the major nationalist

center of strength sandwiched in between republican territory. In

striking the balance sheet it may be said that the republicans held the

material advantages while the nationalists had a marked superiority in

discipline, order, and leadership.
5

The civil war started by the uprising of the garrison commanders
in many parts of Spain. Broadly speaking it may be said that in Galicia,

part of Asturias, part of Le6n, two of the Basque provinces (Alava
and Navarre), part of Castile, Aragon, Cadiz, and Algeciras the

revolt was successful from the very beginning and these areas were

never subjected to reconquest by the republicans. On the other hand,
the failure of the rebellion in Barcelona, Valencia, and Madrid

represented a most serious setback. Had these three cities fallen at

once there would have been no war or at the most a very short period
of struggle.

At the time the struggle began the nationalists were very far from

effectively organized. Aside from the troops in Spanish Morocco, the

5 The contention that the nationalists possessed all the advantages in the conflict

is completely refuted by the statements of Indalecio Prieto himself. In two speeches

Prieto advanced the claim that the Republic was destined to win because of its over

whelming superiority in men, money, materials, and ideology. &quot;In my opinion the

subversive movement is lost from the moment that it failed to win a fundamental

element, the navy. The army in Africa can do nothing; it cannot cross the Straits

and will remain pinned down there&quot; (AJB.C., July 25, 1936).

On August 9, 1936, Indalecio Prieto delivered a far more important and precise

speech: &quot;A war is primarily a matter of means of resistance. Who possesses the

greatest possibility of winning a war? The one who has the most materials.&quot; Prieto

then stressed the three elements he claimed favored the Republic: money, industry,
and morale. &quot;All the financial resources, all the gold reserve of Spain are in the

hands of the government&quot; (El Soddlista, Madrid, Aug. 9, 1936). He emphasized
that the industrial power of the country was almost exclusively in republican hands;
and finally that all of these factors contributed to .the high morale of the defenders.

Prieto pointed optimistically to the so-called republican victories: Alto de Le6n,
Alto de Navacerrada, Somosierra, Zaragoza, Oviedo virtually reduced, and finally,

&quot;the absence of military talent on the rebel side.&quot; This was Prieto s summing up of

the prospects within a few weeks after the outbreak of hostilities.

The idea that the rebellion was a &quot;fascist movement&quot; was implicitly denied by none .

other than Indalecio Prieto himself in the third of his radio speeches in which he
avowed quite openly that the &quot;extensive and complex insurrection does not have a

purpose at all clear to us&quot; (Campoamor, La revolution espagnole vue par une

rSpublicaine, p. 55).
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Foreign Legion, the army was not in ideal condition for war oper
ations; the 193S recruits had been dismissed and those of the 1936
class had not yet been called into service. General Mola in Pamplona
had approximately 400 soldiers at his command, while General Queipo
de Llano in Seville, who performed miracles with his tiny force, did
not have more than 185. The figures prove that the army was not

long prepared for revolt, nor had the military commanders much
chance to organize their forces. The military uprising had all

the earmarks of a desperate move at a moment when there

was no possibility of further endurance of the misgovernment
and anarchy of the Republic. The known threat of a communist coup
d &amp;lt;tat probably brought about the decision to rise when conditions

were not yet entirely favorable.

There was scarcely any ideology involved In the movement at the

beginning. General Franco did not denounce the Republic as an institu

tion, but rather spoke in the name of a republicanism that had been

outraged and degraded. There was no elaborate program, no Mein
Kampf ready at hand to provide the ideological trimmings of a regime.
There was no idea even of a regime as such. The movement was for

one purpose : to make life tolerable after the months of savage misrule

of the republican government that had abdicated every principle for

which it had been created. The famous Falange Espanola, which joined
the revolt from the time it began, did not constitute the equivalent in

Spanish affairs of the National Socialist Party in Germany. In the

latter case the party brought the movement into power. In the former,
the Falange was merely one of the numerous forces, and not the most

important, that had joined the nationalist movement. Later, after the

establishment of the movement as a government at Burgos on

October 1, 1936, the Falange along with the other political groups
involved were merged into a single political force. But this came later

and very pragmatically, as part of the needs of war and the effective

conduct of it and there was nothing to foreshadow it on July 18

when the hostilities began.
The Spanish army in Morocco was the first to rise up in arms against

the government. The maneuvers then taking place at the Llano

Amarillo military quarters in Africa brought together a number of

the commanders : Colonel Solans, Lieutenant Colonel Seguf, and others,

who forced the commander of the Melilla area, General Romerales,
to capitulate. On the night of July 17, after a brief exchange of shots

with the leftists, Melilla was taken over. Colonel Yague in Ceuta and
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Colonel Saenz de Buruaga in Tetuan immediately joined. On July 19,

after a flight from the Canaries, General Franco landed in Morocco
where the situation was already under control and reports coming in

from the peninsula. With Morocco firmly established as a basis of

operations, the new conquest of Spain was about to begin.
Even in as simple a matter as the voyage of General Franco from

the Canaries to Morocco truth has not prevailed. When the subcom
mittee of the Security Council was considering the &quot;Spanish case&quot; in

1946, it was stated that the first evidence of German intervention in

the Spanish civil war was the fact that General Franco had been

transported to Morocco in a German plane. The New York Times
made mention of this version:

The first German intervention took place toward the middle of July, 1936,
at the moment when Hitler placed at Franco s disposal an airplane belonging
to the Deutsche Lufthansa for the historic flight from the Canaries to Tetuan,
which was the opening signal of the revolt. As soon as the war started Franco
sent the same plane on to Germany to request aid.6

There was no German plane involved in the flight of General Franco
to Africa

;
the one transporting him being British, and the pilot, Cap

tain Beeb, has himself recounted the episode. It was on July 11 that the

plane left Croydon. Among its passengers were a commander who had

belonged to Scotland Yard, B. C. Pollard; his daughter, Diana; and
a friend, Dorothea Watson. The plane stopped in Biarritz, Lisbon, and
Casablanca on route.to the Canaries. There it picked up General Franco
and returned to Africa, stopping at French Morocco on the way
to Tetuan.

General Franco reached Tetuan at about seven in the morning of

July 19. The news that reached him in his Moroccan headquarters was
confused

;
Seville had been the scene of an uprising on the afternoon

of the eighteenth and General Queipo de Llano almost singlehanded
had turned the tide in favor of the movement. The Battle of Seville, as

it is sometimes called, was won in the barracks where General Queipo
de Llano presented himself with two other commanders. In line with

the strictly revolutionary character of these early days, Queipo de
Llano utilized the radio to the fullest extent, taking a leaf from the

Marxist handbook in his clever and effective propaganda. With only
a handful of devoted adherents he won the city and suppressed the

attempts of the Left to get control. The inherent drama of the

6 The New York Times, Nov. 7, 1945.
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situation passed into the heroic story of the uprising and Queipo
de Llano overnight became a legendary figure, and his contribution at

a crucial point on the Spanish mainland may well have assured ultimate

victory. Without Seville and the south of Spain there would have been
no landing from Morocco, and without this landing no campaign
northward. The simultaneous uprisings elsewhere in the peninsula

might easily have died away of inertia.

In Zaragoza, capital of Aragon, the rebellious forces were equally
successful. The problem was to act with rapidity to prevent control of

the city by armed mobs, whose arming had been sanctioned by Madrid.
The swift action of the military commanders assured nationalist control

of Zaragoza, Jaca, Huesca, Calatayud, and Teruel. The basis of oper
ations on what was to become the famous Aragon front was thus

assured. In Valladolid, magnificent city in the heart of Castile, the

rapid action of General Saliquet brought it into the nationalist camp.
Cordoba, Jerez de la Frontera, Cadiz, and other places in the extreme

south joined the revolt on the eighteenth, as soon as the news from
Africa made it clear that the movement was something more than

a sporadic uprising of the military. Zamora, Burgos, and Pamplona
represented no problem, for the strength of nationalist sentiment in

the north was very great. With control assured in that area, the

nationalists could count on an extremely important source of recruits.

General Aranda in Oviedo sought to overcome the miners who were

in arms for the Republic, but serious defections in that city brought
about the celebrated siege which constituted one of the stirring

episodes of the civil war. In Toledo, Colonel Moscard6 transferred his

command to the Alcazar, the military academy located in the immense

building constructed under Charles V. There was sharp fighting in

Granada and La Corufia before nationalist control was complete. In

El Ferrol, the naval base, fighting took place with the sailors of the

Espana and the Almirante Cervera. In Caceres, Segovia, Avila, and

in the island territories of the Baleares and the Canaries, the national

ists prevailed after some skirmishing. This was, then, as of July 22, the

nucleus of nationalist Spain. The areas under control were isolated

one from the other.

In Barcelona, a key center, General Coded did not make the mistake

that occurred in other places, of shutting himself up with his troops

in the barracks, but so deployed his troops as to effect a junc

tion after controlling the two main thoroughfares of the city. The

armed mob, far superior in number, prevented this consummation and
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the revolt was put down piecemeal. The rest of Catalonia followed
the lead of Barcelona.

In Madrid, the control of the streets was soon in republican hands.
The main center of nationalist opposition was the Montana barracks.
The fall of this defense post and the massacre of the surviving
defenders ended for all practical purposes resistance within the

Spanish capital. On July 21 and 22 the republicans overcame Guada
lajara and Alcala de Henares. Isolation was the cause of the collapse
of the movement in Malaga, Almeria, and Albacete. In San Sebastian,
close to the French frontier, the nationalists were defeated on July 23.

In Valencia, indecision and hesitation wrecked the nationalist hopes of

a quick victory although the garrison resisted for several weeks
until early in August, when the situation had begun to jell and the

initial confusion had ended.

The map of Spain at this moment was divided into three clear-cut

zones. There was nationalist Spain comprising Old Castile and Leon,
connected with Navarre and Aragon on the east and toward the west
with Galicia and part of Extremadura, around Cdceres. On both sides

of this nucleus was territory under republican control with the entire

north, from the French frontier to Asturias in their hands. In the south

and east, the Mediterranean coast, from Port Bou on the border of

France to Algeciras, was republican. New Castile and the largest part
of Extremadura was similarly under the control of the Madrid govern
ment. Here and there within that territory were foci of resistance:

Toledo, Oviedo, the garrison in Gijon, and in the far south the thin

line of C6rdoba, Granada, Seville, Cadiz, Jerez, and Algeciras. The

republicans had every advantage of compactness and facile communi
cations. A great deal of the initial vacillation was due largely to the

inability to communicate speedily the plans and action of the different

sectors and the absence of a well-thought-out and co-ordinated plan
of action to be applied simultaneously cost the nationalists an

early victory.

There is another basic difference between the two sides in conflict

which should be emphasized. The nationalists were an army, well

drilled, disciplined, and responsive to the demands of the technique of

war ; the republicans in the initial stages were a mass, more devoted to

the implantation of revolution than to the exigencies of warfare. During
precious weeks the Republic lost time in aimless destruction, the

rooting out of alleged antirepublicans, and the exacerbation of a class

consciousness which might have been very well for the future revolution
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but was not likely to produce tangible results against the technically

superior plans of the nationalists. It was inevitable that on both
sides the first days and even weeks of the conflict should have been

revolutionary in character. Only in August did the situation acquire
the proportions of organized warfare.

The two major problems faced by the nationalist command in this

initial period were: the transport of forces from Africa to the mainland

against the overwhelming naval superiority of the republicans, and
stabilization of the lines of defense in territory already held. The
second task depended in a large degree on the achievement of the

first, since it was necessary to gain a foothold on peninsular Spain
before defense, and much less, advances, could be realized. The

republicans based in Barcelona were already pouring forces toward

Aragon, and there was real danger that this line could not be held.

If it collapsed the northern sector would be lost with irreparable

damage to the incipient strategy of the nationalist command.
The full story of the crossing of the Straits of Gibraltar from

August 5 onward is one of the stirring events in this epic of heroism

and devotion. The situation of the republican fleet constituted a virtual

blockade of the entire coast line. The Madrid government gave orders

on July 18 that the cruisers anchored in El Ferrol and the destroyer
Jaime I set out at once for the Straits of Gibraltar. Other war vessels

were immediately ordered to Melilla in Africa. In a number of cases

the officers of the ships were massacred en masse, as was the case on

the Jaime I, for the vessels at sea were a reflection in miniature of the

revolutionary ardor that dominated Madrid and Barcelona. It has

been claimed that the innumerable crimes and acts of violence com
mitted aboard the warships were the result of direct and specific in

structions from the Navy Ministry in Madrid. There is evidence to

support this contention. The consequence was that a large portion

of the available fleet was stationed in the Straits to prevent the cross

ing of the nationalist forces. The destroyer Churruca, temporarily
under nationalist control, managed to get one contingent across to

Cadiz before the rebellious sailors rose against their officers, and small

vessels, under cover of night, carried reduced forces day after day.

A few ships under nationalist command slipped by despite republican

vigilance. On July 19 air transportation was used for a limited

number of the best units.

The republican fleet was concentrated at Tangier and from this

point, incursions were organized against Morocco. The fleet bombarded
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and harassed the bases of Ceuta and Melilla and rained shells on Cadiz.

The republicans were responsible for the violation of the neutrality
of Tangier, guaranteed by international statute. General Franco pro
tested energetically to the International Zone Commission against this

flagrant infraction of the arrangement. The presence of vessels of other

nationalities in Tangier threatened to convert the port into a center

of hostilities. On July 23 the republican fleet retired and henceforth

operated out of Cartagena and Malaga.

By early August it was clear that the peninsula could not be saved

by driblets; that a large force must get across despite the blockade.

It was due to the ingenuity of General Franco that the details of this

astonishing operation were worked out and effected. With the two ves

sels at its disposal, a very small number of lesser craft and the few

planes available for protection, a convoy was organized between Ceuta
and Algeciras. In an audacious move that involved fighting against the

larger republican unit, the Alcald Galiano, the blockade was broken

and three thousand troops with abundant war material landed on the

peninsula. By the end of September the Straits were completely clear

of republican war vessels. The only explanation of this extraordinary
situation in which the Republic had every conceivable advantage, was
that revolutionary ardor is not enough to win battles. Crews without

adequate officers, and the indiscipline that comes from mutiny, were not

assets in the struggle against an organized and properly disci

plined force.

The stabilization of the various fronts could now be undertaken,

although limited resources of the nationalists made it impossible for

them to launch powerful offensives against each of the major republican
sectors. The war tended from the beginning to become one of fixed

position, with concentrated advances according to the material and

human resources available. The holding of certain fundamental posi

tions was by no means easy. The ousting of the republicans from the

Sierra de Guadarrama near Madrid represented a very considerable

operation, and the severe fighting on the Alto de Leon constituted one

of the initial encounters of major proportions of the war. Under the

supreme direction of General Mola, every effort was made to assure

control of the mountains north of Madrid so as to assure proper support
of the hoped-for uprising in Madrid itself. The occupation of the

heights of Somosierra represented an important step in the advance

toward the capital from the north. A portion of the late summer and

autumn of 1936 was devoted to a series of local operations, destined to
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assure the control of positions favorable for more ambitious advances.

The conquest of Sigiienza represented an achievement of the nationalist

forces in this preliminary period where fighting against the republicans,

consisting of anarchist units made up of railroad workers and a

women s battalion called &quot;La pasionaria,&quot; caused the city to suffer

enormous destruction. With its fall on October 15, the northern front

was stabilized.

The Arag6n front presented difficulties of a very special nature, for

the persistence of the republicans in attacking in that sector and the

accessibility of Barcelona as their basis made the stabilization con

siderably more difficult. It was not until February of 1937 that this

front may be said to have assumed its more or less permanent
character until the end of the hostilities. The aggressive operations
in these first days by the republican forces from Barcelona

shows more eloquently perhaps than any other single episode
the revolutionary and Marxist character of the armies at the

service of the Republic. One column preparing to attack Zaragoza
was composed of anarchist elements of the Confederation National

de Trabajo, together with other extremists organized in groups the

names of which are testimony to the ideology motivating their ad

herents: Lenin, Karl Marx, and Pi Sufier. A second column was

directed by Buenaventura Durruti, the well-known anarchist leader.

A third column, aimed at Teruel, was formed of improvised troops

from Valencia. One of its divisions was called Pancho Villa, another

&quot;Liberating Eagles&quot; ;
a portion of its components were prisoners from

the penal institutions of Chinchilla and San Miguel de los Reyes. A
fourth column of recruits from Madrid and Cuenca under the command
of the communist, Uribe.

Thousands of the most violent and extremist elements of Barcelona

and Valencia poured into the towns and villages of
Arag&amp;lt;3n

and

there was no Unlit to the rapacity, brutality, and orgy of murder

and violations that accompanied this so-called liberating force.

It was months before this line could be made firm at the cost of

countless lives. Arag6n was saved, however, from the extremist

avalanche, and Zaragoza, its capital, played the same role in the civil

war as during the Napoleonic invasions, for it is the natural center

of communications between Madrid and Catalonia, and its control

represented a very promising advantage against an enemy. The

fact that the Balearic Islands were occupied early by the

nationalist forces, with the support of the civil population, added
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another element of stability and served as important bases for

air raids on republican-held objectives along the mainland coast.

During the entire end of July and well into August, small army
units, especially the Legion, undertook to consolidate and extend the

territory under nationalist control in Andalucia. From Seville and

Granada, mopping-up operations tended to widen the areas con

trolled and bring about more effective communication between them.

After the memorable August 5, with the breaking of the blockade, the

war became more regular. There were some local successes
;
the break

in the siege of Cordoba, penetration into the province of Malaga by the

forces under General Varela. There were numerous other advances, and

the larger offensive by General Queipo de Llano, in January of 1937,

completed the first chapter in the stabilization of the Andalucian

front. Perhaps the most important single event in the story of

hostilities in the south of Spain was the offensive against Malaga,
between January 14 and February 13, 1937, and its conquest was the

last of what may be termed the minor operations. The moment had

arrived for the larger movements aimed at liquidating sector by
sector the republican front.

The major military aspects of the civil war may be divided into

the following main chapters or major operations:

1. The initial struggle for Madrid. The advance through Extrema-

dura. The conquest of the Tagus valley and Toledo. The Guadalajara

offensive. Stabilization of the Madrid front.

2. The conquest of northern Spain. The campaign in Guipuzcoa.

Siege of Oviedo. The offensive in Vizcaya, the march on Santander, and

the conquest of Asturias.

3. The republican initiative. Battle of Brunete. The Aragon front.

The epic of Teruel. The battle of the Ebro.

4. The nationalist offensives. The offensive from Aragon to the sea.

The offensives in Andalucia. The advance to Castellon. The conquest

of Catalonia. The final victory.

The operations against Madrid riveted the attention of the world

on the Spanish capital during the great days of November, 1936. Two

aspects distinguish this phase of the war: the first, the employ
ment of mobile forces and rapid marches such as that which captured

Badajoz and connected the two parts of nationalist Spain; the sec

ond, the steady, hard pressure of highly organized troops against an

objective. This was the characteristic of the siege of Madrid of such
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long duration. From August through November, the nationalist army
marched northward to effect the junction so indispensable for the

later operations. This army was exclusively Spanish there can be no

question of
&quot;foreign&quot;

aid. It was composed of the flower of the African

forces, largely the Legionnaires and the Moors.

It may be opportune at this point to mention the role of the Moorish

troops in the conflict. One of the accusations made against the na

tionalists was the use of African troops, from Spanish Morocco and

Ifni. This was interpreted as vitiating the contention that Franco

and his forces were fighting for Christianity or that the war was

anything but a military conspiracy fought with mercenary troops.

First of all, the Spanish scarcely look upon the Moors as &quot;foreigners.&quot;

They had been under Spanish influence and control for centuries. Ever

since the remote days when the Cid Campeador had used Moorish

soldiers to capture Valencia against Islam, the tradition of close

comradeship was built up. It was no more startling for a Spanish army

to contain Moors than for the French to have Senegalese or troops

from* other parts of the African empire, nor more extraordinary

than for the United States army to include Negroes. There was in

many respects far more affinity between the Moslem Moors, firm

believers in God, and the nationalist movement, than between the

latter and such sacrilegious hordes as were fighting for &quot;democracy.&quot;

The Republic itself had employed Moorish troops twice. The first time

was by Azafia against the Sanjurjo uprising in Seville and the second

by Lerroux in 1934 in Asturias. The argument regarding Moorish troops

used by the nationalists collapses when it is observed that Manuel

Azafia utilized them for the defense of the republic.

The campaign for Extremadura, which was to lead to the gates of

Madrid, was initiated on August 3, when Commander Castejon left

Seville with troops brought from Africa by air. This, perhaps, is

the best example of the high confidence of the nationalists in their

cause, for this advance movement was undertaken even before the

assurance of the possibility of the Ceuta-Algeciras crossing was abso

lute. On August 7, General Franco himself transferred his headquarters

to Seville and took supreme command of the peninsular operations,

while General Yagiie was given command of the troops engaged

in the Extremaduran drive. Later General Varela succeeded him, and

it was the latter who delivered Toledo and arrived within sight of

Madrid. As the convoys, across the Straits became more regular and

the number of troops swelled to appreciable numbers, the campaign
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was planned in various directions, all converging ultimately on

Madrid. The bulk of these forces, and the detail is important in order

to establish that they were Spanish, consisted of army regulars,

Requete militia, regiments of Falangists, and what was known as the

Cuerpo de Voluntaries de Sevilla. The advance was so successful that

on October 1 General Franco was confirmed as supreme commander
of the armed forces and Caudillo of Spain in a ceremony at Burgos,
with headquarters set up at Salamanca.

By August 10 the forces were at Merida in a remarkably rapid move
ment that was preliminary to the battle of Badajoz. The nationalists

were in territory where they might reasonably expect a sympathetic

reception. The old Roman town of Merida fell and the Madrid gov
ernment hastened to send reinforcements to Badajoz, a point of

supreme importance, for once Extremadura fell the link between

the north and south would be established. To be sure it was not an

ideal link, for communication would be tortuous and complicated be

cause of the roundabout routes, but no single achievement would so

hearten the nationalist partisans as the achievement of this hoped-for

linkage.

Extremadura in summer is hot beyond all description. Its dry, arid

countryside, its poverty-stricken villages and towns, the hot wind from

the south, the solano, blowing across it, are not conducive to easy

living. In that late summer of 1936 Badajoz became the crucial en

counter of the two forces. It was not the first of the engagements, but

certainly one of the bloodiest and most decisive. Readers horrified

at the violence of the Spanish civil war and the numerous bloody by

products that accompanied it may well be reminded that civil wars,

our own War between the States included, bring out the strongest

and often the basest of feelings. Hatred and ferocity combined

at Badajoz to make that battle a high point in an already

bloodstained record of impetuosity, savagery, and barbarity. The news

of the execution of General Coded in Barcelona and of General Fanjul
in Madrid produced a reaction of bitterness on the part of the na

tionalists. The republican defenders were no less savagely determined

to stop what they chose to call &quot;the fascist beast.&quot;

Merida was the fragile point at which the link of North and South

was established. It was necessary to defend it at all costs. Lieutenant

Colonel Telia remained in that city to organize the defenses against the

expected counterattack, while Yague, Catejoft, and Asensio set out for

Badajoz. Assault guards and civil guards had been rushed up from
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Madrid in the meantime to buttress the republican defenses. Lieutenant
Colonel Telia opened the battle on a front some five miles long on the
afternoon of August 13 against defenders three times more numerous.
The nationalists before the city were only 3000 strong and in a far

more exposed position than their adversaries.

The city is protected in part by the Guadiana River. It was a
fortified city in the ancient sense of the word with heavy, thick

walls, bastions, bulwarks, and fortifications of the Vauban type. Lieu
tenant Colonel Asensio occupied the extreme right; on the left, sur

rounding the southern and southeast section of the city, was Castejon,
from which position he launched the attack on the Menacho barracks.
The nationalists were at a distinct disadvantage. They managed to

approach the city walls from which a mortiferous fire was directed

against them by the local garrison, which had gone over to the

republicans, and by the newly arrived militiamen from Madrid under

Puigdendolas. The Puerta de la Trinidad was chosen as the most
vulnerable spot for the assault, and against it was directed the fire of

the few nationalist cannons. The republican aviation, in turn, was ex

tremely active, and all day, August 14, the battle raged with unabated

fury, the republicans resisting savagely from the hospital after the walls

had been breached in several places. It was the Legion that assumed
the responsibility for the attack through the Puerta de la Trinidad,
where they met a murderous cross fire that decimated their number.
The first wave fell almost to a man. The second came forward totally

unprotected, tossing hand grenades and singing the Legion song. Of the

Sixteenth Company, only the captain, a corporal, and fourteen men
got through to the square beyond, opening the way for their comrades

who swarmed through the breach. The fate of Badajoz had been

decided. In the afternoon Castejon took Menacho by storm.

The rest of the day street fighting went on fiercely while the juncture
of the nationalist forces made it possible to extinguish the focus of

resistance in the cathedral. By nightfall Badajoz was in nationalist

hands. The city was literally covered with corpses*. This aftermath

of the bloody fighting gave rise to the legend which has since

been known to the civilized world as the &quot;Massacre of Badajoz.&quot;

To this day this story persists with all that impenitent tenacity

which seems to accompany everything connected with Spain; with

the tenacity that attaches to the Inquisition, to the expulsion of the

Jews, and to all the unspeakable tales of the cruel and bloody Spaniard.

The world will probably continue to believe that nationalist fury
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made of Badajoz an even more terrifying place than it was on that

evening of August 14, 1936. Together with Guernica, of which we
shall speak later, Badajoz remains as one of the major blots on the

escutcheon of the nationalist cause and any defense of the movement
led by General Franco is likely to turn on an explanation of Badajoz
and Guernica. Do we really know what happened at Badajoz?
The reports spread abroad stated that the conquerors shot two

militiamen on the steps of the high altar at the cathedral and that from
1SOO to 2000 of the defeated were killed in cold blood after the

capitulation. Badajoz became the theme song, so to speak, of the anti-

Franco propaganda, tending to show that the nationalists were guilty
of the most unconfessable atrocities. The Paris edition of the New
York Herald Tribune and the French Havas Agency reported that

2000 victims had fallen to the nationalists in an unprecedented mas
sacre. The American correspondent, Reynolds Packard, was indicated

as the writer of the first story. He later repudiated it as a fake, was
in Portugal at the time, and did not write anything of the kind.

Another American correspondent, John Elliot, of the same paper, was
in Badajoz as probably the first non-Spanish newsman to visit the

city and he saw no evidence of a massacre and reported none. The
Havas man was in Portugal and could not possibly have reported on
events in Badajoz from an eyewitness point of view. The evidence

regarding the two militiamen shot in the cathedral is that they were
killed while using the interior of the cathedral as a base of attack, a
not unlikely thing, since churches were used throughout the war as

the center of the fighting. Two British officers, Captain Nangle and
Lieutenant Skeffington Smith, entered Badajoz very soon after it

was captured and denied the story of a massacre, nor is there sound
evidence that men were shot without trial.

7

The armies of Castile and Andalucia were now able to combine.

The expeditionary force from the south moved quickly to Caceres,
which was in nationalist hands, and then on to Trujillo, from which

point the shrine of Guadalupe was saved by the swift action of

7 The legend was exploded in Major Geoffrey McNeill-Moss s book, The Epic of
the Alcazar (London, 1937). This volume contains the false reports and the dis

claimers that followed it. It is interesting to note that Time also exploded it by a
description of how the figures had gotten into the world press and, once lodged there,
could not be easily removed. See also Bulletin of Spanish Studies, University of

Liverpool, Oct., 1937, p. 215. A good account of the battle and subsequent legend is

contained in Sencourt, op. cit., pp. 142-146. Arnold Lunn destroys the legend jn hi$
book of impressions of the civil war, Spanish Rehearsal, pp. 228-23Q,
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Castejon. Five thousand persons bottled up in the monastery were
liberated and the rich treasures of that most splendid religious monu
ment saved from destruction or spoliation.
On August 26 General Franco established his headquarters in

Caceres. The way was now open for an advance up the Tagus valley.
This new stage in the operations jtook about a month. Navalmoral de
la Mata was taken by the advance forces of Yagiie. The rolling country
in this area lies between the Tagus river on one side and the Credos
mountains on the other and was ideal for an advancing army. The
objective was Talavera, which was looked upon by Madrid as one
of the outer defenses of the city, and therefore intended to be
held at all costs. Some 10,000 republicans defended this vital point and
were well supplied with materials of war, as is attested to by the rich

booty the nationalists took after the capture of the town. The city
was surrounded, the airfield captured, and the railway station oc

cupied. Despite numerical superiority, the republicans were quickly
overcome. Among those distinguishing themselves in this action was
one of the nationalist commanders, Mohamed Ben Mizzian, a Moor.
The second stage in the advance of Madrid began, which was crowned

with the taking of Maqueda and its castle, properly considered as

directly linked with the defenses of the capital.

No engagement revealed more clearly the different technique of war
fare of the two sides than Talavera. On September S and 6 plans had

been made for a republican counterattack on Talavera and a column

of some four thousand men had been formed in Madrid. The national

ists met this attempt some seven miles from the town in the open

country where Lieutenant Colonel Asensio met them head on while

Castejon crossed the Tagus and attacked the enemy from the flank and

rear. The latter retreated as best they could in wild disorder, leaving

behind them in their precipitation three armored cars and three com

plete batteries. After some days of mopping-up operations, the decision

was made to advance and relieve the defenders of the Alcazar of Toledo.

It has long been a question whether the decision of General

Franco to come to the aid of the defenders of the Alcazar did not

delay him in the attack on Madrid, and perhaps give the Republic

the necessary time to erect the defenses of the city. A distinguished

Spanish commentator on military aspects of the war, Luis Maria de

Lojendio, devotes several pages to an explanation of the decision and

the importance of considering the relief of Toledo, not only of supreme

sentimental or moral value, but also the wisest military decision,
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in order to give the advancing forces a wider and more secure base.8

The epic of the Alcazar has often been related, for it was un

questionably the culminating point of heroism in this war which was
filled with instances of individual and collective valor. The Alcazar

became the symbol of the nationalist spirit and to a very real degree
of the spirit of Spain. Toledo lies some fifty miles south of Madrid,
and rises on its hill above the Tagus river. From the bridge over

which one enters the city can be seen the high walls of what was once

the military college of the Alcazar. It was one of those typically

Spanish constructions, massive, heavy, with towers on each corner. It

dominated the panorama of pre-civil war Toledo. Today the pil

grim to the Alcazar relives another story: the unbelievable re

sistance of Colonel Moscardo and his men for long weeks before

relief came in late September. The Alcazar stands today just as

it was when relief came: ruins and desolation, the deep tunnels

and underground room, the passages and the offices, are all filled

with relics of the siege. A plaque in Colonel Moscardo s office com
memorates his celebrated reply over the telephone to those who
threatened to kill his son if he did not capitulate. A small museum
holds many of the objects which survived the siege, including copies
of the mimeographed newssheet, laboriously put together from radio

reports picked up. The reading of the files of this little paper is a

moving, pathetic experience. Nothing perhaps reveals more completely
the peculiarly Spanish capacity for irony and for the sardonic in the

midst of the most grueling trials than the caustic and often flippant

humor of this sheet.

When the news came out of Africa in mid-July, the cadets were on

leave. Colonel Moscardo, military governor of the province, threw in

his lot with the nationalists and retired into the Alcazar with the

civil guard and others then in the city. About 1100 men were

assembled for the defense, and with them were members of their

families, children, and others, making the total number of persons
within the walls, 1996. There were difficulties in the way of bringing
the scattered civil guard together from all over the province, since

Toledo itself was in republican hands.

On July 24 this small group openly espoused the nationalist cause,

without the slightest anticipation of relief from anyone, for at that

early date General Franco was still concerned with preparations
for getting the first troops across the Straits. Taking into consideration

s Luis Maria de Lojendio, op. cit., pp. 150-152.
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their isolation in purely republican territory close to Madrid, which

facilitated the increase and relief of the besiegers, the decision to

defend themselves in the Alcazar was an act of the sheerest heroism.

The siege lasted for sixty-seven days of unrelieved bombardment,

shelling, mines, and underground explosives, and constant attack.

Huge floodlights were used at night to show the Alcazar up as

in bright daylight. The garrison and their families lived far down with

in the great construction, deprived of any contact with the outside

world except over the wireless from which they derived a vague idea of

how the campaign was really developing. On August 22 nationalist

planes dropped letters to them from General Franco and later, thanks

to an accumulator, they managed to hear the Portuguese stations.
9

The feeding of the two thousand people, despite good supplies, was a

most difficult problem. Ammunition was abundant, since it was a gar

rison. The defenders managed to obtain grain from time to time from a

near-by granary through rapid sorties under cover of night. Fuel

was provided from the timber that came crashing in after each bom

bardment. Three doctors and a minimum of medical supplies were

available to take care of the sick and wounded while operations were

performed without recourse to anesthetics. Nearly 60 per cent of the

defenders were killed or wounded in the course of the siege. Colonel

Moscardo could communicate by a telephone that continued to func

tion. It was over this tenuous connection with the outside world that he

was told by the republican besiegers that if he continued to resist his

son would be shot. His refusal was instantaneous with the recom

mendation to the boy that he reconcile himself with God and cry : &quot;Viva

Espatia!&quot;

On August 4 their loss was twelve dead and sixty-five wounded from

sorties ;
on the eighth sixteen bombs fell on the common rooms of the

college and rendered them useless; on the fourteenth the garrison was

attacked, with the whole scene lighted up by searchlights. The enemy

sought to set the stables aflame and poured a withering fire against

the defenders. Radio Madrid announced that night that the garrison

had surrendered. Far to the southwest Badajoz was relieved on that

same date, but this, however, the defenders did not know. On the

twenty-fourth the sound of mining was heard, and it became apparent

9 see a remarkable description of this whole episode in Eleonora Tennant, Spanish

Journey, London, 1936, pp. 39-61. The classical account is by Geoffrey MdSreiU-Moss,

op dt The Spanish accounts are legion and vary from the extremely documented

to the purely impressionistic.
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that the enemy was tunneling under the building to blow it up. This

mining was being accomplished with pneumatic drills which vibrated to

such an extent that the defenders were able to follow the progress

closely. The probable area of explosion was marked off and the garrison
took turns in watching. The boring was accompanied by constant

bombardment and surprise attacks from time to time. More than once

the republicans managed to pour gasoline over part of the defenses,

setting them on fire.

There was no priest in the beleaguered fortress but only an altar

before which the defenders prayed and offered up their sacrifices to the

Blessed Virgin. Geoffrey McNeill-Moss tells us how they endured the

agony of these long weeks with faith in their hearts: &quot;We believe;
we have Faith. They do not believe. They would stamp out the

Faith.&quot;
10 This admirably summarizes the simple faith of the civil

guard, Falangists, seven cadets, and the workers and farmers who
crowded the Alcazar. On September 11, a Madrid-priest, Father Vazquez
Camarasa, visited the garrison. He came as an emissary of the republi

cans, one of the few priests in sympathy with the Republic left in

Madrid. He baptized the two children born during the siege, said Mass,
and distributed Holy Communion, remaining to urge their surrender.

The depression of this visit must have been profound on the harassed,

weary, and filthy denizens of the battered Alcazar. A republican officer

proposed in parley that the women leave, but they themselves on con

sultation indicated they would not leave, nor surrender, and if the

men capitulated they would fight on alone.

On September 18 the long-awaited explosion took place; a tremen

dous blast that tossed one of the towers meters into the air. One whole
wall was gone and the attackers confidently expected to press for

ward unobstructed to finish off the few remaining survivors. The
mass of debris was so vast as to almost entomb the defenders and acts

of heroism were necessary to counter the ensuing attack. With a rapid

ity that was breathless they threw up barricades where formerly walls

had protected them; they manned the breaches with machine guns
and within a few moments were ready to receive the invaders. Grenades,

bombs, armored cars, all were employed by hundreds of republicans

against the much-depleted garrison. The attack was made from #11

sides of the building, the survivors multiplying themselves to meet

the onslaught. The first wave of invaders, anticipating only the

10
Geoffrey McNeill-Moss, op. dt., p. 257.
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slightest resistance, was mowed down, but more came on until nightfall.

The day ended with no decision for the attackers. The explosion had

killed very few, but had forced a reorganization of the defenses. On the

twenty-fifth the first signs of deliverance came with nationalist airplanes

circulating overhead.

The troops fresh from Talavera were on their way. General Varela,

who had captured Loja and Antequera, was reinforcing them. They
overcame the triple trenches at Maqueda and on September 26 pene
trated Toledo. The forlorn remnants that had been men welcomed

General Franco with fervid enthusiasm. In their exhaustion they had

written one of the glorious pages of history and a refutation that

in the twentieth century men can no longer give all for what they

believe to be right.
11

After the relief of Toledo the advance continued toward Madrid, to

reach its logical culmination. It took a full month for the nationalist

forces to get from Toledo to the outskirts of Madrid. Other columns

were advancing from other directions threatening from Vavalperal

on the north and moving down from the Sigiienza side. By late

October the encirclement of Madrid was well nigh complete. It was

a long period of weeks of capturing village after village, fighting

against the first inroads of winter, from which the Moorish troops

suffered severely. By October 29 Soviet tanks had appeared to support

the counterattacks around Madrid.

The siege of Madrid became a process of slow attrition. The

defenders were protected by the complicated geography of a great

urban center in which every building, every street, and every corner

became a parapet for defense. This sort of defense, as was proved

later in World War II, made it possible for a smaller number of men

to ward off a very much larger attacking force. Within Madrid the

councils were divided. Largo Caballero urged resistance to the end,

while Indalecio Prieto preferred a more moderate policy. The upshot

was the flight of the government to Valencia over the one road still

open for an exit from the capital. The great number of militia in

11 The absurdities which certain left-wing writers have attained is no better

illustrated than in the description of the siege of the Alcazar in the pages of Jellinek,

Frank, The CivU War in Spain, London, 1938. The republican militia was so tender

hearted that they insisted on mediation with the defenders &quot;for they could not bring

themselves to destroy a work of art and seriously endanger the lives of women and

children&quot; (p. 428). Every incident of the heroic defense is submitted by this writer

to relentless irony. When Colonel Moscard6 received General Varela at the end and

announced that there was nothing to report, Mr. Jellinek finds no better comment

than, &quot;Somehow, somewhere, one seems to have heard the story before&quot; (p. 432).
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Madrid plus reinforcements from Valencia and Barcelona increased

the defenders to a very appreciable force. In addition the International

Brigades appeared for the first time and about which a word is said

in the section of this chapter on foreign intervention. Let it be observed

too that as Madrid became endangered the political scene in republican

Spain became more definitely tinged with red, for extremism came more

pronouncedly into power with each nationalist success. Azafia had long

since vanished into the obscurities of Montserrat monastery. It was

communist, Soviet-dominated Spain that was fast emerging.

Until well into the spring of 1937, the Madrid front absorbed the

attention of the world. While by all odds the most dramatic of the

engagements, it was not the only one, nor even for that matter the most

significant in the total picture of the war, although defense of the city

undoubtedly changed the technical aspect of the war. The rapid na

tionalist advance had not led to the formation of a hard, resistant line

in the territory already overrun, and the fluidity of the Madrid de

fenses made it possible for the defenders to conceive their action in

terms of counterattack and even minor offensives. The war around

Madrid became an interminable jockeying for position, thrusts and

rectifications of the lines, occasional sharp encounters between re

publicans and nationalists when the former left the security of their

prepared positions to engage in open fighting; it was a war of nerves

and of patience.

The first wartime Christmas found the Madrid front strangely

quiet. Interest was beginning to develop in some of the other sectors :

the Corufia highway, the advances in C6rdoba and Jaen provinces,

and the heavy fighting at Teruel. The month of February was

largely occupied with the battle of Jarama close to Madrid. This

prolonged engagement was singularly bloody and fought with ferocious

pugnacity on both sides. In March came the battle of Guadalajara,

which has passed into the popular memory as the classic defeat of

the Italians. It is true that the Italian volunteers on one side and the

International Brigades on the other were in the front line of the fight

ing, but the battle was by no means decisive nor did it occupy that

position of enormous significance which has been attributed to it in

the total history of the military operations of the war.

The Guadalajara campaign represented a slight rectification of

the front by a considerable advance over a wide area. One of the

novelties of the action was the appearance of highly motorized

columns, in sharp contrast with the magnificent improvisation of the
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early stages when the advancing troops requisitioned buses and private

cars. The center of the operation was the village of Algora, less than a

hundred miles from Madrid. The Italian divisions Penne Nere and

Fiamme Nere participated in this action. The enemy was entrenched

with troops composed of the Sixty-Fifth Brigade and the Thaelmann,

Garibaldi, Dombrowski, Dimitrov, and Madrid columns. Once the

battle was ended, the line was stabilized and remained so until the

final offensive of the war. Guadalajara had a further importance un

related to the military events, for it was the basis of one of the most

remarkable cases of republican propaganda. After the encounter, there

was a literal deluge of propaganda, reports, petitions, and protests,

based on the presence of Italian units in the engagement. The repub

lican government then at Valencia protested to the United King

dom on March 13 and 29
;
to France on March 29

;
to the League of

Nations on the thirteenth; and to the Soviet Union on the twenty-

ninth. A White Book was issued, called &quot;The Italian Aggression&quot; in

which documentation was rather limited although the presence of

Italians was exploited as a sort of invasion of the peninsula. It was

undoubtedly a serious mistake on the part of the Italians to publicize,

with considerable brazenness, the happy outcome of the first days of the

battle, for when it became clear that the results were meager and that

Guadalajara was not a nationalist victory, the propaganda boomeranged

to the discomfiture both of the Italians and the nationalists.

At this point a word may be introduced concerning the remarkably

honest military reporting on the nationalist side. Lojendio, who

was responsible for many of the public statements on operations,

confesses that he was often annoyed that General Franco s head

quarters was so reticent in releasing the story of battles in actual prog

ress. There was a very real effort to make the reports conform strictly

to what was happening, with an absence of boasting or gratuitous

prediction which is so disastrous from the propaganda point of view.12

It was often the case that foreign correspondents were not allowed to

communicate the news until 24 or even 48 hours later, when full con

firmation could be obtained of what had transpired. The Italians

depicted Guadalajara as a great triumph almost before the engage

ment started. Mussolini s celebrated telegram from the vessel Pola on

his way to Libia represented the height of a propaganda based on

inadequate facts.

12 Lojendio, op. tit., pp. 220-221.
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On the Madrid front, the Casa del Campo and the Ciudad Univer-

sitaria were the centers of attraction. The latter, built in the days of

Alfonso 1 XVII was a huge affair where the Faculties of Medicine,

Sciences, Philosophy, and Letters and innumerable special schools

and institutes, formed in their ensemble the University of Madrid.

The Casa de Velazquez was one of the most attractive of the centers,

dedicated to French students and researchers and it was in the

midst of the ruins of this academic building that the nationalists

maintained their lines for long months as a sort of enclave toward

the heart of the great city. The worst of the fighting took place there

during the first months of 1937, and during the entire course of the

war, until the final entry into the city, the Ciudad Universitaria was

the advance guard against which attack after attack was systematically

launched*

The Northern Campaigns

The campaign in the north, of no less importance than those already

described, coincided in time with the advance on Madrid. There is a

constant overlapping of events and operations, especially after the

stabilization of the lines.

The north represented a supreme importance for the nationalist

command, for Santander, Bilbao, and the coast line to Irun on

the French border included some of the most important industrial

areas of modern Spain. The Asturian mines, the shipyards, and

factories of the Basque country, and the connection with France

overland were all significant regions which in republican hands gave
them an advantage. This summary of the operations may be divided

for the sake of clarity into five major parts or episodes, about which

the most general observations may be made: (1) the campaign in

Guipiizcoa; (2) the liberation of Oviedo; (3) the offensive in Vizcaya;

(4) the conquest of Santander; (5) the conquest of Asturias.

The political and social factors in the north of Spain were con

siderably different from those in other areas and affected directly the

reaction to the uprising and the course of events. In the Basque

country, aside from Alava and Navarre where there was unanimity of

sentiment, there was the strong separatist and nationalist sentiment

which has been described in an earlier chapter and complicated the

panorama to an incredible degree. In Asturias, the social problem
was aggravated by the existence of a very old revolutionary tradition

among the miners, whose participation in the bloody events of 1934
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have already been mentioned and among whom communist influence

was strong. Santander was crushed between the Basque provinces on
one side and Asturias on the other and its relief was impossible until

one or both of the other regions had been brought under nationalist

authority. There were heroic episodes in this region as in other parts of

Spain, and at Gijon, Simancas, and elsewhere, tiny nuclei of resisters

held out against republican pressure for a long period.
The formal advance for the conquest of the frontier province of

Guipuzcoa came in 1937. The area of San Sebastidn and Iriin was of

the greatest importance because of the proximity of France and the

need for cutting off a vital route leading into the neighboring country.

The basis of the advance was Navarre itself. The topography led to

a type of guerrilla warfare which had long since been abandoned

elsewhere. The total force involved was very small and was probably
never more than six thousand, almost entirely Navarrese Requetis
and Falangists, whereas the republican forces were composed almost

exclusively of the well-known militia, extremist elements from Bilbao

and other urban groups, totally unadapted to the exigencies of mountain

warfare. The conquest of Iriin was the next strategic achievement of

importance to the nationalists strategic in the international sense

after the domination of the Straits of Gibraltar. By late September
nationalist control extended over the entire province of Guipuzcoa.

If Badajoz represented a high point in the normally high emotion

of the Spanish civil war, the siege of Oviedo is no less moving as a

spectacle and as an example of devotion to an ideal. The visitor to

Oviedo today finds ample evidence of the terrible destruction rained

down on the Asturian city for weeks. Despite the miracle of reconstruc

tion, the wounds are visible to the most casual eye.

Colonel Aranda had decided for the movement on July 19, but his

position and that of the troops faithful to him was made difficult by the

literal invasion of the city by miners belonging to the various extremist

organizations. After a state of war was proclaimed, a large number of

the extremists fled the city and by the twentieth Oviedo itself was

in nationalist hands. Its tragedy was that of an almost defense

less city, for the mountains surrounding it on all sides were in

republican hands, and the urban population was at the mercy of

the fire from enemy positions. From the date of the initiation of the

uprising until October 4, the main character of the siege of Oviedo

was the relentless and unceasing bombardment of the population.

Let it be said that in the long story of propaganda so much of it
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palpably dishonest regarding the atrocities of the nationalists against

Badajoz, the destruction of Guernica, or the shelling of Madrid, rarely
is a word said regarding the republican siege of Oviedo. If ever there

was a ruthless destruction of a civilian population and mass bombard
ment against military and nonmilitary objectives alike, that was the

case at Oviedo. The evidence is overwhelming that the intention was
the total and absolute obliteration of the city. It was no casual

bombardment, but a systematic, organized, and co-ordinated effort to

reduce the city to rubble.13 On October 4, the anniversary of the

Asturian revolt of 1934, the republicans prepared a general attack

against Oviedo. The following week was one of unmitigated martyr
dom for the besieged city. It had withstood a siege of two and a

half months already, with no outlet, no communication of importance
with the rest of the country, and almost no source of supply or

munitions
;
water was lacking, food rationed to the point of invisibility,

the sanitary facilities were beginning to give out, and the constant

losses could not be replaced by fresh recruits. On October 12, the

outlying sections of Oviedo were in republican hands, and in San

Lazaro street the fighting was at such close quarters that the row
of houses on one side was in the hands of the nationalists

;
on the other,

the republicans.

The need for relieving Oviedo became as imperative as that of the

Alcazar at Toledo, both for reasons of sentiment and national morale.

The first columns from Galicia, under the command of Colonel Teijeiro,

reached the periphery of the beleaguered city on October 17 and, on

penetrating, discovered that of the original five thousand defenders,

scarcely seven hundred remained at their posts. For a moment in

the fast-moving history of the war attention was riveted on the

desperate, super-human resistance of this handful of men in the

Asturian capital, whose relief had come after the conquest of some

of the most difficult terrain in all Spain. As the nationalist troops

moved toward Oviedo, they had been forced again and again to

restrain the natural impetus of their forward movement by the need

of cleaning out isolated pockets of republicans and pacify areas

behind them where extremist influence was still rampant.
From September 22 to the end of March, 1937, the front in this

area was more or less stabilized with only minor action occurring

ls The republicans were not above bombing other open cities as is attested by an

eyewitness in Granada who speaks of the constant bombardments of that city through

July and August, 1936. Helen Nicholson, Death in the Morning, London, 1937.
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from time to time. The third great advance of importance was the

conquest of Vizcaya. The Vizcayan campaign revealed how profound
and thorough the reorganization of the nationalist fighting forces had

become. One of the main preoccupations of General Franco during the

early months of 1937 had been the revamping of his forces to bring

them up to par technically and reduce losses. The romantic army that

had begun the war what writers have sometimes called the typical

revolutionary period of the hostilities had been superseded by a

modern, mechanized, and efficient force, with a maximum of discipline,

arms, and direction. This reform was evident in the campaign for the

liberation of Vizcaya. The stalemate on the Madrid front convinced the

nationalist commanders that the most urgent step was the removal of

the pressure on the nationalist zone lying between republican territory ;

the relief of the north and the incorporation of those provinces with

the rest of Spain would eliminate one of the most serious obstacles as

well as supply materials of war and industrial plants for the successful

prosecution of the conflict elsewhere.

The topography of Vizcaya is complex and difficult for the movement

of troops and the damp, rainy, and muddy climate, constituted

another obstacle to the penetration of its territory. The offensive

of General Mola, commenced on March 31, 1937, against the outer

defenses of Bilbao, formed by an intricate pattern of trenches, barbed-

wire entanglements, underground passages, and pillboxes. In early

June these fortifications were submitted to the most intense bombard

ment preparatory to the advance on the great port city, and two

months and twenty days after the beginning of the offensive Bilbao

was in nationalist hands in one of the most intricate operations

heretofore realized in the war with the exception of the investment

of Madrid.

The town of Guernica was occupied on April 28, after it had been

bombed two days earlier. Just as Badajoz had loosed a wave of

propaganda, so the bombing of Guernica takes its place as one of

the celebrated episodes around which much fanciful legendry has

accumulated. It was depicted as the ruthless, inhumane bombing of

an unprotected city, with the aggravating feature that it was revered

by the Basques. Guernica was a town of some five thousand people

with a garrison of two battalions quartered to the north. Since

the beginning of the war it possessed a factory devoted to the manu

facture of small arms and munitions. Although the arms factory,

the barracks, and the railway station all constituted legitimate objec-
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tives in wartime, the real difficulty is to determine just what took place
at Guernica on April 26, 1937. The newsman who gave the world the

story that was so played up for its propaganda value was George
Lowther Steer, a free-lance correspondent who frequently sent in

material to the London Times. 141

The accounts of this correspondent appeared in the Times of April
28 and May 6; in the Spectator of July 30; and in an article in the

London Mercury of August, 1937* The first report in the London Star

stated that General Mola had ordered the town razed to the ground and

German planes were reported to have accomplished the strafing with

unheard-of ferocity. For three hours, it was said, high explosives and

incendiary bombs were dropped on the civilian population. The Star

reporter claimed that he had arrived at Guernica at five in the

afternoon and had talked with President Euzkadi, who opined that

it was the &quot;war s worst atrocity with no military justification.&quot;

Reuter informed the world that the bombardment had lasted for three

and a half hours, commencing at 4 :30 in the afternoon. &quot;Hundreds of

men, women, and children were roasted alive.&quot; The Basque parliament

meeting in this ancient capital, and the historic oak tree of Guernica

were reported to have escaped.

Other reporters visited Guernica later and stated that whole

streets were untouched by bombs. There is no such person as

&quot;President Euzkadi,&quot; since the name was Aguirre, and Euzkadi was

Basque for Basque. Renter s dispatch said that airmen leaned out

of their planes to toss hand grenades against the defenseless town.

Robert Sencourt suggests that airmen do not lean out of planes and
that hand grenades are not used for this type of bombing. No mention

is made of an arms factory or station as obvious military objectives.

The Times contribution by Steer came the next day after this

preliminary report. The raid began at 4:30 and was made with half-

ton bombs, and a highly combustible substance that was dropped in

tubes. These tubes of incendiaries were tossed down in street after

street to produce raging and uncontrollable fires. Machine guns were

used to mow down defenseless citizens. The oak tree of Guernica under

which Their Catholic Majesties had promised to respect the rights

of the Basques was untouched as was the parliament house, the Casa
de Juntas. Steer quoted President Aguirre to the effect that the raid

14 A full account of this controversial subject is given in Sencourt, op. dt.t

pp, 237-249, with a careful analysis of the evidence and the contradictory reports
on the subject.
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had for Its purpose the wounding of the Basques in their sensitivity

to tradition. He argued, too, that in all probability it was aimed at

demoralizing the civilian population in connection with the drive

on Bilbao. Steer does not write as an eyewitness. There are numerous

internal discrepancies, including the time of his arrival in the town.

This is variously stated as at midnight, and at two in the morning.
In the May 6 article he speaks of being in Guernica until one in

the morning. In the Spectator article, he tells of wandering around

Guernica between eleven in the evening and one in the morning.
He speaks of Mass being celebrated all day in the local churches

a most improbable practice even in wartime. He tells of &quot;sniffing

for petrol,&quot; when he has already assured us that the fires were caused

by incendiary bombs and not by petrol tossed into houses to burn

them. In his article of April 27 he states that &quot;the whole town of

7000 population, plus 3000 refugees, was systematically pounded to

pieces.&quot;
Yet hours later he refers to houses still falling and to others

standing. He describes a mad automobile drive along the highway to

Guernica, and almost in the same breath explains how the roads were

clogged with refugees with their household effects. The several articles

cited are full of the most glaring contradictions. A telegram dated

May 4 refers to the Mayor of Guernica, referred to as a priest named

Aronategui, having spoken over the radio in Bilbao. The dispatch

of April 28 reports that &quot;an elderly priest named Aronategui was killed

by a bomb.&quot; A third priest by the name of Aronategui appears as

broadcasting but not as mayor. The probability that there were three

different priests of the same name in a town of 5000 taxes the

credulity of even the most sympathetic to the classic version of

the destruction of Gueirnica. The fact is that there were no competent

foreign witnesses, and the stories as they have been woven are the

result in every case of accounts and versions given after the event.

There are admitted discrepancies on the other side. The first

nationalist reaction was to deny that planes had gone up at all that

day because of unfavorable weather conditions. Later it was admitted

that Guernica had been bombed. That there were probably excesses

in the attack admits of very little doubt. Afterward, the Guernica

question was examined with considerable care, especially the fires that

did so much damage. The Times of May 5 reported the consensus :

It has been asserted that Guernica was subjected to bombing of exceptional

intensity, but the distinctive marks of an aerial bombardment are not numer

ous, few fragments of bombs have been discovered, the fagades of buildings
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standing are unmarked and the few craters were larger than anything hitherto

made by a bomb in Spain. From their position it is a fair inference that

these craters were caused by exploding mines which were unscientifically laid

to cut roads.

On May 1 a group of foreign correspondents visited Guernica and,

like the Times account, they testified that the indications of heavy
bombardment were not visible and the walls still upright bore no traces

of bomb damage, but showed every sign of fire.
15 In many of the

houses the correspondents saw the clear evidence that gasoline had

been spread to provoke the flames.

The Echo de Paris of May 3 speaks of deliberate arson in the

town. The testimony in favor of deliberate destruction and not a

spectacularly heavy air raid comes from a number of experienced

British officers, one of whom was a distinguished airman and especially

competent to judge the results of heavy bombing on cities: Sir

Arnold Wilson, Brigadier Page-Croft, Major Yeats-Brown, and Wing
Commander James, the latter well known for his observations on the

use of incendiary bombs in Madrid. The report of these officers showed

that the number of bombs actually dropped was extremely small,

perhaps a dozen and all were light weight. There were no signs of

incendiary bombs in any of the streets of the town and it seems

reasonable that it would have been almost impossible to achieve such

a degree of precision as never once in a three and a half hour raid

to have hit the street a single time. In a photograph taken on October

6 the famous oak and municipal building were quite intact. Every

thing pointed to destruction on the ground, that is, deliberate arson

by desperate defenders shortly before they were forced to abandon

their position. This is entirely in line with other republican actions

of a similar nature. They burned Iriin and Eibar and made every

effort to destroy San Sebastian before it was occupied by the victors.

They sought to destroy as much as they could of Bilbao, and on Octo

ber 12, 1937, at the Cangas de Onis in Asturias they undertook to re

peat the same destruction, against historical monuments or sites which

when the story got out would unquestionably shock the civilized world

ancl create a propaganda disadvantage for the nationalists.

In this connection we may take the word of war correspondent,

Harold G. Cardozo, whose account of the entire Spanish war is

15 Dispatch of Havas agency in Le Temps, Paris, May 3, 1937.
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singularly sane and balanced. Having received numerous accounts

of the Guernica incident from other correspondents who had carefully

examined the scene, he said that none of them saw the number of

dead who would have been lying in the streets had even one tenth of

the stories told been true. The correspondents entered Guernica a few

hours after the first Nationalist patrols, giving the Nationalists no

time to fake the situation. They did see bombed houses in ruins, but

they were unscathed by fire. There were houses burned out, but they
were not pitted by bomb fragments and the roadways showed no scars.

As a result I can state that it seemed to me I am not an expert that

undoubtedly the fires were entirely apart from the destruction caused by air

bombs. The majority of the burned houses whole streets of them showed
not the slightest signs of damage by bombing.

16

The Guernica incident, then, is at least open to serious debate as to

exactly what happened. It may be stated on the basis of all the

evidence we have that there was an air raid
;
that German planes may

very likely have done the bombing, but that the destruction of the

city and its civilian population by air raids does not stand up to

close scrutiny. The evidence points to destruction on the ground by
the retiring republicans who sensed and in this they were right

that they had in this spot a made to order propaganda appeal to the

world, ready to swallow almost any tale that came out of Spain,

provided it reflected no credit on the nationalists.

The attack on Vizcaya had been distinguished by two armies face to

face, with a slow, gradual advance forward on the part of the national

ists. The Santander campaign in the late summer of 1937, on the other

hand, was a campaign of movement, and although there was consider

able sharp fighting, there was an absence of the fierce frontal attacks

that characterized the Vizcaya chapter. The republican forces had

suffered severely after the fall of Bilbao where some 15,000 prisoners

had been taken in the course of the campaign, and when Santander was

invested the enemy had neither the time to reform its units nor to

reorganize adequate defenses. There was, therefore, a strong element

of surprise and rapidity which proved psychologically advantageous

to the nationalists as well as a demoralization of the republican

forces produced by the failure at Brunete. The republican govern-

16 Cf. Cardozo, The March of a Nation (New York: Medill McBride Co., 1937;

London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, Ltd., 1937), p. 282.
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ment, faced by the steadily increasing pressure in the north and
the prospect of a complete evacuation, attempted to distract the
nationalist attention by staging a number of attacks on other fronts.

Teruel became a flaming war front once more, Toledo was attacked,
and in June a number of thrusts were launched against the nationalist

forces in the Leon mountains. The Brunete encounter from July 6 to 27

represented one of the more considerable republican efforts to break

through the nationalist lines. The principal effect of the critical fight

ing at Brunete was to force a number of units in the north to be
shifted and thus slow down the advance along the coast. The Santander

campaign was of such importance that General Franco himself made
daily visits to the battle front to observe the progress.
The attack was so well planned and so brilliantly carried out

that twenty republican battalions were cut off and rendered useless.

One of the features of the Santander operations was the surrender

en masse of whole units of the republican forces. On August 26, Gen
eral Ddvila entered Santander.

The conquest of Asturias was the logical sequel to the capture of

Santander, for this region was now entirely surrounded by the national

ists. The operations were carried out by the close blockade of the coast

on the part of nationalist vessels, the movement along the coast itself

by the advancing armies, and a slower penetration through the

mountain passes of the rough interior. General Aranda, the hero of

the siege of Oviedo, was in command of the forces that were gradually

uprooting the republicans in the mountainous interior of Leon. It was

typical mountain warfare, with precarious roads blasted by mines,
remote passes savagely defended, and every movement complicated by
the difficulties of the terrain. It may be noted that in this phase
of the campaign the destruction of towns and hamlets by the retreating

republicans was often complete. Tiny shepherd villages such as Tarna
were left in absolute ruin; Isoba, Villamanin, Santa Lucia, La Vid,
and innumerable other Le6nese hamlets were left lifeless and in ruins

as the retreating forces retired before Aranda s advance.

General Solchaga, in the meantime, made steady progress along
the Asturian coast, operating in some of the most magnificent scenic

areas in all Europe, the splendid Picos de Europa. Early in October

the celebrated sanctuary of Our Lady of Covadonga was occupied.
The details of the conquest of this glorious monument to the greatness
of Spain, the humble spot from which the heroic reconquest of

the peninsula against Islam had its beginnings, are as moving
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as anything in the entire chronicle of the civil war. From the peaks
and heights overlooking the sanctuary, the nationalist forces could
look down on the basilica. There was fear that it might be destroyed
before they could reach it. It was the night of October 1, 1937.

Darkness had already set in, and the rain was falling steadily,

covering the mountainsides with mud and making the descent

extremely perilous. The Fifth Navarrese Brigade undertook the

audacious task of moving down into the valley and assuring the

security of the church. Despite sporadic fire of the retreating militia

men and the inclemency of the weather which soaked them to the

skin, they reached their objective despite considerable losses. Before

another day dawned they had placed the national flag over the basilica

and its bells pealed forth to reveal that Covadonga was in the hands

of the traditionalists.

On October 21, the general headquarters in Salamanca announced

that the northern front had ceased to exist; the war in Asturias,

Santander, and the Basque provinces was over.

The Period of Republican Initiative

The three main episodes in the period of the civil war designated
as that of republican initiative are: Brunete, Teruel, and the battle

of the Ebro. These are the three moments during which the Re

public took the initiative and made a serious effort to accomplish
more than passive defense. It has been noted that from the very

beginning of the hostilities General Franco had set the pace in terms

of strategy and had forced the enemy to meet him in large measure

on his own terms. Moreover, the technical superiority of the nationalist

armies made it possible for them to choose the conditions and moment
for decisive action. The republican forces from the very beginning had

conceived of the war in terms of revolutionary action. Throughout the

struggle there was a strange and obsessing persistence in confusing

military action with politics, where as in nationalist Spain politics

played no part at all and every attention was devoted to the purely

technical aspect of war. This difference can hardly be overestimated in

examining the story of the course of the hostilities. After the political

crisis of May, 1937, within the Republic, a serious attempt was made

to reorganize the fighting forces. The anarchists were restrained,

since their method of battle was anything but orthodox. The result of

this determination was the series of vigorous republican counterattacks.

The battle of Brunete, to which passing reference has already been
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made, took place during the month of July, 1937. At first the

nationalists were disoriented by the rapidity and strength of the

offensive which took them by surprise, and it was some days
before the full implications became evident. General Franco placed
General Varela in charge of the defense of the Brunete pocket,
where the heaviest pressure was being exerted. It appeared very soon

that the offensive aimed at a general break-through all along the line

and not a limited local incursion. As has been suggested, political

considerations played a very large part in the attack, for the loss of

Bilbao despite its superb defenses had seriously demoralized the

republicans. Indalecio Prieto, reputed a moderate within government

circles, was forced on the defensive and a very definite turn toward a

more extreme policy emerged. There was a rising demand for action,

aimed at three definite objectives :

1. As a diversion from the campaign in the north and force the

nationalists to withdraw forces to meet the attack.

2. Consolidate through a brilliant victory the position of the newly
established government. This was a matter of prestige value.

3. Increase influence and confidence abroad.

The battle was concentrated almost entirely in the area around

Brunete. Here, in a sector about ten miles long, the republicans

penetrated a distance of perhaps eight miles. On the eve of the

battle, July 5, Indalecio Prieto and the Pasionaria visited the front,

where the most detailed preparations had been made for the attack.

The offensive was described as the relief of Madrid and vengeance
for the defeats suffered in the north. In many ways the surprise

element on which the republicans counted did not result favorably

for them, although in the initial breach opened in the nationalist lines,

the enemy poured in brigade after brigade which has been described as

confused milling about of hundreds of troops in an area far too

small for effective operation. The break-through was complete and

the republicans might easily have reached Navalcarnero in a single

morning if the impetus had been retained or a more orderly advance

effected. The major danger consisted of the nationalist units on

either side of the breach, who endangered the long arrowlike penetra
tion of the republicans. By July 11 the republican advance had

been stopped, and the line gradually became more rigid. The
battle was characterized also by a larger participation of air

craft and during the first four days over fifty republican planes were
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downed. Six days later, the second phase commenced. From fortified

positions the republicans undertook to defend their slight advance
and consolidate it. By July 24 the national counteroffensive was in full

swing and on the twenty-sixth the whole nationalist line had advanced

perhaps a mile
;
the republicans were definitely checked.

With the conclusion of the battle of Brunete, the center of attrac

tion shifted to Aragon, while the silence that hung over the Madrid
front was a curious hiatus in the long siege of the capital. It had been

anticipated that Brunete would be the beginning of the definite

liquidation of the Madrid front in one sense or the other, but the

contrary was the case and it was Aragon that flared up as the center

of operations once more.

The Aragon front was long, extending from Teruel through Belchite

close to Zaragoza itself and northward to Huesca and ending near

Jaca almost on the frontier of France. The offensive against this line

was rather a series of thrusts and not a single, massive drive, lasting
from late August until almost the middle of November, 1937. The

republicans were faced by the same political necessities as in the past ;

the League of Nations was due to meet shortly and it was hoped
that a military victory would assure a wider degree of support from

abroad than the dreary series of defeats the Republic had suffered to

date. The republican forces were estimated at some 85,000, includ

ing the International Brigades, now incorporated with militiamen

after the terrific pounding they had taken at Brunete. The offen

sive was planned minutely. The propaganda effects were not over

looked and the command had taken the precaution of assuring the

foreign correspondents that once Zaragoza was captured the shrine

of Our Lady of Pillar, so venerated all over Spain, would be respected.

On August 24 the offensive started on an extremely long front. The
nationalists were especially hard pressed in the area of Quinto and

Belchite, where no natural features of the terrain exist to make defense

feasible. Belchite will long be remembered as one of the most heroic

defenses of a handful of men against tremendous odds. A little

pocket of nationalist troops, isolated behind the republican lines,

held out with rare courage and sacrifice against impossible odds.

On a much smaller scale than at Toledo, the besieged in Belchite

became the symbol of the breaking of the republican offensive. The

air force dropped food and munitions for the resisters until on Sep
tember 6 it was no longer possible to hold out and the last remnants

of the gallant little band succumbed to overwhelming force.
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The offensive moved northward, near Jaca and within sight of

the higher Pyrenees. At no place was success more than temporary
and the attempted diversion from the defeats in Asturias failed in

its purpose.
Late in 1937 and early in 1938 the Teruel sector flared up; on

December IS a new offensive started along lines that were almost
identical with those that had prevailed in the previous operations.
The pressure on Teruel became very strong and General Franco was
forced to give up the preparations for the offensive against Madrid
to take care of the new threat that was developing in Aragon. The
offensive was soon converted to a counterattack by the nationalists,

although the subzero weather seriously retarded the advance and
Teruel itself was converted into one of those last stands which
occurred with almost monotonous frequency throughout the course of

the war. Another epic of heroism was written by the defenders in

this city who, reduced to the seminary building, held out in the face

of every privation and want. The Red Cross was approached to aid

evacuation, and even when the resisters were preparing to depart, the

republicans invaded the city, seized hundreds of prisoners, and retained

Teruel as a major prize. It was not retaken until February, after

a number of important engagements such as the battle of Alfambra
had taken place.

The battle of the Ebro was a prolonged affair, lasting from July 25

to the middle of November, 1938. This battle, which was decisive for

the future of the nationalist cause and particularly for the proposed

penetration of Catalonia, had four major aspects: (1) republican pres
sure and infiltration; (2) the consolidation of the lines and the

stopping of the advance; (3) the prolonged period of trench warfare;

(4) the nationalist offensive.

The republicans managed to cross the Ebro on July 25 and effect

a number of important incursions in enemy territory. The Valencia

propaganda machine gave the world ample information regarding the

objectives of the attack. It was realized by nationalist headquarters
that a full-dress offensive was under way and not simply a series of

sharp tjirusts. After the beginning of August the Ebro battle front be

came little more than trench warfare with heavy firing and shelling, but

no decisive action.

The various republican offensives had all been seized by General

Franco as an opportunity to destroy the enemy. At Brunete, Teruel,
and the Ebro front, the advances had led to a counteraction which
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culminated in the virtual elimination of important segments of the

enemy force. The balance of the war was now definitely on the

nationalist side and after the battle of the Ebro the issue was no longer

in doubt. Henceforth there were to be a series of great advances, by
which republican territory was narrowed more and more until the

final remains of the broken and discredited troops were pushed across

the frontier into France. The first of these was the push down

toward the Mediterranean from Aragon, and the march to the sea,

an essential part of the policy of hacking republican territory into

strips; the second thrust was toward Castellon and Sagunto; the

third in Andalucia
;
the fourth in Catalonia ;

and the final movement

the one that sealed the victory.

The successful conclusion of the battle of Teruel meant that

nationalist forces were now prepared to move down the Ebro valley

to the sea. In week after week of steady progress southeastward, the

combined nationalist armies under the direct command of General

Franco, now installed in the Pedrola estate near Zaragoza, advanced

toward the Mediterranean. The details of the push add nothing to the

already stirring argosy of achievement and victory. On April IS the

troops reached Vinaroz on the seacoast, and republican Spain was split.

The Galician corps that reached the sea set out at once to take over

the coast. With a rhythm that was not to decrease until final victory,

in 1939, the armies moved straight from Teruel to Castellon in a

segment of the coast that lies just above Valencia. The advance now

was characterized by larger and larger numbers of prisoners, captured

in every town through which the victorious armies passed. On June 15,

1938, Castellon was taken and another point on the seacoast came into

nationalist hands. During June the interest in the push to the sea was

somewhat diminished by the activity of General Queipo de Llano in

the south, and certain engagements in the far north, in the Pyrenean

area. In the far south, on the frontiers of the provinces of Badajoz and

Cordoba, where ever since the beginning of the war very little change

had taken place, the nationalist forces were now on the move, cutting

off slices of republican territory, reducing constantly and methodically

the ever narrowing space within which the Republic still managed

to move.

The conquest of Catalonia (December 23, 1938, to February 10,

1939) was the great episode that closed the war and assured the final

victory. Once Catalonia had been taken, Madrid could no longer hold

out. The nationalists were not even obliged to operate against Alicante,
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Murcia, Valencia, and the other parts of Spain that up to the last

moment remained in republican hands.

On December 23, four breaches were opened in the enemy lines.

The most difficult sector in the republican front, the Montsech heights,

were stormed successfully in midwinter. From all sides and directions,

divisions of the advancing army pushed down into Catalonia; the

great names of the civil war were all there, Moscardo, Solchaga,

Kinderldn, Vigon, and many others. By January, 1939, the onrush was

irresistible; Tarragona fell, and late that month Barcelona was in

vested. It was anticipated that the Catalan capital would offer a long
and terrible resistance and might be destroyed in the fierce fighting

that would ensue. The city was subjected to bombardment on January
22 when General Yagiie with his Moors camped within striking

distance of the port, although the only real resistance was a desultory

cannonading from the heights of Montjuich. Barcelona fell and the

remnants of the republicans fled northward toward Gerona and the

frontier of France.

In Madrid there was chaos. Fighting took place between extremist

elements within the city. The government was gone and there was no

authority. The Defense Council of Madrid had come into existence

after the disappearance of all government. On March 28, Madrid was

open wide to the entrance of the nationalists.17 This was followed

shortly by the collapse of Valencia, Cuenca, Ciudad Real, Murcia,

Jaen, and the other regions that had been under the Republic up
to the end. On April 1, 1939, General Franco announced to the world

that the war was over.

2. FOREIGN INTERVENTION
No single problem connected with the civil war has aroused more

controversy than that of foreign intervention. Everyone knows that

there was intervention on both sides. Unfortunately the exact figures

are impossible to present. The very nature of the war and the conscious

efforts to confuse public opinion led to considerable inexactitude

regarding the volunteers.

The quest for foreign intervention on the part of the republican

government coincides almost exactly with the outbreak of the war

17 The last weeks in Madrid were tumultuous. Colonel Casado had seized control

and the communists were forced to seek refuge or flee. &quot;Colonel Casado addressed

the people to condemn the shameful flight of Jesus Hernandez and the Tasionaria &quot;

(A3.C., March 8, 1939). On March 12 the same paper announced the &quot;communist

sedition is fast heing liquidated.&quot;
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itself. The Madrid government dispatched Captains Ismael Warleta
de la Quintana and Juan Abola to Paris to conclude large purchases
of war materials. Fernando de los Rios, then in London, was ordered

to Paris on July 23, to &quot;assist&quot; the Spanish ambassador in his

negotiations for material aid from France.18 De los Rios visited Pierre

Cot, Edouard Daladier, and Jules Moch in search of assistance to

the Republic. The letter of the De los Rios to Jose Giral, dated July

25, 1936, throws considerable light on the beginnings of foreign inter

vention in Spain. After a discussion of the Spanish situation and

French interest in supporting the Republic, De los Rios states :

A new question arose, that of Spanish aviators coining to Paris for the

planes. I explained the impossibility of doing this, in view of the few

aviators we have and our intention to retain the French pilots. I was told

by one who knew that the planes and bombs were ready and could leave

the next morning.
19

The difficulty seemed to be that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in

Paris was reluctant to have French aviators take the planes to

Madrid, although there was never any question whatever about deliver

ing planes for combat purposes in the Spanish war.

One of the initial sources of republican man power was the presence

in Barcelona during the summer of 1936 of some 15,000 men of

various nationalities who had come for a sports festival. A large number

of these &quot;sportsmen&quot; immediately joined the fight and participated in

the initial action against the nationalists in Barcelona and formed

the nucleus of the later International Brigades. By August the French

leftist press was vociferous in its demands for recruitment for inter

vention in Spain :

The French government authorizes the formation of groups of volunteers

to go to the aid of the Spanish workers. We are confident that the volunteers

for liberty will come, not only from France but from other countries,20

18 The fullest information on these points is available in the documents and files

of the Foreign Office in Madrid.
i* Garibaldini in Ispagna, Madrid, 1937, p. 3, contains an account of the participa

tion in this action during the first days of the civil war. In / accuse France, by &quot;A

Barrister,&quot; London, n.d., page 3, we find the comment that on July 20, 1936, the

Spanish Ambassador in Paris, under express orders of the Spanish Foreign Minister,

visited the French Prime Minister, M. Blum, and asked him to supply immediately

abundant supplies of war material which would include 13 bombing planes, to be de

livered that afternoon in the airdrome of Prat del Llobregat, Barcelona; 50 light

machine guns; 2 million machine-gun cartridges; 1 million Lebel cartridges; 8 75-cm.

guns with appropriate shells, and 20,000 gas bombs.
* L Humanitt, Paris, Aug. 7, 1936.
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The national command at Burgos, in its communiques of August
27 and 28, 1936, pointed out the presence of Frenchmen in the

republican forces and the fact that French army officers had been
observed in combat. In the engagements at Behovia and San Marcos

foreign troops had been identified among the enemy forces. On July 30,

1936, the republican government transferred 1500 kilos of gold by
plane to France in payment of war materials and for expenses for

encouraging recruits for the fighting front.

The French trade unions took upon themselves the job of recruiting
volunteers. Lieutenant Colonel Luque and Commander Prado of the

republican forces reached Paris to ehlist technicians and officers.

The Spanish archives contain the originals of the contracts made with

those who agreed to service in Spain. Another commission flourished

in Paris under Professor Jimenez de Asua, offering the rank of

captain and an inducement of 10,000 francs to those joining up. On

August 14, 1936, the first contingent crossed the frontier into Spain.

The French pilots who left Paris on August 5 with six planes were

taken into the republican army at once, with a salary of 150,000 francs

a month, and another 35,000 on taking off for Madrid. The facts and

figures on the growing French aid during the late summer of 1936 are

perfectly clear. The facts are the following: August 7, 15 Devoitine

planes; August 9, 6 Potez-54; August 16, 2 bimotor planes, Dragon;

August 22, 4 bimotors Croyton and 1 Airspeed.

French aid continued in increasing quantities, despite the adherence

of France to the Non-Intervention Committee, and the sources of

information regarding French assistance are abundant: the capture

of French material by the advancing nationalists, and the various

accounts that have appeared since that day to confirm in detail the

exact degree of aid given the Republic by France.21

On the basis of personal observation, Pierre Hricourt recounts that

in the months of May and June, 1937, he counted among the loot,

captured by the nationalists, 318 machine guns, 1358 automatic rifles,

2,600,000 cartridges, 53 37-mm. guns; 32 75-mm., and 155 16-mm.

guns of foreign origin. During the summer of 1937 the actual list of

war material of French origin included such items as 12,500 gas

masks, which could not have been released except by the expressed

authorization of the French War Ministry; 172 Hotchkiss machine

guns, 122 Saint Etienne machine guns, and over 25 million Lebel

21 See Pierre Etericourt, Pourquoi mentir, Paris, 1937, and Les Soviets et la France,

fournissews de la revolution espagnole, Paris, 1938.
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cartridges. During the final campaign in Catalonia, the quantities of war
material captured as the republican armies collapsed demonstrated the
monumental character of the war supplies that had come from France.
It is a melancholy reflection that this same material of war, made
available to Spain in such gigantic quantities for the defense of the

republican cause, might well have been one of the elements in the

French unpreparedness a year later in the war against Germany.
The decision to support the Spanish Republic through communist

channels is no longer open to the slightest discussion. Although Soviet

aid in the beginning of the war was indirect and it was only at a
later date that vessels proceeding from Soviet ports delivered war
materials to the Republic.
On July 26, 1936, under the chairmanship of Gaston Mommousseau,

French communist leader, a committee met in Prague to examine the

bases of aid to the Spanish Republic. The main points in this inter

vention were to be :

1. Create a fund of a billion francs to support the Republic.
2. The Soviet trade unions to raise the major portion of this amount.
3. The Soviet banking agencies to arrange for the transfer of

this money.
4. The administration of the fund to be in the hands of a com

mittee of five : Thorez, Ercoli, Dolores Ibarruri, Largo Caballero,
and Jos6 Diaz.

5. The formation of a brigade of 5000 men, to be recruited from
the working class.

Soviet intervention was less evident during the first months of

hostilities, but when Largo Caballero took over the reins of govern

ment, the Soviet Union intervened far more directly. As early as

October 16, 1936, Stalin telegraphed Jose Diaz, general secretary of the

Spanish Communist Party :

The Soviet workers in aiding the revolutionary working masses of Spain
are merely doing their duty. They are aware that the liberation of Spain
from reactionary Fascist oppression is not a private Spanish affair but the

common cause of all advanced and progressive humanity.

The supreme director of Soviet supplies to Spain was Yagoda, the

O.G.P.U. head and later victim of the great purge and a Captain

Oulansky was sent to Odessa to take charge of the shipments destined

for the Spanish Republic. Supplies began to arrive in increasing quan-
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titles at Barcelona, Valencia, Alicante, and Cartagena. So great was this

initial Soviet aid, in the autumn of 1936, that Largo Caballero was
moved to exultation in his address to the republican forces on October

28, 1936: &quot;At this moment we have in our hands a formidable amount
of mechanized equipment, tanks, and a powerful air force,&quot;

22

The nationalist communique of October 29 called attention to some

forty tanks with Soviet personnel, protecting the advance of the

republican militia at Sesefia, and after that date Soviet supplies moved
with increasing precision. The first definite information regarding
direct Soviet aid is the arrival of the Mexican vessel America in

Barcelona, on August 14, 1936, with a cargo of chloride of soda &quot;Made

in the U.S.S.R.&quot;

The list of Soviet vessels and their supplies would take pages
to enumerate. The facts are there to prove that this aid was very
far from being exclusively symbolic. On October 11, the Kilimin

discharged war materials at Alicante; on the nineteenth the Soviet

merchant ship, Chrustchew, unloaded 42 trucks and 200 tons of

munitions; on October 23, the G. Dimotrov brought 6 planes, 48

military trucks, and 1106 tons of munitions. The republican press,

especially that of the port cities, saluted the arrival of these supplies

as evidence of the solidarity of the democratic states.23 On October 31,

the Transbalt, of some 12
;
000 tons, reached Barcelona with eighty

Soviet airmen while fifteen other Soviet vessels arrived in Spanish

ports with every conceivable variety of war material: special air

plane parts, 16 light tanks, machine guns, and light artillery. On
November 1, SO Soviet tanks were unloaded in Alicante, fully equipped
down to the last detail, and the Soviet ship Kursk, from Odessa, un
loaded hand grenades, small bombs, 2000 tons of rifles, and other war

materials. The frequency of the arrivals increased and by February,

1937, the average was two a day while other vessels, flying the flag

of Greece, Norway, Mexico, and various countries also carried Soviet

war materials.

If Soviet aid in war materials was enormous and sustained, the

presence of representatives and agents on Spanish soil was no less

important, comprising in the main technicians, directors, and in-

22 See Madrid press for Oct. 28T, 1936. See also, Toynbee and Boulter, Survey of
International Affairs, 1936-1937, London, 1938, Vol. II, p. 198sq., with descriptions
of the levies on wages and other evidences of Soviet collaboration with the

republican government.
23 Valencia press, end of Oct., 1936.
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structors. Rarely did Soviet citizens engage in combat. It was the

International Brigades that bore the brunt of the actual fighting at

the fronts.

The first Soviet technicians of whom we have precise knowledge
arrived in Cartagena during September, 1936, on the ship Rostok

and belonged to the tank corps and various air services.24 Early in

October, 1936, Soviet agents were observed in the International Zone

of Tangier whose purpose was apparently to foment trouble for the

nationalists in Morocco.25 Near Cartagena, at a point named San

Javier, Soviet technicians organized a seaplane base staffed exclusively

by Soviet citizens. At Los Alcazares, elaborate repair and construc

tion shops were set up under the direction of Soviet pilot, Michael

Kirigin and a pilot-training school under Soviet direction functioned

at Alcantarilla. Soviet technicians ran the hangers at La Rabassa and

Salou.

The supreme technical direction of the Soviet aid to Spain was in

the hands of General Berzim, onetime head of the Red Army Intel

ligence Service and a veteran of many years in the Soviet army. Arthur

Stashevsky, as commercial representative of the U.S.S.R. in Barcelona,

occupied a key position in the delivery of the stream of supplies for

the republicans. Ambassador Rosenberg, who came to Madrid upon the

establishment of diplomatic relations between republican Spain and

the Soviet Union, brought with him the usual inflated personnel and

was accompanied by a number of specialists in Soviet penetration.

The Soviet Consul General in Barcelona was Vladimir Antonov

Ovshenko who had served in the Red army in the Ukraine and had

been in charge of its political propaganda services. The Consul

General was by no means of a retiring disposition, for from

the balcony of the Generalitat of Catalonia, he announced to the

expectant inhabitants of the great port city, that &quot;Russia is with you.

The Russian communists will not tolerate a Fascist victory. To

prevent it we shall stop at nothing.&quot;

Intervention was not limited to a few technicians, or to the super

vision of the entry of supplies, for the Soviets literally took over a

number of administrative functions of the republican government.

2* There are numerous accounts of how Madrid was filled with foreign and

Soviet technicians, aviators, and other personnel. Clara Campoamor, La revolution

espagnole vue par une rtpuWcaine, p. 174, and Louis Fischer, Men and Politics,

P*

25 Abraham Mennowich, Ernest Mulier, Bruno Weil, Willie Neumann, and others.
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Aside from the military operations, Radio Barcelona was run by one

Kolzow-Ginsburg. The detective service in the Catalan city was under

A. Wronski. The office of one Stashevsky was the center for all matters

relating to commercial or business transactions. Armaments came under

the direction of Vladimir Bischitzki. In Bilbao, one Toumanov was
almost dictator. In Madrid, the names of Gorev, Skoblewsky, and

Aralink figured among the most prominent agents. The Soviet ambassa

dor attended the republican cabinet meetings and took part in their

deliberations.26

France and the Soviet Union were by no means the exclusive sources

of aid for republican Spain. Various countries of central Europe, and

especially Czechoslovakia, contributed to the assistance, and Greece

served as a base for the reshipment of material from the eastern

Mediterranean. We find in a letter dated October 30, 1936, from F. F.

Guardiola, to Colonel Jim6nez de la Bereza in Barcelona, specific

reference to the war materials available for importation and the

indication that certain materials from Great Britain and supposedly
destined for China are available to Spain. The writer lists the various

items which can be obtained: from France, tear-gas bombs in

huge quantities, numerous types of planes with the authoriza

tion of the French air ministry; from London, 10,000 light

machine guns of the Hotchkiss type and munitions
;
from Czechoslo

vakia it was proposed to receive planes of various types and purposes,

motors, machine guns, Mauser rifles, munitions, and military vehicles

of various descriptions. Curiously enough, it was proposed during

October, 1936, to accept the offer of Jacques Risler of the Pasteur

Institute in Paris to set up a factory in Barcelona for the manufacture

of gases.
27

Czech material went through the Polish port of Gdynia and attained

ample proportions during the early months. The figures on exportations

26 An extremely interesting account of the whole civil war period is given by the

former Minister of the Interior in the republican cabinet, Julian Zugazagoitia,

Historia de la guerra en Espana, Buenos Aires, 1940. Among other things he states:

&quot;The Spanish republic had not become communist overnight. The instinct of self-

preservation pushed it inevitably toward the Soviet Union. . . . Russia was, on the

establishment of relations, our one hope. It was a life preserver&quot; (p. 111).
27 The statistics of the war material that actually entered Spain between October 20

and November 20, 1936, at a time when the nationalists were receiving no aid from

anyone and were dependent on their own resources, show the fabulous character of

foreign aid to the Spanish Republic. The list for this period of a month includes:

100,000 rifles, 300,000,000 cartridges, 15,000 machine guns, 200 field guns, 75 anti

aircraft guns, 300 bombers.
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through that port were actually published in a report to the local

Chamber of Commerce. They included munitions, machine guns, rifles,

planes, and various artillery pieces. Documents taken from the re

publican army show the amount of such deliveries through the port
of Santander, shipped from Gdynia. Obviously much of the aid was

purchased by the republican government directly. In other cases, the

aid was part of the ideological common front that the extreme Left

was attempting to create around the Spanish issue.

One of the astonishing features of this whole turgid history of

foreign intervention in the Spanish civil war is that Germany figures

prominently among the suppliers of arms and munitions to the re

publican forces. We have been led to believe that the forces engaged
in mortal combat were nicely divided between Right and Left

; good and

bad, heroes and traitors. The Republic was supposed to be fighting for

democracy and the .nationalists for the imposition of military rule

under the aegis of Hitler and Mussolini. This ludicrous reductio ad

absurdum of the issues is seriously shaken when we discover that

German ports were important as the point of embarkation for con

siderable supplies to the republican armies. The Spanish archives

reveal how this traffic operated, for in its files may be found a

communication from the embassy in Berlin to the effect that one

Catsuropulos, an Athens industrialist and intermediary, offered Fokker

planes, German powder, and other war materials obtainable in

Germany to the Spanish republicans.
28

Apparently German munitions

concerns and even the German government were quite willing to allow

war materials to leave Germany destined for Barcelona, under the

flimsy pretext that Greece was the point of destination. The nationalist

government of Spain protested to Berlin on July 23, 1938, on the basis

of the information mentioned above. The German embassy replied, in

28 Note of July 22, 1938. The fact that the German government was far from

enthusiastic over the quick triumph of the nationalist movement is revealed in the

following quotation: &quot;From the German point of view, a hundred percent victory by
Franco is not desirable. We are more interested in a continuation of the war and

the preservation of tension in the Mediterranean. . . . Nevertheless the fortifying of

the Italian positions hi the Balearic Islands cannot be tolerated by France or Great

Britain and might lead to war against Italy, in which case Spain, if entirely in

Nationalist hands, would take part on the side of Italy s enemies. ... In view of the

information given the FUhrer by Generaloberst Goering, it is considered imperative

to reduce or abandon all aid to Spain. The Fuhrer is in agreement with this.&quot; (Re

port of meeting, Nov. 5, 1937, of Hitler, Goering, von Neurath, Blomberg, Fritsch,

and Admiral Raeder. Quoted in Nazi Conspiracy and Aggression, Vol. Ill, pp. 303

and 305, Document 386-PS.)
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a note dated in San Sebastian, October 21, 1938, to the effect that these

materials had reached Greece from the Hirtemberg Munitionsfabrik,
near Vienna, and that the sales had been suspended after the incor

poration of Austria into the Reich. On December 6, 1938, the Spanish
ambassador again urged that the German government put an end to

this traffic so detrimental to the interests of nationalist Spain. The
whole business was hopelessly complicated by the intervention of

Greek and Turkish agents, and the entire mechanism of international

intrigue, for which the Spanish civil war was an ideal stage.

The International Brigades

The most spectacular form of foreign intervention was, of course,
the International Brigades. In line with the agreement reached at

Prague, it was proposed that a small brigade be organized especially

in view of the ease with which the nationalists defeated the so-called

&quot;People s Army.&quot; After General Varela took Talavera de la Reina and
the threat against Madrid became menacing, a far larger effort was en

visaged. Maurice Thorez visited Barcelona and Madrid and dealt

directly with Largo Caballero, now in control, and proposed in late

September, 1936, a far more ambitious program of action, including
the formation of the volunteer groups, under the designation of

International Brigades. The French Communist Party was the logical

agency to carry out the organization and operation of the scheme,
since Thorez could function under the cloak of parliamentary im

munity and since the communist minority in the French Chamber of

Deputies was indispensable to the Popular Front cabinet. The number
of the agents of French communism dispatched to Spain reveals the im

portance of this activity to the extreme Left. Andre Marty was placed
in general charge of the program in Spain and Andr6 Malraux, today a

fervent supporter of General de Gaulle, directed the organization of the

air arm. The French leftist press began one of those noisy, synchro
nized campaigns such as only the communists are capable of producing

and of stomaching. The central committee for the recruiting of the

Brigades was located in the Rue Lafayette in Paris with Thorez, Marty,
Element Gottwald, Palmiro Togilatti, and Luigi Longo as members.

The military adviser was the Soviet General Karol Swierczewski,

whose nom de guerre became General Walter. Although a Pole by
origin, General Walter had been for many years in the service of the

Red army. Other recruiting centers were scattered all over Paris and

in the French provincial cities. The communists, with their socialist
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and radical collaborators, created with great rapidity a complex sys
tem of enlistment, transportation, and entry into Spain with Perpignan
the focal point for this movement toward Spain. It was estimated

that at the end of 1936, some 600 recruits came through Perpignan
each day.
The functioning of the system was perfect. After a brief stay at

Figueras near the French frontier, an appropriate number was trans

ferred to Albacete,
29 where the serious organization of the Brigades

began after the arrival of Marty at the end of October, The
first order for the organization and concentration of the Brigades
bears the date of October 29. Marty was accompanied by a consider

able staff with numerous nationalities represented: the Belgian
Van der Bosch; Lieutenant Colonel Hans Kahle, German; Ludwig
Renn, the German novelist, and many others. The political side

of the Brigades was represented more by the Italians and the

French. Albacete became, in fact, a formation center for the republican

resistance, with churches, schools, and other buildings taken over

by the Brigade organization. There were centers for training in

the reading of maps, for aircraft observation, and the preparation of

political commissars. The Brigade Cheka was presided over by Marty,
and its sinister activities provided him with the somber name of the

&quot;Butcher of Albacete.&quot; The Brigades were notable for the excellent or

ganization of their hygienic and health facilities, a large portion of the

medical aid, both in personnel and money, coming from Jewish sources,

notably from America. Their uniforms were made in France; small

arms were imported from Mexico and later from Poland and Belgium,

while heavy weapons were mostly Soviet.

The rapidity with which the nationalists advanced on Madrid made

the use of the Brigades indispensable before their training was com

plete. In November, 1936, the Brigades were sent to the defense

of Madrid under the direction of General Kleber, whose real name

was Lazar Fakete, of Hungarian origin. He had served in the

Austro-Hungarian army in World War I, fell prisoner to the Russians,

and was released by the victorious revolution in 1917, from which date

29 The accounts by former members of the Brigades are numerous. One anonymous

record, from a British member, entitled, In Spain With the International Brigade: A
Personal Narrative, London, 1938, p. 7, gives this impression of entrance into re

publican Spain: &quot;The red flag was flying everywhere with the hammer and sickle

of the Soviets, while the smallest children seemed to be able to sing the Internationale

and give the clenched fist salute. ... I began to think I had come to a Bolshevik

state instead of a democratic one.&quot;
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on his career was that of a Soviet officer. On November 7, when it

seemed evident that Madrid would fall, the Eleventh Brigade was
ordered to the Madrid front.

In Albacete new formations were rushed, Andre Marty combining
his military activities with the most rigorous elimination of all non-

communist elements or suspected Trotskyites. In Madrid, the picture
of life has been drawn by Ernest Hemingway in his description of the

Gaylord Hotel in Madrid, center and focal point of this strange, un

real, and extremely un-Spanish gentry that had in some devious way
managed to become the spokesmen and defenders of the Republic.

30

30 An extremely curious footnote on the role of the International Brigades is the

large number of participants who have since risen to positions of prominence
hi the countries east of the Iron Curtain. Many of the leaders also occupy posts of

importance in the communist movements in western Europe. The initiative in the
formation of the Brigades was taken by George Dimitrov, then general secretary of

the ELomintern, and Andr6 Marty, French communist leader who had been re

sponsible in large measure for the naval mutiny in 1919 of the French fleet in the

Black Sea. The military adviser of Marty in the organization of the Brigades was
&quot;General Walter,&quot; who later became Minister of National Defense in the provisional

government of Poland. Klement Gottwald, now President of Czechoslovakia was
political adviser, and with him was Luigi Longo, vice-chairman of the Italian com
munist party who served in Spain under the name of Luigi Gallo. Many of those
who have achieved fame were in Spain as political commissars, in other words, as

men in the confidence of the communist parties to supervise the political reliability
of the armed forces. Ludwig Renn, German writer and an ex-communist, was
attached to the Thaelmann Brigade. Marty s lieutenant in Spain was Auguste Lecouer,
subsecretary in the Ministry of Industry in Paris for a time after the war. General

Vincet, member of the General Staff in Spain and a regular French army officer,

as well as Colonel Roy Tanguy, former political commissar of the Fourteenth

Brigade &quot;La Marseillaise,&quot; also returned to his post in the French army. Charles

Tillon, prominent French communist and member of the government during the

period after the liberation when the communists formed a part of the government,
served as a commissar.

Pietro Nenni, although a socialist, at least in name, was commissar for the
Garibaldi Brigade; a number of other Italian personalities, such as Randolfo
Pacciardi, Giuseppe di Vittorio, Giulano Payeta, Francesco Scotti, Illio Borontini,
Giovanni Pesco, Clemente Maglietta, Velio Spani, and Eduardo d Onofrio, all active
in communist circles or in the communist-controlled Italian trade unions, served
their dubious apprenticeship in Spain. Ivo Rukasinov, a general in the Yugoslav
army, was an officer in the Brigades and other Yugoslav military of high rank who
served are Slatic, Branko Ribkar, Bore Naksov, and Janko Gregov. Bohumil
Lastovicek, a battery commander in the Gottwald Brigade, has been director of the
Czech National Radio under the &quot;popular democracy.&quot; Lace Holdos, political
commissar of the Brigade, became afterward vice-president of the National Slovak
Council. The commander of the Masaryk battalion, Milos Nekvasil, was later head
of the Czech censorship and Joska Spirk became in time president of the Czech
Metallurgical Workers. Eya Bart, a Czech writer, headed in due time the Czech
writers

1

guild. Jirzi Horsky became a lieutenant colonel in the Czech army, after serving
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The unsuccessful offensive against Segovia and La Granja led to a
break between Largo Caballero and the Soviet direction of the

Brigades.
Soviet intervention played a large role in the political as well as

military aspects of the war. After it became apparent that the La
Granja offensive was useless for the relief of Bilbao, the Soviet tech

nicians turned to Brunete as the most plausible solution of the diffi

culties and it was proposed to break through to Navalcarnero and
smash the nationalist encirclement of the capital. All the Brigades
except the Fourteenth participated in this action and suffered grievous

ly from the resultant defeat. Moreover the iron rule of communism
was not to the liking of many of the volunteers who were not all

moved by the fervent devotion to Stalinism that animated Comrade

Marty. There were desertions and escapes, executions, and a lowering
morale so that the activity of the Brigades was becoming an inter

national scandal. Officers and highly placed directors fell into disgrace
or were liquidated and the Brigades became the sordid, frightening

repetition of the communist will to crush all who deviate. General

Kleber, who had disappeared, returned at the head of the Brigades

during the Aragon campaign, but the losses had become so heavy
that it was necessary to introduce Spaniards into the ranks.31

as colonel in the Fifteenth Brigade. Leopold Horrman, a captain in the Dimitrov

Brigade, became head of the Czech security police.

Colonel Szyr, political commissar of the Palafox Brigade, turned up as under

secretary of industry in the Polish provisional government. Mietowski, of the

Dombrowski Brigade, became undersecretary of police in Poland. Colonel Torunczyk,
a political commissar, was transformed into undersecretary for annexed territories

in the Polish government. Former Colonel Tadeusz Oppman, of the Dombrowski

Brigade, was assistant military attache&quot; in Paris. Ksiezarezyk, former battalion com
mander in Spain, became military commander of Cracow. Mieczyslaw Szleyen, a

political commissar, became director of political education of an officers center

in Lodz.
The director of the Varna Radio in Bulgaria, Karanov, was a captain attached to

the Information Section of the general staff of the International Brigades. Georgi

Tochev, a tank officer in Spain, directed tank instruction in Plovdiv.

Walter Roman, former political commissar, became a colonel and director of

propaganda hi the Defense Ministry in Budapest. Ladislas Rajk, recently executed by
the Rakosi government, was assistant chief of information on the Brigade general

staff. Ferenc Munnich, also a political commissar, became prefect of Hungarian

police. Miklos Szalvoi, another Brigade officer, became a general and chief of the

security service of the Hungarian army.
31 An excellent source on the International Brigades is their own publications. A

reproduction of those in English may be found in Volunteer for Liberty. Publication

of the International Brigades during the Spanish Civil War, 1937-38, New York,
1949. This is a commemorative volume issued by the members of the Abraham
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The variety of nationalities represented by the Brigades is revealed

in the prisoners that fell to the nationalists during the Catalan cam

paign, among whom were 141 British, 70 Americans, 42 Germans, 42

French, 31 Poles, 24 Australians, 24 Portuguese, 12 Swiss, 9 Italians,

and a host of other nationalities.32

To avoid the necessity for retiring the volunteers under the non
intervention arrangement, wholesale naturalizations were authorized

and documentary proof is abundant, showing innumerable cases of

foreigners who were given Spanish citizenship to allow them to remain.

There were also volunteers and outside aid on the nationalist

side, with a number of units formed by foreigners, notably the

Portuguese volunteers under the name of Viriatos, the White

Russians, the French forming the Joan of Arc unit, and the Irish who
constituted a small group within the nationalist ranks. The major aid

from the point of view of fighting personnel was the Italian. It must
be remembered that at this time, General Franco had been denied

the status of belligerent by other nations and was not bound, there

fore, by any international agreements, since the rest of the world

refused to treat him as anything but a vulgar rebel with no rights and

therefore no responsibilities. In contrast, the Madrid government was
still held in esteem as the legitimate, official government of Spain and

the only one with which the other powers maintained normal diplo

matic relations. The disparity in position and especially the totally

different juridical position of the two forces in conflict is an important
element in appraising the significance of foreign aid in the war.

The first period of Italian participation, on the basis of a few

volunteers, was the Malaga campaign in early 1937. These volunteers

were generally ill prepared, unaware of the treacherous nature of the

war, and convinced that the relatively easy conquest of Malaga repre-

Lincoln Brigade and gives numerous facsimiles of the Brigade journals during the

period of the war.

I have gone through dozens of these journals now preserved in the Municipal
Library of Madrid. The astonishing thing is that in addition to the common languages
such as Italian, German, French, English, and Polish, there was a journal published
for Albanian members of the Brigades called Vulnetari i Lirise, indicating how even
the obscure nationalities were marshaled for the fight against Spain.
The totally communist character of the Brigades is revealed on every page. The

Volunteer for Liberty in English, Vol. I, No. 23, Nov. 15, 1937, published a large

photograph of the Plaza de Independencia in Madrid with huge pictures of Stalin,

Voroshilov, Litvinov, Molotov, Kalinin, and Lenin. The issue of Dec. 13, 1937, reported
the visit of Major Clement Attlee, who &quot;led the assembly in a loyalist salute.&quot;

82 Le Matin, Paris, Aug. 17, 1938.
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sented the most severe trial of the conflict.38 Guadalajara was a
lesson of the first order and ended this initial period of joyous and

easy optimism. The Italians participated in the conquest of Santander.
Some 30,000 took part in this operation, organized in three purely
Italian divisions and two mixed Brigades, part Spanish and part

Italian, and there was Italian participation on the Aragon front. After

that there was a marked tendency for it to decline. In the Catalan

campaign, for example, only one Italian division operated, the Littorio,

by the side of several of mixed composition. The nationalists never

employed the Italians as shock troops in the same manner as the

republicans their International Brigades. In general the brunt of the

advances and the opening of breaches in the enemy positions was
carried out by the Legion, the Navarrese units, and the Moors from

Spanish Morocco and Ifni.

The strict chronology of the foreign participation is important.
There were International Brigades in Madrid in late October and early

November, 1936. The first Italian volunteers arrived at Cadiz and
Seville for incorporation in the fighting forces at the very end of 1936,

with General Roata in charge at the beginning. Colonels Piazzoni

and Guassardo began the development of the mixed units which bore

the name Flechas?*

German support of the nationalists took a variety of forms. There

were a considerable number of &quot;volunteers&quot; in the nationalist armies,

as is attested by articles in the German press, and German aircraft

33 On this point we have the testimony of Franz Borkenau, who was at Malaga
and observed the events of the nationalist advance from the republican side:

&quot;Naturally there were the usual German and Italian planes and pilots. But the

press, both Spanish and foreign, was full of news about the intervention of Italian

infantry units since the beginning of the offensive; actually no such units partici

pated My companions and I, who visited all the important sectors of the Malaga
front in lie first days of February, invariably inquired about the enemy troops hold

ing the positions opposite the Republican lines. Invariably the answer was that there

were Moors . . . foreign Legion, and Falange. We consistently inquired about Italians;

every commander of a subsector replied that in his sector there were no Italians;

there might be in other subsectors. Prisoners had been taken; there were no Italians

among them. . . . Had German infantry units participated in the taking of Malaga
they would probably have continued to appear in the following fights at Motril.

They did not, however. ... It is moreover a fact that no German or Italian

prisoners had been made for many months (with the exception of pilots) either at

Malaga or elsewhere; this changed soon after Malaga&quot; (The Spanish Cockpit [Lon
don: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1937], p, 223).

34 A good account of the intervention from the Italian side is contained in

Francesco Belforte, La guerra civile in Spagna. Gli interventi stranieri nella Spagna
rossa, Rome, 1938. Beginning of Red intervention, p. 43 sq.
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played an important role in the fighting. Germans actually at the

fighting front were organized as the Condor Legion, a relatively
small force compared with the Italians:

According to the information at the disposal of the British government the
number of Italians who left was approximately 22,000 and the number of

Germans about 6,000 (Mr. Butler in the House of Commons on the 5th of

June, 1939, in answer to a parliamentary question).
35

Although the Condor Legion, dispatched in November, 1936, was

distinguished by its extreme mobility and technical perfection, it was

largely in the field of training that the Germans lent an effective aid

to the nationalists: in the use of tanks and antitank defense and
flame throwing as well as in engineering and artillery tactics, signal
and communications services, and many other specialized branches.

Not until after November 18, when the impetus of the first attack

on Madrid had worn itself out, did the German and Italian govern
ments break relations with the Azana regime and recognize the new
state with headquarters in Burgos.

35
Toynbee, A. J., and Boulter, V. M., Survey of International Affairs, 1938, Royal

Institute of International Affairs, 1942, Vol. I, p. 358.



Chapter 11. THE CIVIL WAR:

THE SCENE BEHIND THE LINES

TJL.H]. HE impact of the rising in Africa produced an
almost immediate reaction in the Spain under republican control, al

though it is impossible to generalize with reference to all republican

territory. The tragedy was that the central government in Madrid,
weak and vacillating, was both unable and unwilling to exert control

over the lawless elements that surged to the surface as soon as it

became evident that the country faced war. The ample autonomy of

Catalonia made Barcelona an almost independent area under in

fluences that were not always the same as in Madrid. For one thing,

the political trends tended to be different in the two centers. Madrid

never knew the preponderance of Anarchists such as dominated Barce

lona in the early weeks.

The executive power of the Madrid government in Barcelona had

virtually disappeared after the suppression of the military uprising of

General Coded and the Catalan regional government reigned supreme.

Every reporter who has written of his impressions of the Spain of the

first weeks of the war refers to the confusion in authority that pre

vailed. Franz Borkenau writes of having to get a sort of laissez passer

from an anarchist committee at the frontier before proceeding on his

journey.
1 The American newsman, H. Edward Knoblaugh, writes

of having four more or less autonomous committees stamp his

papers on entering Catalan territory.
2 It must be emphasized that

the reaction in Catalonia was far more social than military while in

Madrid, correspondents were in agreement that the atmosphere was

that of a city in wartime, and later of a capital under siege. Barcelona

1 Borkenau, The Spanish Cockpit, p. 68.

2 H. Edward Knoblaugh, Correspondent in Spain (New York: Sheed and Ward,

1937), p. 31.
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and the Catalan provinces gave the impression of a region in the grip

of social revolution. This fundamental difference is essential to the

understanding of republican Spain during the entire course of the

war.

Barcelona in the first days of the civil war presented a picture of

revolution in full swing. The churches that had escaped the destruction

of previous years, and especially of February, 1936, were burned and

pillaged. H. Edward Knoblaugh reports the burial vaults torn open,

the remains of religious placed in full public view in grotesque

postures, and other scenes equally repugnant.
3 Armed workers in

civilian dress roamed the streets and confiscated automobiles were filled

with the representatives of the innumerable committees and revolu

tionary groups that were in control, their sides painted with the letters

of their organizations : CNT, FAI, UGT, PSUC (The United Socialist-

Communist Party of Catalonia). Others bore the letters POUM
of the Trotskyite deviationists and at times the letters all appeared

together as a sort of assurance of proletarian solidarity in the struggle

against the insurrection. The letters UHP covered walls and other

cars the letters that were to become one of the famous slogans of

the republican revolution: Unios, Hermcmos Proletaries, &quot;Unite Pro

letarian Brothers.&quot; The ominous flag of anarchism flew everywhere;

there was no police control and no effort to guarantee the protection

of either the individual or property. Requisitioning had gone to in

credible lengths, including hotels, factories, and shops.
4 The ap

proaching campaign against Zaragoza seemed to dominate the

thought of the masses in Barcelona and it was anticipated that

the Aragonese capital would fall quickly and that a successful ex

pedition would be led against Mallorca.

Madrid, with perhaps an atmosphere less proletarian or at least

less completely revolutionary and certainly less anarchist than Barce

lona, was nevertheless in the hands of the comrades and especially of

the Milicianos. This improvised military organization conformed en

tirely to the general pattern of confusion and disorder and it was com

mon knowledge that in the early days the militia often fought or rested

as the mood dictated. Numerous militiamen went up to the Alto de

Leon front for an afternoon and returned to Madrid to the more

comfortable life of the requisitioned hotels and cafes. Innumerable

3
Ibid., p. 32.

4 Borkeiiau, op. dt., p. 71.
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young women, of the working class, donned the famous mono* and

became a part of the defense machinery of the Republic. The militia

represented the various political sectors of the Republic: the Left

republicans, anarchists, socialists, and communists and political con

siderations weighed heavily in the choice of officers; the customary

thing was for complete improvisation in which purely military con

siderations had small part.

The republican government at the moment of the outbreak of the

war was under the leadership of Jose Giral Pereira as Prime Minister.

The shift toward extremism is no more aptly shown than in the

decree of September 4, 1936, proclaiming the reorganization of the

government. The new Prime Minister, who combined his functions

as head of the cabinet with that of War Minister, was Francisco

Largo Caballero. The Minister for Foreign Affairs was Julio Alvarez

del Vayo. Juan Negrin held the portfolio of finance. Communist

influence was most evident in the designation of Jesus Hernandez as

Minister of Education, a prominent member of the party.

One of the major tasks of the new government was to bring some

sort of order into military affairs. The Largo Caballero cabinet de

creed that purely voluntary service must be dispensed with and hence

forth men would be conscripted into the army. Moreover, voluntary

retirement from the front when the spirit moved was severely dis

couraged by summary executions. The methods for lifting morale

were numerous, including rigorous censorship so that newspapers re

frained from publishing reports of such events as the fall of Irtin or

San Sebastian or even the successful relief of the Alcazar.6

Wireless sets were rounded up and Radio Madrid did everything

possible to maintain constant interference with the nationalist broad

casts. The whole story of the nationalist advance up through Extre-

madura, to Talavera, Toledo, and the gates of Madrid was kept from

the public, to such an extent that the Madrid population was literacy

shocked to hear the first far-off boom of enemy cannon.

The fall of Irun precipitated the fall of the government on September

4. The Cortes was now no more than a shadow; of its 430 members,

only some 100 of the extreme Left were still available. This rump or

ganization met occasionally, but ceased to be a force of any kind in the

destinies of Spain. The Republic was distinguished after the out-

*Mono a sort of overseas cap much in use by the &quot;People s Army.&quot;

*A$.C., Madrid, July 28, 1936, jubilantly reported the Alcazar as about to

surrender.
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break of the war by the complete suspension of all the ordinary
constitutional forms and even the most elementary operation of repre
sentative government. On November 5, 1936, the government was
reshuffled again, and on November 7 the cabinet, accompanied in

terestingly enough by the Soviet ambassador, left Madrid for Valencia.

In May, 1937, the government suffered another fundamental change
in which the socialist-communist group emerged against the anarchists

;

Juan Negrin became Prime Minister with Indalecio Prieto as Minister

of Defense, and two communists, Jesus Hernandez as Minister of Edu
cation and Health, and Vicente Uribe Galdeano of Agriculture.
The transfer of the government to Valencia included the gold re

serves of the Bank of Spain. Indalecio Prieto declared to newsman

Knoblaugh that the republican government had reserves amounting
to the equivalent of $700,000,000 and therefore did not hesitate to use

it to induce volunteers and especially airmen to join the republican
forces.7 The problem of the gold reserves is one of the most fabulous

chapters in this whole nightmarish period.
8 There is absolutely no

doubt of the gigantic plundering by the republican government of

the national reserve, and especially the use, both public and private,

of this wealth for purposes which were inimical to the interests

of the nation. There is first of all the story, backed by docu

mentary proof, of the transfer to the Soviet Union of what never

belonged to the Republic itself as a regime, but to Spain as a

nation. Much has been written, and often quite vaguely, about the

7 Knoblaugh, op. dt., p. 43.
8 The full story of the plundering by the republican government of public and

private wealth is a shocking thing. By the decree of September 13, 1936, the govern
ment ordered the Bank of Spain to turn over its gold reserves, some 21,964,444

pounds sterling of which were transferred to France. On September 14, the Bank was
literally assaulted and over two billion pesetas taken. On September 26, 250 cases of

gold were sent to Marseilles on the vessel Tromontana, and on October 2, 250 more
cases were dispatched to the same destination. Late in October several hundred more
cases of gold were sent to France and in January, 1937, some cases were sent by air

to Toulouse. Private deposits were taken by force, for the decrees of October 3, 10,

and 16, 1936, simply impounded private wealth in banks. The banks delivered

5,026,613,320 pesetas in this manner. Two more decrees of October 20 and 29, 1936,

opened up the boxes containing other forms of wealth: jewels, heirlooms, etc. The
treasures of numerous churches were seized. Aside from the incalculable destruction of

religious treasures, much of this artistic wealth was simply seized by the government
for its own purposes. Needless to say a goodly number of the republican leaders

managed to store away in the Chase Bank, Midland Bank in Britain, and other

foreign banking houses very appreciable wealth. The full documentary proof with

photostatic copies of the incriminating evidence has been published, a large part of it

in the volume entitled, Causa General. La Dominaddn roja en Espana, Madrid, 1940.
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gold that found its way to the Soviet Union and presumedly remained
there for uses which one may easily suspect.
On October 25, 1936, 7800 cases of gold were shipped out of

Cartagena on the Soviet vessels, Kine, Neve, and Volgoles. Evidence
shows the intimate financial tie-up with Russia. On February 16, 1937,
the republican government arranged with the People s Finance Com
missar of the Soviet Union for the sale of gold to the amount of

$51,160,888. At the same time the equivalent of this gold was to be

transferred to the Delegate of the Foreign Trade Commissariat of

the Soviet Union in Spain in payment for goods sold to the Spanish

government. There is evidence that Dr. Negrin had accumulated a

tremendous fortune, estimated at over $50,000,000, in a villa at

Beuville and in February, 1939, this sum was shipped to Mexico

on the yacht Vita? The controversy between Indalecio Prieto

and Juan Negrin over this fortune became a major issue within

exiled republican government circles. Under the direction of Martinez

Barrio, late president of the Cortes in Madrid, a remnant of

this body proclaimed the formation of a committee to take charge

of this booty in the name of the Spanish nation and as a part of the

national patrimony. These funds and others spirited out of Spain have

maintained the Republic since its collapse and have made possible

the creation of a republican government and the very considerable

propaganda carried on abroad against the Franco regime.

The record of the exiled republicans regarding the reserve has been

consistently bad, for at no time has any rendering of accounts ever

been made nor a public statement witji precise details clarified the

mystery. No one outside those directly responsible has any idea of the

total amount, or the precise use that has been made of these funds

which, we must repeat, were not republican but Spanish. There are

some ugly angles of this whole sordid story as in the case of the col

lections of the Toledo Cathedral which were wantonly plundered and

9 An amusing aspect of this controversy, still shrouded in considerable mystery,

occurred in Mexico, when Indalecio Prieto became a columnist in the daily Novedades.

The well-known Mexican writer, Alfonso Junco, suggested that Prieto explain the

mystery of the Vita and the use of the funds that had reached Mexico, If the United

Nations was privileged to interfere in Spanish affairs it seemed logical that

Mexico and especially Mexican public opinion might be interested in the kidnaped

treasury (Alfonso Junco, El Gran Teatro del mundo, Madrid, 1937, p. 360 sq.).

Julio Alvarez del Vayo, a strong critic of Indalecio Prieto, proposes his version of

the Vita incident and the transfer of Spanish wealth to Mexico in The Last Optimist

(New York: Viking Press, Inc., 1950), p. 292 sq. The sum total of this account places

Prieto in an extremely unfavorable light.
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the artistic treasures of centuries taken away by the government.
The complete list of this spoliation exists in documentary form,

showing that on September 4, 1936, Jos6 Giral ordered the provincial
authorities in Toledo to transfer these riches to Madrid, allegedly
for protection. These objects and treasures were never returned nor
have they been located. The presumption is that they form part of the

&quot;national patrimony&quot; now in the hands of the exiled republicans.
Since the end of the war there has been a sad story of rivalry
between Prieto and his Junta de Auxilio a los Republicanos

Espanoles and Negrin s rival organization, the Sermcio de Emigracidn
para Republicanos Espanoles. This sterile wrangling of a group of

defeated exiles has little importance for the future of Spain, although
it is a tragedy that such a large portion of the wealth of the nation

found its way illegally into their hands when the government collapsed,
for under no conceivable law can the seizure of the gold reserve of a

country be justified as part of its legitimate defense.

After the departure of the government to Valencia, a Junta de

Defensa remained behind to defend Madrid
;
its composition following

the exact lines of the government as to the distribution of political

influence. General Sebastian Pozas, commander of the Guardia civil,

now on the republican side, was in charge of the defense.

The rapid advance of the nationalists undoubtedly redoubled the

effort of those devoted to ferreting out reactionaries and other dubious

elements. The whole, painful story of persecution and murder of

those not 100 per cent loyal to the Republic will some day be told,

for it is an account which will run to hundreds of pages, as no

province, city, town, or village of Spain within the republican zone

escaped it. It is a hideous, horrifying repetition of sadistic tor

ture and inhuman treatment of the innocent. Rare is the Spanish

family that lived within the republican zone that did not suffer directly
from the fear, terror, and constant activities of the murderous Chekas.
The custom of taking persons out at night to shoot them in some

near-by spot became a national institution under the name of the

paseo. No authority intervened none could; and the government
accepted this sort of thing as one of the exigencies of war.

The tumultuous days of July, 1936, when the mobs were armed,

represented a literal bloodbath for all Spain. Prisoners were murdered
in cold blood ; pedestrians shot on the streets

; members of the middle
or upper class hounded and assassinated. The prisons overflowed and
theaters were utilized to house the large number of persons constantly
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being rounded up. The institution of the Cheka made life in republican

Spain a nightmare. It is estimated that some 225 of these instruments

of terror existed in Madrid alone. The Government supported them
as is evidenced by the fact that the representatives serving on them
were cloaked in the authority of public agents. A little later these

same members were enrolled in the official police, when it became

necessary to fill the gaps in that body due to the participation of many
of the regulars in the armed forces. Knoblaugh describes the method
of work in this way:

Cars labelled CHEKA and carrying red and black flags patroled everywhere,
loaded with armed men on the lookout for Quinta Columna suspects. Their

work was simplified by the fact that Spanish law requires citizens to carry
identification cards giving age, description of bearer and place of residence.

These could be checked against the political credentials supplied to Leftists

in good standing with their respective parties. The raiders entered caf6s, some

standing guard in the doorway, while the rest passed from table to table de

manding to see everyone s credentials. . . . Many of them, like the guards
stationed on the highways every few kilometers apart, could not read the

writing on the passes. Some of them looked at the cards upside down. Those

Spaniards who could not show membership in one or other of the Front

parties were dragged off and generally were heard of no more.10

The Casa del Campo, the wooded park near the Royal Palace, was

one of the favorite spots for this macabre sport. There was nothing
clandestine about it, for the somber nightly routine was known to

everyone. The bodies were collected the next day and displayed in the

morgues where relatives and friends were allowed to search for the

missing among them. It was not only Madrid; it was everywhere in

republican Spain. One can visit any city today and without exception

there is a spot where the extreme Left carried out this sinister work.

In Santander it was the spot overlooking the sea, where bodies were

hurled from high rocks into the water. In Valencia, it was outside the

city on one of the main highways. I know personally several persons in

Valencia who lived in the suburbs and came in daily to their work.

They recount how for weeks and even months, not a morning failed

to reveal its grisly quota of victims all presumedly &quot;vile reaction

aries.&quot; The number of victims will never be established, although it is

10 Op. di*} p. 70. Of the innumerable accounts of the agonizing life led in republican

Madrid after July 18, 1936, I find none more absorbing than the final chapters of the

book of Rodolfo Reyes, De mi vida: La bi-Revolucidn espanola, Mexico, 1948, p.

455 sq. This Mexican of long residence in Spain recounts the horrors of his plight and

that of many other foreigners, without mentioning nationals, during the months

when authority was in the hands of the mob (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1937).
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estimated as 60,000 for Madrid, 30,000 for Valencia, and 50,000 for

Barcelona, and these figures are taken as extremely conservative. Did
the victims include only violent enemies of the Republic or persons
who were potentially collaborators with the advancing nationalists?

The answer is an emphatic &quot;no.&quot; The murders were carried out on an

unprecedented scale and included persons from the extreme Right
to republicans and even known leftists; noblemen and workers; in

tellectuals and children.

The whole horrible picture cannot be attributed exclusively to ir

responsible mobs. While many of the executions were doubtless the

result of the panic and confusion of the first weeks, and many
due to personal feuds rather than political reasons, the duration of

the murders pointed to a system rather than sporadic violence. During
the period Jos6 Giral was Prime Minister, his Director General of

Public Security presided at a meeting at the Fine Arts Club in Madrid
at which a central Cheka was established, endowed with the widest

authority and charged with the task of condemning the victims

without trial or formalities. This Cheka received the name of the

&quot;Provincial Committee for Public Investigation,&quot; and was popularly
known as the &quot;Fine Arts Cheka,&quot; also as the Fomento Cheka because

of the Madrid street on which it was located. The committee was made

up of the representatives of all the political parties and of the trade-

union organizations, a fact which refutes the idea that it was merely
the instrument of the more extreme of the political factions. This

Cheka sent thousands of persons to their deaths; authorized in

numerable depredations, and was responsible for the mass murder of

prisoners, to which reference will be made shortly. Among other things,

it turned over to the republican government 472 cases of gold and
silver objects and jewels, including many sacred vessels stolen from

churches. The organization was dissolved in November, 1936, when the

Nationalist advance came dangerously close.

The full responsibility of the government for this frightful state of

affairs is amply proved by the documents available. One of them,

signed by Angel Galarza Gago, republican Minister of the Interior

and dated Valencia, May 14, 1937, refers to the need for protect

ing the members of the extinct committee, one of whom, Leopoldo
Carrillo Gomez, had been arrested. &quot;Since the Provincial Committee
for Public Investigation has functioned under the direction and

the responsibility of the Government of the Republic and of all

the organisms of the Popular Front which compose it, we are all of
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us bound to avoid, by all the means at our disposal, the repetition of

such arrests when due to causes connected with the affairs of the

aforementioned Committee of Investigation.&quot;
11

The militia, on its own, held courts anywhere that might be con

venient, in cafes, garages, or the back rooms of a vacant building. The
judges were self-constituted, the defendant was deprived of all right
to speak and often had no idea of what he was accused. The delibera

tions took perhaps five minutes and the wholesale executions followed

immediately. The &quot;Popular Tribunals&quot; that succeeded these impro
vised courts were not much better and expedited matters with almost
the same alacrity. Evidence was dispensed with and the normal rules of

examination and cross examination became a tragic farce. One of

the most monstrous of the crimes committed in the name of democracy
and common decency was the attempt to arrest the entire panel
of 122 lawyers who had protested, just before war broke out, against
the lawless killings and especially the official murder of Calvo Sotelo.

They were ordered arrested and tried for sympathy with the hated

Right. Most had fled; others had already been executed. Of the 69

who were located all managed to establish their innocence. Many
of these were executed without further investigation, an eloquent and

terrible example of popular justice.

The real victim of the months of violence was order and law. All

ordinary legal processes were abandoned and juridical precepts so in

dispensable to organized society were thrown overboard. The Spanish

Republic became a dictatorship, with justice or the travesty of it that

bore its name exclusively in the hands of the mob.

One of the most abominable crimes was that perpetrated on August

23, 1936, in the Madrid Model Prison. The press had carried on a cam

paign of incitement against some of the Model Prison inmates and

Minister Giral s own paper, Politico,, in its edition of August 8, 1936,

called upon the masses to wreak vengeance on several of them. Let

it be noted that the crimes were not directed against Falangists and

11 Letter of Minister Galarza to the Director General de Seguridad, Madrid, May
14, 1937. The documents on the Chekas are to be found in the Causa General, p. 83 sq.

There were 226 of these institutions in Madrid alone, a list of which is given in this

work, pp. 86-92. The Fine Arts Cheka was responsible for about 1000 murders. The

government granted the Chekas the right to distribute the booty resulting from the

robbery of private dwellings. Another horrible organization was the so-called

EscuadrUla del amanecer, or dawn squad, devoted to arrests, prefabricated trials,

and murder. Heraldo de Madrid, for August 13, 1936, praised the efficiency of their

bloody work.
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known Franco sympathizers, but also against those who were either

suspect in the eyes of the rabble or in some way deemed as not 100

per cent sympathetic to the particular authorities in control. Militia

men and women stationed in the prison were responsible for the murder
of Melquiades Alvarez, a senior member of the Madrid bar, a

leader of the Democratic Liberal Republican Party, and at one time

Prime Minister. Other victims of this horror were Ramon Alvarez

Valdes, Jose Martinez de Velasco, Manuel Rico Avello, a former

Minister of the Interior, who had served in 1933 in the cabinet of

Diego Martinez Barrio. The Minister of Interior and the Director

General of Public Security cannot be exonerated of responsibility, for

they were personally at the prison when the bloody events took place.

The republican press, instead of deploring the bloodshed and demanding
the chastisement of the culprits, praised them for their &quot;proven courage
and discipline.&quot;

12 The massacre of August 23 was directed by one

Enrique Puente, a baker by trade and a militia leader. Even after

the crime had taken place the government left the prison in the hands

of the local Cheka supported by a few militiamen belonging to the

republican Left, Jose Giral s own party. It is a commentary on repub
lican justice that the new commander in the prison was henceforth

Felipe Emilio Sandoval, who himself had been incarcerated for murder

shortly before. For months the Model Prison, which belied its name,
was the scene of mysterious disappearances and of prisoners spirited

away, never to reappear.
When the nationalist threat became more imminent, the government

authorized by written order the removal of thousands of politi

cal prisoners who, without trial or investigation, were executed by
machine guns in Paracuellos del Jarama and other places near Madrid

by the Public Security militia. Huge trenches dug for the pur

pose accommodated their bodies as they were mowed down. These

mass graves may be found not only in Paracuellos de Jarama, near the

Barajas airport, but at Torrejon de Ardoz, and Ribas de Vaciamadrid.

It was tragic irony that despite the countless efforts of the

diplomatic missions in Madrid, the government paid scant attention to

their requests for humanitarian conduct. Let it be stressed that niany
of the diplomatic missions, and not least among them those of the

Hispanic American republics, saved hundreds of lives at very consider

able risk, for the embassies and legations of those nations, recognizing

12 El Liberal, Madrid, August 27, 1936.
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the right of asylum, were thrown open to the unfortunates who had no
recourse to the courts or to the authorities, and who were in the

greatest danger of death. A few days before the mass murder, Julio
Alvarez del Vayo, Minister of Foreign Affairs, addressed a note to

the British Charge d Affaires in response to a humanitarian demarche,
in which he guaranteed that the lives of prisoners would not be

placed in jeopardy and that they would receive fair and open trials.

A few days later one of the greatest mass executions in the history of

the civil war took place.
18

In the Porlier Prison of Madrid the militia, designated as guards
by the government, assassinated two radical republican members of

the Cortes : Gerardo Abad Conde and Fernando Rey Mora. Prisoners

were often executed arbitrarily without any reference to who they
were or what they had done. Lists were sometimes made up by random
selection from an index of those imprisoned.

It is necessary to insist that this was not the work of isolated indi

viduals or the rabid bursting of popular indignation quickly to subside.

The republic was permeated with the new conception of &quot;people s

justice.&quot; The statements to be found in republican sources of the

period reflect almost the precise terminology employed in Yugoslavia
at the time of the trial of Archbishop Stepinac, in which every

appeal was made to the &quot;people s law&quot; as against the statutes

or written provisions. We find such an appeal in Spain to the various

prosecutors of the lower courts in which it is stated that &quot;the republic
is a system of Justice and Justice emanates from the people. The ad

ministration of justice must be inspired on this basic principle, and

since that noble and great people is now giving its life-blood for a

system of freedom and justice, let us give it the justice it wants at the

pace and in the way set by itself.&quot;
14

It is not to be supposed that this persecution was directed

solely against Spaniards, for the republican government was guilty

of some very grave violations of international law. The murder which

took place on the outskirts of Madrid of Baron Jacques de Borchgrave,
attache of the Belgian embassy in Madrid, who was seeking to aid

some of his compatriots who had been inveigled into the International

Brigades, is an example. Evidence of the crime was made public, but

no action was ever taken. The sisters of the Uruguayan consul in

13 Madrid press, Oct. 25, 26, 1936. Also, Nov. 14, 1946. It was denied that illegal

executions were taking place.
14 El Liberal, Madrid, Sept. 3, 1936.
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Madrid, Dolores and Consuelo Aguiar Delia Bias, were arrested by
the communist militia and their bodies later found on the Andalucia

highway. The Uruguayan government responded by breaking off

diplomatic relations with Madrid. Efforts were made through diplo

matic intervention to save the life of the descendant of Columbus, the

aged Duke of Vergara, who had never engaged in politics, but he

was murdered by socialist militiamen.15

When the government decided to convert the prison at Ocafia into

a hospital, it was informed by Red Cross officials that it could

accommodate five hundred beds. The 189 prisoners there, instead of

being transferred, were simply lined up and shot.16 There was a con

siderable flurry abroad regarding the execution in Andalucia of the

great poet Garcia Lorca, by the nationalists. It would be the height of

folly to suppose that the nationalists were innocent of acts of violence

or of offenses against justice. There are authenticated cases of arbi

trary imprisonment and the execution of several priests in the Basque

country. But there was nothing of the widespread, systematic, organ

ized, and officially approved reign of murder that was so shocking in

the Republic. The figures put forward as authentic reached such

a colossally high level that public opinion abroad found it diffi

cult to credit them. The world in general was sold on the idea that

the Spanish republic was a democratic institution fighting for its life

and had little notion of the degeneracy that had occurred prior to July

18, or the increasingly Marxist complexion of things. They were un
aware that two wars were going on simultaneously in Spain ;

the war

against the nationalists and the war for the sovietization of Spain.

The moderate republicans, devoted to the rule of law and order, were

either out of the country, exterminated, or incapacitated for action.

The republic of 1936-1939 was no longer the institution of Gregorio

Maranon, Aniceto Alcala Zamora, or Jose Ortega y Gasset, for their

classical republic, under liberal principles and with parliamentary

procedures was now a police state, ruled by ruthless doctrinarians and

administered by mob rule. It must be remembered, too, that nothing
is quite as useless when dealing with a struggle of this kind as the list

ing of this, that, or the other distinguished name as evidence of the

perfidy of one side. The world was treated to a tremendous propaganda

onslaught with the death of Garcia Lorca. The equally regrettable dis-

15 Other foreigners killed included Bridget Boland, Irish, in Bilbao, June 16, 1937,

two Swiss, and several Argentines.
*6 Knoblaugh, op. tit., p. 88.
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appearance of Ramiro de Maeztu, for which the republicans were

responsible, could be used to prove the hostility of the Republic
to culture.

The death of Jose Primo de Rivera in Alicante prison was another

case of murder without due process of any kind. The leader of the

Falange had been imprisoned before the civil war started, a vic

tim of the numerous restrictions on freedom of speech for which

the Republic was responsible and details of which have been offered

in a previous chapter. It is reported that Minister Largo Caballero

was anxious to avoid his death, since the nationalists held his own

son, but the anarchists insisted he be tried. The trial was of such

a nature that after one day correspondents were refused admission

and no cabled stories could be sent abroad. He was executed on

November 20, 1936, and Largo Caballero s son was shot in retaliation

by the nationalists.

There can be no serious question that the accounts of the murders,

amounting to thousands, are not a question of &quot;fascist propaganda.&quot;

The evidence is there for anyone to see. As serious a student of

Hispanic affairs as E. Allison Peers devotes a chapter in his book,

Catalonia Infelix, to the tragic record of murder, arson, and spoliation

in that area.17 Another observer, Clara Campoamor, estimates fifty

to a, hundred corpses a day in Madrid alone.18 Competent foreign

correspondents were agreed that this wave of terror was part and

parcel of the revolution and the prosecution of the war. The London

Times told week after week, on the basis of firsthand observation, the

terror that reigned over the land.19

The Church and its clergy were the primary targets of this persecu

tion. The record of the Republic in this regard has already been

examined in synthesis, but there remains the partial story of the

years between 1936 and 1939 when, by comparison, 1931-1936 seemed

a paradise indeed. This new era of persecution was distinguished by

the wholesale murder of priests and religious, men and women;
destruction of what remained of Church property and churches them

selves, and the elimination of every sign of religion or of religious

iTMethuen & Co., London, 1937, Chapter XIH, &quot;Proletarian Revolution and

Civil War.&quot;

18 La revolution espagnole vue par une rlpublicaine, Paris, 1937, p. 98.

i Sir Edward Griggs writes in the Times (Oct. 9, 1936) that &quot;there has been

undisputable evidence that massacres on a revolting scale were being practiced in

Madrid and Barcelona. Not only murder but the torture and mutilation of old

men, women, girls and children. . . .&quot;
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influence in the country. The number of clergy actually killed reached
the thousands. In addition to these persecutions, it would be unbear
able to describe in detail the outrage, sacrilege, and destruction that

accompanied this hounding of religion. To arson was added the

destruction of vestments and vessels, the morbid opening of ancient

cemeteries, the display in sacrilegious and grotesque poses of those

who were responsible for the wanton destruction all this forms
a part of the horror that hung over republican Spain. There is

no chance whatever that all of this can be chalked up to exaggera
tion or that the priests and religious were simply nationalist agents
who ought to have been shot for their pains. A simplification of this

sort is nothing short of monstrous, for the evidence is plain that the

clergy were murdered because they were clerical; that opinion or

political tendency had nothing to do with it. The revolution, as I have

already pointed out, was not merely anticlerical, but was profoundly

antireligious in inspiration.

The testimony of an unquestionably unbiased body, a group of

Protestant churchmen who visited Spain in the winter of 1937, confirms

this statement: &quot;Many certainly have been killed . . . unless the

parish priest was actively unpopular, he was not killed by his own
people.&quot;

20 In short, the most that the average priest could hope for

was not to be shot by his own parishioners. As to his chances of not

getting shot at all, that, it would appear, was extremely dubious. Mr.

Loveday in his Spain, 1923-1948 quotes the Manchester Guardian,

sympathetic to the republican cause, as stating that &quot;the attack on

religion has been more radical in loyalist Spain than anywhere else in

the world, even Mexico and Russia. All Roman Catholic churches

have been closed down as places of worship and nearly all have
been completely destroyed. ... In loyalist Spain there is nothing
left to persecute.&quot;

21

Space makes it impossible to do more than skin the surface of this

important problem. Every corner of the republican jurisdiction was
affected by the persecution. In Catalonia alone, 21 Capuchin Fathers,
9 lay Brothers, and 7 seminarians were murdered between July, 1936,
and April, 1937. In the period ending November, 1936, 28 Jesuits of

the province of Aragon lost their lives. Thirty members of the religious

20 Report of a Group of Anglican and Free Churchmen Who Visited Spain, January
29 to February 9, 1937, quoted in Peers, op. cit., p. 254.

21 BosweU Publishing Co., London, 1949, p. 119.
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community at the great monastery of Montserrat were executed.22

The full moral weight of condemnation comes from the hierarchy
of Spain which^

in the collective pastoral of July 1, 1937, stated that

some 2000 churches had been totally destroyed or plundered and

some 6000 secular priests killed up to that date.23 Even the Anglican

chapels in republican Spain were closed and several of the Anglican

bishops who visited the country could not appear in clerical garb.

22 A full account is contained in the volume La persecution religieuse en Espagne,

Paris, 1937. It was published anonymously but is known to be the work of Dr. Juan

Estelrich, a Catalan writer and member of the Spanish parliament since 1931, as well

as a close collaborator with the Catalan regional government. Peers gives this personal

information, and states that, &quot;I know personally of the care with which his statistics

have been collected,&quot; Spain, the Church and the Orders, Burns, Gates & Washbourne,

London, 1945, p. 170. The existence of a co-ordinated plan for the destruction of the

Church can admit of no doubt.

The Barcelona newspaper, Solidaridad Obrera (July 26, 1936), stated bluntly that

&quot;religion is not yet dead. This must be borne in mind in connection with future

activity.&quot; Every form of sacrilege and vicious antireligious usage was tolerated.

Mundo Grdfico (Madrid, Dec. 30, 1936) published pictures of confessionals out on

the sidewalks used as collection centers for the contributions to the republican

armed forces.
23 Also see discourse of the Holy Father to Spanish pilgrims in September, 1936,

Acta Apostolicae Sedis, Vol. XXVIII.
The bishops who suffered martyrdom at the hands of the republicans are: Eustaquio

Nieto, Bishop of Sigiienza, 72 years old, judged by street mob, executed July 27,

1936, and body burned. Silvio Ruiz, Bishop of Lerida, placed himself in government

custody, and was turned over to militiamen. Shot before cemetery wall, Aug. 5, 1936.

Cruz Laplana Laguna, Bishop of Cuenca, 71 years old, killed on a highway, Aug. 8,

1936. Florencio Asensio Barroso, Titular Bishop of Urea and Apostolic Administrator

of Barbastro, murdered, mutilated, and tossed into common grave, Aug. 9, 1936.

Miguel Serra Sucarrate, Bishop of Segorbe, 79 years old, killed on Aug. 9, 1936, by
a band of Left republican supporters of President Azafia. Manuel Basulto Jimenez,

Bishop of Ja6n, taken from a prison train on way to Madrid. Murdered at Vallecas

on Aug. 12, 1936, together with 200 other prisoners. Manuel Borris, Auxiliary Bishop

of Tarragona, executed Aug. 12, 1936. His body was examined by witnesses who re

ported mutilations and partial burning with gasoline. Narciso de Est6naga Echevarria,

Bishop of Cuidad Real, taken from his house, escorted outside the city, and murdered

on Aug. 22, 1936. Diego Ventaja Milan, Bishop of Almeria, murdered Aug. 28, 1936,

and body exposed to the profanations of the mob. Manuel Medina Olmos, Bishop of

Guadix, murdered with the Bishop of Almeria. Manuel Irurita Almandoz, Bishop of

Barcelona, seized after flight from palace and taken before San Elias Cheka, murdered,

Dec. 3, 1936. Anselmo Polanco y Fontecha, Bishop of Teruel, murdered near Figueras,

Feb. 7, 1939, body left unburied. Juan de Dios Ponce, Apostolic Administrator of

Orihuela.

Republican propaganda claimed that these murders were the work of the first

few weeks of popular indignation. It may be observed that the Bishop of Teruel

was murdered just before the final collapse of the Republic, in its last stronghold

hi Catalonia.
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But it is useful, in order to make the account of the persecution and
the terror in republican Spain more accurate, to pick out two given
localities far removed one from the other, and where circumstances

were quite diverse, socially and politically: Bilbao and Andalucia.

The record of violence against men and women, clergy and laity

alike, in the two areas is overwhelming.

During August, 1936, the prison of Larrinaga in Bilbao and smaller

jails connected with the prefectures of police were insufficient to hold

the growing number of persons incarcerated for political reasons. It

was therefore decided to utilize two vessels, the Altuna-Mendi and
the Cabo Quilates, as prison ships. Later the Ardntzazu-Mendi, with

prisoners from Guipuzcoa and a number of Requet6s, was drafted into

this service. These floating prisons in the harbor of Bilbao became
one of the great horrors of the civil war, where hundreds of persons
were cruelly and barbarously treated, many sent to their deaths

after the most refined tortures, flagellation, beating with burning

sticks, and the like had been applied.
24 The priests aboard were

subjected to the most revolting and unprintable chastisements.

A French bishop had occasion to visit Bilbao during that period
and his statement reflected the absolute horror of what he had
seen: &quot;On leaving the Spanish hell,&quot;

is the title of his remarks.

&quot;In the fetid holds of the vessels anchored in the Bilbao channel,
3000 hostages await their liberation or death. What I have seen is

too horrible and cruel for words.&quot;
25 As a commentary on the technique

of illusion, the Bilbao newspaper Euzkadi, organ of President Aguirre,

pronounced itself as satisfied at the visit of the French prelate who
had left Bilbao with the best impressions of the state of the prisons.

26

The Bishop commented publicly on the fact that the 3000 prisoners
were under arrest and detention in large part because they were

subscribers to AJ3.C., the Madrid monarchist daily. A list of sub

scribers in the Bilbao area had been dispatched from Madrid and

this had served as a basis for the arrest of the victims.

On September 25, 1936, the executions began. Groups were selected

from among the prisoners, and those who were spared for the moment

24
Jose&quot; Echeandia, La persecuddn roja en el pais vasco, Barcelona, 1945. This is

a firsthand account of prison conditions in Bilbao and the Basque country. It proves
beyond a doubt that a large number of Basques were not in sympathy with lie so-

called autonomous government nor with the Republic.
25 Statement of Mons. Mathieu, Bishop of Dax, in La Petite Gvronde, Bordeaux,

Sept. 26, 1936.
26 Edition of Sept. 23, 1936.
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awaited in terror the massacre of their comrades. On the near-by docks
mobs of militiamen and women screamed invectives and hurled insults
at the prisoners, demanding raucously that they be put to death.
All through the night the groans of the dying merged with the oaths
of the militia as they rolled over bodies in search of valuables. On
one of the vessels a daily practice was to force the seventeen im
prisoned priests to sing the Internationale. Fifteen of them were lined

up in one group and shot down in the midst of their simple farewell:

&quot;Good-by, Brother. Until we meet in Eternity.&quot; The story of the

priests assassinated in Bilbao is one of the minor chapters in the

glorious martyrdom of thousands all over Spain. There was no plead
ing, no vacillating, no apostasy.
On land, the prisons were packed with unfortunates. A partial list

includes individuals of every profession and condition : captains in the

army, machinists, members of the Falange, the consul of Paraguay,
and Carlists. The prison, Los Angeles Custodies, was reserved for the

aged and the infirm, none of whom were spared the brutalities to which
all political prisoners were subjected. Jose Luis de Goyoaga, president
of the council of Vizcaya, has left an account of the hideous January 4
in the prison when it was stormed by a frenzied mob under the

direction of the militiamen. The prisoners were shot in groups
of five. The list of the victims in this case included a wide range:

Carlists, priests, members of Accidn Popular, and others. The reports
on mass assassinations in Guipiizcoa conform in all details to the

account just given in abbreviated form of what transpired in Vizcaya.
It is impossible to assume that in this area the Basque separatist

government was totally unaware of what took place or was incapable
of a minimum action against the excesses of the mobs, the militia, and
the various branches of the armed forces. Ignorance obviously was not

the reason; complicity is the only explanation of how these horrors

could continue in a region where the Basque republicans claimed to

be fighting for religion and independence on the side of the Republic.
It was not only in the larger centers, but in the villages and country

side all over the Basque country that men and women were murdered

for political reasons. In the province of Vizcaya, in towns such as

Algorta, Abadiano, Amorebieta, Baracaldo, Berriz, Corranza, and

Elorrio, the rhythm of murder went on unabated. The incomplete

list of the victims in the single city of Bilbao occupies a dozen

closely printed pages. The majority of those who fell before this fury

were Carlists, the stanch traditionalists of the Basque mountains.
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The story in the south of Spain is a dreary repetition of what
occurred elsewhere in the peninsula. A British observer, Arthur

Bryant, wrote the preface to a lengthy report on communist atrocities

in southern Spain.
27 Some of the accounts in the volume to which he

writes the introduction are unspeakably foul. There was the infamous

case of the women of San Martin de Valdeiglesias, who were each

forced to submit to violation by 25 ruffians before they were mercifully
liberated by death. This documentary study is not a piece of prop

aganda, but an eyewitness account with the most careful sifting of

evidence of those who were present and in many cases were them
selves the victims of the communist tyranny. Bryant states from his

own experience in republican Spain:

I spent some time wandering through the remoter parts of Spain . . . what
I saw astonished and appalled me. Over the land lay a sense of brooding terror

and tragedy. For many months past the apostles of Communism had been

sowing the seeds of a creed of hatred in a rich soil of ignorance and destitu

tion . . . every sort of outrage has been committed.28

This, incidentally, was before the civil war actually started. Let us

take some examples of the pathetic and moving story contained in

these pages. At Almendralejo, Badajoz province, the list of the mur
dered runs to the dozens, draws not only from the middle class, but

from humble laborers, such as the Lopez Cabeza brothers, Manuel
Nieto Marin, Manuel Guillen Ramos, and Jose Jimenez Marcos.

In the village of Azuaga, in Badajoz, 105 murders were committed by
the communists. Seven friars and an equal number of secular priests

were brought from Fuenteovejuna and thrown into jail where they
remained for 48 hours without food or drink. The list of killed in

this single locality fills three printed pages. At Castro del Rio in the

province of C6rdoba, whole families were wiped out including the

Men6ndez family of nine men. In Espejo, Cordoba province, the

Red orgy lasted from July 22 to the end of September:

Antonio Luque Reyes was arrested in his house and while he was being
led away handcuffed, a communist attacked him with a hatchet; he managed
to flee and hide in a drug store, but the Reds followed him, bound him to

an iron rail and shot him in the legs, cut off his hands, finally dragged him
to the square and killed him.29

27
See, Second and Third Reports on the Communist Atrocities Committed in

Southern Spain From July to October 1936 (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, Ltd., 1937) .

28 Ibid., p. x.
*

Ibid., p. 33.
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The medical reports on unburied bodies in the village of Granja de
Torrehermosa are gruesome beyond all description. A delegation of

physicians was ordered to make the most careful survey of the situ

ation and determine exactly what had taken place. Their report tells

of a five-year-old girl killed with an ax
;
a woman of 60 whose skull

was crushed, another with hatchet wounds all over her body, and
others all showing the most violent forms of assault. At Merida in

Badajoz province, some 100 citizens, whose politics the communists
did not like, were forced in the heat of the day to dig their own
graves and were summarily shot. At Ronda, in Malaga province, over
600 murders were committed that have been verified and authenticated.

At Calera y Chozas, in Toledo province, Bonifacio Resino Avila and
his wife Fidela Gomez, an aged couple, were attacked

;
the man s legs

were cut off and he was then murdered in his wife s presence. A typical
demonstration at this village was to force the children to assemble at

the church and witness the most revolting profanation of the sacred

vessels and altar. At Maqueda, Toledo province, the detailed report
shows that the excesses commenced days before the civil war started,

an important fact since it is argued from time to time that the violence

was due to nationalist bombardments and in retaliation for nationalist

excesses elsewhere. Aside from the fact that the chronology does not

bear this out, the close censorship exerted by the republican govern
ment would have made it extremely unlikely that reports of this kind

could have reached all Spain simultaneously.
At San Martin de Valdeiglesias, province of Madrid, the cruelty

reached incredibly fiendish heights and the rape of women in the pres
ence of their fathers and husbands was common. A communist from

Madrid who had come to take over the post of municipal secretary

opposed the excesses and was himself immediately tortured and put to

death. These accounts, as has been indicated, represent the most

scrupulous investigation with sworn affidavits by the surviving victims

and witnesses. If the central government was impotent to assure order

and reasonable safety, then it had virtually abdicated its authority as a

government and clearly had no right to parade before the world its

claim to represent the authentic will of the Spanish people. There is

no supposition necessarily that the government ordered these murders

and savagery ;
the assumption is that they were known, tolerated, and,

if deplored, the measures taken to assure a moderating influence were

extremely unproductive of results.

The story of the internal evolution of the Republic during the war
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years is of secondary importance to the gradual shrinking of its

territory and the clarity with which its final defeat was heralded by
continuing nationalist successes. It may be said in general, however,
that the characteristic features of the politics of the Republic was an
increase in the sternness with which the central government repressed
all deviation and discrepancy ;

the improved discipline in the military
forces

;
and the gradual usurpation by communists or communist

sympathizers of a predominant position in the affairs of State. Strife

was constant in republican Spain between the extremist organizations.

The government in a certain sense was no longer the master of its

own life. The trade unions, so intimately bound up with politics and

split and subdivided by ideological conflict, had become the only real

power in the nation. The P.O.U.M. or Trotskyite communists were

liquidated or expelled; the anarchists in the C.N.T. were likewise

reduced to considerable impotence, giving way to the socialist-com

munist combination, which was to direct republican affairs until

the collapse.

The disappearance of Indalecio Prieto as the major force in the

republican government was due in large measure to his refusal to

accept subservience to Soviet intervention. His departure meant the

almost complete control by the communists or their adherents of the

key positions. The reshuffling of the cabinet on April S, 1938, placed

Juan Negrin in power, with Alvarez del Vayo once more as Foreign
Minister.30

Parliamentary conditions in the Republic scarcely improved during
1938. The Cortes met on September 30 near Barcelona and, after the

usual speeches, adjourned sine die until such a time as it might again
be summoned by the government. It was the most complete abdication

of any kind of control over the activities of the executive branch.

In late October the P.O.U.M. leaders were sentenced to long terms

of imprisonment, a very clear indication that Stalinist communism
was on top. The League of Nations commission that visited Spain
informed the world that the food situation was extremely bad and

appealed for aid. The proclamation of a return to religious freedom

90 Alvarez del Vayo s pro-communist sentiments may be judged from a speech

reported in the International Brigade paper, Le Vvlontoire de la Liberti, No. 30, July 2,

1937, published in Italian originally: &quot;Democratic centralism, ideological unity, auto-

criticism, adherence to and defense of the Soviet Union and international proletarian-
ism ... let every left wing socialist ask himself what point among these he cannot

accept?&quot; This quotation contains all the classical pro-Soviet expressions.
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on December 9 was largely a fagade, since almost every church was
destroyed and the few remaining priests quite unable to appear
publicly. At the end of the war the communists insisted on carrying on
the

^struggle
and Negrin and his group, bound as they were to the

Soviet Union, would hear nothing of peace or of capitulation.
31

On February 4, 1939, after Gerona was captured, Azana, President
of Spain and who for most of the war had remained at Montserrat near
Barcelona with no active participation in public affairs, Luis Cam-
panys, President of the Generalitat of Catalonia, and Aguirre of the

Basque government crossed into France. The communists were the

only ones bent on continuing the fight.
One of the most interesting aspects of the republican defense was

propaganda. It is perfectly evident that the Republic devoted the

greatest efforts to convincing public opinion abroad of the justice of
its cause and there is no doubt that it succeeded admirably. The
success of republican propaganda was so great that to this day it

is literally impossible to get a hearing in many circles for a fair and
impartial statement of the Spanish case. The Republic sold the world
the idea that it was a democratic, duly elected representative form of

government, to which the great majority of the Spanish people ad
hered and it managed to create the impression that the opposite side

was exclusively fascist, foreign supported, and made up of an ambitious

military clique bent on seizing power for the most unidealistic reasons.
The working of this propaganda machine is worth noting. H. Edward

Knoblaugh, as a newsman in Madrid and Valencia, has described it

for us with special mention of the censorship : &quot;from my conversations
with many foreign correspondents who have been covering the war from
General Franco s side, I can say with assurance that the Nationalists

have not even remotely approximated the degree of efficiency the Loy
alists have achieved in this direction [censorship] ,&quot;

32 The propaganda
was so organized that every report out of Spain fitted, according to

this experienced newsman, into the &quot;intricate pattern of Popular
Front policies.&quot; In his account of the restrictions on the free flow
of news we discover that reporters in Madrid were forbidden to

touch certain subjects, and the listing of them is a revelation of the

state of affairs : (1) foreigners and foreign equipment on the republican

31 Salvador de Madariaga, Spain (London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New York: Cre
ative Age Press, Inc., 1943), p. 407: &quot;Dr. Negrin was not free. He was attached to
Moscow by a chain of gold.&quot;

cit.,p. 131.
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side, (2) references to interparty strife in the Republic, (3) any reflec

tion on the efficiency of the military leadership of the Republic, and

(4) anything that might indicate civilian demoralization. 33

The republican propaganda machine was as complete and as effective

as the nationalist was not. There was an elaborate Ministry of Propa
ganda set up, with large sections devoted to publicity abroad

and through it tons of news material, articles, pictures, reports, and

every conceivable form of propaganda were slipped out. Knoblaugh re

marks that even editors in small cities abroad received their share of the

packages of material dispatched with regularity. Foreign reporters in

republican Spain had very small chance of remaining if their stories

as published abroad revealed anything unfavorable to the republican
cause. Atrocity stories were diligently fabricated and hatred against the

Moors was worked up to fever pitch. The wave of propaganda reached

such proportions that very soon nothing that the Franco forces did could

possibly be the accomplishment of Spaniards ;
it was always the work

of foreign mercenaries. The republican propaganda machine managed
to convince the world that it was not really hostile to religion ;

one of

the points most emphasized was that the Basque Catholics remained

loyal to the Republic. The flaw in this was never mentioned : that an

enormous number of Basques were enrolled with the Requetes and
that those who were for the republicans obviously were inclined to place
first emphasis on political separatism rather than on religion, which

may have* been comprehensible, but should not be attributed to

religious motivation.

The internal political situation in the nationalist zone during the

war largely revolved about the problem of creating the machinery of

administration, since the movement forward and the conquest of prov
ince after province posed invariably difficult problems in this order.

The movement in 1936 had not begun, as had already been said, as

a form of government or even a preference for a form, of government.
The emergence of the outlines of such a state was the product of

developing events. The nationalists were faced from the beginning
with a series of problems. First of all, what form to give the new

Spain that was appearing? Second, was General Franco, the supreme

military leader to be necessarily the artisan of the new state? Third,
could the various elements that went to make up the nationalist cause

be effectively co-ordinated within the structure of this state?

p. 138-139.
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General Franco was not the only leader in the struggle against the

Republic, although he was certainly the outstanding figure and by
common consent it was felt that he was destined to see the conflict

through and Spain restored.

The party situation was also complex. Between the Carlists with
their firm support of traditionalism, the Renovacidn Espanola in

favor of the successor of Alfonso XIII, and the Falange which was
neither monarchical nor conservative but with a radical social pro

gram, there was not entire harmony. The decision of General Franco

to merge them had as its motive the avoidance of internal friction

during the critical period of the war. None of the parties possessed
either the force, the lan, or the personalities to assume the single

and supreme direction of political life. There was a very marked

tendency of a large segment of the movement in favor of the restora

tion of the monarchy as a consequence of the war. The differences

between the Falange and the Requetes was deep; the former

was a recent movement, audacious, energetic, and with a pro

gram of action designed to transform Spain. The latter was rooted in

the profound traditionalism of the Basque country, deeply religious,

devoted to the monarchical idea, desirous that Spain seek its place in

the world by its own unaided efforts. The traditionalists thought in

terms of Spain s glorious past and the inexhaustible resources of its

own spiritual tradition
;
the Falange envisaged a radically new solution.

The Falange was strong in Castile and Extremadura; traditionalism

in Navarre and the Basque provinces. One of the major problems

was the rapid increase of the size of the army which brought in

large masses of men who were not politically minded. The Falange

had lost some of its outstanding leaders with the deaths of Jose

Antonio Primo de Rivera and Onesimo Redondo. Ramon Serrano

Suiier, Franco s brother-in-law and later Foreign Minister, recounts

the confusion of the early days and the manner in which politics

suddenly came to the fore as a pressing problem in the midst of

the demands of the military operations.
34

The nationalist movement had begun as a negative action aimed at

rectifying the policy of the Republic. It could not, obviously, appeal

to the country simply on the basis of a return to the status quo before

1936 or even 1931. The decision for unity was slowly maturing in the

minds of General Franco and his collaborators. A violent conflict be-

34 Serrano Suner, Entre Hendaya y Gibraltar, Madrid, 1947.
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tween the various tendencies within the Falange indicated the urgency
of a solution and the impossibility to deal with the progress of the war
as though politics did not exist and the decree on unification was issued

April 19, 1937. The Falange unquestionably secured a major place in

the new dispensation. It was generally felt that, despite its heroism

and aura of romanticism, traditionalism had little to say in the modern

world, or at least in the face of the urgent social and political questions
that this world poses.

The idea that the new regime, whose bare outline began to emerge
in the spring of 1937, was the work of foreign pressure or even of

foreign models does not stand up under close examination. In the

accusations brought against the Spanish government in the Security

Council, it was stated as one of the major points that the Franco

regime had come into being as the result of the direct aid of Germany
and Italy. The chronology of events reveals that this is open to the

most serious question. For one thing, when the nationalist government
was created, on October 1, 1936, at Burgos, there were almost no

foreign volunteers in its armed forces. The movement was entirely

Spanish at that time with no influence from abroad of any appreciable
kind. It must be remembered, too, that the total army under arms

throughout the civil war, on the nationalist side, reached about 1,200,-

000, The number of foreign volunteers even at the highest point
was infinitesimal compared with the far superior efforts of the Spanish
themselves. In a word, the structure of the new regime was beginning to

take shape before any foreign participants appeared. Certainly if

military aid was not yet apparent, it is extremely doubtful that

political intervention was already taking place, especially in the

light of the slowness with which General Franco- got around to

working out a political solution. Moreover, the republican government
failed in its efforts to convince the League of Nations that Spain was
the object of foreign intervention. A more striking testimony to the

fact that the creation of the nationalist government was not considered

at the time a foreign imposition, but a Spanish affair, comes from

the recognition extended to it as early as November 8, 1936, by a

number of countries.

By April 5, 1939, almost every nation in the world with the

exception of Mexico and the Soviet Union had recognized the Franco

regime as the legitimate government of Spain. We may add that this

recognition implied nothing as to approval or disapproval of the form

of that government, but merely recognized Franco as the head of the
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legitimate government of Spain at the moment and that the Republic
had ceased to exist. This recognition was extended without discussion

and without conditions. If it were true that the regime was nothing
but a prolongation of the Rome-Berlin Axis and the puppet of Hitler,

why then in 1939 did nations such as Great Britain, France, and the

United States not call attention to this before recognition or as the

basis for not recognizing it at all? In 1946 the Spanish government was

discovered to be the creation of the Axis without national roots and

unresponsive to the will of the Spanish people. In 1939, it was rec

ognized normally and no question was raised to withholding permanent

recognition from it. Since the Axis was engaged in war and defeated

between these years, nothing surely could have happened between

1939 and 1946 to change the essential nature of the regime. It is

therefore a curious contradiction that an argument should be brought

forward six and seven years after recognition which was not applied

at the time that recognition was extended.

The note of the French government then under the Popular Front

at the time of the exchange of diplomatic representatives, is

eloquent in its testimony to the attitude prevailing at that moment:

At the moment when the French government, desirous of continuing

friendly relations with Spain, proposes to establish diplomatic relations with

the government of General Franco, the two governments believe it necessary

to define the principles that inspire this action.

The French government, convinced that the National government of Spain

combines all the conditions necessary to guarantee the independence and

integrity of Spain, takes note, as a result of the conversations at Burgos,

that the repeated statements of General Franco and his government express

faithfully the principles that determine the foreign policy of the Spanish

government.
As a result the two governments affirm their will to maintain friendly

relations, live in neighborly terms and carry out in Morocco a policy of loyal

and open co-operation.
Signed in Burgos, February 25, 1939.

The political outlook for Spain in those early days was not brilliant.

Various solutions presented themselves as theoretically possible. The

experience of the republic was such that it was highly improbable that

the victorious movement would re-establish the institutions and form

of government of the defeated element. The restoration of the republic

in Spain, as an act of the Franco regime, was as inconceivable as the

maintenance of the Confederacy would have been in the United

States at the conclusion of the civil war. The loser loses
;
this is funda-
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mental in war. The Republic was liquidated as an idea. There was
no chance of its resurrection, no matter what theoretical merits it

may have had, Practically speaking, &quot;Republic&quot; in Spain was associated

with the particular Republic of 1931-1936, not with the republican
idea in the abstract. The word conjured up the disorders, frustration,

chaos, and powerlessness of those five years. It recalled the terrible

contrast between the republic as conceived by its initial liberal

proponents and the later development that contradicted so completely
these high ideals. Liberal democracy was impossible, for innumerable

Spaniards were quite convinced that this form of government was
unworkable in the country.
The decree of unification was opposed by certain sectors of the

Falange. One of the Falangist leaders, Manuel Hedilla, was suspected
of subversive activity and it was known that he had dispatched a

telegram to certain of the provincial leaders which was deemed

dangerously close to sedition. Hedilla himself was arrested and
condemned to death, although the execution was not carried out.

Numerous other Falangist leaders were imprisoned. The reaction

of the traditionalists was somewhat different, sometimes described

as skeptical, unconvinced of the virtues of union, and with no

illusions about attaining power in an immediate future, The army
was pleased because it represented an element of discipline over the

Falangist militia which, because of the party connection, was fre

quently insubordinate.

Another phase was the diplomatic. Among the first nations to

recognize nationalist Spain were Guatemala and Salvador, and on
November 18 Germany and Italy extended this recognition. Sir Robert

Hodgson was named on November 16, 1936, as diplomatic agent
of Great Britain in nationalist Spain, and a few days later the Duke
of Alba received a similar designation in London. This was not recogni

tion, but simply contact. Other countries, even those most hostile

to the regime, sent agents of one kind or another, and a great many
newspapermen. The German representatives included such well-known

figures as General Faupel, long known for his activities in the Hispanic
and Hispanic-American world, and later Von Stohrer. Serrano Sufier

insists that Faupel was responsible for all sorts of local intrigue at

Salamanca and for encouragement of Hedilla and the more Germano-

phile of the Falangists.
35

35
Ibid., p. 48. There is evidence to show the hostility of the Italians to the Germans

in Spain and especially of the bitterness of the latter toward General Franco, and
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On January 30, 1938, the government published the names of the
ministers and the decision to transfer the center of activities to

Burgos, and the improvised, provisional structure that had served
in Salamanca was abandoned. The new government undertook to

bring together the various elements in the situation, a kind of
&quot;all party government,&quot; if the term can be used. Count Jordana was

designated Minister of Foreign Affairs. He had served under Primo
de Rivera in the days of the dictatorship and had been High Commis
sioner in Morocco until the advent of the republic. Other members were
Count Rodezno; General Davila, as War Minister; Andres Amado,
a former collaborator of Calvo Sotelo, the Finance Ministry. Strictly

Falangist influence was almost entirely absent from the cabinet with
the exception of Pedro Gonzalez Bueno, who, was in charge of what
would normally be the Labor Ministry, called the Ministry of Trade
Union Organization and Action. Serrano Sufier was designated Minister

of the Interior.

The two years of the regime in Burgos had as its principal purpose
the winning of the war, and the modicum of internal stability through
institutional life that the advent of a new Spain demanded.

It is a curious side light to the history of this period that at one

moment Indalecio Prieto undertook to organize a counter-Falange
movement under the name of F.E.A. (Falange Espanola Aut&ntica). It

was based on the assumption that the Falange was not keen about

union with other parties and that its social program represented a very

their earnest desire to strengthen the position of the Falange. &quot;The Falange is

fascism without organic doctrine and with a pronounced left-wing tendency&quot;

(Cantalupo, Fu la Spagna, p. 118).
&quot;The outstanding enemies of Franco were the German agents, beginning with

General Faupel. . . . The Germans supported the Falange and not Franco, or

rather the Falange against Franco. . . . The German agents with whom I spoke did

not hide their hatred of Franco who was considered reactionary and a friend of

the clergy, a supporter of the monarchy and the aristocracy&quot; (ibid., p. 165).

General Faupel was so strong in his conviction that he proposed to the Italian

ambassador the elimination of Franco. &quot;On the morning of the 21 he [Faupel]
came to see me and stated that Franco must be eliminated. The supreme military

and political control could not be left in his hands, and that the Falange was deter

mined that he should not be the head of the state after the war&quot; (Cantalupo, op.

tit., p. 198). Cantalupo s book is one of the most brilliant and suggestive studies

to appear on Spain during the civil war. An old time, pre-fascist diplomat, Cantalupo

analyzes the conflict of German and Italian interests and shows that internally tie

extreme element in the Falange was far from convinced of Franco s leadership. The

merger of the political parties may be taken as a move to eliminate this hostile

sector among the forces supporting the nationalists.
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close counterpart to the socialist, therefore making of it the left-wing

expression of the nationalist movement. The maneuver did not succeed,

but it is an interesting commentary on the fact that moderate socialism

in republican Spain saw in the Falange a kindred program to its own.

After the battle of the Ebro, the French government, apparently con

vinced that the Republic was doomed, dispatched an agent to Burgos
in the person of M. Berard. This was the preliminary to the presence

of Marshal Petain as French ambassador. The war was then at an

end and the new regime faced the difficult and arduous problems of

reconstruction to which we shall allude in another chapter.



Chapter 12. THE NEW REGIME EMERGES

TJLn.HE victory parade in Madrid on March 18,

1939, followed a few days later by the conclusion of the Catalan cam

paign, brought the nationalists face to face with the problem of normal

government and internal reconstruction. Before examining the emer

gence of the new regime and the political institutions with which it

was endowed, it may be well to consider briefly the mood and temper

of the Spanish nation immediately after the conclusion of hostilities.

The civil war had lasted nearly three years, during which approxi

mately a million lives had been lost. While considerable areas of the

country had been fortunate in escaping destruction, notably Galicia

and a large part of Andalucia, the rest of Spain had suffered terribly,

from the total loss of cities like Teruel and Brunete to the minor dam

age done to Barcelona and Valencia. The worst feature, however, was

moral and psychological. Spaniard was pitted against Spaniard, and

in many families members were divided in sympathy and not in

frequently fought on opposite sides. A French reporter described

movingly the profound moral division that prevailed in Spain and

regarding which our facile, superficial advocates of &quot;democratization&quot;

and &quot;liberalization&quot; seem totally ignorant :

In Spain, in contrast with the international war, the enemy was within

the country. Families have fought against families; brothers against brothers,

and fathers against sons. To heal so deep a wound an orderly regime was

necessary. . . . Moreover the bitterness is still very much alive. I have heard

persons mention the name of their family s murderer and speak of possible

future vengeance.
1

The first thing to remember about Spain after 1939 is that one

section of the population had defeated another section. It was not

a regional struggle, as was the American civil war
;
it was a profound

social cleavage, affecting every part of the country. The violence and

i Gilbert Ganne, &quot;Quatre semaines en Espagne,&quot; La France Catholique, Paris, Aug.

19, 1949.
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bloodshed that preceded the actual outbreak of war and the fury of

sadism that distinguished the period of the war itself left a deep and

enduring mark on the spirit of the Spanish people. Today in Spain
the visitor will hear from almost everyone with whom he comes in con

tact authentic tales of the terror and murder through which they lived.

I know few Spanish families in which at least one member was not

assassinated and everyone recalls vividly cases of paseos or nightly mur
der parties in which an uncle, a father, a son, or a mother were taken

from the home and found later, a corpse on some road outside the city.

In a great many cases the murderer is suspected or actually known. In

other cases it was due to betrayal by the servants, information passed
on by a waiter or by someone who saw in this a chance for revenge. The
members of the various Chekas that passed the perfunctory sentences

of death are equally known. It must be remembered that a large

number of those who were responsible for this violence are still in

Spain living out their lives side by side with the victors, for only a

very small proportion of the republicans actually managed to escape
abroad. The Spanish tragedy is the slow process of reconciliation

between those who won and those who lost. Civil war leaves this

trail of bitter recollection which only time and perhaps generations
can entirely eradicate.

I know of individual Spaniards who recount how from time to time

they come across in the course of their business or professional activ

ities persons who in the days of the terror were members of Chekas
that condemned them or were personally responsible for informing the

authorities of their whereabouts. The reader can well imagine the state

of mind of a citizen who unexpectedly finds himself face to face with

a former porter or domestic whom he knows was directly responsible
for passing a death sentence on his father. This does not happen once

but a thousand times in Spain today, producing tension and rekindling
old hates. It makes the restoration of cordiality among the various

sectors of the population infinitely difficult. It is as though the soldiery
of Sherman s army had settled down side by side with the citizens of

Columbia, South Carolina, after 1865, to work out together the

reconstruction of that battered city. Is it conceivable that there

would not have been an explosion of hostility between the two ? Apply
this analogy to modern Spain and a correct appreciation of the present-

day state of mind is possible.

It was inevitable, too, that when victory was achieved there should

be repression. The Spanish jails were filled to bursting with the
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defeated. This is the natural accompaniment of the triumph of one
side over the other. Denazification filled the compounds and prisons
of Germany as the process of weeding out went on. Why, then, should
it be surprising that after the holocaust of the Spanish civil war the

same thing should transpire? The accounts of the final months of the

war during the late winter and spring of 1939 reveal how this took

place. In town after town everyone who had collaborated actively
with the Republic and especially who had been guilty of violence

against persons, was rounded up. In most cases every republican

functionary or petty official gave himself up as the best guarantee of

his life. Every available place was packed with prisoners until it was
feasible to sort out the technically guilty from those who had actually
committed crimes. Thousands of republican army men went over en

masse to the nationalists as the collapse approached and were detained

until the necessary machinery could be put to work to return them
to civil life.

We must remember that for the victorious nationalists the defeated

Republic under the Largo Caballero-Negrin domination had meant

communism, and that they had saved Spain not merely from the

Popular Front but from effective communization. Therefore, the

active convinced enemies of the national movement not necessarily

the rank and file were assumed to be in sympathy with a doctrine

totally destructive of the essence of Spain. This profound conviction

led the victorious movement to scrutinize with considerable care the

character of the prisoners brought into camp. Apply the reasoning to

defeated Germany and the allied attitude toward it and one gets,

perhaps, the perspective of the situation. The western occupying

powers had a fear that in some way the partisans of the former

German order would filter back into administration and places of

confidence. The Spanish nationalists felt exactly the same about the

defeated republicans. Unfortunately, the whole thing has been confused

by the use of the term &quot;democratic&quot; as applied to the Republic. What
ever it might have been in origin, one may be absolutely assured that

by 1936, and particularly during the course of the civil war, the

Spanish Republic was about as republican in sentiment, devotion to

democracy, and respect for the ordinary processes of representative

government, as, let us say, Gottwald s Czechoslovakia.

The Spanish civil war brought to the surface the most violent

emotions. Many of the complexities of the contemporary Spanish scene

spring directly from this emotional carrousel that lasted for three years.
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There was strong dislike of France for the attitude of the French

government during the civil war and the open partisanship on behalf

of the Republic and there were grave reservations regarding the United
States and Great Britain for the same reason.. On top of victory, the

bittersweet fruit of the savagely exhausting civil war, World War II

closed in on Spain like a vise. Barely able to begin the process
of reconstruction, the nation was forced to play a delicate and in

finitely patient game to avoid involvement in the greater hostilities.

These, had Spain participated in them, would have been the finish of

the country.

The conclusion of World War II left the Spanish isolated within the

encirclement of ill will and universal disdain. Is it any wonder, then,
that the natural consequences of the civil war have endured longer
than would have been normal, if Spain had had any real chance to

rehabilitate herself in a balanced world? The atmosphere of 1939 was
inevitable and its prolongation many years later is explained. There is

a feeling in Spain that, were the government to relax, a situation not

unlike that of the Greece of 1949 might follow, for there is no lack

of willingness on the part of the exiles to provoke border incidents along
the Pyrenees and one can well imagine the consequences were Spain to

neglect her defenses or relinquish too much the present rigid control.

This is not an apologia for Spain. It is an expression of hope that

in the future the Spanish problem will be approached with a greater
sense of realism and a willingness to understand how Spaniards felt

in 1939 when the civil war terminated. If the United States, in 1949,
felt that its national integrity required that eleven communist leaders

be tried and convicted for their program of political action, is it any
wonder that Spain, which knew communism in violent action as well

as in thought, should be chary of any concessions that might bring
it back again? We may profitably reflect on the fact that the only
western European country where communism actually obtained a

toe hold and was on the way to victory was in Spain. Had the civil

war not come, judging from the actual state of affairs in June and

July, 1936, it is no exaggeration that within a year or two a dictator

ship of the proletariat with complete sovietization would have come.

The Spanish today are quite aware that their country escaped this

debacle almost miraculously. Convinced that anything is worth
while to prevent a recurrence of the nightmare of 1936, is it

small wonder that the Spaniard is likely to be overvigilant and over-

rigid in his attitude toward anything smacking of communism or
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Marxist infiltration? Let the contemporary American contrast the

modest experience of his own country regarding communism in the years
since 1945 with the far greater experience of Spain in 1936. If vigilance
in the United States against infiltration is justified, I submit that the

attitude of the Spanish government is no less comprehensible.
In the first days of the civil war, the press in nationalist Spain made

almost no reference to the form of government or even to the political

problem as such. The publication, El Norte de Castillo,, of Valladolid,

to take one example, in its issue of July 22, refers simply to the

proclamation of the Junta suprema militar, and of General Mola.

The same journal on July 23 condemned left-wing socialism in definite

terms but not the Republic as an institution and spoke of &quot;the dictator

ship of the Popular Front and the farce of socialism.&quot;

We have a definite hint of the character of the new regime in one

of the early speeches of General Franco in which authoritarianism is

indicated as the guiding principle:

Spain will be organized according to a totalitarian concept, with full

respect for its traditions, and with consideration for its historical nationality,

unity, and continuity. All this with the establishment of a severe principle of

authority.
2

It was evident that the war years were devoted largely to the

immediate problem of winning the armed conflict. Political policies,

despite their pressing importance, were improvised, and enough of a

national government was created to carry on the larger tasks of con

ducting the war.3 On September 29, 1936, General Franco was named

Head of the Spanish State. It is not without importance that for a

long time, the term &quot;Spanish State&quot; was employed, a significant

phrase indicating the fundamentally provisional nature of the national

institutions.

This preliminary groping for a solution of the institutional life

of Spain has remained the basic problem of Spanish life today. The

division between the Falange and the monarchists, to take one

discrepancy as an example, is inspired by the fear of the latter

that Spain is too much a personal affair and its government far

too uninstitutionalized, that is, without the guarantees of continu

ity and permanence that the monarchists believe indispensable

Norte de Castttla, Valladolid, Oct. 2, 1936.

3 Serrano Suner, Entre Hendaya y Gibraltar, Madrid, 1947. This book describes the

halting first steps toward a stable government.
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for the survival of the nation in the event of the disappearance
of the Caudillo. The concentration of government in the hands of

a single leader, without the necessary superstructure, is the basic

point that concerns them and not opposition to General Franco as

a leader, although in some monarchist circles that feeling is strong.
On the other hand, the defenders of the present regime insist that steps
have already been taken to assure permanency even in the event

of the C(mdillo
y

s death; a great deal of the contemporary discussion

in Spain is concentrated around this issue. The monarchists are con

vinced that is, those who are critics of the Franco regime that

the real power is personally his and that even the cabinet is pretty
much a rubber-stamp organization without authority and without

prestige except as the Generalissimo delegates it.

On October 1, 1936, as has been indicated, the provisional govern
ment was set up. On January 30, 1938, and August 8, 1939, various

ministries were created and the full mechanism of the State restored.

Civilian participation became a fact in the course of the war, and
the creation of these various agencies made it possible for the

nationalists to claim, that they were something more than a mere

movement, that they were a duly constituted government with all

of the powers and authority that goes with that status. The funda

mental steps in the organization of the new Spain may be summarized
as follows:

1. Formation of the Junta de Defensa National (July 24, 1936).

2. Decree providing for the unification of the various parties sup

porting the National Movement (April 19, 1937).

3. Decree of April 19, 1937, with changes of July 31, 1939, estab

lishing, the bases of the Falange Espanola Tradicionalista and the

J.O.N.S. (Juventudes de Ofensiva National Sindicalista} .

4. Bases of sindical organization and social legislation promul

gated and Fuero del Trabajo (March 9, 1938 and December 6, 1940).

5. Creation of the Spanish Cortes, July 17, 1942, with modifications

of March 9 and July IS, 1946.

6. Basic laws of local administration, elections, and the like ap

proved (November 25, 1944).

7. Fuero de los Espanoles (July 17, 1945).

8. The Succession Law (June 8, 1947).

Here we have in synthesis, without elaboration or detail, the main

steps that led from the improvised machinery of government in 1936
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to the present structure. Whether it is sufficient to guarantee a normal,

peaceful transition from the dictatorship to the regular monarchy is,

of course, still problematical, but to claim that no structure at all exists

is a palpable exaggeration. It is not without interest to observe

that in many respects nothing that functions in Spain today is

particularly new. The idea that all precedents were scrapped and

the structure of Franco Spain was erected ab avo is quite erroneous.

In fact there still prevails in Spain an incredible amount of legislation

and practice dating from the nineteenth century and even from the

republican period. The legislation regarding public works, to take a

single case, dates from 1877 and the judicial system is not basically

different from that of the Restoration in the past century*
4

The principal documents that merit more detailed examination are

the Falange program, the Fuero de los Espanoles, and the constitution

of the Cortes with the provisions for the monarchical restoration. In

this chapter we shall examine the Fuero, the Cortes, and the general

mechanism of the State. In the following chapter, devoted to , the

Falange, the details of the program of that party will be noted.

The Fuero is basic to an understanding of the functioning of

the present Spanish State, for it constitutes what may be loosely

called the Bill of Rights and defines the rights and duties of Spanish

citizens. It was drawn up and debated by the Cortes and was pro

mulgated by General Franco as &quot;a fundamental law, regulating the

rights and duties of the citizens.&quot;
5 In synthesis, this document provides

the following:

ARTICLE 1. The Spanish State proclaims as its directing principle

respect for the dignity, integrity, and liberty of the human person,

as a member of the national community, and subject to the common

good.
ARTICLE 2. Spaniards owe faithful service to the country, loyalty

to the Chief of State, and obedience to the laws.

ARTICLE 3. The law protects all Spaniards alike regardless of class

or condition.

* Some of the legislation still in effect in Spain without any modification includes

(1) law of civil procedure of February 3, 1881, (2) law of criminal procedure of

September 14, 1882, (3) the Civil Code of 1888, (4) the laws on administrative

procedure of 1889, regulations and laws on public order, dating from the republican

period. A whole body of fundamental legislation in effect in contemporary Spain

dates either from the monarchy or from laws passed by the Republican Cortes.

5 Fuero de los Espanoles, Madrid, 1945. Published as a pamphlet by the Under-

Secretariate of Popular Education.
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ARTICLE 4. Spaniards have the right to respect for their personal

and family honor. Whoever violates it shall suffer the penalty of the

law.

ARTICLE 5. All Spaniards have the obligation to education and the

duty of obtaining it. The State shall see to it that no one of ability

shall be deprived of instruction because of economic difficulties.

ARTICLE 6. The profession and practice of the Catholic religion,

which is that of the Spanish State, shall enjoy official protection.

No one shall be molested for his religious beliefs nor private

worship. No external ceremonies or manifestations shall be allowed

but the Catholic.

ARTICLE 10. All Spaniards have the right to participate in public
affairs of a representative character through the family, municipality,

or trade union. . . .

ARTICLE 12. All Spaniards may express their ideas freely as long as

they do not run contrary to the fundamental principles of the State.

ARTICLE 17. Spaniards shall enjoy legal security. All the organs of

the State shall function in conformity with pre-established law which

cannot be either arbitrarily interpreted or changed.
ARTICLE 18. No Spaniard can be detained under arrest except

according to law. Within seventy-two hours after arrest, he must either

be freed or turned over to the proper judicial authority.

ARTICLE 19. No one can be condemned except under a law existing

prior to the commission of the act and in accord with a proper
court decision.

ARTICLE 22. The State recognizes and protects the family as the

natural unit of society and with rights and duties above positive

human law.

ARTICLE 24. All Spaniards have the right to work.

ARTICLE 25. Work, because of its essential human character, cannot

be considered as a purely material thing but only in accord with the

element of human dignity.

ARTICLE 27. All workers shall be protected by the State in their

rightful claim to a just wage, sufficient for themselves and their

family.

ARTICLE 28. The Spanish State recognizes the right of the worker

to security and protection against misfortune.

ARTICLE 30. Private property as a natural means for the fulfillment

of the end of the individual, family, and community, shall be

protected.
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Only the more significant articles are given here in translation. The
reader will obviously ask whether this statement of human rights
is respected in practice. Spain is one of those countries where the

distance between the letter of the law and the reality is frequently

very great. It is not always proper to assume that what the statute

book says exists, is necessarily the reality*

The answer to the question whether the fundamental guarantees are

respected is not easy to answer. In the section of this chapter devoted

to the prison system and the problem of political prisoners an effort

is made to examine this much debated question. One of the best

definitions of contemporary Spain I have heard is that it is, to give the

Spanish text, un absolutismo tedrico, distinguido par la inobservancia

&quot;a theoretical absolutism, characterized by inobservance.&quot; If we
mean by absolutism the complete control by a single person with

no flexibility whatever, we are wrong. If we assume that the ordinary

processes we call democracy that is, the free play of institutions,

of ideas, and of men works in Spain, we are equally wrong. Spain
is a curiously provoking sort of place, because theory and fact never

seem quite to coincide. Elaborate laws often do not work, for no

body puts them into effect. Custom and tradition time and again
win out over the formal proposals of either the State or the lawmaking

authority. The resources of the Spanish people for avoiding the

observance of an unpopular law are infinite, and this fecundity very
often makes mockery of the best conceived statutes. But even in this

complex situation there can be no doubt that the regime has become

softer and more flexible in the course of the years. Halting and in

adequate as many of the steps may be, there is concrete evidence

that evolution in the Spanish system has taken place. True, it is

still rigid, top heavy, complicated, and in many ways outmoded. Foreign

pressure and the high tension of world war years and international

ostracism have contributed to making that evolution much slower than

it might normally have been. Had Spain been left to its own devices

after 1939, there can be little doubt that the institutions of the

dictatorship would have become far more &quot;liberal&quot; than they are at

present. I believe one of the most effective summaries of the state of

affairs has been given by Constantine Brown, whose virtue consists

in having visited Spain on several occasions over a period of years

and not being taken in by the superficial appearance of things:

There is no question that General Franco is a dictator. But during the

ten years that he has been chief of state, he has greatly softened the rules
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under which the Spanish people live. To casual observers there is no more
indication that there is a dictatorship here than in many western countries.6

The Cortes is supposedly the legislative branch of the Spanish State.

The term
&quot;deputy&quot;

is no longer used, having been replaced by that of

procurador. The present Cortes, according to the law of July 17,

1942, contrasts strikingly with the old Cortes or parliament in that the

free play of party politics has disappeared. A profound distaste

existed after 1939 for the operation of parliamentary government as it

had been known under the Republic and the eternal crises, meteoric

shifts and changes, and the endless consultations for the formation of

a new government became a relic of history that cannot be artificially

resurrected even if the will to do so were present. The present Cortes

today consists of functional representation. The following are the

permanent, ex officio members of the legislature: (1) ministers of

State; (2) national councilors of Falange; (3) chairmen of the

State Council, Supreme Court, and the highest military tribunals;

(4) representatives of the national trade unions, to number no more
than a third of the entire body; (5) mayors of the SO provincial

capitals and one representative of the remaining provincial cities;

(6) university rectors; (7) president of the Spanish Institute and

representatives of the royal academies and the Council of the Scientific

Investigation; (8) representatives of the Bar, the physicians, engineers,

architects, pharmacists, veterinarians, and similar professional groups ;

(9) outstanding persons, who, because of &quot;their ecclesiastical, military,

social, professional, or administrative stature&quot; may be designated

directly by the Chief of State in a number not to exceed fifty.
7

The Cortes, in the organic act creating it, is defined as the &quot;superior

agency for the participation of the Spanish people in the work of

the State.&quot; The justification of this professional representation, so

alien to ordinary parliamentary tradition and inherent in the corporate

state theory, reposes on the basic theory that governs the Spanish
state expressed by Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera: &quot;Every man is

born in a family, belongs to a township, and has a trade or profession&quot;

with the conclusion that the most authentic representation of the

mass of people is through the family, the municipality, and the

trade union.8

6 Evening Star, Washington, D. C., Nov. 20, 1949.
7 A useful small manual on the functioning of the Spanish government is Manuel

Fraga Iribarne, Asi se gobierna Espana, Madrid, 1949.
8 Roberto Reyes, &quot;Representation organica dfe la nacion espanola,&quot; published in

Arriba, July 18, 1947.
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The members of the Cortes are of two varieties: elected and

permanent. The designated members are either ex officio, because of

the post occupied, or in the case of not more than SO, may be

named directly by the Chief of State, an arrangement somewhat

like that of a certain number of senators in Italy who are drawn

from the artistic, intellectual, or scientific world and named by the

President. The term of office is three years with frequent partial

elections to cover vacancies.

The jurisdiction of the Cortes covers a wide field : the budget, taxa

tion, economic policy, international treaties, civil legislation, social

problems, public administration, public instruction, and the judicial

organization. The Cortes may either initiate legislation or it may re

ceive proposals from the Chief of State and Council of Ministers. Does

the Cortes really function or is it a fagade to create the fiction of a

legislature ? It is clearly not a completely sovereign parliament with su

preme jurisdiction, for the simple reason that Spain today has aban

doned the idea of legislative supremacy nor does not have comparable

powers either to initiate or to reject legislation as, let us say, to the

French parliament or the British House of Commons. It would perhaps

be far more accurate to say that the Cortes, as organized in 1942, is the

beginning of a parliament. An apologist of the system has stated that

&quot;the law establishing the Cortes is fundamental and a revision requires

an absolute majority of the Cortes itself and a national referendum. . . .

But even if it were desired to work toward a still more representative

system, it would not be necessary to modify basically the present law.&quot;
9

There are cases in which the Cortes has taken a position contrary

to the Chief of State and ministers; a proposed statute regarding

urban rent controls was held up for a year in the Judicial Commission,

and when it was returned to the executive was scarcely recognizable

after the amendments and changes, and a law regarding tax reform was

obstructed by the opposition of nearly half the members of the Cortes.

In a word, it would be inaccurate to describe the Spanish parliament

as a totally subordinate, parrotlike body, comparable to the Hitlerite

Reichstag, brought together to cheer the Chief of State when he ad

dressed it, nor, on the other hand, would it be historically exact to

present it as a full-fledged independent parliament. It is the beginning

of a legislature, a quasi parliament, if one may call it that, with the

possibility of development.

Ibid.
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Spanish administration is highly centralized, the outgrowth of an

historic trend going back to the union of the peninsula. In economic

and social matters Madrid has absorbed almost everything, while the

provincial jurisdictions have steadily diminished. This unfortunate

tendency is by no means a Spanish monopoly, for every western nation

suffers from the same tendency. In Spain it reaches incredible heights,

and businessmen are prone to state that whereas twenty years ago a

great many operations could be performed locally, today it is in

variably the rule that one must go to Madrid for action.

The provincial administration is not, however, without importance.
The SO Spanish provinces are headed by a governor named from Madrid
and comparable in many ways to the prefects of French Departments.
There exists the Diputacidn provincial to represent the strictly provin
cial interests, under a president and a representative for each division

within the province and these local representatives are chosen on both a

territorial and corporate basis, along lines somewhat similar to the

national Cortes. In a great many local matters the provincial authorities

have considerable latitude. The municipal government is headed by a

mayor, designated from above, under conditions that are quite similar

to those that apply to the provincial governors. The city and town coun

cils are elected in a rather complicated way: one third chosen by
direct vote of the heads of families, another third by the trade unions,

and the final third elected by the other two thirds already chosen.

The judicial system is headed by the Supreme Court, with several

divisions according to the subject matter of litigation submitted to

it: civil criminal, two devoted to administrative matters, and one as

signed for everything relating to social legislation. Below the Supreme
Court are the audiencias territoriales, equivalent roughly to a district,

court, and finally the local tribunals, extending down to the municipal.
The ecclesiastical courts are completely separate, culminating in the

Rota, re-established in Spain in 1947 by agreement between the

Spanish government and the Holy See. There are special military

courts, tribunals for fiscal matters outside the ordinary jurisdiction

of the regular system, and certain very specialized ones such as the

Tribunal de las Aguas in Valencia where, for centuries, water for

irrigation has been distributed and assigned without appeal to any
other court. The judges are without exception careerists. Spanish
law still retains a great many survivals of local usage and custom,

particularly in Aragon, Catalonia, and Navarre.

The most important effort to restore Spain to a normal regime
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was the promulgation of the Succession Law and with it the referendum
of 1947. The Cortes drafted and approved the fundamental law re

establishing the monarchy and created the special council to deter

mine the royal succession. In Article 3 of the Succession Law it is

provided that:

In the event of a vacancy in the headship of the State, a Council of

Regency will assume the supreme authority, to be formed by the President
of the Cortes, the prelate of highest rank, and the Captain General of the

armed forces.10

The Consejo del Reino, or Royal Council, is designed to collaborate

with the Head of the State and is composed of the following members,
in addition to the President of the Cortes : Captain General of the armed
forces

;
Chief of the General Staff

;
President of the Council of State

;

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; President of the Institute de

Espana; one member for the Cortes, the trade unions, local admin

istration, university rectors, and professional groups; three members

designated directly by the Head of the State.

Among the important functions of the Council is the proposal of a

successor to General Franco before the Cortes. The law provides that

General Franco may propose at any time to the Cortes the person
who is to succeed him as king or regent. The Council of Regency is to

rule in the event of a lapse between Franco and whoever succeeds

him. In the case of the death or incapacity of General Franco, with no

successor chosen, the Council of Regency shall assume the direction

of public affairs and within three days convoke the Royal Council,

to decide on such a successor. The details of just how this system is

to operate are not fundamental; what is important is that the

law requires that whoever becomes king shall be a Spaniard, at least

thirty years old, a Catholic, and shall &quot;be loyal to the principles of

the National Movement,&quot; that is, the Falange.

As an indication of the possibility that General Franco would

abandon power before either death or incapacity, it is noteworthy that

in the original text which the Caudillo drafted, he included the word

&quot;resignation.&quot;
This expression was struck out at the urgent suggestion

of certain of his collaborators because of the impression it might give

of a decision already germinating in the General s mind. It is signifi

cant, though, that this was definitely one of the possibilities animating

10 The most detailed text treating of this problem and the results of the referendum

is El Refrendo papular de la Ley espanola de Sucesi&n, Madrid, 1948.
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General Franco in proposing that the succession be guaranteed by the

present law.

The Succession Law envisages, then, the restoration of the monarchy
and that General Franco in his own good time shall choose the occupant
of the throne. There is no possibility, as some have claimed, that the

Cauditto himself expected to become the head of a dynasty, since the

law specifically provides that the succession shall be guaranteed only
in a person of royal blood. The fact that the law prescribes the age
of thirty as necessary for the occupation of the throne has led some
critics to assume that General Franco proposes to sidetrack Don Juan

entirely in favor of his son until the latter reaches the statutory age.

Some hint of the General s intentions may be gained from his speech
to the Cortes in May, 1949, in which the problem of continuity is

posed :

What greater guarantee for the continuity of the regime can be asked?

Have the elective republics or constitutional monarchies before us revealed

any greater? It is useless to pretend any greater security for the future. . . .
1:l

After defending the Succession Law in these terms as a sufficient

guarantee for the future, General Franco gave a broad hint that

he does not anticipate retiring in the immediate future, by adding:
&quot;And even in that future which, thank God, still seems distant, when

my vigor declines or my life ends.&quot;

The Cortes approved the Succession Law on June 7, 1947
;
on

July 6 it was submitted to a popular referendum and on July 26

was promulgated as law. Prior to the popular consultation, the text

of the law was submitted to widest publicity in the press and over the

radio networks. The Electoral Law of 1907 was utilized, curiously

enough, as the basis for the polling and every Spaniard over twenty
was obliged to cast his ballot. The elections were secret

;
of this there

can be no serious doubt, nor was there corruption at the polls or

coercion of the voters.12 Foreign criticism was quick to seize on the

referendum as another totalitarian trick. One British paper claimed

that the number of electors was materially reduced since all who
had relatives abroad or out on conditional liberty, were excluded.13

As a matter of fact, the number of persons excluded for reason of

11 A.B.C., May 19, 1949.
12

&quot;According to the press and British eye-witnesses the ballot was secret, fair, and

orderly throughout Spain&quot; (Loveday, Spain, 1923-1948, Boswell Publishing Co., Lon
don, 1949, p. 238).

15 The Observer, London, June 22, 1947.
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crimes or political imprisonment did not exceed 1.62 of the total

voting population.

The problem posed a difficulty of an entirely different order.

Although the elections were secret and no evidence appeared that either

fraud or coercion had been employed, there is no doubt that opposition
to the Succession Law and to General Franco did not have a chance
to speak out; it was the pre-electoral campaign that was restricted.

The press, the radio, the government, and the other official organs
joined in a tremendous chorus of praise of the law, and of the

necessity of demonstrating Spanish approval of the Franco regime
by an affirmative vote.

There was a division of opinion among the monarchists, for it must

always be remembered that the number of the monarchical faction

makes impossible easy generalization. The legitimists of the Don Juan
persuasion represent probably the bulk of those who favor the return

of the King and the normalization of the state, while the Carlists are

divided between Count Rodezno, who accepts Don Juan with

certain reservations, and Manuel Falconde, leader of another tradi

tionalist group who place their hopes in Javier of Bourbon Parma.
A third Carlist group prefers Carlos of Habsburg-Bourbon, grandson
of Carlos VII, last Carlist pretender in the third civil war. A small

group of partisans of the Alphonsine tradition are inclined to Alfonso

Carlos, son of Don Jaime, himself the eldest son of Alfonso XIII. Don

Juan issued a statement shortly after General Franco had submitted

the Succession Law to the Cortes in which he explained that he could

only accept a normal and unconditional transfer of authority. Despite
the fact that the Succession Law did not satisfy, and could not satisfy

the hopes of many of the supporters of Don Juan, the monarchist news

paper, A.B.C., distinguished clearly between its reservations and its

more general support of the Franco regime, pointing out that there

could be no serious basis for doubting the legitimacy of General

Franco s authority.
14 Manuel Falconde insisted that his traditionalist

group abstain completely from voting, as a sign of protest against the

Succession Law. Other traditionalists, especially the Navarrese of

Count Rodezno, went along with the measure.15

., July 18, 1947.
15 A note on Carlism may be useful. It began in 1833 with the death of

Ferdinand VII. The Carlist dynasty runs as follows: Carlos V, during the period of

the seven years* war to 1840; Carlos VI, during second war to 1849; Carlos VII,

from April, 1872, to March, 1876; Alfonso Carlos.

Javier de Borb6n: head of the Comunidn tradidonalista, direct descendant of
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The activity on the part of the exiles was extraordinary. In view

of their contention that the election was a farce and could not

possibly be taken seriously, the amount of attention devoted to it

was disproportionate. The republican government in exile denounced
it all, of course, as a nefarious scheme to prove that Franco was

popular when they knew perfectly well that 90 per cent of the Spanish

people were against him. The United Nations was favored with one

of the innumerable petitions from the exiles denouncing the referendum,
and President Aguirre of the Basque government in exile expressed
his conviction that no decent Basque would go near the polls. The
clandestine organizations inside Spain, the U.G.T.-CN.T. liaison

committee and the leaders of the Alianza National de Fuerzas Demo-
crdticas all joined in urging their partisans to abstain, while the com
munists clamored for an anti-Franco manifestation. Mundo Obrero

stated that &quot;No anti-Franquist will cast his ballot on July 6.&quot;
16

Radio Moscow and the Spanish republican network from France

bombarded Spain before the election with instructions to abstain

rigidly from the polls and demonstrate hostility to the regime by
positive action against it. In one case the instructions were that the

guerrilla fighters inside Spain were to attack the polling places, destroy

communications, and convert the roadways into impassable barriers for

traffic. The result of this activity was practically nil either because

there were so few opponents of the regime in Spain willing to employ
violence that the method did not work, or the propaganda from the

outside had lost its vitality and, above all, actuality.

During the election, foreign newsmen were free to visit any of the

polling places and examine the procedure in any part of Spain. A
member of the British House of Commons visited a number of the

electoral colleges in Barcelona, and two American newsmen in Gerona
and two British journalists in Bilbao circulated about with restraint.

As is well known, foreign comment in general was not particularly

laudatory. The Spanish press published in full the statements issued

in Washington and London regarding the referendum revealing in

this particular that the Spanish people do not live completely in dark-

Philip V and brother of ex-Empress Zita of Austria. Don Javier studied in France

and Vienna, fought in the Belgian army. In World War II he was imprisoned by the

Germans, condemned to death by Vichy, and saved by the intervention of Marshal
P^tain. He was in Dachau and Natzweiler concentration camps. He claims the

succession of his uncle, Alfonso Carlos.
16 Mundo Obrero, Toulouse, June 19, 1947.
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ness regarding the outside world. Arriba notes that Norman Armour
stated from the Department of State that &quot;there is no proof that the

press restrictions before the voting were relaxed, or that the Spanish
people had a chance to discuss the Law

freely.&quot;
17 The Reuter dispatch

from London was published in full to the effect that in Foreign Office

circles the feeling was that the wording of the Succession Law left

the Spanish people little chance to really express its views on the

regime, and &quot;the voters could only choose between the Regime or

abstention, and in this case abstention was interpreted as support
of the regime.&quot;

18

The official results showed that of the 17,178,812 voters, 15,219,563

actually cast their ballot, and of this number there were 14,145,163

pros and 722,656 cons and 351,744 ballots were thrown out as

spoiled. On the basis of the official figures, then, one may presume
that between the cons and the spoiled ballots there were well over

a million, while some two million others refrained from going to the

polls at all. The published results in the daily papers did not give
the exact number of abstentions and it was generally understood that

the publication of these figures was forbidden.19

Toward the end of 1948 the long anticipated municipal elections

were held on a number of successive Sundays. This was carried out

along the lines described earlier in this chapter and represented the

second time Spaniards have gone to the polls under the present regime.

There is no problem more complicated in connection with the

emergence of the new Spanish regime than that of political prisoners.

It is impossible to tre;at of the contemporary Spanish scene, and partic

ularly of the form and policy of the Franco regime, without considering

the question of political crimes and the number of individuals in

carcerated for such activities. Observations range from those that

claim there are no political prisoners at all in Spain to the most

complete condemnation of the penal organization of the country, as

a survival of total barbarism. It is extremely hard to come to absolute

conclusions on this point, because for one thing there is a great deal of

confusion between common and political criminals. It frequently

17 July 10, 1947.
is Ibid.

i*AJB.C., July 8, 1947. The British member of the House of Commons, Edward

Carson, visited the polling places in Barcelona freely and gave his impressions in the

London Star (July 11, 1947) : &quot;I am convinced the voting was absolutely secret and

in my opinion the elections were fair. I believe, moreover, that the falsifying of the

results would have been unnecessary for the majority was undoubtedly affirmative/*
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happens that a common housebreaker or highwayman claims to be

acting in the underground and consequently depicts himself as

motivated by political ideology. In other cases the type of activity

engaged in by the clandestine opposition becomes for all practical
effects common criminal action. A so-called guerrilla fighter who
seizes the funds of a bank may, in a most liberal interpretation, be
considered a political criminal, when in fact the act for which he
was imprisoned was ordinary lawbreaking. Certain basic facts may
however be presented as borne out by adequate evidence. They were
the following: (1) Spanish penal legislation and the prison system are

fairly good by any standard; (2) the number of political prisoners has
been exaggerated far beyond the realities; (3) an enormous work of

rehabilitation of prisoners and of care for their families has been
carried out in a spirit of great humanity and charity,
Even as severe a critic as C. L. Sulzberger in The New York Times

is in agreement that &quot;although the system as a whole is rotten and
the people are frequently condemned to prison for no good reason
the prisons themselves are relatively good&quot; (Nov. 30, 1948). The most

complete analysis in English of the Spanish penal system is that of

Halliday Sutherland, a British physician, who came to Spain recently
and visited a large number of the penal establishments quite unescorted
and unannounced. His conclusions are of significance because he is

a particularly competent judge. He quite rightly calls attention to the

fact that the western world is prone to pass hasty judgment on the

so-called &quot;political prisons&quot; of General Franco, and ignore the equally

important fact that elsewhere the victor has proceeded with far greater

severity. The penalties given many former Nazis in Germany surpass
in severity anything dreamed of in Spain.

20

Another fundamental thing about the Spanish situation, and it bears

constant repetition, is that the theory and the reality are not always
the same. Sulzberger expressed it in saying that &quot;Spanish laws are

frequently well thought out, if badly executed.&quot;

Not only that, but even the most severe Spanish law is softened
and even ignored in innumerable cases. I personally know of more
than a half dozen cases of persons tried and convicted for murder
with sentences of thirty or more years imprisonment who, after two
or three years, were on the street. I know, too, of one prison whose
warden allowed even his worst cases to make frequent visits to their

20 Halliday Sutherland, Spanish Journey, London, 1948.
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homes, on condition that they re-enter the institution once their errand

was completed. It would take pages to cite cases of individuals who
have been political prisoners and are now back in ordinary life without

the slightest handicap. There are literally thousands of socialists now
in the trade unions who make no attempt to conceal their affiliation

and there are the ex-republican army officers in official positions and in

dividuals condemned to death who work freely and normally as though

nothing had happened. Allow me to cite one specific case simply as an il

lustration. At the editorial office of Mundo Hispdnico, one Juan Antonio

Cabezas is employed. This particular individual, now closely connected

with the well-known review, was a former editor of Avance in Oviedo,

one of the most violently left-wing papers in the peninsula. He was

a fervent and active supporter of the Republic and a pronounced anti

clerical. His activities were far from passive. In the course of time he

was condemned to death not once but twice under bizarre condi

tions; was pardoned and is living out his life tranquilly in a mag
azine office, with a son who is now a Jesuit novice. The story is

not complete without mentioning the fact that Cabezas was the

recipient of a literary prize under the present regime, while in prison.

This sort of thing happens constantly; the case cited is not a rare

exception and, therefore, every judgment on the Spanish prison system

and severity of measures taken against the political enemies of the

regime must be tempered by the discrepancy between the theory and

the reality.
21

It is probable that during the period, 1939-1940, there were upward

of 300,000 political prisoners awaiting trial or examination. This figure

has been dropping steadily ever since that date. The estimates of the

present prison population vary and are subject to elastic estimates;

Sulzberger quotes the figure of 120,000; Constantine Brown writes that

Spain s jails hold a maximum of 200,000 and that, once the normal

prison population is eliminated, there are perhaps 50,000 political

prisoners.
22 The claim is frequently advanced that even outside prison

21 Angel Ganivet remarked this anomaly long ago: &quot;The punishment of criminals is

regulated in Spain, apparently, by a code, and, in fact, by a code accompanied by

the systematic application of the pardon. In other countries the normal procedure

would be to modify the code and bring it into line with sentiments of moderation.

In Spain the code remains absolutely rigid and its effects are nullified by constant

violation of its provisions.&quot; Idearium Espanol hi Obras campletas, Vol. I, p. 146.

22 Constantine Brown, Evening Star, Washington, D. C., Feb. 6, 1947. This excellent

correspondent adds: &quot;Even in France where the purge is said to have ended at least

50,000 persons are being held as collaborationists or friends of the Vichy government.
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the thousands of individuals under &quot;conditional liberty&quot; form a part
of the great army of the politically contaminated. We find the follow

ing statement: &quot;While, as with political prisoners, there is no means
of verifying the numbers of watched liberty, it is estimated that

hundreds of thousands of Spaniards are thus withdrawn from produc
tive activity and live an uncertain existence.&quot; In a footnote to this

same comment, it is said that &quot;opposition sources estimated the number
of such parolees at 1,750,000 in July, 1947, the government contended

there were only 300,000.
&quot;23 On the other hand, a very competent

observer, the I.N.S. representative in Madrid, Edward Knoblaugh, who
has been on the ground of Spain for years, puts the figure for political

prisoners at about 33,000, and adds the pungent comment that under

the Republic there were 35,000 political prisoners when Spain had
a population of only 23,000,000. In comparative terms, the number

today is proportionately less than in 1934.24

The statement that under &quot;watched liberty&quot; the ex-prisoner is

deprived of his opportunity for economic reintegration in the com

munity is misleading, for the Spanish State provided by its establish

ment in May, 1943, for a division in the Ministry of Justice to deal

with the problem and to facilitate work for the parolee in whatever

enterprise suited his capacities.

The list of pardons and remission of penalties by statutory action

is remarkably long. Beginning with the complete revision of all

sentences for political offenses, ordered on January 25, 1940, the

successive legislation aimed at reducing the number of persons held

for political crimes is as follows :

June 4, 1940, granting freedom to all prisoners with sentences up
to 6 years, and half time off for those up to 12;

October 1, 1941, the benefits of the pardons of the year before were
extended to all prisoners with sentences up to 12 years;

October 16, 1942, extending to those under sentence up to 14

years 8 months;
March 13, 1943, up to 20 years;

The Fresnes prison in Paris ... is said to hold some 5000 such persons, many of

whom have not yet been brought to trial. . . . The 50,000 political prisoners in Spain,
which has a population of 28,000,000 appears small in comparison with other

countries.&quot;

Foreign Policy Reports. Foreign Policy Association, Vol. XXV, No. 4, May 1,

1949, p. 43.

*4 H. Edward Knoblaugh, Peoria Register, Peoria, 111., April 11, 1949.
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December 17, 1943, benefits extended to those under sentence of 20

to 30 years.

The actual number of prisoners released during the course of the

first eight years after the civil war are as follows:

1939 981 1944 24,721
1940 10,336 1945 9,860
1941 47,244 1946 13,109
1942 29,375 1947 4,258
1943 57,549 1948 4,701

The official figures have it that on September 1, 1949, the total

prison population of Spain was 37,576. Those condemned and in

carcerated for crimes of rebellion were announced as follows: central

prisons, 875 men and 57 women; in provincial and military prisons,

1371 men and 33 women.25
Obviously exact figures are literally im

possible to get. I have seen a large number of the dossiers in the

files of the agencies charged with pardons and have been astonished

at the large number of cases of individuals of socialist, communist,

and anarchist background who have been released and reinstated in

society. Moreover it may be confidently said that the system of con

centration camps does not exist in Spain today. Here again the

testimony of Constantine Brown, who has written abundantly on the

subject, may be of interest: &quot;It has been definitely established that,

with the exception of one detention area for aliens who cross the

border without identity papers, there are no concentration camps

in Spain.&quot;
26

25 The official position in the matter may be ascertained in the publication, Cdrceles

Espanolas, published by the Oficina Informative* Espanola, Madrid, 1948. Count Ciano

speaks of the situation in 1939: &quot;One of the gravest questions is the liquidation of

the so-called Red problem. There are some 200,000 prisoners in Spain today [July,

1939], . . , Condemnations are based on these criteria: those responsible for crimes

are executed; the organizers and leaders of the Republican forces and government, if

not guilty of shedding blood, receive prison terms of from ten to twenty years; the

ordinary soldiers who were conscripted are returned to their homes and remain under

police surveillance for a time. The prisoners can reduce their sentences by work and

each day s work counts for two days imprisonment. . . . The treatment of prisoners

is good and the proof of it is that almost none of them try to escape. The children

of condemned Reds are treated with a great humanitarian spirit. Within the Falange

youth organizations they are received without question. Executions are still numerous.

In Madrid alone 200 to 250 a day; in Barcelona ISO.&quot; UEuropa, verso la catastrofe,

pp. 443-444.
ae Constantine Brown, Evening Star, Washington, D. C., Feb. 27, 1947. In Septem

ber, 1950, General Franco explained in an interview to the Italian publication Roma

that the number of prisoners in Spain had declined markedly in recent years. A num-
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The Spanish penal system provides for remission of sentence by
means of voluntary labor. In the second place, if he works, his

earnings are saved for him, so that on leaving the institution he has

a fund with which to begin again. In 1944, for example, some 71 per
cent of all prisoners were engaged in productive work inside or out

side the prison walls. The prisoner s earnings are administered by the

Patronato de Nuestra Senora de la Merced, a prisoner s aid society,

established in 1944. In 1945 the prisoners earned a total of over

twenty million pesetas. Moreover, the society takes care of a vast

number of children, and particularly those whose parents have suffered

imprisonment. There is vocational and professional training for

prisoners with aptitudes and in farm prisons.
27 It is not without

interest to observe, too, that, as a case in attitudes, the reaction of

the former political prisoners released for return to civil life during the

incident in 1944, when armed bands crossed the Pyrenees, is worth

recording. There were 8500 such ex-prisoners in the four frontier

provinces. Exactly 14 joined the invaders.28

In short, the actual examination of the penal system and the working
of the prisons reveals that there is an extraordinary effort being made
in contemporary Spain to re-educate the criminal and restore him
to a useful place in society. A great deal of work is being done

to eliminate illiteracy, encourage the knowledge of trades and crafts,

foment artistic interests, and bring about a return to religious practice

of the prisoner. The reduction of sentence by virtue of voluntary work,
with the profits retained exclusively for the prisoner, is an innovation

of the first importance in the country and reveals a particular concern

for the future stability of the prisoner once he leaves the prison.

This chapter on the institutional life of the modern Spanish state

would be incomplete if attention were not directed to the extraor

dinary work of Count Marsal and his National Trust of St. Paul,

ber of foreign visitors confirm the optimistic assertion of the Spanish government. A
group of Norwegian journalists, Sinding Larsen, Leif Borthen, and Odd Medboe,
visited the Spanish prisons in detail and reported their impressions of the excellent

organization and humane treatment of prisoners. Two American visitors, both spe
cialists in prison administration, praised the hygienic conditions and advanced methods
of the Spanish penal establishments. In a signed statement Miss Isabel Margaret Smith,
of the United States Department of Justice, attested to the fact that Spanish prisons
were not the hideous concentration camps that have been depicted (statements pub
lished in Ya, Madrid, September 22, 1950).

27 For a description in detail of a Spanish prison I would recommend Sutherland,

op. tit., Chap. V, p. 56 sq.

**Ibid., p. 53.
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the existence of which is one of the most striking examples of

humanity and Christian charity to be found anywhere in the world.
This nobleman, who is a businessman at the same time, has given of

his fortune and time to organize a group to alleviate the misery
of those who have been imprisoned.

29 The high degree of human under

standing, the direct contact with the prisoner or his family, the absence
of all trappings of bureaucracy, and the anonymity with which the

Trust works are all part of a wholly admirable undertaking to relieve

the sufferings that are the heritage of the civil war. This Trust, called

originally the National Trust for Prisoners and Convicts, was created

on July 26, 1943, and General Franco requested on March 2, 1944,
that Tomas de Boada y Flaquer, Count Marsal, should head this new
institution, with the widest possible autonomy and freedom of action.

The tasks were enormous : visit penal establishments
;
establish contacts

between prisoners and their families; train prisoners for useful work
after release; care of the prisoner s family while confinement lasted.

General Franco himself laid down the broad rules under which this

humanitarian job was to be accomplished:

In order to perform your task well, do your best to ensure two things:

first, that the prisoners letters and indeed all their messages reach, you
directly, without the interference of anyone or anything, and secondly, make

every assurance that in the work of the Trust, between your recognition of a

real need to be remedied and its effective remedying, as little time as pos
sible should pass.

30

The Trust deals with an infinite number of requests. It receives

thousands of direct charity appeals, especially for family allowances,

and is constantly beset with requests to obtain the conditional release

of prisoners. One of the very common activities of the Trust is to aid

ex-prisoners in changing their place of residence. It has also done a

yeoman s job in the education and care of prisoners children. No

separate schools have been created. The children are entered into

regular institutions and the best of training given them without the

slightest information ever revealed that they are the sons or daughters

of prisoners.

29 The work of the Trust, which is described very succinctly in these pages, is

explained in an English booklet entitled, Chronicle of the National Trust of St. Paul,

Madrid, 1948.
so Chronicle, p. 24.



Chapter 13. THE FALANGE

TJLHI.HE great stumbling block to an understand

ing of contemporary Spain is the Falange Espanola, the so-called single

party with which the present regime is intimately linked. Even men
with the best of good will fail to understand the Falange; it looks

like a fascist party, it prescribes a fascist uniform, it is intensely

nationalistic, and it operates without competition. It requires, there

fore, careful analysis, not merely as to what it stands for but what it

actually means in present-day Spanish life. A few preliminary observa

tions will aid us to appraise properly the past role and the present

status of the Falange. First of all, it was merely one of the many

groups that supported the nationalist cause in the civil war
; second,

it was merged for better or for worse with the other organizations

that gave their support to General Franco; third, General Franco

himself was not a Falangist when the war began; fourth, it has

been maintained since 1939 by State support, with a definite decrease

in its influence and prestige; and fifth, a very great number of

Spaniards in high position, as well as among the rank and file, do not

subscribe to the Falange at all and consider it in a certain respect

as outside their field of interest.

The Spanish are not, as one may have surmised from previous

remarks, a people capable of great regimentation. There has never

been the same kind of mass adherence to the Falange that distinguished

the national socialist party in Germany or the fascist party in Italy.

The major fact is that the Falange did not provide the environ

ment for the rise to power of the present regime, but rather that the

regime raised the Falange to its privileged position. This is a funda

mental distinction because fascism elsewhere was a mass movement

that carried its leaders to power in a wave of great popular enthusiasm.

In Spain the regime was brought into existence and solidly established

during the war, the Falange being only one element in the political

structure. The origins of the Franco government were not rooted in

304
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fascism in the ordinary sense of the word. I have tried repeatedly to
make clear that the regime was built piece by piece, as an experiment
in improvisation, and that the Falange formed one of the segments.
Its position would have been very different had the victorious sweep
of the war and the will of the leadership not integrated it in the
common cause and erected it as the ideological basis for the New Spain.
The formation of the Falange dates from the republican period when

there was a vast stirring among many of the younger men, discontented
with the prevailing demagoguery and eager to bring about a return
to a creed that would emphasize the eternal values of Spain. The
intellectual sources of the movement are numerous: Vazquez de
Mella with his vigorous traditionalism; Ramiro de Maeztu, whose

writings captured the imagination of many who yearned for tradition

and authority ; Victor Pradera, whose El Estado Nuevo, published in

1934, sapped confidence in the conventional parliamentarianism to

which the nation seemed wedded; and Ernesto Gimenez Caballero,
whose La Nueva Catolicidad sounded a strong authoritarian note.

The actual organization was undertaken by Ramiro Ledesma Ramos,
and the small group issued in the spring of 1931 a statement called

La conquista del Estado. This was the beginning of the J.O.N.S.,
that is, the Juntas de Ofensiva Nacional-Sindicalista. In Valladolid

another group came into existence under the leadership of Onesimo

Redondo, with a marked Catholic tone infused. Many of the J.O.N.S.
founders were anything but ardent Catholics and several were tainted

with communism and anarchism. The development of the movement
in Valladolid was somewhat along different lines, but before long the

two met and fused and out of this came the use of the yoke and five

arrows which has remained as one of the most visible external symbols
of present-day Spain. These were in reality nothing but minor move

ments, grouping a few dozen young men without real leadership and

no claim on public attention. The republican period was peculiarly

favorable to political groups of every color and persuasion and they
were somewhat lost in the general confusion.

The appearance of Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera on the public scene

and his ultimate leadership of the new party to be called Falange

gave it a different orientation. In 1933 a movement was launched

under the name of the Falange Espanola. It was formally pre

sented on October 29, 1933, at the Teatro de la Comedia in Madrid.

The speakers were Alfonso Garcia Valdecasas, a professor who had

organized previously the Frente espanol; Julio Ruiz de Alda, a man
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of science; Jose Antonio Prima de Rivera, son of the dictator; and

Marques de Estella in his own right. The Falange in its beginnings
was not the work of a collection of street ruffians, but the culmination

of the enthusiasm and ardor of young men disgusted with the eternal

struggle of Right and Left and eager to restore Spain to its greatness.

This point is of some importance, since there is a tendency to assume

that the Spanish Falange was quite divorced from anything but a

fanatical desire to attain power. Onesimo Redondo came over to the

Falange after considerable activity in Catholic Action, and perhaps
contributed as much as any one to assuring that the movement would
remain within the Catholic tradition.

In 1934 the J.O.N.S. and the Falange were united and a directing

board of Primo de Rivera, Ledesma, and Ruiz de Alba formed

at Valladolid. There was friction between Jose Antonio and Ledesma.

Even though the latter was made head of the syndicates, there was

ultimately a falling out. At this stage of development, Jose Antonio

was preaching a complete revolution, as thorough in its way as that

of the extreme Left. He was in parliament for a time, only to be

defeated in 1936. The triumph of the Popular Front increased the

Falange membership, but led to the arrest of Jose Antonio, who was
first lodged in Madrid and then transferred to Alicante, where he was
executed by the Republic on November 20, 1936. Onesimo Redondo
was killed during the opening days of the civil war, so that it appeared
the Falange was doomed to languish for lack of leadership. It was

destined, however, to come through as the principal instrument for

the political conduct of the war, and ultimately to form a part of the

new united front under the more elaborate name still of Falange Tradi-

cionalista Espanola y de la J.O.N.S., with Francisco Franco as

the Caudillo.

What specifically did this organization propose? The celebrated 26

points summarize the aims of the movement and can be given here

in their essence:1

1. Belief in the supreme reality of Spain. To strengthen it, elevate it,

and improve it, is the urgent collective task of all Spaniards.
2. Spain is a predestined unity in the world. Any conspiracy against this

unity is abhorrent. Any form of separatism is a crime, lie existing consti

tution, insofar as it encourages disunity, is a crime against the destiny of

Spain. For this reason, we demand its abrogation.

official English text is reproduced in Arthur F. Loveday, Spain, 1923-1948

(Loadon: BosweH Publishing Co., Ltd., 1949), p. 258 sq.
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3. We have a will to empire. We demand for Spain a pre-eminent place in

Europe. We will not put up with international isolation or with foreign
interference. With regard to the Hispanic American world we aim at unifica

tion of culture, economic interests. . . .

4. Spain s armed forces must be adequate to assure this position.
5. Spain must aspire to become a great maritime power.
6. Our State will be a totalitarian instrument in the service of National

integrity. The family, municipal and syndical channels are to be the means
for participation in the life of the State. Political parties are to be abolished.

7. Human dignity, the integrity of man and his liberty are eternal and
untouchable values.

8. The National Syndicalist State will permit every initiative compatible
with the collective interest of all.

9. In the economic sphere Spain will be organized along corporate lines

in a system of vertical syndicates.
10. We repudiate a capitalist system that ignores the needs of people,

dehumanizes property, and condemns workers to misery. Our spiritual and
national convictions repudiate Marxism.

11. We condemn class war and the domination of one class over another.
12. The primary object of wealth is to improve the conditions of life of

the people.
13. The State recognizes private property and protects it against great

finance, speculators, and usurers.

14. We are in favor of nationalization of the banks and the corporate
organization of public services.

15. Every Spaniard has the right to work,
16. Every able-bodied Spaniard has the duty of working. The Nationalist

Syndicalist State condemns those who live without working.
17. The standard of living of the Spanish people must be raised. We are

committed to the reform of agriculture.

18. Agricultural production will be increased by a number of specific meas
ures: national credit system, irrigation projects, and so forth.

19. Agricultural society will be organized along new lines, with a re

distribution of cultivatable lands, the organization of rural workers.

20. We shall undertake a campaign to increase cattle production,
reforestation.

21. The State shall be empowered to confiscate any property unjustly

acquired and enjoyed.
22. The reconstruction of the village communal lands will be one of the

first tasks of the National Syndicalist government.
23. Every citizen will receive pre-military training.

24. Persons with talent but without means shall be aided in their educa
tion and have access to the universities.

25. Our movement will incorporate the Catholic spirit in the national re

construction. The Church and the State will arrange a Concordat defining
their respective jurisdictions. The State will tolerate no interference with its

own dignity or the national integrity.

26. The Falange desires a new order of things; its methods are direct,
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ardent, and aggressive. Life is a battle and must be lived in a spirit of

sacrifice and service.

The program is an odd combination of social reform, a passion for

justice, strong, heady nationalism, and the &quot;strenuous life&quot; once

preached for another clime and people by Theodore Roosevelt.

Was the Falange fascist in the ordinary sense of the word and

does it remain so? The question is not out of place and can best be

answered by a careful examination of the writings and statements

of the Falangist leaders, particularly Jose Antonio. The evolution

of the Falange may be divided into three stages: (1) from its founda

tion to the outbreak of the civil war; (2) from July 18 to the

conclusion of the civil war; (3) from 1939 to the present.

Obviously the Falange had been launched shortly before its leader

was executed and there was in reality no time for the mature, solid, and

enduring movement of which Jose Antonio had probably caught a

glimpse but about which he was still in the process of thinking through
when he was imprisoned. There is something improvised and ill digested

about much of the Falange writing ;
it is the odd case of a movement

in its beginning being suddenly catapulted into a decisive position of

power and authority, with its ranks bloated with new members and

without the necessary time for normal evolution. I am inclined to think

that this is the basic reason why the Falange has always been to a large

degree an artificial sort of thing, for its roots were not down deep

enough in 1936 to grow on its own strength; vigor and life were

infused from outside, by circumstances and by the desire to utilize

it as one of the necessary instruments for the conduct of the war.

When the work of reconstruction and rehabilitation came, the Falange

was expected to respond to a task for which its personnel and

experience could scarcely equip it. It was always a minority movement

a handful of zealous and courageous young men. Jose Antonio, whose

place in Spanish life today is that almost of a hero of antiquity and

spiritual guide to the New Spain, has probably been elevated to

a pedestal that would amaze him were he to return to this world.

There is, nevertheless, a great deal that is contagiously attractive

about him; his speeches in the Cortes; his adamant defense of the

memory of his father; his tireless effort, despite his own title of

nobility, to preach social justice; and his sometimes effective, some

times superficial writings, all belonging to a young man who promised

much and who in time might well have achieved a solid structure

of thought.
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It has been denied that either Jos6 Antonio or the interpreters of his

thought preached totalitarianism. Here again much depends on the

definition of terms. If we accept the Mussolini definition of the &quot;total

itarian&quot; State, then certainly neither Jos6 Antonio nor the Falange ever

indulged in that completely pagan version of the all-powerful State.

In the Cortes during 1934 Jose Antonio replied to the charge of

fostering fascism in Spain with the following observation :

Fascism has a certain number of external and interchangeable traits which

we have no desire to take on. People are little prone to careful definition and

charge us with the characteristics of Fascism without realizing that we have

taken from Fascism more or less what you have taken. You the Azana

government have a conception of the State which you are vigorously im

posing. This sense or concept of the State, this belief that the State has a

mission and something in which to believe, is one of the important elements

of Fascism which can easily be separated from a great many other aspects

some of which I like and others I find impossible.
2

A Falangist commentator has remarked that&quot;Jose Antonio managed
to separate from fascism its temporal and contingent elements, and

place whatever it possessed of permanent value at the service of a

Christian ideal.&quot;
3 The careful reading of

Jos&amp;lt;
Antonio s writings and

speeches show that for years he devoted an excessive amount of time

to explaining that the movement he headed was not an imitation of

the Italian or German fascism, but a strictly Spanish undertaking, with

some characteristics that resembled fascism but not modeled on any

thing but the experience and aspirations of the Spanish themselves.

To the charge of being imitators, Jose Antonio replied:

We answer that if being Fascist means that we have faith and belief in

our capacities and have a faith and belief in our country, as something

superior to the individuals that compose it, as something with a life of its

own and a mission in the world, then we are. But we reject this expression

if it means that to be a Fascist the externals are enough: parades, uniform,

and activities that are more or less spectacular and decorative.4

There was a great deal of emphasis on the individual, on the human

person, which was not fascist in its implication. &quot;The construc

tion of the new order must begin with man, with the individual.

We must operate as members of the western community, as Spaniards

2 Jos6 Antonio Primo de Rivera, Diario de Sesiones, July 3, 1934, p. 4394.

8
Jose&quot; Luis de Arrese, El Estado totatitario en el pensamiento de Jos& Antonio,

Madrid, 1945, p. 30.

*0bra$ completes de Jos6 Antonio, Madrid, 1942, p. 211.
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and as Christians.&quot;
5 In 1933 Onesimo Redondo had asserted that &quot;to

adopt the systems of Hitler or Mussolini in Spain is to fall into the
same errors as our adversary. . . . We must be careful to avoid what
outside of Spain is called communism and Fascism.&quot;

6

In 1934 Jose Antonio was invited to a fascist congress at Montreux
and refused:

The information that Jos Antonio Primo de Rivera, chief of the Falange
Espanola de las J.O.N.S., planned to attend a Fascist congress in Montreux
is completely false. The Chief of the Falange was invited but categorically
refused because of the conviction that the genuinely national character of the
Movement precludes any such international attachments. Moreover, the

Falange is not a Fascist movement. It coincides with Fascism on some points,
but each day its own peculiar character becomes more clear.7

In Valladolid, Jose Antonio repudiated completely what he called

&quot;the pantheism of the State&quot; and insisted that: &quot;We consider the

individual fundamental because this is the essence of Spain where
man has always been the bearer of eternal values.&quot;

8

Garcia Valdecasas, a founder of the Falange, wrote in 1942, when
the Axis was at its height and it might be expected that Spanish
Falangism would be desirous of attaching its chariot to that partic
ular star:

The state is not an end in itself for us. The State must be an instrument
for the salvation of sacred values. These are, for us, liberty, the integrity and
dignity of man, and therefore it is the duty of the State to respect them.

Furthermore, the most authentic spirit of Spain refuses to recognize a supreme
value in the State . . . above the State there is a moral order, of truth and

precepts to which the State must submit.9

The integration of the various political groups and tendencies in

1937 was not aimed at creating a single totalitarian party, but rather

to co-ordinate all currents of opinion favorable to the nationalist cause

for the achievement of victory.

In this defense of the individual, the thought of Jose Antonio is

perfectly clear, for whatever may be said about the imperialistic exuber-

., pp. 92-93. Speech at Cine Madrid, May 19, 1935.

Ubertad, VaEadoEd, Nov. 20, 1933.
7 A3.C,, Dec. 19, 1934. Charles Foltz in his book, The Masquerade in Spam, p. 71,

among other inaccuracies, states that Primo de Rivera attended this congress where
he met DegreUe, Mosley, Codreanu, and the other budding fascist leaders of Europe.
Primo de Rivera was never there, as his own communication to the press demonstrates.

8 Speech delivered in Valladolid, March 3, 1935.

*Revista de Estvdios Politico*, Madrid, Jan., 1942, pp. 26-27.
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ance, the fervent nationalism and the ardent hope for the revival of

Spain s greatness, it cannot, on the basis of his writings, be argued that

Jose Antonio was a partisan of a collectivist State, in which the

individual would be a mere cog.
10

It is quite true, as Jose Luis de Arrese admits, that in the early

days the Falange used the expression &quot;totalitarian,&quot; and this term was
later dropped precisely because Jose Antonio considered that it was

confusing to use the same word that in Germany and Italy, to his

way of thinking, meant something entirely different. Arrese insists

that when Jose Antonio spoke of totalitarianism, he meant what might
be more appropriately called in Spanish totalidad, that is, he urged
a social and political order that would recognize the needs and rights

of the total population and not merely of certain sectors, classes, or

categories; an argument against the policy of the Republic which he

considered as favoring one class against the rest of the nation.11

Jose Antonio strove constantly to explain that the movement did

not mean the deification of the State, nor a pantheistic submission

to its blind forces. His famous debate in the Cortes with Gil Robles

did not end the controversy on this point. There is unquestionably
confusion in the thinking of the founders of the Falange on many
points, and it is probable that had Jose Antonio lived beyond 1936 he

would have achieved a doctrinal statement far more compact and

unified. It is interesting, nevertheless, in discussing the Spanish

Falange, to indicate these currents and the effort on the part of the

founders to forge an ideology that was Spanish, Catholic, and at the

same time the opposite of parliamentarianism in which they saw the

destruction of Spain as a nation.

Spain today is a dictatorship ;
a centralized authoritarian regime in

which the Falange is not the equivalent, in an exact sense, of certain

single parties that existed or still exist in other European countries.

One does not find in the literature of what is called in Spain simply,

&quot;The Movement,&quot; the rigidity of the Marxists or the almost mystical

attitude toward the party of the Nazis. It would appear that in con

temporary Spain far more lip service is paid to the Falange than

its actual influence warrants.

10 The writings of Jose* Antonio abound in the defense of the individual. &quot;Falange

considers man the combination of body and soul, with an eternal destiny&quot; (Obras

completas, p. 560). &quot;The reorganization of Europe must begin with the individual,

for it is he who has suffered the most in this destruction&quot; (ibid., p. 82).

Op. dt., p. 52.
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The Chief of the State was made the National Chief of the Falange
Esponola Tradicionalista y de las J.O.N.S. by the unification decree

of April 19, 1937, and, according to Article 47 of the statutes, the

control by the Chief is absolute and he is responsible to no one within

the movement. The National Council of the Falange consists of a

certain number of elected members as well as a smaller group of ex

officio participants ;
these elective councilors drawn from Spanish public

life and representing a wide variety of interests. The actual administra

tion of the Falange is under the control of the Junta Politica, the

permanent organ of the National Council of which the Caudillo is also

president. The General Secretariate at Alcald 42 in Madrid is in

charge of the practical operation of the movement. An interesting
section of Falange is the Institute de Estudios Politicos, created in

September, 1939, and whose function is doctrinal, that is, to supply
the intellectual content of the movement. Its publication, Remsta de

Estudios Politicos is, in fact, a mine of useful information regarding

Spanish politics, economics, and international relations. The Under-

secretariate consists of a number of &quot;delegations&quot; of dependencies, the

chief of which are the Delegacidn Nacional de Provincias, the Delega-
cidn Nacional de la Secci6n Feminina, the Delegacidn Nacional del

Frente de Juventudes, and finally the section having to do with

relations abroad.

Of these unquestionably the women s section and that of the youth
are the more important. The women s branch was established in 1939

and is at present under the direction of Jose Antonio s sister, Pilar

Primo de Rivera, who has devoted her life to carrying out the political

and social ideas of her brother. The function of the women s branch

is extremely wide and includes not only political education within the

movement itself, but civic training in general. One of the important

phases of this branch is the supervision of the Social Service system,
based on the obligatory participation by women, under conditions laid

down by the decree of May 31, 1940. Spanish women, if they are single

or childless widows, must devote a certain time to social service under

the direction of the movement. This service is obligatory for obtaining

positions in the State, in the movement itself, and in many agencies
connected with the State, The women s branch has extended its activ

ities to a very wide field including sports, health and sanitation, and

cultural activities. Among the latter the well-known dance and musical

groups of the women s section have appeared throughout Spain, and in

the autumn of 1949 made a most successful tour of several South
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American countries* Its activities, through Auxillo Social, reach into

every Spanish town and community.
The youth organizations are of considerable interest in that they

are aimed at capturing the imagination and loyalty of the young

people, and particularly of those in the educational institutions. The
Frente de Juventudes was created in 1940 with two purposes in mind:

first, to prepare good party members, and second, to diffuse a knowl

edge of the movement s doctrine among the members of the new

generation. The Frente is divided into two sections, masculine and

feminine. Within the boy s organization are four groups, according

to the age of the participants: seven to eleven, eleven to fifteen,

fifteen to eighteen, and eighteen until military service. Among girls,

the period of training and active participation in the movement runs

from seven to seventeen years. The concrete purposes of the Frente

are the following:

1. Political education in the doctrine and spirit of the Falange,

2. Physical education,

3. Premilitary training for boys,

4. Co-operation with the Church in religious education,

5. Supplement the work of the State in certain fields: health,

education, etc.,

6. Home training in the case of young women,
7. Organization and conduct of camps, and special courses.12

The Frente intervenes in the political guidance of young people who

are not affiliated officially with it, and controls to a considerable

extent such specialized institutions as trade schools. In the field of

higher education, the Falange exerts its control through the Sindicato

Espanol Universitario, popularly known as the S.E.U. This elaborate

organization follows almost point by point the structure of the Falange

itself, with its supreme direction, council, provincial groups, and

organizations within the faculties and specialized divisions of the

institutions of higher education of the country. It is a trade union

for the universities, and groups its members in a professional organiza

tion comparable to the unions for arts and trades affiliated with

the Falange.
It is almost impossible, as is evident even from this summary

account of the activities of the Falange, to distinguish sharply between

12 Guia de la vida social de Espana, Madrid, 1946, p. 385.
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the social work of the State as such and of the Falange as its instru

ment or agency. The characteristic of contemporary Spain is a certain

overlapping and above all an effort to make the Falange a vital part
of the structure of the State, an effective working arm for carrying
out the national program in certain designated fields. Up to 1946 the

Undersecretariate for Popular Education included a number of

activities later transferred to the regular Ministry of Education

such as the national office for the press, with particular attention

to censorship. Under the direction of Tomds Cerro Corrochano,
this bureau has been in charge of censorship, control of the

foreign press, and relations with correspondents stationed in Spain.
There was a propaganda division under Pedro Rocamora, the purpose
of which was evident, while radio, the theater, the cinema, had special

divisions devoted to that field of activity. Health and sports also

have their own secretariates.

The Falange possesses its own chain of newspapers. In every

provincial capital and, of course, in Madrid, one finds the regular

press plus the &quot;Party Press.&quot; In Madrid the two pages are Arriba and

Pueblo. In the provinces there are some 30 morning papers and about

six or seven afternoon dailies, giving the Falange a very great inter

vention in almost every phase of Spanish life.

The Falange was unquestionably an important element in fighting

the civil war and very particularly was it indispensable for the

ordinary administrative work that the National Movement required
after 1936. It is easy to conceive the real difficulties of the national

ists, as they advanced victoriously, to find competent persons for

the local governments, municipalities, and civilian administration

in the conquered territory. The Falange supplied many of these,

and when the movement became national in fact as well as in

theory with the establishment of the Burgos regime, the Falange again
was a compact organization with personnel available for a great many
of the necessary functions. In addition, the Falange absorbed an enor

mous army of persons as soon as it became the dominant force in the

New Spain and there flocked to it thousands of persons who presumedly
had been affiliated heretofore with organizations of a very different

political and ideological tinge. It is no exaggeration to say that the

Falange exists through the will of General Franco and, it would

seem, with all due reservations, that he could exist without the Falange,
but the latter would enjoy a doubtful vitality without the Caudillo.

This produces in the Falange a loyalty to the present regime without
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which it would have no possibility of existence or probably even of

survival. Any change or even considerable shift in the Spanish regime

today might prejudice the special position Falange occupies.

There is no doubt either that its position has become less decisive

than it was in the heyday of the civil war or in the years immediately

following it. It is notable that as World War II progressed the Falange

became less and less the sole spokesman of the New Spain, and an inter

esting evolution to trace would be the descending role of the Falange

and the gradually increasing one of the Church in contemporary Spain.

It is not an easy matter about which to generalize, but it is perfectly

plain that Falange declined as the medium of expression after 1942,

and that the Church and Catholic thought in general have appeared as

a far more significant ingredient in this complex thing called con

temporary Spain.
13

The Falange experienced internal strife and conflict with the other

elements that had been fused with it in 1937, for there was always

a &quot;radical&quot; branch within the movement that pushed for a total

social revolution; in some cases based more or less on the model of

the Portuguese Estado Nova. The traditionalists, whom one suspects

of discomfort in the double harness with the Falange, stood out for

a social transformation along strictly Christian lines. There was a

period when certain wings of Falange were loudly anticlerical and

impatient of the deep-rooted attachment of the traditionalists to the

usages and norms of the past. Much of this was eliminated at the

unification by the strength of will of General Franco. Ledesma himself

bolted the movement and denounced Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera

for having truck with monarchists and other assorted rightists. The

Marques de Eliseda, a Falangist deputy in the Cortes, at one time

abandoned the movement because as a Catholic he could not accept

parts of its program. It must be remembered that the Falange in the

closing days of the Republic was a revolutionary movement in every

sense of the word; unfavorable to the monarchical restoration, con-

13 i found a few Falangists in Spain. Only three Falangists still remain in the

government Only a very few still wear the five arrows and yoke symbol in

their button hole. Strictly speaMng they are not pro-Franco at all, for they do not

approve the political fluctuations and compromises of the Caudillo. In foreign affairs

they refuse to accept Hie restoration of the monarchy except under a form wtacfc

might be called elective. They are passionate advocates of authontanamsm and

militarism and collective discipline The Falange is in state of decomposition

Moreover it must not be forgotten that it encountered a strong **^***
Church that had no confidence in its secularism and materialism&quot; (Jacques Blondeau,

UAube, Paris, June 2, 1949).
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sidering that the monarchy had been liquidated in April, 1931, and
that its carcass could not be revived, thus alienating a large sector

of Catholics who were monarchists in conviction and inclined to think

that the parliamentary tactics of the C.E.D.A. were the most appro
priate for the circumstances. Against this attitude in the Cortes and
the hope of a restoration, the Falange was resolutely opposed.

It is a very great error, then, to assume that the Falange is a
sort of refuge for all rightists, reactionaries, die-hard conservatives,
and royalists to whom the Republic was anathema. The Falange at

tracted revolutionaries as did the extreme Left, and it was this spirit
that gave it the initial impetus. The only real point of contact between
the Falange and the Right was that both were opposed to Marxism
in whatever form it might rear its head. When the Popular Front

triumphed in the February, 1936, elections, the Falange was outspoken
in its criticism of Gil Robles and what it deemed the catastrophic

policy he had followed. Moreover, the provincial leaders of Falange
were advised to avoid commitment with the military in the uprising of

1936, and Primo de Rivera himself was adamant in his initial refusal to

become tied to any &quot;reactionary movement.&quot;
14 It would seem that the

Falange envisioned itself as the standard-bearer of the revolt against
both capitalism and Marxism, and as the foundation of the New Spain.
Events got out of hand and the rebellion of 1936 was taken in charge
by experienced and able army men. Falange was a useful and neces

sary thing and within a few days after July 18, it had taken its

place within the mosaic of movements and sentiments that made up the

National Crusade. Henceforth it was to be dominated by the personality
of the Cauditto.

Elsewhere in this book reference has been made to the hostile attitude

of the Falangist leader, Manuel Hedilla, in the period immediately

following the unification, for fear that the Falange s revolutionary
content might be sacrificed.

Unification did not mean that everyone within the composite

organization was content with the arrangement or able to fuse their

separate aims in this rather unwieldy superstructure. Hints and even

incidents of considerable moment reveal from time to time that

within the Falange there is a considerable amount of discrepancy.
For the past ten years it has been the old story: the revolutionary-

14
Felipe Ximenez de SandovaJ, Josi Antonio, una biografia apasionada, Madrid,

p. S21. Francisco Bravo, Historia de la Falange espanola tradidonalista y de las

J.OJV.S., Madrid, 1940 contains documentary information on these points.
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minded Falangists, and especially the younger group as opposed to

those who wish to return to some form of stable conservatism, are

dropping the insistence on the revolutionary aims at the movement.
In the middle of February, 1949, a controversy developed after the

publication in Arriba of an article, signed Jose Viver, which criticized

the Sindicato Espanol Universitario for its excessive revolutionary
attitude and tenets and opined that too much revolution has been

talked to the university students and at the wrong time. The SJE.U.

review, La HOTa, retorted (February 18) by stating that since the

writer of the critical article was a monarchist, *&quot;his views on the social

and political problems of Spain, and particularly on the need for a

social revolution must, logically, be very different from that of the

Falangists.&quot;
15 The analysis of the two trends, that is, monarchist and

Falangist, is admirably summed up in this paper and is useful as

indicating that, despite fusion, there are still profound discrepancies

within the official party structure:

The Monarchists were reactionaries in politics and mildly progressive in

social questions. They only aspired to a Spain where their religion and their

conception of a Motherland would not be exposed to constant danger. Their

position was not at all revolutionary; on the contrary, it was always defined

as counterrevolutionary. On the other hand, the Falange group was revolu

tionary in politics and in social questions profoundly revolutionary.
16

The criticism of La Hora goes much further, claiming that the

monarchists have been satisfied in their main demands
;
the Succession

Law has given them the guarantee of the royal return and the social

legislation has been more than enough to fulfill the ideal of betterment

on that score. The Falangist program is the one that has been side

tracked and ignored. Almost none of the salient points in the Falangist

program have been realized: oAst capitalism, establish national syn

dicalism, nationalize the Bank, bring about the agrarian revolution,

profit-sharing in industry, create a national people s army, and bring

about a concordat between Church and State. None of these have been

carried out, and one of the responsible causes is that the present regime

still operates on much legislation and practice that antedates the civil

war. The old Civil Code remains fully in force, and with this sort

of survival the full realization of the Falangist program is out of

the question. La Hora states boldly that the present regime &quot;no longer

15 An account of this controversy and its significance can be found in The Tablet,

London, March 19, 1949.
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supports the Falangist idea of social revolution. . . . The Conservative

revolution has triumphed over that of the real revolutionaries. . . . The
truth has been stated, that the State has reached the peak of its

revolutionary ambitions and has now become Conservative.&quot;

This statement of position, without equivocation or ambiguity,

frankly critical of the regime and even denunciatory of its deficiencies

in the revolutionary order, comes from Falangist sources. It reveals

several things: (1) that criticism is not totally obsolete in Spain; (2)

that the old guard of the Falange is afraid that the regime has for

gotten the vital revolutionary content of its program and does nothing
toward realizing the syndicalist state; and (3) that the Franco regime,

while preserving the form and the symbols of Falangism, is very far

from impregnated with the original ideology that was launched in 1933.

In short, important as the Falange is as an instrument of government
and administration and despite the fact that it retains its theoretical

position as the guiding thought of the New Spain, the actual vigor

of its work is mitigated by a very wide indifference of the Spanish

people and a feeling that in many ways the machinery of the

movement as well as its program has been surpassed by events and

circumstances.



Chapter 14. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS
OF CONTEMPORARY SPAIN

TJLm.HE best introduction to the complex social and

economic situation of contemporary Spain is the statement of a

thesis which, in the case of this author, is a profound conviction
;
that

the Spanish problem as it is so frequently called, is not only political,

but very definitely economic. Far too much attention is given to the

externals of regime, form of government, or political expediency. I am
equally convinced that the Spanish people are more concerned with an

orderly and productive economic system than with the particular

governmental structure that prevails. The positive issue in Spain

since the end of World War II has been the search for economic

stability. Politics has become an issue more prominent in the minds

of foreign governments and the press than in Spain itself. The

average Spaniard is more vitally concerned with a workable economy
that will provide him with the necessities of life than with the debate

about the present regime, the restoration of the monarchy, or the

improbable return of the republic. The old passions and divisions sub

sist, to be sure, and there are unquestionably sectors of public opinion

interested fundamentally in a political transformation, but the rank

and file are faced by the one great issue that overshadows everything

else the restoration of a national economy that works, that produces,

and that will provide the minimum of security to which they have a

right.

Life is extraordinarily difficult in modern Spain for all classes. The

peasant is faced with the basic sterility of so much of the Spanish

land and often lacks sufficient use of that land itself while the urban

worker is reduced to the necessity of subsisting on a pittance, since

one of the curious phenomena of Spain is that wages have risen

relatively less than in other countries. The essence of the problem

for the individual Spaniard is to stretch a very small and stable wage

to cover a cost of living that in reality has become ten times higher

319
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than in pre-civil-war days. It would be no exaggeration to say that

the wage of the worker in the cities and towns of the peninsula
fluctuates in a very general average between 12 and 25 pesetas a day
and with this is obliged to maintain himself and his family. The
result is that it is an almost impossible task, and that illogically in

many ways the standard of living is perceptibly higher than before the

civil war.1 A number of factors which contribute to the state of affairs

today may be summarized as follows :

1. The isolation of Spain and the impossibility over a period of years
of developing normal trade abroad, with the subsequent importation of

those articles of consumption which the country either does not pro
duce or produces at too heavy a cost.

2. The reduction of effective export trade, small as it is, to food

products, such as fruit, olive oil, and the like, all of which are not

produced at present in sufficient abundance to satisfy even the domestic

market.

3. The three-year drought that has burned and shriveled the Spanish

countryside and reduced production incalculably.

4. The limitations and restrictions on the free development of new
economic enterprises.

While real wages are clearly insufficient, the working class has

managed to survive through two means: the first are the subsidies

and grants from the State, or by State action through the enterprises

for which the worker labors which help to increase his income; the

second aid is the very common custom of gainful employment by more
than one member of the family. In the larger cities it is quite common
for working-class families to have several members employed and this

employment may extend to women in the factories, which is common
in Catalonia, especially until marriage, and in the employment of

minors in a variety of occupations such as the sale of newspapers and

lottery tickets.

The lot of the middle class is no less grave, although the enormous

bureaucracy absorbs a disproportionate number of employees, and it is

no exaggeration to say that the State itself is the largest Spanish in

dustry and the national budget the largest income source for thou

sands of people. The average salary of countless employees certainly

does not exceed 750 to 1000 pesetas a month, which is inadequate to

1 The standard of living has increased in the sense of demands by people for more

goods. The increase in such things as radios, travel, cinemas, the consumption of wine,

is one of the extraordinary features of Spanish life today.
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maintain a family in decent living conditions. The cost of living in a

city like Madrid today for a family of several members, under desirable

conditions with a minimum of well-being, would probably be 3000 to

5000 pesetas a month. The result is frequently that persons are forced

to occupy more than one job, and so distribute their time and energies
as to piece out the insufficient basic salary. This applies not only to em
ployees but to many of the professional group. University professors
and teachers are so underpaid as to be forced to engage in subsidiary
activities to make living possible. There is a very clear tendency
toward the gradual proletarization of the middle class, a phenomenon
that is slow and painful but nevertheless perceptible. In certain of

the administrative branches this situation leads to inevitable corrup

tion, for it is hardly to be expected that members of the civil guard
or of other agencies will live at a starvation level when the possibility

exists under the innumerable forms of economic control to obtain

certain extras without which they cannot subsist.

The only classes more or less immune at present to the growing

pressure of economic strangulation are such as find themselves highly

placed in the administrative scheme of things and thus have a suffi

cient income, or the speculators and profiteers who operate outside the

legal restrictions on the black market and consequently become rich.2

It may be useful in this survey of the social and economic status

of Spain to emphasize certain fundamentals that give a broad picture

of the state of affairs and of the possibilities of a solution. Obviously it

would be unfair to assume that the economic evils that beset con

temporary Spain are exclusively the fruit of internal ineptitude, mis

taken policy, or sheer impotency to do anything about it. Spain be

longs to the world even if the world does not wish her to share a

small place on the planet. The circumstances of the times have con

spired viciously to throttle the revival of the nation. It must always

be remembered that for some fifteen years Spain has lived a completely

abnormal existence. The closing years of the Republic with its chaos

and instability were followed by the crippling civil war. World

War II hampered Spanish recovery precisely at the moment when the

will to reconstruct was at its peak and great accomplishment might
have been possible. The ostracism of the years since the end of the

war have accentuated the economic predicament and slowed down the

2 The landowners, or those deriving their income from rents, are in a most critical

situation because of the freezing of such rents. Many religious communities are in

dire straits because of the decreased income obtainable from their lands.
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impetus toward recovery. Spain has received absolutely nothing from

abroad in loans or economic aid, and the various commercial treaties

signed after 1945 have been in large part limited in scope and of small

value for the total rehabilitation of the country.

Honesty obliges one to acknowledge that the economic policy of

the present Spanish government represents another serious factor

in the situation. There is, to be sure, more than one school of thought

on this matter. To the partisan of statism and heavy controls it may
seem the right direction, but to those who still believe, old fashioned

and outmoded as it may seem, in the virtue of a large degree of private

initiative, this policy does not make sense. But even with controls

and restrictions extending to every department of economic life,

Spanish policy does not reveal a clear-cut tendency. The difficulty is

that the Spanish are not gifted in the way of controls and it may
almost be asserted that even when controls are imposed they frequently

do not work in the manner anticipated, and their violation becomes to

some extent the normal thing. There is not the rigidity of, let us say,

the Germany of the autarchical days, nor is there the resignation that

so characterizes the British people when faced with the forces of

economic destiny. On the other hand, Spain does have one asset

which is of incalculable value; the diligence and imagination of its

people. If economy is to be something besides mere impersonal pro

duction and consumption, the intrinsic character of the mass of

Spaniards becomes an asset of the first importance. The Spanish

worker is a peculiar creature; proud, able, hard working, and dis

posed to make the best of adverse circumstances. He can be incited to

rebellion and to unrest, as in the past, and he can be oriented toward

the most fantastic of social Utopias. He can also be encouraged and

directed wisely to the end of first class workmanship and productivity.

The problem before us is to examine the economic situation of Spain

realistically and honestly and suggest some of the major difficulties in

the way of its reconstruction. It is not in the spirit of carping criticism

or of political parti pris that this description is conceived. Observation

leads to certain conclusions, and those conclusions seem to the writer

inevitable and clear.

First, a word about the structure of Spanish economy. Spain

is, as the reader knows, primarily an agricultural country. Neither

resources, nor sufficiently developed water power, transportation facil

ities, or other factors have up to now provided the peninsula with

the elements for great industrial development. Industrialism is
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possible, of course, on a modest scale, but not In terms of effective

competition with the more highly favored nations of the world. Since

agriculture is the basis of livelihood and the source of almost all eco

nomic production, it is equally important to note that this agriculture
has been and continues to be extremely primitive. Productivity is

limited by the nature of both the soil and the methods applied to its

cultivation and in most of Spain the technical equipment for the

exploitation of the land is lacking, particularly tools, mechanized

procedures, and fertilizers. The result is that in the countryside of

Spain there exists what the Spanish economists call the paro en-

sublerto, that is, concealed stoppage of work. Vast armies of peasants
are required for the simple tasks of the farm. The transition to modern

methods, were it to come, would obviously pose a tremendous problem
of unemployment and exodus to the urban centers with the consequent
dislocation of the population and the increase of unemployment and
even unemployability on a very large scale. This means that the

mere improvement of agricultural methods per se is not the answer

to the economic problem. It is one of the facets in this general policy
of improvement to be necessarily taken into account, but others are

further required to achieve the balance and stability desired. The

product of the soil in terms of farm income is equally low with a

resultant subsistence farming and negligible purchasing power of

the peasant.
Faced by the real problem of the excess of man power, to be absorbed

elsewhere, the only solution is industry. We arrive again at something
of a vicious circle. Industrial production on a large scale cannot de

velop without a foreign market, and this market implies the ability to

compete effectively against more favored nations. The domestic

market alone could not possibly maintain large-scale industry for

the simple reason that the purchasing ability of the mass of

people is so small that such industrial activity could not main

tain itself with profit. To achieve even a measure of such

purchasing capacity at home poses the first and fundamental ques

tion of all social and economic reform in Spain: the complete

rehabilitation of the rural areas and the placing of the peasant

in a position to become a consumer. No program of social reform can

possibly overlook this axiomatic statement, for without the rejuvena

tion of the country and the transformation of the peasant economically

and socially, the possibility of a real evolution in Spain is out of the

question.
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There is a very marked tendency at the present time to begin, not

at the bottom, but at the top. The work of the Institute National

de Industria reflects this inverted thinking. . This organization, under

State direction, proposes establishment of new industries in Spain.

This may seem a praiseworthy proposition, but the difficulty lies

in the fact that the process of industrialization has been encouraged
in many cases as a technical and not an economic achievement. Let us

observe exactly what we mean by this. An industry may come
into existence, produce certain materials, and demonstrate that

it is possible with the resources and raw materials available

to accomplish it. But this does not mean that the technical

achievement will prove necessarily a good undertaking economically.

To assure its economic value, the industry must be able to pro
duce in such a way that it can stand on its own feet, open its

markets, and effectively compete with similar products from else

where. An excellent case in point is the production of trucks in Spain.

Normally the country is not equipped to produce trucks or automobiles

on a large scale either for home or foreign consumption. The Pegaso

truck, which I daresay is a very good one, has come onto the Spanish
home market. It is estimated that the total capacity of production does

not extend much beyond a very small number a month. This shows

that the technique is there. What is lacking is the economic justification

for the effort put into the making of trucks. It may be said then that

Spain shows many signs of a very good technical ability, unaccom

panied by an equally clear and common sense economic intelligence.

With the frontiers virtually sealed off, there is no domestic market

capable of taking local products that represent in their manufacture

something of a tour de force.

Another factor of supreme importance in the understanding of the

present Spanish economy is the existence of monopolies. The contem-

. porary economic order is distinguished by a curiously hybrid arrange
ment of private property and strict monopolistic control. The whole

elaborate system of licensing for the establishment of industries and

for the purchase of the raw materials forms a part of this panorama.
A striking example is the case of cotton. Priced at 8 cents the kilo

in America, the fixed price in Spain is 60 pesetas. This price is almost

a standing inducement to less scrupulous industrialists to arrange for

the purchase of pesetas in the free market abroad and especially

in Tangier where the rate is approximately 40 to 45 pesetas for the

dollar, contrasting with the long established quotation of 11 pesetas
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at the banks. Importing licenses are hard to get and the restriction is

so severe that manufacturers undertake to work outside the official

limitations and thus build up a black market which has been one of the

plagues of the country. A recent case was that of an apparently small
Catalan textile industry with a capitalization of some 100,000 pesetas.
It was able, nevertheless, through the type of operation just described,
to prepare textiles for export to the amount of some million pesetas.

Textile goods manufactured in Spain are unquestionably one of the
standard articles which would find a ready market abroad. The policy
has been heretofore to depend on bilateral treaties and commercial

agreements. This is palpably a false procedure. Spain can never func
tion economically on the basis of a trade balance exclusively with the
United States or on the dollar basis. The United States can operate,
plainly enough, as if Spain did not exist. The only possibility is a
freer market in which Spain could sell to a wide variety of countries

and particularly Hispanic America, which would indirectly produce
dollars and a balance of foreign currencies of which the country
stands in the greatest need. The mind of Spain today is that

dollars are essential for the revival of industry and commerce. The
methods invoked to bring about this happy consummation are dubious
in the extreme, for numerous discouragements are placed in the way
of those who individually and on the basis of private initiative are

eager to open up markets for Spanish goods. The same applies to

the currency. The pegging of the peseta at 11 to the dollar when
the real exchange was about 40 presented a temptation to deal in

the clandestine market. It may be interesting to note that the reason

why a run-away inflation has not occurred in Spain is the rigid con

trol of wages, kept at a minimum regardless of the rising cost of living.

Another element in the complicated economic policy of Spain is the

absence of co-ordination between the various agencies of the State

empowered to control economic affairs. One could devote pages to the

contradictory policies frequently undertaken by the various agencies.
The Ministry of Labor functions as though the Ministry of Social

Security did not exist, and so on down the line. The arbitrary fixing of

prices may be justified in part, but it has the effect of stimulating what

may be called a &quot;hidden production&quot; that operates outside the controls

and does not form a part of the normal transaction that produces
taxes and revenue for the State. The black market is caused in large

measure by the price schedule, arbitrarily fixed at too low a figure

which in turn either discourages production completely or forces goods
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into illicit channels. Scarcity is provoked in large measure by this

monopoly arrangement. It has been suggested that Spain might well

adopt the Belgian system of flooding the market with consumers

goods and thus eliminating the black market simply because the free

play of prices and production went to work and the speculator found
no role to play. The speculator, needless to say, does not form a

productive element of society from the point of view of the State. The
burden of taxation, the support of the innumerable social services,

and the armed forces fall, then, on the visible solvent gentry, and it

is this small group who bear the brunt of a very heavy and increasingly
intolerable system of taxation. The absence of a curtailment of this

state of things means that the State loses a considerable revenue and the

poor, for whom many of the services are maintained as well as the

benefits of a more favorable price level and abundance of goods, suffer

the direct effects of the restriction.

The essential problem, let it be emphasized once more, is not the

creation of the present regime. Spain has suffered for centuries from
economic maladjustment. Many of the capital errors that now appear
in their aggravated form were inherited from the regimes that existed

before the civil war. The main criticism of the regime today is that

it is so completely wedded to the notion of rigidity in control that its

own inflexibility hampers the real recovery of the Spanish economy. To
be sure, it may be argued with considerable force that this anomalous
state of affairs also prevails in other countries. But judging the Spanish
economic order in the abstract and regardless of complicity or respon

sibility, it may be asserted that it is the positive example of control

that does not control, of stimulation that discourages, and of recovery
that impoverishes.

What, then, is the solution? The first suggestion is a direct loan

from government to government ;
a second possibility, which does not

exclude the first, is the encouragement of private capital investment,

assuming of course that certain obstacles are removed and some of

the more onerous controls eliminated. Spain offers a rich field for

investment. The Spanish worker, as already indicated, is industrious

and capable ; what he needs is the tools with which to work and the

stimulus of profit. Perhaps a combination of foreign investment with

local capital, limited as the latter is, would go far toward stimulating
economic recovery, for this would avoid the political onus, restore

Spanish confidence, and relieve the State of its crushing burden.

The whole field of social reform in Spain must be treated, although
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very briefly. The main conclusion to which the careful observer arrives

in this regard falls into two categories; first, that legislation has

far outrun performance and, second, that the social legislation is

far too elaborate for the actual economic possibilities of the country.
The same error has been committed that has been noted before: the

social program has exceeded the economic and this inversion of pro
cedure has produced a most erratic result.

Obviously the small increase in salaries and the real devaluation of

the peseta with reference to goods available have forced the State to

take energetic measures to succor the vast number of the population
who otherwise could not make ends meet. There is also a political

purpose involved. The working class in general had supported the

Republic and the present regime has found it necessary to seek to

win over this sector of the populace through extensive aids and social

services. Both the State and the Falange combined to give the

worker innumerable guarantees, some of which strike the observer

as excessive. It is virtually impossible today to dismiss a worker no

matter what his deficiency or fault may be, for the protection is

such that the worker has more and enjoys more security than

at any time in Spanish history. The Republic in the heyday of its

demagoguery offered nothing like the security held out to the or

dinary worker at the present time with the limitation that he cannot

strike nor agitate as in the old days. The State-controlled trade union,

called the Sindicato tinico or vertical, proposes to project him and

satisfy his demands before they even arise. It may be said, and I

admit that documentary evidence for this is not easy, that the

Spanish worker accepts, enjoys, and utilizes these benefits, but has

not given his wholehearted allegiance to the regime in return. Many
workers retain their old convictions and feel that they are the bene

ficiaries of so many attentions because of the potential danger they

represent to the social peace of Spain.

The general economic situation in contemporary Spain may be

summarized, from the internal point of view, in this manner: (1)

relatively low increase in wages; (2) very large increase in prices;

(3) consequent lower purchasing power of the peseta; (4) absence of

investment capital; (5) outmoded character of machinery, transporta

tion, and other aspects of the productive process; (6) heavy burden

of the social legislation; (7) severe restrictions on production imposed

by the deficiencies in electric power; (8) absence of adequate com

mercial exchange with other countries.
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A certain number of statistics, taken from official publica
tions and reports of economic groups unrelated to the government,
reveal graphically the decline in agricultural production, despite con

siderable State aid and encouragement. Reference to this production in

terms of pesetas is unenlightening in view of the depreciated nature

of the monetary unit. Therefore these facts are depicted in terms

of an index, taking 1929 as 100. The results show:

Year Index Year Index

1929 100 1939 74.70

1931 92 1942 75.10

1932 109.50 1944 73.90

1934 108.90 1945 52.10

1935 97.30 1947 71.70

The fluctuating decline in agricultural production is visible from
these index figures, despite the commonly heard accusation that the

State deliberately favors agriculture to the detriment of industry.
The industrial index shows that, taking 1929 as 100, industrial pro
duction had reached 122.7 in 1947. Obviously both the agricultural
and industrial estimates must be taken in full relation to the growth
of population over the period of nearly twenty years, which tends

to demonstrate that the Spanish economy has either declined or,

in the case of slight improvement, has not grown in proportion to the

increase of the number of inhabitants.3

No single problem is quite so grave as the absence of sufficient

electric power. From the practical point of view, this insufficiency

signifies not only a diminution of industrial activity, but countless

difficulties in everyday life. In Madrid, for instance, electric power
must be cut off periodically even for the most essential purposes;
elevators are run on certain days or between certain hours and elec

tricity for domestic use is restricted to definite hours. Street lighting

and illumination for display purposes is reduced to a minimum, and in

Catalonia, where the problem is equally grave, industrial plants are

restricted to part time with the consequent partial unemployment and

reduction of production. Although the natural conditions are not favor

able for the production of electrical energy, it is significant that a num
ber of electrification projects have been carried out beyond the avail

able energy for their maintenance. The tragedy of scarce electric power
is no better illustrated than in the fact that in Catalonia restrictions

s The population of Spain in 1930 was 23,563,867, and in 1947, 27,374,401.
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were imposed five days a week, and in December, 1948, only 18 per
cent of the total normal electric power was available.

A subject of considerable importance is the disposition of public
funds as revealed in the budget. The figures for 1949 are available

and help to throw . considerable light on the distribution of public
revenues. The total budget was estimated at 16,628,672,000 pesetas for

expenditures with revenue at 16,070,569,000, representing an estimated

deficit of 558,103,000 pesetas. In 1947 the deficit stood at 1,130,292,000,
and in 1948 at 191,200,000. The sum 5,494,257,000 pesetas is earmarked
for the army, navy, air force, and security units in general, that is,

31 per cent of the entire budget, while education received the

sum of 1,189,747,000 pesetas. The public debt is estimated in round

numbers at 54 billion pesetas. It may not be out of place to indicate

certain comparative figures regarding national expenditures for differ

ent purposes, keeping in mind that the figures are not in themselves a

sufficient key to the realities in view of inflation. The rise in

expenditures for all branches of the armed forces has been steady,

from 1,329,000,000 pesetas in 1940 to 3,969,000,000 in 1947. Education

has experienced a similar rise, from 360,000,000 pesetas in 1940 to

987,000,000 in 1947, and public works represent another heavy

expenditure.
The very high percentage of the budget devoted to the armed forces

finds its explanation in a number of factors, especially in view of the

fact that Spain has been in a certain sense in a state of war, open
or potential, since 1936. The entire period of the world war was

one of an armed expectancy, and fear that any radical reduction

in the forces might invite disaster. The political and international

isolation of Spain has influenced very directly the maintenance

of such a considerable army, navy, and air force. The question

whether the amount devoted to this purpose is justified by the circum

stances is, of course, impossible to determine. It would not be

correct, however, to assume that the Spanish armed forces are main

tained at an absurdly high figure when the tendency everywhere is

toward fantastic expenditures for the same end. The examination of

the Swiss, British, or United States budgets reveal the same trend

toward a higher proportion, not to mention the carefully concealed

proportional expenditures of the lands beyond the Iron Curtain.

The situation of the peseta in terms of the -economic advancement of

the country and especially with relation to foreign trade merits a

word. It must be constantly borne in mind that Spain lost virtually
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its entire gold reserve during the civil war. This scandalous operation,
carried out by the Republic for the benefit of the Soviet Union and the

republican leaders, left the nation bereft of one of the major guaran
tees of its own solvency. This absence was severely felt during the

first decade of reconstruction and readjustment. Imports are necessary
to cover innumerable products that are either not produced locally or

cannot be produced within reasonable economic limits. To discourage
excessive importation, the State has followed a policy of rigid restric

tion. The peseta could not leave Spain except under the authorization

of the Institute Espanol de Moneda. This restriction applies to pur
chases abroad, travel by Spanish citizens outside the country, and
all the necessary operations for contact and exchange with other na
tions. The first substantial modification of this policy occurred with

the new regulations providing for a minimum importation and ex

portation of currency (August 1, 1950). During almost every year
of the present century, the balance of international trade has shown
a considerably higher percentage in imports than in exports.

It has been evident that a devaluation of the peseta is a

necessary step for the stimulation of Spanish foreign trade. The
contradiction in Spanish economic life is that the national income

as a whole has declined, the value of the peseta has been

inflated, and the cost of living has soared to something like nine

times what it was in 1922-1926, At the same time a vast and extraordi

narily effective program of public works, improvements, and economic

development has been carried out. Spain is living on its own flesh and

has achieved a precarious although skillful balance which has allowed

the country to carry on despite its isolation and the total absence of

every form of outside aid. This is accompanied by a very heavy
increase in the money in circulation: in round numbers five billion

pesetas in 1930, ten billion in 1940, and 26 billion in 1949.

The decline in the national income as a whole is a phenomenon to

which passing attention may be given. The following table illustrates

in terms of the normal 1929 peseta the situation since 1929 :
4

4 The Spanish press makes available the figures on this point. &quot;The National

Economic Council has made public the fact that the National income has increased

slightly in 1948, from 200,693,000,000 pesetas in 1947 to 208,517,000,000 pesetas in

1948. On the basis of the 1929 pesetas, the National income is less in 1948 than in

1947,&quot; M Correo Catddn, Barcelona, Nov. 24, 1949.
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Per inhabitant

Year Peseta, 1949 Peseta, 1929 Peseta, 1949 Peseta, 1929

1929 25,213,000 25,213 1,092 1,092
1932 25,566,000 25,742 1,075 1,083
1935 24,759,000 25,289 1,012 1,033
1940 36,130,000 20,977 1,049 819
1944 63,133,000 23,499 2,372 883
1947 102,693,000 24,457 3,751 893

The essence of the Spanish problem is increased production. Every

thing else: standard of living, foreign trade, social welfare, and the

security of the national currency depends upon this. In agriculture this

implies an increase in the total area in cultivation, which presupposes
in turn improved methods, mechanization, improved production in

areas now under cultivation, and a rational importation of food prod
ucts. From the larger point of view, the opening up of a freer market

with better opportunity for industrialists in investment and production,

together with greater co-operation abroad, would be an enormous step

forward in the present closed economy of Spain. It would not be honest

to attribute this experiment in autarchy entirely to the will of the

Spanish to be exclusive. The Spanish situation has been dubbed by
one writer &quot;a tightly controlled little experiment in unimaginative

nationalism.&quot;
5 That it is semiautarchical admits of little doubt, but

that it is entirely voluntary is another thing entirely. The Spanish did

not seek to close the French frontier in 1946 nor were they responsible

for the slowing down of trade relations elsewhere. They have been

consistently forced back on their own meager resources and have had

to learn to live alone and like it. Nationalism in economics is not, I

suggest, an exclusively Spanish trait. Even its control system which

strikes the visitor so often as hopeless in its complexities is no worse

than that of Great Britain.6

Industrial production has receded in some instances, and this is

especially true of such items as iron. For example, taking the index

of iron production in 1929 at 100, we find that it ran along the

following lines in the succeeding years :

5 George Sinister, article, &quot;The Catholic Controversy,&quot; in Harpers Magazine, Nov.,

1949, p. 29.

* Round the World, Glasgow, Sept., 1949, article, &quot;A Look at Spain,&quot; p. 135: &quot;Spain

is the most controlled country in Europe outside Britain or Germany.&quot;
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Year Tons Index

1929 748,936 100
1932 296,481 39.6

1935 341,114 45.5

1940 579,386 77.4

1944 550,830 73.5

1947 503,384 67.2

This table shows that the total iron production is less than in 1929,
but it reveals a very steady climb over the disastrous decrease of the

republican era. Whatever may be said for the blessings of libertarian-

ism under the Republic, the augmentation of economic production was
not one of its great achievements.7

Real investment, that is in productive enterprises, has decreased
between 1929 and 1947 from an index figure of 100 to 88.8. This is

explainable in large part by the terrible devastation of the civil war
and the need to rehabilitate enormous areas for production. The loss

of real capital during the three years of war has been estimated at

66,916,000,000 pesetas at their 1929 value. The increase of real capital
in the seven-year period from 1940 to 1947 represents about 17,419r
000,000, leaving a deficit with reference to 1936 of 49,497,000,000

pesetas at the old prewar value. It is impossible to emphasize enough
the fact that the Franco regime was faced in 1939 with this reality.
The process of raising itself by its own boot straps has been an
arduous and painful one. The tragic loss has not been entirely over
come and cannot be overcome in a single ten-year period. The severe

critics of Spanish accomplishment during the first decade are prone to

forget this point of departure, overlooking the almost impossibly tight
restrictions that have forced the Spanish government to seek economic
salvation in unorthodox and often faulty methods. If the economic
rehabilitation of France has been difficult after World War II, in which
she suffered far less than Spain in destruction and the loss of human

7 Franco himself had been perfectly frank about the situation. In an interview with
C. L. Sulzberger, of The New York Times (Nov. 12, 1948), the CaudUlo stated:

&quot;Spain has certain special needs. One is to replace dilapidated and outmoded indus
trial equipment. Not only is much of our machinery worn out, but for example,
in our mines, we could greatly expand our mineral production if we had modern
Turning equipment. Our railroad and transportation system must be transformed. , . .

It is a vicious circle. Our production is limited because we have not the means to

augment it and we cannot buy these means because we cannot export sufficiently to
obtain the necessary dollars.&quot;

The Generalissimo stated bluntly to the Cortes that, &quot;The gravest problem
that Spain has found in the way of its economic recovery has been the dis

proportionate balance of payments&quot; (AJ3.C., May 19, 1949).
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life, it is small wonder that the Iberian peninsula has had an uphill
row to hoe.8 The civil war loss of 1,150,000 dead, a half million

emigres, among them some 40,000 children taken to the Soviet Union
of whom no news has ever been obtained, was a most serious drain on
man power. Despite this, the inherent vitality of the Spanish people
evidences itself. The rise in population since the war despite difficul

ties and even misery attests to the fecundity and splendid natural

youthfulness of the Spanish people.
Some of the external appearances of the Spanish economy are

irritating. There is every evidence of luxury among many of the

governing groups. The splendid cars parked on city streets cause
a great deal of adverse criticism among the mass of people who
see in the plethora of imported cars a luxury that is not in

keeping with the modest resources of the nation. The black market
thrives lustily, and estraperlo has long since entered the Spanish
language as a permanent word. White bread was for a long time

technically forbidden, but in none of the better clubs or cafes was
it ever lacking. Gasoline and its by-products have to be obtained very
frequently on the black market. Even the severest critics of the

regime recognize that General Franco himself is totally incorruptible ;

they wish that those around him were sometimes less inclined toward

personal profiteering.

Spain has tried to operate on the basis of a series of bilateral trade

agreements with specific countries. Despite the pressure of the United
Nations and the atmosphere of hostility that has enshrouded Spain
for so long, positive progress has been made in this direction. The list

of such agreements is a startlingly long one. Some of them are minor
in their importance as a source of indispensable imports, but others

are of real significance for the future of Spain. With Argentina a num
ber of treaties have been drawn up since 1939, and in 1946 an elaborate

arrangement was worked out for Hispano-Argentine exchange and for

loans from Argentina to Spain. From incomplete information available

in Madrid it would not seem that the operation of the agreements has

been entirely satisfactory nor have the results been as large as antic

ipated, partly, no doubt, owing to the peculiar economic policy evolved

by the Argentine government itself.

8 An admirable study of the economic situation is contained in the review, Les
Etudes Am&ricaineSt published by the Institut des Hautes Etudes Americaines in

Paris, Cahier XIII, 1949, article, &quot;Conjuncture Espagnole,&quot; by M. A. Dauphin-
Meunier, p. 5 sq.
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Trade agreements have been also signed at various dates in 1946 and

1947 with Belgium, Chile, Denmark (France suspended in 194S because

of closing of the frontier), Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,

Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and Uruguay. Two of the most

important countries with which Spain has carried on trade have tradi

tionally been France and Great Britain. With the latter, an agreement

was reached in 1948. Anglo-Spanish trade represented some forty

million pounds sterling per annum, a not negligible amount indeed.

There is an inordinate amount of price juggling, special features, dis

counts, premia, and the like, attached to this agreement which is defi

nitely a little out of line with British free-trade ideas in the past.

But the fact remains that the Labor government has not stood in the

way of a trade arrangement which is mutually advantageous. The

Spanish Foreign Minister spoke of it as one of the most important trade

agreements yet signed with the British empire.
9 The most attractive

item in the arrangement was 750,000 tons of British coal for Spanish

industry. Since the opening of the Franco-Spanish frontier, trade has

developed normally with France. New agreements have stimulated it

and, oddly enough, without a French or British ambassador in Madrid

relations are as near normal as one could wish. The technical diplo

matic tension between Spain and these two countries has not hindered

the increase of trade relations or the profitable exchange now going

on across the border and over the sea.

In this connection it may be noted that American trade was never

shut off even in the midst of the United Nations fulminations and the

withdrawal of ambassadors. &quot;In 1947 and 1948 the major part of

Spanish foreign trade was with the United States.&quot;
10

Spain carries on

trade with all sixteen members of the Marshall Plan bloc, especially

foodstuffs such as oranges and canned fish. A more recent agreement

with Italy, replacing that of 1947, opened up new opportunities for

Spanish trade and it is anticipated that some 275 million pesetas

in commerce will be carried out with Italy, the latter supplying

electrical equipment, mining machinery, tractors, automobiles, and

similar materials, in exchange for foodstuffs.
11

The prospect for a relaxation of the rigid attitude heretofore offi

cially preserved would seem to be indicated in the address of Charge

9 The Tablet, London, Aug. 7, 1948.

K&amp;gt;Les Etudes Americomes, op. dt., p. 17.

nA3.Cv Nov. 19, 1949. Dispatch from Rome of correspondent Julian Corte*s

Vanillas.
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d Affaires Culberton, in Barcelona, March, 1948, in which he stated
that the only change in the American attitude toward Spain was in

placing no obstacles in the way of loans by private American banks
to Spain.

12

There can be no doubt that, despite its errors and shortcomings, at

the basis of the efforts of the Spanish regime are three things: (1)

improvement of the conditions of the working classes; (2) limitation

of the abuses of capitalism; (3) more equal distribution of wealth.

The year 1950 opened with forebodings of another dark period for

the national economy. Transportation services, cotton mills, fertilizer,

and tractors still were the most pressing needs for the Spanish
economy. Following on the devaluation of sterling, the decision of

the Spanish government to rely on the differential rate system to

bring Spanish into line with world prices put fresh obstacles in the

way of foreign trade, upon which depends the acquisition of curren

cies with which to purchase machinery and raw materials. The con

tinuance of restrictions eleven years after the successful conclusion

of the civil war prompted The Tablet correspondent in Madrid to

speak of a bureaucracy in delirium tremens*3
Despite the limitations,

commerce showed exceptional vitality to the extent that imports

actually rose for the period ending June, 1949, while exports showed
an increase of 18 per cent in quantity and 30 per cent in value.

One of the reasons for this gratifying improvement was a soaring
trade between Spain and France; the latter country ousting the

United States from the second place it had long held in trade with

the peninsula. There has been a narrowing of the gap between the

relative values of exports and imports, with emphasis on the fact

that the nation has been increasing manufacturing in its interests.

This is to be observed in the fact that over the past ten years the

purchases ef manufactured goods have been increased very slowly

while those of raw materials are greater than in 1936; on the export

side more manufactured articles and less raw materials have been

sold abroad.

The present Spanish government has been accused of seeking

theoretical autarchy as the solution of its economic problems. The

personality of Juan Suances, Minister of Industry and Commerce, has

long figured in the discussions of the economic outlook, for it is he

12 Discussion of this point and future of Spanish international economic relations

in ProbUmes et relations internationdles : VEspagne, Brussels, 1948, p. 19.

13 London, January 28, 1950.
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who has been primarily responsible for the superhuman efforts of

the nation to create an industrial order that would sever the tradi

tional dependence on the so-called &quot;advanced&quot; economic areas of

the world. On March 7, 1950, the Minister released the details of a

two-year plan to industrialize Spain with the prediction that within

two years sufficient progress would be made to transform the economic

structure of the nation. It was estimated that by 1956 the basic

industrialization of Spain would be completed.
14 This ambitious plan

calls for the intensive development of the mineral resources of the

country in the hope that 300,000 tons of soft coal may be obtained

in mines in the Gijon area and 150,000 tons of lignite in the Pyrenees.
In regard to transportation, Spain has made great efforts to decrease

dependence on foreign manufacture of aircraft and automobiles. In

May, 1950, the government launched a 400 million peseta loan to

start the railway program. The production of Fiat cars with Italian

technical aid is envisaged and six of the leading Spanish banks con

cluded arrangements with the Fiat works to build a new Fiat model.

The necessity for improving the railway system, essential not only
for ordinary traffic but for defense, led to the floating of a loan for

the purchase of 14,000 tons of rails in Belgium, 100 passenger coaches

in France, and sufficient raw materials for the construction of another

hundred.15

High hopes were entertained for a foreign loan in dollars to allow

for the reorganization of the economy. The adverse vote in the United

States Senate on April 27, 1950, in which Spain was excluded from

possible E.R.P. benefits, killed temporarily any idea of Washington as

a source of this much-needed assistance. &quot;The rejection does not

mean disaster for Spain but it does mean hard sledding.
3716

Obviously
the full success of the proposed industrialization program makes a

loan almost indispensable. But there remains the very pressing ques
tion of increasing agricultural production for the reason that popu
lation is rising faster than the quantity of food necessary for its

support. Despite the real increase, in the production of coal and

electricity since 1939, wheat has actually decreased, and olive oil, a

staple of the Spanish diet, totaled 270 thousand metric tons in 1949

as against 209 in 1939 and 660 in 1929.

The government has not been discouraged by the somewhat bleek

** The New York Times, March 8, 1950, &quot;Spain blueprints industrial gains.&quot;

16 Ibid., Dispatch of Sam Pope Brewer, May 10, 1950,

., May 13, 1950.
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outlook caused by droughts and a struggling economy. In a speech
to the National Agricultural Fair in May, 1950, General Franco
insisted that Spain can modernize her agriculture and overcome the
serious deficiencies now being endured. There has been a tendency in
recent years, with an eye on industrialization, to neglect agriculture.
&quot;His speech and the great emphasis laid on the Fair support the belief
that the government has decided to give a greater share of its atten
tion to agriculture and try to restore the balance between it and
industry.

3 17

A very serious problem has been the extraordinary power of the
National Institute of Industry which has been accused of hampering
the expansion of private industrial concerns. By the end of May,
19SO, some of the restrictions on the free operation of the market
were removed, especially with reference to certain foodstuffs, and
there was a surmisal in Madrid circles that perhaps the large control
of the Institute over commerce might be relaxed. The major economic
question continues to be the degree of State control over both in

dustry and commerce. Reports in June, 1950, indicated that the

government anticipated entering the steel industry, and this was
widely interpreted as a victory for Minister Suances, a partisan of
increased State control over industrial life.

18

In addition to the declaration of a free market in certain food

products in the late spring of 1950, the Spanish government took a
decisive step on August 1, in establishing a relatively free currency
exchange. From the practical point of view the new policy is funda
mental in its implications : The United States dollar is quoted at 39.50
instead of the arbitrary 11 pesetas before, and 25 pesetas for tourists.

For the first time since pre-civil-war days, pesetas can be exported
within limits and the visitor may take into the country up to 10,000.
&quot;In almost every country, currency control has tended to freeze the

exchange of money without reference to the causes that produced
fluctuations and without reference to the steps that should be taken
to make a currency sound. The results have been extremely medi
ocre.&quot;

19 All of these innovations constitute a sign that the rigidity of
the Spanish economy is beginning to give way in the face of the very
great need of encouraging a greater degree of free play in foreign
trade and domestic commerce.

May 27, 1950.
18

Ibid., June 9, 1950.

., Madrid, Aug. 17, 1950.
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Obviously the decision of the United States Congress in August,

1950, approving a loan of some 100 million dollars to Spain, aroused

the greatest interest in Madrid, despite the fact that the possibility

of aiding Spain s economy was now directly linked with the worsen

ing international situation, and it was evident that the proposal was

made as part of the broader purpose of assuring Spanish participa

tion in the common defense of western Europe. Whatever the motive

may have been, the signs of the time, as of the late summer of 19SO,

pointed definitely to an increasing interest in American circles to

guarantee the economic stability and future of the peninsula. It

would seem that the Spanish authorities are willing to let events

take their course, confident that common sense will ultimately dictate

the need for this form of action.20

In September, 1950, the Congress of the United States approved a

proposal for a loan of $62,500,000 to Spain, despite President Truman s

known opposition to the measure, and his reluctance to carry out

the mandate of the legislative branch of the government. This was

tangible evidence that sentiment both in Congress and outside had

moved a long way toward the re-establishment of normal relations

with the Madrid government.
The system of social legislation in vogue within contemporary

Spain is nothing short of formidable. Earlier in this chapter it was

suggested that the legislation has perhaps outrun the economic possi

bilities of the country. It has been criticized too as excessively paternal

istic, distinguished by a veritable passion for security, and concen

trated administratively in the State. This defect if it is a defect

is shared by Spain with a large number of other countries where

the welfare state conception predominates.
The point of departure for the study of Spain s social legislation is

the Fuero del Trabajo^ promulgated on March 9, 1938. This Labor

Charter affirms in its preamble that Spain is Catholic, social, and

indivisible, and that its program must conform to these ideas. Work

is recognized as the supreme dignity and every protection must be

given it with guarantees against social instability. Under the chapter

on capital it is noted that &quot;after allotting a fair interest to capital,

the profits of the enterprise shall be applied first to the reserves neces-

20 Gazette de Lausanne, Switzerland, May 23, 1950, &quot;Madrid insists on its inde

pendence but wants an American loan.&quot;

21 The complete English text of the Charter is contained in Loveday, Spain.

1923-1948, Boswell Publishing Co., London, p. 263 sq.
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sary for a sound position, the improvement of production, and better
ment of working conditions and the living of the workers.&quot; Under
Article XIII, the vertical trade union is established: &quot;All factors of

economy will be incorporated, by branches of production or service,
in vertical

guilds.&quot;

His Excellency, Mon. Angel Herrera, Bishop of Malaga, has

praised this document for its recognition of the place of labor in the
social order: &quot;What does the Fuero del Trabajo mean? This admirable
document elevates the status of work. It is in line with the Encyclicals
... the entire Charter is profoundly Christian.&quot;

22 The Labor Charter
was included in the later Fuero de las Espanoles, to which reference
has already been made. These documents fixing the duties and privileges
of Spanish citizens were praised by the Cardinal Primate of Toledo as

&quot;fortunately marking a step in the direction of Christian liberty as

opposed to State totalitarianism.&quot;
23

Obviously, social legislation was no complete novelty for Spain.
From the time of Cdnovas steps had been taken in this direction and
the name of Azcdrate is particularly linked with social reform in

the peninsula. The Institute of Social Reform of 1903 was the

concrete result of the preliminary studies and the Institute National de

Prevision, created in 1908, was concerned primarily with social security
in various forms. The dictatorship of Primo de Rivera was productive
of a number of important social measures. Under the Republic, despite
a number of positive advances in social legislation, the predominant
characteristic was the intimate connection between labor and politics.

Under the present nationalist government, the Ministry of Labor
is the principal agency for social reform, together with three other

major organizations: Institute National de Previsidn, in charge of

every form of insurance on behalf of the working class; Instituto

Social de la Marina, for the protection of those who make their

livelihood from the sea and a source of aid to the fishermen; and
the Instituto National de la Vivienda, engaged in a wide housing

program.
24

It is impossible to give an exhaustive treatment of this question in

these brief pages. Some idea may be useful of how the Spanish regime

22 Lecture of Bishop Angel Herrera, published by Consejo Superior de Hombres de
Acddn Catolica, Madrid, 1947, pp. 25-26.

23 Pastoral letter of the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, August, 1945*
2* The most complete and handy survey of Spanish social legislation is contained

in Florentine del Valle, Las reformas sociales en Espana, 2 ed., Madrid, 1948.
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has devoted very special attention to the social problem and the

character of its legislation. Up to the end of 1947, for which detailed

figures are available, the expenditures for social purposes attained

the sum of nearly &amp;lt;800 million pesetas. The major investment was
in cheap housing, for which purpose almost half of the total

amount indicated was expended. A fundamental feature of the present
social legislation is the family allowance. Up to the present regime

nothing as complete or all embracing existed, although in a few cases

under private initiative, some attempt had been made to meet the

economic problem of the large family. The system is obligatory for all

employers and applies to all persons employed for wages. In 1943

the scale was such that allowances ran from 40 pesetas a month

beyond wages for two children to 1,080 pesetas for a family of

twelve. In 1939 some 158,036 enterprises were operating the family

allowance, with 787,707 workers benefiting from it. In 1947, 306,285

enterprises were involved with 4,276,969 workers as beneficiaries.

In addition to the allowances, there are several subsidiary laws

for direct aid of a similar kind. Widows and orphans are cared

for by special legislation. School children incapable of continuing
their studies because of financial difficulties are aided by small grants.

A system of aid for the newly married allows a non-interest-bearing
loan of 2,500 pesetas for the man and 5,000 for the woman, repayable
in easy installments. The large families are further protected by
reduction of taxes, preferential treatment in schools, hospitals, and

public institutions, and special reductions for railway and bus travel.

The insurance system embraces maternity, sickness, work accidents,

illness contracted in the line of professional duty, old age and incapac

ity, and special protection in the case of seamen and fishermen. From
the point of view of social security, the following abbreviated table

gives a general idea of the progress in modern Spain.

1938 Reorganization of social security service. Family-
allowance system inaugurated.

1939 Allowances for widows, orphans, and old age. Exten

sion of family allowances to the rural areas.

1940 Regulations revised for security and hygiene in

factories and shops. Increased protection to mothers

and children.

1941 Special aid to large families. Loans for the newly
married. National fund ,for work accidents and
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temporarily incapacitated. Protection of miners

against silicosis. Family allowances doubled.

1942 Maternity aid expanded, with special attention to

working women and workers wives. Sickness insur

ance extended.

1943 New increase of family allowances. Special provision
for social security among farmers and farm workers.

Increased subsidy for accident insurance. Regulations
laid down for social security for fishermen.

1944 Increase in old-age pensions. Sickness insurance on

large scale becomes effective. Domestic servants in

cluded in social security.

1945 Family allowances worked out for those under sick

ness relief, or temporarily without work.

1946 Extension of silicosis protection. Increase of payments
for accident and sickness insurance.

1947 Insurance for diseases contracted in line of duty.

In the field of labor efforts have been made to convert the

worker into an active participant in the productive process, and the

regulation of work and labor relations is the object of some one

hundred statutes governing this aspect of economic life. An important

beginning has been made in the field of profit sharing by workers in

industrial enterprises. As early as June, 1943, the first steps had been

taken, and by 1948 certain conditions were laid down to assure the

proportionate participation of workers in the profits of the establish

ments in which they were engaged.
25

Bishop Herrera called attention to the importance of this develop

ment when he stated that &quot;It would raise the mass of workers to the

position of real factors in the industrial life of the country,&quot; citing

at the same time the beneficial results of the innovation at the Alfa

Sewing Machine Company in Eibar where a system had been worked

out of labor participation in the enterprise by converting the employees

into share holders.26

Advance along these lines was indicated by Manuel Martinez Pereiro,

official of the Ministry of Labor, in pointing out the growing partic

ipation of workers in the factory boards concerned with advancement

as Boletin ofidal del Mimsterio del Trabajo, May 2, 1949, with ministerial order of

April 9, 1949, establishing bases for profit sharing.

**Op.dt* p. 29.
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and employment. In the construction trade some progress toward profit

sharing has also been made.27
Space forbids a detailed account of the

trade schools, institutes for professional training, and one particular

establishment which is extraordinarily interesting, known as the

Escuela de Capacitacidn social. The latter, which I had occasion to

visit in Madrid, is an institution created to provide short intensive

courses for workers in the general social, economic, and cultural fields.

During the 40-day courses the worker lives in the institution. The

groups come from a given industry or trade and are chosen within

their own localities. I examined carefully the entrance papers and in

no case was mention made of political affiliation or religion and the

worker is free to attend religious services if he chooses. Many of those

who have passed through the Madrid center, one of the largest in the

country, have been known communists or socialists and, despite the fact

that their convictions were known before entering, no effort was made

to coerce them. The purpose is to provide a cultural and professional

leaven among the ordinary workers, with an opportunity for contact

with the broader currents of Spanish life, and with a great deal of

attention devoted to visits to historical sites, museums, art galleries,

and the like.

Much space could be given to the complex legislation on salaries

and the multiple efforts to increase the workers purchasing power
in terms of the rising cost of living through paid vacations, Sunday
rest with salary, and overtime wages. In the chapter on the Falange,

reference has been made to the Auxilio Social and its work on behalf

of children, maternity cases, and free soup kitchens for the hungry.

Unemployment, both seasonal and permanent, has been a blight on

the Spanish economy. During republican days it reached fantastic

heights with almost constant disorders, and in 1936 alone there

were 829,389 classified as unemployed. This number has been vastly

reduced with efforts to provide subsidies for those who do not obtain

work. The Caja de compensacidn del Paro, as it is called, was

inaugurated in 1945 to deal with this problem.

The housing projects form a part of the general program of recon

struction after the civil war and new construction initiated by the

present government. The full story of reconstruction in Spain, from

the material point of view, is fabulous ;
whole cities that were literally

wiped out have been rebuilt in their entirety: Teruel, Brunete, the

27 Manuel Martinez Pereiro, lecture to ffermandad Obrera de Acctdn Catdlica.

Primera semana national, Madrid, 1946, p. 46.
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many small towns of the areas around Madrid and in Aragon. The
evidences of war are very few today, and in some localities where the

fighting was particularly destructive it is virtually impossible to

discover more than occasional traces of the hostilities. The Institute
National de la Vivienda, or National Housing Institute, has contrib
uted to the expansion of cheap housing for workers and farmers.
In 1948 the actual results of the housing program showed that

in the previous seven years, 30,117 units had been built; 610,522
in the process of construction, and another 118,773 in prospect for the
immediate future. The homes that have actually been turned over to

the purchasers represent an investment of some 250 million pesetas.
The law of November 25, 1944, established favorable bases for modest-

priced homes for the middle class, with long-term payments and
exoneration from taxes for a given period. In the larger cities, workers
homes have been constructed in the most modern style, with several

hundred families per building. Special provision has been made for

farm homes, and in the first legislation approved in 1939 it was proposed
that some 80 per cent of all funds invested in housing be allotted to

the rural zone.

The development of public works is another striking achievement of

the present regime. With limited resources, scanty importations from

abroad, and unfavorable natural conditions at times, the Spanish State

has accomplished wonders in this field. Reservoirs and the development
of water power have been pushed with particular interest in view of

the very real need in Spain of increased electrical power. About 28

large dams and water deposits have been built, and some 20 other

reservoirs have already been completed and are in service. Irrigation
has progressed definitely despite the devastating consequences of the

three years drought, and some 250,000 acres in the Ebro and Guadal

quivir valleys have been made available to productive agriculture.

Swamp drainage has progressed and work has gone forward on the

dredging of the Ebro to make it navigable. Bridge and road reconstruc

tion after the war with new extensions to meet an increasing popula
tion have made encouraging progress and over 3600 kilometers of new

railway have been envisaged, with over 2500 already under construc

tion. The program for electrification calls for 4500 kilometers of elec

trified railroads of which a few have actually been put into operation,

notably the Madrid-Segovia and the Madrid-Avila runs which have

already been completely electrified. Shipbuilding has been encouraged
and in the single year 1945, despite the pressure of wartime conditions
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abroad, 21 large vessels were built in Spanish shipyards. During 1946

some two hundred craft were built, among them passenger and freight

vessels of considerable dimensions. The Spanish fleet of both small

and large craft is about 1300 at the present time, as against 995

in 1936 when the civil war began.
Land reform is a particularly interesting topic in modern Spain.

The organization charged with the important task of dealing with land

reform and redistribution is called the Institute National de Coloniza-

cidn. The main task of this Institute is the acquisition of lands for

the settlement of landless farmers and farm workers, and eighteen

regional or local bodies are specifically charged with responsibility

for carrying out the measures. The project involves not merely
the rehabilitation of the farmer or the conversion of the rural

worker into a landowner, but the encouragement of a return

to the land on the part of those who left it or who evince

a desire to establish themselves and families on the land. A
whole series of &quot;preferred zones&quot; have been set up, in which

agricultural conditions have been improved to allow for a better

rural life. In some cases new towns and villages have been

created as is the case of La Vid y Guma in Burgos, Foncastin in

Valladolid, El Temple in Huesca, and many others. These farm towns

and villages are provided with modern housing, favorable conditions

for the exploitation of the land, and every inducement for settlement.

This is the basic reason why the program is called &quot;colonization&quot; and

not simply &quot;Agrarian reform&quot; as in the past. The decree called Ley de

Parcelaciones of July, 1942, provided for the acquisition of lands and

their redistribution to farmers. Between 1942 and 1947, 18,612 landless

farmers were provided with property under conditions laid down by
the agency.

28 In addition to land as such which is far from sufficient

to solve the complex rural problem, progress has been made in irriga

tion, appropriate construction for the development of certain crops,

farm machinery, seed and stock, and defense against insect pests and

other natural factors.

The la$t point to be considered in this survey of the social and

economic background of modern Spain is the trade unions. The object

of the new trade-unions, envisaged in the Labor Charter, was

to abolish organizations along strictly class lines and bring the

State into the movement. By virtue of the legislation of 1940, the

3* An excellent survey of the status of the farm question is contained in fte

..newspaper Arriba, Madrid, July 18, 1947.
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Delegation National de Sindicatos was authorized to direct the whole
trade-union movement, and many heretofore independent or autono
mous groups were absorbed, among them the Confederation National
Catdlico-Agraria, with some 2726 local branches.
The vertical unions are divided into the following categories: water,

gas, and electricity ; food and food products ; sugar products ;
bank and

stock exchange ; grain products ;
fuel products ; construction

;
amuse

ment industry; fruit and truck garden; cattle products; hotel and
affiliated branches; chemical industries; wood and cork industries;
metal trades

; olive production ; paper, press, and graphic arts
; fishing

industry; fur industry; insurance branches; textile industries; wine,
beer, and beverage production.
Within each of these trade or professional branches are grouped all

workers; affiliation with the union is obligatory for the worker and
the employer. The

&quot;vertically,&quot; if the word may be used, consists of
the fact that all those working in the same branch, be they in labor,
the technical sphere, or management, belong to the same union.
The Sindicato tinico, or single trade union as it is called, poses

a number of serious difficulties for the outside observer. In the
first place, it destroys completely the idea of labor, government, and

management as three separate agencies and places them together within
the same union. In the second place, State control becomes complete
for all practical purposes. There is no doubt that the Spanish workers
have profited from the present trade unions in the sense that innumer
able demands have been met; in fact, one of the real dangers of the

present situation is that too much is conceded regardless of intrinsic

merit in order to avoid demands fay labor. Moreover, within the unions

today are innumerable socialists and other former trade-union militants

who have not changed their basic ideas and have simply transferred

their place of operation from the old ideologically inclined unions of the

pre-civil-war days, to the new, monolithic system that now prevails.
It would seem to be true that the workers are skeptical of the present
state of affairs and participate in the unions, not in the spirit of

something that belongs to them, but as an obligatory arrangement out

of which they can obtain a considerable benefit. This is stated by
Father Del Valle in his excellent summary of the social program:
&quot;Perhaps a more active worker participation in the functioning of the

unions would win over more of them than is the case today.&quot;
2*

** Dd Valle, op. at., pp. 132-133.
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There are many other subsidiary organizations that have been

created by the unions or in connection with them, and so numerous are

they that one of the most frequent complaints in Spain today is that

much of the ordinary business life, especially the industrial, is con

trolled by the unions, their immense bureaucracy becoming another

obstacle in the way of the freer and more fluid economic life of the

country. I have found great resentment among large sectors of the

Spanish workers against the unions as they exist. They are charged

primarily with being &quot;totalitarian,&quot; as run from the top down, as

lacking in real worker participation, as being a strait jacket within

which a luxuriant bureaucracy has developed and flourishes, and as

failing to win the real consent of the workers to collaboration.

These criticisms seem to me in many ways to be well founded. One

recognizes naturally that after 1939 Spain could not go back to the

old trade-union system, with the U.G.T. and C.N.T., and its socialist

and anarchist infiltration. The trade unions had fought the civil

war as much as the left-wing political parties and it was not to

be expected that these foci of agitation and disruption would be

allowed to become re-established. In this sense the refusal to revert to

the &quot;class struggle&quot; is entirely justified. The question is whether the

present organization satisfies either the demands of a rational trade-

union movement or even the ultimate aim of the system itself, namely,

the reconciliation of the working masses with the other agents of

production in a harmonious whole. Even the most optimistic cannot

hold that the latter objective has been achieved in modern Spain.
80

so An opinion of considerable value is that of Bernard Sullivan, since 1909 a member

of the National Union of Tailors and Garment Workers in England and a representa

tive of the Labor Party on the London County Council since 1937, who states, with

reference to a recent visit to Spain: &quot;The workers stewards at the engineering firm

protested to me about the British conception of the workers having no freedom and

claimed that they had not got workers control which seemed to be supported by

some of the employers who claimed they still had ownership but not managerial

powers. . . . There seems to have been a transfer to the workers of wealth which

has given them an air of independence and confidence in the future, while their

participation in the building of workers homes and hospitals, and the welfare services

they help to manage, is giving them an experience that will fit them one day to share

in a democratic government of their own country&quot; (The Catholic Herald, London,

Sept. 30, 1949).



Chapter 15. THE CHURCH IN
CONTEMPORARY SPAIN

TJLn]. HE account of the Church since the nationalist

victory in 1939 is not an easy task, for the situation is full of sub

tleties and the ever present danger of oversimplification. Almost all

of the stock assertions regarding the status and attitude of the Church

today in Spain are open to qualification. Does the Church support the

present regime? One school of thought tells us that the Church is

largely an instrument of politics, devoted to combating any current

of thought that runs counter to it and completely wedded to the present

regime. Expressed in its crudest form the position of the Church is

characterized by opinion as: &quot;an overriding dedication to institu

tional self-interest; a tough, prideful imperviousness to criticism; a

profound suspicion of any intellectual inquisitiveness ;
a contempt for

any kind of education not synonymous with indoctrination
;
a sharp

distrust and hostility toward any political or social movement that

could be called radical, leftist or liberal and a respect that approaches

reverence for power in any form.&quot;
1

It would be easy to dismiss these statements as sheer exaggeration,

their utterance revealing a singularly impervious mind to the nature

and character both of the Spanish people and their environment. That

the Spanish are impatient of criticism is unquestionably true, for few

nations have been subjected to so much criticism that is sweeping, in

accurate, dishonest, and prejudiced. Resistance to social change may
best be judged by a statement of exactly what is being done in Spain

today in the direction of the social betterment of the masses.

The whole history of Spain in the first decade after the civil war

1 Emmet John Hughes, Report From Spam (New York: Henry Holt and Co., Inc.,

1947), p. 75, This book constitutes one of the very few reports on the Church in

modern Spain. Written by a Catholic it has been considered as a dispassionate judg

ment on the Spanish Church and its status. Unfortunately it is marred again and

again by categorical statements that are inaccurate, and reveals serious defects regard

ing the facts.

347
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is one vast social transformation. Whatever may be said about the

regime, it has been more than merely &quot;radical&quot; in its social program ;

it has been positively revolutionary. There is a strong current of thought
in Spain that things have gone too far in the social order and that a bit

of conservatism is in order. Intellectual curiosity, I think, is best

evidenced in the cultural production under Catholic auspices. Cer

tainly a dispassionate examination of the work being done, scientific,

literary, and theological, will confirm the fact that there is a very

lively intellectual life in Catholic circles.

To one who thinks the Catholic atmosphere is stifling of all in-

quisitiveness, I would urge attendance at such gatherings as those

organized by the Asociacidn National de Propagandistas Catdlicos

(Alfonso XI, 4, Madrid), at the Pontifical University of Comillas, or

at any one of the Spanish universities. I recall with particular pleasure

meetings at Valencia, Murcia, Oviedo, and Barcelona with members

of the clergy, university students, and representatives of Catholic

Action, whose intellectual curiosity was sharp in fact far sharper

than one would find among comparable groups in almost any
other European country. I have found no evidence at any of the

institutions run by either the orders or by the diocesan clergy that

intellectual uniformity is the rule and in many cases the bishops them

selves are directly responsible for stimulating active intellectual life.

It would be extraordinary to accuse the Bishop of Salamanca, promoter
of the Pontifical University, of lack of inquisitiveness, or the Bishop
of Vitoria, sponsor of the famous Conversaciones Catdlicas at San

Sebastian for intellectual lethargy.

But the main problem is not a refutation of these generalizations

about Spain; our interest is to examine the status of the Church

today, vis-a-vis the State, and something of the work being done by
the hierarchy, clergy, and laity within the country for its spiritual

rehabilitation. As has been mentioned, the Concordat of 1851 has

continued to remain in force, despite the fact that it is not satisfactory

and that the circumstances obviously require a new agreement between

the Spanish State and the Holy See. One of the main points in the

1851 agreement was the recognition by the Holy See of the validity

of the sales of the expropriated properties of the Church, for which

in return the Spanish State was to make payments on a regular basis

for the maintenance of the Church. The major difficulty in the Con

cordat was obvious ;
it placed the clergy on the basis of state employees

and made their stipends comparable to those of civil functionaries*
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It did establish firmly, what was afterward all too often forgotten,
that the clergy was compensated on a regular basis as a right and not
as a gift or concession on the part of the State. In any event the

meager stipends were not just compensation for the expropriations, and
to this day, despite the considerable aid in reconstruction given by the
Franco government, the State is far from liquidating its debt to the
Church debt is perhaps hardly the word, for it was unmitigated
confiscation, accompanied by violence.

As far as the Orders were concerned, no offer was made for compensa
tion although the Concordat did guarantee them a certain basic

tranquillity. Heretofore they had been the easy victims of predatory
Finance Ministers, bent on filling the treasury in the most painless way,
and the Concordat granted them a period of about eighty years of
reasonable peace and quiet for recovery from the disaster precipitated
by Mendizabal. The Orders have been accused of using the Concordat
as a cloak to increase their numbers and on this point the document
was vague, providing expressly in Article 29 that &quot;religious congrega
tions and houses of St. Vincent de Paul, St. Philip Neri, and another
Order from among those approved by the Holy See&quot; would be admitted
as necessary to carry out certain specific tasks in which the State was
to collaborate. The fact was that the Orders in general stabilized their

existence, expanded their work, and performed great service all over
the country. In 1860 a convenio was entered into, that is, a special

agreement, by which the State confirmed its recognition of the status

embodied in the Concordat and recognized without limitation the right
of the Church to acquire property.
That the Concordat of 1851 is outmoded is probably true, although

it contributed to the normalization of the relations of Church and
State for almost a century. There is real need for a revamping
to bring it into line with the realities of today and the new needs of

the Church in Spain. In this case, as in so many others, the present

regime has coasted along on legislation and agreements that often

antedate not only the Second Republic but even the First. There has

been a great deal of discussion in Spain regarding a new concordat

or a revision at least of the old and it is generally understood that a
difference of opinion exists between the State and the Holy See regard

ing the present validity of the Concordat of 1851
;

this divergence
of views on the matter complicates a new arrangement.
The relations between the two jurisdictions have been settled by

partial agreements entered into by the State and the Holy See and
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is possible that these convenios may form the basis of a new concordat.

One of the most significant was that of July 16, 1946, signed between

the government and the Holy See and treating of a large number of

ecclesiastical designations. Without going into all the details, a few

examples will suffice to indicate the modus operand* of the agreement
and how both State and Church function jointly in many of the

appointments.
2

Article III provides that the designation of cathedral deans shall be

made after the Ordinary has presented a list of three candidates to the

Chief of State who shall, in turn, choose one, whose name will then

be given first place on the list sent to the Holy See. Article IV defines

the conditions under which canons shall be designated. The provision

is very similar to that prevailing for chairs in the Spanish universities,

that is, the proper academic title and oposiciones or competitive

examinations. In Article X, the Spanish government commits itself

expressly to &quot;the observation of the first four articles of the Concordat

of 1851 . . . and in no case to legislate in any matter of interest to the

Church without previous agreement with the Holy See.&quot;

Ecclesia, official organ of Spanish Catholic Action, comments edito

rially on the agreement in these terms :

The Spanish State moves gradually toward a Concordat with the Holy

See on the basis of partial agreements which, later may be incorporated into

a new document. The new agreement just signed ... is drafted in most

cordial terms and reveals great understanding on the part of both contracting

parties. It is far removed from the regalist mentality that dominated so many
of our statesmen in the past.

a

The designation of bishops has probably caused more widespread

interest than any other single aspect of the Church-State problem in

Spain. There is a curious notion in the Anglo-American world that in

some odd way, the Spanish government literally designates and prob

ably actually co-operates in the consecration of bishops. The process

of designation is quite simple and forms a part of a very long

Hispanic tradition. When a see is vacant it is customary for the State

and the Nunciature in Madrid to exchange views regarding the proper

person to fill it. The list drawn up usually contains six names, and

is dispatched to the Holy See where it may be rejected outright or

three preferences may be indicated. This list of three is then returned

to Madrid and the head of the State chooses one which he then

2 Full text of this partial agreement in Ecdesia, Madrid, July 20, 1946, No. 262, p. 7.
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proposes to Rome for formal designation as bishop. This process is

known as the &quot;Right of Presentation.&quot; It will be observed that from
the beginning the State neither selects nor much less imposes a

candidate against the will of the Holy See or as an arbitrary

gesture toward the Spanish Church. The whole procedure forms a part,
let it be emphasized once again, of a very ancient tradition, and while

it may not be desirable in many other countries, in Spain it represents
a fundamental part of the mores of Church-State relations. In general
relations under the present regime have been most cordial and little

friction has been encountered in the designation of the occupants of

vacant sees and, in point of fact, by the time the list actually reaches

the head of the State and the Holy See, the preliminary discussions

have ironed out possible difficulties. The direction of negotiations with

the ecclesiastical authorities rests with the Department of Ecclesiastical

Affairs of the Foreign Office.

A very delicate problem arises regarding the degree to which

the Spanish Church supports the present regime, or, to use the

phrase of its critics, how far the Spanish Church is committed to

a particular temporal order, which, no matter how well intentioned,

is not eternal, and may be followed by other regimes which will seek

to saddle the Church with responsibility for the defects of the present

system. There are many opinions and not a few facts in conflict

that make anything like a rash judgment or conclusion out of the

question. These opinions run along three general lines and may be

summarized as follows :

1. The present regime is favorable to the Church, supports it generously,

and recognizes in it a collaborator in the reconstruction of Spain. There is

no sound reason why the Church should refuse this collaboration since it can

hardly prefer antagonism to full understanding and hearty co-operation from

the civil authority.

2. The Church is undoubtedly the recipient of grants and aid of all kind

from the State. Many of its bishops and clergy have gone too far, however,

in committing themselves to support of this particular regime. It would be

better to maintain a greater independence so that in the event of a change

in the nature of the State the Church would be less exposed.

3. The Church has sold out completely and is a subservient and blind

instrument of the present regime. Bishops and clergy are nothing more than

the lackeys of the regime and are at the best state officials, subject to the

whims and caprices of the system. The Church has completely lost its hold

on the masses because of this policy, and in the event of a change it will be

the first to suffer the consequences of its too intimate association with the

dictatorship.
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Here we have, I believe, the main positions taken by those within

Spain who give thought to the problem of the Church. One discovers

that those favorable to the present regime extol without fail the

enormous religious revival in Spain; the crowded churches, the hun
dreds of young men at Mass and at the sacraments

;
and the countless

manifestations of Catholic fervor. Vocations have increased enor

mously, to such an extent that the seminaries are packed and many
aspirants have to be refused. Religious orders are flourishing as never

before, and Catholic culture is manifest in a hundred reviews, mag
azines, and publications of every sort and religious culture is evident

in splendid centers for religious study and in the pontifical universities.

While all of this is true, the critics insist that it is largely fictitious and
that this upsurge of religious fervor does not affect the great mass
of people, for it is largely limited to the middle class and the

younger generation of professional men and women. The late vocations

are so frequent that rare is the day one does not find the announcement
in the public press of the ordination of someone who has been an

architect, physician, or lawyer. Does this revival reach the great mass
of the population? The critics claim that the working class has been

virtually untouched by the advance of Catholicism and that despite
social legislation, the diffusion of Catholic doctrine, and the work of

Catholic Action, only the smallest segments of the working class have

been converted. I am inclined to think this is largely true. The

Spanish working classes have for generations been alien to the Church
and all it stands for and their conversion en masse cannot, of course,
be expected within a few years. There is reason for discouragement
in the resistance of the industrial proletariat to the penetration of

religious ideas although obviously there are notable exceptions.
The Spanish hierarchy, as a whole, has made its own understanding

of the situation clear from the beginning of the war. In the Collective

Letter of July 1, 1937, the bishops accepted the war as the inevitable

result of the insufferable tension under which Spain had been living.

In later communications of a similar nature, the hierarchy has re

iterated its stand at the beginning of the civil war and its faith that

the contest of arms was a necessary purging of a Spain wracked by
disorder and impiety. Now it must be plain to any Catholic that the

expression of the hierarchy in this solemn fashion must be taken in all

seriousness, despite an extraordinary tendency on the part of foreign

Catholics and not a few reporters among them to assume that
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anything the Spanish hierarchy says must be tainted with self-interest

and not reflect the real Catholic thought of the country.
The acceptance of the tragedy of civil war and its aftermath as

the supreme sacrifice to cleanse the nation does not mean that since
that date the hierarchy has been solid in support of every purely
temporal policy. There are differences of opinion among the bishops,

clergy, and laity regarding the Franco regime. Within such organiza
tions as the Asociacidn National de Propagandistas Catdlicos, made
up of an unusually brilliant and competent group of professional

men, there are those who have taken their stand firmly with the

present regime, while others have preferred to retain their reservations,
and in many cases are partisans of the immediate monarchical
restoration with the return of Don Juan. There are discrepancies
here as elsewhere as to how much politics should play their part in

purely religious organizations.
One of the issues on which there was a clear divergence of view

point was the referendum of July 6, 1947, regarding the succession.

Here was a practical political problem, of great interest to the Spanish
people and of undoubted importance for the future of the Church.

It is probable that practically all Spanish Catholics, with the exception
of a very small minority, prefer the monarchy and are in favor of

its restoration. The question of when that restoration is to come about,
and in whose person, is another problem entirely. In this temporal

order, it was not unnatural that the hierarchy should vary in its

judgment. Nine Spanish bishops
4 issued pastorals or circular letters

regarding the referendum; eighteen others reproduced the letter of

the Cardinal Primate with commentary or a recommendation that

it be taken into consideration by the faithful,
5 and a few simply

reproduced the text with no comment of any kind;
6 while the rest

said nothing at all. On this issue the Archbishop of Valladolid

expressed himself in favor of an affirmative vote on the succession law

as proposed by the government and the Archbishop of Valencia

expressed his views to the priests of the archdiocese in the follow

ing words :

4
Toledo, Valencia, Valladolid, Burgos, Orense, Salamanca, Tortosa, Badajoz, and

Murcia.
5 Ciudad Rodrigo, Ja&n, Astorga Santander, Cadiz, Barbastro, Zamora, Orihuela,

Vitoria, Mallorca, Menorca, Lugo, Avila, Sigiienza, L6rida, Huesca, Cuenca, Madrid,

Le6n, and Palencia.
6 Zaragoza, Granada, Barcelona, and Soria.
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You should be far removed and appear to be so removed from all worldly
currents, from anything that divides the souls that God has confided to you.
The Church is not political. The Church will never be political. May you
never have the sorrow of knowing that souls have drifted away because of

your temporal preferences. . . .

Regarding the Falange, it is well known that there are discrepancies

among the hierarchy. The Bishop of Madrid-Alcala, Dr. Leopoldo
Eijo Garay, appears as an adviser of the National Council of the

Falange Espanola Tradicionalista y de la J.O.N.S. 7

The Cardinal Archbishop of Seville, His Eminence Pedro Segura
Saenz, forbade absolutely the customary inscription found in churches

everywhere in Spain to Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera, founder of the

Falange, and there have been cases of conflict within the archdiocese

because of the Cardinal s dislike of the movement and its activities.

An extremely delicate point refers to the freedom of expression on
the part of the hierarchy and clergy within the framework of the

existing censorship. Technically all strictly Catholic publications are

exempt from censorship ; Ecclesia, official organ of Catholic Action,
*

publishes what it pleases and does not follow the general press line

laid down for the secular papers. Unfortunately there are cases of

suppression, such as newspaper Tu, organ of the Young Catholic

Workers Association, which was doing a first-class job in the field of

social action among the working class.8 In 1939, a pastoral letter of

the Cardinal Primate, entitled Lecciones de la guerra y deberes de

la paz, was forbidden to circulate by the censorship and His Eminence

protested against this restriction in the name of the liberty of the

Church:9 &quot;A Catholic State, by government authority, has prohibited

rigorously and totally the publication of a pastoral letter of a prelate

of the Church.&quot; Cardinal Segura announced, in 1949, that &quot;as regards

this Archdiocese, we have, in our files, irrefutable proof to show

that repeatedly the same abuse has been perpetrated of refusing proper

publicity to pastoral documents, not only outside the Archdiocese,

but what is even worse, within it.&quot;
10

The occasions on which the censorship was exercised is not without

interest and is contained in the pages of the Boletin in the text of

the Cardinal s admonition to the clergy and faithful:

7 Fomento Social, Gma de la vida social de Espana, 1946, Madrid, p. 375.

8 This suppression took place in November, 1949.
* Boletin oficial edesidstico del Arzobispado de Toledo, Oct. 15, 1939, p. 309.
10 Boletin oficial edesidstico del Arzobispado de Sevttla, March IS, 1949, No.

1,554, pp. 212-213.
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1. On September 8, 1947, a pastoral on the danger of Protestant propa
ganda. The General Press Office forbade its reproduction,

2. On December 14, 1948, a pastoral letter entitled &quot;Alerta cat61icos!

Peligro de contagio en el alma&quot; was not allowed to be reproduced in the
Spanish press or even in the local press of Seville. This was done by telephonic
communication from the National Press Office. The National Radio was for
bidden to mention it.

&quot;These facts show in all clarity, a mistaken principle that cannot
continue and which, in conscience, We must denounce: that of

attributing to the State the right to prohibit, when it judges prudent,
the publications of the pastorals of the prelates and the Holy See.&quot;

11

The various attempts to interfere with the freedom of expression
of the Catholic press and hierarchy have not meant that the prin
cipal pronouncements of the Holy Father failed to reach the Spanish
public. It has commonly been stated that many of the major messages
of the Supreme Pontiff have either been mutilated or passed over in

silence.12 To keep the record straight, it may be mentioned that the

outstanding pontifical documents have all been made available to

Spanish readers with the largest possible diffusion.

The conclusion is that there are diverse currents of thought on

temporal matters within the Spanish Catholic Church although, in gen
eral, it is not inaccurate to say that the Church as a whole recognized
that the National Movement was a necessary reaction to the chaos of

the Republic and the descent into anarchy. The feeling of gratitude
for the favorable policy of the State is tempered by a feeling of

concern over certain cases of obstructionism and the overzealous

desire of some of those in authority to curb the freedom of expression
of the Church and her hierarchy. This does not necessarily mean opposi-

11
Ibid., pp. 213-214. His Eminence Enrique Cardinal Pla y Daniel, Archbishop of

Toledo and Primate of Spain, stated in a pastoral letter on the eve of Catholic

Press Day, June 29, 1950, that the Church had the right to an uncensored press.

The Cardinal asserted: &quot;If the Church is recognized as a perfect society, such as

acknowledged by the Spanish state, stie cannot be denied the right to have her

own press; not only the ecclesiastic press (such as diocesan bulletins) . . . but also

its apostolate of the press of doctrine and information, since in this epoch the

manner in which information is presented has an important influence on readers . . .

often practically more than doctrinal explanation itself, ... He who defames or fails

to acknowledge the legitimacy of the Catholic press, specifically as such, or who
arbitrarily wishes to subject it to the state under a totalitarianism condemned by
His Holiness Pope Pius XII in his recent discourse before the International Congress
of Catholic journalists, is not in aecord with the Church, though he may call himself

a Catholic&quot; (N.C.W.C. News Service, June SO, 1950).
12 Francis McMahon, &quot;Report on Spain,&quot; New York Post, Nov. 30, 1946.
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tion to the regime or a desire for a drastic change now and at once.

There is concern over the close connection between the two, inevitable

perhaps in the circumstances, and the idea that if a breakdown should
come the Church will suffer once more the vagaries of persecution. We
find this best expressed in a letter of Don Juan to the Holy Father,
dated July 9, 1947, in which the King states:

On behalf of the true ends and spiritual interests of the Church, I would
wish that the government of the Monarchy could work out with the Holy
See a greater administrative separation between State and Church to the

end, that for its own well being, the latter might be removed from political

conflict.
13

Spanish political affairs tend to operate in the same manner as a

pendulum ;
from the extreme of persecution and confiscation, the trend

reached the opposite extreme of an overzealous concern for the Church
and a protection of its interests which often in the past became a form
of dependency on the State. The Franco regime has unquestionably

given full support to the reconstruction of the Spanish Church; the

rehabilitation of churches, chapels, seminaries, and schools all over the

country is one of the most remarkable features of this gigantic effort

to efface the consequences of the burning and destruction of the period

beginning in 1931. In Valencia alone, of the fourteen churches razed

to the ground, thirteen have been rebuilt. In every town and village

of the peninsula the evidence is there of the contribution of the State

to the replacement of the edifices that had been eliminated. The
State has spared no effort or expense to provide the Church with the

resources necessary for its labor, although the financial arrangement
now in existence provides only the most modest existence for the clergy.

The religious problem of modern Spain cannot be solved by the

oversimplified contention that Church and State should separate, for

it must be remembered that in human relations centuries of history

are a positive and definite influence. It is easy to say that it would

be better for the Church to go its own way, free of all State influence,

interference, or control, although arrangement, which seems so ideally

suited to lie conditions in the United States or other countries

similarly situated, cannot be created out of nothing. Tradition weighs

very heavily on the Spanish Church and the Spanish mind and the

fine distinction between the Church and politics, so easy to establish

in theory, becomes hopelessly bogged down in the realities of Spanish

Unpublished text of letter dated July 9, 1947.
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life. The elements of temperament, to which we have referred so

frequently in these pages, play a very large part in this problem.
The fear of a return to disorder, and the natural repugnance for

a revival of the tragic days of destruction and incendiarism contribute
to the preference for a slow, natural evolution, unmarked by hysteria
and verbal pyrotechnics which might easily provoke a serious cleavage
in contemporary Spain. There are mixed emotions too, such as the
natural loyalty of the Spanish Church to the nation and the refusal

to hamper its work in the midst of the perilous international situ

ation through which it has traversed.

The Franco regime has made a definite play for Catholic support
and one of the firmest supports in its program is its Catholic or as

its enemies say its allegedly Catholic character. The commonly held

idea that the Church needs Franco might more exactly be stated by
asserting that the Franco regime needs the understanding of the

Church. A French writer, dealing with this specific subject, comments :

&quot;Finally, it is not the Church that is attached to the Franco regime but

the reverse, although it would seem that the Church has abandoned
Franco and is moving gradually in another direction, undoubtedly
toward a monarchy of the British type, to be introduced at some time

hence.&quot;
1* The American newsman, Constantine Brown, states that the

more conservative elements of the Church are against concessions to

the religious minorities beyond those already in existence, since there

is no evidence that these concessions would change United States

policy toward the regime: &quot;The Franco government, which cannot

count on any friends among the principal western European govern

ments, needs the support of even the most conservative members of

the national Church. Its position might become seriously jeopardized
if it does not yield to these elements without a counterpart of good
will from America.&quot;

15

The degree to which the Franco regime is Catholic is a moot

point, for it is dangerous, obviously, to proclaim any single temporal

regime as embodying all that the Church stands for as the ideal

Christian society. There are vital elements within the regime which

are strongly Catholic and nothing in the theory of the State is

inherently opposed to Catholic teaching and this is accompanied by
a respect for the Church and her beliefs which sets the tone for

14 Georges Suffert, &quot;L EgKse, soutient-elle Franco?&quot; in T&noignage Ckrifan, Paris,

No, 259, June 24, 1949.
is Constantine Brown in Evening Star, Washington, D. C-, Nov. 2S, 1949.
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Spanish life. There are, on the other hand, elements which are less

in consonance with the principles laid down by the pontiff s system
of trade unions, which are not the ideal type of organization envisaged
by the social teachings of the Church.

It may be well at this point to dwell on the social action of the

Church. A very ancient bromide has it that the Spanish Church has

always been a reactionary, obscurantist institution, devoid of the

slightest impulse toward the social betterment of the masses. Emmet
Hughes expresses it by speaking of the &quot;failings and blindness of the

Spanish Church in the last fifty years.&quot;
16 There is a long and dreary

legend about a Spanish clergy belonging to the privileged classes

and consequently unable to understand the yearnings and aspirations,

of the mass of people: &quot;The Spanish clergy had made a political

mistake understandable when we remember that they belong to the

political oligarchy.&quot;
17 As a matter of fact, both in the past and at

present, the bulk of the clergy springs from the peasant masses. One
of the complaints of the Spaniards themselves is that too many of the

clergy belong to the lower classes and are consequently intellectually

unprepared for the task of social betterment. &quot;That the clergy derive

largely from the ranks of the people is one of the glories of the Church

in Spain, for by the closeness of their contact with those whom they
serve they are able to enter into their lives much more intimately than

if they were drawn from the leisured classes and the aristocracy.&quot;
18

The Spanish clergy has a long tradition of earthiness that would do

credit to any country in the world. It is not the absence of under

standing of the social question, but the precarious position under

which the Church has lived for the past ISO years that has severely

hampered it in this field. How would it have been possible to develop

active and dynamic social programs under the conditions of persecu

tion and ill will that prevailed from the end of the eighteenth century

when the Church was barely able to keep alive and in operation, much
less concern itself on a large scale with labor, the peasantry, the prob
lems of industrialism, and the myriad other questions that the grad

ual economic transformation of the nation demanded? Moreover, the

prevalence of a strong anticlericalism in the government during the

critical nineteenth century was not conducive to a courageous and

. dt., p. 72.
17 Charles Foltz, The Masquerade in Spain (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948),

p. 23.
lg E. Allison Peers, Spanish Tragedy, Methuen & Co., Ltd., London, p. 41.
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energetic social program which would have brought down on its head
a still more severe condemnation and increased persecution.
The Church in the centuries before the persecution did not fail

in this important task. &quot;In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

the Spanish Church had been, as I have said, a levelling institution.

Its close connection with the State Had given it an interest in social

and political questions such as the Church in other Christian countries

had never possessed.&quot;
19 The Spanish Liberal, Salvador de Madariaga,

speaks of the Church at that time as &quot;a great, noble and creative institu

tion.&quot;
20

Acquaintance with the social legislation of the centuries pre

ceding the late eighteenth reveals eloquently the constant and untiring
effort of the Church to improve the social and economic status of

those in misery or poverty.
21 There is a vast social literature in the

eighteenth century which writers have either forgotten or never

knew about, concerning the cofradias or brotherhoods, the gremios,
and the variety of social action agencies and organizations which,
in the spirit of the time, contributed to the alleviation of need and

the reform of the social institutions that made that poverty possible.
22

The traditions of brotherhoods and primitive trade unions date back

to the time of the Siete Partidas in Spain and it is estimated that some

26,000 of these voluntary associations flourished in Castile alone in

1770.23 It was during the eighteenth century that Campoamor and

Jovellanos attacked the gremios and weakened them in the name of

industrial liberalism.

Space does not permit of an elaborate account of the historical

development of Catholic social action. Both in the rural and industrial

field there was considerable activity in the nineteenth century and up
to the time of the civil war. In such areas as Leon and Valencia and

many others these two were particularly well developed social

organizations and unions flourished with very considerable results.

The system of credit unions displayed striking vitality:

Early in the century some enlightened members of the clergy realized the

Brenan, The Spanish Labyrinth, p. 45, copyright, 1943, by The Macmillan Co.

and used with their permission.
20 Madariaga, The Rise of the Spanish American Empire, London, 1947, p. 143.

21 A splendid collection of the social measures through the centuries is contained in

the book of Luis Curiel, Indice histdrico de disposition s sodales, Madrid, 1946.

22 Antonio Rumeu de Armas, Historia de la prevision social en Espana Cofradias,

gremios, hermandades montepios, Madrid, 1944. Especially Chapter XV sq., p. 275 sq.

23 Madariaga, Spain (London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New York: Creative Age

Press, Inc., 1943), pp, 119-120.
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social and political possibilities of this field. A campaign of propaganda,
fostered by bishops and priests, led to the creation of not a few rural

associations termed syndicates, having for their main object the organiza
tion of rural credit. This was achieved by means of banks based on joint
and unlimited liability, a system which, in the small area of the village,
seems to work satisfactorily. The movement met with considerable success,
and the sketch of a federation was first attempted in 1912, when the federa

tion of Old Castile and Le6n syndicates came into being. Others followed,
until the whole country was covered by the Confederacidn National Catdlico-

Agraria*
41

The influence of this organization may be judged by the fact that

its deposits and loans reached 250 and 200 million pesetas respectively
in 1926. The vigor of these Catholic rural life associations and the

elaborate network of credit unions and other forms of rural aid can

hardly be overestimated and one of the tragedies of today is that all of

them have been forced out of existence. The civil war and the

tendency toward centralization of the present government made it im

possible for them to subsist. The consequence was that they either

languished and disappeared, or were taken over by the official State

agencies set up to care for the problem. It is a pity, for their vitality*

derived from their local, spontaneous character, rooted as they were

in the soil of the provinces and frequently around the parish as the

center. It was the perfect illustration of the principle of subsidiarity

to which the Holy Father has so frequently referred in his pronounce
ments on social doctrine.

In the labor field, Catholic activity historically is not negligible

despite imposing obstacles. During the middle of the nineteenth

century, a number of Catholic trade unions came into existence along

modern lines and in some of the provinces such as Navarre, Old

Castile, and the Basque country they were extremely successful. A
Jesuit priest, Father Vicent, was responsible as early as 1861 for

the formation of Catholic unions, as the Centres Catdlicos de Obreros

in Valencia, but it was not until 1910, with its main basis in the

northern provinces that the Consejo National de las Corporaciones

Catdlicas obreras was formed, a more mutualist than orthodox: trade

union. In 1912 the Federation National de Syndicates Catdlicos Libres

was established under the directions of Fathers Gerard and Gafo and

up to 1923 their economic action was of the greatest importance as

they represented genuine trade unions in the fullest sense of the word.

pp. 116-117.
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Needless to say the civil war ended all this, and with the new regime
the vertical union was introduced with the abolition of all other forms.
But against this historical background, geared quite obviously to

other conditions and times, the social thought of the Church today
is by no means without interest. In the field of theory and doctrine

Spanish production is very respectable. Such centers as Fomento Social,
under Jesuit auspices, with its splendid review of the same name, repre
sents one of the most significant contributions to social thinking in

contemporary Spain and it provides a platform of the first impor
tance for the airing of views and conceptions regarding current

social problems.
It is absurd, of course, to summarize in a few brief lines the vast

field of Catholic social thinking in Spain. One thing, however, is

obvious, namely that there is a great deal of debate and discussion of

these problems, both in theory and in practice. The questions of planned
or directed economy, of liberalism and statism, of the participation of

workers in the benefits of industry all these are actively and some
times violently thrashed out. I have experienced personally some of

the gatherings at which the whole question of worker participation in

the management and profits of the industrial enterprise was discussed

with considerable vehemence and an astonishingly wide knowledge of

trends abroad and the current literature on the subject.
25

In a survey of this kind it is imperative to be selective, as these

notes are not an examination of Catholic social action all over Spain.

25 The bibliography is so extensive that only a few titles can be mentioned to

indicate the variety of contemporary Spanish social writing. There are fundamental

texts such as that by Severino Aznar, Estudias ccondmico-sociales, Madrid, 1946; or

that by Jose&quot; Larraz, La meto fa dos rcvoluciones, Madrid, 1946, an excellent state

ment by a former finance minister, in which he condemns the two extremes of

economic liberalism and super-State control. It is amusing to note that Dr. Larraz

did not hesitate to condemn the prevalent doctrine of statism hi vogue in Spain,

and, as finance minister, he excluded from the budget the entire appropriation
for the Falange. Needless to say he did not long remain in his post. Add
to this the large number of works from the pen of Father Joaquin Azpiazu, S.J., all

of them of first-rate value. Incidentally it may be mentioned that one of the most

admirably complete editions of the Eacyclkals, both social and others, is that of

Spanish Catholic Action, Madrid, 1942, The full index and superb organization of

the texts makes it almost unique among the collections in any language. Parenthetically

it may be said that the idea that Mit Brennendcr Sorge was never allowed to be

published in Spain is disproved by its inclusion in fuH in this collection under the

prologue of the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, dated July 11, 1942, when the Axis

was still very far from defeated. The text in 1937, the year of its appearance (March
14), was published hi Spain in various newspapers in the nationalist zone, including

the Diario de Navarra, Pamplona, and El Norte de Castitta, VaBadolkL
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In every Spanish city and particularly in the larger ones there are a
number of corporations and organizations devoted to social action in

one form or another. In Barcelona one finds an excellent center for

clerks and employees engaged in shops and business houses ;
in Madrid

a workers center where a form of extension training is offered to mem
bers of the working class. In Santander, Oviedo, Zaragoza, and else

where there are other enterprises of the same nature. It would be

tedious to outline the function and operation of each of them. Suffice

it to note several specific projects now going on, which will illustrate

the kind of work that is being accomplished under Catholic auspices.
The social and economic organization of the Archdiocese of Valencia

is one of the most remarkable achievements in Spain. It may be due in

part to the fact that the present Archbishop is a Salesian and is himself

of the most humble origin. The situation in this archdiocese at the end

of the civil war was particularly difficult, for the destruction had been

widespread and the life of the community badly disorganized. With
authorization of the Holy See the Archbishop launched a campaign for

a loan of ten million pesetas with a bond issue. The enterprise has

functioned so effectively that today the archdiocesan bonds are quoted
on a par with those of the province and municipality of Valencia. The
idea was to channel off for spiritual purposes funds which otherwise

would have gone into public or some form of private investment. The
archdiocese has established the Banco de Nuestra Senora de los Desam-

parados for the effective and equitable distribution of alms, aid to

the needy, and for the numerous projects for which the funds from

the loan are to be utilized. A special branch of the bank has been

set up to carry out a housing project, in which the Archbishop is par

ticularly interested. In June, 1948, the first stone was laid in the initial

construction project located in the Patraix suburb of Valencia and

which will include at completion 276 low-priced houses for workers and

lower middle-class families. In a single year half of these proposed
houses were already constructed, and with this success a second

group in the Tendetes suburb was started to include 160 houses of a

similar type. More than a hundred of these are partially completed.

On November 27, 1949, the first two hundred houses ready for occu

pancy were turned over to the most needy on the basis of a drawing.
On this same date, the first stone was laid for two new housing projects,

in San Marcelino and Nuestra Senora del Puig, the former of these

two to embrace 500 houses, with parish and school. The intention is

that this fund will, within two years, Be used to construct over a
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thousand houses at an investment of fifty million pesetas. The total

financing scheme is extremely complex and depends on donations, re

duced payments from the beneficiaries, and loans negotiated both pri

vately and through public agencies by the archdiocesan office created

for that purpose. One of the features is that the Archbishop has created

a regular office of economic affairs to put the entire archdiocese on a

completely self-supporting, businesslike basis. On March 8, 1948,

the Archbishop established the Institute social del Arzobispado for

the diffusion of a knowledge of social doctrine and to seek the most

effective means within the archdiocese for its application.
26

Bishop Angel Herrera of Malaga has received more publicity possi

bly than any other prelate, for his career lends itself particularly

to public interest. As a former lawyer and director of the great Catholic

daily, El Debate, Herrera was one of the most influential laymen in

republican Spain. In 1935 he retired to Fribourg in Switzerland to

study for the priesthood and was ordained in 1940, taking up his work

afterward in Santander, his native city. In 1947 he was consecrated

Bishop of Mdlaga. He could not have been appointed to a more miser

able and poverty-stricken diocese with spiritual and social needs of

the most acute sort. This extraordinarily vital and dynamic prelate

has created a number of important projects. Perhaps the most signifi

cant is his Escuela Social Sacerdotal.27

On October 12, 1947, when he took possession of the diocese, Bishop

Herrera announced the establishment of the Priests School as one of.

the main points in his program, for he was bent on forming a

socially conscious clergy. The founder of El Debate, former President

of Spanish Catholic Action, founder of the Editorial Catdlica and the

Asociacidn Nacional de Propagandistas Catdlicos was no visionary.

He was long trained in practical matters and quite aware of the diffi

culties in the way of success. On January 11, 1948, the school began its

work in Milaga.
28

The course of study embraces three principal divisions: economics,

sociology, and law; emphasis is placed on modern languages, and it

is interesting to observe in the articles of foundation that &quot;English is so

obvious a necessity for those engaged in the social field as to require

**EGd*sia, April 24, 1948, No. 354, p. 8, with the full text of the announcement of

*7 See account, under heading &quot;Religion,&quot;
of Bishop Herrera in Time, March 28,

1949

**Ecdesa&amp;gt; March 6, 1948, No. 347, pp. 5-6, with full details of the project,

courses, and decree setting up the institution.
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no defense.&quot; The Bishop wishes his priests to be fully cognizant not

only of the general nature of communism, but the methods, procedures,
and modus operandi of left-wing extremism.

The entire course lasts two years, divided into four semesters of

four months each as a minimum. The purpose is to prepare priests

specifically for social action and it is anticipated that after the conclu

sion of their courses they will serve as advisers, directors of social

centers, workers institutes, and the like. Their studies are envisaged as

the preparation of specialists, both in theory and practice for future

leadership in the Catholic social movement in Spain.

The initiative taken in the diocese of Malaga promises to start a

whole chain of similar projects in the country. The special blessing

of the Holy Father was extended to this effort, in a letter from the

Papal Nuncio, Mons. Cayetano Cicognani to Bishop Herrera, on June

18, 1948. In the diocese of Vitoria a Social School for Priests has been

set up in direct contact with Malaga.
29 In Oviedo, on a slightly more

limited basis, a similar school has been instituted for recently ordained

priests. The Spanish cardinals in conference approved a statement

urging the creation of schools of this type along the lines of Bishop

Herrera s initiative. This statement is of importance since there is an

idea that Bishop Herrera stands alone, condemned in his enterprise

by his fellow bishops, and quite definitely a vox clamantis in deserto.

The Pontifical University of Comillas, near Santander, organized a

special institute on social matters for priests during 1949, and in

September of the same year the Pontifical University of Salamanca

held a similar institute on social and economic problems, attended

by some hundred clergy and religious from all over Spain. The

inclusion of these efforts was the creation of a special Episcopal

Commission for Social Action, whose purpose is to encourage institutes,

congresses, social weeks, training schools, and the general effective

participation of the Church in the social betterment of the Spanish

people.

Were there sufficient space for the detailed description of other enter

prises, mention might be made of the remarkable housing project

undertaken by the Bishop of Cordoba, along lines similar to those

mentioned in the case of Valencia. The practical results in Cordoba

have been excellent, with a large number of dwellings actually in the

hands of their tenants. In Santander, in the north of Spain, one of the

&Ecdesfa, Juty 3, 1948, No. 364, p. 6, describing the establishment of the new

school in Vitoria with a program identical with that of Malaga.
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most interesting Catholic social experiments is that of an entire fisher

men s village, created under circumstances that will permit the moral
and social rehabilitation of one of the most neglected sectors of the

Spanish population. I visited this village in 1947. It is a complete
community along the most modern lines with every facility for the

protection of the family, the education of the children, and the stable

life which under circumstances heretofore prevailing has been an

impossibility. In Santander also is to be found the Escuela Oftcial de

Aprendices, or trade schooL The Young People s Catholic organization
of Santander conceived the need in 1942 for a night school for workers

and in conjunction with other bodies similarly interested, the school was

actually inaugurated in December of 1943 with 103 students. Since then

it has become one of the most effective professional and spiritual

agencies among the working class in Santander.

Mention might be made, too, of the movement of workers attached

to Catholic Action. An enthusiastic and eager group of young men
has made possible a movement known as the Hermandad Obrera de

Accidn Catdlica. Although only recently formed, the organization has

made considerable impact on the working class, especially the

younger workers. Unhappily, as indicated elsewhere, its energetic

and outspoken newspaper Tu has been suppressed. The reason of its

suppression is one of the delicate points in the present-day Spanish

situation, because the various social action branches of Falange have

long conceived all social action as pre-eminently their task. In Chapter
13 reference was made to the structure and actual accomplishment of

the organization in this field. Since it is entirely State supported and

forms a part of the system of State aid, there is a tendency to look upon

anything initiated under Catholic auspices, outside Falange, as tres

passing on a field already marked off for the latter.

The Catholic employers have organized a movement known as

Accidn Patronal, and publish an active paper of the same name. In

thumbing through numerous issues, it is remarkable to observe the

frank manner in which the social question is dealt with by bishops

and members of the clergy. This particular section of Catholic Action

insists on the need for facing the social problem openly and

courageously. It reveals a remarkable high degree of social conscious

ness in its approval of the various study weeks of the workers* move

ment; its applause in every case of an industrial enterprise which con

forms in its management and treatment of workers to Christian social

principles. In the issue of Accidn Patronal of June, 1947, we find a
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detailed article in which the Industria Espanola del Jabdn, operating
in Navalcarnero, is singled out for praise for the enlightened way it

operates with lunchrooms, clinic, sports field, and circulating library
for its employees.

Many of the publications of these various Catholic social action

groups are the most outspoken expression of dissatisfaction with exist-

ing conditions to be found anywhere. I would suggest that those who
believe that no criticism of any kind is permitted in Spain not limit

themselves to the daily press but seek out the more specialized jour

nals, reviews, and magazines, and particularly those that concern them
selves with social and economic problems. Accidn Patronal denounces

in large headlines in its issue of July, 1947, that &quot;The unfortunate

masses are suffering in complete neglect in miserable hovels in the

suburban areas.&quot; This publication unhesitatingly denounces the Latas

sector of Madrid where it is claimed infant mortality reaches 45 per

cent, and almost every resident lives under subnormal conditions.

There is a pronounced social trend in Spain as indicated by the above

cases and is the answer to the eternal skeptics who see nothing in

Spain but impenetrable medievalism. The Cardinal Primate expressed

himself as convinced that &quot;a Church restricting itself to liturgical

functions, a silent Church such as its enemies would like to see, cannot

accomplish the mission entrusted to
her,&quot; repeating the words of the

Holy Father.80 The voice of the Church has been raised against the

land system, particularly in Andalucia, urging that steps be taken to

alleviate the misery of the landless.31

A word as to Catholic Action, for Spain is one of the countries in

which official Catholic Action is most highly developed in organization.

Its structure is clear and logical, its branches well defined, and its

functions capably mapped out. Its function as the lay apostolate has

come in recently for considerable attack. Emmet Hughes seems obses

sed by the idea that Catholic Action is the legitimate and direct heir of

Accidn Popular, and the C.E.D.A.82 The broad purpose of Catholic

80 Quoted in dispatch of Francisco Luis to N.C.W.C. News Service, June 6, 1949,

and delivered at the Ninth Social Week in Spain.
81 Canon Juan Font del Riego of the Patronato de la Sagrada FamUia in C6rdoba

attacked the problem of the large landholdings with vigor and clarity during the

social week. Bishop Herrera proposed a solution to the land problem in an address

to twenty-five landowners at Antequera. His conclusion was, &quot;I find it very difficult

to think, and I am using a soft word, that the present system of large estates can

endure in Andalucfa&quot; (Boletin oficial del Obispado de Mdlaga, May-June, 1948) .

32 Hughes, op. dt., pp. 60-61. He develops the idea further that the designation of
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Action, in Spain as elsewhere, clearly does not need to be restated, for

in essence it is simply the lay apostolate at the service of the hierarchy
for the attainment of the end for which the hierarchy itself exists;

the spiritual conquest of men for Christ.38 The Spanish hierarchy in

numerous pronouncements has emphasized its importance and urged
affiliation with it by every Catholic capable of doing so.

The history of contemporary Spanish Catholic Action dates roughly
to 1876 in the days of Cardinal Moreno of Toledo, whose purpose was

to repair the moral ruin provoked by the civil strife of the nineteenth

century and organize all Catholics into a solid bloc that would rise

above the political differences that separated them in the temporal
order. On January 29, 1881, the statutes of the Uni&n de los Catdlicos

de Espana was promulgated. The organization was duly constituted

and received the blessing of His Holiness Leo XIII. Unfortu

nately the movement did not endure, divided primarily by the political

differences between the Catholics themselves, as there was a marked

tendency to identify Catholic interests with a particular political

group.
84

Pope Leo XIII, in thte Encyclical Cum Multa (December 8,

1882), urged that religion and politics be kept distinct and that great

care be taken to avoid the danger of &quot;considering as virtually separated

from Catholicism everyone who belongs to another party.&quot;

The failure of the Unidn led to further efforts; in 1889 the first

national Catholic congress was held in Madrid under the aegis of the

then Bishop Sancha of Madrid-Alcala and in succeeding years con

gresses were held in various parts of Spain, notably in Zaragoza (1890),

Seville (1892), Tarragona (1894), Burgos (1899), and Santiago de

Compostela (1902). On April 22, 1903, Pope Leo XIII addressed his

Quos Nuper to Cardinal Sancha in which he reiterated his fervent

desire for the unity of Spanish Catholics and the stimulation of con

certed action on their part.
35 After the Tarragona congress in 1894, the

Alberto Martin Artajo as Foreign Minister was a dever move to bring Catholic

Action into camp and make it the principal support of the Franco regime. Hughes

stresses the same point in his report to Time (June 23, 1947) in which he speaks of

the &quot;supposedly nonpolitkal Catholk Action group.&quot;

33 The most complete treatise on Catholk Action in general and Spanish Catholic

Action in particular is Zacarfas de Vizcarra, Cwrso de Acdtht Catti&ca, 3 ed., Madrid,

1947.
s* Cardinal Reig, Prmdpios y bases de reorgamzaadn de la Accuht Cat6Kca

cspanola, Toledo, 1926, p. 64: ^For many people it was difficult, in the concrete

circumstances of the country, not to identify Catholic unity and Spanish tradition

with specific political parties.**

35 Actes de Leon XIII, Paris, n.d., Vol. VII, pp. 162-164,
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Junta Central of Catholic Action was set up with members designated

by the bishops of Spain. The leading personality in this effort was the

famous Marques de Comillas, Claudio Lopez, who directed its destinies

for over thirty years. The year 1894 was also the date of the formation

of the labor and rural groups to which passing reference has already
been made. Cardinal Aguirre, in 1910, laid down the general rules

that were to guide the action of the Catholic groups. Catholic Action

at this time was somewhat ambiguous, since it was apparent from the

criteria of the Cardinal that he had in mind primarily social action

rather than the broader field of the lay apostolate with which modern
Catholic Action has become identified.

Under Cardinal Guisasola the modern form of Catholic Action began
to take shape. He founded the Accidn Catdlica de la Mujer (1919) and

the two major labor or social action groups. Cardinal Almaraz founded

the Juventud Catdlica (1924). The Marques de Comillas was eager
to reform the whole organization and insisted on the need for an institu

tion similar to that which had been created in the Netherlands and for

a social action comparable to the one recently formed in Italy. It was

the Marques who urged that the proper diocesan and parochial groups
be constituted under the national body or general direction. Under Car

dinal Reig the contemporary form of Catholic Action was set up ;
the

men s division took the name of the Junta Central de Accidn Catdlica

masculina; the women s, Junta Central de Accidn Catdlica feminina,

and a national board was set up to represent both organizations. The

new form was based not on individual members designated by the

hierarchy, but on the representatives of Catholic associations or or

ganizations in existence which were affiliated with Catholic Action. It

was under Cardinal Segura, during the brief period that he occupied the

see of Toledo, that Spanish Catholic Action became a strong and well-

integrated organization. As soon as the civil war was concluded, Cardi

nal Gomd undertook the reorganization of Catholic Action in a series

of meetings held at Toledo in May, 1939, and the result was the estab

lishment of the general directing board, the Junta T&cnica National,

or executive secretariate, and the four classic branches of contemporary
Catholic Action : men and women, young men and young women. The

main feature of the new orientation is the insistence on strong parochial

and diocesan organization, without obstruction to the development of

a sound national entity. The men s branch of Catholic Action was the

last to be formed, although its absence had been covered in part by
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the Asociaciones de Padres de Familia, an active and important group
whose primary aim was the defense of the family.
The structure of Catholic Action today represents a nice balance

between a thoroughly national organization, yet with roots in the
diocesan and parochial life of the country. The mechanism is the

following :

Junta Suprema: Under the presidency of the Cardinal Primate with

representatives of the Conference of Bishops. The Cardinal is the repre
sentative of the other Bishops in the supreme direction of Catholic Action.

Direccidn Central: This is defined as the superior directing and co

ordinating agency of Catholic Action on a national scale. It is charged with
the execution of the decisions of the Junta Suprema. The membership under
the chairmanship of the Cardinal Primate consists of the ecclesiastical advisor,
a priest secretary, a law executive director and two other members named
by the Primate.

Junta T6cnica National: The executive activity of the whole organization

depends on the Supreme Council of each of the four branches and the
technical or executive secretariate, under the name of the Junta T6cnica.
It is the law body essentially and concerns itself with those tasks that do
not specifically fall under the jurisdiction of each of the four branches. It

brings together a large number of laymen and women and the representatives
of numerous specialized branches within the general framework of Catholic

Action.

Los Consejos Superiores de Rama: These are the governing bodies of

each of the four branches.

Junta diocesana: Each diocese has its own directing board and secretariate.

Under this comes the parochial organization.

There are numerous other Catholic bodies either affiliated with

Catholic Action or co-operating with it. It is impossible to list their

numerous activities or even the names of all of them. They include,

by way of example, the Confederation Catdlica National de Padres de

Familia ; Federaci6n Catdlica de Maestros Espanoles (Teachers Associ

ation) ; Confederation de Congregaciones Marianas ; Conferencias de

S. Vicente de PaM (St. Vincent de Paul societies) ;
Hermandades pro-

fesionales catdlicas (the numerous professional associations such as

physicians, pharmacists, architects, and the like), and numerous others.

A striking form of religious revival in Spain has been the formation

of such institutes as the Opus Dei. This lay organization, whose full

title is &quot;Sacerdotal Society of the Holy Cross and the Work of God,&quot;

was founded in Madrid in 1928 by Mons. Jose Maria Escriva de

Balaguer, Since the conclusion of the civil war it has made great
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strides in the country and was formally approved by the Holy See on

June 16, 1950. One of the major undertakings of this lay apostolate
has been to penetrate Spanish university life and restore spiritual

and traditional values within the classroom and in the laboratory.
The institute has attracted a large number of outstanding intellectuals

whose influence is becoming extremely important within the academic

life of the country.
The history of Spanish Catholic Action does not reveal at any stage

the slightest inclination to become involved in partisan politics. In the

regulations it is stated that:

The Association excludes all political action from the field of its activities,

without neglecting because of that the rights of God and His Church wherever

they may be attacked.

To avoid confusion, the directors and active workers of the Association

cannot at the same time participate actively in political life, even on a

personal basis.36

When Alberto Martin Artajo, president of Spanish Catholic Action,

was designated as Minister of Foreign Affairs, he resigned immediately
from Catholic Action and since then has not engaged in any activity

connected with the organization and so careful were the directors of

Catholic Action to avoid the accusation of politics, that Alfredo Lopez,
the president, did not attend the ceremony when Martin Artajo took

office. There was considerable discrepancy within Catholic Action

regarding the acceptance by its former president of a high government

position, a difference of opinion that sprang precisely from the

fear of many that it would be interpreted as a political move and

might involve Catholic Action in active support of the present regime.

On the nonpolitical nature of Catholic Action I can speak with consid

erable personal knowledge, for in the spring and early summer of 1947

I visited every corner of Spain for the purpose of lecturing under the

auspices of Spanish Catholic Action. In the course of three months of

constant travel and contact with perhaps fifty to sixty local and

diocesan bodies, I had the opportunity of learning something of the

sentiments of the members of the various groups. Two conclusions

became clear in the course of this sojourn; the first that everyone

in Catholic Action was leaning over backward to avoid anything that

touched politics and never once, in dozens of public lectures, did the

** Reglamento general de la Asodaddn de los hombres de la Acddn Catjlica,

Toledo, 194$, 3 ed., Chap. I, art. 2, p. 4.
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presiding officer or anyone else ever make the slightest mention of the

regime, of General Franco, or of the possible support by Catholic Action

of the status quo; the second conclusion, from innumerable conver

sations with members of every conceivable variety, was that there

was no meeting of minds whatever among them on the question of

the regime. There were some who were ardently pro-Franco ;
others in

different
;
others who were opposed to the regime. There were monarch

ists of the Don Juan persuasion, others of the Carlist, and still others

who preferred the present state of affairs. There were critics of Franco

who did not conceal their antagonism. There were others to whom he

was the savior of Spain from the anarchy of Marxism. The general

conclusion is that Spanish Catholic Action is seeking primarily to do

the job for which it was created, namely, collaboration with the hier

archy on the part of the laity in winning souls for Christ. I must con

fess that instead of political interference and instead of serving as a

kind of party fagade for the regime, my own conviction is that Catholic

Action is doing everything in its power to avoid this contingency and

to date has succeeded remarkably well.



Chapter 16. RELIGIOUS MINORITIES

1. THE PROTESTANTS

TJLnj.
HE Spaniard who may discover this book will

undoubtedly be surprised that attention is devoted to a problem which

to him scarcely exists : Protestantism in Spain. Protestantism is as alien

to Spain as Buddhism or Islam to England and the United States. It

never penetrated the peninsula to an appreciable degree, never became

rooted, and remains an experience quite outside the normal experience

of the Spaniard. There is reason to believe that this problem has been

whipped up in part because it strikes a sensitive chord in the Anglo-

American conscience and serves as a very useful instrument for the

promotion of the consistent campaign against Spain. For some years,

before the Protestant &quot;persecution&quot;
was discovered, it was the alleged

mistreatment of good &quot;democrats&quot; which evoked scandalized protests

from all over the world. Now that the majority of these democratic

stalwarts have been shown to respond to the dictates of the exiled

Spanish Communist Party and its front organizations, it seems wise to

place the emphasis on another matter, and one which, if true, is

capable of arousing considerable sympathy abroad.

There is no real Protestant problem in Spain and there never has

been. A Protestant writer, Stanley I. Stuber, writing in The Christian

Advocate, relates some of his impressions of the situation in the coun

try: &quot;It was impressed upon me strongly, especially as I viewed the

famous cathedral in comparison with our little Protestant chapels, that

in Spain, the Protestant faith is an alien religion, living at the very

mercy of the Roman Catholic hierarchy and the Franco dictatorship.&quot;
1

That Protestantism is an alien religion in Spain is absolutely true. The

Ml truth of this observation is perhaps not realized by the Protestant

minister who made the statement. It is precisely this alien quality

Christian Advocate, Chicago, HI., Vol. 124, No. 26, June 30, 1949.

372
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of Protestantism that is the cause of so much of the friction that comes
from the persistent effort of evangelical missionaries to obtain a
foothold in the land. The number of active Protestants in all Spain is

so small as to be negligible. If one eliminates the Protestants

of foreign origin, with their own chapels such as the one attached

to the British embassy in Madrid or the Swiss community in Barcelona,
the number of Spanish Protestants who work at their religion is a
mere handful. Granted that this mere handful has rights which the

majority must respect, it is not strange that the Spanish State and
the dominant Catholic Church have failed to operate in terms of the

problem posed by the existence of this infinitesimal minority. Govern
ments and institutions legislate for and concern themselves with those

whose presence is at least visible. No one insists that the United States

government take special cognizance of the Moslem minority in the

country, or make special concessions to the end that Islam may not be

hampered in its free expression, for the retort of anyone to such a

proposal would be that the number of Moslems does not warrant any
such attention.

One finds disconcerting the literal army of American observers, who
visit Spain and discover that the Protestants are forced to live as

second-rate citizens under virtual ghetto conditions. The American

journalist, Homer Bigart, a Pulitzer prize winner, has given us the

alleged story of Protestants in Spain in the most lurid language.
To him, the Spanish Protestant is a second-rate citizen, deprived
of almost all the ordinary liberties of humankind: &quot;He cannot

hold official position in the Government, nor can he rise to an
officer s rank in the army, unless he conceals his religious beliefs. He
is not allowed to practice his faith in public. The chapel he attends

must not display any exterior evidence that it is a place of worship.

It cannot advertise its existence, not even with a bulletin board. It

cannot be listed in the public directories.&quot; To this litany of misery
is added the statement that the Protestant clergy in Spain suffer

much the same type of persecution that the Catholic dergy undergoes
in communist Hungary, Not only that, but Bigart assures us that &quot;the

same fear motivates both oppressions. As in Hungary, where the Catho

lic Church is regarded as the most dangerous enemy of the Red

dictatorship, so in Spain the Protestants are looked upon as an evil

force bent on disrupting the existing order, the Spanish way of life/12

2 Report on Spam, as published in tbe St. Louts Post Dispatch, Feb. 23, W9.
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It is inconceivable, indeed, that a penetrating and conscientious ob

server should discover an exact analogy between the situation of

Protestants in Spain and the massive, ruthless persecution to which
the Catholic hierarchy, clergy, and faithful in Hungary have been

submitted. We have yet to learn of fake treason trials of Protestant

leaders in Spain nor does one find evidence that Protestant clergy are

imprisoned for alleged sedition. The fact that there have been a number
of popular manifestations of anti-Protestant feeling in Spain is very
far from evidence that there is a concerted, conscious, intentional

persecution with the full weight of the State behind it. Let it be

remembered, too, that Protestants are not entirely without responsi

bility on this score. The attitude expressed in almost every piece of

evangelical writing on the subject is that of hostility and loathing of

the government in Spain and of the Catholic Church. So-called Protes

tant missionary activity is carried on with hatred of Spanish institutions

and of the faith that has been that of the Spanish people for centuries.

It is a repetition of the same thing that Catholics in Hispanic America

have found so tiresome : blatant charges of idolatry and superstition ;

aspersions on the devotion to our Blessed Lady ;
attacks on the clergy

and the &quot;reactionary&quot; hierarchy. How then is it surprising that Spain,

having come through a civil war during which the existence of its re

ligious institutions were threatened, should not find this new annoy
ance from outside a source of irritation? With an estimated IS per cent

of the British people churchgoers and perhaps SO per cent of the

Americans with no religious affiliation at all, it seems strange indeed

that Protestant money, energy, and time should be spent to bring so-

called enlightenment to Spain.

The whole issue is cluttered up with wild accusations and assump
tions which show the crassest ignorance of the facts of Catholic life.

In Stuber s article, from which I have quoted, it is contended that &quot;The

Roman Catholic position in Spain (as it is everywhere else, when

Catholics are in the majority) is that this Church is the only true

church and is, therefore, the only one entitled to liberty. Freedom of

religion is a necessary evil which must be tolerated for the time being

only when it prevents greater evils.&quot; This extraordinary contention

errs on several counts. In the first place, it is high time that Spain as

the absolute synonym of Catholicism be discarded. This writer, as

well as others who devote so much time and hysteria to beating the

drums in the so-called Church-State issue, might examine the situation

of countries like French Canada, Eire, or the Catholic cantons of
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Switzerland, where Catholic majorities are so absolute that if they
willed in a perfectly democratic fashion they could rule ab
solutely. Protestants are undisturbed in each instance and enjoy not

only a tolerance as minorities but actual proportional and sometimes
more than proportional representation in government and public
administration.

The charge that Protestants in Spain are second-class citizens and
that a world issue ought to be made of it sounds very strange
from writers and journalists in the United States who have at home
some of the most flagrant cases of second-class citizenry. By the same
logic used to denounce the Spanish for the restrictions on their handful
of Protestants, Spanish journalists might insist that diplomatic ties

with Washington be further curtailed because of the iniquitous re

strictions on Negroes in plain violation of the constitution. In practice
we have second-class citizens all over the land. Negroes certainly can
not aspire to any number of places in our society. And a Catholic

as we learned in 1928 had best not seek the presidency. A Catholic

in politics in any number of our states has an exceedingly rough time

of it as popular mores and attitudes make it impossible for him, for

religious reasons, to make a success of such a career. I venture, too, that

in the public school systems of numerous American states, a Catholic

teacher, who pronounces himself as such, would not be particularly
favored by the local school boards. The talk of &quot;second-class citizens&quot;

and the like becomes in this as in so many cases, sheer hypocrisy and
the shoddiest of reasoning.
There is another aspect of this problem, more difficult perhaps to

explain but which is essential if an understanding of Spain is to

be attained. The present Spanish regime, as well as many of those

that preceded it, construes religion as one of the great unifying forces

of the nation. At the risk of repetition, the importance of this concep
tion must be restated. The economic inequalities, the regionalism, the

violent temperament of the Hispanic people, all of these are curbed and

softened by the influence of a common faith and practice, reaching far

back to the beginnings of Spanish history. This common heritage is

looked upon for good or for ill as a very precious thing and one

that must be preserved. The horrible experience of the Second Republic
with its grotesque secularism and violent anticlericalism demonstrated

that if wide religious differences became prevalent, one new element

of clash and of conflict would be added to the caldron of vitriolic

peninsular life. Moreover, if Spain possesses today a relative unity
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on the religious issue, what positive advantage is there to introduce

doctrinal confusion and denominational squabbling? If the evangelicals

who are so bent on converting Spain do not believe that Catholicism

is necessarily wrong, then they have no justification for messing about

in the religious life of the Spanish people. If, on the other hand, they
believe Catholicism wrong and propose to make an issue of it, cer

tainly the Spanish Church is fully and completely justified in resisting

and making it clear that it does not intend to allow the challenge

to go unanswered. The Protestant churches in Spain have always been

largely the handiwork of foreigners. So great was foreign influence

which is another way of saying how un-Spanish evangelical Christian

ity is that in the early days of the Second Republic when it was

decreed that foreigners should not be ministers of churches or

heads of congregations, Protestantism suffered very greatly from this

restriction.8

The modern mind, and very singularly the American mind, finds it

impossible to grasp the desirability even of religious unity. Politi

cal conformism has become so ingrained in the thinking of our people

that anything else appears as subsidiary and inconsequential. It seems

to Americans quite proper to spend 36 weeks trying before the courts

the leaders of the American Communist Party for proposing to over

throw the existing government. Denazification of the defeated Germans

became a moral obligation. They had to be purged of the improper

political thinking that had led to the catastrophe and re-educated in

the acceptable democratic spirit and ideas. Democracy becomes, then,

a form of unity and a rallying cry for the nation. We have a congres

sional commission whose diligence is widely recognized in ferreting out

un-American and undemocratic movements, activities, and incidents.

What precisely constitutes this &quot;un-American&quot; activity? It means a

deviation of proportions from the standard of political conduct we

have set up as a nation. I am not arguing here, obviously, whether this

is good or bad. I merely suggest that a nation any nation has to

have some criteria for its national unity. In some cases it may be

political institutions; in others it may be in part, at least, religion. It

happens that the unifying force in Spain, more than politics, economics,

or social institutions, is religion, and in this case it means specifically

the Holy, Roman, Catholic, and Apostolic Church. Conformity to

8 Araujo, Garcia, and Grubb, Kenneth, Religion in the Republic of Spam&amp;gt; London,

1933, p. 51. This survey of the Protestant situation in Spain emphasizes how hard hit

the evangdkals were by this restriction on the ministry of non-nationals.
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tradition in the spiritual field may therefore be conceived as funda
mental to the common good of Spain as devotion to democracy in the

defense of the American way of life. This sense of religious unity is

to the Spanish as vital and significant as that of unity about a com
monly recognized manner of living together politically to us.

On this score, it would seem that the major responsibility of the

American approaching the Spanish situation is a willingness to con
sider the possibility of different values from those that we set up in

this country as the sine qua nan of national well-being. The Spanish
have never been wedded to a constitution, to a form of government,
or to a political arrangement in the same manner as Americans. The

place of religion is an entirely different thing in the Hispanic scheme
of things from that prevalent in many other western countries. Is

this insistence that religion does have a place in national life something
bizarre and queer?
Now the assumption seems to be on the part of many of these

non-Catholic critics, that unless Protestantism has full and absolute

freedom for any activity it proposes, there is no real freedom of

religion. By the same logic, Catholics might insist that steps be taken

to protect Catholic minorities in certain of the predominantly Protes

tant countries from the horrors of second-rate citizenship and re

strictions on their absolute freedom of action. If the treatment of Prot

estants in Spain is to be deplored then I insist that the case of the

Catholics in Sweden ought to merit a word.4 Sweden passes, quite

properly, for one of the reasonably advanced countries of the West- Its

institutions are generally accepted as democratic and the conduct of

its government has never left it open to severe criticism from abroad.

Certainly no one Catholic or otherwise has ever suggested that

the American diplomatic representative in Stockholm be removed. How
ever the facts are there for anyone to see. No Catholic can teach in

the public primary school of the nation. No Catholic may become

a member of the Council of State of the kingdom. If two Swedish Catho

lics marry, they must have the banns read the customary number of

times in a Lutheran parish. If a Swedish Catholic goes abroad he must

have a certificate of good conduct from a Lutheran pastor. If a Swede

decides to enter the Catholic Church, he must announce this intention

4 An excellent account of this situation is contained in La Croix, Paris, Nov, 7,

1947, from the observation of M. Benoit Braun who made a protracted visit to the

Scandinavian countries. See also UEgUse CatkcUqve en 5*&fe, Malines (Belgium),

1937.
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in the Lutheran parish. The Catholic Church cannot, without specific

approval, acquire property. Convents and monasteries are prohibited

by law. It will be said that, after all, the number of Swedish Catholics

is so small that it really makes little difference. The Swedish Catholics

are more or less as numerous as the Spapish Protestants. How, then,
can the critics of Spain become so incensed by the terrible sufferings
of their coreligionists there and have no concern, if they are interested

in religious liberty, in the status of Catholics in Sweden? It may be
submitted that the present situation of Swedish Catholics is not the

most completely democratic or in accordance with the precepts of the

fullest religious liberty. There is, of course, an explanation for this

state of affairs. The Protestant reform in Sweden brought with it

repressive measures. Many of them have been abolished and those

subsisting probably will be. Some of them, such as those mentioned,
subsist and form a part of the Swedish legislation of today. There is

the common notion that Catholicism is an alien thing, out of step
with the Swedish way of life, and quite foreign to the spirit and tem

per of the people. In part this is true. It is the reverse of the Spanish
situation.

In democratic Switzerland, where the reign of law and the will of

the majority are hailed as almost perfect, there are serious restrictions

on Catholics, Article 50 of the Federal Constitution provides that no

diocese shall be erected without the consent of the Confederation.

Article 51 stipulates that &quot;the Jesuit Order and groups affiliated with

it cannot exist in any part of Switzerland and all activity inside the

Church as well as in teaching, is forbidden.&quot; This restriction can be

extended to any religious community judged by the State to be

dangerous or to contribute to unrest among the various religious groups.

Article 52 states that no new religious communities shall be estab

lished nor shall those once suppressed be re-established. These are

very precise limitations on one particular religious group, and the one,

incidentally, representing 40 per cent of the Swiss people.

It may be added too that the disquietude felt in some circles about

the dose union of Church and State is no better exemplified than in

countries like Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Great Britain. The
close association of the Church and State in Spain has often been

pointed out as a threat to the freedom of the Church. Needless to say,

real union of Church and State does not exist in Spain at all and

cannot exist in a Catholic country. The fact that in Sweden the head

of the State and of the Lutheran Church is the same person represents
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a far more complete fusion of the two authorities than anything existent

in Spain.

How do the Spanish themselves look on this problem? A fairly

adequate statement comes from the pen of the Spanish Jesuit, Father

Constantino Bayle, who writes in reply to a Scandinavian criticism

that Protestants are persecuted in the peninsula. This criticism is

characterized by a contention that, in order to achieve a place of

some prominence in the present administration, daily Communion
is almost a requisite. Father Bayle deals with the absurdity of

any religious condition for office. Spanish legislation, says this well-

known priest, cannot be expected to take into account every tiny

minority within the national frontiers, any more than in Iceland

Catholics are considered an important element of the population. It

is untrue that the Spanish State requires any proof of Catholicism for

the holding of a public post. It is true that a militant Protestant could

probably not rise very high in the public service. Nor could a militant

Catholic in Norway for the same reasons.

The accusation that it is legally impossible to publish the Protestant

version of the Bible or to meet for worship even in private is quite

untrue. These statements were given wide publicity in the United States

through the articles of William H. Newton on religion in Spain.
5 He

would have discovered any number of copies of the Holy Scriptures at

the Editorial Espanola, No. 2 Calle ZurbarSn, Madrid, under the direc

tion of Isidro Aguilar Caballer. The Protestant editions of the Bible

were very far from eliminated. The figures, provided by the Protestants

themselves, confirm this activity. The figures are as follows:

1944: Bibles 984

The New Testament 991

Parts of the Bible 4050 Total 6025

1945: Bibles 1488

New Testament 1807

Parts of the Bible 4286 Total 7581

1946: Bibles &quot;773

New Testament 2668

Parts of the Bible 3710 Total 7151

In addition there were some 4993 volumes distributed by private

persons in 1946, and 3467 in 1947.6 There is absolutely no restriction

Wffliam Newton, scries for the Scripps-Howard papers. Artkk in The Washington

Post, May 24, 1949.

Umef Amsterdam, Oct. 31, 1947.
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on meetings. Protestant chapels hold meetings regularly, and in private

homes there is nothing to stop any number of prayer meetings or

religious conferences anyone may want to hold.

H. Edward Knoblaugh, a competent observer who has been in Spain

from long before the civil war and is head of the Madrid bureau of the

International News Service, comments:

All recent stories from Spain tending to give the impression that non-

Catholics are persecuted, are greatly exaggerated. There have been some

fanatic outbursts against Protestant chapels, but they were more political

than religious. They were committed when England was blocking every

Spanish effort to enter the Marshall Plan and the mobs attacked the British

embassy at the same time (The Peoria Register, April 11, 1949).

What is the position of Protestants in Spain? The exact figures are

hard to get because of the somewhat nebulous character of membership
in the various Protestant churches. The problem has been examined

by two Protestant missionaries, Araujo and Grubb, whose survey of

religion in Spain was cited above. It was believed in many Evangelical

circles that the advent of the Republic in 1931 would throw the doors

wide open for the penetration of Protestantism. There was a change
in the legislation and considerable opportunities were given to the

various denominations which had heretofore been denied them. The

progress recorded during the five years of the Republic did not indicate

that there was any great anxiety on the part of the rank and file of

the Spanish to change their religion. The book by Araujo and Grubb

provides a number of statistics of value in appraising the situation in

Spain at the time. The total population of Spain in 1933 was estimated

at 23,500,000, and the Evangelical community numbered some

21,900, of whom only 62S9 were classified by the different sects them

selves as communicants. Twenty-five societies cared for this Evangelical

activity in the country and there were missions maintained by groups

in the United States, Britain, Northern Ireland, Holland, Germany,

Sweden, and France. There were an estimated 166 local churches with

265 workers, of whom 142 were Spaniards.

The report includes many illuminating observations on the status of

Protestantism during the period from 1910 to 1930. &quot;During these years

there has hardly been noted any progress in Evangelical work in

Spain.&quot; The work of the various Protestant churches was spoken of by
the authors as &quot;exotic,&quot;

since most of the ministers were paid by

foreign committees. In listing the various geographical areas of the
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country, the report comes up with the conclusion that outside the

Mediterranean coast, in almost every other region: Catalonia, Le6n,
Andalucia, and Galicia, &quot;much of the work has been very disappoint

ing*&quot; Despite this disappointment, it is not without importance to note

that the Protestant churches held property to the value of well over

five and a half million pesetas In 1933 at a time when the peseta far

exceeded its present depreciated value.

The present situation of Protestants in Spain must be examined
somewhat in the light of their status over the past century, and espe

cially with reference to the evolution of legislation in Spain on the

religious problem. The idea of religious toleration was introduced into

the Constitution of 1856, Article 14 of which stated that &quot;No Spaniard
or foreigner shall be persecuted for his religious beliefs as long as he

does not give expression to them through acts against religion itself.&quot;

This somewhat curiously worded precept is in itself typically Spanish.

Just how it was to be applied was never determined, since the Constitu

tion of that year did not go into effect. The Constitution of 1869 was
another thing entirely. This provision was the cause for the unleash

ing of an enormous anti-Catholic persecution, the importance of which

will be suggested in a moment. The exact text of this article is

as follows:

Public and private worship by foreigners belonging to other religious

denominations is guaranteed with no other limitations than those imposed by
the universal rules of morality and law. If there are any Spanish citizens

who profess a faith other than the Catholic, the provisions of this paragraph
are applicable to them.

This law implies quite plainly that almost all the Protestants in

Spain at the time were foreigners, for the very existence of non-

Catholic Spaniards, at least as an organized group, was looked upon
as a rarity.

During the period of the First Republic, as well as afterward, the

Church lived through a most difficult time and the story of the

persecution has been described in another chapter. The story is

important, of course, because it is a necessary part of the rectifica

tion of the idea that Spain was a country closed to all ideas not

Catholic and totally in the grip of a fanatical and ruthless clergy

and hierarchy. The very opposite was the case. The persecution

of the Orders, the dissolution of the Society of Jesus, the confiscation

of Church properties were all carried out long before the Revolution

of 1931 and before the advent of Franco. In other words, the notion
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sometimes expressed that Protestantism is the first challenge, so to

speak, to the hegemony of Catholicism in Spain is sheer nonsense. The

Church was having an extremely rough time of it from the day that

Ferdinand VII returned to the throne, and the unpleasantness of 1931-

1936 was merely the culmination of this painful process.
7

The Constitution of 1869 was short lived. With the return of the

monarchy, the new fundamental law was drawn up in the form of the

Constitution of 1876 which was destined to endure for the next sixty

years. Catholicism was declared the official religion of the State, but

liberty of conscience and the right to private worship were guaranteed.

Article 11 of this document reads textually:

No one ^11 be molested on Spanish territory because of his religious

opinions nor because of the private practice of his beliefs as long as respect

for Christian morality is maintained. Public ceremonies or demonstrations

not be allowed except those of the official religion of the State.

The problem of this article is identical to that which arises under

the present Spanish regime. Precisely what is understood by &quot;private

worship&quot; and what does the expression forbidding public worship really

mean? The royal ordinance of October 23, 1876, clarifies the idea to

some extent. Public manifestations of religion were taken to mean

street processions, the display of the emblems or insignia of a religion

in public places, posters and publicity material, or acts of worship

taking place outside the buildings or temples destined for that pur

pose. These provisions remained in force until the fall of the monarchy

in 1931, despite innumerable efforts to modify them.

Among the first acts of the new republican government in 1931 was

the abrogation of all of the laws heretofore in force regarding the

Church. The Concordat was denounced and entirely new legislation

introduced. The new Constitution in Article 27 stated that:

Liberty of conscience and the right to practice freely any religion is

guaranteed in Spanish territory____ All religious groups may carry on worship

in private. The public manifestations of religion must be authorized in each

case by the Government.

The legislation passed by the Cortes during the turbulent months

of 1931 was almost without exception unfavorable to the Catholic

Church. In general the Protestants in Spain had no reason to complain

of the new legislation, for it went far beyond anything that had pre-

* Set Cambridge Modern History, Vol. XI, for reference to the
inid-centu^

con

troversy over ecclesiastical properties, and the increasing restrictions on the Church.
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viously prevailed. For the first time there was a chance for obtaining

something like public acknowledgment of their beliefs. There was un
questionably a certain degree of support, by the Evangelical bodies in

Spain, of the left-wing parties that had been responsible for the

legislation just mentioned. As late as 1936, on the eve of the decisive

elections of February of that year, the President of the Alliance of

Evangelical Churches in Spain, in the official publication of that group,

Espana Evangdlica (Jan. 30, 1936), recommended that Spanish Protes

tants vote for the Left because &quot;from the temporal point of view, this

is our only hope for freedom to proselytize.&quot; The fact that many of

the Protestant bodies in Spain did support the Left so solidly led to

the melancholy reflection contained in the Carta Circular a los Evang&-
licos Espanoles in 1945 that &quot;many of the Churches and many of our

brethren have had to pay dearly and continue to pay for this close

association with Leftist elements who could not fail, in the long run,

to do injury to our cause.&quot;

But the impression must not be given that Protestantism flourished

in Spain during the Second Republic or that the various forces that

contributed to the collapse of constituted government were in any sense

sympathetic to Protestantism as against Catholicism. The evidence is

absolutely overwhelming that the major forces in the Spain of the

Republic were simply antireligious, and included Catholics, Protestants,

and Moslems in more or less the same category. There were cases of

anti-Protestant violence. Araujo and Grubb, the two Evangelical

observers already quoted, observe that in October, 1932, there was

an attack on the Protestant Church at Marin in Galicia, the largest

Evangelical community in the nation. The attempt to destroy this

church was resisted not only by the members of the congregation, but

with the aid of many of their Catholic fellow townsmen.8

With the close of the civil war and the advent of the new regime,

it was expected that the whole religious problem would be re-examined

carefully. There were indications of this in the decision of June 7, 1941,

with the Holy See to maintain a number of the articles contained in

the Concordat of 1851. During the war itself, the nationalists had

given an assurance that their proposed regime was not to be one of

intolerance and persecution. The statement of the Duke of Alba in

November, 1937, emphasized this point, although the situation was

somewhat vague prior to the drafting and approval of the Fuero de

* Araujo and Grubb, op. di., p. 46.
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los Espanoles, to be translated loosely as the &quot;Spaniard s Charter.&quot;

This document was unanimously passed by the Cortes on July 13, 1945,
and contains, in 36 articles, a statement as to the rights of the

citizenry as well as their duties. It is not a Constitution, since it

does not provide specifically for the structure and organization of the

State. Article 6 of the Charter reads as follows :

The profession and practice of the Catholic religion, which is that of the

Spanish State, shall enjoy official protection. None shall be molested for

their religious beliefs or their private practice. No other ceremonies or ex

ternal demonstrations than those of the Catholic religion shall be permitted.

This text does not depart in any notable degree from those that had

prevailed during the past century. The expression is the same and

fundamentally the intention is the same. Nothing in the Fitero de los

Espanoles proposes the persecution or the elimination of whatever

religious minorities may exist in the country, nor can this article

possibly be construed as reflecting the intention of extirpating by
violence other religious persuasions. The one substantial restriction is

that concerning public demonstrations of religion* Protestants in Spain
under this law may not, it is true, organize street processions or engage

publicly, on the street and in the market place, in worship. In part this

provision is simply a reflection of the kind of society one finds in Spain,

Prudence would dictate that Protestant demonstrations be restricted

in communities where 98 per cent of the people are Catholic. It is

the same logic whereby Catholics in the United States do not propose
to organize monster religious processions in communities in this

country, where the number of Catholics is very small or where the

attitude of the public is such that acts of this kind would be profoundly

unwise, productive in all probability of tension and even friction.

The justification of the Charter and its specifically religious terms

appears in the following form in the pages of the official journal of

the Cortes:

The Charter presents a formula, which, without persecution, affirms, and
without violence, protects, that religious unity which is the heart and soul

of our history, the creation of a hundred generations, the supreme ideal for

which the heroes and martyrs of our Crusade shed their blood and laid down
their lives.9

In general Article 6 of the Charter was well received in Spain.

Contrary to the provision of 1876 which was protested by His Holiness

*Boktin oficial de las Cortes espanolas, No. Ill, julio 13 de 1947, p. 2303.
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Pius IX and by the Spanish hierarchy, the new law received the

blessing of the bishops and was accepted by the Holy See. Some reserva

tions were expressed by a very small minority of Catholics, particularly
the Carlists who found it a bit too liberal for their liking. The Protes

tants themselves found it satisfactory. Apparently there was the

general expectation that the new legislation would virtually exclude

Protestantism from the country. The provision of the Charter was
acclaimed therefore as eminently satisfactory even though not as

completely favorable as would be ideally desirable. In the bulletin of

the Spanish Evangelical Churches, the new law was received under the

heading &quot;A Great Opportunity.&quot;
10 The Article notes that from reports

received from the provinces the effect of the new law on the Evan

gelical denominations was entirely favorable:

In reality, the fact that we can now count cm a legal and constitutional

basis for our activity will allow us to restore the life of our congregations in

many of the more important Spanish cities. It means that after a long and

painful period of suffocation, a wide and effective door is now opened for

us. We realize that it is still not entirely open and we hope for other con

cessions to the end that we can preach the Gospel with full liberty.

Once again the expression &quot;private worship&quot; was the cause of

considerable discrepancy. One school of thought, headed by the Carlists,

interpreted it most restrictedly as meaning worship within the home,
with none of the trappings of a church, chapel, or temple, and without

any activity such as collecting funds or carrying on propaganda. The

Protestants themselves went to the other extreme and insisted that

&quot;private&quot;
was to be taken as meaning nonofficial or non-national, that

is unsupported in public as signifying the State.

As a matter of fact this question was decided for all practical pur

poses in 1945 by the ministerial decree of November 12, which allowed

the reopening of Protestant churches. The text of this document is

not without significance and may be useful to indicate the state of

mind and point of view of the Spanish government:

At the beginning of the National Movement, it was found necessary to

suspend the freedom of worship and consequently dose the chapels of mm-
Catholic groups in Spanish territory, in part because of the hostility of many
of the pastors of these churches and secondly to safeguard the essential

spiritual unity of the people.

Since the causes for these measures no longer exist and in view of the

need to restore normality in this respect, the removal of the legal restrictions

10 Carta Circular a los Evanz&icos EspantAes, 1945, Nos. 8~$.
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on these dissident groups is authorized by the Fuero de los Espandes.
Article 6 of this Charter establishes that no one shall be disturbed because

of his religious beliefs nor shall there be public demonstrations by other

religions than the Catholic. Within these limitations, the dissident groups

enjoy tolerance. The Ministry, therefore, after discussion by the Council of

Ministers, establishes the following conditions for such worship:
1. Non-Catholic religious groups may worship freely anywhere in Spanish

territory, provided this worship is conducted inside their respective churches,
with no public manifestation. The directors of these denominations or the

persons in charge of the worship are free to organize religious ceremonies on
condition that any ulterior purpose or end is avoided; that is, political relations

with illegal groups or anything that is not purely pious or liturgical.

2. Authorization to open such a church should be made in each individual

case to the provincial governor, such authorization to be accorded on the

basis of the present provisions. The governor in turn will inform this

Ministry. The authorization will be communicated to the person requesting it.

3. The provincial governors shall protect the worship thus authorized and
shall not interfere in the work of the churches nor in their private ceremonies.

4. The provincial governors shall inform this Ministry of any abuses or

violations of the law in this regard.

Madrid, November 12, 194511

The annual meeting of the Evangelical churches of Spain in Madrid

during June of 1945, expressed great optimism for the future, which

optimism seemed justified by the ministerial decree just quoted.
The growth of Protestantism in Spain, thanks to this policy, has

undoubtedly been considerable over the past three years. The Protestant

review, Life of Faith (Aug. 20, 1947), contains certain information on

how the protestants have not merely rebuilt the churches destroyed

during the civil wax or limited themselves to the congregations already
in existence, but have gone out actively to win conversions. The follow

ing paragraph refers to a single community in Spain, which may be

taken as more or less typical : &quot;There was not a single Protestant in the

town when the first place or worship was opened last November [ 1946] .

At present [August, 1947] the congregation consists of about fifty

people, among whom twenty have announced their conversion. The

Same situation prevails more or less in most parts of Spain and the

authorities seem entirely favorable.&quot;

It could not be said that the Spanish government or anyone else did

anything that could be construed as persecution of the Protestants. The
number of churches has vastly increased. Conservative estimates

indicate that there are 165 chapels and churches; seventeen of

&quot; See La stiuad&n dd protestantismo en Espana, Madrid, 1948.
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which are in and around Barcelona, eleven in Madrid, and the

rest distributed over the country. It is not the existence of Prot
estant chapels in Spain that has bothered Spaniards, nor is it a
will to persecute that animates them; it is rather the extraordinarily

aggressive methods and procedures put into effect over the past few

years by Protestants which have aroused the antagonism of many
Catholics. The proof that persecution was never either intended or
carried out rests not only on the facts already presented, but on such

things as the allocation of paper for Protestant reviews and news-
sheets. Notas de la Obra Biblica, Constancia, and El Eco de la Verdad
were being published freely in Spain during the years when paper was

extremely scarce.

There is little doubt that Protestants in Spain have gone far beyond
the limits laid down by the Fuero and the decree cited above. In in

numerable cases, Protestant services have been held in such a manner
as to be clearly visible from the street and serve to attract crowds.
There has been a considerable tendency to publish Evangelical liter

ature with a distinctly Catholic cachet, to catch the unwary. The state

ment of the Archbishop of Zaragoza, published in Ecclesia under date
of January 17, 1948, points out that &quot;it is known to us with certainty
that the Protestant sects have renewed their activity in this city by
distributing books, pamphlets, and Bibles. November 23, the day we
had set aside for encouraging among the faithful the knowledge and
diffusion of the Sacred Books, was taken advantage of by them to

intensify their propaganda openly and without discretion.&quot; The previous

year, on the same occasion when the reading of the Bible was

encouraged by the hierarchy, Protestant editions had been distributed

at the doors of the Catholic churches. The Cardinal Archbishop of

Seville, in a pastoral of September 8, spoke of the dangers among the

humble of Evangelical propaganda, especially the campaign to discredit

the belief in the doctrine of Mary Mediatrix. During November and
December of 1945 six new Protestant chapels were erected in the

archdiocese of Seville, and 26 in 1946.12 Other activities equally deplored
were the publication of magazines imitating in format and appearance

parish publications, and the insistence on selling or distributing such

literature at the entrance to Catholic churches. At the gathering in

Barcelona of the delegates to the congress of Marianist Congregations,

such literature was distributed at the entrance of the building where

the meetings were being held.

12 Oaceta ofidal dd Arzobtepado de ScmBa, Sept. 10, 1947, p. 578 sq.
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An important element in the whole situation is that many of the

more aggressive groups do not represent the older Evangelical tradition.

Seventh-Day Adventists and the Pentecostal Church have invaded

Spain to some extent and the voices of not a few Evangelical ministers

have been raised in order that these activities be not confused with what

might be called the more normal Protestant bodies.

It may be forgiven the Spanish people if they find it difficult to make
a clear distinction between Protestantism vieille icole and the newer

sects that have sprung up, for the tendency is to put them all in the

same category and label them collectively Protestant. It is clear from
abundant testimony that many of the old-line Evangelicals, especially

the Anglicans and Lutherans, look upon these more novel bodies as

anarchical and irresponsible. There is no doubt that the intransigent,

solid attachment to the Church, and above all the deep devotion to

the Blessed Virgin have provoked many attacks by Protestants in Spain
on the faith of the majority. It would be absurd to deny the essentially

anti-Catholic nature of the Evangelical movement
;
that is that sector

of Protestantism in Spain which is not strictly tied in with a foreign

legation or embassy or forms a part of a definitely foreign colony
resident there.

The Protestants themselves have acknowledged the strong element

of anti-Catholicism in their activities. Pastor Brutsch, in his L Evangile
du Christ: VEspagne meurtrie et nous, published at Geneva in 1937,

states frankly that: &quot;one of the characteristics of Spanish Protes

tantism is that it is anti-Catholic.&quot; Or, if one prefers a more substantial

testimony, one may read the following statement in the bulletin of the

Spanish Evangelicals, published in 1946 : &quot;That Protestantism consti

tutes a threat to Roman peace we are the first to admit as a solid fact

and an honor for the Evangelical churches.&quot; Further evidence is found

in such publications of Spanish Protestantism as the Escudrinador

BibUco, issued in Madrid. In the issue for October, 1947, this review,
now in its fourth year, contains an article in which the following
comments are made regarding Catholicism :

1. The indulgences sold by the priests to the people are simply
a trick of the Devil.

2. God never sent saints in order that people adore them.

3. The practice of clerical celibacy is spoken of as a Satanical insti

tution and perversion.

4. Bishops and priests should be free to marry like anyone else.
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5. These are but a few of the false doctrines of what the review

in question calls the &quot;Apostate Catholic Church.&quot;

6. The Bible is full of this apostasy and that God insists that men
to be saved abandon Catholicism.

This publication was issued immediately after the inauguration of

a new chapel on the Calle Trafalgar in Madrid. On October 31 a body
of students demonstrated against the chapel, denouncing the insults

proffered to the Blessed Virgin, the Church, and the saints.

There is deep resentment in Spanish Catholic circles at the pretended

evangelization of their country by Protestants, for whatever may be the

deficiencies of Spanish Catholics and whatever may be the present
miseries in the social and economic order, the overwhelming majority

clings fiercely to the traditional religion, so intimately bound up with

their history and glories. Much of this resentment springs from the

conviction that when Spain was suffering its martyrdom during the

Republic and the Civil War, few Protestant voices were raised to

protest the bloody outrages. La Civiltd Cattolica of Rome, in 1937,

devoted attention to the Protestant reaction to the wild persecution

of Catholicism in Spain. Long before the war Protestant statements

were frequent that the time had come for the Christianiang of Spain.

At an Evangelical congress in Utrecht, in 1927, it was proposed that

a Faculty of Protestant Theology be set up in Madrid and translations

into Spanish of the lives of Luther and Calvin made ready for distri

bution. In May, 1936, the Lausanne Committee for the Evangelization
of Spain announced that its purpose was to set Spain free of the yoke
of Rome. A little bulletin called Tidings from Spain, the organ of the

Spanish Evangelical Missions, in the issue for September and October,

1944, has this to say about the state of affairs in Spain: &quot;In 1935

the number of illiterates who in 1907 had formed 60 per cent of the

population had been reduced practically to half. Under Franco s

regime it is not likely that things are getting better because it is a rule

of the Catholic Church to keep people illiterate.&quot; This comment did

not tend to endear Protestantism to the Spanish people.

A word on the school situation. It is commonly stated that Protes

tants have no right to the education of their children according to their

religious beliefs. The Elementary Education Act of July 17, 1945, is

perfectly clear on this point. Article 28 provides for the confessional

education of non-Catholic foreigners. Articles 5, 28, 56, 57, and 63 are

binding on children of Spanish nationality and provide only for Catholic
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instruction. This, in reality, is not in the least surprising in view of

the nature of the State and its relations to the Church. Protestant

schools existed prior to the present regime. They were, as admitted by
Protestant writers, almost exclusively devoted to propaganda purposes.
Nor was their standard particularly high. Araujo and Grubb point out

the grave deficiencies of these establishments.13 If Protestant schools

were to be provided for the Protestant children alone, the number
would be infinitesimal. The calculation is easy. Assuming that there

are some seven thousand Protestants, that is, native Spaniards and not

members of a foreign community, and if this seven thousand had one

thousand children of school age, it would seem absurd to establish a

school system exclusively for this microscopic minority, much less

secondary and institutions of higher learning.

Nowhere does one find, for instance, that the Swedish State concerns

itself in the slightest with the several hundred Catholics that live in

Sweden and who must bear a number of disabilities more severe than

anything existing in Spain for Protestants. Although no formal institu

tion of instruction, registered according to the law, there are Protestant

schools in Spain, and they exist among the very tiny communities to

afford religious instruction to children of this persuasion who frequent
the State schools.14

There has been some considerable Protestant protest over the matter

of marriage. The charge has been made that in Spain a valid marriage
must be performed by a priest. The outcry has been principally against

the Act of March 12, 1938, which, in fact, did nothing but repeal the

republican legislation of June 28, 1932, which recognized civil marriages
alone as valid. A return has been made to the former use of the

canonical form as obligatory for Catholics and the civil form for non-

Catholics. The latter, after the civil ceremony, might appear before

their own pastor, on the condition that at least one of the contracting

parties declare expressly not to profess the Catholic Faith. In general,

nonbaptized persons or those baptized as Protestants have no difficulty

at all. There are certain complications in the case of mixed marriages,
and especially of lapsed Catholics.

The notion that Catholic practice is required for official positions or

that proof of Catholicity is demanded for government posts is sheer

nonsense. There are cases such as that of a professor at the University

v PP.
14 Henry Smith Leiper, Christianity Today. A Survey of the State of the Churches,

New Yfak, 1947, p. 90.
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of Zaragoza who teaches mathematics and is a Protestant. The uni

versity is State maintained, yet no obstacle was placed in the way of

this particular professor. The restrictions are far less rigid than in

Sweden where only members of the State Lutheran Church can be
schoolmasters and where other denominations cannot maintain schools

of their own.

We come now to the so-called anti-Protestant demonstrations and
incidents which have been seized upon so avidly to show that Spain
is a land of persecution and intolerance. The facts concerning the

incidents have been ascertained with the maximum of care: some on
the spot in Spain itself and others through discreet correspondence with

Spanish priests and others who are well informed regarding the problem.
After the assault on the Protestant chapel on Calle Trafalgar, a

considerable number of mimeographed tracts of the very greatest
violence were distributed. The British Embassy used them as the

basis of its protest. However, the fact that they were not printed and
were unsigned indicates that they were not approved by the State.

As a matter of fact, this case and the others to which reference will

be made, were largely protests against the Franco government and
not solely against Protestants. That is to say, the extreme Right, if

one may use the conventional term, used this anti-Protestant agitation

as a means for criticizing the regime for its liberalism and leniency

toward the minority groups.
The actual incidents that have taken place, as near as one can

ascertain, include the following: (1) Grenollers, Catalonia, Septem
ber 21, 1947; (2) Barcelona, October 11, 1947; (3) Madrid, October

31, 1947; (4) minor incidents in Parets and Manresa, both in Cata

lonia, exact dates not available.

The press comments abroad on these incidents exaggerated them

out of all proportion. Thus the French paper, Midi-Libre of Montpelier

(Nov. 6, 1947), stated that Protestant churches in Barcelona, Grenol

lers, Madrid, and Seville had been reduced to ashes by frenzied mobs.

The statement is untrue, in general and in the details. Spain is a

country where the destruction of churches became something of an art

in the days of the persecution. Nothing of that sort has taken place

against the Protestants.

Grenollers, a small Catalan city of about 17,000 inhabitants, has

something of a reputation for violent political feeling. During the

Republic and the civil war a number of Carlists were assassinated in

the town, its Catholic churches burned, and its entire clergy murdered.
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The Baptist chapel occupies the ground floor of a private house at

Number 20, Calle Elisabet, and consists of two adjoining rooms,
the furnishings consisting of some forty chairs, a rostrum for the read

ing of the Bible, and a bookcase. The rooms had been used before the

civil war as the headquarters of the local unit of the Carlist Requetds
a detail but an important one in the light of the subsequent events.

Since the Requeti as well as his son had been killed during the war,
his widow rented the rooms to an innkeeper for his surplus trade. He,
in turn, in May, 1947, leased the rooms to the Baptists. Up to that time

there had been no Protestant church in Grenollers. The widow as well

as the local traditionalists protested loudly and long against this

profanation of the rooms once used for quite different purposes by
their martyred comrade, and there was a popular feeling that this was
no way to honor the memory of those who had given their lives to God
and country. On Sunday afternoon, September 21, a number of Carlists,

returning from a meeting, stopped several persons seeking entry to

the
&quot;temple.&quot;

The Evangelical gathering had begun under the guidance
of a young man from Tarrasa with about 30 persons present. The
Carlists interrupted the meeting and discovered among the pamphlets
and books in the room several that seemed to them insulting to the

Blessed Virgin. One of the books was entitled, Pepa y la Virgen* It was
a story of a young girl named Josefina, the nickname for whom in

Spanish is Pepa who prayed to the Blessed Virgin for a favor. An

Evangelical is depicted as approaching her to say that this prayer
is worthless since she must address God directly and through no

intermediary. They proceeded to slap the pastor, break up the

furniture, and toss the literature out of the window. The neighbors
attracted by the noise gathered and in general expressed disapproval
of what seemed to them misplaced zeal. The police arrived shortly and

order was restored. Protestant services have resumed in this locality

and no further disturbances have been reported. It is to be noted that

the pastor and the 30-odd persons gathered in the chapel were all

Spaniards and no outrage to a foreigner was involved.

The second incident of some importance took place in Barcelona.

Some thirty RequetSs in uniform, on leaving the Cathedral where they

had attended a Mass commemorative of the battle of Lepanto, made
their way toward the local Methodist chapel, located on the Calle

RipolL They entered the building and proceeded to wreck the furni

ture, including a piano. The ecclesiastical authority strongly dis-
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approved of this act of vandalism, and the responsible Requette
were arrested.

The third incident occurred in Madrid, in a large building on the

Calle Trafalgar, which was British property and which contained

a chapel of considerable size. This chapel, with a seating capacity of

700, was by far the largest in Spain and had been inaugurated on Octo
ber 17, 1947. After certain attacks on the Blessed Virgin, as reported

widely, a group of students decided to visit the chapel to sing the

Salve Regina. When their entrance was obstructed they proceeded to

break in, throw the chairs out the windows, and destroy some of the

other furniture. They wrote &quot;Viva la Virgen&quot; on the walls of the chapel.

These are the principal incidents. There may have been others of

less significance. But even with every concession to their importance,
none of the three incidents listed above constitutes a flagrant or violent

case of anti-Protestantism. What is most important is that these acts

were condemned by the proper ecclesiastical authority, the responsible

persons arrested, and in every case those who engaged in the acts

belonged to the Requetis. In no instance were the ordinary members of

Spanish Catholic Action involved. Rather the contrary. The members

of Catholic Action deplored this recourse to violence. A personal

letter to the present writer from a distinguished Barcelona priest,

under date of December 15, 1947, states:

On October 31, the Requet6s distributed leaflets in Barcelona in which

they declared the growth of Protestantism and accused the Franco government
of leniency toward the sects. Several members of Catholic Action under

took to prevent the distribution of this inflammatory literature which called

for the suppression of Protestantism. It was considered by every responsible

person as a direct and willful incitement to violence. I myself witnessed a

most acrimonious discussion between Requetfe and members of Catholic

Action, the latter seeking to prevent the former from handing out their

leaflets at the entrance of the Church of Santa Maria del Mar.

In these cases, as in many others, the foreign press had insisted on

generalizations that are not supported by the facts. It is the conviction

of a great many well-informed persons that the political enemies of

the Franco government have taken full advantage of these incidents

to whip up passion against Franco, especially in the English-

speaking world.

The best statement on the attitude of the Church is that contained

in the first joint pastoral of the Spanish bishops, issued in June, 1948,
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which devoted considerable attention to the problem of the religious

minorities in the country.

Blessed be the hour and may God hasten it in which attacks against

the Catholic Church on the part of all religious confessions which acknowl

edge Christ may cease, and in which the efforts of all who believe in Jesus

and in the values of the spirit against materialism and its consequences in

the social and political order may be joined together.

The introduction of this first joint pastoral since 1936 is devoted

to doctrinal considerations and reminds that the duty of bishops is

to be vigilant for the preservation and purity of the Faith. Questions

of religious freedom and toleration are not merely political and social,

but also dogmatic, involving the right of the Church to protect the

integrity of the Faith. &quot;Jesus Christ founded only one Church,&quot; the

pastoral states. &quot;A Church born centuries later could not be founded

by Him, just as a church which does not remain united with the

successors of Peter cannot be true.

&quot;For this reason, the faithful are not free to adhere to any church.

It is first of all a sacred duty to belong to the only true Church founded

by Christ, which vividly stands out and is known for its qualities of

being One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic.

&quot;Human society must acknowledge God as Father and revere His

power. Thus justice and reason repel the atheistic state.&quot;

Turning to the particular circumstances of the Spanish people today,

the pastoral points out that non-Catholic Spaniards are in such

insignificant number that a public law concerning their position would

hardly be necessary, but that there are also in Spain a goodly number

of foreigners from predominantly Protestant countries or countries with

large Protestant minorities. To protect their rights, as well as those

of non-Catholic Spaniards, Article 6 was placed in the Spanish Charter.

The Spanish bishops express surprise that in some instances Catholics

in other countries have misconstrued this guarantee of freedom of

conscience by the Spanish Charter, and the pastoral expresses special

appreciation to the Jesuit magazine La Civtttd Cattolica in Rome for

its presentation of the situation of Protestants in Spain.

These bishops lament the splitting up of Christianity by the multi

plication of Protestant denominations and groups, and deplore the

manner in which these divisions have interfered with the efficacy of

the mission of Christianity in the world.

While expressing confidence that the people of Spain will remain true

to the Catholic Faith, its teachings, and practices, the archbishops and
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bishops observe that this does not mean &quot;that a public campaign of

Protestant proselytism and of attack against the Catholic Faith might
not endanger certain incautious persons,&quot; and that this exigency is to

be avoided, not by acts of violence, but by bringing such abuses to

attention of public authority and &quot;by
strict enforcement of regulations

following the fundamental law of the State.&quot;

&quot;Faith must never be forced upon people through violence,&quot; the

pastoral declares. &quot;Charity paves the way and always requires the

efficacy of divine Grace.&quot;

While intransigence with respect to the revealed truths of Christ is

an essential mark of Catholicism, the bishops aver this protection of

the integrity of the Faith is not &quot;incompatible with serenity, under

standing, gentleness, and the true charity that Christ teaches us to

practice even with respect to our enemies.&quot;
15

Paul P. Kennedy, writing from Madrid in December, 1948, for the

special roundup of religious news the world over published by The

New York Times, makes the following statement:

There is no available evidence that these cases of vandalism followed a

pattern or had been instigated by governmental or religious organizations.

To investigators they appeared to be the result of outbreaks of fanaticism

that in some cases had been inspired by violently anti-Protestant pastoral

\_sic] letters. In nearly all instances, the Government provided indemnity for

the damaged churches and in some instances placed effective guards around

various chapels for added protection.
16

2. THE JEWS
The Protestant question has received world-wide publicity and has

aroused considerable interest particularly in the English-speaking

countries. The problem of the Jews in Spain is less well known.

It merits, however, special attention, in the light of the record of

the Spanish government during the crucial years when European

Jewry was threatened with persecution and literal extinction.

On May 16, 1949, the Israeli delegate to the United Nations expressed

the viewpoint of his government regarding Spain. Although Israel had

not taken part in the preliminary discussions of the Spanish case, Eban

felt called upon to express his concern that &quot;even though the Spanish

regime was not responsible directly for this policy of extermination,

it was an active ally and sympathizer with the government responsible

i Carried under date of June 19, 1948, by N.C.W.C. News Service.

i The New York Times, Dec. 25, 1948.
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for that policy and as such contributed to the effectiveness of the

alliance* . . . For us the essential point is the association of this

regime with the Nazi-Fascist alliance which corrupted the moral

foundations of civilized life.&quot;
17

The Israeli delegate made perfectly clear that he was not attacking
the Spanish regime nor criticizing the Spanish people; he was per
turbed by what appeared to be connivance in the frightful persecution
for which Hitlerite Germany had been responsible. The statement of the

Israeli delegate may be taken as an appropriate point of departure for

a cursory examination of the policy of Spain toward the Jews both

during and after the war.

Spain can indeed be proud of this page in her contemporary history,

for the evidence reveals that the Madrid government utilized every
avenue and took advantage of every channel to render aid to the Jews.
The existence of normal relations with the German government were

used to the limit to favor the persecuted. The Spanish diplomatic repre

sentatives exploited the relative good will of the German authorities to

defend the interests of the persecuted both in Germany and in the

occupied territories. Within Spain, the religious, military, and civil

authorities were generous to a fault in offering a sanctuary to those

fleeing the concentration camps of Nazi Europe.
There is abundant evidence of the gratitude of Jewish leadership

for the aid extended during those difficult years. Maurice L. Perl-

zweig, president of the World Jewish Congress, meeting in Atlantic

City in late November, 1944, addressed a letter of appreciation to the

then Spanish ambassador in Washington, Juan Cardenas, in which,
in the name of the executive committee of the World Congress of Jews,
he requested him to thank the Spanish government for the &quot;refuge given

Jews from the territories under the military occupation of Germany.
We understand perfectly the difficulties of the situation and realize

the great effort the present war represents for the economy of Spain.

Therefore we are doubly grateful that the refugees have been allowed

to remain in Spain until a permanent residence could be obtained. . . .

The Jews have a long memory and they will not easily forget the

opportunity given thousands of their brethren to save their lives.
3 18

In the mass of accusations launched against the present Spanish

17 United Nations. General Assembly, Two Hundred and Fourteenth Plenary

Meeting, May 16, 1949, pp. 116-117.
18 Photostatic copy of letter to Ambassador Cdrdenas in archives of Oficma de

InJormacMn Dipfomdtica, Madrid.
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government, racism does not generally figure among the more

prominent. There is no lack of evidence, however, that this charge
is now and again utilized to, discredit the Franco regime, linking it

ideologically with Berlin. A minor instance of this character involved

the refusal of the censorship in Madrid to allow the film, &quot;Gentlemen s

Agreement,&quot; to be shown in the peninsula, and this decision was taken

immediately as evidence of anti-Semitism. The basis for the rejection

had nothing to do with the essential argument of the film, but involved

certain emphases and a number of distortions that contained a double

meaning in the Spanish language. If these were corrected, the film could

be shown without objection. The foreign press seized the case as clear

and irrefutable evidence that Spain was dominated by anti-Semitism.19

The reply to this gratuitous assertion was made by Gabriel Garcia

Espina, General Director of Cinemas and Theaters, who insisted that

&quot;In Spain, no racial problem exists and we are entirely free from all

anti-Semitism.&quot;

The film, incidentally, was shown at the Kursaal in Barcelona,

Palacio de la Prensa in Madrid, and at other theaters in the peninsula.

The basic difficulty in the whole incident was that the Spanish censors

were reluctant to include in the showings some of the more flagrant

instances of anti-Semitism which would shock the Spanish public,

without knowledge of the rabid feeling against Jews that prevails in

some parts of the world.

Spain itself has a long and honorable Hebraic tradition. The expulsion

at the end of the fifteenth century, for religious motives, did not

eliminate the Semitic injection that plays so important a part in

the character and the psychology of the Iberian people. The descend

ants of the Spanish Jews the Sephardim are to be found scattered

all over the world, with large concentrations in the Near East and

North Africa, while within Spanish territory itself there are some

14,000 Jews in Morocco and perhaps 8000 in the peninsula itself. The

Spanish government has traditionally been interested in the lot of this

curious branch of the Jewish family, which has retained with rare

tenacity an archaic Spanish and the recollection of the Iberian home

land. General Primo de Rivera decreed on December 20, 1924, that

Sephardi Jews might obtain Spanish citizenship if they so -desired by
a very simple process and proof of their remote Spanish origin. When
World War II broke out, the Spanish government interpreted the exist-

The New York Times, Oct. 2, 1948. It was suggested that the Spanish position

was that brotherly love did not extend to Jews.
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ing legislation regarding the Sephardim in the most generous way
possible and invariably extended protection and aid to them when
ever they solicited it. A brief description of the steps taken by the

Madrid government in different areas will serve as evidence of the

pro-Jewish policy followed consistently during the tragic period

from 1940 to 1945.

The persecution of the Jews began in France with the Nazi occupa
tion and the creation of the Vichy regime and restrictive measures

began with the obligation to register as a Jew, culminating in the

obligatory use of special insignia. The Spanish government concerned

itself immediately with the 2000-odd Sephardim in Paris, for the con

sulate in the French capital, under date of September 17, 1940,

informed Madrid that the Sephardim were subject to exactly the

same measures as all other Jews regardless of nationality or citizen

ship. In November, 1940, the Spanish Foreign Office instructed the

embassy in Vichy &quot;to inform the Sephardim that they testify to their

character as Spanish nationals so that they may be defended when

necessary.&quot;
20

On March 7, 1942, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued definite

instructions to its diplomatic mission in France to &quot;defend the interests

of the Sephardi Jews and demand of the French authorities strict

compliance with the Franco-Spanish agreement of 1862.&quot;

The embassy in Vichy and the consulate in Paris exerted every effort

to protect the Sephardim who were, after all, the particular sector of

the Jewish community over which the Spanish government could claim

some responsibility. During the spring of 1942 the demands of the

Spanish authorities were granted so that Sephardi property was

exempted from certain restrictions imposed by the German occupa
tion forces. In July, 1942, the Spanish consulate informed Madrid

that the Sephardim were not obliged to wear the Star of David

insignia and were allowed to frequent public places despite the

statutory prohibition. The Jews who sought the protection of the

Spanish consular authorities were invariably aided to the best of their

ability and means at their disposal. Those who wished to leave France

and find refuge in Spain itself were aided in this intent. Numerous

Sephardi leaders, Edgardo Hassid, Ferndndez, Nik Alberto Saporta,

Enrique Saporta y Baja, Mauricio Carasso y Asser, and other

representatives of the Sephardi community, addressed the Spanish

Foreign Minister in October, 1941, to express their gratitude for the

** Archives of the Foreign Office, Madrid.
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defense of their interests. &quot;Spanish legislation in this regard is inspired
in the best Catholic principles and admits of no distinction between

Spaniards because of racial origin. . - . Thanks to the efforts of our

diplomatic representatives, the German laws against our Sephardi
brethren have been stopped.&quot; It has been conservatively estimated
that Spanish intervention in occupied France saved some 3000 Jews
from extermination; with the members of their families and relatives,

this number is much larger.

The lot of the Sephardi community in occupied Rumania was not

a particularly happy one. Many of these Jews were descendants of

exiles from Spain, but their juridical status was, to say the least, in

very grave doubt. Proof of their Spanish citizenship, lost in the course

of four and a half centuries, was difficult. The Spanish government
exerted every effort to rescue and protect them, although, in strict

international usage, it could easily have paid no attention at all to

these long separated and almost forgotten fellow citizens, more or less

assimilated with the nationalities among whom they had lived for

generations. The Spanish minister in Bucharest, in Dispatch No. 58,

April, 1941, states: &quot;As a result of my personal intervention, we have

stopped the application of a decree expelling our Sephardim and we
have obtained the formal promise that henceforth no Spanish subject
will be expelled without consultation with the Legation. This result

is not entirely satisfactory, since it is not only important that the

Sephardim be allowed to remain here but that they be allowed to

make a living.&quot;

The Spanish government made use of the Hispano-Rumanian agree
ment of April 30, 1930, regarding the protection of Spanish property

rights in Rumania and the Legation was instructed to insist that the

Sephardim be included under the provisions of this protection. The

diplomatic mission was able to communicate on August 23, 1943,

Dispatch No. 410, an agreement of the Rumanian government to

exclude from the loss of their property all those who claimed Spanish

citizenship, &quot;even if of Israelite origin.&quot;

The numerous Sephardi colonies in Greece were the object of the

greatest solicitude on the part of the Spanish authorities during the

difficult period of Nazi occupation. Isaac Weisman, former delegate in

Lisbon of the World Congress of Jews, reported at the Atlantic City

meeting in 1944 that the Spanish government had intervened im

mediately and effectively to aid the distressed Jews of occupied Greece.

Four hundred Sephardi Jews in the Hairadi concentration camp were
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saved from deportation to Poland by the prompt action of the Spanish

authorities. The Madrid government made known its decision to

assume the protection of all Sephardi Jews who sought its aid regard

less of whether they were in possession of the proper papers or not.

This protection was extended to Bulgaria, Hungary, and other parts

of occupied Europe where there were Jewish colonies of remote

Spanish origin.

The Spanish authorities in Tetudn and the consulate in Rabat made

particular efforts to secure the exemption of Jews from the rigors of

the anti-Semitic legislation in force in French North Africa, although

the results of the efforts were not as successful as elsewhere. The

dilatory tactics of the French foreign ministry, despite repeated com

munications, led to the recognition of certain exceptions to the general

laws and, among others, significantly enough, of &quot;those Jews who were

serving as honorary Spanish vice-consuls.&quot;

Despite every effort, numerous Jews of Spanish origin were interned

in concentration camps. The endless red tape that dealings with the

German authorities involved was no obstacle to the determination

of the Spanish government to obtain the liberation and repatriation

of these unfortunate victims. Recognition of this effort is clear from

the letter of the American Relief Organization to Director Baraibar

of the European section of the Spanish foreign office, dated October IS,

1943, which states textually: &quot;Allow me to assure you, Mr. Baraibar,

that the efforts of the Spanish government and your own to help

these unfortunate victims of persecution, are highly appreciated and

our intention is to co-operate in every way possible.&quot;

On December 14, 1943, the foreign office instructed the embassy in

Berlin to undertake negotiations at once for the liberation from

Belsen of the Sephardi prisoners, and that provision for their repatria

tion via Port Bou would be made. On January 18, 1944, the German

embassy in Madrid replied to the Spanish note, regretting this insistence

on protection for the Jews and asserting that in most cases it was

impossible to separate Spanish Jews from the rest. The German

government was willing, however, to allow Jews in the south of

France to seek refuge in Spain. On February 9, the first contingent

of Sephardi refugees, numbering 259, reached the Spanish frontier.

Of these Jews, 162 had been in Belsen. On February 13 a group

of 983 who had left Belsen on the seventh entered Spain and

went on to Barcelona. The refugees had suffered the loss of almost

all their valuables, and their money had been taken from them by
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the German authorities. The Spanish government, on February 28,

directed the embassy in Berlin to insist that the German government
return the money taken from the refugees and after some months it

was possible to restore these funds to the Jews newly established

in Spain.

Numerous Sephardi Jews resident in Paris took advantage of the

facilities to enter Spain. Those with documentary evidence of citizen

ship constituted no problem, and those who lacked such evidence were

placed under the protection of the Spanish authority, and in many cases

the attempts of the Germans to deport them to forced labor were

forestalled. The fortunes of many Jews were placed under official

Spanish custody in the Paris banks. The Spanish Chamber of Com
merce was instrumental in obtaining a relaxation of certain German

restrictions which in consequence permitted many Jews to carry with

them articles of valuable and convertible documents for their liveli

hood after reaching Spain.

The Spanish government collaborated fully with Jews who had taken

refuge in its territory and were anxious to allow them to join families

and relatives in their normal places of residence. The government ac

tually offered the use of its own vessels to transport Jews to Palestine,

under a neutral flag, although British opposition to any arrangement

for the transportation of Jews from Greece to Palestine, as proposed

by Spain, made impossible the carrying out of this humanitarian act.

It is the Spanish government, nevertheless, that bore the blame for ill

will and lack of co-operation in the furthering of effective aid to the

persecuted. After the war Spain continued to aid those Jews who were

eager to find permanent homes in the Near East. On July 19, 1945,

the Spanish vessel, Plus Ultra, reached Haifa with 400 Jews who had

been residing temporarily in Switzerland, and 150 orphans from

Barcelona.

The status of the Jews in Spain belongs to the general subject of

the situation of the religious minorities. The world is led to believe that

small religious groups in Spain are the object of a barbarous and

sanguinary suppression. If the case of th$ Protestants is of interest

as evidence of distortion and exaggeration, attention should be drawn

to the position of Jews in Spain today. On January 2, 1949, a number

of Jews gathered together at the new synagogue, located at Cardenal

Cisnerros, No. 62, in Madrid. The opening of the new1

temple was in

entire accordance with Spanish legislation and enjoyed the full approval

of the public authorities. The responsibility for the construction of
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the new synagogue belonged to Moises Lawenda, a Jew of Polish

origin whose family had been wiped out in Poland; Ignacio Bauer,

a very prominent Spanish Jewish historian and man of letters as well

as lawyer; and Jos Cuby, of British origin, at present a resident of

Spain. The Jewish community in Madrid has its own cemetery, next

to the civil one. During the period of republican rule, when Pedro Rico

was mayor of Madrid, the attempt was made to secularize this

cemetery as all others. Under the present regime the fullest liberty

has been restored for the Jewish burying ground. Two synagogues

have also been opened in Barcelona for the Jewish community since

the end of the civil war.

From the cultural point of view, there is a lively interest in Spain

regarding the Hebrew language, literature, and tradition, especially

as related to the long-separated Sephardim. The Consejo Superior de

Investigaciones Cientificas established a special section for Hebrew

studies in 1940. This organization, under the name of Institute of

Hebrew Studies, began to operate in 1940, at the precise moment

when the Nazi forces overran France and German pressure was

strongest on Spain. The Association of Friends of the University of

Jerusalem concerns itself with active exchange between Israel and

the learned institutions in the new Jewish homeland. We find, for

instance, in the Jerusalem publication, Hed ha-Mizrah, of March 17,

1944, an article devoted to the progress of Hebrew studies in Spain

under the suggestive title of &quot;A Christian institute for Hebraic research

in Franco Spain&quot;:

It is impossible to speak of anti-Semitism in Spain. There is no anti-

Semitic legislation in Spain, contrary to the idea that the government of that

country is not favorable to Jews. . . . Imagine my amazement to find an

institution under Christian auspices where priests and laymen gathered to

carry on Hebrew research . . . my visit was the source of enormous satisfac

tion . . . and for the first time in my life I was received with the greatest

cordiality precisely because I was a Jew, and in this country which is sup

posedly anti-Semitic.

An important sector of the Jewish community in Spain is that

resident in Morocco. The 14,000 Jews settled there are scattered

among the towns and cities of the Protectorate. By special law,

promulgated on August 20, 1941, the normal functioning of Jewish

life in Morocco is guaranteed, not only for those of Spanish nationality

but for foreigners as well. Each community is autonomous and is

authorized to send representatives to the public boards to treat of
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questions of specific interest to the Jewish community. In the social

field, the Spanish authorities have been spending upward of a million

pesetas a year on behalf of the Jewish communities for such things
as free school lunchrooms, clothing for those in distress, medical aid,

and special donations for Jewish religious festivities. The budget of

the Protectorate of Morocco includes every year a sum for the

maintenance of a special section of the Ministry of Justice devoted to

the application of Jewish law and in the administration of which
a number of rabbis intervene directly. These rabbinical magistrates
function normally all over Spanish territory; to a far greater degree,
let it be said, than in French Morocco. In the market place of the

Spanish zone, the Jews are allowed a special section for the preparation
of their foods, as are the Moslems. The number of synagogues in

Spanish Morocco is large: IS in Tetudn, 8 in Larache, three in Villa

Nador, and others scattered about the territory.

In tie educational system of Morocco, the education and cultural

division of the High Commissioner s Office includes a special branch

called the Asesoria de Ensenanza Israelite, under the immediate

direction of a number of the Jewish community. The Jews are provided
in Tetuan with the institute Maim&amp;lt;Snides for secondary instruction,

where the fullest instruction is provided for specifically Jewish
careers: teachers of religion, Hebrew language, synagogue officials,

and the like. Jews attending the strictly Spanish institutions are

provided with special religious instruction apart from the Christians.

The Spanish government subsidizes these centers exactly as it does

those in which the Catholic religion is taught. Moreover, scholarships

for advanced study in the peninsular universities and technical centers

include invariably representatives of the Jewish interests in Morocco.

The same applies, of course, to the Moslem communities, provision

for whose education and general participation in the life of the

Protectorate is along the same general lines.

In view of the large number of displaced Jews over the world and the

frequent complications that arise to determine nationality, the Span

ish government by the law of December 29, 1948, extends Spanish

citizenship to a large number of Sephardim abroad. By special accord

with Egypt and Greece, the Spanish State extended its protection to

those Jews who claimed Spanish origin and who wished to take

advantage of its citizenship. It is interesting to observe that despite

the statement in Article 23 of the republican constitution, approved in

1931, regarding the extension of Spanish nationality to the Sephardim,
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no action was ever taken in the matter by the republican Cortes. The

profound concern for the Jews manifested by the present regime is

no more eloquently illustrated than in the fact that the entrance

examinations to the Spanish foreign service include a whole section de

voted to the Sephardim, their culture, and Spanish policy toward them.

Whatever may be the valid objections to the Spanish system of

government or to its legislation, it cannot be accused of racism, anti-

Semitism, or social, economic, and political distinctions based on ethnic

condition. Few nations of Europe have been so totally free of this

stigma. The passionate devotion of the Spanish to their traditional

Christianity has not led to persecution and extermination of those

who hold to other ideas. The evidence on the conduct of Spain toward

the Jews during and since World War II is ample in demonstrating the

high humanity and profound respect for human dignity that guided

the Spanish authorities in the treatment of this problem.



Chapter 17. HISPANIC CULTURE

TJLn. HE term culture is used in a very broad sense

to describe what may be more accurately called the &quot;intellectual

atmosphere of contemporary Spain.&quot; One of the remarkable blind spots

in many foreign visitors to the peninsula is the complete inability to see

what is very plain and I suspect that many of those who make a rush

tour of Spain to write about it afterward are painfully ill equipped in

language and knowledge of Hispanic culture to pass judgment on this

somewhat specialized point. Therefore we are submitted to a deluge

of commentary regarding the cultural desert that is Spain by observers

who do not seem to have made the effort to visit a bookshop or
drop^

in on one of the numerous institutes forming the Consejo Superior

de Investigaciones Cientificas. A casual visit to such an excellent shop

as the Casa del Libro in Barcelona or the same establishment in Madrid

on the Avenida Jose Antonio, would serve, to show what is being

produced and printed in Spain.

&quot;Well aware that his most dangerous enemies are people who think,

Franco has waged a quiet all-out campaign against Spain s intellectuals,

with the result that today all originality has gone out of Spanish

letters, true scholarship is well nigh dead and Spain s once famous

universities have become well regulated parrot houses.&quot;
1 This comment

is followed by the assertion that funds are withdrawn for cultural

purposes, books restricted, and that professors are weeded out for their

anti-Franco views. It is not merely Americans who find no sign of

intellectual life in Spain. Georges Suffert, writing in the pages of the

French Timoignage Chr&ien, states emphatically that &quot;the second

characteristic is the silence of the people. Spain keeps still. There are

no more writers. . . . There is a global collapse of culture. The name

of Lorca means nothing to the young people of twenty; nor does

1 Ernest O. Hauser, &quot;ShouldWe Shake Hands With Franco?&quot; The Saturday Evening

Post, Philadelphia, Feb. 26, 1949, p. 139.
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that of Picasso. All social studies are the work of priests. Foreign

papers are rare.&quot;
2

Practically every line in this statement is inaccurate. There are

numerous writers, some good, some bad, and many mediocre; the

name of Garcia Lorca not only is widely known, but his work is still

read. In almost any bookshop one of the first things that catches

the eye is the collection of Garcia Lorca, either in the cheap
Austral texts of Espasa Calpe, or in fine editions, and re-editions

have been constant ever since the end of the civil war. Marcelle

Auclair, writing in the Paris Nouvelles Litt&raires (April 6, 19SO)

reports the wide interest in Garcia Lorca in Spain today. Social studies

abound by laymen as well as priests. Foreign journals are readily

obtainable in the large cities. M* Suffert is annoyed that the communist
UHumanit6 is not on sale. This perhaps is a sign of the fact that the

line has to be drawn some place. The New York Times, overseas

edition ; The New York Herald Tribune, Paris edition
; the Parisien

Libert; Le Monde; Le Figaro; Combat; L Epoque; Le Populaire;
and UAube, to mention a few of the leading French papers, are all

available in Barcelona, Madrid, and elsewhere. It is to be noted that

UAube and Le Populaire, to single out only two of the journals

named, have been highly critical of Spain and very far from sympa
thetic to the present regime. The leading London papers are there:

Times, Daily Mail, and many others. Portuguese, Italian, and even an

Austrian paper were on sale in the kiosks in the streets of Madrid
in November, 1949. Magazines such as The Saturday Evening Post,

Cottiers, Time, Life, and many others, can all be purchased readily

anywhere in Spain.

Currency problems account in large part for the difficulties of wider

cultural exchange with other nations, and particularly with the United

States. This restriction is not peculiar to Spain. Frenchmen, Italians,

and British are severely hampered in their desire to secure American

publications and books by the barrier of currency. One may find,

however, a reasonable number of learned and scientific publications

from the United States in Spanish bookshops. In 1947, under the

auspices of the Casa Americana, a successful exhibit of American

scientific publications and reviews was held.

Not only has Spain produced a host of new writers, but many of its

best known names have returned, encouraged by the regime to take up

2 Georges Suffert, &quot;Impressions of d Espagne,&quot; Timmgnage Chritien, June 24, 1949.
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their residence once more in the country and carry on their literary and
scientific work. Perhaps the most famous among these names are those
of Jose Ortega y Gasset, one of the intellectual founders of the

Republic; Dr. Gregorio Maran6n, in whose house the deliberations
with Count Romanones took place to bring about the departure
of the King in April, 1931

; Ram6n Men&idez Pidal, the octogenarian
philologist and literary historian, whose enormous writing is still

going on. Ortega y Gasset, honored by an invitation in the summer
of 1949 to the Goethe festival in Colorado, is not a Catholic, nor does
his philosophy conform to the traditionalist pattern. He has returned
to Spain, published his collected works, prepared new essays and

books, lectured at the Ateneo, and, as he himself stated, &quot;the govern
ment pays no attention whatever to me and does not interfere in

the least.&quot; He created the Institute de Humanidades in Madrid, of

which he is the present director.3

Dr. Gregorio Maranon, another founder of the Republic, continues

to enjoy his wide reputation as a physician and writer in Madrid,
without the slightest impediment to his movements or activity. Dr.

Teofilo Hernandez, the personal physician of Manuel Azafia, resides

in Madrid unmolested by the authorities. Benjamin Jarnfe, a violent

enemy of the regime, returned from Mexico to live in Spain, where

he died shortly afterward. Gregorio Martinez Sierra, the well-known

dramatist, returned to Spain a few years after the end of the civil

war. Gregorio Prieto, the painter, Catalina Bdrcenas and Margarita

Xirgu, the distinguished actresses, and Salvador Dali have all returned

under normal conditions to live and work in Spain and it is reported

that Agustin Millares Carlo, who has spent some ten years in America,
is returning shortly. Alejandro Lerroux, the outstanding republican

leader, died in Madrid in 1948, after returning from residence in

Portugal. Numerous other political figures of the republican period,

including deputies and ministers, have returned to Spain with no

obstruction in the way of their residence, among them Agustm Vifiaks

and Gonzalo Figueroa O Neill.

LITERATURE
Spanish history of the first decade of the present regime has been

rich in the production of new evaluations and appraisals of the

Hispanic past and the historical destiny of the country. In a certain

* Article in AJB.C., Madrid, Nov. 22, 1949, entitled &quot;Segundo ano dd Institute de

Humanidades de Ortega y Gasset*&quot;
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sense, the major Intellectual effort has gone into scholarship rather

than pure literature. Jose Maria Peman, former president of the

Spanish Academy and himself a distinguished literary figure, has

expressed the opinion that not only in Spain but in the entire Hispanic
world there is an emphasis on &quot;erudition as against creative literature

which seems to be dominated by the social consciousness of our time.&quot;
4

This does not exclude the rise of a younger generation of writers,
who give great promise for the future of Spanish letters. In the field

of the novel, the names of Ignacio Agusti, Camilo Jose Cela, and Juan
Antonio Zunzunegui are frequently mentioned among the most out

standing. One of the popular forms of stimulating literary production
is through attractive prizes and awards the number of which is legion.
Fine reviews such as Mundo Hispdnico encourage writing in the field

of specific Hispanic interest and the Nadal prize for the novel is a
much appreciated encouragement to rising novelists. The Ministry of

Education offers a National Novel Award and the Spanish Academy
makes available its &quot;Fastenrath award,&quot; principally in the field

of poetry.
The Nadal award in 1944 brought to light one of the most promising

younger novelists in Spain, Carmen Laforet, for her novel Nada. The
national prize for the novel was given in 1948 to a humorous work, La
Ulcera, of the Bilbao writer, Juan Antonio Zunzunegui. In fact, the

novel had fallen off considerably in Spain prior to the civil war. The
essay became the popular form of literary expression. Since the war the

popularity of the novel has begun to recover. It is too early to judge, to

be sure, the enduring quality of many of the novels that have been

published. Some of them are from the pens of men and women in their

twenties. It is astonishing that the civil war has not colored more com
pletely the contemporary expression in literature. Among the leading
names that come to mind in connection with the present literary trend

are several the influence on whom comes direct from Pio Baroja, includ

ing Camilo Jos6 Cela and Carmen Laforet. Several others have devoted

themselves particularly to the evocation of the past or of the regional

qualities of Spain. In this category are to be found Juan Antonio Zun

zunegui, Bartolom6 Soler, Ignacio Agusti, Eulalia Galvarriato, and Jos6
Antonio Mufioz Rojas, with his Historias de familia. Among those who
contributed something before the immediate present, but must be con

sidered as contemporaries, are Ramon LedesmaMiranda, the short-story

Camacho, Misifo de prensg, en Espana, Mexico, 1948, p. 249,
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writer, Tomas Borra, Pablo Cavestany, and Manuel Halc6n. Oddly
enough the humorist school of Writers is represented by a number of
most promising younger men. Antonio de

Obreg&amp;lt;3n, with his Hermes en
la via ptiblica; Edgar Neville, Dan Clorato de Potasa; Alvaro de
Laiglesia, Un natifrago en la sopa and El baiti de los caddveres.
The experience of the war left its imprint inevitably on the modern

generation of writers. Rafael Garcia Serrano, La fiel injanterla, Eugenic
a la proclamation de la primavera; Manuel Pombo Angulo, La juventud
no vuelve, and Hospital general are indications that this current has

produced some works which may have permanent value.

Obviously these superficial comments on the Spanish literary scene
do not take into account the continued productivity of the older and
better known writers. Dr. Gregorio Maranon has now reached a bibli

ography of fifty volumes and continues to produce regularly. Azorin,
whose sensitive essay has long been the joy of the unhurried and who
is dear to the lover of the minutiae of life in unspectacular detail, con
tinues to write with amazing fecundity. There is an outstanding produc
tion also of fine editions of both the classics and contemporaries and the
famous Coleccidn Aguilar is one of a half-dozen enterprises of this

sort. A most remarkable undertaking is that of the Editorial Cat61ica,
under the name of Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos. This enterprise,
which edits the newspaper Ya and the review Criteria

&amp;gt;

has been pub
lishing a vast collection of the basic works of Christian culture. Its

dozens of titles include such items as the Bible, the works of St.

Francis of Assisi, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, St. Ignatius, the

complete works of the remarkable Jaime Balmes, St. Bonaventure, the

Spanish religious theater, the great Spanish mystics, and a host of

others. At a price of 30 to SO pesetas a volume, the collection has sold

extraordinarily well, revealing the real interest in solid literature of

this kind.

The Spanish tradition in poetry is more difficult to judge, for the past
ten years have been dominated by those who rose to fame during the

period preceding 1936 : Antonio Machado, Juan Ramon Jimenez, Pedro

Salinas, Jorge Guillen, Rafael Alberti, Garcia Lorca, Gerardo Diego,
Vicente Aleixandre, Luis Cernuda, and Manuel Altolaguirre.

Poetry at the present time is in the throes of a crisis ; not so much
because of the absence of poets as of readers. Poetic creation has be

come somewhat formalistic, with far less of the personal and human
that distinguished the previous production. There are a number of

outstanding names, however, who maintain the tradition of Castilian
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verse. Jose Garcia Nieto, founder and director of the review Garcilaso,
became one of the leaders of the postwar movement in poetry. His
books, Vispera hacia il and Del campo y soledad, reveal that effort to
return to the form and style of the Golden Age. The influence of the

style of Garcilaso has been considerable. Jose Luis Cano, in Sonetos de
la bahia and Voz de la muerte, has been responsible for the poetical
collection Adonais. Eugenio de Nora and Victoriano Cremer have
edited the review Espadana in the provincial city of Leon, and repre
sent a tendency opposed to the Garcilasan tradition. Rafael Morales,
Paemas del toro, is a promising post-civil-war writer. Jose Antonio
Munoz Rojas, whose prose has achieved some fame, is also a poet in

Abril de almas. Jose Suarez Carreno, in La tierra amenazada, is an

independent and very personal writer. Carlos Bousono is regarded as

one of the outstanding newer poets, Jose Hierro and Julio Maruri
edit the review Proel in Santander, revealing once again that the

Spanish provinces are not lacking in literary creativeness. Jose Luis

Hildago, whose premature death deprived Hispanic letters of a most

promising figure, has left his Los muertos. Jose Maria Valverde repre
sents in Spain the Catholic tradition which has become so accentuated
in France. Rafael Montesinos, in Incredulidades, and Ricardo Molina,
in Eleglas de Sandtia, emphasize a very personal note, the latter editing
a literary review, Cantico, in Cordoba. Manuel Gil, a native of Aragon,
is distinguished as a critic and a poet of great potentialities, Poemas
del dolor antiguo. Alicante, on the Mediterranean coast, has a review

in Verbo, further evidence of the strongly regional character of Spanish
letters. Jose Albi directs it, and one of his collaborators is Carmen

Conde, considered as one of the Spanish women writers with a keener

personal note in contemporary poetry. Among the women is Concha

Zardoya, translator of Whitman. Catalonia is reasonably strong in

modern verse. F61ix Ros, Doce sonetos de la nwerte; Manuel Segala,

Eleglas; Juan Eduardo Cirlot, Fernando Gutierrez, and others, form
the Catalan school, all writing, incidentally, in Castilian. Madrid,
traditional literary center of the peninsula, is not lacking in promising
names. The most prominent are Carlos Rodriguez Spiteri, Alfonso

Moreno, Leopoldo de Luis, Juan Guerrero Zamora, and a host of

others. Even in the faraway Canary Islands, whose isolation often

causes it to be overlooked in any survey of Spanish letters, there is a

flourishing group of poets, with Agustin Millares, Pedro Lezcano, and
Ventura Doreste. Jose Maria Millares, Canto a la tierra, as well as

Manuel Pillaxes in continental Spain reflect the social anxieties of the
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times. In the Basque country, at San Sebastiin, one of the most
notable of the contemporaries is Gabriel Celaya, who directs the poetry
series Norte and has produced an abundance of prose and poetry of

his own.

A number of the younger Spanish poets reside abroad. Among them
are Francisco Giner de los Rios, Antonio Aparicio, Lorenzo Varela,
Rafael Dieste, and others.

Spain has always been distinguished in the field of the essay. The
casual piece, the short reflection, the type of thing that finds its way
more readily into the columns of the newspaper or the review, has
been easier than the book or the larger compilation. The essay at

present reflects the same tendency I have mentioned with respect to

much of Spanish thinking. The civil war produced a severe examination
of conscience, a retaking of stock of the past, and an inquiry regarding
the future. Spanish essayists tend to look in upon themselves and
in many cases appear to take as their central theme the problem and
the anguish of Spain itself. Pedro Lain Entralgo, professor of the

history of medicine, has followed in the tradition of so many of the

great medical figures of the peninsula. Like Gregorio Marafi6n, he
has delved into history and philosophy and has made literarily ac

cessible a great deal concerning the history of his own science) Typical
of his production is Espana como problema. Salvador Lissarague,
contributor to the famous Revista de Occidente, has written in the field

of law and history. Jose Antonio Maravall has concerned himself with

the seventeenth century and the eternal problems of the Quijote*

Ramiro Ledesma Ramos, later to become active in politics, has written

works of philosophy and political theory. In this field there are numer
ous writers of importance who promise much for the future : Leopoldo

Palacios, Jose Maria Sinchez de Munain, Manuel Granell, Julin

Marias, and Emiliano Aguado. Manuel Garcia Pelayo has specialized

in political and international questions. Luis Diez del Corral has trans

lated from the German and is the author of a voluminous study of

liberalism as a doctrine. There is a marked preference in Spain today
for artistic and historical topics. Melchor Ferndndez Almagro, Federico

Sopena, Enrique Azcoaga, Maria Luis Caturia, and Luis Santa Marina

belong to this particular trend*

The purely literary essay, so popular in modern Spain, is represented

among others by Jose Maria de Cossio, Antonio Marichalar, Guillermo

Diaz Plaja, Ricardo Gull6n, Guillermo de Torre, and others. Joaquin

de Entrambasaguas, professor at the University of Madrid, is one of
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the outstanding figures of the younger school of literary historians.

This extremely brief listing of names excludes almost without

exception the large number who still produce abroad and who form
the not unimportant group of Spaniards in exile. Obviously the pur
pose here is to indicate that, despite the tremendous convulsion of the

civil war and the disorientation of the present century, Spain continues

to be productive in literary efforts, with a new generation at home
developing. The provinces are singularly rich in literary effort, itself a

happy sign of emancipation from the hegemony of the capital. Spanish
letters may not be as exciting today as in the days of the first two
or three decades of the century. It would be impossible, however, to

assert that there is no intellectual curiosity, no production, and no

signs of a renewal of creative letters.5

Translations from foreign languages vary greatly. Contemporary
and classical novels from the English, French, and German abound in

every variety of edition and in the field of thought, it would be impos
sible to cite the vast army of foreign thinkers and writers represented
in Spanish translation. It may be interesting to note that Jacques

Maritain, whose sympathy for the Franco regime is extremely limited,
is represented by all his principal works. Despite the general rejection

among Spanish Catholics of Maritain s position, his Humanisme in-

t&gral and other well-known works are all available in the original or

in Spanish translation.

Book production is generally high, the statistics revealing that in

1948, despite the paper shortage, over 5000 titles were issued in the

country. Of these, 170 were philosophical in character, 700 were in the

field of jurisprudence. Pure science counted 240
; applied science, 600

;

the fine arts, 200; and over 2000 works of poetry, novel, biography,
and short stories were produced. Should the reader suppose that the

Spanish read only theology and devotional works, it may be noted

that of the 5000 titles, only 290 were strictly religious or theological.
6

It has been stated from time to time that the Catalan language is

no longer tolerated as an instrument of literary expression. It may be

5 An excellent brief introduction may be obtained in the Dicdonario de Literature*

espanola, Madrid, 1949. A handy volume for contemporary poetry is Poseia espanola

actual, Madrid, 1946. On the conflict within Spanish intellectual circles provoked by
the civil war and its literary effects, see Del Rio, Angel, Historia de la literatura

espanola, New York, Vol. II, p. 267 sq.

*Espana&amp;gt; 194&, p. 113, issued by the Oficma de Informaddn Espanola, Madrid.
The list of Spanish cultural, scientific, and learned reviews occupies 2O4 pages of

the Catalog de Reristas Espanolas, Ediciones Cultural Hispawca, Madrid, 1948.
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well to examine in a cursory fashion the status of Catalan and the

way the problem presents itself today. In the first place, the Catalan

language as such is not prohibited and any visitor to Barcelona will

soon discover that he hears far more Catalan on the streets
than Castilian. If he goes inland to the various provincial cities

of Catalonia, he will hear no Castilian at all. With the civil

war, the discouragement of the Catalan language as a vehicle
of expression in the press, government, and schools was definitely
a part of policy. The reasons are multiple. In the first place,
the Republic had allowed the language to take precedence so

completely over Castilian as to drive out the latter the national

tongue. In the second place, the primacy of Catalan became
closely associated with separatism and Catalan extremism. The reaction

inevitable if deplorable was to discourage Catalan as much as

possible. After the conclusion of the civil war, with its centralizing
effect both in administration and culture, Catalan was not used for

public purposes.

During the course of the past ten years this situation has changed
considerably. Catalan has always been used by the Church in those
areas where it predominates, for sermons, confession, and religious

instruction, continuing today as vigorously as ever. In Tarragona,
during 1939, authorization was given for the publication of the cate

chism in Catalan. More remarkable yet is the revival of Catalan

publishing, and although political subjects and newspapers are

still not encouraged, the State has allowed a large variety of Catalan

books to be published, over forty editions having been issued in 1946.

The Editorial Selecta in Barcelona has undertaken the publication, in

de luxe and in cheaper editions, of most of the great Catalan writers:

Victor Catald, Joan Maragall, Eugenio d Ors, Santiago Rusinol, Jacinto

Verdaguer, and others. In 1946 the work of J. Gibert, entitled drona*
Petita historia de la ciutat i de les seves traditions i folklore, was
awarded the first prize by the National Book Institute for the best

edited book during that year. I cite the year 1946 because since that

time more and more Catalan books have been issued to such an extent

that any Barcelona bookshop has its windows full of them.T

7 1 can attest personally to the fact that Catalan publishing is flourishing by the

fact that I purchased in November, 1949, some thirty volumes of Catalan writing,

classic and modern, in Barcelona.

&quot;The Catalan literary movement has continued limited production. Again the

censorship has clamped down . . . and many authors have been denied the right
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THE PRESS
The press in Spain today is controlled and censorship is applied to

almost everything that intimates in the least serious criticism of the

regime. Without quoting names, I know for certain that the

number of abstentions in the referendum of July 6, 1947, was

carefully suppressed for a time. The declarations of prominent

figures is likely to be softened, as was the case of former ambassa

dor Hayes in his statement regarding the policy of the United

States toward Spain in which the portion of the statement that

expressed the hope that the Spanish regime might become more
like the Portuguese was simply cut out. Criticism of economic

and social matters is guarded and discrete while outward criticism

of political affairs is completely forbidden.

Spanish press censorship, however, is very much like Spanish admin
istration in general in that it is neither consistent nor subordinated to

a very clear idea. A Mexican journalist has spoken of it as a &quot;directed

press without direction/ 8 In all honesty it must be said that ideology
is the one commodity most lacking in contemporary Spain with refer

ence to the press, although there is healthy censorship of the scandal

ous and the immoral. To one who knew Spain in the days of the

Republic, the deluge of pornography that cluttered up the stands and

news racks is well out of the way. Spain today is far more moral in

this external fashion than in 193L One of the remarkable character

istics of the censorship is the benevolence with which the government
endures certain foreign journalists who have remained in the country
for the sole purpose of discrediting it. Their number, unfortunately, is

legion, and Americans figure very large among them. There have been

American journalists who have accused the Foreign Minister of pil

fering the public coffers
;
there was a Frenchman who reported to his

Parisian readers two murders in a convent as gospel truth; and

a Portuguese writing for British papers who informed his public of the

almost complete control by the maquis of the area of Avila and Segovia,

and who would not retract even when offered an official car to visit

this region and see for himself. These characters were politely invited

to publish their works. ... It is out of the question to think of a daily press. . . .

In spite of everything Catalan writers continue to produce&quot; (&quot;Des de Barcelona,&quot;

Bulletin of Spanish Studies, University of Liverpool, Vol. XXV, No. 100, October,

1948, p. 270).
8 Armando Chavez Camacho, Misidn de Prensa en Espana, pp. 395-396.
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to cease their journalistic activities. Many of them came for one pur

pose : to
&quot;expose&quot;*

the regime and bring it into discredit abroad.

An amusing incident characteristic of the somewhat complex way
censorship works in Spain, and added proof of the fact that in this

contradictory country one can never take the law for the reality, is

told by the Madrid correspondent of The Tablet of London. In October,

1948, a musical comedy, Las Leandras, popular during republican days,
was revived in Madrid and played to full houses. Normally productions
of this kind must be approved by the Theatrical Council, a subordinate

body to the Subsecretariate of Popular Education of the Ministry of

National Education. The Council turned the play down three times on

moral grounds and its decision would seem to have been justified

since the play offers ample room for censorship. Somehow, strings were

pulled, and the show was put on. Catholic Action protested and two

prelates handed in a written protest. Nothing happened since it was

now the duty of the public authority to defend its own action in per

mitting the show to go on.9

The problem of freedom of speech and expression is also com

plicated by innumerable nuances. Americans are singularly conditioned

to the idea that the only source of criticism of government or policy is

the newspaper. In Spain, as in other Mediterranean countries, freedom

of speech may be vocal as well as printed. We have the testimony of

the newsman Constantine Brown, who, visiting Spain in 1947, reported:

Unlike Hitler s Germany and Mussolini s Italy the only two other

dictatorships I have visited personally there appears to be no fear among
the Spanish people, in Madrid at least, of expressing themselves freely.

10

Constantine Brown calls attention in the same article to the fact

that the Spanish working day runs from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and from

4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The hours in between are often passed in

caffe and other public places, affording rare opportunity for the

freest and sometimes most caustic criticism of the government. I can

add to his testimony that outside Madrid, as well, there is no dearth

of criticism of the government and its policies. I have traveled about

Spain from end to end, on trains and other conveyances and have yet

to discover a single Spaniard encountered in this casual fashion who has

refused to discuss the regime or its policies. Some have been critical,

some denunciatory, some inclined to skepticism; all, however, were

The Tablet, London, March 19, 1949.

10 Evening Star, Washington, D. C., Feb. 25, 1947.
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completely uninhibited in their expression, either by the fact of speak

ing to a stranger or for fear that they might be overheard. I have

actually heard the severest criticism of the government in the presence

of a policeman, and no one seemed to be disturbed in the least.

I attended a coffee party in a large cafe here and heard the most biting and

sarcastic remarks about certain officials who were alleged to be grafting

heavily, and about Franco who was said to be shutting his eyes because he

was afraid to fire them____ Persons in public places speak their minds frankly

and without fear of arrest as long as they do- not incite to revolt, a crime

which is punishable by a long prison term or death.11

The atmosphere of Spain in this sense is not at all that of a police

State or at least of a properly managed police State. Freedom of

movement within the country is absolute, with the traveler going

where he pleases and seeing what he wants. He may visit anyone and

in the many times I have been in Spain since the end of the civil war

never have I seen the slightest sign that my movements interested

anyone at all.
12

Even though the coverage of the average Spanish paper with refer

ence to the world at large is good, and Constantine Brown remarks that

it is better than the French papers, nevertheless, Spaniards are woefully

ill informed of what is said abroad about their own country. Even

though the foreign press is admitted freely, there are occasions when

certain papers are forbidden for a brief period of time. The New York

Herald Tribune, of June 22, 1949, complains of this state of affairs and

calls attention to the suppression in Spain of news regarding that

country before the United Nations, the bomb outrage in Barcelona of

that month, and Secretary Acheson s disparaging remarks concerning

Spain as a credit risk. All of this is quite true. There is an extraor

dinary sensitivity in Spain, both in government circles and without,

regarding foreign comments on Spain. There is the strong feeling

amply backed up by the facts that the world press gives Spain

an extremely bad coverage. The superficialities of innumerable writers,

correspondents, and observers irritate and annoy the Spanish. They
are in constant wonderment that visitors who are given every chance

to see for themselves turn up with the most outlandish commentaries on

i2 In 1947, 127,682 foreigners visited Spain. In 1949, 822,220 persons crossed the

frontier at Hendaye into Spain. Between January 1 and June 30, of this year (1950)

871,717 tourists crossed at the Hendaye-Irun frontier (A3.C., Madrid, Aug. 10,

1950, p. 19).
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things which can easily be verified. The isolation, the hostility of so

much of the world, and the violence with which the country has been

denounced, all conspire to make the Spanish sensitive and irritable in

these matters.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEM
Primary and secondary education have received a considerable

impulse during the past decade. Spanish commentators claim that

the new laws governing public instruction come close to faithful

conformity with the principles laid down in the Encyclical, Divini

Illius Magistri. Present legislation makes attendance at school

obligatory.
13 Provision is made for aid to those who are too

poor to send their children or provide for the school materials

once they are matriculated. The teachers are obliged to receive

training in the Escuelas del Magisterio for a period of three

years. To combat illiteracy, the new legislation provides for one

school for every 2 SO inhabitants as against one for every 500

established by previous laws. The effort to increase the number

of schools, still woefully inferior to the needs, has been con

sistent. In 1940, as soon as normality returned to Spain, the program
was launched. The results in terms of new schools is the following:

New schools created

1940 481

1941 519

1942 492

1943 599

1944 497

1945 580

1946 1499

Total 4667

The estimate for 1948 was a total of 2000 new school buildings.

It is difficult to calculate the exact increases in salary for primary

school teachers because of the fluctuations of the peseta and the present

inflationary trend. In 1942, 53 million pesetas was earmarked for in-

It is true, of course, that there are insufficient schools and that it will be a very-

long time before proper provision is made for the entire school population. This is

true of Spain after a civil war as it is true of the United States or Great Britain.

It is lamentable to discover misplaced irony in the comment of the reporter in

Spain who describes the pitifully inadequate conditions of many schools and con

cludes: &quot;Many of the country s bosses think, as Spaniards have for centuries, that

education of the poor is not desirable&quot; (The Chicago Tribune, Aug. 25, 1947, article

by Arthur Veysey).
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creases in teachers salaries added to a total amount spent for the

salaries of the teachers of over 312 million pesetas a year. In 1944,

another 67 million pesetas in round numbers was allotted for the same

purpose. In June, 1947, the Cortes approved a bill, retroactive in

character as of January 1, with another increase of SO million pesetas.

Almost the only criterion for judging the progress of education since

the Republic is the number of schools and teachers in active service
;

the number of teachers in 1935 was 47,674, and in 1948, 56,121.

The State has aided private schools to a very large degree, most

of them run by the religious orders. Nearly eight million pesetas were

destined in 1948 for this purpose. A similar improvement has been

noted in specialized education for the blind, deaf-mutes, and

mentally defective pupils. Technical education, long abandoned in

Spain, has received special attention from the present regime.

Since 1940, specialized engineering schools, veterinary institutes,

and other comparable institutions have been either restored, am
plified, or newly constructed. In Madrid, C6rdoba, Leon, and

Zaragoza, new veterinary schools have been erected. Industrial

trades and arts have been
*

encouraged by the erection of ap

propriate buildings in Gijon, Valencia, Valladolid, and Zaragoza.
In Vigo, Tarrasa, Las Palmas, and Santander the old constructions

have been modernized. Between 1940 and 1942 the Ministry of Public

Instruction spent nearly 20 million pesetas in this field. On March

2, 1945, the Ensenanzas Profesionales de la Mujer was created to care

for technical and trade education of women. Commercial schools have

been erected in La Coruna, Vigo, Pamplona, Lugo, Logrono, Sabadell,

Huelva, and Jaen, in addition to notable improvement in those already

in existence, Over three million pesetas are set aside in the current

budget for workers education and technical training.

Even before the conclusion of the civil war, the new regime had

concerned itself with education. The decree of September 20, 1938,

changed the general orientation of secondary education and made pro
vision for a thoroughgoing reform. The secondary institutes, as they

have been called in Spain since their creation in 1847, were subjected

to fundamental improvement. Their number in 1949 was 120. Case

after case could be cited of how these institutes, equivalent, let it be

said, to the ordinary college training of the United States, have been

favored. Such centers as Lope de Vega and San Isidro in Madrid have

been reformed at an expense of some three million pesetas; entirely

new institutes have been erected in Algeciras, Alicante, Barcelona,
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Cartagena, Castellon, Cuenca, Cueta, El Ferrol, Huesca, Jerez de la

Frontera, La Coruna, Lerida, Lorca, Lugo, Melilla, Murcia, Oviedo,

Pamplona, Reus, Salamanca, Santa Cruz, Santiago, Tenerife, and
Teruel. The Statute of 1938 re-established the principle of free educa

tion, abolished by the Second Republic, that is, the full freedom of

private initiative in the establishment and administration of schools.

Nearly 700 Colegios, or secondary colleges in the European sense of

the word, exist in Spain today.
There can be no serious doubt that, despite its backwardness in

providing popular education for everyone and, in the face of financial

and material difficulties of a very real character, contemporary Spain
has forged ahead with notable success. The observer who visits these

institutions or concerns himself with educational matters is struck by
the vitality and energy with which the problem of primary, secondary,
and technical education is being faced.

HIGHER EDUCATION
University education in Spain has received a considerable impetus

since the end of the civil war. Aside from the material destruction so

common all over the zones involved in the war, a new orientation was

given the universities, and within them was re-established the

traditional
&quot;colleges&quot; along the English university lines, long since

abolished in Spain. These residences form an integral part of the

university and contribute to the type of community life which had all

but disappeared in the Spanish institution of higher learning. I have

visited many of these centers, in Valladolid, Murcia, and elsewhere

and can testify that they are slowly transforming the internal life of

the institutions, giving them a personal, comradely flavor entirely

lacking in the former Spanish university.

The figures speak in part for themselves. In 1935-1936, the last

year of the Republic, there were 29,249 students in institutions of

higher learning; in 1940-1941, the first year of the Franco regime, this

number had increased to 33,763. In the brief space available, it is

impossible to review the revival of education and research all over

Spain, but few examples will indicate the degree to which the work

of learning and scholarship has been encouraged in contemporary

Spain. The existence of the research centers in almost every field of

the humanities and the sciences is the most conclusive reply to those

who have described Spain as an intellectual desert. The most impressive

almost too impressive indeed example of university construction,
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is the University City just outside Madrid. Started under Alfonso XIII,

part of it was in use when the civil war broke out. It became one of

the principal fronts, and nothing escaped destruction. The reconstruc

tion of this gigantic campus with its innumerable faculties and re

search facilities has progressed to the point that all of the faculties

except law are now housed there. Dormitories, residences, assembly

halls, laboratories all have come into being over the years between

1941 and 1949 and in 1942 the sum of 39 million pesetas was spent on

the city. Late in that year arrangements were made by law to provide

a fund of 225 million pesetas in government bonds from which the

University City could draw for its maintenance and progress and in

October, 1943, the solemn inauguration was held of the reconstructed

city. Within three years after total destruction one of the largest uni

versity centers in Europe was back on its feet and in more effective

operation than when the Republic ended in 1936.

The most ambitious research undertaking in Spain today is unques

tionably the Higher Council for Scientific Research, created in Novem

ber, 1939, and destined to po-ordinate the entire research program of

the Spanish universities and specialized institutes. It may be of inter

est to observe that the document setting up this foundation expressed

the conviction that &quot;the divorce existing between speculative and ex

perimental science must be terminated.&quot; Although the tradition of

Spain has been largely in the domain of the moral sciences and with

great emphasis on the speculative, the first decade witnessed a very

considerable upsurge in the experimental and applied sciences. Work in

the field of economics, for instance, a long neglected discipline in Spain,

has made remarkable strides. The range, too, of the work envisaged by
the Council is vast

;
each discipline or branch is organized as a separate

institute, with its own facilities, libraries, and other aids to research.

There are the Jose de Acosta Institute of Natural Science, the splendid

San Jose de Calasanz Pedagogical Institute, the Bernardino de Sahagun

Institute of Anthropology and Ethnography, and institutes for geo

physics, entomology, medieval studies, parasitology, musicology,

biology, chemistry, Arabic and Hebrew studies, engineering, veterinary

sciences, and the Fine Arts. There is the outstanding Institute of

Political Studies which has done significant work in the social and

political sciences.

One of the characteristics of the Council is decentralization. The work

is not concentrated in Madrid alone. In every university city there are

local branches of the Council s institutes and sections of &quot;the medical
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research centers
; the Institute of Musicology functions in Barcelona,

along with a center for applied biology; Granada has become the first

Spanish center for Arabic studies and has developed first class facili

ties for the language, literature, and culture of the Arab world, and
this city also houses an Institute of Parasitology. In Oviedo, the
chemical institute flourishes; in Toledo, the Institute of Church
History; in Salamanca, that of Canon Law; in Santander, the
Menendez Pelayo University, frequented by large numbers of

students and intellectuals as one of the major summer centers

in the country. In Seville the school of Spanish-American studies

is situated next to the great Archive of the Indies and at La
Rabida, made famous by Columbus, there exists a center for

historical research of the New World. In Jaca, near the French frontier,
an institute flourishes for work in the field of natural studies of that

area. Specialized area studies in the Canary Islands, Galacia, and
other regions have been encouraged.
The enrichment of the specialized libraries has been fundamental in

this enormous program aimed at endowing Spain with the most modern

equipment of scholarship. The lists of such acquisitions would read
like a library catalogue; the Institute of Hebrew Studies, to which

very great attention is devoted, possesses ten thousand volumes today ;

the Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo Institute of Spanish-American
Studies has developed from the most modest beginnings to a center

with some 5000 books and several hundred reviews; the specialized

Jeronimo Zurita Institute of History has brought together nearly 10,000
volumes and innumerable reviews.

Every institute has its own official review for the publication of the

results of its own research and some of them issue several, as is the

case of the Antonio de Nebrija Institute of Philology and the Diego de

Veldzquez Institute of Art and Archeology. Nothing is more extraor

dinary in the intellectual life of contemporary Spain than the array
of learned and scientific journals and reviews that are in circulation

and never has she offered to the world the results of so much fruitful

work in fields that had often been neglected in the past. The most

important result perhaps has been that the great men of science have
been able to find encouragement and facilities for their research. Ram6n
Men6ndez Pidal in philology, Ram6n y Cajal in medicine, and in

numerable others have been allowed to achieve important work with

the maximum of facilities.

I have suggested that there is considerable development in the field
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of the economic sciences. The number of reviews is fast increasing.
There are important contributions in Anales de Economia, Moneda y
Cr6dito, El Economist^ Boletin de Estudios Econdmicos, and others.

A technical bibliographical institute for economics has come into

existence recently to provide information regarding publications and
research in this field.

The sums expended in the field of scientific research reach very re

spectable totals. In 1940 the Council spent only 4,000,000 pesetas. The
next year the amount reached 11,000,000. In 1943 it was 31,000,000,
and in 1945, 36,000,000.

14

No survey, no matter how superficial, of Spain s intellectual life

today would be complete without reference to the Institute de Cultura

Hispdnica, at Alcal 95 in Madrid. This was the former Consejo de la

Hispanidad, reorganized to serve as the nucleus of Spain s cultural pro

gram abroad and the stimulation of contacts and exchange with the

rest of the world. Under the direction of Joaquin Ruiz Gimenez
for some years a professor at Seville, now Spanish ambassador to the

Holy See, the Institute received a great impulse, which has been

continued under Alfredo Sanchez Bella and a corps of competent and

specialized collaborators. Its work embraces a whole galaxy of ac

tivities : summer schools, publications, and cultural exchanges abroad.

The field of art has by no means been neglected. The world-famous

Prado museum has been enlarged and enriched during the past few

years and was reopened in July, 1939, shortly after the civil

war ended. The facilities have been increased and several new rooms

opened with new paintings and sculpture, including a museum of

modern art with a remarkably complete collection. A Museum of

the Spanish People, a Romantic Museum, the Cerralbo, Sorolla mu
seums, and others, constitute a passing commentary on the effort that

has been made in the first decade to organize more effectively the

artistic treasures of Spain, present them to the public, and encourage
their study.

Side by side with the university centers already described, it is

impossible to omit mention of the celebrated ecclesiastical universities

that are in the midst of a particularly brilliant period of development.
Without mentioning all, perhaps the most famous are the Pontifical

University of Salamanca and* the University of Comillas, near Santan-

der, under Jesuit direction. These two centers are rendering an in-

14 See The Higher Council for Scientific Research, Publicaciones Espanolas, Madrid,
1946.
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estimable service to the Church and to science in modern Spain. At

Comillas, magnificently located on a promontory overlooking the

Cantabrian Sea, a large number of Hispanic American seminarians

study. At both centers Salamanca and Comillas there is the at

mosphere of a return to the theological and philosophical spirit of the

Middle Ages. The production in these fields, as well as in that of

biblical exegesis, is astounding. The examination of the index of publi

cations reveals the vast variety of subjects and topics that have been

published during the past few years. It would be impossible to list

the numerous houses of study and seminaries that are maintained all

over the country. Some of them are housed in ancient monasteries,

redolent of the centuries; others, like the Jesuit house in San Cugat

near Barcelona, still smell of paint and plaster. The energy that

is going into the intellectual and cultural life of Spain strikes the

interested observer as a feverish anxiety to catch up, to surpass

the sluggish past, to vitalize work in the sciences, arts, and humani

ties.
15 There is an eagerness to transform Spanish intellectual life,

with more direct reference to the needs and spirit of our century.

15 A general survey of intellectual conditions is contained in Octavio Nicolas

Derisi s &quot;La investigation cientifica y la cultura en la Espana actual,&quot; published in

Ortodoxia, Buenos Aires, No. 15, 1947.



Chapter 18. SPAIN AND WORLD WAR II

TL^ff^^ tisit full story of Spain during World War II

has yet to be told. The publication of a considerable body of material

taken from the German Foreign Office has shed some light on that

complex period, but even the documentary evidence now available

does not clarify many aspects of the situation nor has a full account

been rendered in any of the standard volumes that have appeared during
the past few years.

1 Until the Spanish archives are fully available as

well as those of other interested governments, we shall not be aware

of all the implications of the incomplete account made available from

documents seized in Berlin. Moreover, one suspects that the wish was

often father to the thought and that those items that seemed especially

damning to the Franco government were published with singular

alacrity. Felix Morley calls attention to this when he writes, &quot;The

Department of State, on March 4 of this year, released to the press

a most tendentious selection of documents carefully culled to prove
Franco s wartime subserviency to the Axis. The Soviet Union promptly
cited these in support of the resolution demanding collective interven

tion in Spain, which the Polish delegate introduced in the Security

Council on April 17.&quot;
2

There is, first of all, considerable doubt whether we are as

1 Aside from the mountain of official material issuing from the United Nations,

there are a certain number of standard works that deal with the question: Sir Samuel

Hoare, Complacent Dictator, New York, 1947; Carlton J. H. Hayes, Wartime Mission

in Spain, New York, 1945; Herbert Feis, The Spanish Story, New York, 1948;

Francois Mirandet, L Espagne de Franco, Paris, 1948; Jose&quot; Maria de Areilza,

Embajadores sobre Espana, 3 ed.; Ram6n Serrano Suner, Entre Hendaya y Gibraltar,

Madrid, 1947; Thomas J. Hamilton, Appeasement s Child. The Franco Regime in

Spain, London, 1944. There is a lurid literature that has helped to titillate palates

avid for sensationalism, such as Allan Chase, Falange. The Axis Secret Enemy in the

Americas, New York, 1943.
* Human Events, Washington, D. C., July 3, 1946.
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yet in a position to pass final judgment on the foreign policy
of Spain between 1939-1945, because of insufficient evidence.

Secondly, even what evidence is available is not complete, nor has it

been organized so as to create an impression. In the United States partic

ularly, policy in this regard has been guided by so complete an anti-

Franco phobia that real objectivity in the presentation of the docu
ments is not absolutely certain. We find even the actors in the drama
itself in profound disagreement. Sir Samuel Hoare stresses the negative
side of the Franco policy and lists with precision what he terms

the Allied charges against the Spanish government.
3 Carlton Hayes,

on the other hand, has expressed the conviction that &quot;General Franco,
unlike Mussolini, was determined in 1940 not to enter the war/ 4

The basic problem of Spain s attitude during the war is extremely

important because it is unquestionably the source of much of the

antagonism that the name of Franco has evoked since 1945 in

international circles. One of the really significant tasks that re

mains to be done before a clear panorama of this situation can

be attained is the detailed study from sources as to the precise

evolution of Spanish policy during those difficult years. Obviously
we must be a bit wary of quoting mere pro-Axis statements of

General Franco and his press during the period of the war. One
can form a veritable anthology of such quotations which give

the impression that the Caudillo was on the brink of entering the

war. Despite these statements, and some of them quite effusive, Spain
did not enter the war and showed no intention at any time of entering

it. The acts, it would seem to me, far outweigh the statements.

It is amazing that we are still convinced that a speech delivered

in 1942 proves a permanent state of sentiment. If this were true, every

American statesman of the war period would be subject to the un-

American Activities Committee surveillance and probably brought

before a tribunal for pro-Soviet statements during the war. General

Eisenhower was entirely correct when he pointed out once that

during the war years no American in high position was innocent

of strong pro-Soviet utterances* Obviously in 1949 this would

not seem to condemn them as active sympathizers of the Kremlin.

When the shoe is on the other foot, there are always apologists

to find that what is &quot;criminal&quot; in the case of Franco is &quot;ex-

a Complacent Dictator (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1947), pp. 19Q-197.

* Wartime Mission in Spain, p. 65, copyright, 1945, by The Macmillan Co. and

used with their permission.
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peditious&quot; in the case of Roosevelt.6 Would it be proper to

accuse Roosevelt of selling out to the Falange and committing
himself to a continuation of friendship &quot;in the best sense of the

word&quot;? To a large sector of American opinion it was understand
able and defensible that Roosevelt should employ the soft phrase to

turn away the possible wrath of the Madrid government because the

success of the North African invasion was at stake. Suppose we apply
the same logic to General Franco s position. He, too, used honeyed
phrases to turn away a possible German invasion, a very real threat

for years.

Spain s position when World War II broke out was clearly an un
enviable one. The nation was torn and devastated; in the throes

of setting up the new regime, liquidating the remnants of the de

feated army, and providing for the civil population. It was exhausted,

poor, and weary. The victorious Spain had no particular reason to feel

gratitude to the forces arrayed against the Axis. Great Britain, France,
and the United States all of whom were later to enter the hostilities

had treated the nationalist cause with either marked hostility or

indifference. Aid had come, or had been made available, from Italy

and Germany and there was a natural feeling of gratitude for this

support. Fundamentally it was no more inconsistent than for the

incipient United States to feel warmly toward monarchical France

that had given it needed aid in the struggle for independence.
As a neutral during the war, Spain s position was undoubtedly un

comfortable. With the war swirling and ebbing about her frontiers,

Spain was perhaps only slightly more advantageously located

geographically than Sweden or Switzerland. An important element in

the judgment of Spain s relations to the Allies during the war is that

the virtual domination of Europe by the Germans forced every neutral

to follow a policy that was not to its liking and which, if judged

abstractly, constituted a violation, technically at least, of the very

neutrality it professed. Sweden was forced to depend almost entirely

on Germany for its economic existence during those years. German

5 Foreign Policy Reports, &quot;Spain in the Post War World,&quot; Robert Okin, Aug. 1,

1947, Note 12, p. 124. &quot;For the sake of the North African invasion, President

Roosevelt was forced into a more expedient cordiality. On November 8, 1942, he
wrote to Franco, Your nation and mine are friends in the best sense of the word. . .

You and I are sincerely desirous of the continuation of that friendship for our

mutual good. ... I am, Dear General, your sincere friend*
&quot;

(quoted in Hayes,

op. cit., p. 91).
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troops moved back and forth across Swedish territory and lines of

communication were maintained with occupied Norway. Yet Sweden
is a member of the United Nations in good standing, and no reserva

tions are held against her because of acts which aided the German cause

during the war. The case of Turkey is even more interesting. For years
the Turkish government played a cautious game of balancing one

interest against the other and there was a time when it seemed that

Franz von Papen might swing Turkey into the Axis camp ;
there were

other times when the pressure of the Allies was greater. It was not

until the very end of the war, when the result could no longer be

in doubt, that Turkey finally took its stand. Yet Turkey enjoys the

full privilege of United Nations membership and is the grateful

recipient of American aid and support.

The Spanish were in a very similar situation with German pressure

strong against them. The importance of the western Mediterranean

was obvious, and the strategic significance of Gibraltar very great

indeed, and the wonder is that the Germans did not overrun Spain and

occupy the Straits. A few pro-Axis speeches in Madrid and even a

definite pro-Axis policy by Serrano Sufier verbal more than material

was a cheap way to avoid commitment, hold off the Germans, and

preserve the neutrality of Spain which was needed for its own recovery

and which contributed, in the long run, very greatly to the

Allied cause.

The menace of German invasion hung over Spain from the collapse

of France to the year 1943. Every utterance, every step, and

every act of the Madrid government had to be measured in terms of

the reaction on the force that stood ready at the Pyrenees to push
across the peninsula. This is the overwhelming reality within which

every decision of the Spanish government must be considered during

those critical years. As suggested a complete anthology of pro-Axis

speeches can be compiled as well as all kinds of felicitations on the part

of General Franco and his foreign ministers to the Axis powers. But the

question is, what did all this add up to? An effusive telegram to the

Fiihrer might have been annoying to the public opinion of the Allied

powers, but the fact remains that such telegrams were never followed

up by action in favor of the Axis. Let it be repeated again, that Spam s

neutral conduct, responding exclusively to Spanish self-interest, in it

self was an extremely favorable factor to the Allied cause. It is very

easy to point out the innumerable acts which Spain might have per

formed which would have hindered the Allies in the African invasion,
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in the Mediterranean operations, and in the whole conduct of the war.6

The Spanish government had signed the Anti-Comintern Pact in

April, 1939. This apparent entry into the growing combination
dominated by Germany did not impede an agreement with France
on the eve of the outbreak of the war. M. Georges Bonnet, Foreign
Minister of France at the time, has written:

Toward the end of August, 1939, M. Lequerica (Spanish ambassador in

Paris) confirmed Spanish neutrality in the event of a European war. A few
days later it was proclaimed officially. The Madrid government observed it

completely during 1939-1940. Spanish factories made arms and planes for

our use. . . . French Morocco could be left entirely without defenses and
without the least danger and the material and men sent to the continent
where they were so desperately needed. In June, 1940, there was only one
French regiment in Morocco and Algiers. The Jordana-Brard agreement
was rigidly respected.

7

General Jordana, Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, had promised
Lon Berard, French diplomatic representative at Burgos, that Spain
would remain neutral if hostilities broke out. The part of the agreement
of most significance concerned Morocco, and the two powers agreed
to maintain a policy of frank and loyal co-operation in North Africa:

From September, 1939, to June, 1940, our government could bring all the

troops and materials it wanted from Morocco, Algiers, and Tunis without the

slightest qualm.
8

During the months of suspended animation that distinguished the

winter of 1939-1940, Spain adhered scrupulously to its declaration of

neutrality, reiterated in April when the Low Countries were invaded.

British Minister Butler declared in the House on the occasion of

the Anglo-Spanish trade agreement in March, 1940, that &quot;we have no

6 The most vitriolic condemnations of Spanish policy are to be found in the &quot;Case

against the admission of Franco Spain to the world security organization,&quot; a

memorandum submitted by The Friends of the Spanish Republic to the United

Nations, San Francisco, April 25, 1945. It is a curious document full of unproved
assertions, statistics, and figures, and, among others, Walter Winchell as an authority
for information on Spain. The second is &quot;The Problem of Franco Spain,&quot; by Oscar

Lange, Library of the Polish Embassy, Washington, D. C., 1946, the diatribe that
set off the discussions on the Spanish question in the Security Council. Both
memoranda form a synthesis of the main accusations against Spanish conduct

during the war.
7 Georges Bonnet, Fin d une Europe. De Munich d, la guerre, Paris, 1947, p. 82.

*lbtd., p. 380.
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cause to complain of the Spanish government s attitude which has
been one of strict neutrality.&quot;

9

The relations between the Spanish government and the Axis powers
is a long series of messages, interviews, and exchanges of one sort or

another, the total sterility of which is their most remarkable feature.

Every act of Spanish diplomacy, including the visits of Minister
Serrano Sufier to Germany and Italy, seem to revolve around one thing :

Spain s willingness to join the war on certain conditions, and
these conditions are invariably such that it is known beforehand they
cannot be met either by Germany and much less Italy. The careful

reading of much of this correspondence does not show that Franco
was collaborating with the Axis

;
it shows that he was postponing by

every conceivable means a showdown. Fortunately for Spain, Germany
was sufficiently occupied elsewhere not to take direct action across the

Pyrenees regardless of Spanish hesitation.

The gap between expression and reality is revealed in every impor
tant document that has come to light. At the interview of Serrano

Sufier with Hitler, on September 17, 1940, a great deal of attention is

devoted to the problem of reducing Gibraltar and of Spain s African

ambitions.10 The Spanish Foreign Minister speaks of Morocco as

Spain s Lebensraum and &quot;the natural expansion objective.&quot; Gibraltar

is described as &quot;definitely less capable of resistance than in the west.&quot;

The curious thing is that all of these discussions and this is merely
the first of a great many go over and over the same ground, with

new objections and evasions and lead to absolutely nothing. If Spain
were convinced that French Morocco belonged to its own natural

sphere of influence and must be included, it would have been relatively

easy in June, 1940, to simply push into that territory where, as Foreign
Minister Bonnet admitted, there was scarcely a French soldier to

defend it. Spain could have followed the same tactics as Italy in

declaring war on France in the moment of the latter s collapse. Spain

did not do so and continued to respect the agreements with France

despite the facility and even the immunity with which they could have

been violated or scrapped, on the basis that the Vichy government was

no longer the same French government with which the original

Jordana-B6rard understanding had been negotiated. One of the

* Cited in Loveday, Spain, 1923-1948 (London: Boswell Publishing Co., 1949),

p. 171.
10 The Spanish Government and the Aids: Official German Documents, published

by the Department of State, Washington, D. C., 1946, pp.
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strongest arguments to support the contention that Spain gave lip

service to Axis co-operation and did nothing, is that if she had really
wanted to enter the war, 1940 would have been the ideal moment.
Yet 1940 and 1941 are the beginning of irritated recriminations on the

part of the Axis leaders regarding Spain s evasiveness. The criticism

leveled against Spain by the Axis itself does not come in 1944 or

1945, when the cause was lost, but at the very height of Axis prestige
and power. An element of annoyance creeps into the interview between

Hitler and Mussolini at the Brenner, on October 4, 1940. Spain entered

the discussion and the Fiihrer expressed his fear at accepting the

Spanish claim to French Morocco, especially since Germany herself

had her eye on certain bases there in the light of the reconstructed

German colonial empire. The Duce opined that one of the major
difficulties was that the Spanish themselves failed &quot;to state what they
needed and in what proportions.&quot;

11

The Fiihrer s impression of Spain as an ally was not encouraging.
&quot;The main impression of the Fiihrer is that Spain is in complete dis

order. . . . The Spanish have no idea of their own possibilities and
aim at objectives far beyond their strength.&quot;

12 By the end of 1940

Hitler was expressing himself in still less flattering terms of the

Spanish: &quot;Spain has refused to collaborate with the Axis and I am
afraid that Franco is going to do the most foolish thing he has ever

done in his life. I deplore all this, for we had completed plans to cross

the frontier on January 10 and attack Gibraltar early in February.&quot;
13

Count Ciano reports that in a conversation with Hitler, the latter dealt

specifically with Spain, expressing himself as follows:

If Spain had acted loyally toward the Axis (the Fiihrer expressed himself in

harsh terms regarding Franco) the British position in Gibraltar would no

longer exist and the attack on the British positions in North Africa would
be easy. This did not happen and there is no sign it will happen in the

near future.14

On August 25, 1941, at the Fiihrer s headquarters, the Spanish ques
tion was on the agenda for discussion with the Duce. The German
leader was outspoken in his irritation :

The Fiihrer expressed himself in bitter terms toward Spain and asserted

verso la catastrofe (interviews, documents, and papers of Count

Ciano), Milan, 1947, pp. 595-597.

u/fttt., p. 603, Oct. 28, 1940.
13 Hitler to Mussolini, Les lettres secretes ichangies par Hitler et Mussolini, Paris,

1946, pp. 105-106.

verso la catastrofe, p. 650.
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that this country had been, for him a real disillusion. . . . The Duce . . . ob
served . . . that it was useless to exert pressure to get the Spanish to

intervene.15

The refusal of the Spanish to actually intervene when every circum

stance pointed to a German victory, illustrates the careful, cautious

policy of the Madrid government and its delicate playing off of the

Axis against the best national interests. Captain Liddel Hart, the

distinguished British military commentator, noted that &quot;we were saved

from an attack on Gibraltar, thanks to the obstinacy of Franco.&quot;
16

Numerous letters and reports of interviews could be cited to demon
strate the anxiety and deception of the Axis leaders regarding the policy

of the Madrid government. Even in the documentary evidence so

assiduously collected by the Department of State to blacken the

Spanish record, we are informed that Ambassador Dieckhoff was

forced to admit that Spain was out of hand : &quot;I could only point with

the greatest emphasis and I was speaking on the order of my
Government which was taking a very serious interest in these matters

to the fact that it would be a very dangerous policy for Spain to

make concession after concession to the English and Americans
; Spain

would thereby find herself on the down-grade. . . .

&quot;17 The Spanish

government was perfectly aware of the course of the hostilities and

was perhaps persuaded even that the Axis was destined to win. Ramon
Serrano Suiier makes no effort to disguise his own conviction at that

time : &quot;For my part I must honestly confess that I believed firmly in

the Axis victory after seeing the astonishing success of the campaign
in France. . . .

&quot;18 The caution with which the Spanish foreign office

proceeded is all the more extraordinary in view of this sentiment.

Foreign Minister Serrano Suiier made several visits to Berlin and

Berchtesgaden (September and November, 1940).

General Franco had apparently always insisted on making certain

distinctions between the Axis powers, and whatever sentiment was

involved was for Italy far more than for Germany. In every page of

15
Ibid., p. 672. Admiral Leahy, speaking of the Italo-Spanish discussions, said that

when General Franco arrived in Rome he told Mussolini that the Spanish people

would never allow the Germans to pass through Spam, even should he wish to

authorize such a movement. Leahy opined that General Franco himself was opposed

to such a proposition and, from similar evidence which appeared from time to time,

it seemed that Franco, while desiring to appear neutral hi the war, really was on the

side of the Allies (cf. Leahy, W., I Was There [New York: Whittiesey House, 1950;

London: Victor Gollancz], p. 19).
i Sunday Dispatch, London, Sept. 22, 1946.

*T The Spanish Government and the Axis, p. 36. 18 Serrano Suner, op. cit., p. 139.
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Serrano Suner s remarkable book it is plain that he felt a very great
warmth for Italy and its culture, while Germany was an alien quantity
with which it was necessary to deal, but for which there was no
element of affection.19

On October 20, 1940, Colonel Beigbeder was replaced as Foreign
Minister by Serrano Suiier and three days later General Franco met
Hitler at Hendaye on the Franco-Spanish frontier. We must remember
that October, 1940, was the darkest hour for the British, and if there

was ever a moment when the Axis victory seemed absolutely sure it

was then. Despite the significance of the meeting, the results were
nil and Hitler obtained nothing from the Spanish despite the rosy
future he described within the New Order that was being created

in Europe. The Spanish government was in a position literally to

determine the course of the war in those grim days, for entry in the

war with German forces in the peninsula would have meant the cap
ture of Gibraltar and the closing of the Mediterranean. It would have
meant the collapse of French North Africa and very probably Spanish

occupation of the territories belonging to France. It was obviously a

temptation for any government eager to expand its possessions and

range itself on the side of the triumphant coalition. But General Franco
did not take that step. Certainly retaliation on the part of Britain

would have been negligible. A blockade was of no importance since

Hispano German trade relations were overland. The only possible

explanation is that General Franco was animated by an intense

desire to remain neutral and did not wish to hitch the destinies

of his country to Germany.
20

The meeting of General Franco and Hitler at Hendaye was an historic

occasion. For one thing Franco had held off from any of the protocol
visits to the Axis capitals.

21 Prof. William L. Langer has commented
on this famous meeting:
**L Europa verso la catastrofe, p. 440, Ciano speaks of his visit in 1939 to the

Caud&lo, who often spoke of Italy and never of the Axis, &quot;because the Spanish want
to emphasize the dear-cut difference in their sentiments for Italy and for Germany.&quot;

^Herbert Feis has written, &quot;The Spanish government seemed possessed of the

power to decide whether Britain could continue to resist outside her own island&quot;

(Foreign Affairs, January, 1948, p, 378).
21 Salvador de Madariaga has commented on this meeting: &quot;The Caudillo met the

FOhrer at the Spanish frontier, the longest distance from Berlin Hitler ever travelled

to see anyone; and though the visit took place after a three day stay of Himmler
in Madrid, and although both Ribbentrop and Senor Serrano Sufier were present, no
very material results were seen to come out of the meeting up to the end of 1941&quot;

(Spam [London: Jonathan Cape, 1943; New York: Creative Age Press, Inc., 1943],

pp. 437-438).
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Hitler expounded the military situation as it was and as it would be after

Britain s defeat, which was not far distant. If Spain would cooperate, Africa
could be shut off against England and, once Gibraltar had been taken, the
Mediterranean too would be closed. He therefore proposed an immediate
alliance between Germany and Spain and the latter s entry into the war in

1941. . . . Now this was not at all to Franco s liking he began to hedge
and evade Hitler tried to reassure him but Franco remained dubious.22

The same writer insists that &quot;Hitler was furious for meeting such
resistance and never forgave Franco for his unwillingness to be

persuaded and is said to have remarked frequently that he would
not name such a fellow as a Kreisleiter in his government.&quot;

23 Herbert

Feis, whose volume on this period is by no means a eulogy of the

Franco regime, points out that &quot;late in the night Franco broke off on
the plea of fatigue. But his lavalike outpouring of talk left its mark

upon Hitler. When a few days later in Florence, Hitler told Mussolini

of the pact that had been completed, he said that the exertion of

reaching a conclusion had been so great that rather than have the

conversation over again, he would prefer to have three or four teeth

pulled out.&quot;
24 It is not improbable that the Spanish were quite desirous

of making precisely this impression. Obviously nothing irritated the

Germans quite so much as insubordination and loquaciousness in

getting to the point. Combine this with the splendid Spanish disregard
for statistics and precise facts and it is comprehensible that the German
leaders were perhaps fast cooling toward the idea of tying Spain
in with the Axis on the march.

In November, 1940, General Yuste entered Tangier and occupied the

city. This act has constituted one of the main accusations against the

Franco regime. &quot;The incident, which constituted aggrandizement

up to the limit of possibility, proves that the Spanish dictator s program
of neo-imperialism was to be taken seriously.&quot;

25 The city of Tangier
was ruled by a form of international control dating from 1923. The
fact that this government was composed of the representatives of a

number of governments worked passably well in peacetime. In war

it was impossible. In 1940 France was overrun and had sought an

armistice; the Low Countries were virtually incorporated territory,

and Great Britain and Italy were enemies after the Italian declaration

22 0r Vichy Gamble (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1947), pp. 91-92.

Ibid., p. 93.

^The Spanish Story (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1948), p. 95.

25 The Friends of the Spanish Republic, op. cit.f p. 11.
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of war on June 10, 1940. There was danger that all North Africa would

speedily fall under German control. The only nations that were out

side the conflict were Portugal and Spain. Spain was the only one that

had signed the statutes of 1923 and 1928 regarding Tangier. In this

document the neutrality of Tangier was proclaimed.

What power, then, was in a position to maintain even a semblance

of neutrality in the situation? The Spanish colony in Tangier was

some 20,000. Spanish control extended over a portion of Morocco. It

seemed desirable to include Tangier in this administration in the

name of the Sultan. The Spanish government decided to extend the

neutrality of the Spanish zone in Morocco to Tangier, now that its

normal institutions had completely broken down under the impact of

the war. Moreover, everything seemed to point to an early Axis

occupation of North Africa, especially that portion under French

sovereignty and it was improbable that an Italian and German advance

across Algiers and Morocco would deliberately respect the tiny Tangier

enclave.26 The occupation forces of Tangier were not Spanish troops at

all, but those of the Caliph, that is, native troops from the Morocco

territory. The Spanish communicated the decision to the Control

Commission in Tangier and the appropriate foreign representatives at

once and at no time did the new authority refrain from active co

operation with the foreign interests. On December 31, 1940, Spain and

Great Britain exchanged notes with reference to the protection of

British interests. The Spanish administration cannot be accused of an

abuse of power, for it respected to the end the neutral character of the

zone. That no change was made in the mixed courts or in the legal

system prevalent in Tangier is evidence that no permanent incorpora

tion was intended. By February, 1941, an agreement had been worked

out with the principal powers.
It would be absurd to claim that the Spanish press in general was

favorable to the Axis cause and that from the propaganda angle the

Germans up to 1942 were very much on top of the pile. I have gone

2 See letter of President Roosevelt to General Franco, Nov. 8, 1942, quoted in

full in Hayes, op. cit., p. 91. E. Allison Peers has commented on the question of

Tangier: &quot;That, so soon as three of the four guaranteeing Powers were at war with

each other, the fourth should assume sole control was clearly a perfectly correct and

non-provocative step which hi fact was taken with the knowledge and acquiescence

of Britain and France and met with no criticism in either country. Nor, in the

Spanish Government s bald official announcement of what had been done, was there

the slightest suggestion of the contrary&quot; (Peers, The Spanish Dilemma [London:

Methuen & Co., 1940], p. 79).
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through most of the Spanish papers for the period 1939-1945. The
strident propagandistic note is not particularly evident in the non-

Falangist newssheets. A JB.C., for example, reported with singular objec

tivity the entire course of the Pacific campaign of the United States

and the gradual throwing back of the Japanese. There was much talk

of the New Europe and one could cull countless statements that give
a decided pro-Axis impression of events. On December 2, 1941, for

instance, Serrano Sufier was quoted as hoping that Spain might partic

ipate fully in the tasks of the new constitution of Europe.
27 In an article

in A.B.C., taken from the German review Wille und Macht, the Foreign
Minister insisted that:

We can assert that ideologically we form, with, our own individual char

acter, a part of the national revolutionary bloc opposed to the democracies

and communism. Historically we belong to the bloc of those nations who
claim a place in the sun, in the face of injustice and spoliation (Aug. IS,

1942).

Dozens of similar utterances could be brought forth to show that

Spain was fervently pro-German and there unquestionably was a very

strong pro-Axis sector of public opinion and in government circles.

On the other hand, the slow development of Allied propaganda, and

its effectiveness as time went on, showed that much of what the press

and the radio said was more in the way of a counterpropaganda,

designed to persuade the Axis of Spanish collaboration even though the

concrete evidences of that co-operation were sometimes eloquent in

their absence. There were, undoubtedly, some definite contributions

to the Axis cause, such as the dispatch of laborers to Germany, the

daily press reporting the departure of workers for Germany, a second

group of six hundred leaving late in 194 1.
28

One of the main charges in the Security Council indictment

against the Franco regime was the dispatch of the Blue Division to

fight on the Russian front. This coincides with a number of out

standingly pro-Axis speeches of Serrano Suner, particularly one

delivered on March 14, 1941. On July 17, commemorating the National

Movement, General Franco addressed the Falange, saying that the

Allies had already lost the war*

The Division Azul was a token force sent against the Soviet armies

and as a symbol of the profound anticommunism of the Spanish people.

27 A3.C., Dec. 2, 1941.

as
ibid., Dec. 4, 1941.
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In Spain it was explained as a gesture against the Soviet Union
rather than in favor of Germany a situation comparable somewhat
to the Finnish action against the Soviet Union which was more anti-

Soviet than pro-German in its implications. The Spanish government
conceived of it as a response to the Soviet influence on the International

Brigades of the civil war days.
29 A large number of these volunteers

under General Mufioz Grande were the same ardent young men who
had taken up arms in 1936 against the Republic, and their motive

was to retaliate for the unutterable damage the Soviet Union had done
to Spain in the civil war period. A French writer has described what
he claims to have been the methods of recruitment and the frenzy with

which the division was organized to fight in Russia: &quot;It is just that

we recognize that many of those who joined did so voluntarily, moved

by various sentiments. Among the convinced Falangists, hatred of

Russia was the main reason. Many young men joined to revenge
a father or a brother who had fallen in Spain, a victim of the Reds.&quot;

80

Obviously to the Allies any opposition to the Soviet Union in 1942

seemed nothing short of treason. To the Spanish who had no partic
ular reason to feel profoundly grateful to the United States or Britain

the Soviet Union meant Soviet technical aides at the Hotel Gaylord
in 1936

;
the Soviet Ambassador sitting in on republican cabinet meet

ings ;
and Soviet vessels landing munitions and guns at Barcelona and

Valencia. The presence of the Blue Division on the eastern front was
in part a matter to be interpreted against this background and

experience and obviously the same visual angle did not exist for

the Americans as for the Spanish.

By the end of August, 1942, Serrano Suiier was replaced as Foreign
Minister by General Jordana and this was taken as a shift in the

orientation of Spanish foreign policy. From then on a perceptible

change in the atmosphere began to occur. The Allied landing in North
Africa in November, 1942, was the severest test to date of Spain s

neutrality. The slightest deviation could have provoked a disaster for

the Allied cause. An attack on Gibraltar, a hostile demonstration in

2& Hoare, Complacent Dictator (New York: Alfred Knopf, 1947), p. 139. In referring

to the Blue Division, the former British ambassador writes, &quot;The report circulated in

the Allied press that the division was composed of criminals from the prisons was
not accurate, nor was it true to suggest that the men fought badly when they
reached the front ... it would be unjust to suggest that the misguided young men
who composed this unfortunate unit were cowards or ex-criminals. They were

nothing of the kind.&quot;

80 Francois Mirandet, L Espagne de Franco, Paris, 1948, p. 109.
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Spanish Morocco, or a secret combination unknown to the Allied

command could have precipitated a very grave situation. This did not

take place. The testimony is overwhelming that Spanish neutrality

was of the greatest importance in assuring the success of the under

taking.
31 It is perhaps useful to recall that the political problem faced

by the Allies in North Africa and the entrance to the Mediterranean

was not Spanish but French. It was Giraud, not Franco, who posed
the delicate question of relations. The Spanish attitude was entirely

correct and there was considerable contact between the American and

Spanish commanders. On January 4, 1943, General Patton visited

Larache in Spanish Morocco, and in June, General Ordaz, the Spanish

commander in Morocco, visited the American headquarters to receive

an expression of recognition for the correct conduct of the Spanish

authorities.

General Eisenhower himself has testified to the importance of the

Spanish position of neutrality in making possible the African invasion :

&quot;The operation offered more than an ordinary chance of success, if

Spain remained neutral.&quot;
32 Former Secretary of State Cordell Hull

was equally persuaded that Spanish neutrality was a fundamental asset

in this connection, and spoke of its maintenance &quot;in the interest of

Allied strategy.&quot;
33

Spain was threatened obviously not only by the

Germans hovering on her northern frontier but by the possibility that

the Allied powers might choose the peninsula or at least the Canary

Islands as a basis of operations.
3*

The tone of Spanish declarations began to diminish in pro-Axis

intensity as 1943 wore on. On May 12, 1943, General Franco delivered

an address at Almeria in which he urged that peace negotiations be

undertaken. This was interpreted at once as an Axis feeler for conversa

tions and produced a bad impression in both camps. The fall of

Mussolini in July of that year had a deep repercussion in Spain and

unquestionably brought forth a pro-Allied opinion that had heretofore

si Harry C. Butcher indicated the importance of Spanish neutrality: &quot;AH, de

pends on the accuracy with which our political leaders can foresee correctly the

reactions of French and Spanish forces in North Africa to the landings ... the

whole campaign had to be considered as depending on political factors&quot; (reprinted

from My Three Years With Eisenhower by permission of Simon and Shuster, pub

lishers. Copyright, 1946, by Harry C. Butcher).

s2 General Eisenhower, Crusade in Europe (New York: Doubleday, 1948), p. 93.

33 Cordell Hull, Memoirs (New York: MacmiUan, 1948), Vol. H, p. 1326.

3* Eisenhower, op. rit., p. 43, in which the General speaks of the study of given plans

for possible invasion through Norway or the Iberian peninsula.
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judged it prudent to remain more silent. In August the British

ambassador, Sir Samuel Hoare, urged General Franco to take steps
to withdraw the Blue Division from Russia as an indication of

good will.

No single incident has stuck in the mind of the American public
as much as the alleged cablegram of felicitation sent by General

Franco to Jose Laurel, puppet head of the Japanese inspired govern
ment in the Philippines. The facts are as follows: On October 14,

1943, Laurel dispatched a cable to the Madrid Foreign Ministry an

nouncing the establishment of the independent republican govern
ment. For years the Japanese minister in Madrid, Suma, had urged
that the respective diplomatic missions be raised to the category of

embassies without a favorable response on the part of the Spanish
authorities. The Japanese minister suggested that acceptance of this

proposal would serve as a guarantee of the protection of Spanish
interests in the Philippines. This veiled threat did not influence the

Madrid government. The Spanish consul in Manila, Jose del Castano,
was under strict surveillance by the Japanese, and Spanish business

men suffered very considerably from the occupation. General Jordana,
the Foreign Minister, felt that perhaps a message to the Filipino

people and not their fictitious government, would serve to evidence

Spanish interest in the former possession. On October 18 such a

message was sent, the text of which was as follows:

No country has had so close relations for so many centurTes with the

Philippines as Spain, and these links of history, blood and affection are

indestructible and will endure whatever the circumstances may be. Expressing
the feeling of the Head of the State, Generalissimo Franco and of the

Government and Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as that of the Spanish

people, I may say that relations between the Philippines and Spain will

always be conducted on the basis of understanding and good will.85

Uppermost in all of this was the so-called &quot;wolfram battle,&quot; described

in detail by Ambassador Hayes: &quot;In October, 1943, with the tide

running so generally favorable for us in Spain, it naturally occurred

alike to the State Department and to the Embassy that the time was

auspicious for persuading the Spanish Government to halt wolfram

85 Doussinague, Jos M., Espana tenia razdn (1939-45}, Madrid, 1950, pp. 281-290.

Carlton J. H. Hayes, in his Wartime Mission in Spain, discusses the agitation of the

American embassy with reference to the Laurel incident.
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exports to Germany altogether and thus give the coup de grace to our

adversary in economic warfare.&quot;
86

Former Ambassador Hayes also has told the story of the aid that

Spain gave directly and indirectly to the Allied cause. Much of the

indirect aid was passive ;
it was the refusal of the Spanish government

to do anything at all that was helpful. The positive aid took a number
of forms, some of them of very great utility for the common cause

against the Axis. Hayes mentions, among other things, the &quot;16,000

Frenchmen, with Spain s active help, who were transported to Africa&quot; ;

the stout resistance of Minister Jordana to German pressure during
a difficult time

;
the Jews liberated from Nazi tyranny by the efforts

of the Spanish government; the noninternment and release of many
American and allied airmen; and the relative freedom for the work

of the American and Allied intelligence services.37

The various forms of aid may be summarized as follows :

1. Refusal to renounce extraterritoriality as proposed by the Nan

king puppet government in China.

2. Friendly relations and support of Portugal during the conversa

tions leading to the cession of bases to the Allies in the Azores.

3. The refusal to raise the Spanish legation in Tokyo to the status

of an embassy.
88

4. De facto recognition of the French provisional government in

Algiers.

5. Permission to French combatants to cross Spain to join Free

French forces in North Africa despite repeated German

protests.
89

s6 Hayes, op. cit., p. 183.
S7 Hayes, op. dt.y pp. 119-128. &quot;It could easily have stopped, or at any rate

gravely handicapped, our espionage against the Germans, and if the Spanish govern

ment had been committed to the serving of Axis interests it would have done so.&quot;

Secretary Hull lists 18 specific ways in which Spain aided the Allies (Hull, op. cit.,

Vol. II, pp. 1333-1334).
38 See German Documents; Conversations With Japanese Representatives, The De

partment of State Bulletin, Sept. IS, 1946, p. 485. &quot;With regard to Spain the am
bassador [Oshima] declared that his government has had some unsatisfactory relations

with the Spanish government lately. In the hesitation to raise the Japanese legation

hi Madrid to an embassy Tokio perceived a lack of confidence which indicated that

Spain estimated the prospects of the powers in the Three Power pact somewhat

skeptically&quot; (May 19, 1943).
89 A French testimony on this point states: &quot;The Spanish government showed

itself relatively tolerant and gave the refugees resident permits to remain in Spain.

Some 30,000 took advantage of this policy&quot; (IppScourt, Les chemins d Espagne.

Mimoires et documents sur la guerre secrete a travers les Pyrlnies, 1940-1945, Paris,

1948, p. 169).
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6* Refusal to recognize Mussolini s republican government in Italy.
7. Refusal to designate a minister to the Hungarian government

of Szalazy.
8. Facilities offered by Spain to refugees and particularly Jews.
9. Release of American fliers after crashing or forced landings

in Spain.
10. Permission to Air Transport Command to use Spanish airfields.

11. Granted Allied claims to Italian ships interned in Spanish ports
and purchased from Italian government by Spain.

12. Breaking of diplomatic relations with Japan, April 12, 1945.

13. Far greater commercial relations with Allies than with Axis

during the war period despite German protests.

On May 25, 1944, Winston Churchill delivered a speech to the
Commons. He dealt with the Spanish problem in a way which sums up
the historically sound attitude. There are a number of phrases of great
significance in this statement: &quot;There is no doubt that if Spain had
yielded to German blandishments and pressure at that juncture our
burden would have been much heavier. . . . But the main credit is due
to the Spanish resolve to keep out of the war.&quot; With reference to the
African landings, the Prime Minister added, &quot;I can assure the House
that the passage of these critical days was very anxious indeed. How
ever, the Spaniards continued absolutely friendly and tranquil. They
asked no questions; they raised no inconveniences.&quot; He referred to

the enormous number of ships anchored near Algeciras in range of

Spanish shore guns and nothing was ever done to hinder them. &quot;I must
say that I shall always consider a service was rendered at this time

by Spain, not only to the United Kingdom and to the British Empire
and Commonwealth, but to the cause of the United Nations. I have,

therefore, no sympathy with those who think it clever and even funny,
to insult and abuse the government of Spain whenever occasion

arises.&quot;
40

There is a vast amount to say about policy during this critical period.
As I suggested at the beginning of this painfully inadequate resume
of some of the high points in Spanish relations with the world during
the war years, there is a mass of documents to go through, much
productive research to be done, and a great deal of careful evaluation

before the full story of Spain and World War II can be considered as

40 Loveday, op. dt., Boswdl Publishing Co., London, p. 208 sq.
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fully clarified. It is a subject about which we are still ill informed

although the broad shape of the explanation is gradually becoming
clear&quot;

41 An interesting interpretation of the situation of the exiled republicans abroad

during World War II is given by the journalist, Manuel Penella de Silva. The

thesis of this writer is that the exiled republicans were the real allies of the Axis,

and not the Franco regime. Their one purpose in life was to force Spain into war

on the side of the Axis at any cost. These exiles saw the war from the narrow

point of view of their own interests. They wanted one single thing the collapse

of Franco, and they were willing to do anything to force Spain into war against

the Allies. In this sense they worked against the best interests of the Allies, for

had Hitler established himself at Gibraltar, the results, as we have seen, for the

Allied cause would have been disastrous. Moreover, a great many of the republican
exiles were not at all badly treated by the German occupiers. Aside from Largo

Caballero, none of the leaders in occupied France were even jailed. &quot;In Hitler s

Germany not a single Spaniard was annoyed for being an enemy of Franco&quot; (see,

Penella de Silva, &quot;Escandalo en America,&quot; Mundo Hispdnico, Madrid, No. 19,

Oct., 1949).



Chapter 19. SPAIN AND THE WORLD SINCE 1945

A.S WORLD WAR II came to an end and the

first vague pattern of the approaching postwar world began to take

shape, it was generally felt that Spain as a problem must be dealt with.

The general sentiment may be summarized in saying that Spain

was a problem that had been by-passed and overlooked in the

gigantic task of bringing the Axis to heel. Now that the clash and noise

of battle was over, Spain, as an island of reaction and Fascism in

a Europe that had seen this institution crumble, must be dealt with

in effective and exemplary terms. It is quite possible that a good

portion of the public opinion abroad, especially in the United States

and Great Britain, was persuaded that the Franco regime would topple

of its own weight, unable to stand up any longer against the massive

opposition of the outraged Spanish people. The idea was deep rooted

that General Franco occupied power solely through the good will of

the Axis and that, once the support was gone, no human power could

keep the structure from collapsing.

This did not happen in the late spring of 1945. The reasons are, of

course, multiple. For one thing, as has been stressed repeatedly in

the preceding pages, the civil war was primarily a Spanish affair and

was won in large measure by the Spanish themselves. This simple fact

has never sunk in upon the consciousness of many observers and

commentators. The expectation of the prompt collapse of the regime

was, in a very large measure, mere wishful thinking. Former Ambas

sador Hayes comments on how reporters and publicists loudly pro

claimed the imminent fall of the regime after every important advance

in the road toward Allied victory: after the North African invasion,

after the ousting of Mussolini in Italy, after the occupation of Rome,
and after the successful Normandy landing. None of these events

seemed to produce the slightest effect on the Franco government in

terms of its permanency in power. The expectation that the Spanish

442
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people would rise up in arms to throw off a government that all of

them heartily detested did not materialize. Here, too, the reasons why
such a movement did not materialize are quite simple and require only
the most general knowledge of the civil war, the character of the

regime, and the reactions of the mass of the Spanish people. With the

advent of peace the hopes of those who were intent on getting rid

of Franco soared anew. With the Axis gone, what possible chance did

Franco have? This was the lighthearted reasoning of the gullible and
the starry eyed who believed everything they read about Spain and
were persuaded that Franco s days were definitely numbered. Despite
the widespread optimism that Franco could not endure, instead of

waiting for this happy consummation to take place in the normal

evolution of things, agitation began for pressure to be brought to bear

to give the inevitable trend a slight but effective shove. This pressure
was particularly noticeable at the Conference of the United Nations

in San Francisco in the late spring of 1945.

From April 25, when the spectacular performance opened at the San

Francisco Opera House, until the United Nations became what may
charitably be called a going concern, the &quot;Spanish case37 was a hardy

perennial. Month after month the serious business of the world was

shelved to devote attention to the Spanish case; it became something
of a cause celebre, and each September meeting of the General Assembly
was almost certain to be ushered in with an attack on the Franco

regime in Spain and the proposal that something be done about this

outrageous menace to the peace of all mankind.

Prior to the convocation of the San Francisco conference there were

signs to indicate that perhaps common sense might prevail with

reference both to Spain and to other similar problems. The whole

issue leaving aside the fundamentally explosive nature of anything

concerning Spain was the degree to which the victorious alliance of

Allied powers were going to make it their business to intervene in the

affairs of peoples who for one reason or another had not participated

in the war. The ardent desire to &quot;do something&quot; about Spain was

accompanied by an equally potent perplexity as to how to go about it.

If the Spanish people had done nothing for themselves for six solid

years, how were they to be moved to action? Internal revolution,

repugnant to even the most violent enemies of Franco within the

country, did not seem to offer much perspective and the return of

the so-called republican government in exile by the ordinary processes

of law or recourse to the tribunals obviously offered no solution. The
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only remaining possibility was to pose the Spanish problem before

an international body and perhaps through concerted international

pressure bring about the ousting of General Franco. The intrigues in

this direction early in 194S were very considerable
;
exiled republicans

flocked to San Francisco; the corridors of the Palace Hotel and the

Opera House were darkened by the figures of Indalecio Prieto and
Alvarez del Vayo, and there could be no question that the former rulers

of Spain were determined to exert every influence toward the under

mining of the Franco government.
With reference to the delicate question of interference in the

domestic affairs of other peoples, President Roosevelt contributed to

the hope that perhaps nonintervention would really become the rule

of conduct of the new international society. On January 6, 1945, in his

message to Congress, the Chief Executive presented the essential points
of the Atlantic Charter and the principles that were to be incorporated
in the Dumbarton Oaks agreement. There w;as pointed and meaningful
reference to an international society juridically organized and based

on mutual respect for sovereignty. The President emphasized that

normal international relations could only be achieved within the

framework of juridical norms in which political and partisan passion
must be subordinated to the end that these relations might not be

poisoned. Unfortunately, these lofty juridical principles and the

respect for sovereignty were completely abandoned. The rawest and

crudest of political pressures were employed for ends that had

nothing to do with the progress and welfare of the nations.

No occasion prior to San Francisco was lost to push the case of

Spain, At the meeting of American states in Mexico City, known
as the Chapultepec Conference (February, 1945), there were efforts

to introduce the Spanish problem, and the principle of nonintervention

and sovereignty were restated in the same terms as they had been in

the previous conferences. It was asserted that the American states are

juridically equal, that intervention in the domestic or external affairs

of a state is condemned, and that recognition of the respect for the

personality, sovereignty, and independence of each state forms the

basis of international order. This expression definitely eliminated

any chance for favorable action on the demand that the American

states approve collective pressure on Spain.

On June 19, 1945, Luis Quintanilla, member of the Mexican delega

tion and former ambassador of that nation to Moscow, proposed that

a resolution be adopted declaring that Spain would not be admitted
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as a member of the United Nations. The statement was approved and

incorporated in the Protocol of the Commission. The text read :

The Mexican delegation considers that paragraph 2 of Chapter III of the

Charter cannot be applied to nations whose regimes have been establishes
with the aid of the armed forces of countries that have fought against the
United Nations, as long as those regimes continue in power.

1

Spain as such was not mentioned, although the remarks of Delegate

Quintanilla left not the slightest doubt that Spain was what he was

talking about. The text itself is expressed in such language as to apply

1 United Nations Conference on International Organization Documents, Vol. VI,
Commission I, General Provisions.

The argument developed by Luis Quintanilla and supported with enthusiasm by
Paul Boncour of France, Evatt of Australia, M. Palladin of the Ukrainian Soviet

Socialistic Republic, and James Dunn of the United States was objected to mildly

by the Belgian who did not wish to exclude admissions on the basis of a principle
such as the one laid down. The United States representative found nothing better

to say than that &quot;The U. S. delegation is in complete accord with the statement of

interpretation made by the delegation of Mexico.&quot; It may not be without interest

to observe the line of reasoning taken by Quintanflla. His fuller statement was
as follows:

&quot;Mr. President, it is a well established fact that military forces of Fascist Italy

and Nazi Germany openly intervened to place Franco in power. And since this is a
war to stamp out the last vestiges of the Axis, of which two members have already
been defeated and the third, Japan, is about to be crushed, then it is not un
reasonable to demand that no government imposed upon any nation by the ^military
forces of the Axis be permitted to participate in a conference or in a society of

United Nations.

&quot;There was a time while the costly fight was going on, when some of the

powers directly concerned with the military conduct of the war placed or should
I say, had to place practical reasons of expediency above logical commitments,
but fortunately, through the untold sacrifices of the great nations that comprise
this Conference, the war in Europe is won. Mussolini is no more, and Hitler himself

has disappeared. We can at long last speak uncompromisingly. We can now, without

endangering the course of European military operations, speak the whole truth.

And the historical truth, Sir, is that the military help given Franco by Mussolini s

legions and by Hitler s air power is the main reason why the Republic of Spain
is not represented here today.

&quot;Moreover, it is ironical that the defeat of Hitler and Mussolini should lend itself

to consolidate Franco s position in the post-war world. The military intervention of

Italian and German armies in Spain constitutes a flagrant and criminal violation

of the principle of non-intervention, which is so vitally important to Mexico and
to all of the small nations of the world. In fact, we consider this principle so es

sential to the maintenance of a decent world order that, if we should make one

single exception, the whole structure of collective security and international law
would be seriously endangered. We would be the last to ask intervention in the

internal affairs of Spain, but precisely because of this, we demand that those groups
who benefited by the military intervention of the Axis powers be ignored in meet

ings of these United Nations.&quot;
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to more than one nation, but the intention was perfectly clear

and the approval of the resolution was the consequence of this under

standing. In fact, the statement that Quintanilla advanced was funda

mentally the text of the memorandum presented by a group of Spanish
exiles regarding the internal and external affairs of Spain.
A Committee of Friends of the Spanish Republic was formed to

diffuse the English text of the memorandum of the exiled Spaniards
and this document, that formed the basis of the Mexican proposal
and was circulated widely among the delegates, was couched

in terms of the most violent hostility to the Madrid regime. &quot;As the

first government to declare war on Nazism and Fascism, republican

Spain has a right to admission to the organization for universal secu

rity.&quot; The Spanish Republic was, continued the same document, &quot;our

first ally in the war&quot; and as such was deserving of preferential treat

ment at the Conference. I can attest to the extraordinary activity of

these emissaries of Spanish republicanism. Their press conferences,

handouts and releases, consumed an endless amount of time and

taxed one s already overflowing mailbox to capacity.

The actual proposals advanced at San Francisco against Spain were

sometimes fantastic in their sweeping generalizations and in complete
contradiction with the facts of the case. It was proposed seriously,

although the Conference had the common sense not to debate it,

that the following points be considered :

1. Repudiation of the present Spanish regime.
2. A seat in the conference for the representatives of the Spanish

republican government in the Conference.

3. Sever diplomatic relations with Spain.
4. International recognition for a meeting of the Spanish Cortes in

some country other than Spain.

5. Recognition of the republican government as the only legitimate

Spanish regime.

The inclusion in the Charter of the Mexican proposal was

responsible for the tiresome repetition of the Spanish case down

through the succeeding years. Political passion, temporary ex

pediency, passing contingency all of these elements intervened

to produce this remarkable declaration, the very contrary of

what Chapultepec had decided upon and what President Roosevelt

had asserted so solemnly in January of that same year. The United

Nations was to be plagued and harassed by this item in its constitution,
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serving as a convenient handle for the endless efforts to intervene in

Spanish domestic affairs.

Potsdam was the logical successor of San Francisco. The fact that

Clement Attlee was there as the new Prime Minister of Great Britain

constituted a matter of considerable hope to the Spanish exiles and

their friends. After all, Attlee had paraded through the streets of

Madrid, closed fist in air, in the company of Helen Wilkinson back

in the days when besieged Madrid was the symbol of heroism and

resistance to fascism of every left-wing group in the world. His every
instinct might be expected to favor the petition of the anti-Franco

Spaniards. Marshal Stalin, needless to say, was not expected to

experience any serious qualms about denouncing the Franco govern
ment. The result of the pressure was not everything that the republi

cans desired, although it reiterated the original Quintanilla declaration

in the following terms:

The three governments feel bound however to- make it clear that they,

for their part, would not favour any application for membership put forward

by the present Spanish Government, which having been founded with the

support of the Axis powers, does not, in view of its origins, its nature, its

record, and its close association with the aggressor states possess the qualifica

tions necessary to justify such membership.

The statement that the Franco regime had come into power through

Axis aid was insufficient, apparently. To this was added that the

nature, history, and associations of this regime made it impossible

to consider it as a future member of the United Nations. This ex

pression formed the basis of the later accusations in the Security

Council of the United Nations Organization. Under nature was listed

the allegedly fascist character of the regime; under history, its

alleged collaboration with Hitler and Mussolini in preparing for war
;

and, under association, aid that was presumed to have been given

during the war to the Axis belligerents.

The Potsdam statement was an extraordinarily gratuitous attack

on a government which formed no part either of the deliberations in

occupied Germany or the United Nations. The Spanish government

itself replied three days later in the following terms :

In the face of the unheard-of allusion to Spain contained in the com

munication of the Big Three conference at Potsdam, the Spanish government

rejects, as arbitrary and unjust, the expression regarding it, and considers

them the result of the false atmosphere created abroad by the campaign of

calumny carried out by the expatriate Reds and their collaborators.
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Spain, in line with its policy of discretion and good will, regarding errors

which do not directly affect it, chose to remain silent with reference to the

agreements at San Francisco, taken when most of the European countries

were not even present. But when in the present case the allusion is so palpably

unjust, it feds obliged to declare that it does not beg for any place in the

international assemblies nor would it accept any such participation not in

accord with its past, its people, and its services to peace and culture.

Similar reasons led Spain in the days of the monarchy to abandon the

League of Nations.

Spain once again proclaims its will to peace, its good will toward all

peoples, and is confident that once the passions that war and propaganda
intensified, the excesses of today will be submitted to a more calm judgment.
Spain will collaborate once more in the work of peace, since one of her merits
is to have remained neutral in the two most devastating wars in History.

2

The Assembly of the United Nations, meeting in London in

February, 1946, restated once more the text of the Potsdam agreement.
In addition to the formal condemnation, a third paragraph was added
which considerably modified if not the intent at least the execution

of this agreement. It was stated that:

The Assembly, in endorsing this statement, recommends that the mem
bers of the United Nations act in accordance with the spirit and the letter

of the statement in the conduct of their future relations with Spain.
8

This item changed the meaning, for it was now the member
nations who were &quot;recommended&quot; to conduct themselves regard

ing Spain in accordance with the declaration of Potsdam and
the reaffirmation of this doctrine in London. This period of 1946 was
one of active machinations against Spain. The full story of the

organized propaganda, the synchronized calumnies, and the in

credible distortions of the most obvious facts form a later part of

this chapter. It was so ordered as to coincide with the deliberations

in London and thus create the impression of an honest public opinion.
The innocuous character of the London statement was followed by

pressure on the French government and the Quai d Orsay proposed to

Great Britain and the United States a common plan of action against

Spain. (The discrepancies between them were too great to overcome.
On March 1, 1946, the French government closed the frontier between
the two countries, cutting Spain off from land communication with
the rest of Europe. This action was provoked by the various trade

2 FtiH text in Manuel Jimenez Quflez, Proceso irregular, Madrid, 1947.
* Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the first part of its first

session from 10 January to 14 February, 1946, Chap. XVI, Resolution 7, p. 39.
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unions
a^d imposed on a French government unable to resist their

pressure.y
On March 4, 1946, a Three Power statement was issued in Wash

ington, London, and Paris:

The Governments of France, the United Kingdom and the United States

of America have exchanged views -with regard to the present Spanish Gov
ernment and their relations with that regime. It is agreed that so long as

General Franco continues in control of Spain, the Spanish people cannot

anticipate full and cordial association with those nations of the world which

have, by common effort, brought defeat to German Nazism and Italian

Fascism, which aided the present Spanish regime in its rise to power and after

which the regime was patterned. There is no intention of interfering in the

internal affairs of Spain, the Spanish people themselves must in the long
run work out their x&amp;gt;wn destiny. In spite of the present regime s repressive
measure against orderly efforts of the Spanish people to organize and give

expression to their political aspirations, the three Governments are hopeful
that the Spanish people will not again be subjected to the horrors and bitter

ness of civil strife.

On the contrary, it is hoped that leading patriots and liberal-minded

Spaniards may soon find means to bring about a peaceful withdrawal of

Franco, the abolition of the Falange, and the establishment of an interim

or caretaker government under which the Spanish people may have an

opportunity freely to determine the type of government they wish to have
and to choose their leaders. Political amnesty, return of exiled Spaniards,
freedom of assembly and political association and provision for free public
elections are essential. An interim government which would be and would
remain dedicated to these ends should receive the recognition and support of

all freedom loving nations.

Such recognition would include full diplomatic relations and the taking of

such practical measures to assist in the solution of Spain s economic problems
as may be practicable in the circumstances prevailing. Such measures are

not now possible. The question of the maintenance or termination by the

Governments of France, the United Kingdom and the United States of

diplomatic relations with the present Spanish regime is a matter to be decided

in the light of events and after taking into account the efforts of the Spanish

people to achieve their freedom.4

This is one of the most extraordinary documents in the whole

history of Spanish relations with the rest of the world, for it is

a web of contradictory sentiments, overt threats, pious expressions,

and intellectual dishonesty. Just how did the United States, France, and

the United Kingdom propose to achieve the new temporary govern
ment under &quot;liberal&quot; direction, and at the same time invite the Spanish

people to seek their own liberation and in so doing merit outside aid?

* Department of State Release, No. 151, Washington, D. C., March 4, 1946.
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How can the bald statement that no intervention is intended possibly
be reconciled with the first set of items presented? This is the clearest

incitement in the world to domestic rebellion and the overthrow of the

present regime. Unless the regime proved utterly unable to lift a finger
in its own defense, the probability is that civil war would result. The
three powers hope that the Spanish people may be spared this horror,
to which they are contributing by this declaration. Moreover, no one
could define what is meant by a &quot;liberal&quot; regime. Did it mean the

exiled republicans? The great majority of them were anything but
liberals. Were they to be imported as the advance agents of the powers
exerting the pressure? This statement is merely one more glaring ex

ample of the hopelessly muddled, fatuous policy that governed almost

every step taken by the major world powers regarding Spain.
The culmination of the campaign against Spain came with the

meeting of the Security Council in April, 1946. Oscar Lange, head of

the Polish delegation, addressed a request to this United Nations

agency asking that the Spanish question be placed on the agenda,
because he deemed it was necessary to take appropriate measures

under Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter of the United Nations against
the Franco regime in Spain.
On April 17, at the thirty-fourth meeting of the Council, Lange stated

his case. In an obvious attempt to avoid the accusation of interference

in the domestic affairs of a nation, he based his indictment on what
he claimed were the &quot;international frictions caused by the Franco

regime and which threatened world peace and security.&quot; On the basis

of Articles 39 and 41 of the Charter, the Polish member urged that all

members of the United Nations maintaining diplomatic relations with
the Spanish government should break them. Only the delegates of the

Soviet Union, France, and Mexico supported this contention, and it was

perfectly clear that common sense was certain to triumph in the

eventuality of a vote. In the midst of infinite machinations, the problem
was passed on to a subcommittee for study, to determine if Spain in re

ality was a &quot;threat to the peace of the world.&quot; The task of the subcom
mittee was: (1) to investigate the charges and establish their validity
or their absurdity as the case might be; (2) if the charges proved true,

to recommend political measures which could be adopted by the United
Nations. The most crushing proof of the purely political character of

this effort, as contrasted with the juridical one which by the nature

of things should have predominated, was that both Poland and France,
which had been in the vanguard of the anti-Spanish campaign, were
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designated members of the subcommittee. In a word, two of the ac

cusers were now called upon to judge the evidence.

The subcommittee met nineteen times and was the happy recipient
of an avalanche of memoranda, statements, alleged statistics, infor

mation, and pure propaganda. This mass of material was brought to

gether in a report presented to the General Assembly. It is important
to note in this connection that during the entire period of the investiga

tion, Spain itself was never invited to make known its position; no
evidence was accepted from Spanish sources unless they were the

exiled republicans. The question now was either to adjourn all dis

cussion of the matter or take definite action. The subcommittee replied
to the question: Is Spain a menace to peace and security? in the

following manner:

Although the activity of the Franco regime does not constitute at this

moment a threat to peace in the sense of Article 39 of the Charter, and
therefore does not authorize the Security Council to take action under
Articles 40 and 42, the regime does produce a situation which represents a

potential danger to peace and security and therefore is a danger in the

meaning of Article 34 of the Charter.5

This statement, despite the preconceived intention of doing every

thing possible to bring in an unfavorable verdict on Spain, reveals how
farcical the whole process was. After weeks of effort, even the enemies

of the Franco government could conclude that &quot;The activity of the

Franco regime does not constitute at the present time a threat to

peace.&quot; The extraordinary part of this statement is that it is suggested
that the Security Council take appropriate action on the basis of a

&quot;potential&quot;
threat to peace. In a word, not satisfied with the absence

of evidence to show such a threat, the subcommittee was of the opinion

that sometime in the future Spain might become such a threat, and

action ought to be taken regarding it. If this doctrine prevailed in

United Nations circles, a new era in international conduct would un

questionably be ushered in
;
that of taking measures to solve situations

that have not even occurred. The subcommittee suggested three steps

to the Security Council:

1. That the potential threat to peace be taken into account.

2. That each member of the United Nations cease diplomatic rela

tions with Spain.

5 Report of the subcommittee on the Spanish question appointed by the Security

Council in April, 1946, United Nations Document S/75, May 31, 1946.
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3. That the General Secretary communicate these agreements to

each of the member nations.

The matter was submitted to a vote, June 13, 1946. The Soviet Union
vetoed the measures as far too moderate. The discrepancies in the

Council made it impossible to arrive at a decision. Evatt of Australia

proposed a compromise. This resolution stated baldly that the investi

gations of the subcommittee had &quot;fully confirmed the facts that led

to the condemnation of Franco at Potsdam and San Francisco, in the

first General Assembly and in the Security Council,&quot; and that the sub
committee was of the opinion that the continuance of this state of

affairs would endanger peace. Therefore Evatt suggested that the

Security Council, without prejudice to the General Assembly and in

conformity with the Charter, keep the Spanish question constantly
before it and be prepared for the appropriate measures at any time.

The whole thing was a parody of justice from beginning to

end. At no time was there the slightest evidence that the truth about

Spain was sought, and the decision to adjourn action was a convenient
avoidance of stating definitively whether Spain constituted or did
not constitute a threat then, not at some future imaginary date, to the

peace and tranquillity of the world. The truth was that even if the
internal regime of Spain was the most outrageous in existence

; even if

the misery and corruption were what they were claimed to be, the

Security Council was limited in its action to a definite, tangible,
visible threat to peace. Even the stacked subcommittee, eager to bring
together every morsel of evidence against Spain, was forced to acknowl

edge that it was not a threat to peace.
The problem was not allowed to rest. The General Assembly of

the United Nations was expected to discuss the matter once more.
The address of Secretary General Trygve Lie to the Assembly in which
he openly charged Spain with bellicose intentions and demanded action

against her, was startling in its implications. Although the Soviet-

controlled bloc was obviously in the vanguard of the anti-Spanish mo
tion, it was judged wise to entrust the actual conduct of the debate to

a more neutral nation. Minister Spaak of Belgium was largely respon
sible for this effort. The resolutions that came out of these deliberations

are one of the texts which does the least honor to the high motive and

lofty purposes of the United Nations. The preamble of this declaration

reiterates the fact that at San Francisco and Potsdam, the Franco

regime had been condemned. It is the second part of this preamble that

is of particular interest:
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DRAFT RESOLUTION ON SPAIN
The peoples of the United Nations, at San Francisco, Potsdam and London

condemned the Franco regime in Spain and decided that as long as that

regime remains, Spain may not be admitted to the United Nations.

The General Assembly in its resolution of 9 February 1946 recommended
that the Members of the United Nations should act in accordance with the

letter and the spirit of the declarations of San Francisco and Potsdam.

The peoples of the United Nations assure the Spanish people of their

enduring sympathy and of the cordial welcome awaiting them when circum

stances enable them to be admitted to the United Nations.

The General Assembly recalls that in May and June 1946, the Security

Council conducted an investigation of the possible further action to be taken

by the United Nations.

The Sub-Committee charged with the investigation found unanimously:

&quot;(a)
In origin, nature, structure and general conduct, the Franco regime

is a Fascist regime patterned on, and established largely as a result of aid

received from Hitler s Nazi Germany and Mussolini s Fascist Italy.

&quot;(&) During the long struggle of the United Nations against Hitler and

Mussolini, Franco, despite continued Allied protests, gave very substantial

aid to the enemy Powers. First, for example, from 1941 to 1945 the Blue

Infantry Division, the Spanish Legion of Volunteers and the Salvador Air

Squadron fought against Soviet Russia on the Eastern front. Second, in

the summer of 1940 Spain seized Tangier in breach of international statute,

and as a result of Spain maintaining an army in Spanish Morocco large

numbers of Allied troops were immobilized in North Africa.

&quot;(c)
Incontrovertible documentary evidence establishes that Franco

was a guilty party, with Hitler and Mussolini, in the conspiracy to wage
war against those countries which eventually in the course of the world

war became banded together as the United Nations. It was part of the

conspiracy that Franco s full belligerency should be postponed until a time

to be mutually agreed upon.&quot;

The General Assembly,

Convinced that the Franco Fascist Government of Spain which was im

posed by force upon the Spanish people with the aid of the Axis powers and

which gave material assistance to the Axis Powers in the war, does not

represent the Spanish people, and by its continued control of Spain is making

impossible the participation of the Spanish people with the peoples of the

United Nations in international affairs;

Recommends that the Franco Government of Spain be debarred from

membership in international agencies established by or brought into rela

tionship with the United Nations, and from participation in conference or

other activities which may be arranged by the United Nations or by these

agencies, until a new and acceptable government is formed in Spain.

The General Assembly

Further, desiring to secure the participation of all peace-loving peoples,

including the people of Spain, in the community of nations, and
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Inasmuch as the United Nations, by the action they took in San Francisco,
in Potsdam, in London, and more recently in Lake Success, have in fact

collectively refused to maintain relations with the Franco regime,
Recommends that the Members of the United Nations take, individually,

the same attitude they have taken collectively and refuse to maintain dip
lomatic relations with the present Spanish regime, and

Further recommends that the States Members of the United Nations report
to the Secretary-General and to the next Assembly what action they have
taken in accordance with this recommendation.

DRAFT RESOLUTION IN AID OF THE
SPANISH PEOPLE

The General Assembly,

Recognizing that the majority of the Spanish people are in a situation of

hardship because they are seriously deprived of food necessary to their

existence,

Recognizing that the Franco regime exports considerable quantities of

foodstuffs which are essential for the feeding of the impoverished Spanish

people,

Recognizing that the Franco regime uses foreign exchange obtained from
such exports to reinforce the political organization that has been repeatedly
condemned by the United Nations.

Recommends that the Members of the United Nations should forthwith

put an end to all imports from Spain of foodstuffs and their products until

the United Nations is assured that these products are no longer an im
mediate necessity for the food requirements of the Spanish people.

6

A great deal of the activity described above within the various agen
cies of the United Nations was promoted by the Soviet bloc, under the

leadership of Satellite Poland and aided by the numerous Spanish

refugees in America and associated with the republican government
in exile. At the same time that the problem was up for debate within

the United Nations, the most extraordinary campaign was being waged
in the press and over the air outside official circles, to create the

necessary moral climate for the condemnation of Spain. There are

few cases in recent history in which the synchronized, sustained propa

ganda against a particular country has been more violent and unre

strained. There can be no doubt, on the basis of evidence, that the

machinery of propaganda utilized against Spain was communist. The

unhappy fact is not that communists were exclusively responsible for

the anti-Spanish statements and publicity, but that many of those

6 United Nations. Official records of the second part of the first session of the

General Assembly, First committee, Summary record of the meetings, p. 359,

Dec. 12, 1946.
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who were not, innocently took their information from Marxist sources

without the least effort to investigate the truth or falsity of the claims.

Behind the whole thing was the hand of those who had been defeated

in the civil war. The importance of this propaganda drive against the

Franco regime is such that it may be useful to trace the complicated
threads of the plot and demonstrate exactly how the operation was

carried out.

During the spring of 1946 the Spanish government made repeated

reference to the existence of such a propaganda plot. On March 2,

Madrid denounced &quot;once more the development of a new offensive of

calumnies and lies against Spain under the guise of humanitarianism.&quot;

In his address to the Cortes, May 14, 1946, General Franco stated that

&quot;Western sectarianism and Asiatic communism are responsible for the

campaign abroad against our country.&quot; It might reasonably be sus

pected that this statement was a simple way of placing responsibility

on that vague thing called the &quot;Left Wing&quot; forces in the world. For

tunately the evidence exists to prove that the campaign of calumny

against Spain was in fact of communist inspiration and origin.

In early 1946 the first signs of this activity appeared, while within

United Nations circles, as we have observed, the question was being

agitated. France was the center from which the campaign emanated

for Toulouse, France, had long been the center of the various exiled

Spanish communist groups; there the newspaper Mundo Obrero is

published, the party has its headquarters, and preparations are made

for infiltration into Spanish territory. On January 17, 1946, the

Constituent Assembly of France passed a resolution demanding that

relations be broken with Spain, and in the debate that accompanied

this request, Jacques Duclos, French communist leader, took an

active part, delivering violent diatribe against the Madrid regime.

In support of the resolution, the extremists in France began the initial

agitation which was aimed at forcing the French government, faced

by public opinion, to act favorably.

The &quot;case&quot; selected as the central issue of the campaign was that of

Cristino Garcia. On January 22 the trial of Cristino Garcia and six

teen other defendants took place in Alcala de Henares. The indictment

against them was for common law crimes, none of which could in any

sense be considered as political. The French Communist Party seized

on the sentences against Cristino Garcia as the incident it needed to

let loose a wild campaign of calumny against the Franco government.

The details of this incident are highly revealing of the tactics and
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utter dishonesty of extreme Left methods, seeking to produce the

atmosphere of violence and of tension in which to achieve their ends.

But before describing how this came about, it may be well to explain

just who Cristino Garcia was before he was turned into a communist

hero and the supposed victim of Franco tyranny.

On July 18, 1936, Cristino Garcia was an obscure stoker on the

merchant ship Luis Adaro which arrived a few days later at the port

of Aviles. On leaving ship he joined the republican army in Asturias

and became a sergeant in its ranks. When the northern front was

smashed by the nationalists, Garcia fled to France and from there went

into Catalonia where he rejoined the army. When the Catalan front

collapsed, he took definite refuge in France and sometime in 1943

joined the French underground and collaborated against the Nazi

occupier. At the end of the war Garcia had attained a position of

some importance as a resistance leader in the south of France and had

come in contact by this time with the Spanish Communist Party in exile

and in all probability attended the school maintained in Toulouse by
this group for the formation of terrorists. Designated head of a guer

rilla band in Spain, Garcia crossed the frontier clandestinely in April,

194S, and for some time headed a group that got as far as the Guadar-

rama Mountains. From then on his career became that of an ordinary

highwayman. His first known crime was the murder of the owner of a

bar in Canillejas; an act of cold-blooded assassination. On June

13, at Peguerinos, Avila province, he shot a policeman who had de

manded his papers and three days later attacked another civil guard

post and shot two of its members. On September 6, Garcia shot Gabriel

Le6n Trillo, a former communist who had renounced the party; on

September 14, he attacked the railway station at Paseo Imperial and

stole 21,000 pesetas; on October 9, with his gang he entered the branch

of the Banco Central, on the Paseo de las Delicias, No. 121, and made

off with 143,000 pesetas; and on October IS liquidated one of his

group, Alberto Perez Ayala, who had refused to continue further the

life of crime. He was caught shortly after, having on his person

a number of papers showing the offices, factories, and banks he was

preparing to loot; at the trial Garcia did not attempt to deny his

crimes.

The facts as revealed at the trial, the confession of Garcia, and the

solid evidence presented show him as a bandit and highwayman, and

whatever political views he may have held were not on trial. This,

however, was not the view of the universal left-wing press, despite
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the information released to the press and the international agencies
in Madrid. From then on it became a race as to how grotesque the

presentation of the Cristino Garcia case could really become. The New
York Daily Worker (Jan. 23, 1946) stated that the accused had been

guilty of an attack on a Falange headquarters and underground activity.

This same sheet on January 25, followed by P, M. on January 24, ac

knowledged that a couple of murders were involved, but they
are explained away by the fact that the victims were &quot;traitors

to the party.&quot; The distortion of the news was universal in the French

press. L Hwn&amp;lt;mit6 (Jan. 23, 1946) asserted that the death penalty was

the result of Garcia s attack on a Falange center and his leadership of

the guerrilla fighters. Combat, of the same date, simplified the case

even more by stating that the death sentence was the consequence of

Garcia s participation in the French underground during the war. The
effort now was directed to glorifying Garcia and presenting him as a

hero of the democratic resistance against Franco, and every resource of

the communist network was employed to advance fiiis version. Antonio

Mije, Spanish communist leader in Toulouse, cabled the various com
munist centers the world over that Garcia was &quot;the heroic leader of

the underground&quot; and that &quot;Spanish Republican exiles appeal to the

world to make every effort to save his life.&quot;
7 The Spanish communist

organ in France, Unidad y Lucha (Jan. 26, 1946), proclaims Cristino

Garcia as &quot;a hero of the French liberation movement.&quot; The paper

L Espoir of Bayonne (Jan. 26, 1946) entitled its chronicle of the

Garcia case, &quot;The crimes continue,&quot; referring not to Garcia and his

numerous murders, but to the alleged crimes of the Spanish govern

ment against these heroes. The French papers Front National (Feb. 5,

1946), France d Abord (Feb. 6, 1946), and Voix Ouvritre of Geneva

(Feb. 5, 1946) echoed this claim faithfully and explained to readers

that Garcia had simply returned to Spain and upon arrival had been

arrested and condemned to death. Not a word was said of his activities

after crossing the frontier.

Jose Giral of the exiled Spanish republican government, not to be

outdone by the communists, issued an appeal on January 26, demand

ing intervention to save Cristino Garcia, &quot;a commander of the French

Interior Forces (FFI) who has been condemned to death.&quot; Moscow

Radio on January 28 broadcast its own version with a stirring appeal

to save the life of a liberator and solid democrat.

Daily Worker, New York, Jan. 26, 1946.
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The agitation was not limited to the press. Very soon popular demon
strations began to take place with the specific demand that the French

government break relations with Franco Spain, and we are told that

&quot;The Federation of former Partisans of the Haute Garonne sent

a telegram to Gouin stating their indignation at the new murder
Franco is planning and demanding the immediate cessation of all

relations with him.&quot;
8 The demand became very concrete in the words

of one paper that &quot;France must save Cristino Garcia. France should

intervene immediately.&quot;
9

The communist press whipped its readers into a state of frenzy, and
on the two meager pages available to the French newspapers, column
after column was devoted to the tribulations of Cristino Garcia and
the monstrous miscarriage of justice that had been perpetrated in

Madrid. The extremist organizations all over France poured forth pro
tests and manifestos. UHumaniti (Feb. 3, 1946) records that the con

struction workers of the Paris area demanded that France intervene

to liberate Garcia. This paper explains its position and especially the

&quot;spontaneity&quot; of the protests in this way: &quot;Numerous resolutions

should be voted and sent by the various organizations as well as all

sincere democrats united in the defense of peace and liberty/ This

is insufficient, however. The real fight for Cristino and the heroes of

the Spanish people is to undertake without a moment s delay effective

action to block the shipment of goods to Franco.&quot;

The United States, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom
were denounced for carrying on trade with Spain. The official sheet

of the French Communist Party concludes in glaring headlines : &quot;Not a

single ship to Spanish ports ! Not a single railway car to the Spanish
frontier 1

&quot; The emphasis on the rupture in relations with Spain was not

limited to the diplomatic; they included rather the whole range of

commercial and business operations between the two countries. On

February 8, UHumaniti recorded the first concrete reaction to this

wave of agitation and confusion. &quot;The metallurgical workers of Dieppe
have refused to load motors for Franco Spain. This is an example of

how the workers appreciate the interests of France. It is necessary to

break completely with him and his government of bandits.&quot; Front

National (Feb. 5, 1946) proposed that the honor of France was in

volved in the Garcia case and that the French government should offer

him honorary French citizenship as testimony of admiration.

s Le Patriote, Jan. 26, 1946.
9 La Voix du Peuple, Lyon, Jan. 31, 1946.
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On February 9 the French government responded to this pressure
and issued instructions to its representative in Madrid :

In view of the important role played by Cristino Garcia in the French

resistance, the French government has given instructions to its representative
in Madrid to intervene in his favor with the Spanish authorities. Cristino

Garcia has been condemned to death by a Spanish court for his political

activity (Le Populaire, Combat, and others).

Ce Soir, a fellow traveler journal, reported elatedly on February
8 that the French government was prepared to take retalia

tory measure against Spain even if the Anglo-Saxon power did

nothing. On February 10 this semiofficial approval led to public demon
strations against Spain, It is not without interest that in this respect

Maurice Thorez, as &quot;an official representative of the French govern
ment&quot; joined in these manifestations.10 The French General Confedera

tion of Labor was directly involved in the campaign. The socialists

had been somewhat reluctant to follow the communist lead in this

matter, but Le Populaire announced, on February 15, that the French

socialists were profoundly moved by the news coming from

Spain and urged that the government intervene with Franco. On

February 17 a monster mass meeting gathered at the Salle Pleyel to

support the rupture in relations between France and Spain. The French

government was led to make an official statement in which its second

demarche in Madrid was described: that the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs take up with Franco the possibility of clemency for those who
had so valiantly taken part in the liberation of France.11 Both the

socialist and communist journals heralded this new intervention in the

most exultant terms
;
and both proclaimed the victims of the Spanish

courts as &quot;Spanish republicans.&quot; L HumanitS (Feb. 18), which has

never been noted for its moderation, denounced &quot;the crime that Franco

is committing against our country . . . and the new Fascist aggressions

being prepared on Spanish soil.&quot;

Jacques Duclos, French communist leader, participated in the Pleyel

meeting at the side of Antonio Mije, General Modesto, and other

Spanish exiles and did not conceal the basic reasons for the hostility

to Franco: &quot;Franco has set himself up as the enemy of communism.

The liquidation of Franco is to us French the execution of an enemy.&quot;
12

1 Daily Worker (London), Feb. 11, 1946, and Die Tat, Zurich, Feb. 12, 1946.

n Le Parisien Libert, Le Populate, Feb. 17, 1946.

12 France Nouvelle, Feb. 23, 1946.
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At Strasbourg, on February 18, a meeting under C.G.T. auspices de
manded the rupture of relations with Franco, and on February 21
various papers published the resolution of the C.G.T., couched in
identical terms with the resolution approved at the Pleyel meeting,
in which it was urged that &quot;the lives of all former combatants of the
French army be saved.&quot;

13

The paroxysm of the press reached a new high point in the succeed
ing days as it was rumored that the seventeen condemned men would be
reprieved. The French press exulted that pressure of the French govern
ment had led the Madrid authorities to moderate their condemnation.14

On February 21 the Spanish government announced the execution of
the more prominent among the condemned with a detailed list of the
common law crimes of which they were guilty, while the less

guilty were reprieved by act of General Franco. Almost none of the
French papers published the entire Spanish statement with the ag
gravating circumstances, and in most cases the statement was reduced
to the mere notice that the execution had been carried out. Even the
more moderate press, L Aube, Le Figaro, and others, expressed shock
that French intervention had produced no effect.

Most of the Paris press simply eliminated any attenuating circum
stances and published the bare announcement with the implication that
the crimes for which the men had died were exclusively political.

15

Every newspaper without exception called them
&quot;republicans,&quot; some

listed their contributions to French liberation, others that Garcia was
married to a French woman. Paris Presse stated simply that they had
been executed for communist activity.

16 Le Populaire demonstrated
its moderation and good will by playing up the story under the title,
&quot;Franco a murderer.&quot;

The session of February 22 of the Constituent Assembly found
nothing better to do than approve a resolution deploring the execu
tions in Madrid and expressing &quot;indignation for the execution of
Cristino Garcia and his companions, shot because of the hatred of

liberty on the part of the executioners.&quot;
17 The violent language of the

extremist press increased in an in crescendo effect; parades, demon
strations, and a huge meeting in the Velodrome d Hiver, one of the

18 Front National, L HumaniM, Feb. 21, 1946.
&quot;e Populate, Feb. 22, 1946.
15 Le Monde, L Ordre, Paris Matin, Le Populaire, Liberation, Feb. 23, 1946.
! Combat, France Libre, Feb. 23, 1946, and Paris Presse of the same date.
17 Le Populaire, Feb. 23, 1946.
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favorite meeting places of the communists, were announced. The re

sponse to the incitement was immediate, and among the first was the

Postal Employees Federation which announced that &quot;to indicate dis

approval of the assassination of Cristino Garcia, it has ordered its

departmental branches to suspend as of today until tomorrow all

telephone, telegraph, and postal communications with Spain, with the

exception of strictly official communications/ 18 The Spanish govern
ment protested against this act which contravened every international

agreement signed by the two countries and which was a matter of the

exclusive jurisdiction of the French government and not of a trade

union. No reference to this protest based on international practice
was even made except by Frcmce-Soir and Le National of February
28. Trade unions all over France continued to demand the breaking
off of relations; the steelworkers, transport employees, railway

workers, textile workers, all sent in their petitions, while L Humamti
faithfully reported this demonstration of solidarity with the victims

of Franco tyranny. Thirty thousand persons demonstrated in Toulouse

against Spain; five thousand in Perpignan, and in Morocco a demon
stration at Rabat demanded action against the assassins of Cristino

Garcia.19 UHumaniti reported during those days that a group
of distinguished Frenchmen had signed a petition demanding the im
mediate cessation of relations with Spain. In the list are to be found

the usual names of Albert Bayet, Louis Saillant, Irene Joliot-Curie,

Louis Aragon, Marcel Cachin, and others. To this were added exuber

antly the names of Pablo Picasso, Pierre Cot, and others of the

same stripe.
20

As might be expected, the republican government in exile was not

idle while this indignation was being worked up. Manuel de Irujo, a

member of the Giral government, addressed the British Foreign Office

to the effect that if a single European country had recognized the exiled

government, Franco would never have dared carry out the executions.21

Giral himself, chief of the cabinet of the exiled government, compared
the procedures in Spain to the worst that had come out of Dachau and

Buchenwald. Dolores Ibarruri, the celebrated &quot;Pasionaria,&quot; telegraphed

Ministers Bidault, Bevin, and Secretary Byrnes imploring them to

is Ce Soir, Franc Tirevr, Le PopiAaire, Feb. 24, 1946.

L Humanite, L Eco du Maroc, Feb. 26, 1946,

20 Feb. 24, 1946. Ce Soir and Libiration, same date.

21 Ce Soir, Feb. 24, 1946.
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take steps to terminate the &quot;assassination of militant democrats by
the hangman Franco.&quot;

22

The French press was busy demonstrating that elsewhere the same

sort of protests were being organized. Aurore (Feb. 24, 1946) reported

that in Rio de Janeiro there had been demonstrations ;
that President

Grau San Martin of Cuba had been petitioned on behalf of the con

demned men, that the friends of republican Spain in London had

protested and had urged Bevin to take the proper steps to put an end

to Anglo-Spanish relations.

The culmination of this prefabricated campaign was February 25,

for on that date the representatives of the C.G.T. met with the

railway, dock, and transport workers to examine specific measures

to be taken against Spain.
23 The principal point under discussion was

the most effective means for the immediate cessation of all traffic

between the two countries. Le Populaire (Feb. 26, 1946), socialist

Blum s organ, was quite frank about the result of the labor delibera

tions: &quot;The rail, dock, and marine workers have decided to stop all

traffic with Spain.&quot;
On that same date the French government was

informed of the action of the C.G.T., at that time under the direction

of the communist, Benoit Franchon.24 The French government was not

violently enthusiastic about the prospect of a rupture. A right-wing

paper, L Epoque, commented that :

It is no secret that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs considers a break

inopportune, especially a unilateral rupture which will produce serious

economic and financial complications for France (Feb. 26, 1946).

It must be recognized that Georges Bidault was not inclined to any

such drastic measure, although the presence of the communists in the

cabinet demonstrated that their pressure could not easily be withstood.

This may be taken as further evidence, if such is necessary, of the total

impossibility of a working arrangement with the communists in a

mixed or Popular Front cabinet. The announcement was made

that as of March 1 the frontier between France and Spain

would be closed. The press was outspoken in its expression regard

ing the effects of this measure; Ce Soir (Feb. 27, 1946) opined

that &quot;it would have international repercussions. Not only will it

deprive France of our exports and those coming through France,

Feb. 27, 1946.
23 Combat, Feb. 2$, 1946.
^ Franc Tireur.
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but it is virtually a denunciation of the commercial agreements
between Paris and Madrid. Moreover this is the first step on

the part of a great nation to protest against the Franco regime

and its crimes. It is another move toward the breaking of diplo

matic relations. The Council of Ministers had decided to warn the

governments of Great Britain and the United States of the danger
of Spain for international peace.&quot; Liberation Soir, on the same date,

was even more outspoken: &quot;This decision merely confirms the resolu

tion taken this morning by the trade unions on direct instructions

from the General Confederation of Labor.&quot; Since the C.G.T. was

communist dominated and since it was responsible by public

confession of having given the orders for the resolution on the

part of the trade unions, it is logical to conclude that the French

government acted to close the frontier under direct and unequivocal

pressure from the communists. It was a glaring example of the foreign

policy of a major power determined by the irresponsible and partisan

action of the extreme Left through methods which were dishonest and

unscrupulous. Citi Soir (same date) claimed quite candidly that the

&quot;C.G.T. and the trade unions have mapped out the road for Felix

Gouin to follow.&quot; The New York Herald Tribune (Feb. 27, 1946)

reported that the &quot;Government decision came after the General Con

federation of Labor had ordered its members to cease all transport of

products between France and Spain.&quot;

This by no means modest achievement was not sufficient to satisfy

the Left. During the mass meeting at the Veledrome d Hiver, Jacques

Duclos demanded that further measures be taken; petitions to the

United States and Great Britain, the organization of a blockade,

and the isolation of Spain. &quot;It is necessary to show the world

that Franco is looked upon by the civilized world as a savage.&quot;
25

The Central Committee of the Communist Party issued a statement

expressing the conviction &quot;that all Frenchmen and Frenchwomen will

see to it that nothing reaches Spain by land or sea or across Portugal.

The order of the day is : Not a ship, not a train, not a car, no goods for

Franco Spain. Down with Franco. Long live the Spanish Republic.&quot;
26

The whole fictitious agitation in the case of Cristino Garcia was

the work of the French Communist Party. The repercussions abroad

were not long delayed, due to the fact that Antonio Mije, of the

25 L HumanitS, Feb. 27, 1946.

26
Ibid., March 1, 1946.
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Spanish Communist Party, telegraphed the communist groups abroad,

urging them to take action. We find in a periodical in Chile an

unusually frank statement as to exactly how this world-wide protest

was really provoked. In Noticias Grdficas, of February 25, the follow

ing message from the Pasionaria, as General Secretary of the Spanish

Communist Party, to the Hispano-Chilean committee for the aid to

the Spanish people reads:

In spite of world demand and the protests of the Provisional Government

of France, to save the lives of Cristino Garcia and his companions, Franco

has executed him together with nine other Republicans. Other lives are in

danger. World democracy must save them and strike down the hand of the

hangman. I urge, in the name of Spanish democracy, that the protests be

intensified against these crimes and that every aid be given the militant

Spanish democrats who are in danger of assassination by the Fascist dictator

ship of Spain.

The official sheet of the Argentine Communist Party, La Hora, on

February 26 promised solemnly that &quot;in the name of Argentine anti-

Fascism this demand of the Pasionaria will be heeded.&quot; The artificial

character of the propaganda against Spain on the Cristino Garcia issue

is no more eloquently demonstrated than in the tirade of the Brazilian

communist paper, A Hora:

We demand that in every country the maximum effort be mobilized to save

these valiant sons of the Spanish people. . . . We demand that messages and

letters be sent the various United Nations embassies in Madrid, the foreign

offices of London and Washington to obtain the intervention of these nations.

. . . We demand an intense radio and press campaign to arouse public opinion

against the Franquist terror (Feb. 19, 1946).

There is no hint in any of the quotations, or in the multitude of

others that cannot be included, of an interest in discovering what was

really happening in Madrid, nor did any of the extremist sheets express

the slightest concern for anything but the maximum of confusion,

agitation, and pressure. If the whole absurd business had been limited

to the noisy, vulgar extreme left-wing press, it would have perhaps

been of little consequence and would scarcely merit the space devoted

to it here. But the fact is that this jarring, scandalous campaign made

a deep impression on a public opinion that is normally far removed

from the Marxist press. It created the atmosphere of distrust and

prevented through sheer pandemonium a dispassionate and rational

examination of the realities.

The usual front organizations moved into action immediately. The
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veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, the numerous cultural and
relief groups in America, Britain, and elsewhere, all contributed their

protest to this rapidly mounting chorus of invective. Boycotts were

proclaimed here and there. Dock workers in Amsterdam refused to

load a ship carrying potatoes to Spain.
27 Workers in Chile were reported

as refusing to load or unload Spanish vessels.28 Seventy Labor members
of Parliament sent the Ministry of Justice in Madrid a telegram pro

testing against the execution of &quot;patriots.&quot;

29

Ironically enough the countries east of the Iron Curtain were not

backward in protesting this alleged violation of basic human rights.

&quot;The Bulgarian Committee for the Defense of Spanish Democracy,&quot;

whose president was Comrade Dimitrov, proclaimed that the &quot;Bulgar

ian people are ready to do everything in their power to destroy this

vile nest of Fascism, Franco Spain.&quot;
30

The Spanish government was not inclined to take this verbal trounc

ing passively. On March 1 the government issued a formal statement,

with special reference to the attitude of France. It reviews under four

teen points
31 the whole story of Franco-Spanish relations since the

outbreak of war. After a number of points regarding the general atti

tude of Spain during the war, the communique listed certain specific

incidents and situations that the French government tolerated without

attempting to correct. These included :

1. Assaults on Spanish consulates in Algiers, and the south of France,

the last at S&te on February 28, 1946.

2. Training and aid to Spanish Reds who have landed on the coast

near Malaga with arms and explosives provided from French North

Africa.

3. Constant aggression against our territory by Spanish exiles with

the support of the local French authorities.

4. Kidnaping and murder of Spaniards living in France by Spanish

communists with no intervention on the part of the French authorities.

5. Constant protection to Spanish guerrilla fighters crossing the

frontier.

6. Existence in France of centers for the preparation of communist

27 L Humamti, Feb. 24, 1946.
28 DaZy Worker, New York, March 2, 1946.

29 Reported in Liberation Soir of Paris, March 3, 1946.

so L Humanitt, Feb. 14, 1946.
31 Full text of all points in Apuntes para la Historia, Oficina Informativa Espanola,

Madrid, 1946, pp. 50-51.
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terrorists with no attempt by the French government to suppress
them.

7. Aggressions across the frontier at Chambery and other points.

8. Unceasing campaign by the French in every international con

ference against Spain.
9. Constant defamation and calumny by radio and press against

Spain with no corrective on the part of the French government.
The French press scarcely dignified the text of the Madrid state

ment with a reproduction. Le Monde reproduced it in its entirety

(March 3, 1946). The rest of the press dubbed these accusations,
&quot;Franco agitation,&quot; &quot;Franco

lies,&quot; &quot;Extravagant communique from

Franco,&quot; &quot;A ridiculous report.&quot;
82

Astonishingly enough, after this

sampling of the French press the French representative in Madrid was
instructed to protest to the Spanish foreign office against the tone of

the Spanish press with reference to France.33 The French government
did not hesitate to receive Jose Giral, head of the Spanish government
in exile and not recognized by France at all, officially and with all

honors.34 A few months later a Rue Cristino Garcia was duly inaugu
rated in Paris, with the Pasionaria as the principal speaker.

85

The uproar that accompanied this whole affair was amply sum
marized by such papers as the Cowrrier de Gen&ve (Feb. 28, 1946),
which suggested that the execution of Cristino Garcia served as the

flimsiest of pretexts for communist agitation within France. The Irish

News of Belfast (Feb. 28, 1946) expressed the thought that if every
execution of a criminal provoked the furor that accompanied the

Garcia case, Europe would find itself in a third world war in

record time.

The most complete summary of the matter is that of La Bourse

Egyptienne of Cairo, under date of April 9 :

We are witnessing a new offensive inspired by Moscow against General

Franco. The recent initiative in France supported by the Soviet Union had
not produced the desired result, namely the restoration of the Republican

regime. The plain truth is that the Soviet Union hopes to create a communist

Spain. Lenin always said that this was the first country in which to carry out

his Marxist revolution. As long as General de Gaulle was in power he refused

to take the steps demanded by the communists. When de Gaulle retired,

President Gouin gave in to the pressure exerted by Maurice Thorez.

32 La Voix de Paris, March 3, 1946. Resistance, Ce Soir, and others.
33

Ibid., March 18, 1946.
a* Le Populate, March 8, 1946.
* Front National, Aug. 6, 1946.
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Obviously this propaganda was not aimed merely at arousing world

sympathy for the victims of the so-called Franco &quot;terror.&quot; The case

described, however, served its purpose admirably. It focused attention

in elementary terms on Spain and provoked an instantaneous reaction

among large masses of people. It created what I would call the &quot;climate&quot;

for action and for pressure. In this sense the work was not unfruitful.

The immediate aims were the economic strangulation of Spain through

agitation among workers and the isolation of the nation through the

withdrawal of the normal diplomatic missions. In addition to these

two objectives which have already been defined in connection with

the pressure of the French labor groups for the closing of the frontier,

there was the third and not less important motive of creating within

each nation an atmosphere of revolution and of agitation, inspired by
the Spanish question and admirably suited to the ends of the communist

opposition.

Despite the relative failure of these incidents, the campaign against

Spain continued unabated. The detailed story of the complex communist

activity around the world would fill the pages of an entire book. The

published sources, if carefully correlated, reveal beyond any doubt that

this synchronization was the consequence of a well-conceived and

cleverly operated propaganda machine. Moscow Radio called on

February 28, 1946, for the unconditional rupture by all countries

with Franco Spain. Both Pravda and Izvestia devoted much space

during the succeeding months to information regarding anti-Franco

demonstrations and protests all over the world. In Belgrade Minister

Bakic stated that &quot;Yugoslavia supports without reserve all action

tending to put an end to the Franquist regime.&quot;
36

The Czech cabinet expressed unconditional solidarity with &quot;all

democratic fighters against Franco.&quot;
37 Poland spoke out for the organi

zation of all democratic peoples to overthrow the Spanish government.
88

Bucharest and Sofia responded to the call for action by mass demon

strations against Franco and protests at the terror alleged to reign in

the peninsula.
39 The Belgian Communist Party launched a full-dress

campaign for the isolation of Spain.
40 In the Netherlands, Denmark,

36 Reported in Le Messager, Paris, March 1, 1946.
37 Daily Worker, London, Feb. 28, 1946, and Le Drapeau Rouge, Brussels,

March 1, 1946.
38 L Humawte, March 8, 1946.
39 Daily Worker, London, March 1, 1946.

Obrero, Toulouse, March 9, 1946.
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and Great Britain the communist parties made the anti-Franco cause

the leading issue in the spring of 1946. The Greek E.A.M. demanded
that the government break with Franco in the name of democracy.

41

The press reports show that in Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Colom

bia, Uruguay, and Mexico the same resolutions were being passed and

the same pressure applied to the local governments.
In Italy the campaign reached almost grotesque proportions. The

employees of the Rome slaughterhouse cabled their protest against

the Franco regime. The &quot;National Liberation Committee of the Public

Markets of Rome&quot; signified that, in protest against Franco, the markets

would be closed down for fifteen minutes on a specified day.
42 Pietro

Nenni, communist-sympathizing socialist, expressed himself in favor

of the creation of a cordon sanitaire around Spain.
43

In certain countries, such as Canada and Brazil, the anti-Spanish

campaign was an excellent means for strengthening the position of the

local communist parties. In the case of Canada the discovery of Soviet

espionage had increased public sentiment against the extreme Left, and

the agitation against Spain constituted an excellent antidote. The

Gazette (March 1, 1946) of Montreal reported the usual demonstra

tions and petitions to the government for action. In the far-off Union

of South Africa, the local labor organizations acknowledged the receipt

of a communication from the World Federation of Trade Unions in

Paris signed by the communist Louis Saillant, asking them to bring

pressure to bear on the South African government for a break with

Spain.
44

The press agency, France-Presse, reported that on March 5 posters

had been placed near the Spanish consulate in Shanghai, in English

and Chinese, denouncing Franco.

Another immediate objective of this world-wide agitation was ag

gression against Spanish consulates and diplomatic missions. In Havana,

Cuba, on January 14, 1946, a bomb was tossed at the Spanish embassy.
45

The consulate in Toulouse was attacked, and in Sete the consular

quarters were occupied by republican exiles who hoisted the republi

can flag.
46 In Casablanca, Morocco, the consulate had to be protected

41 Le Drapeau Rouge, March 2, 1946.

^L Uwta, Rome, Feb. 28, 1946.

43 Reported in La Sutsse, Geneva, April 13, 1946.

44 Cape Times, Cape Town, South Africa, March 7, 1946.

Washington Post, Jan. IS, 1946.

* Ce Sofr, Paris, March 1, 1946.
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by police against demonstrators who filed past it menacingly.*
7 In

Copenhagen a hand grenade was thrown at the consulate.48 In Buenos

Aires, Oslo, and Liverpool similar incidents took place.
Great pressure was mustered to prevent ordinary commercial re

lations with Spain, for the idea of an economic blockade was very
much in the air and did not subside for the next two years. A
very frequent proposal, not only from communist sources, whose pur
pose was chaos in Spain, but from more conservative elements, is that

Franco would be brought to his knees in short order if all foreign
commerce was cut off. The communists utilized the unions in which
their strength was great to produce the same effect that the transport
workers in France had achieved in stopping trade with Spain. A pic

turesque case is that of the port of Rotterdam. The Dutch communist

paper, Da Waarbeid, demanded the complete boycott of Spain, and a

strike was proclaimed in Rotterdam against all shipments to Spain.
The mayor of the city, Oud, and the port captain met with the strikers

;

the former mayor with great common sense suggested that relations

with Spain was a matter pertaining more properly to the Dutch govern
ment. Moreover, Holland was furnishing Spain seed potatoes, beet

seed, and other similar products to be paid for by the Spanish with

oranges, glass, cork, and wood. Was there any sense in allowing such

perishable products as oranges to rot, simply because the dockers were

not in sympathy with the government in Madrid?49 The Dutch com
munists were of the opinion that &quot;We can stand a few more months

without oranges to be sure that Fascist bombs do not come with

them.&quot;
50

Moscow Radio contributed to the agitation by calling for a more

vigorous effort everywhere, &quot;for a boycott to asphixiate Spain through
isolation.&quot; Every incident or situation was seized upon in the anti-

Spanish campaign. Switzerland was denounced for selling armaments

to Spain. La Voix Ouvriere (March 6 and 7) of Geneva raised its

voice in indignation at the purchase by Spain of materials in the

Hispano Suiza factory in Geneva. Moscow Radio joined in denouncing
the purchase of war material, adding that it was for the purpose of

arming 10,000 ex-Nazis who had fled across the Pyrenees after the

war. Official sources in Switzerland revealed that Spain had actually

*7 Le Courrier de Maroc, Feb. 26, 1946.

**Da&y Worker, London, March 1, 1946.
* Trouw, March 19, 1946.
so Haagsche Dagblad, The Hague, March 19, 1946.
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purchased some 850,000 francs of materials, a trifling sum compared
with the bloated figures diffused by the left-wing press. The alleged
sale by the United States of planes and other materials to Spain was
sufficient reason for a new wave of indignation to fill the communist

press around the world. UHumanite (Feb. 5) proclaimed that &quot;the

United States had sent fifty planes to Spain for the purpose of bom
barding the guerrilla forces.&quot; Great Britain was similarly attacked
from all sides for continuing trade with Spain.

Coinciding with the formal indictment of Spain at Lake Success, the

communist propaganda machine began a violent attack against Franco
as a threat to peace. In the preceding pages it has been pointed out that

whatever may be the legitimate criticism of the Franco regime within

Spain, only the wildest or the most dishonest imagination can present
that government as a direct menace to the peace and security of the

world. Outrageous as this may seem, the communists were quite prepared
to reveal the so-called fact that Spain was such a threat. L HumanitS
(Feb. 22) announced a few days before the closing of the frontier that

&quot;Spanish reinforcements are being concentrated on our frontier.&quot; The
next day, the editorial writer in the communist sheet, M. Magnien,
wrote that &quot;Franco is sending Moorish, Hitlerite, and former Vichy
militiamen to our frontier. This is clear evidence of hostile intentions

against France. France has the right to demand that the Security
Council take cognizance of this threat.&quot; The New York Daily Worker
(March 2) found no difficulty in assigning a precise number to the

Spanish troops thus concentrated, placing the figure at 250,000. The
exiled Spanish communists upped the figure to 350,000.

51 On March 4

news was received from republican quarters in Hendaye to the effect

that 400,000 troops were on the border.52 The maximum estimate was

finally 800,000, reported from a Spanish journal published in Bayonne.
58

The London Daily Telegraph (March 5) called attention to the non
sense that had been propagated by commenting that if the French were

really menaced, they would increase the minute frontier guard now
maintained along the Spanish border.

Despite the implausible character of all this information, the com
munists were not to be dissuaded. UHumanit6 (March 3) went on

insisting that Franco was preparing the invasion of France. It was now,

51 Franc Tireur, Paris, March 1, 1946.
52 Le Populate, March 5, 1946.
58 Reported in Le Pays, Paris, March 6, 1946, with comment regarding its evi

dent absurdity.
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not only hundreds of thousands of Spanish troops, but also 40,000 to

50,000 organized and armed Nazis who manned the frontier.

As late as the spring of 1947, the left-wing press was still publicizing
the troop concentrations on the French frontier. The present writer

can testify to the fact that a prolonged visit to a large number of

frontier places, late in the spring of 1947, revealed that the maximum
Spanish concentrations consisted of a handful of bored recruits doing
their military service in the area north of Pamplona and near the

Roncesvalles pass. There was not the slightest evidence of anything
more than the normal contingent of soldiers likely to be found on

any frontier in Europe. UHumanitl (March 15, 1946) published a

map showing the positions of the Spanish troops to justify the accusa

tions in the Security Council. Lange included this map in the docu
ments presented against Spain. The leftish PM. (April 18, 1946) did

not hesitate to comment on the map with reference to its presentation
before the Security Council. Moscow Radio seized on these points to

assert that &quot;Franco had an army of a million men, of whom 50,000
were Nazis.&quot;

54 Since the only question that could juridically be

discussed by the Security Council was the alleged threat to world peace,
it was indispensable to prove that Spain was a menace to peace and

specifically to neighboring France. The extraordinary thing is that

the proof can be directly traced to the official organ of the French
Communist Party, in the form that it was later disseminated through
out the world.

The alleged presence of a vast number of Nazis in Spain is another

phase of this whole incredible story. The Spanish Foreign Minister

was obliged to state that there were perhaps 7000 to 8000 Germans
in Spain, a large majority of whom had been there for over twenty-five

years and that there was absolutely no truth to the contention that

Nazis had flocked to Spain at the conclusion of hostilities. L Humanitt

(Jan. 15, 1946) could not, of course, pass over this declaration in

silence. After denouncing the Foreign Minister for minimizing the

problem, the communist journal asserted that 100,000 Germans had

found their way to Spain. &quot;All are war criminals/ From then on the

figure 100,000 was taken as gospel truth by papers everywhere. Ny
Dag in Stockholm, France Nouvelle in Paris, Vorwarts in Basel, and
numerous others repeated, parrotlike, this alleged figure. Representa
tive Savage in the United States congress asserted that 40,000 Ger-

54
Reported ir* Ct Soir, Paris, April 13, 1946,
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mans were enrolled in the Spanish army, and Representative Coffee

went much further by stating that &quot;Nazi-Falangist Spain is the

laboratory of the atomic bomb for Fascism in the third world war.&quot;
65

The numbers began to climb astronomically. We now learn that there

were 6000 scientific workers in Spain of German origin, 3000 espionage

agents, and an army of 600,000 to 700,000 men on a war footing.

Moreover, 30 German schools had been reopened.
56 The accusation

regarding the atomic bomb became popular for a brief period. The
New York Daily Worker (April 14, 1946) had no scruples in stating

that Franco was concentrating on the bomb and these accusations were

contained in the memorandum presented during the debate on the

Spanish issue before the Security Council and signed by such friends

of the defunct Spanish republic as Frieda Kirchway, William Shirer,

and others, all of whom appeared to have swallowed the factually

fragile reports that the former Republican Minister Alvarez del Vayo
chose to supply.
The detractors of Spain have never been particularly concerned about

the accuracy of their sources or even their existence. The story

of the atomic research in Spain was supported by names and places,

all of which gave an air of verisimilitude to the version that con

vinced or appeared to convince a considerable number of people. The
fact that Spain did not have the money even to put the railway system
of the country in proper shape; the fact that Spanish industry is

insufficient to care for the basic needs of reconstruction
;
the fact that

the ingredients of the atom bomb are not available to Spain even if

the government proposed to set about making one none of these

obvious, known, and simple facts made the slightest difference to those

who were bent solely on making a &quot;case&quot; any case that would

discredit the Franco regime and produce action in the Security Council.

We are faced here, as in so many other ways, with an obdurate un

willingness to come to grips with reality when Spain is concerned.

Bilbao, Ocafia, and other spots in Spain were stated to be the sites

where atomic energy was being harnessed for military purposes. Le

Populaire (April 12, 1946) tells us that &quot;The United States is perfectly

aware that near Bilbao there are installations for the manufacture of

the atom bomb.&quot; The London Daily Worker descended to all the lurid

details of this enterprise :

^ Times Herald, Washington, D. C., Jan. 30, 1946.

&quot;Drily Worker, New York, and PJfcfv Feb. 28, 1946.
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Information received from the Spanish resistance movement states that
an atomic energy research station under the direction of German experts
exists at Portugalete, five miles south of Bilbao. The center is situated on a

rocky mountain top almost inaccessible to everyone and is guarded day
and night by members of the Security Police, a majority of whom are German
speaking. No one can come near the works and the workers sleep and live

within it. Trucks and buses circulate in that area but are under heavy guard.
They never stop in the village and no one knows what they are carrying
(April 14 and 15, 1946).

Jos6 Giral of the exiled republican government informed the sub

committee of the United Nations that Murcia and Granada were the

centers of this atomic research, and a French review reported that

studies had been made that show Spain is engaged in all seriousness in

atomic research. Heures Nouvelles of Paris reported that the center

is Oviedo and that others exist in Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Valen

cia, and Malaga. The centers for experiments in the explosive quali
ties of the energy are in Vigo and Avilfe and the manufacture of the

mechanical part of the bomb is carried out in Cartagena, Alicante, and

Burgos. V-2 bombs are also being made, says this source, and Spain

already possesses some 100 of them. France, of course, will ultimately

be the target of this effort.
57

A scientific lecture by the brother of the Spanish foreign minister,

Jose Ignacio Martin Artajo, professor of electrotechnics in the Naval

Academy on atomic energy, led the Mexican newspaper Ultimas

Noticias to cry out in alarm that the Spanish scientists were already

talking of the atomic bomb and had knowledge of its construction.

The,journal s indignation was somewhat mitigated when it was revealed

that Dr. Martin Artajo had shown slides and other material for his

lecture made available to him as public property by the cultural rela

tions section of the American embassy in Madrid. It is astonishing that

this sector of public opinion apparently assumes that Spaniards are

all illiterate and quite incapable of reading material made public by
other governments or from foreign sources. After all, a considerable

body of information can be pulled together on atomic energy from

United States sources available to anyone who wishes to ask for it.

Another source of propaganda is the existence in Spain of guerrilla

bands. There is no doubt that some exist and have existed ever since

the end of the civil war* There is no doubt either that there is an

BT Dated May 14, 1946. Sources cited are articles in the Swiss paper Servir, by

one Garcia Munoz who is presumed to have been able to obtain this detailed

documentation.
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infiltration from France of some proportions. The Cristino Garcia case

showed that to be true. The communist propaganda has tried to depict

Spain as torn by a sort of soundless civil war, with guerrilla bands
all over the land and large areas virtually blocked off because of the

unrest and disturbance within them. Ny Dag (Jan. 24, 1946) of Stock

holm reported fighting in the streets of Madrid. La Hora in Buenos
Aires and El Siglo in Santiago, Chile, echoed this information. It was
stated in Geneva by the son of former republican Ambassador Azcarate

in London, that the Spanish maquis were so active that the chief of

police of Granada was assassinated every two or three months.58

Mundo Obrero claimed that in certain areas such as Malaga, the

unrest was so great that the government had been obliged to employ

troops including Moors, Germans, and the Foreign Legion to maintain

order. The Spanish communist leader, Antonio Mije, in the celebrated

Pleyel meeting to which reference has been made, told his jubilant

listeners that 25,000 regular troops were employed in the single province

of Caceres to put down the guerrilla fighters. Mundo Obrero (March 2,

1946) was never to be outdone in its dire prognostications of guerrilla

success: &quot;Nine thousand soldiers with dogs are hunting the guerrillas

in the region of Talavera. . . . Three divisions of Moors were concen

trated in the Santander-Asturias area. . . . Thousands of troops have

been rushed to Galicia and Leon. ... In Aragon seven divisions are

operating.&quot;

Lister, who had participated so actively in the republican forces

in the civil war days, announced loudly that Talavera, Navalmoral de

la Mata, Arenas de San Pedro, and other areas had been declared war

zones, while almost all Aragon was under martial law. Fighting took

place in Madrid and bombs exploded in the Cibeles in the heart of

the Spanish capital, while a battle occurred at the Central Post Office

in Madrid between guerrillas and the regular forces.59 One Jean Durk-

heim, writing in Front National (Feb. 7, 1946) of Paris, described the

progress of the maquis against Franco. He quoted an interview with

the guerrilla commander and delighted his French readers with the

story of the advance of democracy in northern Spain.

The communists were far from modest; they published maps to

show the precise location of the guerrilla bands and the areas

&quot;reconquered&quot; from fascist authority. In the review, Femmes Frangaises

(March I, 1946), two thirds of all Spanish territory was in the hands

**LePeuple, Geneva, Jan. 18, 1946.

**La Hbertt, Algiers, May 30, 1946.
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of the so-called liberators: Barcelona, Tarragona, Alicante, Almeria,
Mdlaga, Cddiz, Coruiia, Gijon, Valencia, Santander, Zaragoza, Seville,
Cordoba, and Toledo. This map of the progress of the guerrillas was
published everywhere by the communist and fellow traveler press. The
wonder was that no one seemed to bother to reflect that, if this were
true, the Spanish republican government in exile might easily have
transferred its authority from Paris or Mexico to Spain, since so

large a portion of the national territory was in its hands. The fact that
the exiled government stuck closely to France might indicate that even
in those quarters there was still some lingering doubt that this happy
consummation were entirely true.

One could go on indefinitely with the false accounts in the left-wing
press of revolts, insurrections, strikes, and disturbances everywhere
in Spain. Photographs, too, were falsified, as in the case of La Nacidn
(March 8, 1946) of Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic, which
published that of Franco and Hitler together at &quot;the conference in
Berlin between the Caudillo and the Fiihrer which lasted for several

days.&quot; The fact that General Franco was never in Berlin in his life

made no difference at all. In Argentina, the newspaper Cdrdoba (May
5, 1946) found no more edifying picture to publish than that of
General Franco with King Victor Emmanuel of Italy reviewing the
Italian troops which had participated in the civil war. The minor
detail that such a review never occurred and that General Franco had
never laid eyes on the Italian monarch were not, of course, sufficient

reasons for doubt as to the authenticity of the photograph.
The whole story is one of intrigue, false information, motivated and

deliberately provoked scandal aimed at discrediting the Franco regime.
The amazing thing is that serious and documented criticism of the

government and its policy was rarely included. Pure fantasy and an

imagination unrestricted by truth were given free play, to the detriment

of Spain but still more as testimony to the degree of degeneracy
of serious and honest appraisal of public affairs in our day. This long
account of exactly what happened when the extreme Left set out

to create a world opinion should serve as something of an object lesson

to those who are readily taken in by the spectacular and usually
false accounts of what is happening in Spain.

There is no point in following through in full detail the weary debates

in the Security Council and General Assembly regarding Spain between

the years 1946-1949. The general development of the question may
be indicated in broad lines. The position of the United States has been
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interesting, as one may judge by the official statements of the President

during the years since the Polish proposal in 1946. In that year, in his

annual report to the Congress on American participation in the United

Nations, President Truman devoted considerable attention to Spain:
&quot;The United States representative expressed his Government s willing
ness to consider any action which in its opinion would further the

elimination of the Franco regime and the restoration of a democratic

regime without civil war.&quot; Moreover, the President acknowledged that

the United States had furnished much of the material that went into

the subcommittee report on Spain.
60 A year later in his report, the

President recounted the steps taken to carry out the resolutions and

commented that &quot;The United States delegation opposed any proposal

looking toward the application of sanctions since there was no factual

basis for taking such action.&quot;
61 In 1948 the presidential report is

beautifully laconic in its treatment of Spain: &quot;The Security Council

made brief reference to the Spanish question on June 25, 1948.&quot;
62

The French publicist, Andre Siegfriend, in editing the annual volume

L Annie Politique, comments that &quot;the problem posed by the continu

ance in Spain of the Spanish regime occupied a very large place last

year on the international scene. This year the question has been buried

under a discreet silence.&quot;
63 But the Spanish question was hard to

bury. In General Assembly of September 16 to November 19, 1947,

Spain was dragged into the debate by the indefatigable Oscar Lange.
The distinguished delegates flayed Franco for the Succession Law and

Jan considered that Lord Templewood s book, Complacent Dictator, was

a telling indictment of Franco. Bebler of Yugoslavia could find nothing
better than to claim that &quot;racial discrimination was being inculcated

in the Spanish schools.&quot;
64
Fahy of the United States was not pleased

with the Polish proposal and claimed it did not &quot;aim at altering the

situation in Spain by pacific means.&quot;
65 It is odd that after inciting

a people to rebellion by international pressure, scruples suddenly

develop that perhaps that method will not be entirely &quot;pacific.&quot;

In 1948 at the Chaillot Palace in Paris, the Spanish issue was not

60 The United States and the United Nations, Report Series 7, 1947, for the year

1946, Washington, 1947, p. 37.

**Ibid., 1948, p. 39.

**Ibid., 1949, p. 91.

^VAnnie Politique, 1947, Paris, 1948, p. 212.

64 United Nations, Official Records of the Second Session of the General Assembly,

Nov. 11, 1947, p. 410.

. 412.
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allowed to lie dormant and the Venezuelan delegate opined that &quot;the

Spanish question is hardly a problem of government. It remains a

problem of the people.&quot;
66 His Colombian colleagues expressed the

conviction that &quot;since the question was referred by the General

Assembly at its last regular session to the Security Council, and since

the Security Council decided on June 25, 1948, not to include the

question on its agenda, this means implicitly that there is no threat

to the peace inherent in this question.&quot;
67

Delegate Costa du Rels of

Bolivia expressed a very general sentiment among many in saying
that: &quot;As for Spain, we have been linked to her by bonds of blood,

language, and faith. We, therefore, deplore once again the ostracism

undeservedly forced on Spain.&quot;
68

On November 15, 1948, the exiled Spanish republican government
addressed a communication to the General Assembly for the fourth

time, which was transmitted officially by the Secretary General

to the delegates. This long document speaks of the &quot;impossibility

of believing in the insensitiveness of the United Nations&quot; to the

Spanish case and declares that &quot;frivolity&quot; cannot be the explanation

for the inaction.69 The document admits that the major obstacle to

action is the &quot;nonintervention policy,&quot; and decries the fact that &quot;neither

respect nor courtesy can hide the feelings that obliges it to decline all

responsibility before the persistence in the error of keeping the

Spanish problem outside the fundamental tasks of the United Nations.&quot;

The sessions of the autumn of 1948 were distinguished by resolutions,

joint draft resolution, votes affirmative, negative, and abstentious.

The Spanish case became bogged down in a literal inundation of

rhetoric.

When the General Assembly met at Flushing Meadow, in May, 1949,

Malik of the Soviet Union expressed the conviction that &quot;we must

consider the question of Franco Spain, the importance of which is

well known. It is a question which has not been acted upon by the

General Assembly since 1947.&quot;
70 On May 4, Polish delegate Katz-Suchy

called attention to the fact that the resolutions regarding Spain had

produced no effect. They included:

Verbatim Report of the Hundred and Fortieth Meeting, General Assembly, Third

Session, Sept. 23, 1948.

67 ibid., Sept. 28, 1948.

/*&, Sept. 29, 1948.

69 United Nations, General Assembly, Document A/781, Nov. 15, 1948.

TO General Assembly, Second Part of the Third Session, May 2, 1949*.
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1. Condemnation at the San Francisco Conference;
2. Condemnation by General Assembly at first session

;

3. Polish resolution to Security Council and subcommittee to

recognize Franco Spain as a danger to international security ;

4. On December 12, 1946, the resolution of the General Assembly
was adopted, even if toned down by United States intervention

;

5. Economic and Social Council withdrew the invitation to Spain
to attend a penal law conference (Jan. 24, 1947) ;

6. On May 13, 1947, the International Civil Aviation Organization

expelled Spain;
7. Resolution of December 12, 1947, invited nations to withdraw

heads of diplomatic missions from Madrid and the Security
Council to take measures if certain conditions had not been ful

filled within a reasonable time.

Two and a half years later, said the representative of peace-loving
and presumedly &quot;democratic&quot; Poland, &quot;Franco still defied the United
Nations.&quot;

71 The extraordinary thesis was laid down that since General

Franco did not step down instantly when the United Nations passed
a resolution, he was a threat to the peace and engaged in defying the

solemn will of that international institution. A number of Hispanic
American delegates challenged this interpretation; Victor Andres

Belaunde, of Peru, and Urdaneta, of Colombia, proceeded to examine

the problem from the point of view of intervention in the domestic

affairs of a sovereign State and from the particular angle of the

alleged threat to world peace of the Madrid government.
72 Much

of the ensuing discussion became a verbal duel, of the customary sort,

between the East and the West, with Byelorussians, Ukrainians, and
the satellite representatives accusing the United Kingdom and various

western states of supporting General Franco as part of their preparation
for an anti-Soviet crusade.

In November, 1950, the General Assembly of the United Nations

by an overwhelming vote abrogated the 1946 ruling regarding the

maintenance of full diplomatic representation in Madrid. This was,
in fact, merely the formal recognition that the whole absurd policy of

cutting off one s nose to spite the face was a complete failure. The
admission of Spain to the various specialized branches of the United

Nations is, another step in the obvious direction; the reintegration of

Spain within normal international life.

7i
Ibid., May 4, 1949. Ibid., May 5, 1949.
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The truth is that Spain is a little world apart and one must learn, in all

cordiality to treat her in that light. The ignorance of this fact led Napoleon I

to disaster. It is quite useless to exert pressure on the Spanish people either

to get them to change their government or to adopt economic views that are
not their own.1

TJLn. HIS is the first and basic truth to bear in mind
in examining the problem of Spain s future and its role in the modern
world. Almost every step in policy that has been taken since 1939

by western European powers and the United States has been predi
cated on error the tragic error that threats and denunciation are

effective weapons to force the Spanish government and people to

change. The torrent of diatribe directed against General Franco s

government by the United Nations and almost every foreign office

of any consequence in the world, stiffened resistance, brought out the

inherent disdain of the Spanish for favors when national integrity is

attacked, and made impossible the normal evolution of -the present

regime. Visible evidence of this was available before the concerted

drive in 1945 to unseat the Generalissimo.2

The proposals for doing something about Spain run from the imposi
tion of a new regime, preferably a Republic, to economic sanctions,

slow strangulation, and ostracism. None of these policies of interference

and needling will lead to anything but a hardening of Spanish antago

nism, a more solid support of the present regime, and the passionate

dislike of the Spanish people for those responsible for the prodding

1 Jacques Chastenet, &quot;Cosas de Espana,&quot; in Gazette de Lausanne, Lausanne,

Switzerland, Aug. 19, 1949.
2 Salvador de Madariaga has expressed this trait admirably: &quot;We find ourselves

faced with an element of Spanish character which can be observed in other cases

the tendency to renounce all interest and retire into silence and passivity when the

circumstances make words and deeds useless&quot; (Spain [London: Jonathan Cape, 1943 j

New York: Creative Age Press, Inc., 1943], p. 229).
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process. This simple fact of psychology seems to have failed to penetrate
the minds of statesmen and publicists everywhere. This attitude of a
self-imposed mission to reform Spain is the basis of all the ineffectual
efforts that have been made inside and outside the United Nations to
ease the tension between Spain and the rest of the world. There seems
to be some slight hope at present that in Washington, if not in London
and Paris, it will be recognized that General Franco is not going to

step down from power because Acheson does not like him, or because
Georges Bidault holds certain mental reservations regarding him.3

Moreover, Spaniards are singularly unimpressed by the stubborn hostil

ity of the British Labor government, for they all remember and the
incident is enshrined in newspaper pictures Clement Attlee marching
through Madrid with his clenched fist in the air and saluting the British
members of the International Brigades with rapture.

Unquestionably the effect of foreign ostracism on Spain has been
very severe. Despite the fact that formal sanctions were never decreed
and the present government has managed to work out a series of

reasonably satisfactory trade agreements with a number of countries,
the major characteristic at present (the winter of 1949-1950) is one
of stagnation. Things in Spain go on, but there is a creeping paralysis,
a scarcely perceptible slowing down of economic life, a profound
feeling that the limit of domestic capacity has been reached. There is

no danger of a crash in Spain ; there is real danger of semi-strangulation
as a result of the untenable position the country occupies in the world.

Obviously, too, it is a great pity that Spain is cut off from the rest
of the western world, for her own spiritual development is hampered
and, what is even more important, her undeniable contribution to the

solidarity of the West is lost. The latter is too frequently overlooked
in the constant insistence on the strategic value of Spain. To depict
the whole problem as a defense against communism is an oversimplifi
cation, and to talk of the Pyrenees as the natural defense line in west-

3 Constantine Brown discovered at once that Spain had rallied behind Franco as
the pressure was put on by the United Nations. &quot;There seems to be no doubt
in the minds of anyone who has carefully observed recent developments in Spain
that the United Nations decision to urge its members to withdraw their chiefs
of mission from Madrid has strengthened General Franco s position. . . . The fact
that foreign governments which are not concerned with how Spaniards live and
are ruled, took it upon themselves to make such a demonstration caused a wave
of genuine indignation. ... I talked with many . . . especially those known to be
hostile to the regime. They all said, Spain is not a liberated country and the
members of the United Nations have no right to tell us how and when we shall
change our government&quot; (Evening Star, Washington, D. C., Feb. 24, 1947)
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ern Europe is to put the whole question on a false basis. The Spanish
themselves are not taken in by this sudden discovery. They do not

relish the idea that normal relations with their government will be

re-established simply because the Pentagon is convinced that an army
on the Franco-Spanish frontier can hold the line until American

military and naval aid comes to the rescue of the rest of Europe. Why,
fundamentally, should the Spanish be so keen to rally to the defense

of western Europe when for thirteen years that same western Europe,

with the exception of Portugal, has denounced them as a menace to

peace and tranquillity and the last refuge of defeated fascism? Is it

small wonder that the Spaniard does not wax enthusiastic when his

army and reserve power are measured in terms of what he can

contribute to holding the Soviet forces off?

The intrinsic merit of the Spanish contribution to the twentieth

century world reposes on the devotion to certain ideals which are

potentially of inestimable value to the integrity of the West. In the

first place, Spain is devoted to internal unity as never before. The

official motto on the coat of arms, Una, Grande Libre, has become

ingrained in the political temper of the people. This hard, solid unity

makes of Spain a bastion against the type of internal disintegration

that the country knew under the Republic and which gnaws at the

&quot;innards&quot; of not a few of the other nations of western Europe. In the

second place, the Spanish are convinced of the virtue of a larger

Hispanidad than the peninsula, that is, a strong and effective union

with Portugal and an extension of this solidarity to the Spanish- and

Portuguese-speaking nations of the New World. This Iberian bloc

or concert of nations may seem like a form of imperialism. It is, within

the regional scheme of things, recognized as legitimate by the United

Nations themselves, a logical and entirely justifiable aspiration.

We must be entirely frank on this second point. The tendency to

speak of an &quot;inter-American unity&quot; between the United States and

the other American republics is more of a fiction than a fact, as we

all know deep in our hearts. We have tried valiantly to make of the

accident of geography the basis of a spiritual and emotional kinship

that does not exist and at the best can only be maintained by

artificial stimulants. Between the United States and Hispanic America

there are innumerable barriers of sentiment and a different set of

values; between Spain and her former possessions in the New World

there is the incredibly strong link of language, culture, religion, and

the comradeship that derives from participation in the same particular
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tributary that feeds into the broader stream of western civilization.

The superficial may decry the maintenance of strong Spanish relations
with the Hispanic American as nothing but an effort to extend fascism
to America; as a part of the campaign to bring Falangism to these
shores. No one, unless he be motivated by that peculiarly blind

prejudice against modern Spain and all it stands for, can conceive
that Madrid has any political aspirations in America or the slightest

pretension of regaining control over territories in this part of the world.
The difficulty is, of course, a relatively simple one, that ought to be

brought out into the light of day. The Spanish approach to Hispanic
America is on the basis of tradition, history, culture, and the Catholic
faith. To the American who thinks that Hispanic America must be
made over to the image and likeness of New Jersey, this basis of

rapprochement is repugnant. Nevertheless, it is evident that every
gesture made by Spain toward genuine cultural and spiritual contacts
with America pays rich dividends. Every cultural gesture made from
the United States is a decidedly uphill fight against tremendous natural
odds. Moreover, there is no reason to believe that bad relations with

Spain mean good relations with Hispanic America. Former Ambassador
Hayes has expressed the idea admirably:

I do not believe that we can successfully pursue one policy in Hispanic
America and another in Spain. If we continue to convey the impression that
we are a &quot;bad neighbor

7
to Spain, we shall increase the difficulties and

hazards of remaining a &quot;good neighbor&quot; to the other American Republics.
4

The former American Ambassador calls attention to the very strong
links that bind the peninsula to America

;
the hundreds of thousands

of Spanish immigrants everywhere from Cuba to Chile, the wide

acceptance of Spanish books and culture generally. Two facts perhaps
ought to make him stop and reflect on the folly of our present hostility
to Spain, insofar as it relates to our relations in the western hemisphere.
One is that republic after republic in America has refused to obey the

United Nations ruling on diplomatic relations with Madrid and has
either left its ambassador there or has sent one after the decision was
made at Lake Success, The second is that the increase of travel to

Spain from Hispanic America is astonishing; in 1949 there were
over a thousand Hispanic American students in Madrid alone; in

November a special residence hall was opened for Bolivians, whose
number was already large enough to justify this step.

4
Hayes, Wartime Mission in Spain, p. 312, copyright, 1945, by The Macmillan Co.

and tised with their permission.
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The third passion of Spain after its own unity and its solidarity with
the Hispanic world is its devotion to the idea of Christendom. Un
fortunately this splendid word has fallen into disuse among English-

speaking people and we prefer to prate about common democracy and
common institutions, even when they do not exist, rather than place
the emphasis on the common Christian heritage. To the Spanish,
Christendom is a very live thing, pregnant with meaning for the

modern world. An isolating factor unquestionably is that Spain is

devoted to this idea, while the rest of Europe and the United States

are willing to base their pacts for mutual aid and understanding on

anything except the fact that all that we have that can be called

civilization is the product of our Christian tradition.5

The Spanish have sometimes looked on the Pyrenees as a not un
mixed blessing, shutting them off from the rest of Europe and partic

ularly from France. The distinguished Catalan priest, Jaime Balmes,
whose centenary was so widely celebrated in 1949, was wont to argue
that the higher the Pyrenees the better for the mind and spirit of

Spain. On the other hand, contemporary declarations are not lacking
to indicate that Spain feels itself to be very much a part of the

European continent and desirous of playing its part in the defense

of that solidarity. &quot;Spain is logically a part of the western world, for

geographical, cultural, and economic reasons . . . and the efforts to

exclude her can only weaken the forces facing the Soviet Union.&quot;
6

Whatever one may think of its form of government, there can be

absolutely no doubt that Spain belongs to the western community of

nations and that every interest of the country is closely tied up with

the West. If Turkey can be arbitrarily incorporated into the western

bloc, and if Iran can be looked upon as one of the links in the long

defense chain that encircles the Soviet Union, it is impossible to

conceive that Spain be left out.

The defense of what we call the West is not a single issue but a

combination of them. We are not engaged in a struggle, popularly called

the &quot;cold war,&quot; against the forces of Marxism simply to retain the

right to bold proper elections or to hold sessions of a parliament. We
are engaged for that and a great many other things, including

the right to believe that man possesses an immortal soul and that the

5 This idea of the three passions of the contemporary Spaniard is brought out in

Jacques Blondeau, &quot;Visions d Espagne,&quot; L Aube, Paris, June 14, 1949.

Statement of General Franco to Seymour Berkson, President of International

News Service, reported in a Prensa, Barcelona, Nov. 7, 1949.
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paternity of God means exactly what it says with the subsequent

obligations on the part of mankind. There are innumerable Spaniards

who are very little concerned with what happens to parliamentary

democracy, and who are very much concerned with what happens to

the Church; just as there are Americans and British whose concern

over the fate of the Church is insignificant but whose distress is acute

at the prospects for parliamentarianism. There ought to be a place

in the line of defense of the West for those who want to defend the

Church together with the values she has represented throughout western

history. Spain has been excluded because of sheer bigotry and nothing
else. The close examination of the reasoning on the Spanish case

reveals beyond any doubt that a basis of principle is totally lacking.

It is this precisely that the Spanish resent above everything else. If

the major powers had proceeded along rational, logical, although

mistaken lines, the situation would have been vastly different. We
condemned Spain in 1945 for what we did not condemn her in 1940,

although nothing had changed in between. Churchill praised Spain for

her attitude during the war, and Bevin instructs British diplomats not

even to exchange the ordinary amenities with their Spanish colleagues.

The Spanish issue has been decided on the basis of slogans, propaganda,

catch phrases, and the warmed-over emotionalism of 1936. It is, as

Douglas Woodruff has very properly expressed it, &quot;the clinging to

the carcass of a dead policy.&quot;
7 The distinguished British writer puts

the question very neatly when he asks, &quot;The British attitude toward

Spain opens up an even wider question: on what values are we going

to stand in the defense of the West?&quot;

If we talk of democracy as the basis for our international action and

the link that binds the western nations into a solid phalanx against

sovietism, then we are obviously in a perfectly untenable position.

Anyone must realize that the inclusion of Turkey in the defense

arrangements, meritorious as it may be on the strategic side, cannot

be defended if we are going to demand simon-pure democracy as the

acid test of all alliances. We seek the good will and understanding of

the Arab countries, and engage in the closest kind of relations with

Saudi Arabia, where, I daresay, the democratic processes are at the

best somewhat stunted. We are not averse to entering into oil agree

ments or commercial treaties with almost any nation in the western

hemisphere or elsewhere without regard to the purity of its political

7 The Tablet, London, Nov. 27, 1948, Article, &quot;Spain Revisited.&quot;
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techniques. If we were consistently so scrupulous, we would have to

break relations with at least half a dozen Hispanic American countries,

not to mention a whole assortment of states elsewhere in the world*

But the height of folly and of illogic : the hilariously amusing case

of unreason carried to the nth degree is the new United States policy

toward Yugoslavia, coupled with the obstinate refusal to deal with

Spain. I realize that in linking the two countries I am not flattering

the Spanish. This is not meant to imply that the Marxist terror that

passes for a regime in Belgrade belongs to the same category with

Madrid. It is disconcerting, nevertheless, to observe the alacrity with

which the press and public opinion of the United States have hastened

to the defense of Tito, and at the same time refuse the smallest

concession to Franco.8 If the strategic argument is valid, it applies even

more to Spain than to Yugoslavia. If we accept the idea that &quot;the

enemy of our enemy is our friend,&quot; then General Franco can claim

an anticommunism that antedates by far that of anyone else on the

continent. And certainly Spain represents a far more solid opposition

to militant Marxism than Tito s heretical communist deviationism.

If economic aid is to be given on the purely objective ground of aiding

people who are willing to resist Soviet pressure, then there is no

possible reason for denying to Spain what has been granted to

Yugoslavia.
The total lack of logic, reason, and common sense in our Spanish

policy to date is no better illustrated than through the popular press.

vThe argument runs that Franco is not dependable because he holds

polver by desperate means, that there is an elaborate black market in

Spain, and that workers, kept on starvation wages, directly benefit

the members of the Falange. He has not popular mandate, is a self-

proclaimed totalitarian and a burden on the conscience of western

democracy. This is the indictment. If one examines it carefully, the

utter shallowness of the argument becomes apparent at once. If we

are to oust from the benefits of the Marshall Plan a country with a

black market or administrative corruption, the sixteen nation group

will shrink to rather lean proportions. There is a tendency to forget

s Constantine Brown sums this up as follows: &quot;Neither General Franco his

advisers, nor his political opponents can understand why America, which is

snendine so many billions of dollars to create a wall against Soviet aggression

purposely overlooks Spain, which is one of the best military bets in Europe.K cannot conceive that disapproval of a mildly dictatorial regime, much milder,

for instance, than that of Marshal Tito, should blind us to the point of jeopardiz

ing the defuse of the West&quot; (Evemng Star, Washington, D. C.,&amp;lt;Nov. u, 1949).
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that the Marshall Plan was never conceived nor proclaimed as having

anything to do with the internal regimes of the countries invited to

participate, for the Soviet Union was so invited as were all the satellite

countries. The purpose was to provide economic aid for the general

recovery of Europe. The fact that the Soviet Union and satellites saw
fit to reject the invitation does not modify in the least the intention.

In a word, we were willing and eager to have Czechoslovakia, Poland,

Hungary, and the Soviet Union itself in the E.C.A. program ; we were

absolutely unwilling because Spain is a dictatorship and does not pay
the kind of wages we consider proper, to admit the latter country.

This, I submit, is the height of absolute illogic.

What we have done is absurd and futile
;
a foreign policy dictated

by left-wing mumbo-jumbo that still manages to convince too many
of our people that democracy is hopelessly compromised if we have

any truck with General Franco. The contradiction in all this was

pointed out by General Franco himself in words that bear transcription
because they apply so precisely to the present situation:

Democracy in different countries takes on different forms. Some of the

governments in the western hemisphere pass as democracies but are in fact

omnipotent dictatorships very different from anything that in Europe is

called democracy. The coup d 6tat, the falsification of electoral returns, the

intervention of the President in every branch of the government, character

izes many of these governments, which are accepted, nevertheless, in inter

national society as democracies.9

There is no chance whatever that the republicans will return to power
in Spain. The best alternative for those who hope for the triumph of

the extreme Left in Spain is the withholding of economic aid. The
advocates of sanctions and strangulation believe, or suggest they believe,

that Franco will fall and the &quot;democratic forces&quot; within the country
will take over. In the first place, there are no internal democratic forces

in the republican camp. Secondly, the republicans outside Spain have

no chance whatever of achieving power. They are today unknown and

forgotten by most Spaniards. If they were to return it would be on the

coattails of an advancing army of occupation which in itself would be

enough for the Spanish people to reject them. The refusal to grant
economic aid does not weaken Franco

;
it merely weakens Spain and

the Spanish people. Widespread hunger and an economic crisis is

precisely what the communists want. Economic assistance to the

Interview of General Franco with the Australian journalist Tom Jacob, pub-
lishcd in Solidaridad National, Barcelona, Nov. 24, 1949.
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people of Spain will permit the nation to evolve as she pleases. With

an injection of economic aid Spain will attain a more balanced structure

and avert the possibility of a crisis. A collapse in the economic and

social order, followed by a swift political change would benefit no one

but the communists, for in the troubled waters of a chaotic Spain the

probability of a left-wing dictatorship would be very great.

To many in Europe it is evident that the United States is torn

between the convictions of the military and the reservations of the

diplomats. The recent stream of members of the United States

Congress through Spain demonstrated that the legislative branch of

the government is aware that this anomaly cannot go on much

longer. The argument for economic aid to Spain is so overwhelming,

be it in the form of a government loan or the encouragement of private

investment, that even Juan Negrin, who can certainly not be accused

of pro-Franco sympathies, published his opinion that Spain today,

without a change of regime, should be favored in the European

Reconstruction Plan. In other words, the interests of the Spanish

people come first and no end is to be served by humiliating them,

coercing them, and arousing in them a profound distrust for the so-

called democracies.
10

Those who think that Spain will join the western bloc joyfully at

the moment of danger may be sadly disappointed. It is not likely that

after years of systematic humiliation by the foreign offices of most

of the western States or after years of the denial of the ordinary

financial assistance given to almost every country in real need

be it Turkey with its one-party system, Greece, Saudi Arabia, or Ice

landthat Spain will rally to the support of the western bloc the

moment the Soviet menace becomes more active. Spain has been busily

cultivating closer relations with Argentina and certain of the Hispanic

American countries. The visit of King Abdullah of Transjordan in

September, 1949, sealed a long and carefully nurtured policy of

friendship with the Arabs, with -whom, incidentally, Spain maintains

the most cordial contacts. &quot;Spain at the present time has no intention

of lining up militarily with any bloc. Her freedom of action is

absolute.&quot;
11 In a word, years of disdain and hostility are not going

to pay off in collaboration when war comes.

10 The Negrin articles stating this point of view appeared in The New York

Herald Tribune (Paris edition), April 1, 2, and 3, 1948.

11
J. M. Creac h, &quot;Les nouvelles routes de 1 Espagne,&quot; Le Monde, Paris, Sept. 3,

1948.
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The most authoritative statement on Spain to come out of the

Department of State recently was that of Secretary Dean Acheson in

May, 1949. The major problem has been the designation of an

ambassador in Madrid. Since the resignation of Norman Armour no

American ambassador has resided in the Spanish capitol. No one has

yet proposed a really convincing argument why we should leave an

entire embassy functioning in Spain without a head, nor just how we

expect to unseat General Franco by having merely a charge d affaires

on the job. This is one of the major mysteries of our time and for

which no satisfactory answer has yet been produced in official circles.

We dislike a government, and want to see it changed; therefore we

remove our chief of mission and deprive ourselves of a chance to have

a first-class man on the spot to find out what is really going on.

The bankruptcy of our Spanish policy is nowhere more eloquently

revealed than in the published remarks of the Secretary of State in

reply to questions on Spain. The essence of Acheson s views may be

boiled down to the following form:

1. The United Nations resolution to withdraw full diplomatic rep

resentation from Spain was rooted in history, because Franco is

the product of Hitler and Mussolini and is a fascist dictatorship.

2. The Spanish government is to be condemned because of certain

specific violations of what we call basic human liberties: (a) no

writ of habeas corpus; (b) no right of trial by jury; (c) no

religious liberty; (d) no right of association.12

The Secretary of State said, quite rightly, that &quot;the importance is

not in throwing words around in talking about fascists because other

people call us fascist too. We do not get anywhere merely by using

the word. The important thing is what goes on in Spain.&quot; On the basis

of this indictment the Secretary concluded that &quot;You cannot have an

intimate working partnership with such a regime in the economic field

and in the defense field.&quot; Now this extraordinary document defends

the absence of an American ambassador in Madrid because there is no

operation of the writ of habeas corpus as we know it in the United

States. When the Secretary was asked if this was the proper basis

for withdrawing an ambassador, how he explained the fact that we

keep an ambassador in Moscow where no habeas corpus has been

12 Full text in The New York Times, May 11, 1949.
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heard of since the days of Kerenski, the Secretary of State dismissed

the question derisively as &quot;dialectics.&quot;
13

In summary regarding a realistic and intelligent policy toward Spain,
the following may be taken as points which would serve the cause of

peace as well as the best interests of both Spain and the rest of

the world:

1. Economic aid to Spain is necessary for the reconstruction of

Europe and the defense of the West.

2. This aid should be granted at once by the United States, either

within the framework of the Marshall Plan, or through direct

loans, or through the encouragement of private investment on

a large scale.

3. The present regime has possibilities of evolution and the main

tenance of the present strained relations merely solidifies and

freezes it.

4. The United States should resume normal diplomatic relations

with the Spanish government, since only an illogical insistence on

political and ideological affinities prevent it from doing so.

5. The fullest information regarding Spain will serve to inform

public opinion of the realities and truth of Spain and eliminate

the unfortunate holdovers of prejudice and parti pris that have

heretofore prevailed.

6. The full support by Spain of the common defense can be assured

only by readmission to the family of nations on a basis of

absolute equality.

7. The maintenance of the present quarantine only serves the

purposes of Soviet policy and divides the West at a time when

it is desperately in need of consolidation.

Obviously the realization of this policy presupposes a new enlighten

ment regarding Spanish affairs. Certain simple ideas have become lodged

in the minds of western peoples about Spain. Their dislodgment is no

easy task, but a necessary one. They must be brought to realize that

above General Franco and the temporary contingencies of the Spanish

situation there are permanent values and devotion to larger ideals, to

is An excellent comment is contained in Human Events, Washington, D. C.,

July 15, 1949. This publication points out that &quot;Today, Spain continues to furnish

the inspiration for additional farcical attitudes among our officials.&quot; Another reason

to deny a loan was that Spain devotes too much of its budget to the armed forces.

This criticism appeared about the time that Defense Secretary Johnson demanded

IS billion dollars out of a total of 40 billion for defense.
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which the people of Spain have demonstrated a century-long devotion.

Without Spain, the West is incomplete and crippled. The permanent
exclusion of the regime from all participation in normal international

affairs merely contributes to the unrest of the Spanish and might, if

pressed too far, lead to an explosion of political emotion that might

conceivably end the present state of affairs only to lead to an abyss
of confusion that would be the ideal muddied waters in which the

Soviet Union fishes with such effectiveness.

Turning from Spain as an international question to the internal

outlook, we find that we are faced fundamentally by the problem of

what shape the potential opposition takes and what prospects there

really are for a political change in the present regime. The first may be

examined briefly in the light of the various tendencies that are eager
for such a change. There are the monarchists of various persuasions
on one side and the numerous leftist forces on the other. There are,

in reality, no parties of any kind in opposition. There are segments of

opinion, minor movements perhaps without much cohesion, and a

certain number of nuclei and cells that are either maintained within

the country or precariously fed by Spanish exiles from outside.

From time to time opposition forces are depicted as rising up to

challenge the Franco regime. For a time, at the conclusion of World
War II, it was guerrilla fighting by armed bands. Later it was bombing
and terroristic activity within Spain. At others, attention was focused

on the action of the so-called republican government in exile, either in

Paris or at the United Nations. From time to time the monarchists

come in for a spot of attention and rumors fly that Don Juan and

the socialists have come to an agreement, or that Franco and Don

Juan, having met on the waters of the Bay of Biscay, have ironed

out their differences.

The fact is that an understanding of the forces opposed to the

present regime must take the form of extreme subtlety, for it is vain to

talk of formal opposition in some cases, because there is merely dis

agreement with particular aspects of the regime. In other cases the

hostility is absolute and on every issue. There are strong monarchists

who have ranged themselves unhesitatingly with the regime. There

are other monarchists who have reservations and prefer an attitude

of passive waiting. There are republicans who might be induced to

come to terms with the monarchists, and there are others who refuse

anything short of the restoration of the Constitution of 1931 and

the re-establishment of a reasonable facsimile of the Popular Front.
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The information regarding the leftist opposition usually mentions the

Alianza National de Fuerzas Democrdticas, founded in the autumn

of 1944. It was apparently a potpourri of republicans, socialists, and

even anarchists. It is still incomprehensible, after the bitter experience

of 1936-1939, that there are those who think the adherence of the

anarchists is a source of strength. The communists up to 1946 had an

organization of their own called the Unidn National. The Alliance

issued its statement of principles and a program. Its activity has been

largely that of maintaining some kind of organized group within

Spain, but certainly neither in propaganda nor in influence has it

reflected any deep-rooted movement of promise. The communists have

the enormous advantage of their international connections. In general,

the anarchists and the communists have constituted the most active

underground movements in contemporary Spain, although this activity

must be taken in a purely relative sense. There have been rumblings

and minor commotion in the Spanish underground, but it cannot be

said that for the first decade any,group had managed to accomplish

anything, and at the present writing there is no sign that it will.

The republicans outside Spain are divided and subdivided into

infinite factions. Even the shadowy government they set up in Mexico

suffered periodical crises and shifts, while its actual influence on public

opinion abroad is nil. Within Spain it is still less, for no one takes it

at all seriously. Whatever might happen in Spain, one thing is abso

lutely certain, that if Franco should fall tomorrow, Jose Giral will

not take his place.
1*

The attitude of the monarchists is far more interesting because they

are not clandestine, nor do they presume to destroy the present institu

tions in the vain effort to win their case. From time to time in this

volume I have had occasion to mention the various divisions among

the monarchists. The most serious group unquestionably is that which

defends the position of Don Juan as King of Spain. It must be

emphasized again that almost everyone in high position in Spain today

is a monarchist. The real difference does not lie in their monarchism

versus anti-monarchism, but in the procedure and method to bring

i* A serious study of contemporary Spain was published in Brussels under the

title, Probleme des relations Internationales: VEspagne, 1948, by the Institut des

Relations Internationales. In this co-operative study the conclusion is reached that

&quot;it must be remembered that the enemies of Franco abroad do not appear at all

dangerous. Their campaign is limited to the purely verbal. The enemies of General

Franco at home are no more dangerous than those abroad 1

(p. 27).
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about the restoration. Spain has been proclaimed a monarchy. The
issue now is how to bring about the transition in the best way,
satisfactory to Don Juan and to Franco. Within the monarchist ranks
there are many who feel strongly that Spain is standing still under
the present regime and that as the years pass the psychological
moment for the restoration is lost. There are others who have the
keenest hopes of working from the inside of the regime and
contributing from that vantage point to the normalization of Spanish
institutions. The belief is strong among all that the return of a king
is indispensable to give Spain an institutional structure that will resist

the change when General Franco ceases to manage affairs.

I am personally convinced that the restoration is the obvious thing
for Spain. The Republic did not work, and there is no sign that in

Spain it ever will work. Monarchy provides the armor of stability,
without which Spain is doomed to the convulsions which did it such

great harm during both republican experiments. Just how the restora
tion can best be brought about is another question. I think the
essential point of disagreement between Franco and Don Juan is this :

the Generalissimo naturally is unwilling to have the King return as

though the accomplishment of the past thirteen years did not exist,
while the King, on the other hand, refuses to return to Spain as the
Monarch of the Falange or as the creature of the regime, but rather
as the King of all Spaniards. General Franco can hardly be expected
to step down and sacrifice cheerfully the regime he has created out
of civil war. This attitude is entirely understandable. On the other

hand, Don Juan has felt strongly that to return as monarch, tied to the
virtues and faults of the Franco regime, would weaken his position
before he even began to exercise the royal powers.
The fact is, of course, that General Franco is in power, and that

elementary reality cannot be overlooked. The meeting of General
Franco and Don Juan in 1948 was primarily for the purpose of

arranging for the schooling of the King s son in Madrid, and to establish
cordial contacts between the two. Toward the end of World War II,
when Don Juan proclaimed his belief in constitutional monarchy,
perhaps to convince the western world that he was prepared to

institute a regime similar to the British, General Franco was equally
obdurate in asserting with absolute clarity his position. It may be
summarized as follows:

1. The Monarchy abandoned authority to the Republic in 1931.
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2. The National Movement was directed against the abuse of

republicanism.
3. The Movement in 1936 was not primarily monarchical, but

Spanish and Catholic.

4. General Mola, at the very beginning, made it clear that the

Movement was not fundamentally monarchical.

5. Of the million enrolled in the nationalist ranks during the civil

war, only a portion were pronounced monarchists.

General Franco defended his regime as the legitimate consequence of

the civil war, with a sovereignty sanctioned by victory. The essential

point in the Caudillo s position has been that Don Juan sought to

separate the future of Spain from the national crusade that had

brought it order and authority.

The monarchists, especially of the Don Juan persuasion, as well as

the Carlist traditionalists have protested against the fact that despite

the proclamation of the monarchy as the ultimate aim of the regime
and the promulgation of the Succession Law, present-day Spain is

a singularly uncongenial atmosphere for monarchist propaganda. The
monarchists are not allowed to urge their case or to sustain a prop

aganda that they deem necessary to create the state of mind that will

make the return of the King feasible and logical. The cases of

restrictions are numerous. The Duchess of Valencia was fined heavily

for monarchist activity ;
General Kindelin was confined to the barracks

because of a speech. Father Santiago Hevia delivered a lecture at the

Ateneo on the re-establishment of the Rota in which he maintained

that the privileges granted by the Holy See to the present regime were

less than those given the monarchs. In his general thesis he spoke

openly in favor of the monarchical claims and was subject to molesta

tion as a result. A Mass for the repose of the soul of Alfonso XIII,

in February, 1948, was forbidden by the authorities, although at the

same time a Mass was celebrated officially at the Escorial for the

same purpose. I know of five or six cases of active monarchists who

have suffered fines of 25,000 pesetas for their public pronouncements

in favor of the restoration of this institution. These cases and their

repetition have annoyed the supporters of Don Juan, who see in it

a contradiction with the protestations of monarchism as contained

in the Succession Law.

The visit of General Franco to Lisbon, in October, 1949, contributed

to the strengthening of relations between the two countries. Despite
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the fact that the Generalissimo and Don Juan did not meet personally,

the relations between the two have not changed since the original

meeting. In a word, the dialogue is still open and the possibility of

an arrangement is there.15

A fundamental difficulty in the restoration is, of course, the long

years of exile of Don Juan and the problem of accommodating his return

to the exigencies of practical politics. The present regime has built up
an army of supporters and beneficiaries, while there are many who have

devoted their lives to the cause of the restoration and could reasonably

expect to enter public service if Don Juan were to ascend the throne.

How can this situation be worked out realistically? One must add

the fact that in the minds of some the restoration means primarily the

re-establishment of the court and the rehabilitation of the aristocracy.

If one thing is clear in contemporary Spain it is that the traditional

aristocracy is looked upon with profound suspicion, both by the mass

of people and by the regime. Could Don Juan accommodate himself

to the demands of politics and at the same time bring about the

reconciliation of all Spaniards, both Franquist and anti-Franquist?

This must remain as one of the major incognita of the present day.

i
&quot;General Franco s visit to Lisbon,&quot; in The Tablet, London, Oct. 29, 1949.



Appendix 1. CHRONOLOGY OF SPANISH HISTORY
AT ITS ZENITH

1474 Death of Henry IV and Proclamation of Isabel, Queen of Castile.

1479 Ferdinand, husband of Isabel became King of Aragon.
Peace signed with Portugal which had favored the succession of Juana.

1480 The Inquisition set up at Seville.

1482 Beginning of war against Granada.

1483 Torquemada named Grand Inquisitor.

Revolt of Aragon against Inquisition as the instrument of the centralized

monarchy.
1484 The Christians took Malaga.

1491 Beginning of siege of Granada.

1492 The Jews expelled from Spain; discovery of America.

1498 Fourth and last voyage of Columbus.

1504 Death of Isabel and complete union of Castile and Aragon.

1509 Oran forced to pay tribute to Spain.

1516 Charles I ascended the throne of Spain.

1517 Explorations of Yucatan.

1520 Conquest of Mexico.

Insurrection of the Comuneros.

1521 War with France in Flanders and hi Italy.

1522 Conquest of Milan.

1524 Siege of Pavia.

1525 Francis I of France taken captive to Madrid.

1529 Conquest of Peru.

Treaty of Cambrai. Charles V renounced Bourgogne; Francis I, Naples.

1534 Foundation of the Society of Jesus.

1535 Foundation of Buenos Aires, Lima, discovery of Chile.

Conquest of Tunis.

War with France over Milan.

1542 War with France allied with Lutheran Sweden.

1553 Defeat of Charles V before Metz.

1556 Abdication of Charles V. War with France.

1559 Peace of Chateau-Bambr&sis.

1562 Teresa of Avila founded reformed Carmelite convent at Avila.

1563 The construction of the Escorial begun.

1565 Conquest of the Philippines.

1567 Insurrection in the Low Countries.

1569-1571 Moorish revolts. Lepanto,

1580 -Annexation of Portugal.

1588 Loss of the Armada.

1598 Death of Philip H.
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Appendix 2. CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF VIA
CRUCIS OF THE SPANISH CHURCH
IN THE NINETEENTH AND
TWENTIETH CENTURIES

1798 Expropriation of Church properties under Charles IV. The confiscation

and sale of properties belonging to the orders was authorized.

1805 Sale of Church property against compensation by government bonds.

1809 Reduction of number of religious houses under Napoleon.
1812 Under the Constitution of Cadiz, it was ruled that certain restrictions

should apply to the orders. It was forbidden to make appeals for

funds to restore houses. The appropriation to the State of the prop
erty of all houses suppressed by the invasion was confirmed. Further

suppression of smaller houses.

1814 Under Ferdinand VII temporary restoration of properties and return

of Jesuits.

4820 Rebellion of Rafael Riego. Expulsion of Jesuits and decree against re

ligious orders, October 25, 1820.

The impoverishment of the treasury was taken to make raids on the

Church a patriotic necessity. Benedictines and Augustinians suppressed.
Parish priests reduced; numerous houses closed; suspension of benefices.

4822 Suppression of all houses in villages of less than. 450 inhabitants.

Between 1820 and 1822, bishops and priests forced to espouse Liberal

constitution from pulpits in laudatory terms.

1834-1837 Persecution, killings, and finally the Mendizabal desamortizacidn.

The expulsion of bishops and the suppression of eighteen bishoprics.
1843 Restoration of a degree of normality.
1851 The Concordat between Rome and Madrid.

1854 A two-year period of progressive rule began, with a new anti-Church

outburst. Expulsions and confiscations began again. The Vatican broke

diplomatic relations with Spain.

1856 Expropriation extended to all property possessed or enjoyed by indi

viduals or corporations of an ecclesiastical character.

1868 The revolution against Isabel II. All religious communities established

since 1837 suppressed. Society of Jesus dissolved. Convents reduced

to half their number.

The Constitution of 1869 and its strongly anti-Catholic inspiration.

1874 Riots and antireligious demonstrations. The support of clergy allowed

to fall into arrears.

1876 New constitution and restoration of respect for Church.

1910 &quot;Padlock Law,&quot; restricting the entrance or formation of new religious
communities in Spain.

The advent of the Second Republic and the outbreak of new disorders

and persecution.
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Appendix 3. DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNISM
IN LEFTIST-CONTROLLED SPAIN
BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR

It has been made clear in the text of this book that communism as a move
ment and party never gained outstanding success in pre-civil-war Spain, nor

did it compare in virulence to either socialism or anarcho-syndicalism. The

importance that attaches to it springs from the fact that it was by far the

best-knit, organized, and aggressive force among the extremist movements. The

experience of the Asturian revolt in 1934 proved this. The factual study of

growing communist control up to the time of the civil war is further evidence

in the same direction.

Communism began to make headway in Spain as a positive influence on gov

ernment and thought when the technique of the Popular Front became the

accepted procedure, that is, after the Seventh Congress of the Communist

Internationale in 1935. The decision to seek electoral alliances with other

left-wing parties and particularly with bourgeois groups was the entering wedge
which permitted communism to begin the slow climb intended to lead to full

control. The fusion of the socialist afcd communist parties was unquestionably

the goal in Spain. The youth organizations had achieved this perfect union in

1934, as will be described shortly. There remained the much more difficult

task of welding together socialism and -communism into a solid single party,

representing supposedly all facets of the working class. Pravda (Feb. 19, 1936)

had commented on the victory of the Popular Front in February, 1936, in

the following terms:

&quot;The triumph of the Popular Front is the beginning of the proletariat s

offensive against the forces of fascism and reaction. , , . The primary need in

annihilating fascism completely is amnesty for all imprisoned revolutionaries,

the confiscation of the property of the aristocrats, the readmission of all workers

dismissed for revolutionary activity in October, 1934, and the raising of the

salaries of rural and urban workers. Spanish communists know that this pro

gram cannot be realized by the kind of left wing government that will probably

be formed at first. Our task is to increase by every means the effectiveness of

the working masses and the Popular Front. But we should not be content with

the latter, but advance by every means the democratic revolution.&quot;

The French publication La Vie Ouvrtere contains a great deal of material on

Spanish affairs during the critical months after the Popular Front came into

power. We find repeated allusion, for instance, to Francisco Largo Caballero, as

the future leader of all Spanish working-class parties.

But first of all, it may be useful to describe the various divisions of the com

munist forces in Spain at the time. They may be classified as follows:

Partido comwdsta espanoL The most important nucleus of the communists

and directly linked with the Comintern. It is the Spanish branch of the Com

munist Internationale. Its organ of expression was Mwdo Obrero.
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Partido comunista Catalan. This was the official Catalan branch of the com

munist party, but of extremely limited influence.

Partido Obrero de Unification Marxista. This is the P.O.U.M., the initials

of which became so well known in the civil war days. It represented opposition
communist forces, under the direction of Joaquin Maurin. Its influence was
limited strictly to Catalonia. The official communist party considered this

group as Trotskyite.

Bloque Obrero y campesino. Founded by Maurin after the break with the
Central Committee of the communist party. Later fused with the P.O.U.M.
The Bloque exerted considerable influence in Barcelona.

It was extremely difficult to determine with precision the communist strength
in Spain up to 1936. Mauricio Karl in a little book entitled El oomunismo en
Espana gave the following figures: Communist party, Youth, etc., 280,000
members; Bloque Obrero, P.O.U.M., etc., 50,000 members.

It is highly probable that the first figure is reasonably accurate while the
second is exaggerated. The more conservative estimates do not give the

opposition communist forces much more than 10,000 members. Mundo Obrero
(April 1, 1936) expressed its gratification at the &quot;50,000 members of the party.&quot;

The Central Committee of the Spanish Communist Party, meeting between
March 28 and 30, 1936, spoke of &quot;30,000 new members since the February
elections.&quot; In this case the party prior to the triumph of the Popular Front had
only some 20,000 members. Jose Diaz, General Secretary of the party, wrote in

La Correspondence Internacional (April 17, 1936) that the party was &quot;60,000

strong.&quot; Mundo Obrero (April 28, 1936) informed all provincial groups of the
need for the most accurate statistical information on new members, especially
those who entered the party after February 16.

The figures for the -other extremist groups are equally open to serious doubt
as to their accuracy. These are often given as the following:

Socialist party, Socialist Youth, and U.G.T. 1,100,000
Federation sindicalista literaria and opposition unions to the
C.N.T. (Conjederacidn Nacional del Trabajo) 200,000

Regional Confederation of Asturias, Le6n, and Pal^ncia 90,000
C.N.T. and Federation Anarquista Ib&rica 600,000
Semiorganized groups more or less affiliated with C.N.T. 200,000
Escamots separatistas (Catalan separatists) 30,000

The Spanish Communist Party operated clandestinely until the advent of the

Republic. In June, 1931, it registered with the Home Secretary and became a

legally recognized party, and in March, 1932, the fourth national congress was
held at which time 11,000 was the number of members stated.

The Communist Party was favored in an extraordinary way by the Popular
Front combination which permitted it to obtain 17 deputies in the Cortes. But
infinitely more serious was the enormous infiltration of communist elements in

the provincial governments, and very particularly in the municipal administra
tion. Among the communists occupying seats in the Cortes in 1936, only a few
have been recorded by history as playing a role of outstanding importance;
Jos6 Diaz Ramos, deputy for Madrid and General Secretary of the party, a
former baker and ex-anarchist, was looked upon as one of the figures of greatest
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prestige. Dolores Ibarruri, deputy for Oviedo, had a long and significant career

as an agitator in Vizcaya, as the editor of Mundo Obrero, and as one of

the most effective of the communist propagandists. Cayetano Bolivar Escribano
was the only communist deputy in the Cortes up to the victory of 1936.

Other leaders after that in parliament included Vicente Uribe, minority leader,

and Jesus Hernandez Tomas, later to be Minister of Education of the Popular
Front government. The communists made no effort to conceal their contempt
for parliament and their primary interest in the mobilization of mass opinion
for the Revolution:

&quot;Our policy in the Cortes will differ from that of the other groups. We shall

endeavor to link our parliamentary action with the struggle in the street. We
do not consider parliament to be of fundamental importance since the vital

thing is the mobilization of the masses, to which is reserved a far greater task

than the work of their representatives in the chamber.&quot;
1

As has been indicated, the most important single element for a proper under

standing of the role of the extreme Left in the crisis of 1936 is the increasing

collaboration between the communists and socialists. It was perfectly clear that

the communists alone and unaided could not hope to capture a majority. The

only solution was to operate in close co-operation with the socialists who had a

far greater hold on the working masses. The extraordinary thing is that the

socialists were willing to allow the communists to participate fully in the name
of working-class unity, despite the familiar &quot;boring from within&quot; tactics of the

latter. The communists devoted a great deal of attention to the creation of

Alianzas obreras, that is, workers alliances, which became in the rural areas

Alianzas obreras y campesinas. This unity of action was frequently limited to a

single factory or enterprise and circumscribed to specific demands. It neverthe

less created little by little the atmosphere of co-operation toward which the

communists were working. The ultimate goal was fusion with the socialists and

above all perfect co-ordination among the various trade union groups.

The names and character of these organizations have already been indicated

in the course of these pages. It will be remembered that the Unidn General de

Trabajadores (U.G.T.) was dominated by the socialists; the Confederacufn
General de Trabajo Unitaria* was communist created and was dominated en

tirely by them; and finally the Confederacidn National del Trabajo (C.N.T.),

whose doctrine and ideology was anarcho-syndicalist.

The approach to socialism in the republican period was complicated by the

divisions within the socialist ranks themselves. There was the so-called right

wing or reformist branch of socialism, led by Professor Besteiro and Indalecio

Prieto, and the radical or revolutionary wing, of which Francisco Largo Caballero

was the leader. It would seem that the latter tendency was steadily on the in

crease and the revolutionary doctrine was particularly strong among the socialist

youth organizations.
2 The communist press was extremely laudatory of Largo

1 Mundo Obrero, March 12, 1936. Statement of Dolores Ibarruri.

2 The great fact in the communist offensive in 1936 was, of course, the Popular

Front technique. In the case of Spain this was particularly necessary in view of the

paucity of communist leadership. Therefore, it became evident that Francisco Largo

Caballero was the leader, by the grace of the Communist International, that was

to guide Spain toward communism. In a remarkable series of articles in the Madrid
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Caballero, and everything seemed to indicate that if the union between socialists

and communists really caine about that he would be the accepted leader of the
new Sovietized Spain. We discover on the communist side expressions such as
the following:

&quot;With the exception of the communist party and in large part, of the left

wing of the socialist party, the leaders of the other parties forming the Popular
Front consider it merely as an electoral combination and do not aspire to any
thing else. The right wing socialists have revealed themselves as the enemies
of the united workers front.&quot;

3

By the spring of 1936 the union of the communist trade unions and the
U.G.T. had made notable progress. Largo Caballero indicated that this was a
fact in an article in his paper Claridad, April 13, 1936. The problem of union with
the anarcho-syndicalists of the C.N.T. was a much more complicated matter.
The traditional hostility of the syndicalists for the &quot;authoritarianism&quot; of the
communists and left-wing socialists came to the surface to obstruct the

negotiations toward unity. The socialist and communist press devoted much
space to praise the anarcho-syndicalists in the effort to bring their leaders around
to the idea of union. In the Zaragoza congress of the C.N.T., May 10, 1936,
the organization reiterated its acceptance of anarchism, its total disbelief in

political solutions, and its uncompromising hostility to all active participation
in the normal processes of the State. It appealed to the socialists to unite in a

revolutionary pact, on the condition that they recognize the failure of parlia-
mentarianism and refuse to collaborate further in the present government. The
communists were not disheartened, as the editorial in one of their papers in

dicated: &quot;The C.N.T. congress holds open a door of very great hope.&quot;
4

But the really powerful achievement of communism and the one thing that

assured it of an opportunity for* the climb toward power was the union of the
socialist and communist youth organizations. As early as July, 1934, the leaders

of the two youth groups met to discuss the basis of unified action. In March,
1936, a delegation of the Juventud comunista and Juventud socialists traveled

to Moscow to discuss the plans for a union. Early in April the respective federa
tions decided to create a joint committee to be called the Comision National de

Unification. On April 4 the agreement was made public with the expressed ap
proval of the executive committee of the Communist Youth Internationale. This

unity revealed its practical effects almost immediately. On April 4, the separate

publications of the two youth movements were joined under the name of

paper Ya, Enrique Matorras, former secretary of the communist youth organiza

tion, describes in detail how Largo Caballero came to be chosen, how Julio Alvarez
del Vayo became one of the leading spokesmen for the Left wing of socialism, and
how the two socialist branches actually broke with the Largo Caballero wing and
passed over to communism. &quot;Claridad, the organ of revolutionary socialism, was
forced out of the printing office Grdfica sodalista and was then printed on the

presses of Mundo Obrero, the property of the communist party. One of the positive
results of the deliberations of the Communist International was to whitewash
Manuel Azana and present him henceforth as the hope of the extreme Left. The
change in tone of the leftist press toward Azana is extraordinary in 1935-36&quot; (Fa,
Jan. 28 and 30, 1936).

3
Jose&quot; Diaz in La Correspondence International, April 17, 1936.

d, May 16, 1936.
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Renovacidn y Juventud Roja. After May 1, the united front issued its magazine
Juventud. There was much discussion about the appropriate uniform, and it

was finally decided that the united youth groups should wear a blue shirt with

a red tie. The revolutionary intention was crystal clear in the statement of

Renovaci&n (May 9, 1936) :

&quot;We believe that the political line of the Federation of Socialist Youth at

the present time . . . ought to include the following: The creation of the

Bolshevik Party with the fusion of the purged socialist party and the com

munist; the establishment of a single trade union organization with the fusion

of the C.N.T. and U.G.T.; the increase of the workers and fanners alliances,

all aimed at the proletarian revolution.&quot;

An aspect of the very greatest importance in the study of the communist

campaign to win Spain was the number of organizations directly or indirectly

controlled by the extreme Left. These may be listed as follows : the communist

trade unions; Friends of the Soviet Union; International Red Relief; Workers

Sporting Federation; National Committee for the Fight against War and

Fascism; Association of Revolutionary Writers and Artists; Union of Students;

Union of Proletarian Women; Pioneers Union; Federation of the Workers

Theater and Cine Clubs; Artists International. This list, which is by no means

all-inclusive, sounds strangely like something the congressional committee an

anti-American activities turned up: the same front organizations, the same

ambiguous title at times to catch the unwary, the same unscrupulous use of

democratic terminology to cover the machinations of the communist party. The

lesson that Spain learned thirteen years ago does not seem to have penetrated

a great many other countries.

Spanish communism was behind any number of the incidents and constant

agitation that characterized the Spam of the republican era. The general tech

nique of the communists was to profit from social movements that were popular

with the workers, and condemn those that were either a failure or likely to

favor other left wing groups. Thus it was that the Central Bureau of the Spanish

Communist Party condemned with severity the uprising in the Llobregat Valley,

in 1932, denouncing the C.N.T. for provoking a movement that merely led to

the repression of the working class. The records show that the communists were

directly involved in the following number of strikes: 1930, 527; 1931, 3643;

1932, 2400; 1935, 775.

Direct communist provocation may be pointed out in a large number of

cases where the proof can admit of no doubt. Some of the incidents which the

communists engineered may be listed as follows:

April 13, 1931: Strike in Seville with complete tie-up and attack on the civil

government.

May 10, 1931: Active participation of communists in events in Madrid and

elsewhere in Spain and the general strike of May 11.

May 26, 1931: Strike in Pasajes and march on San Sebastian. Open conflict

between communists and civil guard.

July 21, 1931: General strike in Seville. Communist assault on barracks of

civil guard. Put down with machine guns.

1932: Communist participation in murder of civil guards at Castilblanco.

Participated in incidents at Zalamea de la Serena, Jeresa, Epila y Arnedo.
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Jan. 25, 1932: General strikes in Seville, Vizcaya, Malaga, Valencia, and
Almeria directed by communists.

May 1, 1932; Shooting in Madrid and general strike May 2.

May 25, 1932: General strike under communist direction in Seville, Cadiz,

Ceuta, and Valencia.

July 8, 1932: Uprising in Villa de Don Fradique, Toledo province, where
communism was proclaimed. The leader was Bolivar, later elected as Communist

deputy for Mdlaga.

Aug. 12, 1932: General strike in Seville declared by communists.

June 23, 1933: Communist bands were organized to seize and burn all

emblems of the Sacred Heart that were displayed publicly by Catholics.

1934: Full communist participation in the Asturias uprising.

1935: During the Lerroux regime the communists were more quiet.

All these developments, it should be noted, had taken place well before the

beginning of the civil war, July 18, 1936, under the republican administration.

It may not be without interest to note the explanation of the failure of the

Asturias rebellion as given by the review UInternationale Communiste (Nov.

20, 1934):
1. The Spanish proletariat is still too strongly influenced by socialist and

anarchist leadership.

2. Sufficient work has not been done with the peasants.

3. The Catalan nationalist movement has been pre-eminently bourgeois.

4. Not enough has been done to assure army support for the people.

5. Absence of adequate organization. The strikes and rebellion all over Spain
were not sufficiently unified and centrally directed. The communists gave the

right kind of direction in Asturias and the Basque provinces where they are

relatively strong.

By the time the Popular Front was in power, Spain was quite aware of the

specialties of each extremist group. The anarchists were invariably involved in

bomb tossing and armed holdups. The socialists and communists were much
more addicted to attacks on political centers of the opposition parties and par

ticularly church burning. The Logos News Agency drew up a list of the actual

cases that were reported or about which authentic information could be obtained

for the period between February 16 and April 20, 1936, under the republican

administration. The constant censorship made it almost impossible for the daily

press to keep up with the destruction and murders that occurred every day.

The list of violent incidents in which communist participation is either com

pletely established or reasonably presumed is as follows:

Churches totally destroyed 90

Churches partially destroyed or profaned 122

Newspapers totally destroyed 8

Newspapers partially destroyed 17

Political centers destroyed IS

Political centers assaulted and partially destroyed 97

Catholic Action centers destroyed 6

Catholic Action centers assaulted 20

Official offices destroyed 10

Official offices assaulted 9
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Private residences assaulted and destroyed 23

Private residences assaulted 112

Violent deaths from attack 140

Wounded 620

Attacked without serious consequences 153

Holdups committed 81

Holdups that failed or were foiled 12

Bombs exploded 58

Bombs picked up before explosion 42

Between April 20 and May 15, still previous to the civil war which was soon

to follow, communists and socialists were responsible for the attack on the street

against eight nuns whose college in Cuatro Caminos was assaulted.

A word regarding some of the propaganda methods of Spanish communism

in the months immediately preceding the civil war, before the Catholic liberation.

One of the organizations to develop a curiously vigorous life was the &quot;Friends

of the Soviet Union.&quot; The Spanish section was established in April, 1933, and

by 1936 already had a network of local and provincial centers all over Spain.

There were, in the summer of 1936, about 50 major centers of this organization

in the peninsula. Its magazine, Rusia de Hoy, was a powerful propaganda in

strument. The headquarters of the Association was at CaUe de la Flor Baja, 5,

the main floor of which is devoted to the offices of the Communist Internationale.

The victory of the Popular Front produced a tremendous upsurge in the

amount of communist propaganda and especially in the persistent deluging of

the market with communist and Sovietophile literature. Communist-inspired

literature began to appear in great profusion in 1931, and by 1932 and 1933

seemed almost to exert a monopoly in the field during this section of the

republican regime. The number of book stalls on the Madrid streets selling

this sort of thing was legion. The annual book fair was distinguished by the

fantastic amount of Soviet or communist material. I recall personally the aspect

of things in Madrid in the late summer of 1932. At every stand communist

programs, historical works, treatises on economics, and volumes laudatory of

the Soviet Union were available for as low as a peseta. The development of

communist propaganda in Spain by means of books has followed a very definite

course. After 1929 there was a considerable vogue of the German left-wing

novel, pacifist and vaguely socialist, such as Remarque, Zweig, Johanssen, and

the Frenchman Barbusse. The second period belonged to the novel with social

content or a class-conscious message, American, German, and Soviet. The

third period was a literal invasion of Soviet literature: Ehrenburg, Pilniack,

Babel, Zochtchenko, and the first of the Spaniards writing in the same vein,

such as Sender and others. The fourth stage was the period of communist

propaganda unashamed open, above board, and enormously voluminous. The

major enterprise producing this type of literature was the EditorM Europe

America,, which flooded the stands and especially the news and magazine carts

that were so numerous in Madrid with cheap editions, many for as low as

10 and 50 centimos.

As an indication of the state of things in Spain in the spring and early summer

of 1936, before the final outbreak of the civil war the following are some of
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the books mast highly praised in the left-wing press and reviewed most fre

quently by the socialist and communist papers :

Juan Garcia Morales (an ex-priest), El Cristo Rojo (The Red Christ);
J. Stalin, La teoria de la revolucidn proletaries (The Theory of Proletarian

Revolution); F. Engels, Origin de la familia, de la propriedad privada y del

Estado (Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State) ; Fermin Galan,
Barbarie organizada (Organized Barbarism) ;

Sexto congreso de la Internacional
Juvenil comunista (Sixth Congress of the International of Communist Youth).
An astonishing chapter in the story of the communist plot against Spain is

the place won in the cinema world in the film industry, cine clubs, and re

views devoted to the screen. One can readily imagine the very great effect on
the younger generation of the popular cinema reviews more or less openly
devoted to spreading the communist line. This is precisely what happened in

Spain before 1936. Take the Cine Teatro Club, as an example. This organiza
tion whose first film seance took place on February 29, 1936, was devoted

primarily to Soviet pictures and to low-priced showings of revolutionary films.

The admission price of a peseta attracted vast numbers of workers who were
dazzled by the propaganda of such productions as &quot;The Cruiser Potemkin.&quot;

Other film circles, such as the Proa Filmdfono, showed Soviet pictures in great
number:

&quot;Land,&quot; &quot;October,&quot; and &quot;Song of Life.&quot; There were some 25 centers
of this character scattered about Spain, all assiduously engaged in promoting
the showing of Soviet films or others slanted in the revolutionary direction.

Even the Spanish film production was influenced by the Soviet model, and such

producers as Tony Roman and Bunuel gave the public extremely tendentious

interpretations of Spanish themes. The vogue of Soviet documentaries, such as

&quot;Wings,&quot; increased notably after the triumph of the Popular Front. There were
various attempts to develop a typically revolutionary theater in Spain. For a
time after the success of the proclamation of the Republic a few plays were
shown in the workers quarters of Madrid, but their low artistic quality did not
lead to anything permanent. The Cine Teatro Club, founded in February, 1936,
by Jacinto Grau, Santiago de la Cruz, and C6sar Falcon undertook to stimulate
the revolutionary theater, especially in the Teatro Resales. There were perhaps
another half-dozen enterprises of this nature, although it was evident that the
motion picture was a far more effective propaganda weapon than the legitimate
stage. Csar Falcon wrote a play called &quot;Asturias&quot; of very pronounced revolu

tionary flavor and announced in the pages of Mundo Obrero (May 9, 1936)
that only proletarian players, organized in co-operatives, would take part in
the production.
The Friends of the Soviet Union made every effort to encourage Spanish

listeners to tune in on Radio Moscow for the Spanish language broadcasts. The
number of such broadcasts were stepped up during 1936 so that listeners in the
Iberian peninsula were rarely deprived of the communist education to be
secured by listening to the Soviet programs.
The communists did not overlook the possibilities of separate sporting groups,

once they had brought about the alliance with the socialists. The importance of
this phase of communist propaganda can scarcely be overemphasized. It will be
recalled that on July 18, 1936, the first foreign volunteers the precursor of
the International Brigades were a group of left-wing athletes, gathered in
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Barcelona for a meeting with their Spanish comrades. Within a few months
hundreds of local sporting clubs were formed all over Spain along strictly
communist lines. There was even a special competition for what was called the
&quot;Thalmann Football Cup,&quot; in honor of the German communist leader. Much
effort was made to organize the children and we discover in the sporting section

of Claridad, the left-wing socialist paper, for May 14, 1936, a photograph and
salutation to the &quot;young children s team of Aranjuez, U.H.P.&quot;

The unified socialists and communists were quite aware of the importance
of armed militia for the crucial moment when their forces would take to the

streets, to use the genteel term of &quot;The Pasionaria.&quot; It is conservatively esti

mated that these youth organizations represented some 100,000 members all

over Spain. Santiago Carrillo, the socialist secretary, and Trifon Medrano, the

communist, promised the communist party in March that by July they would
reach this figure. On Sundays it was their practice to indulge in military exercises

in the parks around Madrid and in the Sierra de Guadarrama. On May 17, 1936,
for example, they engaged in shooting practice in the Pedriza de Manzanares.
The government, needless to say, paid not the slightest attention to these

demonstrations.

Communism in the schools is another problem entirely. In the gigantic effort

to provoke social chaos and by this means launch the movement toward revolu

tion, the combined communists and socialists had not overlooked the importance
of infiltration in the school system. This was enormously enhanced by the

legislation against the religious orders. The atmosphere of total secularism

favored the new tendency, and the influx of improvised and ill-prepared teachers

to take the place of religious gave the extreme Left a rare opportunity for

its action. Part of the story has been told in a remarkable book, to which too

little attention has been paid, Alfonso Iniesta, Garra marxista en la escuela,

Burgos, 1939. In this work the author, himself a primary school inspector, traces

the whole process of the Marxist assault on the school system. It is a shocking
and disconcerting story indeed. The largest organization, of communist teachers

was the Federacidn espanola de trabajadores de la ensenanza, consisting of some
6000 members out of the total of 50,000 teachers in the entire country. How
did this nucleus operate? The introduction of materialism and Marxism in the

schools became more and more evident during the five years of the Republic.
There are authentic cases, testified to by teachers, pupils, and parents, of schools

where the clenched fist was the obligatory salute each morning. One teacher in

Alcala de Henares demanded that his students salute him on arriving at school

by saying, &quot;There is no God,&quot; to which the teacher replied, &quot;There never was.&quot;

In March and April, 1936, there were numerous parades in the main streets of

Madrid of small children with large banners stating that &quot;We want teachers,

not friars.&quot;

At one school in the Colonia de los Carteros in Madrid, the teacher insisted

that the children call her &quot;Comrade.&quot; It is obvious that the socialist and com
munist controlled city and provincial governments would make life intolerable

for the Catholic schools. In some cases, too, the local lay teachers were for

bidden to attend Mass, and in other cases were actually dismissed for having

been seen at Mass. One Madrid teacher was denounced and suspended because

he cited the case of St. Vincent de Paul as an example of charity. The Minister
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of Public Instruction declared Catholic teachers associations illegal since the
Constitution forbade anything &quot;sectarian.&quot; The number of assaults and, outrages
against Catholic schools surpasses all listing. In the Madrid area alone these
included Ciempozuelos, Torrelodones, Perales de Tajuna, Valdeguna, Villaconejos,
Mejorada del Campo, Tetuan de las Victorias, VaUecas, Dehesa de la Villa,
Bellas Vistas, Canillas, Cuatro Caminos, Carabanchel, and Chamartin a
total of seventeen schools.

Communist penetration in the public service was notorious. After the Republic
was proclaimed, a union was formed of telegraph workers, nominally a profes
sional group, but in fact dominated by the revolutionary idea. Within this

organization a number of communists very soon became dominant, among whom
were Julio Mangada and Martin Caire. The influence of these leaders in the

Ministry was so far reaching as to include appointments and dismissals. There
were efforts among the serious employees to get rid of this agitation, and in

general it may be said that the telegraph and communications system remained
reasonably free of contamination. A bizarre example of sovietism at work was
the so-called Hogar Telegrdfico, founded to care for the orphans of telegraph
operators. This institution was totally communized to such an extent that the
children dismissed ten directors in the course of a single year. By March, 1936,
the institution was run by a board of students who selected and dismissed the

teaching staff at will.

Communist activity extended to every effort to bring about the communiza-
tion of dock workers, fishermen, and port employees. In most cases the propa
ganda was directed toward unification along the lines already realized in the

youth groups. The communists did not overlook the possibility of separatism
even in places as unpromising as Morocco. &quot;Everyone recognizes the existence
of strong currents of nationalism in Morocco which we, the proletariat, are in

duty bound to support.&quot;
5

Another phase of the &quot;demoralization&quot; of Spain was the incredible increase
in the propaganda on behalf of atheism. It must not be thought that Spanish
communism was merely a political or even economic force. It was dedicated
to the complete Marxist ideal and included most prominently among its postu
lates the absolute eradication of religion. The situation in 1936 was most un
healthy. While religious institutions were burned, destroyed, and pillaged, no
handicap was placed on the free dissemination of atheism in its most virulent
form. The following is a list of the principal atheist newspapers and reviews

published in Spain and sold on the newsstands, as of 1936: Mirador, inspired by
Francisco Pujols; La Rambla, weekly with Granier Barrera as the principal
collaborator; El Ateo, directed by Gines Bernades Franco; El Lerrouxista,
directed by Antonio Sevilla; El Be Negre, satirical review against all religion;
Remsta Blanca, director, Federica Montseny; Solidaridad Obrera, organ of the
anarchist F.A.I., with innumerable articles favorable to atheism; El DUuvio,
daily under direction of noted atheist Luis Umbert Santos; Renovacidrij the well-
known atheist, Alfonso Martiney Carrasco, director; L Hora, Catalan atheist

sheet; Mciales, atheist paper of anarchist tendency; Biofilia, Laura Brunet,
director; Vida y Trabajo.

5Mundo Obrero, April 4, 1936.
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In Valencia there were a number of atheist papers and reviews as well as in

the other provincial capitals of the peninsula. In Madrid, Calle de Roma 41,

there was a &quot;Godless Library&quot; and an institution called the Casa de las Sin Dios

(The House of the Godless) located at Ballasteros 8.

In December, 1932, the Godless League was founded in Spain with branches

in all the provinces. The year before a kindred organization, the Liga Anticlerical

Revolucionaria, had been set up. In 1935 there was founded the Unifa de

Librepensadores proletaries run by the communists, and a socialist counterpart

called the Liga de Librepensadores.
The perversion of family life was another aspect of this same general trend.

Immorality and corruption were commonplace. I have referred before to the

appalling prevalence in every Spanish city of pornographic literature, sold to

everyone without the least restriction and reaching a degree of shamelessness

rarely matched anywhere. In a newsstand located in La Glorieta in the Madrid

suburb of Cuatro Caminos, the most scandalous literature was offered for sale:

Communism and Morality, Communism and Marriage, Engels on the Family,.

The real danger of communism in 1936 was not that it would seize power
suddenly. The anarchists were bitterly opposed to any communist monopoly of

revolution. The pact with the socialists was still too fresh to give absolute

assurance of harmony. The danger of communism was that it was the powerful

contributing force to the demoralization of a people. Through every one of the

methods described above, it was undermining morality, destroying the bases of

the social order, and producing the kind of society that would have no defenses

against the inroads of materialism and ultimately of the revolutionary overthrow

of the established order. The evidence I have cited is a hundredth part of what

is available to show how the extreme Left was out to destroy Spanish society

and its way of life. This was the awful, appalling danger that appeared to men
of good will in July, 1936. Against it there was no recourse but the recourse

to arms.

The existence of a communist plot for the summer of 1936 has been amply
demonstrated with documentary proof. The British writer, Arthur F. Loveday,

in his Spain 1923-1948 (p. 251 sq.), has done us the service to reproduce in

English translation the full documentary evidence on this point. They are

secret, confidential documents outlining the plans for the establishment of a

Soviet regime in Spain. The details are illuminating in the precision with which

they provide for every contingency. Largo Caballero, needless to say, was the

president of the National Soviet so envisaged. An earlier book, published from

English language sources, gives an excellent summary of the development of

leftism in Spain up to the civil war.6

6 G. M. Godden, Conflict in Spain, 1920-1937, London, 1937. This volume utilizes

to advantage communist sources, reports of the Communist Internationale, and the

communist press of England and the Continent.
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PAMPHLETS
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VTEI

NEWSPAPERS AND
DOCUMENTARY SOURCES

Newspaper sources constitute a veritable mine of information for the recent history

of Spain. Obviously the investigator must take into account the difficulties imposed
by the often erratic censorship. The careful reading of the press of the Second

Republic as well as of the civil war period itself constitutes an indispensable part
of the task of culling out information regarding the issues at stake. The following

are the newspapers consulted, sometimes frequently, sometimes only for occasional

numbers. In some cases I have gone through entire collections of certain newspapers for

given periods, such as the five years of the Republic or the three years of civil war:

Gaceta de la Republic^ Madrid, 1931-1936. Indispensable for the official report of
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El Liberal, Madrid.
El Sol, Madrid. Liberal in tendency.

Diario de Sesiones, Madrid, 1931-1936. The equivalent of the British Hansard or the

American Congressional Record. The printed text often watered down.

Solidaridad Obrera, Barcelona. The anarchist sheet. Occasional numbers consulted.

Informaciones, Madrid. The number of daily papers in Madrid and Barcelona during

the Second Republic was phenomenal. Most of them, as in France, reflected shades

and nuances of political opinion as well as the position of the numerous political

parties represented in the Cortes.

Vanguardia, Barcelona.

Claridad, Madrid.

Blanco y Negro, Madrid (magazine).

Gaceta de Madrid, Madrid.

El Liberal, Bilbao. The personal house organ of Indalecio Prieto.

Ahora, Madrid.

Heraldo de Madrid.
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El Norte de Castilla, Valladolid.
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thought since 1940.
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The Tablet, London.

The New York Times, New York.

The Times, London.
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Evening Star, Washington, D. C.

Human Events, Washington, D. C.

Le Monde, Paris.

VAube, Paris.

Daily Worker, London.

Daily Worker, New York.

L Humanite, Paris. In the analysis of the communist plot against Spain I have used

clippings and occasional pieces from a large number of left-wing and Marxist papers

from all over the world. In most cases only one or two items have been taken.

No formal listing of all these newspapers, the names of which appear at the foot

of the pages in the appropriate chapter, would seem necessary.

Boletin oficial eclesidstico del Arzobispado de Toledo.

Boletin oficial eclesidstico del Arzobispado de Sevilla.

Boletin oficial de las Cortes espanolas.

United Nations Conference on International Organization Documents.

Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly during the first part of its session from
10 January to 14 February, 1946.

Report of the Subcommittee on the Spanish question appointed by the Security

Council in April, 1946, UN Document, No. S/75.

United Nations. Oficial records of the second part of the first session of the General

Assembly, 1946.
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